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7 (OR | °f poverty, wretchedness, ‘vice, and woe be lesser 
WISCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTIVAT ed, were it not for that most pernicious idea, that 

cbr eras Rigi ells haa hielo labor is disgraceful, and that to till th din MARK MILLER, ‘ Ser ce Mig tse 
* RACINE, WISCONSIN, No. 101 MAIN STREET. | low and mean employment! Because of it, thou- 

Se eee sands—miserable thousands, are kept from follow- 

otiess 2 oa mene Sorter ing the plow, or wielding the axe, the hod, the 
50 Cents a Year in Advance? spade, thus developing the hidden wealth of the 

Five copies for $2, if dirécted to one Post Offiee. and at the | soil, and securing thé rewardof health, competéncé 

he A sen leno sn apne 
scribers. A better sentiment, however, begins'to prevait} 

fasters 1 an i in the I 
canton of the Bane ae hited fo ead te ad in pre- and hundreds who had embarked in other pursuits; 

5 See ee Saar pemeae only and in the various enterprizes of the day, are seek= 
—————————————————————— | ing to give it'a practical application in the Far Wests 

To the Public. Already there has been realized all that the Post 
wa ee ., | ‘in vision once saw,” when amid the solitude and. 

In embarking in the new enterprize before us; it | sitence of the boundless prairies, he heard afat ‘ 
may be expected that we will follow a Jong estab- ‘The sound of the advancing multitude, 

lished custom, and with a low bow and formal Which soon shall fill these deserts From the ground } 
«Salutatory,”” introduce ourselves to our worthy Be eho arte cn iey eson rales 
patrons conformably ‘to ancient:usage:”” As set Of sabbach wrorekipeett, The low of heras; 

forth in our Prospectus, this Journal will be mainly Se ee grat : 

devoted to the Agriculture! interest, and other kin) There is; too, a spirit of improvement abroad, 
dred interests, and no effort will be withheld in. a with reference to Agriculture, and not a few who 
motion of:them: » We trust therefore, that, it, will | 576 engaged in it, have already learned to theit great. 
meet with a cordial: reception at the hands of the | , ivantage, that improvements may be made im thie: 
farmers in the North West}, and that, through their art as well as in others; and that the discoveries of: | 

liberal patronage ned genenoe - ite grand aim |i, Agé, and.the developments of science, are fur- 
and objéct will be fully atteineds é nishing agencies and means for the promotion of 
‘NOf the importance of Agriculture+of its weighty | the interests of Agticulturé. But there is still room 

/) beating upon other pursuits—its close and insepara~ | and need for other and gréaterimprovéménts, Af- 
ble Contiection with the greatest good of q state or | ter all, so far aé the many- are concernet!’ only & 

. nationidentified with all that can givé glory to an | part of a small portion of the science of Agricul> 
age of people—we need not speak. The observa- | ture is known; and men are slow to apply new 

f tion and experience of every intelligent mind will | traths, and to make use of new and wisely adapted 

havé demonstrated, that it is in very truth, thefoun* | means, in the cultivation of the soil: Theyhold § 
dation of every species of business and trade, a liv- | fast old modes and practices, and with all the light 

) ing loment in manufacturing and commetcial | they now have, make little or no progress; The} 

prosperity, and that it underlies all thé great setu- | results of the imipteved practice of a few. farmers 
lar interests of communities. *} show, that godd lands may be made to produce Be 

5 It has been well said, that, Agriculture as a pro- | double the amount produced by the usual mode of 
.fession, strengthens the mind; and contributes to | husbandry? and that sterile and barren soils may be 

the health and energy of the human constitution ; | reclaimed, and made to pay, asin som instances, ) 
and when attended to asa science, it is.a boundless | an interest on one or two hundred dollare the acre. a 
source of rational amusement, wealth and Happi-| , We do not suppose that mere book knowledge will 5 

‘J ness. Not a word is needed in demonstration of | render men good farmers, but we' contend that it ix i 

#, this. And why should it be thought lees honora- | absolutely essential, for the successful prosecution 
; ble or reputable than other pursuits? How mich |of the business of agriculture, that the. nature of 

| Q suffering might be avoided—how would the mount |the materials with which they have to dé-the ca-(™y 
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pabilities and deficiences of the soil, and how it may | the Wiscoxsix Fanmen shall bp for the farmer of 
be improved—the proper rotation of crops—the | Wisconsin, and that no paihs will be spared, no ef- 
Tight application, with reference to time, place, and | forts withheld, to adapt it specially to the wants of 
quantity, of manures, etc., should all be studied | the Great West. g 
and_ well understood by the ‘lords of the soil.!*— Bed eee a 
When this is the te and whatever is learned is Hints to Farmers, 
ocean pertney Saed they are, ta She field not) ‘There is often need of the repetition of old truths, . only to superintend, but to work with their cw? | and facts plain and familiar to the commonest un- hands; they cannot fail .of becoming efficient far- derstanding ; as from carelessmess, inattention, or 
ar meget - nh awsrmar hed Cs ated the want of a proper knowledge of them, they are wil our aim to farnish su fo! * | forgotten, misapplies . 2 and disseminate such intelligence, as will be useful ie si neh = ee ga . and of general iuterest to the agricultural portion of time in these columns, will perhaps have already 
community in the Great West. Attention wil! also suggested itself to the farmer’s mind, or he may 
be paid to the subject of gardening, and such fatts | have had it presented him before, or his own obser- 
given as have been, or inay be, demonstrated to be | vation may have demonstrated its utility and good- of practical service and benefit in Horticultural ness, But he may have become careless with ref- 
Pursuits. And in the prosecution of our work, we | erence to it, and Practically it may be disregarded. 
hope to receive the prompt assistance of the friends | Th. hints, therefore, we maysthrow out, if they 
of Agriculture, especially of those in our OWN) gybserve no other good purpose, may stir up the state, not only by way of extending the circulation | minds of our agricultural brethren by way of\re- 
of our paper, but by well directed efforts to awaken | membrance, and cause them to be more attentive : 
4 spirit of of improvement in the minds of our 9g- | to the duties of their high and responsible calling. : ricultural brethren—that thus throngh our united| Winter now ** Teigns o’er all the solemn scene,” 

_ § labors, the profession of Agriculture may be elevated | ft should be the first care of the farmer—haying 
\ ¢ “to that rank which Heaven intended it should | made provision for the comfort of himself and fam. 

| ? occupy: when He, who created man, selected the | ily during this inclement season—that his stock are 
cultivation of the soil as the employment best adapt- | well provided for—that they are furnished with 

| ed to his physical, intellectual, and moral nature.’’ | warm shelter, and a sufficiency of proper food.— 
nnn é He suffers loss by neglecting to do this. It is of - [We are truly gratified for the extent of pat-| the greatest importance that cattle, sheep, etc,, be ronage already secured through the efforts of faith- | kept in good condition through the winter. Byrea- $- 

ful agents—for the kindness of many friends who | gon of exposure to the storms, and cold bleak winds, 
have assisted us in various ways—for the interest | the best stock, the finest and choicest breeds, great- every where manifested on our behalf throughout | ly deteriorate, and lose in excellence and quality, 
the state, and for the cheering and encouraging | even though they be well fed. Besides, if sheltered : 
prospect before us. If there have been any doubts | a third less feed will be required ; go that in many : whether at this early day such a paper as the ‘‘ Fan-| respects the farmer is a great gainer by his care and 
men,”’ would find sufficient patronage to sustain it, | attention. His cattle in the spring will be strong, é 
they are now dispelled. We know that papers of | vigorons,'and healthy, not having been weakened 

this description have multiplied of late, but we think | and rendered poor and sickly, by being left unshel- | ; 
not beyond the actual wants of the farming com- | tered and exposed to winter’s cold; and his sheep 
munity. These’papers are for the most part con- | will not die, or become diseased, and their wool fall. 

* 2 fined to the East—they are not, therefore. in all nor | off, becanse of theif bad wintering. Not a domes- . 
in most respects adapted to the wants of Agricul- | tic animal has-he, that will not ‘come out right? in taralists in the Far West. The only paper of the | the spring, as a consequence of the provision made -¢ kind published this side the Great Lakes, is the | for its protection and comfort! 
«Prairie Farmer.** A co-laborer in thesame broad} In this country where there is mo ‘lack of straw,” 
field, cannot limit materially its circulation, nor les-| warm, comfortable shelters are easily and cheaply 
sen the amount of good it is effecting, while it is | furnishéd for all descriptions of farm stock. The” + 4 generally conceded that Wisconsin needs, and will ingenuity of every farmer’ will furnish him with a Kaye = paper devoted to the farming interest within | plan, though we submit one, which may be of ser- 
its own borders, and that shall be adapted to meet the | vice : « Build a pen of large poles, or rails, to the ). 
gémands of that interest, and other interests con-| desired height, so that instéad of being a single : 

ted therewith. Let it therefore, be understood, | wall of rails on each side, there may be two walls, | with the assistance of the friends of Agricul-| inclosing a space about a foot wide ;- fill this space 
tare, and the generous patronage we are receiving, | with straw, treading j down compactly. Then lay ’ : : pean 
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ff rails across the top, about one foot apart, and cover | clover Yields to the blood of domestic ani- jf 
ft these thickly with straw for a roof, and the building | mals more sugar, starch, and oil, from 

is finished. It thus forms a warm and effectual | which fat is derived, than the grades. 
shelter.” Try it and see. ‘The quantity of incombustible earthy mat- 
In shelters thusconstructed, racks might be placed | ter in dry clover varies from 5 to 11 per 3. 

from which cattle, sheep, and colts might feed.|cent. The: following analysis’ by Boussin- 
If theve be fed in the yard, racks should be provid- | gault, is entitled to confidence : 

: ed, as they help save hay or other produce by pre-| Carbonic acid, 25,00 
venting it being trodden under foot, and thus wast- Sulphuric, « 2,50 

ed. Feed not too much at a time—better feed of- | Phosphoric, “ ee 6,30 
ten and in small quantities—what is then given will| Chlorine, 2,60 - 

be eaten, if from some cause it be not rendered} Lime, _ 24,60 
wholly unpalatable. Magnesia, 6,30 

It is better to cut all kinds of fodder for feed-| Potash, 26,60 
ing than to give it out in the ordinary way. It far-| Soda, 00,50 
nishes much more nutriment, and will be found a Silica, : 5,80 e 
saving. Cut hay, straw, and meal make an excel-| Oxide of Iron a 0,00 °° 
lent and economical feed—or when hay is scarce,| , Phe large quantity of lime and phospho- 
cut straw and meal alone. ‘The meal should be of |'i@ acid yield an abundence of bone earth curn ground in the ear, and of barley or oats| ‘2 8"Wing animals, For soiling, clover is 

‘There is more of nutriment in the cob than farmers | “°"™ cian poe thee lsod spond bene 
: are aware of. It contains no mean amount of far- | ™#nuren, if not naturally rich. 

inaceous and saccharine matter, and is therefore How ro maxe Trees sear.—A lady 
Wseful for its nutritive ingredients. Let it be} of our acquaintance took us into her garden 
ground with the corn, and an excellent feed when | a few days ago, where we were shown an 

used by itself, or in connection with cut hay or| apple tree which she informed us had been 
straw, will be furnished. planted for ten or more years, but had never These hints are thrown out; believing that “a | before borne any fruit. “In looking over an 
word to the wise is sufficient.”” old volume, she accidently met with what 
Crover.—Three varieties of clover are | Purported to be a remedy for this unpro- 

generally cultivated in the United States—| ductiveness, which was simply to cut, from 
he most ‘common is Trifolium pratense, each limb, close to where it diverges from 

or the broad leaf red. It is biennial. Tri-| the trunk a peice of bark about four inches 
| folium repens, running like strawberry vines, |TOund the limb, and one inch in width, and 

is the white or Dutch clover. This plant| immediately replace it by tying it on with 
: is perennial, and valuable for pasture, es-|#7ag until it adhered again. Early in the 

: pecially for bees. Trifolium medium is| Spring she tried the tree we speak of, leav- 
smaller than the large red, and differs still | ig, however, two or three of the limbs un- 

p farther from it in being perennial. Mixed| touched. The result is, that it is now filled 
with timothy, it is useful for permanent with apples, which bid fair to ripen finely ; 
meadows and pastures. With proper cul-| but it is worthy of remark, that only on 
ture, clover is a most valuable-and profitable | these limbs which had been cutis the fruit 
crop. A small amount of fertilizing ele-|'o be seen. The operation js very simple 

; ments, like gypsum, wocd ashes, lime, and | and as it proved successful in this instance, 
barn manure. produce ‘a marked effect on| We have no hesitation in recommending its 

this _ It is admirably adapted to make | trial in similar cases. —Reading Gaz. : 
muscle and bone “in growing animals, from} sy. jrovailine fault of fame Cs prevailing fault of farmers in the 
large supply of bone, earth, and organized | 1 04 States, consiate in trying to cultivate nitrogen contained in clover. It has one land, than they can euiltivate th 

third more of the elements peculiar to lean wane a eH Ee a _e 
a ly- It cannot be too often repeated, that .) Meat, membranes, cheese and wool, than h is worth doing, should be ‘well 

herds grass or timothy. The latter grasses ete - B> ; 
have one and a half per cent, and clover PO 5 
two per cent of nitrogen in its organization.|_ Poruzation or Sr. .ours.—A censtis 
‘Ivig also well known that pigs, sheep, horses | has just been taken of the city of St. Louis R - 
and neat cattle, gain in fat faster on good | and it contains within the corporate ‘limi 
clover than on timothy. In other words, | 55,950 sauls. aot
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The Ayrshire Cow. | month, wad one gallon ond « half during the 
iene | succeeding four months. This would amount 

Of the Ayrshire Cow, Mr. Youarr says: | to more than 850 gallons ; but, allowing for 

“The qualities of a cow are of great impor. | Some unproductive cows, 600 gallons per 
tance. Tameness and docility of temper | year may be considered as the average quan- 

reatly enhance the value of a milch cow. | tty obtained annually from each cow. 

Some degree of hardiness, a sound constitu-| | The quality of the milk is estimated by 
tion, and a moderate degree of life and spirits, | the quantity of butter or cheese that it will 

are qualities to be wished for in a dairy cow, yield. 3 Three gallons and a half of this milk 

and what those of the Ayrshire generally | Will yield about a pound of butter, country 
possess, The most valuable quality which weight, ora pound and a half avoirdupois ; 

a dairy cow can possess is, that she yields and when one gallon of water is added to 4 

much milk, and that of a butyraceous or |Of milk, the buttermilk is worth to the far- 

caseous nature, and that after she has yield. | Mrs oF will sell at 2d. per gallon, An Ayr- 
ed very large quantities of milk for several shire cow, therefore, may be reckoned to 

years, she shall be as valuable for beef as yield 257 English pounds of butter per an-} 

any .other breed of cows known; her fat|®Um, or about five pound per week all the 
shall be much more mixed through the whole | Ye2" round, besides the value of the butter- 

flesh, and she shall fatten faster than any| "ilk andher calf. 
other. ‘ _ When the calculation is formed, accord- 

They are deep in the carcass, but not| ing to the quantity of cheese that is usually 
round and: ample, and especially not so in produced, the following will be the result; 

the loins and haunches. Some however, | twenty eight gallons of milk, with the cream 

have suspected, and not without reason, that | Will yield 24 pounds of sweet milk cheese, 
an attention to the shape and beauty, and an| °F 514 Ibs. avoirdupois per annum, besides 
attempt’ to produce fat and sleeky cattle, the whey and the calf. 

which may be admired at the show, has a This is certainly an extraordinary quanti- 

tendency to improve what is only their sec-| ty of butter and cheese, and fully establishes 
ond point—their quality as grazing cattle—| the reputation of the Ayrshire cow, 80 far as 
and that at the hazard or the certainty of| the dairy is concerned.” 
diminishing their value as milkers. ‘The Ayrshire breed have with much success 

The quantity of milk yielded by the Ayr-| been introduced into this Country, as the following \° 

shire cow is, considering her size, very great. | testimony from Mr. HaGGERsTon, superintendent of ; 3 

Five gallons daily, for two or three months | Gen. Cushing's farm, will show : 

after calving, may be considered as not} “ I will with pleasure give you my ex- 

‘% more than an average quantity. Three gal-| perience of the Ayrshire stock. As milkers 
lons daily will be given for the next three |.taey are quite equal to the ‘best native stock 

: : ee SHER
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7 have ever seen, and for years we procured | Goon versus Poor Cows.—As a gene- 

the best native cows that could be found, rl thing, farmers are not sufficiently cir- 
without regard to price ; for some of which |cumspect in the selection of their dairy 
we paid as high as two hundred dollars, |stock. There are many animals which 
which was not for fancy, but was considered |scarcely pay their way, and others, we 

the actual worth of the animals for their |doubt not, which run their owners in debt. 
milking qualities, but have found at all times | The expenses of keeping an “ extra cow,” 
of the year, when the cows are in full milk, | that will afford daily, from nine to ten quarts 
the Ayrshires were the best, and whenever |of milk, is not greater than is required to 
we have kept an account of milk given for | keep one that will average only five or six, 
a length of time from a native cow, and an jand the difference in the amount would, in 
Ayrshire, the Ayrshire invariably held out |the course of a year, be a handsome profit. z 
the best. This 1 consider one of their best} “If,” says a late author, * we estimate 

qualities. Another good quality they have, |the cost of keeping a cow at twenty-five 
the progeny are as good as the parents in all |dollars, we shall find that if a cow gives six’ 
cases. Our heifers have proved as good for |quarts of milk a day, the Joss in keeping 
milk as their mothers, and this has also been | her will be $4,75. If the yield per day be 5 

the case with those which Mr. Cushing has |eight quarts, then the profit will be about 
given near home. I know at least twenty of |$5. If the milk is ten quarts a day, the 
them, that last season fully developed their profit will be $11,735.” 
milking qualities; and the owners all say| This‘is an important branch of husbéand- 

that they are the best cows they have ever |ry, and one that demands the serious and 
owned ; many of them have milk farms, | candid attention of every one who has the 
with large stocks of cows. We all know |management either of a dairy or a farm.— 
this is far from-the case with the native stock, | Maine Cultivator. 
for usually the best milking cows produce oes feecicomeenecnsen tent trest ors 
very inferior milking daughters. Some of the Tequisites for Tattening Catile. a 

 ¢ After taking .all these things into consid- m~_eeoe - 
* } eration,’ continued Mr. H., ‘{ have come to| ‘The first requisite for fattening animals, is 

this positive conclusion, that the Ayrshire |as all very well know, a full supply of nour- 
stock, for milkers, are superior to natives: |ishing food. But this is not all. The con- 

Ist. In all cases of fair trial between na- | dition and situation of the animal has much 
tives and Ayrshiré stock, as to quantity and |to do with it, These conditions may be 
quality of milk for making butter, that has | summed up as follows :—warmth, quietness, 
come under my observation, the Ayrshire |and a chance for a certain amount of exer- 
has proved the best. cise. . 

2d. The Ayrshires are more docile and| In regard to food, it should combine the 
much less apt to be unruly, in regard to fence | elements necessany to add to all parts of the 

breaking. body for it isan increase, a fullness of the 

3d. The Ayrshires are equally hardy and |several organs of the body, added to the ac- . 
healthy, and will give more milk on short |cumulation of fatty matter, that constitutes 

feed than the natives. what we understand by a really healthy fat 

4th. The Ayrshires are decidedly the|animal. It is necessary, therefore, that the 
handsomest, and more pleasing to the eye. | food should contain the elements which en- 

5th. In breeding from the Ayrshires you | ter into the formation of flesh, meat, or mus- 

can depend upon the young stock. I have |cles. It should also contain the elements or 

found them in all cases equal to their pa-|mineral matter necessary to form bones, by d 
rents—I mean the heifers.” which an increase of this part of the system 1 

CSG cea Cea may be produced, or the waste supplied. It. 

Saco Cream.—This article, so grateful | should, in addition to these, contain the in- 
to ttt sick, is prepared in the following man- | gredients usually found in fat or oils. If the 
ner: ” animal to be fatted be one that chews the ¢ . 

Taka dessert spoonfull of good sago, and | cud, we have found that, in addition to good 2 ~ 

bail it itfpure water till it is reduced to a jel- |hay or grass, an equal mixture of oat and 3 
n. £]y -Add a cup of sweet cream, and boil |Indian corn meal, or oat meal and oil cakes 
* * @f again Beat up a fresh egg very light, and |are as good as anything that can <c 
x pour the sago on while hot. Sweeten and |} All the parts or principles which e up: 
¥ Spice, with sugar and nutmeg, to your,taste. | the animals, are contained in the vi 
a : . . : 

ste: .
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@j or plants which it eats, and all that the ani-| of this heat making ingredient, while the 7 
Z mal does—suppose it be an ox, for instance, | rice and vegetable food of the Hindoo con- 

is to separate the materials from the food and | tains only about twelve per cent. The for- 4 
place them in its own ‘body in the form of| mer, living in a cold climate, has to fire up, 
beef, or, in other words, muscle, bones and | as the engineers say, within himself, while 

fat. the latter, having the climate already fired 
- We have, in several former numbers in up, all around him, requires as little heat as 

this volume, treated somewhat respecting the | possible within him. The practical infer- 
properties of food for animals. We have | ence to be drawn from this, is to place your 
stated that chemists make a general division | animals in a warm situation, and they will 
of the parts of food, into flesh-forming and | require less food to be expended in firing up 

S heat forming, and that different kinds of food| within, and what they eat will be retained 
have different proportions of these two in-| and accumulated. They receive more car- $- 
gredients. The first kind of food, contain-| bonaceous or heat forming food. than is re- 
ing the flesh-forming, or, as some consider | quired for keeping up the natural heat of the 
them, real nutrition, may be named as fol-| body, and is stored or packed away in the 
lows: vegetable fibrine, albumen, casein or | cellular system, for future use, constituting 
cheesy matter, animal flesh, and animal blood. | fat, which is well known to be principally 
The second kind, heat-forming or elements| carbon. Some experiments were made by 
of respiration, as some call them, may ‘be| lord Ducie, at Whitfield, in England, which 
named as follows: fat, starch, gum, sugar, | have been recorded as illustrating this prin- 
wine, and spirits. ciple. One hundred sheep were placed ina 

Well, now for our reasons for requiring] shed and ate twenty pounds each, of Swedes 
the conditions above named to make a heal-| (Ruta Baga,) turnips every day. Another 
thy fatanimal. That it must have plenty of| hundred were placed in the open air, both 

-food, is self evident, especially if the position | parcels having been previously weighed, and 
just taken be true, viz: that the animal only | ate twenty-five pounds of Swedes turnips 
Separates these materials from its food, and| every day. At the end of a certain period. 
stows or packs them away in different parts| the sheep which were protected, and which { - 
of its body, for its own use. The food for] ate a fifth less food than the others, averaged 

doing this, which we have mentioned, is hay| three pounds per head more gain than the 
or grass, and oat and Indian corn meal, or| unprotected sheep. 

oil cake, contains, on an average, a good pro-| In regard to the other requisite, to wit : 
portion of the above named elements. Bar-| moderate exercise—we are well aware that 
ley contains alittle more of the muscle form-| we differ from most people in recommend- 
ing principle than oats, but we think Not] ing it. We have said it was necessary to 
enough to balance the extra expense’of it,| produce a healthy fat animal. An animal 
with us. ' that is kept perfectly still and warm will fat- 
The other requisites to make a healthy fat] ten faster or lay on more blubber, but we do 

animal, which we mentioned, were warmth | not consider that asa healthy condition of the 
and moderate exercise. And first in regad system, because it (the fat) predominates 
to warmth. Every one knows, or if he does! over the muscular or fleshy parts, and mod- 
not know, he may try the experiment next] erate exercise is essential to restore more of 
winter, that he will require more food if he}-an equilibrium. ‘This, in a quiet, easy way, F 
remains exposed to the celd, than if he kept| renders the flesh more full of fibrine, and of 
in a warm room—for this reason—the body | course, better adapted for our own food. If 
must be kept at a given temperature, say] mere fat is wafted, perfect rest and that rest 
ninety-eight degrees, in order that all its} promoted by darkness, will increase it, but 
functions may go on naturally and systema-| at the expense of a healthy condition of the 
tically. If it be exposed to.a cold that will] muscular organs.—Maine Farmer. 
reduce it below this, more heat forming ma- rerecereeeerseceetecrtemieee) 

* terial is required and expended in the vital An Intros Monsrer.—On Monday last 
action of the system to keep up the heat.—] a large ox, fed by Jacob Strawn, of this 
The Greenlander knows this, and will swal-| county, passed through Jacksonville, on his 

% low quantities of heat-forming food, such as} way to New Orleans, His weight on the 
9 t2in oil and blubber, that would kill an East | hoof is 3,200 pounds—he is seven years old, 

Indian. The food of an Esquimaux and] If any other county can beat this we should 

{YGreenlander contains about seventy per cent} like to hear of it Jacksonville (Ill..) Argus.) ° 
« : 

; ‘ 
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: Fig. 1. We believe this simple yet perfect method of 
marking sheep, a very important one to the far- 

« mers in the West, whose flocks—very large ones 
E oft-times—have an extensive range of pasturage : c upon the prairies, and therefore liable to stray, or 

mingle one with another. ‘ 

For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

Soils and their Analyses.—No. 1 

BY P. R. HOY. 

Frrenp Miter :—I learn with pleasure 
your determination to publish a journal, de- 
voted to agriculture ; the first in Wisconsin, 
the youngest and fairést sister in the noble 
galaxy of thirty states. While every po- , 
litical party is abundantly supplied” with 
“ mouth pieces,” agriculture has been left to 
grope its way in the dark, save a few bright 
rays reflected by publications in other states. 

. . Why is this? What can be of more vital 
: importance to all classes, than the prosperi- 

ty of the farming community, and who is 
Fig.-2. Fig. 3. better entitled to the name of public bene- ?. 

factor, than he who contributes to the dissem- 
ination of correct agricultural knowledge ; 

sft th, and as there is nothing better calculated to ee secure this object, than a good agricultural 
\ acne paper, we should all, merchants, mechan- 

Pea. ics, professional men, as well as- farmers, 
e unite in sustaining such a publication, not ) 

only with our subscription, but so far as we a F : SSS are able with our pens, : 
w= — I propose to contribute my “mite” in the ‘ 

— shape of a few articles on the nature and 

The above cut is designed to represent an instru- on oe —— pebpeabe serena ment, much used in Germany for marking sheep— knowledge of chemistry. The prety 
its construction, impression, etc. The process is of the ences will be much assisted by a 

ee 3 knowledge of the nature, habits and proper 
ce ee ee eee eG food,” for each crop he wishes.to cultivate; upon the lower jaw of which, as seen in Fig. 1, there ax welts « knowledge of the composition of 

are grooves a, b, c, d, for the insertion of the num- the soil, what crop it is best adapted to pro- 
bers: which numbers are formed of steel points, see duce, and what manure it may require, to 
Fig. 2and 3. Fig. 4 represents two marked ears, render the growing of other crops profita- 
one of which has tattooed upon it the No. 3465— ble. 

the other, the No. 7, to indicate the year 1847.|  { is now a well established principle, that The process is described as follows:— ° différent vegetables require different ¢ food,? 
First, a kind of thick paint ismade of vermillion,| as well as animals. It would be just as ab- 

ind'go, or gunpowder, and whiskey; when the paint| surd, in view of the well established facts in is prepared, the sheep to be marked is bound and agricultural chemistry, to “ plaster” land in 
placed upon a table and held by one person, while| order to insure a good crop of wheat, as it = 
another puts the paint upon the insidé of the ear.| would be to expect a lion to thrive on oats. and presses the sign or numbers into the skin, with-| While on the other hand, turnips, clover, out cansing it to bleed; when the instrument has| and some other crops, would be materially 

been withdrawn, the paint is rubbed into the marks. | benefited by it, (plaster) providing their soil : 
In about three weeks the marks become hardened| did not already contain enough, which is im. 3 Gand aro indelible, possible to know without analysis. Na, 

ROA
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ture’s laws are invariable, and it is the inter-| under and at the bottom of the bore it ap- 
esting business of the scientific agriculturist, | pears to be but little else than sand. Take 
to become acquainted with her laws, so far| a small parcel from near the surface, lay it 
at least, as it relates to his occupation. In| on a plate, or bit of glass, and pour ona few $ ~ 
this I propose to render him some assistance, | drops of muriatic acid, if it effervesces, 
and if he will not be discouraged by the ir (bubble up) it is a proof of its containing 
words, Chemistry, Analysis, &c., I will en-| lime ; should the effervescence be slight, the 
deavor to prove that the analysis of soils, 0) soil contains a small quantity of lime, how 
far as to arrive at practical results, is simple} much, we shall know when analyzed. This 

: and easy, requiring no array of costly apa-| is what is called a “Silicious soil, (i. e. san- 
ratus, or great skill, and a very limited|/dy.) Take about a quarter or half a pound 
knowledge of the mysteries of chemistry. | from the top, if you dig with a spade, take 
With a little patience and industry, the hand| your sample from about two inches of the 
that guides the plow, may be able to analyze} surface—carefully wrap it up in paper, or 
the soil it cultivates, and become familiar] what is better, put it in a clean bottle and 
with its qualities and composition—that grand | cork tight, label it No. 1, Surface soil from 
key toa rational and successful system of} School Section, Racine ; character, sandy. } 
, ances We will bore down for our next samples, 

irst, procure the following articles, neces-| in your low flat and rather moist piece of 
sary (or I might say indispensable) to ana-| land, as yet left uncultivated ; at the depth 
lyze soils, they can be procured at any Drug} of two and a half: feet, is a stratum, (bed or 
establishment, and will cost about twelve|layer,) of clay, the soil is black, has a soft 
shillings. A pair of scales and troy weights, | spongy feel, and when pressed between the 
sufficient to weigh one quarter of a pound, | thumb and finger, a redish colored liquid is 
(you can make a few extra 10 and 20 grain} forced out; this contains an abundance of. 
weights,) a glass funnel, asmall bottle (with | undecomposed vegetable fibre, test need not 
a glass stopper, ) full of muriatic acid, a few| be applied (muriatic acid,) as it will be seen 
sheets of filtering paper, (newspaper will at a glance, by the undecomposed state of ‘ 
answer) two or three four ounce vial-bot-| the vegetable matter, that there is no lime ). 
tles, a few cents worth of prussiate of pot-| present. This is evidently a Peaty soil.— 
ash. These, with what any farmer has a-| Save aspecimen as above, label it No. 2 &c. 
bout his house, will answer our purpose,—] Quality, Peaty. : 
there are however, a number of other arti-| The next specimen, we will take from a . 
cles that would be highly convenient to have, | cold, clayey field, so liable to ‘ bake,’ and 
such as a Wedgwood ware morter and pes-| crack when it is ‘worked in hot weather : $- 
tle, and sett of Hessian crucibles, but our ob-| the soil is of a yellowish color, owing no 

ject is to ‘get along with as little expense as| doubt, to the presence of a little oxide of 
possible, for economy must be the farmer’s| iron, as we descend, it becomes lighter col-’ 

motto. ored, and has a clammy, adhesive feel. This 
TAKING SAMPLES OF SOILS TO ANALYZE. | we readily perceive is a stiff argillaceous 
I you haye an old musket barrel with the| (clayey) soil, partaking a little of the ferru- 

breech-pin out, grind the muzzle around to! ginous (irony) character. 
an edge, this will make a good ‘borer’ for} Put up your sample as usual, and label it 
our purpose—if you have not such an arti-| No. 3—Clayey 
cle, you can dig down with aspade, get your| Next, and last, we will take a sample from . 
samples from the side of the hole, not from} that field, which produces about forty bush- 1 
the pile of dirt thrown out, for the surface| els of wheat to the acre, without any manur- 
and subsoil will be mixed. Let us commence] ing. Extending a foot below the ‘surface, we 
at hone; thurst down your gun barrel about] find a dark friable Joam, it crumbles freely” 
two feet here where the soil is in its primi-| when handled, and upon pressing it between 
tive state, take a rod that will fill the bore, | the fingers it feels ‘fatty,’ and sticks togeth- 
and push out the soil on a board; there it is, a| er, and smells like mouldering wood, or de- 

* $ long column—and on inspection its appear-| composed bark. . Near 14 inches below the 
ahce is of a light redish color, and feels| surface, the soil becomes lighter, and con- 

sharp and gritty, with but little adhesive pro-| tains less humus, (decayed vegetable ga | 
perties ; near the surface it is a little darker, | it is soft to the touch, though not. stiff an 
containing a small quantity of vegetable| clammy, like the clay specimen. Here must 
mould, which diminishes as you descend ;| be lime, but let us be sure. This is readily 

POOL LOLA LAPP ,
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ascertained by applying the test, which will | obtained into the real cause of the disease, or a ia 
cause itto smoke and foam. This is a fine | remedy be suggested, as it would show us what in- 

-4 calcarious soil, or loam. The amount of gredients in the composition of the potatoe were ‘ 
lime we shall ascertain by analyzing. Pre- | changed, or wanting altogether. 
serve a sample as above, and label No. 4—| The most widely prevailing theory in regard to, 
Calcarious Loam. rot, is, that this disease has'its origin in an invisible 
We have new four good specimens of the | parasitic plant called fungus which, attaching it- 

principal classification of soils, consisting of'| self to the potatoe, extracts from it its juice to give 
Silicious, Argallaceous, Peaty, and Calca-|\ife and growth to itself. This is the theory of 
rious. We make these classifications mere- | Mr. Teschemacher of Boston, “He says ’—we 
ly for convenience, as we may have an end-| copy from the Maine Farmer—<that the micro- 
less variety by the mixiure of the above | scopic observation made by him in the autumn of 
with each other, and with other varieties with 1845, has been confirmed in 1846, and in 1847, by 

; which I have not thought best to trouble you. | scientific commissioners and committees in Europe. 
We have now all things in readiness for | The remedy which he then proposed, is salt.— 
analyzing the soils, that is, separating the Salt, he says, has always succeeded when tried 
different substances, of which the soil i8 COM-| as it should be.—The salt, must.be.in contact § « 
posed, from each other, and ascertaining | with the disease to effect any thing. Although 
their respective proportion, in order that we many trials of salt have failed from improper 
may be able to form a correct Judgment of | use, yet the disease has been much checked even the = of the soil, and its adaptation to | when partially applied. He observes that these 
particular crops. é : fungi are propagated by exceedingly minute 5 

In the next No. we will proceed to’ the | (secds,) aban solit by dia ike sh 
analysis. and not in others, and whenever they come in con- 

. Potatoe Rot. tact with salt when they settle down, they cannot 
eee vegetate. 

‘There has been much guessing and conjecturing, | This theory may be sound and true, but we think 
‘ and many theories have been started, with refe- | not. There are several reasons moving our mind ‘ 

rence to this disease, the remedy to be applied, ete; | to a rejection of it. One of which is, that the 
; but it would seem that the true origin of the diffi- | spors of the fungi do not ripen and get sufficiently 

culty has not yet been ascertained, or that the | dry to float in the atmosphere until the middle of }” 
- 2 Proper remedies have been mistaken,-—for the | summer, which fact would lead us to suppose that, 

potato crop has almost universally failed the past | early-planted potatoes, would be free, from, or : 
season—at least it has suffered more than formerly. | but little affected with the disease—but this is not 
But little thorough investigation into the cause of | the case, for in some instances, and in certain sea- 
the disease has been made—there has been no | sons, early-planted potatoes have fared the worst ; 
chemical analysis of the diseased potatoe—no close | those of a iater planting being comparatively but 
persevering examination, from the. incipient de-| little injured. - 

velopment of the disease, through all its several| We do not deny the existence of fungi upon the 
stages by which the physical and chemical changes | diseased potatoe, but in no instance have they been 
might be marked—the real cause of the difficulty | found to present themselves, until after the disease 
is, therefore, very much in the dark. has made considerable progress. From whence, 

By a thorough, accurate analysis, made by Mr- | then, do any derive the assurance that they are the” 
Salisbury under the inspection of Dr. Emmons of| cause of disease? Besides, it is a well ascertained 

, 9 Albany, the sound, healthy potatoe was found to | fact that fungi never precede but follow disease in 
be composed of plants. They do not precede but are the attend- 

Starch, in 100 parts, ~ 9.710 ents upon decay. ‘They perform the same office 
eet, ae in the vegetable kingdom that the carrion-crow, ny 2 % Pes Be _ Fatty matter, 0.084 the beetle etc., perform in. the animal kingdom. 

Sacirccaets 0.249 Nature when left to herself, always prevides forthe 
“Casein, 0.506 removal of dead material, and her usual method 
seecine, bet ee is to convert death into life. To the fungi is left the 
Meter: 79.508 duty of annihilating the exialations of decaying 

vegetable matter. No sooner does a portion of a 
“ 100.046 plant begome diseased than the fungi grow there- ‘4 

Now, were a similar analysis made of the diseased | upon, removing the decaying parts, and thus eon- potatoe, it appears to us that an insight might be | verting dead into living matter.” y - 

7
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That the rot is not caused by fungi is further} © ____ 

seen in the fact, that, where the top is affected, if} | ; 

cut off, the disease continues. Ahdif when the| | 
disease reaches the tuber, that portion which is af-| | 
-fected be cut off, it does not arrest the progress of |__| x. 

| the disease—it .manifests itself in the remaining 
portions—Again, whole crops of the potatoe have 

: been harvested, and cargoes shipped, without the iy SS] ; 

appeayanos of-discese; end yet efter a little the 2 el. i 
work of decay has commenced and nothing could : z a di jel] a I 

arrest it, rial “ols | 
Dr. Smee says, that, ‘ The essence of the dis- i =5 2 5 i 7 H 

ease is a disturbance of the relation existing be- F = <4 

tween the plant and the root, and consequently the ! BS ee $483 2g 

sap and the celluar substance do notbearsuch| |} °s | Li 

proper relation as fits them for the performance of 3 =o = PS = fi 

the vital functions; and this being the case, the =e | ox eo & 
vital functions neccesarially cease, and the plant arg SO ey 
dies.” And he supposes that this disturbance is SS SS 
caused by a small insect ( siphis vastator) which “Plan of a Farm House, q 

has infested the potatoe vines in great numbers for es 

several succesive years. Messrs. Evrrors—I send you another 
Wee incline to the opinion, however, that the | ground plan of a cottage, in which I think 

disease is only the result of the worn-out vitality | three things, very desirable for farmers in 

of the potatoe plant, and that for this effect we are {ordinary circumstances, are attained, viz.; 
to look to the abnormal mode of propagating it. | Sufficient room, convenience, and cheapness. 
To test the correctness of this, we have only to| Lhe size is 46 by 34 feet. A. represents 

-  ¢ plant the seed instead of the tuber—if then the dis- | the front hall, 6 by 20 feet ; B. the parlor, 
ease makes its appearance (the seed being from 16 by 16 ; C. the family room, 16 by 16 ; 

_ healthy plants,) we will be forced to conclude that | D- the kitchen 16 by 18; E. E. two bed-) 
this theory is untrue. Will not some of our farm-|Tooms, 10 by 12 each including the clothes 
‘Nest senile the tela presses 0. 0.; F. the family bed-room, 14 
aan by 9; G. the young children’s bed-room, $ ” 

Growing Hemp. 14 by 8;—young children should always 

~~~. Sleep near their parents, on account of sick- 5 
Eprror Wiscoxsix Fanmen,— ness and sudden calls in the night ;—H. 

Sir: I wish through the medium of your papery to! store-room 10 by 6; J pantry or milk-room, 

call the attention of the Farming community to the |19 by 6; K. wood. house  c. china closet 

subject of growing hemp. The yield per acre for | fyr the family room ; 0. 0., clothes presses ; 
& common crop would be from 8 to 10 hundred — | §. chamber stairs. In the above plan there 

F This is worth in market, from 120 to 150 dollars |are no unnecessary doors, and every room - 
per ton. This would make the crop worth from | js convenient for the business to which it is 
forty eight to seventy-five dollars per acre. Allow-| appropriated. ‘The two bed-rooms opening 

ing one half or two thirds ‘for cultivation and pre- | from the fanily room may be sufficiently 
paring for market, and the profits would then great- | warmed in winter by opening the doors a short 
ly exceed the profits of growing wheat, and the |time, and the good housewife can oversee 
expense of gotting it to market would be much less; | the affairs of her family and kitchen without 
consequently the grower’s crops would, a large, | taking many unnecessary steps. The kitchen 
share, go into his own pocket instead of the pocket |is near to the front door, the family room, ) 
of the speculator. the store room, pantry, and wood-house ; a 

I will, by permission. in a future number of the |and as to fire-places or stoves, these must 

¥armer, give the process of preparing the ground, | be left to every one’s wishes. I have de- 
planting, rearing, and preparing for market this |signated a place for stairs, sinking it would 
valuable and indispensable article of commerce, | be well to have at least a floor laid over the 
trusting that when in possession of the necessary | chamber, for such places are always applied 

th information, some of our enterprising farmers may|to some use. Occasionally and for tempo- 
aie be induced to embark in the enterprise. rary purposes, if more room be wanted, ae 

(V) A Frumxp 10 THz Farmixe Inrenest | bed may be put into the parlor—Cult., 
Mss SSS
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A Valuable Hint to Farmers: long days, and went to bed with the lamb— 
en he got as much more work done for his mon- 

s The following ‘Valuable Hint,” tells its own ey—he made his servants, laborers, and 2 

story with reference to improvements in the art of | horses move faster—broke them from their 
‘husbandry—the* How and the Why of successful | snail’s pace—and found that the eye of the 

tillage’ and farmer’s wealth, Let it be seriously| master quickened the pace of the servant. 
thought of—and the spirit of it carried out; and) He saw the beginning and ending of every 
the desert even shall blossom as the rose, and be-| thing: and to his servants and laborers,*in- 

come fruitful as a garden. stead of saying, “ Go and do it,” he said to 
: ‘ ae them. * Let us go my boys and do it.” Be- 

ere tree ee tween come and go he soon found out a great 
The celebrated Mr. Robert Bakewell, of | difference.. He grubbed up the whole of 

Dishly, Leicestershire, and the founder of| his furz and ferns, and then ploughed the 
the New Leicestershire sheep, used to tell an| whole of his poor grass land up, and ¢on- 
anecdote with exceeding high glee of a far-| verted a great deal of corn into meal for sake 
mer not only of the olden school, but of the.| of the manure, and he preserved his black 
golden times. This farmer, who owned and| water (the essence of manure;) cut his{ . 
occupied one thousand acres of land, had| hedges down, which had not been ptashed 
three daughters. When his eldest daughter | for forty years ; straigtened his zig-fences; 
married, he gave her one-quarter of his land | cut his water courses straight ; and gained 

for her portion, but no money; and he|a deal of land by doing so; made dams and 
found, by a little better management, the | sluices, and irrigated all the land he could ; 
produce of his farm did not decrease. When he grubbed up many of his hedges and bor- j 

his second daughter married, he gave her| ders covered with bushes, in some places 
one third of the remaining land for her por-| from ten to fourteen yards in width, some 

. tion, but no money. He then set to work, | more in his small closes, some not wider than 
and began to grub up his furz and fern, and }streets ;\and threw three, four, five, and six 
ploughed up what he called his poor dry | closes into one. He found out that, instead 
furze land; even when the furze covered in| of growing white-thorn hedges and haws to 
some cases nearly half the land. After giv-| feed foreign birds in the winter, he could 
ing half his land away to two of his daugh- | grow food for man instead of migratory birds. 
ters, to his great surprise he found that the | After all this improvement he grew more, 

produce increuased—he made more money} and made more of two hundred and fifty 
because his new broken up furze land bro’t| acres than he did from one thousand ; at the 

: excessive crops, and at the same time he| same time he found out that half of England ) _ 
a farmed the whole of his land better, for he | at that time was not cultivated from the want 

employed three times more laborers upon it; | of means to cultivate it with. I let him rams 3 
he rose two hours sooner in the morning,| and sold him long-horned bulls (said Mr. 
had no more dead fallows once in three| Bakewell,) and told him the real value of 
years; instead of which he got two green labor, both in-doors and out, and what ought 
crops in one year, and ate them upon the/| to be done with a certain number of men, 
land. A garden never required a dead fal-| oxen, and horses, within a given time. I 
low. But the great advantage was, that he | taught him to sow less and plough better— 
had got the same money to manage five| that there were limits and measures to all 
hundred acres as he had to manage one thou- | things—and that the husbandmen ought to be 
sand acres—therefore he laid out double the | stronger than the farm. 1 told him how to 
money upon the land. When his third and} make hot land colder, and cold hotter, light 
last: daughter married, he gave her two hun-| land stiffer, and stiff land lighter. 1 soon { , 
dred and fifty acres, or half which remain-}| caused him to shake off all his old deep- 

S ed, for her portion, and no money. He then| rooted prejudices, and I grafted new ones in 
found that he had the same money to farm| their places. I told him not to bregd inferior 
one quarter of the land as he had at first to| cattle, sheep, or horses, but the best of each 

; farm the whole. He began to ask himself a| kind, for the best consumed no more than the 
few questions, and set his wits to work how | worst. My friend became a new man in his 
he was to make as much of two hundred and | old age, and died rich. 

fifty acres as he had of one thousand acres. | » Kighty-one newspapers are published in 
He then paid off his bailiff, who weighed | Boston, of which fourteen are dailies, nine 
twenty stone !—rose with the lark in the | semi-weekly, and fifty-eight weekly.
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Swane.—No species of domestic animals| Should recovery immediately not succeed : 

exhibit a greater variety than exists in the | the operation, let it be repeated. Should 
Sus family. The difference extends alike the effusion of blood be thought too copious, 
to the form and weight of bone, the size of| rye meal, or soot from the stove funnel or 
lungs, and abdominal organs, and the power | back of the chimney, may be put into the 
to make flesh and fat from vegetable and| mouth. These substances, when mo®ten- 
animal food. led by the blood and saliva, form. a sort of 

The writer is partial to a race of hogs/ viscid and tenacious paste, which gathers 
that have a small carcass, like China and | naturally over the lips of the wound, and 
Berkshire breeds, which can be grown large | consequently prevents all further efflux of 

enough for his eating, and fattened within | blood. Weseldom hear of this method of 
twelve months from birth. But whcever | venesection being ad»pted by veterinarians 
makes pork not for home consumption, of|in their treatment of the hog—the usual 

: course, must comply with the whims of the | mode being to cut off the tail or ears.— Ol- 

market whatever they may require. To|ive Branch. 
meet the present market, especially that of 
Great Britain, perhaps no better variety can 
be kept than the Bedford or Woodburn hog, | 

It is large, hardy and well formed, generally 
white, with ¥arious spots; has small tii | 9 
and head, and fattening rapidly.” : li 

A change of good clover pastures, with ra 

regular saltings, is of great.service in grow-| * &, 

ing swine. (Possatg takes from seven t 
to ten lbs. of dry shelled corn to made one i y 
pound of pork. All grain and roois should Zs TNGLe \ 
be cooked befare feeding. By cooking, in- hbMvd \ 
soluble starch is transformed into soluble Wy, \ 
gum, which is easily digested, and enters Uy \ 
Teadily into the mouths of the vessels that} - @&/ ‘\ 

4 convey nourishment from the intestines in- W i} 

to the veins and heart, to be distributed to all | p=. i 
parts of the system. ‘To fatten well, pigs| | si 
should be kept quite comfortable, and be re- fae = iS = 
gularly fed. Sows not intended for breed- ——— || a 

ers, should be spayed. Three pounds “| (kee = 

pig pork can be made.on less food, in the | Burrall’s Patent Corn Sheller. 
aggregate, than is consumed to make two | Runes Pine le is 
pounds in the carcass of animals eighteen |. Th RENE ee ee eee 
paiuilaaala Di. | HELLER.—The accompanying cut repre- 

sents one of the best and most labor saving 

Peete Rererisc erwank — ite anti | machines for shelling corn that probably has 

elt nh vino sol wl et bom even pra the con en and refuse to eat. is may result from | . Pipes a sary of cues Sor ar ering | oe ne Re acing afi me are frequently adverse to all kinds of food, Seana - 
exhibit symptoms of great debility, and un- oe Sean ar eee . less speedily relieved of the malady, will die. Oe ee a” 

We have known many valuable animals coun. and weighing about one hundred 

en _ By s “ps Me Ae very slight —— eee machine is capable of turning-out a on the part of the owners would ha' A : 
er be obviate all unpleasent = aes Dnkae 10 to 13 oualies oi 

sults. en an animal refuses “to eat, be- 5 alee 
’ comes indolent and emaciated, and mani- Ti ian Cee ee co 

fests the usual symptoms of disease pect-| by. anyone who igh. They are Sor liar tg the swinish herd, bleed the animal aa Ee ehe Fed aR bee y r 
freely, by drawing a sharp knife across two ene 
or three of the bars in the roof of the mouth,| Thrift follows industry and economy. 
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FENCING L ANDS. vided with sharp and jagged thorns, and ‘makes 
eee... | with a proper culture, in a few years, a strong and 

0 We shall pay all the attention to this subject | impassable fence. 

which its great importance—so far as the North | >> In onr next number several cuts will be giv- 
West is concerned—demands, Whether Witt’) .. descriptive of the Osage Orgnge—the foregoing 
fence, sheet-iron fence, Osage Orange, (Bodark) | article was received at so late ee tous eet eeteasd 
Buck Thorn, or Locust Hedge—each shall be | not time to prepare them for the present number. 
candidly considered, and no pains will bespared Se eee 

in gathering facts deduced from actual experi- ’ For the Wisconsin Farmer. 
ments with reference to each. The articlewhich| It is exceedingly difficult to break through 
follows is intended as an introdaction to a series | old habits, and ancient prejudices 3 and more 

of articles, from the pen of Dr. P. R. Hoy, of | especially when in doing so, the interests of 

this city, on the subject of Hedges; in whichthe | many, are affected by the same act. But 
comparative excellencies or adaptation of the|when any custom is found to be positively 
Osage Qrange, and different varieties of Thorns | injurious to the great body of community, 
will be fully discussed. Other articles will follow, | wisdom would dictate a change, nothwith- 

and the result of all properly conducted experi- standing habits and prejudices. Such I re- > - 
"ments will be carefully recorded, gard the practice of fencing in crops of 
¢ tanec grain, which cannot run away, and turning 

: Bodark, or Osage Orange. out cattle which are constantly liable to be 
‘ ae es lost. Looking at the matter fairly, nothing 

This is one of the most ornamental of ce pte ee eee foolish than expending ee 

small decidous trees. It is found growing in abun- ney and labor in fencing fields of oe I f 
dance on the rich alluvial tatiana in foe and the obyecr ss fa) bapeetre We BIRls fence in 

oe the pastures, and the grain is all secured.— 
Southern Arkansas, where it is known only by the If the object ae keep the cattle at home, 

_ $namaof Bodark, and should have no other lse-| fonog in the pastures, and both cattle and 
where. It attains the height of thirty-five or forty | Jain are safe. : . 
feet in favorable situations, and is at all times a re extremely inconvenient is it to keep 

pleasing object, with its beautiful glossy green leaves | +4). at large, that good farmers, after fenc- 

and fine spreading top ; but when leaded with its | iy in all their cultivated land, enclose their 
« Apples,” it claims our special admiration. The pastures also ; whereas, it is perfectly obvi- 

wood is the most inelastic, and heavest known, not | (1. that if all the pastures were fenced, noth- 
even excepting Rose wood, Ebony, or Lignumvitae; ing’ else need be. The entire expense of 
in fact, itresembles bone in this respect. The un- fencing crops, isa dead loss. Tt isthe price 

ripe fruit and wood are abundantly supplied with | oF the present inconvenient custom. It is 

milky fluid, which is used by the clothers to dye | ..+tain that in the country generally, and 

yellow. The blossoms are not very conspicuous, of particularly in Wisconsin, there is much 

a greenish yellow color. Staminate and pistilate, more ground in crops than in pasturage.— 

(or male and female) grow on separate trees. | But the question concerning fencing 1s not 
The young fruit is covered with silk, simjlar to the | whether we shall fence the pasturage, the 

silk of corn, one thread of Which proceeds from | Jegg portion, or the crops the greater. It is 

each seed, giving it the singular appearance of be- | whether we shall fence the less OR ALL. For 
ing covered with hairs. When mature, the fruit| all experience has shown, that if the crops 

varies in size from three to five inches in diameter, | are fenced, the pasture must also be ; where- 

of an orange yellow color: rough’and indented on | as nothing is clearer than that if all live 
the surface, not very unlike an ear of corn. The | stock are properly shut up, grain will be per- 
fruit is ripe the last of September, at which time it | fectly safe without fencing. 
should be gathered for the seed, for itis worthless} Within the range of my acquaintance, ‘ 

for anything else. Thisis the tree when treated as| about one quarter of each farm is reserved 

ahedge plant, that bids fair, in the southern and | for pasturage. In fencing a quarter section : 

middle states at least, to supersede all others for | or 160 acres of land around the outside, two 
. ) hedges; the ease and rapidity of its propagation, | miles, or 640 rods of fence are requisite. If | 

either from root-cuttings, or from the seeds ; its fortunately you can join fences with neigh- 

entire exemption from the destructive assaults of | bors, on 4200 sides, 480 rods of fence will be 
insects ; long life, robust and vigorous habits—it | requisite. Then to make a 40 acre pasture, 
bears pruning ‘and mutilating perfectly well, ac- | 160 rods more of fence is necessary; mak- 

commodates itself to almost any soil, is amply pro-| ing 640 rods.of fence in fencing a quarter’ 

RR PRA A rH
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{section of land into only two fields. To| balance is somewhat in detached parcels. If 

ft fence forty acres only in a square field, and | the present rule in reference to enclosing 

joining neighbors on two sides, who shall | fields, and pasturing at common is continued, 

make equal portions of fence, only 240 rods I must make between six.and seven miles of 

of fence is necessary. Putting the first cost | fence in addition to what I now have. to sim- 

of fence at the low price of one dollar per | ply enclose my land without dividing one 

rod, the saving is $400. If several neigh-| field. On the other hand, if the rule should 

bors joined in fencing a common pasture be so changed as to require every man to 

without division fences, much of this fenc-| keep up his own stock, and make him liable 

ing could be saved. And though there are for any damage they might do upon the lands 

some inconveniences in pasturing in the) of others, whether enclosed or not, I have 

same field with neighbors, they bear no pro- | three miles of fence to spare. Doubtless, 

portion to the inconveniences of allowing nine-tenths of the farmers in Wisconsin are 

teams, cows, and other stock to run at large. | similarly situated. The cost of fencing va- 

During the past season I have experienced | ries greatly, in different: parts of the state.— 

the inconvenience of the present custom in | It will cost me full $1,00 per rod, making 

the extreme. I occupied one farm-of 200} to me more than $3000 difference whether § - 

acres which was enclosed in one field, with|1I am to fence my own cattle in, or to fence 

two and a half miles of fence, four hundred | my neighbor’s cattle out. And this on only 

and eighty rods of which, belongs on the| about 1000 acres of land. [ do not know 

farm, and three hundred and sixty to the | the extent of the improved farms in Wiscon- 

adjoining farms. On another farm of 235] sin, but it is safe to say they will amount to 

acres I have a field of 175 acres fenced with | five million acres of land. Carrying out 

two miles and a quarter of fence, two miles | these proportions, on that extent of territory, 

or 640 rods of which belongs on the farm| and it will cost some fifteen or sixteen mil- 

and 80 rods on an adjoining farm. hese lions of dollars more to fence all tne live 

two fields are designed solely for cultivation stock out of the crops, than it will to fence 

and meadow. Consequently if the rule was| it into the pastures. It should be considered 

established that no stock should run at large, | too, that the’ rule which I am recommending 

neither of them would need any fence. The| will take away the necessity of any man’s 

latter had also some 30 or 40 acres of mead-| guarding against the vicious habits of his 

ow which was lost for want of fence. neighbors beasts. If any one took pains to 

I also occupied another farm of 320 acres| get all his stock very orderly, a slight and 

on which I had a field of 120 acres, fenced | cheap fence would keep them in. If he pre- 

, } in with two miles, or 640 rods of fence.— | fered those of vicious habits, he only would be 

Two hundred acres of pasturage here lay to | to the expense of fencing against dee vices. 

common, which I was unable to fence ; two Burlington, Dec. 1848. J.J. Srrane. 

and a half: mallee of fence will enclose that} ———————————____—— 

without joining fences with any one, and it =| 

is sufficient an my teams i Stack MISCELLANEOUS. 

Near to this I have control of 150 more, of] Woop Hovses.+-W ood-houses, provided 

fine land for tillage, which has laid idle, be-]the busines has not already been accomp- 

| cause I was unable to fence it in season for|ised, should now be filled. It is a good 

| acrop. I employed a boy the principal part] plan to have a mixture of green and dry 

of the season, heading cattle; have lost| fuel for winter use; as, by burning that 

| equal to the time of one’ good man, two| which is seasoned, a greater consumption is 

months in looking for lost and stray cattle and| necessary than where a part is green, or 

horses; lost many days use of teams, be-| partially dry. Recent experiments in heat. 

cause they could not be found have some} ing rooms with fuel in different states of 

| cattle gone which I probably shall never find. | dryness, have established the fact that wood 

} I have entirely lost the use of 180 acres of| recently cut, when ignited by the assistance 

| first quality grain and meadow land ; yet I) of a quantum sufficit of a thoroughly sea. 

i" have nine hundred and sixty rods, or three | soned article, produces a more durable and} ” 
miles of fence, more than I should have any| steady, as well as a more jntense heat. It 

| occasion for if the “cattle were fenced in,| is wrong to suppose that all the fluid matter 

| K and the crops turned.out on the common.” | eontained in wood is lost by evaporation, 

y. That part of my land now in use, is the/in burning. ‘The sap of the sugar maple, 

(Y) most conveniently located for fencing. The] for instance, disproves this theory. ~ 

Ae ables 
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Fitzgerald’s Portable Horse Power Flouring Mill. 

From the British American Cultivator. Borrnc Macuine.—We have been in- 

When at Auburn last autumn, we saw in opera- terested in looking at = of these labor 
tion one of Fitzgerald’s portable mills, and were oe aes, ox manufacture) at 
so much pleased with its performance that we re- | ‘2° ooh Pe ee issits, in East Water 
Reine where oniecarite peesetted tin ciceminae apg ae be ue Sees 
them to the notice of the Canadian farmers. They ee but $10 and “will ‘ai “ihe Goi a 
will grind and bolt ina perfect manne from four era asa ade the cad aril af dae the 
to five bushels of wheat per hour, and are not more auger and wacediains Ves aching = 

eee regen ene: SNvOnsDy DIO DER ST simple that it will not readily get out of re- to get out ofrepair. These mills of which the ac- pair. ‘The principle of the machina ta’ the 
companying drawing is a correct representation, | } lication: of a crank to a verti 

cost about twenty pounds each, and may be driven by EE cogs in with a Ad Decree ces 
horse or water power, The stones are made of the tanhad'to a egliuder- ts which the uasaete 
best quality of French Burr are readily sharpened basse tna aii dad’ Be 
and adjusted, and thewhole machine is extremely To cane Tete country, where frame 

simple at the same time efficent. If any person, dings are to erected, it ie invaluable. It¢ .- 
desires a machine of this kind, we hold ourselves in is also so small that it can be placed in the 

readiness to execute all such orders upon the| carpenter's chest with his other tools. We 
shortest notice. understand that these have been in use for 

about two years, and now bid fair to super- 
A Bic Business.—A correspondent of sede the old system of hand augers. 

the Eastern praie says the scythe manu- See 
facturing establishment of R. B. Dunn, Esq} Parent Wacon.—A Mr. Stuart, of Smyr- 
in North Wayne; Maine, is the largest of|na, has made an improvement in manufac: 
the kind in the world. One hundred men | turing wagons, which will certainly be a 
are employed in the works. Improvements great advantage to the farmer, inasmuch as 
are in progress by which it is expected | it will effect a great saving in labor. The 

- {that the proprietor’ will be enabled to man-| bed of the wagon is placed on small rollers, 
ufacture annually 17,000 dozen scythes.— | fixed in frame work on which it rests, and 
The present number turned out annually is| in front is a fixture for a lever by which a 
12,000 dozen—to produce which is requir- | lad can run the wagon-bed back, and shoot 
ed 450,000 lbs. of iron, 75,000 lbs. of steel, | the contents on the ground.— Delaware (N. gre 
1,200 tons of hard coal, 10,000 bushels of | Y.) Gazette. 
charcoal, 100 tons of grindstones, and half} Twenty thousand persons have died of the Chol- 3 
a ton of borax. era in St. Petersburgh since June last,
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Tue American Brince-Burtper.—Rem-| How 70 Pant Cussrnuts—Good advice 
INGTON, the Virginian, (and the Old Com- |¢o our Farmers.—The plan of raising the 
monwealth has reason to be proud of such |chestnut is this: The nuts must not be suf- 

i a son,) has finally—afier trials and hard-|fered to become stock dry. Plant them in 
ships that would have broken down any one |the spring of the year. The first winter 
but an American—succeeded in England as | protect from the frost, or they are apt to be 
the architect of the greatest improvement killed by the freezing. The next spring 
in bridge-building that was ever known. It| transplant in the following manner : Select 

) is simply this; he can build bridges over ja dry soil, dig a hole eighteen inches deep ; 
great rivers, without piers, which are equal-|three feet wide ; fill it up with small loose 
ly as strong as under the old system. stones-and clay, within six inches of the sur- 
A safe, permanent, beautiful, and steady | face, set your tree on that; take care of it, 

bridge may be thrown across a river half a|and it will grow, and in four years bear nuts. 
mile wide, out of the reach of floods, and | The chestnut should be more attended to than 
without any thing touching the water, at a|it is—it is valuable food, and very nourish- 
most inconsiderable expense.” ing. In Italy the chestnuts grow to the size 

This improvement is one of such gigan-|of small apples, and are used as food by the 
tic importance, particularly in the construc- | peasantry.—Scientific American. 
tion of rail-ways that no one,can estimate} To. ato Keronur.—The following, Stans 

_. ‘ ee invention Yang or long experience, we know to be the best 
ut which, after the efforts of a thousand | eceipt extant, for making tomato ketchup, 

pers.) ses at test bean discovered by an| ‘Take one bushel of tomatoes, and boil 
American, who goes now to teach the Old | hem till they are soft ; squeeze them through 
World. Such inventions shed more real], fine wire ae Cad ata & 

2 glory on our name, than the laurels of even Half a gallon of vinegar, : 

successful war, es Three half-pints of salt, 
Macurne ror Suavine Surnctes.—Mr. Two ounces of cloves, 

S. Brewer has obtained letters patent for a Quarter of pound of allspice, 
aew and important machine for shaving Three table-spoonsful of black pepper, 
shingles. The machine shaves both sides of Five heads garlic skinned and separated. 
the shingles at every stroke of the pittman, Mix together and boil about three hours, 
giving the proper slope and throwing the |or until reduced to about one-half; then bot- 
shingles clear of the machine. It is simple | tle without straining. 
and cheap in its construction ; not liable to IMPROVEMENT IN BREAD MakiInc.— 

Bet out of order ; may be tended by a single Persons who are so unfortunate as to be 
gl fs nee Gone Se salsa anc poorly provided with those agents of masti- 
i a af y i aR Y | cation, good teeth, will be glad to know that 

easily moved from place to piace, and set | there is a method of baking bread which ob- 
up with little loss of time. Shingles made| \:ntes the necessity of a hard crust. The 

+} on the machine are of uniform thickness and | crust commonly ante to the loaf is not 

of the very best quality, and may be made | ony troublesome to such persons, but is of 
of any tirnbers of which shingles are usual-| onthe cause of much waste. The way to 

ly made by hand.—Scientific American. | 150 vid of it is as follows: When the loaves 
Grass Roors piercine Porarors.—We | are moulded, and before they are set down 

have in the office two potatoes dug by Mr.|to “rise,” take a small quantity of clean 

Alvah Ames, through which the roots of|lard, warm it, and rub it lightly over the 
witch-grass had penetrated, the point of the |loaves. The result will be a crust beauti- 
grass root resembling a thorn. He found | fully soft and tender throughout. This is not 
in the field a number of them pierced by | guess work.—Exchange paper. 

these roots pert SS Make your own Canpies.—Take two 
: A Preventiye or Tae Hesstan Fiy.—| pounds of alum for every ten pounds of tal- r 

Jonah Oglesby, a respectable farmer of Dau- | low ; dissolve it in water before the tallow 
phin county, publishes a statement in the |is put in, and then melt the tallow in the al- : 

Pennsylvania Cultivator, by which it ap-|um water, with frequent stirring, and it clar- 
pears that to burn the stubble of the previ-| ifies and hardens the tallow so as to make a 
ous crop is acertain preventive against the | most beautiful article for winter use, almost 
failure in a single instance. : as- good as sperm. , ; 

Ta ag og Sado nao eee Ss : 
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Arnold’s Patent Window Sash Lock. 
a 

This instrument is of the simplest con-| ceived in London overland from the north- 
struction, consisting of a brass boltror slide, | west provinces of India. We understand 
playing in an iron box or tube, as seen in| the Doctor designs to proceed soon to the 
the aboye cut. The bolt is of such form, as] South, with a view of forming a plantation. by virtue of its peculiarity it instantly ad-|! More plants and seeds are expected from justs itself or by its own weight forces itself | India and China this season, and if we may 
into the mortice prepared for its reception. judge from the progress already made, we 

To insert it in the sash, and prepare the| have now the means in hand of extending 
mortice in the frame is all that is required, it| tea plantations, throughout such sections of will do the ‘rest and render all secure. | our country as may be adapfed to their cul- 

: The above cut represents a full sized fast- ture.—Journal of Commerce. 
ener, It requires but about three minutes to ee 
adjust it to the’ sash, and when once there,| .RaTrLe Snake Brres.—Mr. A Beach will remain as long as the sash will last, with- | 0f Tyler, writes us that he once cured the 
out any possibility of getting out, of order, bite of a snake on himself by first holding 

+ $ unless the sash be smashed to pieces. It| the part bitten in a spring of water during 
may be seen at the Farmer office, fixed ina} fifteen minutes, and afterwards applying 
sash so as to illustrate its movements, where | Saleratus, and then cutting open a chicken also they are for sale. and | applying that, and still afterwards some 

These fasteners are unequalled both for| bruised snake root. It would puzzle us 
cheapness and durability ; call and see it—| among such an array of remedies, to know It is no humbug. which effected the cure. Mr. B. thinks the 

Of this invention the Rochester Daily Ad- cold water was most potential, and mentions 
vertiser says: the case of an ox belonging to a neighbor, 

Mr. W.E. Arnold of this city invented | bitten on the leg, which swelled so that the 
some time since a window Sash Lock, which | imal could scarcely stand ; but at night a 
has been recommended after a thorough trial thunder shower came on, which deluged the 
by anumber of of our Hardware Merchants} Pasture and cured the animal at once.— 
and other business men in the strongest Prairie Farmer. 
terms and from an examination of it ourselves Lainie ‘Bun van Piokeis ‘ov Oiniize 
we cheerfully add our testimony to that om: already given in its operation; it is perfect- | ™°% sah eae ca eae = on 
ly simple, requires no springs and moves by | 7*6% Says Se ee eee no ee iinvounissaiabe.: 1 . harbinger of the white man, as the Buffalo ig! t seems to be admirably |: f th as ead hat i = 
adapted to the purpose intended, occupies but fei ig eS Lx wie oe eh < : 
one aperorenyh goneyer out of rep ee retire. The wild bee is said to be seldom met : 

‘Tue Tea Puanr in tae Unitep Srares,| with at any great distance from the frontier. 
—The planters aud farmers of the South-! When the honey-bee first crossed the Missis- } ~ 
ern States will be gratified to learn that| sippi, the Indians, with surprise, found the 

; seven cases of black and green tea plants, | hollow-trees of their forests suddenly teem- 
Chinese stock, have just arrived from Lon- ing with honey ; and nothing can exceed 

rf don in the ship American Eagle, shipped| the greedy relish, with which they banquet 
by Dr. Junius Smith, during his late visit | for the first time, upon this unbought luxury 

: to that city. ‘There are 500 plants, of from| of the wilderness. . At present, the honey- 
five to seven years growth ;—all designed | bee swarms in myriads, in the noble groves 
by the Doctor for seed plants. A small! and forests that skirt and intersect the pra- quantity of tea seed was brought out by him| iries, and extend along the alluvial bottoms 
in the steamship Britannia, which was re-| of the rivers. ss 5 "
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oe ing the immortal through its mortal mediums ; 

t ED UCATIONAL. through this development of the souls divine ate 

Edueation.—No. al; ties, wielding its resistless power upon human in- 

stitutions and human errors and wrongs, and pour- 

f It becomes the imperious duty of a State to fur- | ing out a flood of light that shall oversweep the 

nish, so far as its bountifully supplied means andj world. After all our organized efforts, our vigorcus 

agencies may be rendered effectual thereto, a right | employment of other instrumentalities, we shall be 

education to all its members. It owes this to itself, | compelled to fall back upon right education as the 

to the Age, to the Race, and the World. only sufficient and prevailing means in the great 

‘There is a day coming, the early morn of which | work of Reform, All else shall fail, while this will 
has scarcely yet dawned. Very much of excellence | prove itself the wisdom of God and the power of 

and glory is connected with the past, but now we | God in working out the political, social, and moral 

wish and wait for something more; something bet- | salvation of all lands beneath the sun. 

ter. Our wants demand something beyond what} No man can doubt, who gives the subject a mo- 

has yet been received and enjoyed. What the Fu-| ment’s serious thought, that it is to education he is 

ture shall reveal, we know not—it is not for us to | indebted for the, very position, relatively, that he 

} know, save as we catch glimpses, forshadowings, of | occupies in God’s universe to day. Of all the im- 

itin the Present. That the Race shall not retro- | mense diversities that exist in society, it is safe to 

grade, shall not degenerate, we believe. Does not | say that generally they may be traced to education, 

reason show us that there is a tide of human pro- | the entire want of it, and an erroneous education. 

gress which still moves on despite of every obstacle This may not be so true with reference to individ- 

and apparent discouragement? By some overmas- ual diversities of character to the extent we have 

tering force, by some dark, mighty wave of cor- | asserted; but sofar as classes are concerted, the 

ruption or misrule, it may be borne back at various | remark will hold good, and will find its confirmation 

times from various shores; but still the roll of the | in the observation of every discerning person. God ) - 
great ocean is onward, and on its broad and crested does not create and by an invisible decree render 

bosom float the treasures of a thousand years of hu- | one class of me : intelligent, and another class ig- 

man intellect and wisdom. We are told of an age | 2°r@nt—constituting the one a superior, and the 

to come of intellectual and moral power and beau- | other a degraded class—the one an aristocracy dis- 

ty, when living truths and divine principles, in words | tinguished by all that can exalt and dignify hamani- 
of fire, vivid and edged as the keen lightning, shall | ty, and the other mere hewers of wood and drawers 
have penetrated men’s souls, and bound all nations, of water, never to rise above the condition of serfs, 

kingdoms, and tongues, by the Law of Universal |2"4 bondmen. This difference and diversity, to 

Brotherhood. That shall "be an age of light and | Whatever extentit may exist, has its foundation in, 

purity. Righteousness and Justice shall then be | 924 is perpetuated by, a wrong state of things; and 
the foundation of every Thone. Wrong shall have | Comes up in conflict with every arrangement in the {- 
ceased, the chains of oppression have fallen, the divine economy. It is not because all souls do not 

cry of the injured have been stilled, the degraded bear the impress of the same fashioning hand, and 

have been lifted up, and the rod of Tyranny broken | tere is not the same distribution and apportion- 

forever. These are not the splendid dreamings of a | ™°™* of talent and gifts; but because of a depar- 

visionary’s brain, the vain and empty babblings of a.| ‘ure from that Original Equality on which God 

| disordered imagination, but the voice of the truest | Placed the Race, marked in every age by the eleva- § - 
prophecy, coming from the past ; and to those who tion of one class and ‘the degradation of another— 

| by the aid of Earth’s long history can look forward the one intelligent, the other ignorant. Here is that 

into the future, time shall tell its own story of the | Pandora’s box, at the opening of which out leaped 
Gael sdarch of beinan ademucement. in alierss those forms of evil and woe which have so cursed 

| welations of the: Present, too, this is read, “From |‘? ‘sir earth and delnged at with’ tears. 
amid the din andconfusion and warfare of the world,| We have men and women of intelligence, re- 

i there comes up the cheering cry, Peace and Uni- | finement, and moral worth—we have also those who 

r versal’ Brotherhood! The elements of a better or- | af the contrary of this. We are by no means des- 

der of things are at work, and clearly indicate that | titute of cultivated intellect, of developed vigorous 

t «There’s a Eo time coming, minds—minds enriched by the treasures of buman 
Ss Wait a little longer.” and divine knowledge; it is a sad thought that all 

| But what shall tend more than any human instru- | around us, too, are vast multitudes of the ignorant 

| mentality, more than any earthly agency, beside, to | and degraded, upon whose darkened souls scarcely 
| bring around and produce this period and age of | a ray of light has shined, and who by the very con- 

| gold, is Epucation, developing, training, disciplin | dition in which they are placed, and the circum
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stances with which they are surrounded, are debar- | green earth, his hands hanging carelessly by his 2 ‘Wed approach to the means furnished by a common side, and his eyes wandering over space, is per- k Father for the common appropriation of all his chil- | mitted to feel, thus circumstanced, such agreeable } dren. There is a law as rigorous and binding as } sensation arising in his mere bodily frame, that he 2 that of the Medes and Persians, which says: Thus | can raise his mind to heaven, and thank God that far shalt thou come and no farther; and which in | he is a living man. 
its exactions leaves to the latter only their degrada- | Not only do bodily health, and vigor, and conse- tion, and poverty, and woe. But why should not | quent enjoyment depend upon labor; but also these become what the former are ? Why should | health and vigor of mind, and the pleasurable emo- this unnatural diversity exist ? What right has any | tions resu Iting from this mental condition. It has one human being, or any number of human beings, | been well asked, ‘‘ What distinguished man in this : “‘ to prevent or hinder any other human being orany | country or age, any other, but took a great a- class from becoming as intelligent, as interesting, | mount of exercise while young?” Youcan hardly as lovely as his or their nature is capable of becom- | point to great a man, to one eminent in any depart- ing? What so profitable, so advantageous, so con- | ment of kuowledge or letters, whose hands in his ducive to the highest prosperity of a community, as | early years were not hardened, his frame knit and | continually increasing number of such men and | rendered sinewy, and his brow made dusky by man- f women, from whatever class they may spring ?— | ual toil. No man, perhaps, of the present day, : and what so profitless, so destructive, as men and | stands higher as a scholar than Elihu Buritt, the women of the opposite character? The necessity |learned blacksmith j—and the fact, that, while of labor creates no necessity for ignorance and de- mastering language after language, he was com- ‘ gradation. The most industrious statés of this | pelled to labor at the anvil and forge eight hours Union are also by far, a hundred fold, the most in- every day, tells the whole story of his intellectual ¢ ° telligent, the most refined, the farthest advanced | growth and the way he climbed up to eminence and in everything which constitutes civilization.” distinguished honor. Henry Clay was once a poor 

"pee aol opera) boy, and knew what it was to work with his own Q Importance of Labor. hands fora living, And the immortal Shakespeare, 
{tis a well demonstrated truth, that happiness | Whose fame is world wide, often laid aside his pen, } can be found” only in the natural, proper, healthy folded the wings of his genius, hushed the voice of 

action of the powers and faculties which the Crea- | his lyre,-and went out to labor in carring briek and 
tor has given, or in obedience to the laws written mortar. “Webster was a backwoods man, born by the finger of God on our physical, organic, |in a ‘log cabin’ on the borders of the unbroken 
and mental constitution. These powers and facul- | forest,”” and was no stranger to hardship, exposure, ties were given that they should be exercised, pru- |and daily toil. Franklin, the beacon star of his dently and judiciously. Divine Wisdom never | profession, was a practical printer.” And Wash- designed the human being for a life of total inac- |ington, whose ‘fame is eternity,” when not in the tivity and éase; and-he who seeks for happiness | service of his country, was engaged in agricultural here will most surely be disappointed. No man |Ppersuits; and he received the news of his election 
was ever born into the world with a constitution | a8 President of the United States while following fitting him naturally for such a life; and he has |the plow. And shall it now be said that labor is 
sought in vain for the highest good, and the per- | disgraceful ?—that to work is undignified, and is fection of earthly happiness and enjoyment, save | not indispensable to health and vigor of body and of when, in accordance with the divine arrangement, | mind? No—itis manly to labor, and for six thous- he sought for it in vigorous action, in labor, in the | and years God has been uttering it in human ears, exercise and development of every power and fac- | that he yho will not work shall not enjoy,” 
ulty of his being. To Marx Names on Ficures on Pears axp The importance of labor is too little thought of Aprres.—Cut a name, date, or figure on a piece of Se a mm ores [nen nat to a aetna muscle and sinew in this curiously wrought human posed to the sun, about three weeks before. the fi frame. The idea, too, has crept into some weak ripening time, and a very neat impression will be craniums that it is disgraceful to labor—that to | produced. On red apples it is necessary to cut out 

work, is to stoop from superior diginity and excel- | the ee on dark paper, and paste every one lence. But God has not so said in the arrange- singly: ec ee ment he has made—it is an ordination of his, that | How sweet a thing is love of home. It is not 0 he who will not work shall not eat, well, nor sleep Ten be ae an va Sa q ‘ye Well, nor feel well—that his conditon. shall be the carry us on with joy in this. It attaches to the a (V) reverse of that man, who, standing firmly upon the | humblest heart that ever throbbed. VY Pra 
SSS tes DS 
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Have we not dust Cause of State Pride ? State pride.—We may ask, in view of these 

Sasa facts, if we have not cause for it. Few 

Weclip the following from one of our state papers. | now doubt that Wisconsin is to be the Em- 

Six years ago, on returning East from a visit to | pire State of the Great West.—She resem- 

- § Wisconsin, we said of this new State,—We foundit | bles New York in no small degree, in her 

abeautifal country—we believed it would bea great | physical resources, and in the character of 

country—greater than it now is, when itstesourees |her population, she is inferior to no State 

come to be developed. 1t has a healthful climate | in the Union. 

_a zich, productive soil—an enterprising indus~ | <== 
trious, and intelligent population—possesses ex- HORTICULTURE. 

alted commercial advantages, and it must advance Leese 

rapidly in wealth and prosperity. Is not our pre- BY MRS. LYDIA H. SIGOURNEY. : 

diction more than verified inthe short space of| If the admiration of the beautiful things 

timo thathas elapsed? Truly, “have we not just|/of nature, has a tendency to soften and 

cause of State Pride?” In all the essential ele- | refine the character, the culture of them has 

ments of greatness, our State is ‘inferior to no|a still more powerful and abiding influence. 

State in the Union.’ It takes the form of an affection; the seed) 

It has been remarked that nothing more |which we have nursed, the tree of our 

clearly indicates the educational character planting, under whose shade we sit with 

of the people, than the post-office returns. |delight, are to us as living, loving friends. 

An intelligent people correspond freely, take | In proportion to the care we have bestowed 
bewspapers, magazines, &c.—thus showing on them, is the warmth of our regard.— 

' by the most substantial evidence, that they They are also gentle and persuasive teachers 

must have food for their minds with the |of His goodness, who causeth the sun to 

same regularity as for the physical wants. | shine and the dew to distil; who forgets 

i The Post-Office returns of receipts for the | not the tender buried vine amid the snows 

year ending June 1848, exhibits a state of and ice of winter, but. bringeth forth the 

things, which seems absolutely wonderful. | root long hidden from the eye of man, into 

Here is a table compiled from an official vernal splendor or autumnal fruitage. 

source, comparing the receipts in Wisconsin] The lessons learned among the works of 

with every other State which it exceeds: | nature are of peculiar value in the present 

Receipts for Postages. Paid for Tansportation. | 8° The restlessness and din of the rail? - 

— = road principles, which pervade its opera- 

N. Hampshire $40,679 69 N. Hampshire $25,560 |tions, and the spirit of accumulation which 

Vermont 34,338 20 Vermont =, 26,563 | threatens tO corrode eve nerous sensi- 
E Rhode Island 96,832 80 Rhode Island _ 9,187 | : EY Bete ae oats 

New Jersey 39,586 50 New Jersey 58,930 | bility, are modified by the sweet friendship 

Delaware, 8,789 42 Delaware 71862\of the quiet plants. The toil, the hurry, } - 

N. Carolina 31,378 71 N. Carolina 172,520 /the speculation, the sudden reverse which 
8. Carolina 50,383 03 S. Carolina 118,157 | mark our own times, beyond any which 

Georgia 55,858 90 Georgia 153,001 Weeder y, 
Florida 10,883 06 Florida 45,193 | have preceded them, render it particularly 

Michigan 38,490 90 Michigan 98.911 | salutary for us to heed the admonition of our 

—- 43,048 2 peas ee Saviour, and take instruction from the lilies 

Missonri 41,505 78 Missouri 49,720 of the field, those peaceful denizens of the 

| Kentucky 53,632 42 Kentucky 89,581 | bounty of Heaven. 
| Tennessee -—*37,937 06 Tennessee 55,998 | Horticulture has been pronounced, by med- 

| eee ul 2 artes peort ical men, as salutary to health, and to cheer- 

, . fulness of spirits: and it would seem that 

— - wore e qs ore this theory might be sustained by the hap- 

| lowa 9.494 95 Iowa 9,792 | py countenances of those who’ use it asa 
| Wisconsin §=——-96,703 08 Wisconsin 15,043 | relaxation from the excitement of business; 

{ Wisconsin has a population of only 300, | or the exhaustion of study. And if he who 

| 000, and yet the receipts in this State ex-|devotes his leisure to the culture of the 

ceed the revenues in States of over 1,000, | works of nature, benefits himself—he who ( 

i 000! of inhabitants. It will also be per-|beautifies a garden for the eye of commu- 

ceived that the nett revenue is still more in | nity, is surely a public benefactor... He in- 

i our favor. stils into the bosom of the man of the world, 

| Tt has been frequently remarked that the | panting with the gold fever, gentle thoughts, 

> Mpeople of .Wisconsin have a remarkable |which do good like a medicine. He cheers
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the desponding invalid, and makes the eye|Pphurated hydrogen and ammonia in great 
of a child brighten with more-intense hap- | quantities could be chemically detected, the 
piness. He furnishes pure aliment for that | Stench was completely removed within half 
taste which refines character and multiplies | # minute, on the employment of three ounces i 
simple pleasures. To those who earn their | of fresh roasted coffee, while the other parts 
subsistence by laboring on his grounds, he|f the house were permanently cleared of ) 
stands in the light of a benefactor, The|the same smell by being simply traversed 
kind of industry which he promotes, is favor- with the coffee roaster, although the cleans. 

able to simplicity and virtue. With one of| ing of the dung pit continued for several 
the sweetest poets of our native land, we| hours afier. t.ven the smell of musk or 
may say, castorcum, which cannot be overpowered by ? 
‘\___Praise to.the sturdy spade, any other substance is completely dispelled 
And patient plough, and Shepherd’s simple crook, | by the fumes of coffee ; and the same applies 
And let the light mechanic’s tool be hailed to the odor of assafcetida. 
With honor, which encasing by the power 3 
Of long companionship, the labor’s hand, It was remarked, however, that in gene- 
Cuts off that band, with all its world of nerves, ral, animal effluvia are more readily affected 
Eroa= (20 busy commmoree, wits, fac beast by it than vegetable. That here an acidal \ 

- Faces a PRonne. Ehsection of roots | Reutralization, and not a mere evelopment 

and that of leaves are reciprocal. If you of matter, takes place is shown from this ; 
diminish the quantity of foliage, you will that the first fumes of the coffee are impre- 
proportionably lessen the increase of roots. ceptible, and continue so until a point of sat- 
If 100 represents the quantity of roots made | UFation so to speak, = reached, whereupon 
by a tree with all its foliage, then 50, will the obnoxious smell disappears, and that of 
represent the quantity of roots formed by | the coffee predominates. The reverse hap- 
a tree similar to the other, in every respect, | Pens with other aromatic vapors, and even 
except in having the production of foliage with acetic acid and chlorine. Here both 
repressed, bv whatever means, to the extent | C0eXist until the one completely preponder- 
of one half. You will, therefore, perceive | *¢s> The simplest form in which to use it 
that by summer pruning, both roots and tops against contagious matter is in powder.— 
are equally reduced, and that what may be The well-dried raw bean is to be pounded 
termed the balance of power between these, | 12 4 mortar, and to be strewed over a mode- 
is still maintained. On the contrary, if Fately heated iron plate until the powdor, as- 
you prune only in winter, the roots are in| SUmes a dark brown tint. . Coffeeic acid and 
consequence but little affected, their increase | the empyreumatic coffee oil, act more readi- 
for the season having been completed in the|!¥_ im @ very minute quantity.—[ London 
previous summer ; and in the following sea- Medical Gazette. 
son the whole amount of force exerted by {lca At eee ee 
the full complement of roots is brought to} THB LOWER .cLAssEs—WHO ARE THEY ? 
bear on a top limited, by winter pruning, | The toiling millions, the labormg man and 
and this force is evinced by over luxuri-| Woman, the farmer, the mechanic, the arti- 
ance, which some remedy, by root pruning. |24%.the inventor, the producer? _ Far from 

With regard to young spray springing! it !—These are nature’s nobility—God’s fa- F 
from the ends of previously shortened shoots, | Vorites—the salt of the earth. No matter 
it may be cut back to two eyes, in all cases. whether they are high or low in station, rich 

—Linley. . or poor in pelf, conspicuous or humble in 
Seenae~“aenneaaeamnaneameeremaee position, they are surely the “upper circles” 

Vauuaste Poriryine Prorerry or Cor-| in the order of nature, whatever the fietitious 
FEE.—Coffee is one of the most powerful | distinctions of society, fashionable or m- 

§ means of not only rendering animal and yeg-| fashionable, decree. {t is not law—it is the 
etable effluvia innocuous, but of actually duty, privilege, and pleasure, for the great 
destroying them. A room in which meat|man and the whole souled woman, to earn 
in an advanced degree of decomposition had| what they possess, to work their own way 
been kept for some time, was instantly de-| through life, to be the architects of their own 
prived of all smell, on an open coffée roast-| fortunes. Some may rank the classes we 
er being carried through it, containing a/ have alluded to, as only relatively low, and 

{) Pound of newly roasted coffee. In another | in fact, the middling’classes. We insist they 
ajg Toon exposed to the effluvium occasioned by | are absolutely the very highest. If there is 
V)the cleaning out of a dung pit, so that sul-| a class of human beings on earth, who may( *
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‘ a 2 8 ac ee 

be properly denominated low, it is those who| _ Ricnes oF Orsrco anp DeLaware.— 

A spend without earning, who consume with- |The Prattsville Advocate says : 

out producing, who dissipate on the earnings] “‘BurTer-Burren.—One day last week no 

of their fathers or. relatives without doing | less than 208 butter wagons passed through 

anything in aid of themselves. our village; and one day this week as many 

ene ee more—making in two days 506. The aver- 

Hens.—As soon as the weather becomes | age number of firkins was 20 for each wag- 
cool, hens should be provided with some | on, making a total of 11,200 firkins of Butter. ¢ 

.warm and comfortable place in which to|'This multiplied by $12, the average value 5 

roost. If they be incarcerated constantly, | ofa firkin of butter, amountsto the large sum § 
from the first cold snap till the opening of | of $134,000—and all from the dairies of Dela- 
the ground the following spring, so much | ware and Otsego.” 

the better, provided that they have comfort- Shall we not have dairy farms in Wiscon- 

able quarters, and a sufficiency of those ali-'| sin!—Under their influence, some of the so- 
mentary matters which they require and /|-called poorest counties in New York are be- 
obtain when at large. The better hens are | coming wealthy, and netting a profit to the 

i kept, the more will they concentrate in the | farmer, when neither wheat nor pork raising 

weight of the owner’s purse, and if proper] will pay. Ithas been remarked that butter, 
care be exercised in fitting up their quarters, | during the revulsionsof the last twelve years, 

supplying them with food, drink, &c., they | changed less in price than any other article § - 

will continue to lay during a good part of the\sold by the farmer. 

winter, and be rarely assailed by disease of | ~ re epee 
; any kind. 

If practicable, keep meat constantly by The Farmer's Song: 

them ; also lime, ashes, pounded bone and : z 

brick. Vegetables, uncooked—such as po-| Ths Plow! the Plows. the suciont Plow 
tatoes, cahbages, turnips, carrots and pars-| Since first this world a given to man, 
nips, are all much liked by the hen, especi-| A heritage from God. . 

f ally when confined. By following this plan} ‘The plow! the plow! the dashing plow 
you will find your hens a source of profit, That delves the heaving loam, 

i instead of an expense.—Germantown Tel. bs an 1k +e aac a 
~=>-/-_—_—-_-—-——— — —— ~~ . eneal ie sky’s Diue iome. 

A GREAT Propuct.—The Newark (New ' ! lorious plow 
: Jersey) Advertiser states that a ack &F has ged ue ae ne 

raised this season on his farm at Clinton| Upon the flinty mountain’s brow. 

Place, in that vicinity, 603 bushels of white, And o’er tne sunny plain. 
or Belgium carrots to the acre—an amount of] The plow! the plow! the regal plow 

i produce never exceeded in that climate. Sie iota een = 
: : y i 

i VALUE OF ESTABLISHED PAPER.—Jobn P.| _ Ox Bumble Pamlets ley- 
McJilton, former chief clerk, and Jos. Jones,| The plow! the plow! the conquering plows 

assistant editor, have purchased one-half of Unlike the conquering sword; 
: : , ; Has joyous life and beaming wealth, 

— — in the Baltimore Patriot for On swarming millions poured. 
30,000! : 

Oh! ho! for help to drive the plow; 

i Tue Ewp or 4 Lone Service.—Henry | Aree ee ane ee alo 
Wan seergieel mets naoniny Kenner Come take your pay of — 

; see has resign jis post, and the office has " : y he 

{ been discontinued. The late incumbent has Poe Sari ie ae Lee cortty 

held the same station for 57 years. We go to God’s own bank and draw 

| Dary Counrres.—In New York, som Sie tone pit : 
‘ . cas aie et nies ! the earth! ir broad earth 
| sections are known as dairy counties, and it aaa eee cee 

; is said that the farmers in those parts, nett) Rich gifts for all the song of men; 
i more money for the year’s labor, than in the Awaiting their behest. 

i best wheat-growing counties. Butter is al-] Labor, the key, God gives to man, 
} ways a cash article, and commands a more wie, bring these treasures forth, 

| i! i rs ° ’s key, an come 
pomrecuing price than wheat or pork. Wedeatocnsateaeels i 

ey Provide properly for all domestic animals. | Louisville, Ky. sw. 

i 
+ 
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Oy A German Philosopher has made most singular caleu- > 

EDITOR Ss TABLE. lation in regard to the distances of the planets from the sun. 
—— ss | Be hes constructed a table as follows:— 

Aw Arotogy.—The first No. of the “Farmer” is not what : in 6 12 4 48 6 192 3 
we could wish and is issued under rather unfavorablecircum-| * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 
stances. Weare of course without the benefitofan Exchange | 4 7 10 16 23 32 100 > 196 

List, and therefore have been obliged to select from whatever | M v e m - j 8 h 
was within our reach. We trust however, that this first isswe | The reader will observe that the upper line of figures begins 

‘will not be found devoid of interest and instruction, and that it | with zero, and then goes on doubling each time, starting with 
will be received as an earnest of better things to come. the figure 3, 

‘The constant quantity 4, is added to each of these num! 

Waxren—Any npmber of Correspondents forthe “Farmer.” | and ghe result from addition show the representative diem, ‘Wall our Agricultural friends please give us in black and | ces of the planets, from the Sun, beginning with Mercury on white’ the results of their observations and experience, in any the left. Ove the: blank which occurs in the vacuity be- 

F ae . pap: eo peel ' er tween Mars and Jupiter. It is between these orbits that it was 
grateful to those wi ee ee ee cate a planet ought to exist, corresponding to, the distance No. and for promises .of future favors. May many others be 0itad eee ths Shaguialary (ikea You whites ol 

a aera a “shattered world,” have been discovered. It will not fail to 
AGRICULTURAL Parers.—The importance of well-conduct- | strike any one as most wonderful, the singular mathematical 

ed and liberally patronized Journals, devoted to the subject of | system, by which the Architect of the Universe has measured 

Agriculture, cannot be too highly estimated. The Hon. E. | and ordained the position of the heavenly bodies. 

Newror, of Ohio, in arecent Address thus sets forth their) -poxxace or American Suirs.—The tonnage in the"United 
value :— S. built during the year ending June 30, 1847 was as follows: 

“Agricultural publications are the best and cheapest mode} Shing,............151 Sloops and Canal hoats.302 
of obtaining information upon all subjects of husbandry.—|  Brigs.......-.....168 Steamboats........-198 
‘They contain the experience and observations of the mostsci- | Schooners........+.089 
entific farmers in the country; the prospects of crops in all Forming stotat tonnage built that year of. . .243,782,67 95 

countries, and the conditions of markets; facts all important | The returns which will be made for the fiscal year ending in 
tobe known and understood. I have been surprised to see | June, 1845— 

how few are taken, and have often been told by farmers that | Ships... ......+.-.254 Sloops and Canal boats.547 
Athey were not able to pay for them I can hardly appreciate Re Penne i eS eae 
the remark. Every one is able to pay for that which will im-| Being q total ton built during the of 315,075 5490, 
mediately return to them a hundred fold. I believe that a sin- | ana ee eee eoueniaeecas ner e205. 

ge mamber of any of the pullicadons, Hf thoroughly’ Tend, | ioe Mizwaiene rhea Wieccaaia geek 2 
Tee ne fact, if adopted, that would | rivats and clearances 10 and from that port for the navigable 

more than pay for the year. By raising anextra bushel of | of 1910, as 1087; of these, there was as fillows: 
olny ath husdhin ies tans Steamboats.....4....-ceceeseccseee 410 

‘Tue YetLow Fever.—We learn that this disease is rapidly Barques af Rigt. cc in 
spreading over the whole country—we know of a certainty, Pcmonersss ee ee ee aa 
that it prevails to a considerable extent in our own State, and}  Merchandize landed at this port...+.++.++..10,140 

that many are down—no, not down, but up with it in this city. Passenger? goods in fae talks ea S800 

It seems to be mighty catching, and there are many—in the | This statement includes only such as have been inspected 
land many thousands—who would forsake all, leave | home, by Deputy Collectors, and consequently does not include a 
wives, children, farms, workshops, and fly on the wings of large number of lumber vessels running to that point, and 

the wind, and with telegraphic speed, to—the Lord knows | .everal steamboats and propellers that landed and cleared in 
where—and brave perils by sea and land, and all the hardships the night. 

ieeieabte of death. #2.reech, that fabled country.” Of) B rynoapiNg IN 1545,—The Railroad Journal, summing up 
ee eee 80 completely does this fatal the extraordinary influences of railroads upon the country, 

. , a and upon the world, says, it may be safely estimated that the ( * 
Now be it known, that a great way this side of California, | entire expenditure, within the last twenty-five years, in the 

. d even in Wisconsin, are vast mines of gold; and that the yel- | projection and construction of railroads, will not fall short of 
low ore, in colned eagles, may be had by digging. The busy | one thousand millions of dollars, and that their influences in 
plow and spade will turn them up; and they may glitter and facilitating business, in reducing the expenses and time of 

jingle in every nian’s purse. And then we are to consider travel, and in opening up new regions of country, has given 
that there is that which is more than gold, more than ‘gems | an increased value to property of twice the amount, and yet 
from the mountain,’—Cowrenrwenr; and that a moral life, | :neir influences are only just beginning to be felt. We may temperate habits, industry and economy, the cultivation and | add that within a month, two hundred and eighty-two miles 

exerciée of the faculties of the mind, and a trustful heart, are | of new railroad will be added to that already in use in this 
the sourees of real wealth, without which if a man had his | .ountry. ‘This addition is made up as follows: New York 
house full of gold he would be poor indeed. and Erie, 127 miles; New York and New Haven, 80 miles; 

Topacco,—It is said that 100,000,000 ibs Of this weed, are ‘Nashua and Worcester, 45 do.; Harlem, 30, do.; total 282 

annually consumed in the United States; and that, too, at a | miles. i 
» {coat to those who chew, or smoke or snuff, of $20,000,000.—|  I<F Several meetings have been held in this County, for the 

‘What an amount of good might be effected by a judicious out- | purpose of discussing the propricty and utility of organizing, 
W lay of so vast a sum, which now is squirted from the mouth, | and of establishing, an. Agricultural Society. "We were pre- 
Y blown from the nose, and converted into smoke and ashes; | vented being present at the last meeting, and have not been in- ( 
benefitting none, but positively injuring thousands. “Why do | formed of its transactions. That such a Society would be of 

WZ ye spend money for that which is not bread’? great benefit, none ean doubt. a, 
RE “ . SES
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Winter.—To the admirer of nature, this season is one of | Wusconsts, according to Commissioner Young's Report, 

interest. There isa kind of subduing energy in its reign, that | contains an area of 53,424 square miles, or 34,511,360 acres.— 

fills the contemplative mind with holy thought, and carries it | 14,352,379 acres have been surveyed, and 1,344,000. acres, he 
up to Him who holds the winds in his hands, and whose word | estimates, will be surveyed this year. All the lands in the , 

_ 5 the angry and sallen tempesis obey. The loud roaring of its | State have been surveyed, the plats of which were received in 

voice from the North—its coming in frosts andl snows, binding | time, have been offered for sale, but there still remain unsold , 
the carth in “icy fetters,” and scattering its frozen particles | 23,863,763 acres. 

2 alike among the dwellings of man, and in the dreary andpath-| All the reserved Jead mineral lands, supposed to contain 

less forest, withering at its touch every leaf and herb, and hol- | ‘ead ore,’ have been offered for sale at public auétion, and but 

ding in stern defiance the rebuke of the King of Day—in all | a small part sold as “mineral lands.” The leasing system is 
this it speaks to him who pears, in a far deeper and more re- | abandoned, and the lands unsold are subject to private entry 
verberating tone than that of the softer seasons of birds and | at ¢1 25 an acre. $ 
flowers. 0£556 entries in the Mineral Point District in this State, of 

Mesmerism axp THE Potato Ror—A. Jackson Davis, | alleged fraud, 540 cases on examination have been confirmed, 
: the renowned Clairvoyant, and the author of “Nature's Di- | leaving only 16 cases to be adjusted, most of which will prob 

vine Revelation,” had recently revealed to him in vision, the | ably be rejected. . 
cause and cure of the Potato Rot. His theory is bynomeans| Brineixnc ‘rae Onto.—The Wheeling Times says that the 

a. new one, but like many of his ‘Revelations,’ very old, it be- | work on the bridge across the Ohio at that place, is going for- 
ing simply that the disease is induced by a superabundance of | ward steadily, and that by the first of May next it will beopen 
electricity, or a lost equilibrium in the surrounding elemenits. | to travel. 
The remedy prescribed may be mew; and for aught we| Dyrasirry or CepaR.—aAt the head of one of the graves in 

know, infallible—let it be tried. It is this:— the burial ground at “Old St. Mary's,” Md., there stands a 
“ About the time the tops begin to be visible above the ground, | cedar slab, which,as the inscription indicates,was placed there 

put about a pint of iron filings, or cinders, or scales found | in the year 1717. Notwithstanding it has been exposed to the 

about thé Blacksmith’s anvil, upon the place where the pota- | weather for so long a period, it is still perfectly sound, and, if 
to was planted, and is growing. This will absorb the supera- | unmolested by desecrating hands, it will doubtless be stan- 
bundant electricity, and restore a balanced condition among | ging when every man, woman and child that now moves upon 

the surrounding elements, which are engaged in decomposing | the earth, shall have gone down to “darkness and the 
the plant, and the decay will cease immediately.” croei et 

Corrox Coxsumpriox tx rae U. Stares.—From an article | 7 We learn from the Prairie Farmer, that “by a census ta~ 
in the New York Dry Goods Reporter, we learn that the cot- | ken in August and the first of September, the population of } 

ton consumed in the United States during 1847-8 was not far | the city, (Chicago,) was 20,023.” The increase for the past 

from 490,000 bales, employing'#90,357,130 capital; 101,250 op- | year is supposed to be not less than 5,000: Hear that, ye men 

etatives; 3,012,500 spindles, and distributing weekly in wages | ‘away down East!’ 
$363,214, or 618,987,128 per annum, and for all expenses, / 4 Mamworm Ear or Corn.—We have received an efr of 

not including cotton, $491,785 weekly, or $25,527,820 annual- | corn, of the large yellow kind, raised on the farm of Mr. Josiah 
ly. This interest produces 756,000,000 yards of goods, or 374 | Smith, of Cape Giradeau county, which is fifteen inches long, 
yards to each individual. has fourteen rows, averaging about seventy-four grains to the 

Wanr or Fresu Air.—The Hon. Horace Mann, in allu- | row, or 1,032 to the ear. The grains are generally well filled 
ing to ill-ventilated school-houses,has these sensible remarks: | Out—St. Louis Rep. 

“To put children on a short allowance of fresh air, is as| 07” Common swearing argues in aman, a perpetual distrust 
foolish as it would have been for Noah, during the deluge, to | of his own reputation. 

. have put his family on a short allowance of water. Since | <<< ————————— 
God has poured out an atmosphere fifty miles deep, itis enough COMMERCIAL. 
tomake a miser weep, to see our children stinted in breath.” | —————______________ 

RESPECTABILITY OF EMPLOYMENTS.—A supposed difference Racine January 24, 1849.. rm } 

: in the respectability of employments of life, furnishes the oc- | ‘The Sleighing continues fine, and our streets are crowded 
casion for divisions of Society, as ridiculous and odious as | with teams. Wheat, Hay, Pork, Wood, and every other kind 

+ { they are unjust, To sell tape and breadcloth, pills and poma- | of produce poursin freely and makes business of every de- 
tum, clams and crackers, or to retail law and divinity, is n0 | scription brisk: 

more honorable than to hold the plow and delve in the earth | prices continue firm; wheat 60/@70 cents; 72 for some best 
for an honest livelihood. samp'es winter. 

4 ‘Tue Fimst Preacner.—The frst minister that preached | Pork sells at @3,00@§3,25. Hay from $7(@10. Wood 
the gospel in North America, was Robert Hunt, of the Church | $2,00. ¢ 

\ of England, an exemplary man, who came out in the same Racine, dennary S 
company with Capt. John Smith, in the year 1607. He was| Receipts and prices about the same as last week's quota- 

b much esteemed as a man of peace, and was in many ways | tions. From 68 to 70 is paid for winter and 55 to 60 for spring. 
useful to the colony. > Pork continues in good demand at $3.00 10 $3.50, according to 

Dory on Amenican Waeat.—After the 1st of February, | 7°! Milwaukié, Jan. 31. 
1849, the fixed duty on wheat in England is to be one shilling Receipts moderate yesterday, and prices without change.— 

per quarter, or about three cents per bu; on flour it is to be | winter wheat 6563, and occasionally 70 for extra samples; 
7 four pence half penny ® cwt., or 9 pence # bbl. of 200 Ibs— spring 55@00. Flour, steady, at $3.50 for best country brands. 

Symal to about cightece pence # bil. ‘ Land Warrants offering at @113, and in considerable request. 
| It has been eloquently remarked, that in the obscurity of the New York, Jan. 24. 

; Cottage; far from seduction of rank and affluence, is nursed | Flour, a good business doing. Sales 2000 bbls at $5.50 for 
/ the virtue which counteracts the decay of human institutions, mixed, and @5,56@5.62} for common and good; pure $5.87) 

—the courage which defends the national independence—the | (08.00. Sales 2000 bushels wheat at $1.08@1.12}; Corn sales 
j industry which maintains all classes of the State. 8000 bushels at-57(@69 for southern. Oates dull at 41@4ic. 
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4 WISCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTHATOR | Pe formed as. suggested, stiinulating to improve~ ay NUS ah RNs ee uy menis, combining the experiences of hundreds in 
es oe = the several departments of their oue pursuit, and 

RACINE, WISCONSIN, NO, 101 MAIN STREET. furnishing mediums for mutual advice, counsel, in- 

ee struction, and encouragement ; and the profession 

“Office, at the Publisher's Bookstore. of Agriculture would at once be elevated, and a 
50 Cents a Year in Advance: blessed change would go abroad over our State, 

Five copies for $2, if directed to one Post Office. and at the | giving assurance of prosperity and wealth beyond 
‘0 same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions to com- 3 y 

mence with the volume. Back iiuinbers supplied to new sub-| What can now be conceived. 
scylbers asters and afl others who feel an interest in wecir-| While men, engaged in other callings and pur- 

4 culation of the Farmer, are invited to lend their aid in pro-| suits, are combining their efforts, and associating 

“Tr The Farmer pple i eee only. themselves together in societies for mutual imprové- 
———— | ment and aid, and for the elevation and advance- 

i jeti ment of their own peculiar profession or occupation, 
Agricultura’ Societies. let not our farmers remain behind, but catching 

3 ‘ 5 thing of the spirit of the age, let them too We believe that at this date Wisconsin hagnot a| S10 INE °F 10 Sp! ee 
single Agricultural Society—no report at least, of seanrees ee se ee os by sires 

the existence of one has reached us. Several meet- | ™ We ea = ee [promote i 
ings havé been held in Racine county preliminary to baie is ee — A . pei : 
the organization of such a Society, but as yet no as aa died ee = had 7 i a ae 

yorganization has been effected. We trust, howev-| ment and civilzation.”' And while doing 
er, that the matter has not been abandoned, and i tenet forges ar: overloak the Leesa: ey nin 

that other and more efficient steps will be taken to ee rhe a sgh, seer OS Joma’ aes 
further the contemplated object, and to complete dull a ¢ Th, ical Farmi prioy ti 
what at onie time was so well begun: We believe | “"¥> dull outlines of Thoeretical Farming, but the 

We.) we speak the minds of the Farin of Racine| Practical detaile—the results of the ee at snl 
when we say, that this county ‘ed and will have ao of farmers themselves, put _ 
iW Reticnllagal Sectefy, gndithat right oon’ Let their own right iets. a Jacts gleaned by men‘on 

oa g : i , th 
a general movement be made to this end, and the Sreliovn senses ~ ra ue ge od . 

: ip Z é : hard hand of honest toil. This is what farmers 
e work will be easily and immediately accomplished, d this it is th tial ie 3 

Of the great importance of Agricultural Socie- bis oe ; ame — the “ cdoual oe fail 
ii ; 2 ‘ mc. nals to supply. aving these, ing them- 

, waa, ee etee ts aos interests | selves into Societies in every county, they are thor- 
», yee speak. Their ‘ne ee Ten ee oughly furnished unto every work of the farmer. 

~ demonstrated in othér states; and their existence! To CoRRESPONDENTS AND Reapers.—We thank 
>. has been every where marked by an increase of| our friends who have remembered us by their con- 

thrift, enterprize and prosperity. In Wisconsin, | tributions in season for this No. May they continue 4 
} . 2 whose agricultural resourcés have scarcely begun | in well doing. We are greatly in wantof short original 

Bh to be developed, and which has all the natural re- | articles—will not our brethren try their hands at 
| Q quisites,in a superior degree to constitute it one of| writing, and send us theirthoughts and experiences? 
a the first—if not the first—Agricultural States in the| Our readers will find much in this Nos, interest- 

©. Union, there should not only be a State Agricul-| ing and valuable. However, being isaged so soon 
A, Qotural Society, but also an auxiliary organization in| after the publication of the first No., we have had 
a, every county so far as practicable. - There is no| but little time to select, and therefore itis not what 

. © ¥ good reason why, with the present amount of soil| we would have been pleasedto make it. We shall 
()) Caltivatedpand of labor expended, the amount of} soon ‘‘catch up,” and, having setour house in or- /} 

.» “Xp farming products in this state, should not be much | der, will have the time and the means to make such 3 
Y) greater than it now is. Let icultural Societies | improvements as the wants of the Farmer demand. (VJ os \ 

. P .
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For the Wisconsin Farmer. / tg 200 pounds, and bound tight at the top to 
Growing Hemp. keep out rain. It should be broken and 

nigh dressed out in frosty weather, being best, 
Mr. Eprror:— and completed before the warm spring weath- 

In accordance with my promise in your|er. One hundred to one hundred and fifly ¢ 
first number, I proceed to give some infor- | pounds per day, is considered a fair day’s » 

. ? mation on the subject of raising Hemp. work to acommon break. In portions of 
} «<To raise profitably, it should be sown on | our country where much is done at raising, 

' a deep rich soil, like the prairies of Wiscon- | improved machines are used for dressing, 
sin and Illinois,’ or the bottom land on our | which greatly facilitates the preparing it for 
rivers. ‘The land should be well ploughed | market. Seed sufficient to make the exper- 
and made fine. If to be sown for seed, only | iment can be hadin town, and I hope some 

: asmall quantity of seed will be required, and iC our farmers may be induced to try it, as T 
' sown in drillsorhills; if the latter, it should | have no doubt, by so doing they could double 
| be planted four feet apart, and 10 or 16 seed| the value of their farm products. Much 

in a hill, covered one and a half inches.— more can be said on the subject; particularly 
The ground is thus to be kept free of weeds | the method of water rotting, and preparing 

| by plowing and hoeing. The plants are to | it for the useof the Navy. This method of 
be thined to five or six, when six inches | preparing could, no doubt be made very 
high, and again, to three or four in a hill.— | profitable, as two hundred and eighty dollars 
As soon asthe plants are in full blossom, |per ton is offered for it, prepared in that 
and the farina spread, the males or flower-| manner, by our Government. 
ing plants are to be cut from each hill, that A Frrenp To TgE Farmine INTEREST. 
the female may come more direct to the sun. ——— 

} The seed ripens in September. ‘The plants Origin of the Prairies. 
j should then be cut with caution, and not jar € ~~ 

them, as the seed will shell easy. When We find the following communication 

dry, take from the ground, set up in shocks | from a Wisconsin Correspondent in a recent 
like grain, and in one or two weeks,/number of the Christian Advocate and 
threshed, by whipping on a board on the| Journal. This theory presented, on the or- 
ground, as it is too bulky to be removed for | igin of our prairies, is undoubtedly a correct 

i that purpose, The stems are of no use but | one—at least we adopted it a long time ago. 
to burn for ashes for manure. Seed should | If a more plausible and consistent oné can 

: not be kept over, as it is seldom good the | be found, devised, originated, we would like 
H second year. The crop will be from 25 to/it should be sent us. Will the writer, to 

45 bushels per acre, and it is worth from | whose article we call attention, please favor ) 
$1,25 to $2,00 per bushel. us with something’from his pen, occasion- 

' To raise for the lint, the ground should be | ally, for the Farmem We will gladly give 
well prepared, and the seed sown broad cast, | him room in our columns: . 

} and harrowed or plowed in, the Jatter part “My business, asa farmer in a compara-" 
' of April or first of May. About the middle tively new country, requires all my time 

of August, or as soon as the leaves begin to| and attention, and therefore I have none to 
} turn yellow, it should be mown with a short spend in writing; but a piece in the late {, 

scythe. It should be evenly laid on the| number ofthe Advocate, on the origin of }. ff 
i ground, and left from 6 to 9 days good | our Prairies, has induced me to take up my $ 
! weather, todry. A shower does not injure | pen to give my opinion. 

N it. When dryed, it should be tied up in| “The commonly conceived opinion, that 
i} sheaves, and put up in ricks like flax, to pre- | our vast prairies were once the bed of a lake, 
/ serve it from moisture during the hot weath- | T conceive to be erroneous, for the followi 
Ht er. The roof should be made of long hemp, | reasons. First, much of our Prairie-land ia § > 

if after the leaves are taken off. the highest and dryest land we have, and if: 
| To défi rot, it should be spread in Octo-| there couldbe such a thing in nature as a 

! 4 ber and continue till snow falls. ‘The hemp | dam sufficient to flow this elevated porti 4 ; 
i is sufficiently rotted when the stems lose | of land, the water would cover the univers jo 

{ their rigid appearance, and the fibres sepa- | sal world except the mountains. Sétond, if . 
i} rate from the cellular tissue, and the lint to| the prairies were once the bed of ‘a lake, we B . 

} separate from the stalk. When sufficiently | would naturally expect to find the timber‘on 
i rotted it should be put into shocks of 150} the more elevated portions. On the 

ws 
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‘Ty, the timber is found generally on the low-| sand and gravel, the water passing so freely 
est ground, and on the margin of the streams, | through it, that a well cannot be sunktto any 
Again, ifsuch an extensive lake ever exist-| considerable depth. Muchof this land, on 

ed, on a corresponding level, we might find| cultivation, proves to be leaky, and will not 
some marks of its original poundary. But| bear cropping so well as that which have a 
as nosuch marks can be found, we must| more retentive subsoil. On digging in the 

~? search for some other cause that has pro-| rolling ground at yarious depths, say from 
duced such a wonderful result. What then | ten to twenty-five feet deep, we come to a 

can be the cause of those fertile plains that| substance resembling blue clay, but upon 
often extend beyond our limited vision, and} being exposed te the action of the sun and 

. are only bounded by the horizon? From} rain, very much changes its properties and 
reasons that I have gathered from actual ob-| appearance; and I think it would make an 
“servation, I am led to.conclude that the great | excellent top-dressing manure, especially 
West was once mostly covered with timber, | for grass. In this clayey substance, some 
and the timber destroyed by successive fires. | thirty feet below the surface, is found cedar 
It is evident that the prairies have been, for | and pine timber, sometimes in a remarkable 
a long succession of years, making encroach-| state ofpreservation. This timber, by some 
ments upon the timber. Evidence of this| violent convulsion of nature, appears to have 
may be seen in the remains of timber far| been split and rent into small pieces. Ce- 
from the present growth. There are Bass-| dar and pine, in its natural state, is not found 
wood sprouts on my farm, where, no doubt, | in this part ofthe country. I do not know 
a tree once stood, at least five’ miles from| of a pine within sixty miles of this place, 
where a tree of that description now stands. | and cedar is only to be found in a stinted 
The timber bordering the prairie is mostly growth on the banks of the large streams, 
burr-oak, or that kind which can best sur-| similar to what is found on the banks of the 
vive the action of fire, which sweeps. peri- Hudson. I cannot account for this singular 

odical]y over the Prairie country, and it is| fact, but by supposing this timber to be of 
as much expected asthe return of thesea-|antideluvian growth; that it was covered 

’ sons. The Prairie fires come oftenest from| with earth by currents of water, that made 
the west, and are driven along by a dry| excavations in some places, and deposits in 
west wind; we, therefore, find most timber| others, at the time of the deluge. 
where such fires are arrested in their de- SSSI ee 
stractive course by streams running north Direction ,ror Cooxinae VEGETABLES. 
or south, We therefore, find on the east] Spinage should be nicely picked, and put 

@ $ side of the O. P. plain, the Fox, and other| into a stew-pan, with just sufficient water to 
: similar streams, extensive tracts of timber,| keep it from scorching; when it has boiled 

while on the west side of such streams, the| for twenty minites, pour it into a cullender, 
Prairie approaches the very margin. The| and strain the water off; put it into a stew- 
process of the formation ofa Prairie appears] pan again with a piece of butter the size ofa 

® tobe this: wherever an opening is made in| walnut, and a little pepper and salt; mince.it 
the timber, by whatever cause, so as to admit| up, and return it to a slow fire; take some 

. the rays of the sun, a luxuriant growth of'| pieces of light bread, toast them well on both 
«* $ grass is the consequence; this grass fur-| sides, dip them in the water in which, the 

rs nishes fuel for the fire which kill the adja-| spinage was boiled, lay the spinage on, the 
cent timber; and thus the prairies have been| toast and garnish with hard boiled eggs, and 

z extended to their present limits. * | you will have one of the best spring dishes. 
a There is another curious circumstance} Asparagus should be tender;- if not, the 
+. _§ that may ee oe to some of the read-| slower it is boiled the better. 1t should ‘be’ 
))® 2 ersof your paper. I wish to confine my| put into boiling water, with a little salt, and 
© &} remarks to that district of country lying he-| boiled for a half an hour. ‘It is better to boil 
ee ¢ tween the Fox and Rock rivers; especially | it.in a cotton bag, and, by the way, all house 
=», {onthe head waters of those streams that| keepers should have cotton bags, for boiling 

4 @eempty into those rivers. Although we have| vegetables in, as they are not only better, 
vm 3 70 hills of any note, yet the county is di-| but save time in dishing. When done, have 
. videdtinto level and rolling ground, the roll-| some toast ready, which dip in the water in 
# ing comprising much of the larger portion.| which the asparagus was. boiled. . Then 

: On diging some eight or ten feet on the lev-| lay the asparagus on it, pour melted butter 
’ ground, or Prairie, we come to: loose| over it, and send to the table. . - 
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Teeland Sheep. _ Successrut Currure or Turnies.—It 
} —— is a fact familiar to most farmers, that when 

The sheep of Iceland are of two kinds; | the soil is heavy, newly cleared land is fine- 

the first, termed the native breed, is sraall, | ly adapted to the raising of the common flat 

in color from dun to almost black; the see-| turnip ; but that after a few years, this quali- 
ond is larger, the fleece white, and supposed | ty seems to disappear, owing chiefly, as is 

to have originated from more southern re-| generally supposed, to the ravages of the 
| gions. The fleece of these breeds consists | turnip fly. 

of hair externally, with a close thick layer} A farmer in the western part of the State, . 
of wool within, impervious t cold and wet; | entirely" obviates this difficulty, by a very 

} it is worthles for manufacturing, and is used simple expedient. His farm is a heavy fer- 
for horse collars, and more or less is ex-| tile soil, and tho’ well adapted to 'most farm | = ed and jated to thi : i foes and appropriated to this purpose. —_| crops, it appeared to be entirely unfitted to 

¢ principal peculiarity about the native|the turnip like all others of a similar char- 
; sheep is the number of their horns, many |acter. The successful mode he has adopted 

individuals having four and five, and instan-| js as follows : 
t ces have been known of eight. These har- eae eal . 

dy animals propagate without the care of After having ploughedhis ground, and re- t duced it to a fine tilth, he spreads over th man, and seek refuge from storms amon; 7 Pe the i mS is of th ge Aacine ih ae surface several inches of old straw, which is i Er e coast during the winter | .uffered to lie a few weeks. Just before 
season. sowing time, it is burned, the surface is har- 

v Tue Tomaror.—Thomas Jefferson Ran- Towels the seeds one and brushed in. In 
ii dolph, in an address before the Agricultural | ""'* wayne uniformly obiaing the finest 

i Society of Albemarl county, Virginia, lately |“7°PS, He ascribes his success to the de- 
i delivered, stated that Mr. Jefferson could struction of the insect by fire 3_ but what. ym 

i recollect when the tomato was cultivated as are ~ the cause, the practice is well 
i an ornament to the flower gardens, called worthy of trial by all possessing land Of a Yo i love apple, and deemed poisonous. It was similar character.—Albany Cultivator. 

i eaten by but one individual, a foreigner, 
| whose peculiar constitution, or the forma- Tomato Winr.—At the recent Fair of the.) . 4h tion of whose stomach, was supposed to re- | American Institute, two excellent bottles of 
i {) sist its deleterious effect. wine made from Tomatoes, were exhibited: i 
; ; + = It is said to be without a particle of alchohol 4" 
| ) Waste not particles of time. in it. -&@ 
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For the Wisconsin Farmer. | might not be considered the proper manner 
Agriculture in Wisconsin. to arrive at a correct conelusion, I would 

ee prefer to be governed by the opinions of 
$ Mr. Eprron:—In the October and No-| others who are engaged in that branch of 
$ vember numbers of DeBow’s Commercial | industry. 
Review, published at New Orleans, I noticed! As a citizen of Wisconsin, I do not feel 
an article, purporting to be an analysis of disposed to yield the palm, in point of agri- 

{ some papers received by the Secretary of| culture, to any other state in the Union, 
; the Treasury, in 1845, from various por-| without an effort to obtain it. I believe we 

{ tions of the Union, in compliance with a re- | need not yield it, if the age of our State, 
quest contained in a circular issued by the | and the many disadvantages under which the 

; Secretary, and directed to the Commercial, | inhabitants of a new country are obliged to 

Manufacturing and Agricultural Interests of | labor, are taken into consideration, and, if 
the country, to transmit Statistical informa-| our Farmers will exert themselves to in- 
tion upon those important branches of a Pens the amount of their productions, by 

dustry, to the Treasury Department. In the | improving themeans which are already in 
portion of that article relating to “Agricul-} their hands for producing the result. 
ture in Wisconsin,” there is, | conceive, a} Our land cannot be excelled, in point of 
gross and palpable error. < productiveness, by any State in the Union. 

The editor says there were various an-| Our population, in industry, economy and 
swers received from Wisconsin at the Treas- | perseverance, find an equal only upon the 
ury Department, in which it was stated, that | rugged hills of New England, which, in- 

the nett profits of Agriculture, in this State, | deed, a large proportion of our agricultur- 
did not, in 1845, amount to more than three} al population—the bone and sinew of every 
per cent, upon the capital invested upon the | Jand—claim as their native soil. The health 
best lands; while in South Carolina they} of our State, especially the Northern por- 

amounted to 8 per cent; in Georgia 12 per| tions of it, has, thus far, heen exceedingly 
cent; Alabama 3 per cent; Ohio from 4 to| encouraging, and our climate is favorable to 
6 per cent; Illinois from2 to 4 per cent;|the most profitable productions. Time 4 
Missouri 5 per cent, and Louisiana from 7} alone can unfold our destiny asa State. A 
to 10 per cent. few years have already accomplished what ¢) 

These statements, however, were made | requires ages to accomplish in the countries )) 
in 1645, to the Treasury Department, at} of the Old World. 

i Washington, and may be correct, but we} Cherishing a hope of seeing, ere long, 
may certainly arrive at a correct conclusion, | some statistics of Wisconsin Agriculture in 
in relation to this matter, by obtaining par-| the columns of the Farmer. 
ticular statements from practical Farmers. Very respectfully, Sonomos Lompanp. 

I hope, therefore, that those interested in} Greenbush, Jan. 15, 1849. 
the Agriculture of Wisconsin, or, at least, aeRO CAC AC ; 
some of them, in different portions of the ————— 
State, will give the editor of the Commercial Farming. 

Review an opportunity to correct the error ——. i 
into which he has fallen, and the public the} Farming, like every thing else, has its 
benefit of their experience, through the col- | advantages and its disadvantages. A farmer 
umns of your valuable paper. is the most dependent, and the _most inde- 

T assume that the editor of the Review, or | pendent man in existence. This may seem 
those who have reported to the Treasury | paradoxical, but it is true nevertheless. 
Department, have fallen into an error; be-| With farming, as with every thing else, 
cause I believe that the Agricultural Depart-| judgment, prudence, and economy are re- 

ment of industry, in our State, is a source | quisite to ensure success. To a person who 
of equal profit with the same branch of in-| possesses these, an agricultural life brings 
dustry in either of the States mentioned | the pleasure of independence with all the 
above. charms of variety. To such an one, the 

I could mention many instances, in which | fluctuation of trade, the rise and fall of § 
the profits of particular farmers have, du-| stock, or rumored bank suspensions have but 

{) ting the past year, far exceeded the highest | little terror; he does not hate a lawyer, i 
<¥ rate of profits mentioned by the editor of the | neither ishe afraid to look a constable in the 
(Review, for any of the States; but, as it| face; life has charms for him which it has@) 
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| “ not for others. He does not dread the sea- penses, cost of labor, &c., and balance with 

sons but welcomes their approach. He is not| the income arising from sale of produce. 
| afraid of being behind-hand with his crops; | This begets regularity in their business and 

} being overtaken by an early frost, or discon- keeps them always informed of the exact 
i certed by a premature spring. Nature to|state oftheir affairs. I do not see why it is 
i him is dressed in smiles—she does not seem | not as important for a farmer to know his 

to be always prowling on him; he welcomes | profit and loss as it is for the mere xant. 
oa henge ofthe, apenons, being always} he farmers of this section of country 

| But Si ee ef come: : have some advantages peculiar to this part 
i it e far different—they are/alone. Cleared land is one advantage—that 
} anne contented—every thing 1s adverse— is, the prairie—the land is at once broke up, i is rain came at the wrong time—that frosi and put in cultivation—they are not under 

iH came too early—there was too much heat! the necessity of waiting years for the land 
f this summer—too much cold this winter— to be lear at an ex ae of ten or fifteen 4 and so it is, nothing is right. No matter | gol] c y 
i whether the sun shines, nor’ whether the pecan tt mileantave but whicn iis i : ; ; 2 i 
b clouds drop rain, snow, or hail—whatever | -ather rospective than se lhe derived it description of weather presents itself, it is fi - ee ce : 
t always wrong. Again, the cattle ofa neigh- pete v Sa pene ote ae 
1 borare always breaking into their fields; uy. - When the successful navigation of the 
i their own cattle are helping themselves to| ©” Lawrence is accomplished, freights will { corn at home, or mischievously plundering i transmitted from our wharves, directly to 
1 theirneighbor; and in this way they are | Hurope. But even now there are advanta- 

‘| continually in trouble. Such farmers lead a . rire im ~ ey i _ a , 1] a wearisome, restless, unsatisfied life.— |“, 10 2re Possessed by but few other parts 
4 Whatever of change may come, they are of the country. i ‘i 

4 never prepared to meet it—in the hurry of] Méntal improvement is as much a deside- 
| harvest they will be wholly dependent on | Tatum to the farmer asto anyone. There is 
dl the assistance of their neighbors—they will | 2° knowledge but is useful and valuable, 

| always be borrowing, never have any thing | and there isno man at the present day but 
4 done in season—in fact they will never do| Cam afford to take a paper and pay for it— 

i any thing until obliged to, and then only im- There is often as much valuable information 

H perfectly for the want of time. derived from one paper as will pay for a 
i] It is true there may be changes of season, | year’s subscription; without taking into ac- 

f which no one can guard against, and-because | Count the mental improvement, amusement 
Hi of nhc all may be losers; but it is not of “ ogi combined, which its pages 

such that I speak. orded. : 
} These evils are not irremediable. Those} Let men once apply their minds to inves- rh who are in such a situation may yet retrieve | tigation and thought, this very exertion will 
: q their affairs. To those who wish to do so, [| arouse dormant faculties, and make them 

iH would say, and in fact to all, that there is| rich indeed. Joun D. Cote. 
| nothing more important in the management} Yorkville, January, 1849. 
j of a farm, than order. Never undertake to SCUDAAT aa Cae al 

| dobut one thing at atime, and that do wedl.| Great Damy Farm.—One of the great- 
‘ Lay downa plan of the work that needs| est dairies in our country, is that of Colonel 
4 doing the most, and finish it before you leave | Meacham, of Pulaski, N. Y. His farm con- 
3 it. ever put off till to-morrow what can |sistsof1000 acres, 300 which are devoted 

Mi be done to-day; delays are proverbially | to grass; and he keeps 100 head of cattle, 
i dangerous, and to none more so than to far-| and 97 cows. In one year he made 30,000 
fi mers; never exceed you means by attempt-| pounds of cheese, 20,000 lbs, of which sold 

| ing to cultivate more than you well can, in| atone time, in New York, for from six, and }~ 
j due season—never contract a debt, unless|ahalfto 7 cents per pound. He feeds his 
| you have an unfailing resource to apply to| cows mostly on hay and carrots; of the lat- if —and always do unto your neighbor as you | ter he raised 2000 bushels, and gives each 

would wish tobe done unto. cow half'a bushel per day. And beside the 

_ There are few but have some leisure du-| benefits derived from his grass for his stock, 2 
1 ting the evenings; let them keep a memo-| he gare no less than 300 bushels of grass 

| randum of their work, their household ex-|seed.—Patent Office Report. 

ih |
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; For the Wisconsin Farmer. | substances are often highly mente of, 
7 . gee NY, moisture, and increase the fertility of the 

Soils and their Analysis——No. 2 soil. We have 50 grains of small “pebbles” 
BY P. R. HOY. —let us examine these, to ascertain whether 

aa i they be silicious or calcarious—if silicious 
We will adopt the following rough, and] they will appear “flinty.” and cannot be 

very simple short analysis; which will ena-| scraped with a knife—if calcarious they 
~ ble you to form a correct judgment of the| will effervesce with acid,and if common slate 

principal, and most important qualities of| stones they can be cut with a knife and will 

the soil. By thismethod farmers, and coun-| not effervesce. You perceive we have here 
try gentlemen as well as chemists, may ob-| about an equal quantity of ‘lime’ and ‘flint’ 
tain results sufficiently accurate for practi-|stones, Make your entry silicious and cal- 
cle uses. Take your calcarious sample| carious gravel 50. (If you wish to be more 
(No. 4.)—dry before the fire or in the sun, | minute,.in ascertaining the amount of lime, 
until it is asdry as soil on the surface, in|in the coarse sand and gravel, you must 
Summer, where exposed to the sun—that is| pound the whole to dust, and dissolve out the . 

until it feels quite dry to the towch—rub be-| lime with diluted acid in the manner I shall 
tween the fingers till evenly pulverized;}direct, when we come to ascertain the 
weigh precisecy 1000 grains, put it on an| amount of lime in the sifted soil.) Now 
iron plate or clean shovel, and place in an| replace the remaining $25 grains of fine 
oven or overa gentle fire—drop in some|sifted matter, on your shovel (previously 
bits of white paper;—keep stirring constant-| peated red hot) and burn it thoroughly over 
ly—let it remain until the paper begins to] a hot fire, until every thing combustible is 

; turn brown; it ought to take at least one| burnt out—this will take from fifteen to 
half hour. You must not allow it to burn;} thirty minutes. Again weigh—just 715.— §) 
your object being merely to expel all moist-} We have burnt off 110 grains which is near- 

ure without burning. When thus perfectly | ly all organic. Care must be taken in in- 
dry, empty on a clean sheet of paper, be| specting the soil to ascertain whether it is 
careful, raise as little ‘‘dust” as possible. I} peaty or full of rooty fibres for in such cases 

may as well remark here, that in your stir-| the organic matter is not in a suitable con- 
ring, weighing, and all other manlpulations, | dition to nourish vegetation; in this soil itis 
waste not a particle that can be avoided, be| mostly decomposed—conyerted into what 
minute and precise. Weigh accurately—it| Libeg, and most chemists call humus, (Ber- } ~ 
only weighs 876 a loss 125 parts, which is| zelius and Dr. Dana, call the same substance . 
the moisture this soil is capable of retaining| geine) and in a suitable condition for veget- 
after it appears dry. The great absorbent} able use—note down—humus 110. Next, 

quality,—(a very important item,) of this} put the remaining 715 parts in an earthen 
soil is a considerable indication of its fertili-| bow] or Wedgwood mortar, pour over it two 
ty—taken asa general rule, the greater the] or three ounces of difuéed muriatic acid— 
absorbent power, the better the land. A| equal parts rain water and acid—stir it well 

stiff clayey soil is an exception; it being] and let it stand twenty-four or forty-eight 
frequently as retentive of moisture as fine | hours,—occasionally give it a stirring—by 
foam—this must be remembered. Note| this all the lime will be dissolved; pour off 
down on a slip of paper—waste of absorp-| the clear liquid—avoid riling it up in. the 

tion 125. Next, rub through a fine sieve, | least—add more water, stir and let stand till 
(such as are used for sifting meal will an-|it again settles, pour off—repeat two or 
swer) what remains on the sieve is fine grav-| three times; by this process the lime will 
el and small stones. When there is vegeta-| all he worked out. If upon applying the 

ble matter, entirely undecomposed, it will] acid* to the original specimen, as directed 
be separated in sifting; in such cases, you| in the former number, if no eflervescence 
must “pick”? it out and weigh, or weigh all| occur, this last process may be omitted, for 

that remains on the seive, and burn out the| there isno carbonate of lime where there is 

“woody” fibres. What it loses in weight] no effervescence. You may be surprised to 
will be the undecomposed vegetable matter—| see so ‘little effervescence, when the dilute 
in the “sample” under analysis we have|— _ ge 

 Ynone. You must not separate the lose} fie Suphureocany as aaa eas 
stones’”’ and vegetable matter, before the | that will unite with lime, and liberate the carbonic ac : 

. Qwater of pe danai has been tested, for these Gace peakiveitinphenneceon.. Tara DUT walt 

; ,
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* @acid was poured upon the soil in the above Fruit Trees.---No, 1. ’ \ 
| & process; this is owing to your having ex- ~~ 

i pelled the most of the carbonic acid, by the| There is no part of Agriculture, so much 
{ heat necessarily employed to burn off the| neglected by the People of Wisconsin, as 
I organic matter. All the ime however, still| the growing of fruit trees. One may trav- 

ih remains, but in the form of an oxide, (com-|el through the length and breadth of the | 

| monly called quick ime) instead of the car-|State, and will seldom see places, where | 
i bonate. Throw the whole on blotting paper} much attention has been paid to this branch 

! to drain, then dry on a hot shovel, and|of farming; even where settlements have 
r weigh. You perceive our 1000 grains have | been made for the space of ten years, and 
t dwindled down to 565. We have washed | more. 

if out 140 grains which we will set down as} There are causes why the raising of fruit 
+ “salis of limes” this is not quite true, for] trees have been so much neglected; one of 
t there is probably a small quantity of “ron, | which, is the great excitement which has, and 
i potash and magnesia, but for most practical | does still prevail, io a great extent, in re- 3 
* purposes this may be regarded as “salts of| spect to the growing of wheat and other 
i lime.” Now if we get the proportion of| grains. This excitement has grown out of 

He sand and clay in what is left, we shall have| the necessities of the people. Most of the 
{ pretty near the facts of the soil under analy-| farmers having come to this country with { 
i sis. The way we shall accomplish this is to barely sufficient means to purchase a piece 

| throw the remainder in a pint of rain water, | of land; hence in order to make the neces- 
j let it stand a few hours to soften, then stir| sary improvement of their farms, they were 

y well up and let the sand settle, the fine clay| compelled to turn their attention to the 
\ will be suspended in the water. Pour off growth ofthose products which would yield 

this muddy water, taking good care to pour| them the quickest returns. 

off no sand; throw more water in, stir well But this time is nearly past, and farmers 
i up and pour off as before. Repeat till) can now turn their attention to other branch- 

j } the water no longer becomes muddy—the| es of agriculture. And first, the culture of 
i object being to get rid of every thing left fruit trees should have their earliest notice. 

i! but the sand—after thoroughly washed, Every farmer should engage in the _cultiva- 
i throw it on a hot shovel to bake of the mois-| tion of fruit, at least so far as his own wants 

| (ture. The dry sand weighs 465—we have| may demand, ifno more. And that a nice 
Hh washed out by: the last eee 100 grainsof| little revenue may be derived from this 
1 clay. Now we can finish our notes—alum-| branch of industry is quite certain. 

ii ina 100, silicious sand 465. _ 
ih In looking over the report of the Secre- 

i Incompustiste Wasx.—Slack stone lime | tary of the New York Agricultural Society, 
i] in a large tub or barrel, with boiling water, | t° the Commissioner of P atents, it appeats 
4 covering the tub or barrel, to keep in all the | that from four towns in Oneida County, 

tl steam. When thus slacked, pass six quarts} 15,000 barrels of apples were shipped, to 
i of it through a fine sieve. It will then be in| Vatious parts, in 1847, averaging from 
if astate of fine flour. Now, to six quarts of| Sixty-two and a half cents, to one dollar 
i this lime add one quart of rock or Turk’s Is-| per barrel nett. And in 1845 one individu- 
i land salt, and one gallon of water; then boil | al picked and sold over one thousand barrels, 
4 the mixture and skim it clean. To every which brought him over one thousand dol- 

t five gallons of this mixture, add one pound|lars. This orchard contains about six acres, 

of allum, half a pound of copperas, by slow | & large portion of the trees grafted. (See 
i degrees, three-quarters of a pound of potash, | Patent Office Report, 1847, page 363.) 

and four quarts of fine sand or hard wood} Now if such a revenue can be derived 
a; ashes, sifted. This mixture will now admit | from the culture of the apple in the State of 

| of any coloring matter you please, and may | New York, why cannot the same revenue 
{ be applied with a brush. It looks better than| be obtained in Wisconsin, with the same 
, paint, and will stop small leaks in the roof,| care and attention, when the climate is the } 

¥ prevent the moss from growing over and rot-|same? To what better purpose could the 

! ting the wood, and render it incombustible| farmer put six acres of his land, than to 
 &f from sparks falling upon it. When laid up-/ the cultivation of the apple? Nor does the ¥ 

| ¥0n brick work, it renders the brick imper- | fact of there being fruit treeson the ground, ¥ 

' gy vious to rain or wet.—Emigrant’s Book. | prevent him from raising a crop of any of WY 
\ <S 
i 9D Ne ~ SSMS 

| 
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— cereal grain, thus giving him a‘ double Potatoe Rot Again. 
\ revenue from the same number of acres. 4g PN 

In cultivating the apple, success will al-| In the first number of this Journal, we had an 
ways attend the labors of the farmer, if he |article on the above disease, in which we noticed 
manage judiciously in the selection of the | some of the theories that had been started with re- 
soil, position, and a proper attention paid to | ference to it, but which on experiment had proved 
choice fruit. In my next number I will make | tobe unsound. Since writing that article we have 
some remarks on the soil, location, and treat- | heen presented with another solution of the diffi- 

\ ment necessary to the growth of apple trees. | eulty by a friend—another theory as to the cause 
“ i. H. W. and cure. He says that the disease owes its ex- 

§ Racine, January, 1849. istence to the absence of potash in the potatoe, 

Rive Breap.—Bread made out of wheat bein or L bdasecaiivaias OE cd 
flour, when taken out of the oven is unpre- ysis gives some support to this theory. The ashes 

4 ori — . — — of a burnt potatoe, when analysed, have been 
ge, oF ripen, belore it is eaten.— | found to contain the following ingredients: ¥ Young persons, or persons in the enjoy- Sicica. 100 aoe ae 4,400 

ment of vigorous health, may eat bread im- Lime, ° 0,180 
mediately after being baked, without any Magnesia, 0,800 
sensible injury fromit; but weakly and aged Lotash, ato 
persons cannot, and none can eat such with- Chlotide of Sodium, (salty  11'608 
out doing harm to the digestive organs.— Sulphuric Acid, 6,254 
Bread, after being baked, goes through a Carbonic Acid a trace 
change similar to the change in newly brew- Orga ate, eae 
ed beer, or newly churned buttermilk, nei- one : 
ther being healthy until after the change.— i 102,464 
During the change in bread, it sends off a] From this analysis it will be discovered that the 
large portion of carbon, or unhealthy gas, | alkalies, potash and soda, enter largely into the 
and imbibes alarge portion of orygen, or | healthy potatoe—the abscence of either, to any ex- 
healthy gas. Bread has according to the tent, especially the entire absence, would be very 
computation of physicians, one fifth morenu- | likely to induce disease. The theory of our friend 
triment in it when ripe than it has when | may therefore be true—itundoubtedly is true, if, as 
just out of the oven. It not only has more | he says, potash is wanting in all diseased grain and 
pra Ae = Hides = _— ae de- vegetables. An analysis of the diseased potatoe 

‘ee Of cheeriuiness. e at eats old, ripe i ii 

Gesed will have a much greater flow of a me oe ee ae tis TeE 
mal spirits than he would were he to eat un-| 3". “<™° Laat a Sees 
ripe bread. Bread, as before observed, dis- hi ey via aa ney aa me ce Mak 
charges carbon and imbibes oxygen. One c ane 2h eek ine ih BS ae ee a ; 
thing, in connection with this thought should | "™"%" Planting by the fifteenth of May; and if con~ be particularly noticed by all housewives,— | ‘Tien’ ‘he frst time they are wed throw one Tita todetiieibrasd ripen where it can in- spoonful of Plaster on the top of each hill. A very 

hale the oxygen ina pure state. Bread will | Simple remedy and worthy of trial. 
always taste of the air that surrounds’ it] We would recommend to our farmers—as actual while ripening; hence itshould ripen where | ¢xpetiment must be the test—that they select the 
—— is pure. esol never ripen in a| coming spring different parcels of ground, and 

cellar, nor ina close cupboard, nor in a bed- | choosing some ofthe most reasonable of the pro- 
room. The noxious vapors of a cellar, or a | posed remedies for the rot, make an application of 
cupboard never should enter into and form | them; taking care to note every thing connected 
a part of the bread we eat. Bread should be | with the preparation of the ground, planting, d&c., ¢ , 

light, _ —_ and properly ripened, be-| and to make an accurate record of the results of the 
fore it should be eaten. different tests. In this way only can we arrive at 
a that is several days old, may be | any thing definite with reference to the disease and 

renewed, so as to have all the freshness and | its cure. And so important a place does the peta- 
lightness of new bread, by simply putting it| toe fill, as an article of food. that we ought not to 
into a common steamer over a fire, and| consider any labor as uselessly expended, or any 
steaming it half or three quarters of an| time as thrown away, which is devoted to its pres- 

hour. ervation and culture. 
iaitea
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1 From the New England Farmer. | horse would require a very little long j 
j Carrots and Ruta Baga =~ = any kind to keep him in a good con- i 

bh Ss J 
th The product of these crops is not so} Now, onthe other hand, suppose the horse | 
rip large in this State as to require much ex-|has English hay, and if he is worked he 
kt pense or pains in their preservation. An| ought to have asmany oats as in the former 

i an acre of Ruta Baga or Carrots is, upon | case, besides, one horse will consume in that 
f the whole, a large quantity for any one| time, at twenty-five pounds per day, not less 

; || farm. Asyet, our farmers, in the cultiva-|than two tons anda quarter, or the three, 
i i tion of roots for stock, are slowly feeling|six tons and three quarters; and this can 
i their way. We hope they will come right] hardly be obtained from less than seven 
Ph at last; and that small experiments will en-| acres of land of ordinary yield. The hor- 
i courage them to extend the cultivation.—j ses will not in the next place, be by any 

; They will presently learn that for keeping| means in so good acondition; and the ma- 
rit stock, there are many much more profitable | nure made from this feed not half the value 

i ie crops than English hay ata ton or a ton and | as that made in the other case. 
i ahalf to.an acre; and by turning their at-| | This is, many will say, a remarkable ' 

il tention to other crops, by which they will | statement, but it is well founded and not at 
{ have it in their power to keep much more}all exaggerated. In other respects it de- 
it stock, they will increase their manure heaps, | serves particular consideration. There 
| and in this way quadruple, in some cases| cannot be a doubt of the advantages, to our 
4 increase ten-fold, the productiveness of their | animals, in respect to health and comfort, 

| 1 farms. which the use of succulent vegetables in some 
; t An acre in carrots may be easily made to| proportions, would have over the dry feed, 

i yield six hundred bushels. Inthe estimate] which we are accustomed in our present 
; of an experienced and excellent farmer in | mode of keeping to give them in the winter 

| Berkshire county, half carrots and half oats | season. : 
| are as good feed for a horse as all oats; or] We might go on to speak of the green 
Ri rather to use his own expression, he would} vegetables for stock in winter; the sugar 

+4 prefer one hundred bushels of carrots and | beet, the ruta baga, the parsnip, &c. &c., 

‘a one hundred bushels of oats, to two hundred | but it does not come within our design to 

' t bushels of oats for his horses. The experi-| treat this subject more fully at this time. 

i ence of a distinguished farmer in England,} Our intention now, was merely to speak 
j | in the practice of keeping eighty horses on| of the mode of preserving these vegetables 
rit his farm, and in his colliery, entirely con-| through the winter. We say then distinct- 
i firms this statement. Now a bushel of car-| ly and emphatically, that neither ruta baga, 
El rots aday with chopped straw or salt hay, | nor turnips, nor cabbages, should ever, un- 
i would, we have no doubt, keep a work horse | der any circumstances, be put in any con- 
it in high condition, though it would probably | siderable quantities in the house cellar.— 
Fa be much better inthe case to give him in| The least decay produces an offensive odor 

a lieu of so many carrots, some grain or meal. | and poisons the air of the cellar and of the 

eh Half a bushel of carrots per day, however,|house. Carrots and beets are by no means 

VA at twenty-five cents per bushel, cut off from | so bad, but they if placed in large heaps, are 

i the allowance made above, would pay for an | liable to become heated, and to decay ; or 

re ) allowance of a peck of oats per day to ajotherwise to sprout, when their nutritive 

ih! horse. Upon the supposition then, of his| powers are of course lessened. 

Ni being kept in a stable six months or one] We have kept them well in several cases, 
t i hundred and eighty-three days in a season, | and often known them kept well by. others, 

i an acre of carrots yielding six hundred |by putting them in a field, thus: Take a 
ie bushels to the acre, supposing one halfto be}dry knoll near where they were raised, 

i sold at twenty-five cents per bushel, and the | dig trench about a foot deep, lengthwise 
1 money expended in oats at thirty-seven and | north and south; and of such width as you 
' a halfcents per bushel, to eat with the car-| choose, and then after the tops of your car- 

i rots, would considerably more.than furnish | rots and ruta bagas are cut off, put them in- 
i three horses with half a bushel of carrots| to this trench, piling them up as high as 

if each per day, and two bushels of oats per| they will lay, in the form of a house roof— 
a week, or more than a peck of oats besides|do this when they are dry; then put in a 

iF the half bushel of carrots. Under this feed | light layer of straw and cover it lightly =i 

4 
Ag :
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i dirt, piercing some holes in the top of the} Careor Saeep.—A “Practical Farmer,” 

heap with acrow bar, to let off the steam;| writing to the Germantown Telegraph, 
1 and so let them remain until the severe | gives the following practical direction for the 

frosts are about setting in; then put on an-| care of sheep : 

other covering ofstraw anda thick covering} An opinion prevails in some sections that 
of earth, fastening up the south end with| sheep require no water during the winter, 
several bundles of straw, which can be re-|and that they actually do better without than 
moved at pleasure. They may be put up|with it. This however, isa great mistake, } ” 
in heaps of one, two or three hundred bush-| and one that not _unfrequently gives rise to 
els, or more as may be desired. They will | serious losses. When permitted, sheep, tho’ 
keep well in this way, and in pleasant days| they are capable, from their peculiar struc- 
they may be got at without inconvenience | ture and habits, of subsisting a longer time, 

at any time as you may want them for your | probably, without water than any other do- 
live stock. You must be careful to see} mestic animals, will drink from four to eight 
that there is an escape for the steam afier|timesa day, and with evident advantage, 
they are first put up, otherwise they may | particularly during winter, when they are 3 . 
disappear without your suspicion, and very | necessarily restricted to dry and indigestible 
much to your chagrin, H. C. | food, which naturally engenders thirst, and 

aaa ee requires much drink to render the economy 
Earty Turnirs.—As soon as the ground | of digestion and assimilation sufficiently rap- 

is dry enough, select a deep loam, and make | id and perfect, to insure a continuance of 
a compost of—well rotted manure, 4 parts ; | thrift and health. 
good rich mould, 3 parts, and 1 part ashes;! When practicable, there should always be 
mix it thoroughly, then divide it into equal]a watering trough in a shed or yard, to which 

parts, spread one-half on your bed, dig it in, | the animals can at all times have free access, 
and pulverize by thorough raking; then | without mingling with cattle or larger stock, 
spread the remaining half, rake that in, and | as they are liable to be injured by the latter, 
then sow the seed, raking it in lightly, and | especially when with young.. When there 
finish by pressing the ground with a board, | is a pump in the yard, as there always should 

.§ or garden roller The seed before sown be, trouble attending such an arrangement 
should be soaked in tanners’ oil) for 12 hours, | is comparative slight, even where the sheep 
drained and dried in ashes or plaster ; (this | and cattle yards are, as they ought to be, dis- 
is to secure the young plants from the fly.) | tinct. From twenty-five to thirty sheep are as 
Your seed being in, sow over your beda many as can be well kept in one enclosure. 
mixture of equal parts of lime and ashes.— | When the number exceeds this,-unless spe- 

eee ime ea . cial care be had to secure the most perfect 
ote a a = 7 ventilation, the animals are liable to cities 

aust sow and plant as soon as the soil is fit. diseases, and never do so well, he when oe 
Manure either with well rotted manure, cr a fined unsemallen flocks: ), Omi takitinn shady 
compost in which there is no long manure, |{"°™ the pasture in autumn, the sudden Thi Ry Hedibivel best 1 s il _| change from green to dry food often operates 
rus eee eee 2ONs detrimentally, which is sufficiently evinced 

e ground should be carefully and deeply . 
dug, and thoroughly pulverized by repeated by ths loss of appetite and consequent ae rae ae a y drills Pee a a and | Ciation evinced, and which is often attributed, 
drei he J Sete sack 3 eee d erroneously to disease. As soonas they are 

ey Mines spare; cover an taken from the ranges, a couple of messes of press the earth around tem. Before sow- ee : 35 potatoes should be given them daily fora ig the carrot seed, rub them well between z : your hands and mix them with dry sand, to week or so, gradually lessing the quantity as 
make them separate e asily. 1 they become accustomed to, and acquire a 

: relish for other food. By adopting this plan, 
Disease amone Catves.—A peculiar | and allowing them aliberal supply of salt and 

disease prevails in some portions of this| Water, their vigor will remain unimpaired, ) 
valley among: last spring’s calves, They and the change rendered unavoiable by cir- 
are taken with a swelling under the jaw, ac- | cumstances, will be productive of no un- { 
companied with the discharge of offensive | pleasant results.” 
matter from the mouth, and usually live but 5 NS six or eight hours. Large numbers have|. He is happy who hatha friend at need; but he 

already ted Watts Chronicle. fend fulyensreyt whos Tay sone gee
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i i or double comb, and wattles large; bold lively car- x 
f riage and a stately walk. The hen does not differ 

; much from the cock in color, and is very similar S 
i . is in form, being deep, short, plump, and thick set in § 

a : body; legs short, of a medium size; she has a high, § 

| : ea single, serrated comb, generally falling over on one | 
i IIT side; wattles large, : 
f SAA Ee ' Cy This breed has one peculiar quality which we ) ; 
| NQ Se si be ees Sa RS have discovered. When ‘first feathered they are } ; 
i SAY Vig \ ih) |e i very dark colored; the white tips of the feathers ( j 

ie SS = ay ai ¢ ey are very small, and on smoulting the white increases, 
et SS — 4 BSA 2970) | and continues to increase with every successive i 

| f zs 3 : X Ses | moult until the white predominates. They are es- ( | 
| ey / So SS wach teemed good layers, and fora large breed, good sit- ) 
: Za ee BEEESS | tore and Be eae ee scala and ican 
if = the flesh, unlike the Malay, white, firm, tender, and 
ie OSTRICH FOWL. fine flavored. We consider them in all respects ‘ 
ig) Ti eee ge EST jal to the famous Dorki h? 4 1 Poultry. fully equal to tl Dorking breed. 

hh PAS E 
ri There are but few familics—let alone the farmers Al \ 

f —who might not profitably keep a park of hens at SS 
a least, and thus be able at a trifling expense, com- SS. 
iF paratively, to furnish their own tables—and market SS 

) —-$ too if there should be a demand—with fresh eggs, ee FE Dey 
i andfine, fat chickens. A park and all its appurten- H MT = — 
i ances, or fixtures, could be furnished at a small | Whe [ES ES V 

a cost, and scarcely any investment could be more \B Ble 7 
i profitably made. Farmers ought not to be without | } EIElS | 

he a park for their fowls—they are thus kept out of wu] Pl = ES 7] ’ 
* mischief and are a source of great profit; for if prop- > : L 
i erly fed and cared for, they will yield more eggs, —I|- ——_.—_—_—<— 
ii and be found generally in better condition than = Be=s j 
i those that run at large. An enclosure constructed J SS > 
; oflong, narrow slats, containing a house of suitable ee ~~ OS 
A) dimensions, which shall answer the two-fold pur- : eS ea 
He pose'of nesting and lodging, together with feeding 

7 apparatus such as every farmer can supply with his! The above cut is a representation of a feeding 
4 own hands, is all that is required. With this, if he | apparatus, constructed by Mr. C. N. Bement, and 
a do but manage aright, he may have his table sup-| for which he was honored with a diploma by the 
+ plied with that great luxury—fresh eggs of his own| New York State Agricultural Society. He de- 
i i laying—the year round—aye, and have ‘a few left | scribed it as being ‘four square, two feet each way 

i of the same sort” for his friends. --posts eighteen inches long and two inches square 
f Itis of the first importance to those who are en-| The upper section of the box is six inches deep, 
i gaged, or are about to engage, in the raising ofpoul-| and the sides are morticed into or nailed to the 

try, that good breeds be selected. All varieties of| posts. From the bettom of this square the slanting 
‘ hens have not the same laying qualities, nor the| part or tunnel reaché$ to within halfaninch of the 
hk same quelities which would recommend them for| floor, which should be six inches from the ground; 
1 the table. We haveinthis number of the farmer| the tunnel tapers from two to one foot; and in order 
i two specimens of the “‘Bucks County breed’’ more | to bring the grain within reach of the fowls, a cone 
f generally known as the “Ostrich Fowl.” They| (Fig. Aisa section) is placed in the centre, as 
{ are described as the largest of fowls, and it is said] much smaller than the hopper as to leave half an 

' | that from them the largest size eggs are obtained. | inch space all around, which conducts the grain to 

ip The Editor of the “American Poulterer’s Compan- | the edge, where, as the fowls pick the grain away, 
it ion, thus speaks of them:—*‘The color of the cock | more will fall, and keep a constant supply as long 

|} Qjis 2 dark blue-black, with the ends of his feathers] as any is left in the hopper. The slats on the sides 
; ap tipped with white; wings tinged with a bright yel-| prevont the fowls from getting in and crowding 3 

F Miow or gold color; hackles dark glossy blue; rose| one another, ‘This fountain will hold two bushels (Y) 
j Pree SSSI 

4 4 
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or more of grain, and protects it from wet and in a| pullets, but not near so many : fourth, to give them 

measure from rats. It occupies but little room, | the best barley I could get, and as much asthey 

and from sixten to twenty fowls can feed at the | could pick up, once a day in summer, and twice in 
samo time.’”” winter ; they are not only more profitable, well kept, 

a but the eggs are better. The two breeds I like best 

HAA are the spotted Dorkings for sitting, and the pheas- 
ant breed for laying.— Agricultural Gazctte. 

3S = Seasonable Hints. 
Son ST ee are 
SS =. It is of great importance now, as during 

=e the whole of winter, to be vigilant in keep- 

4 = - ing farm stook in good condition. Cattle 
1 We have below, the cut ofa simple contrivance should be kept as well fed, as comfortable, 

for watering purposes, which every park should] 24 as fat as insummer. Young cattle often 
have, and especially every coop containing the hen | lose “85 much in their growth by imperfect . 

and her brood. ‘To construct it take “a piece of care in winter, as ten times the cost of good 
two inch plank, four inches wide and one foot long, keeping over bad. 

| scooping it out about one and a quarter inches deep Cattle should be watered pceceny shows 
forming a shallow trough likejie figure; mail four | have salt frequently—and if kept in’ stable, 
strips of lath on the sides of one end of the trough, | Should be kept clean and well littered—if 
aud on the top at a proper height nail the laths to plenty of straw is used, it will make plenty 

a square board the same width as the trough; cut of Manure: fed 
around hole in the top sufficiently large to receive | |, When cattle are: fed together, ee that 

the neck ofa chnliipeipac bottle; allowmy themoz” | UC; one do not oppress the weak—if any 

Bo bree Sith ona tract ofanaask at the | oe oe — puts then spare 
bedamvel the acbtigh  Whaniilted theimask af Sous wo cms mote oman ae el 
the bottle is set into the hole, and the water will he See finferi li Lay > 

run out until the trough is nearly full or above the ee 
ves ** | cattle fodder, should be sprinkled with brine 

nozzle of the bottle, when it will stop, and remain to make it palatable. y 

#0, until the water is displaced in thetrough, which |" Calves, which at this season should be fat- 

will moon abuse’ the same height until the: bottle is ted for killing, should be kept very clean, 

emptied. and well and regularly fed. 

= Great pains should be taken to keep pigs 

Ls in the best condition—otherwise their growth 
— will be greatly impeded, and they will con- 

Lt tinue poor through half the summer, and 

a= A 1 their ultimate value much lessened. Proper 
Wi ae keeping costs but little and saves much. 

A= 7 | Care should be taken that cows are milked 
y eet et ---_ |clean, the more so as the operation is more 

a rect ii r Ti faa — J winter heey at other tines 
3 fa 9 = —— ant of attention in this respect will soon 

ie Bee = cause them to become dry, Phich in young 
cows is alasting detriment to their value, as 

—— when dried too soon before calving, they 
Apvice in Pourrry Krzrrc.—The principles | rarely recover from the habit in subsequent 

upon which I rely for success in keeping hens, are, | years. = 

first, to have two breeds—a few to hatch and rear} Apple trees may be pruned to advantage ; 

the chickens, and twice the number of everlasting | during the comparative leisure months of 

layers, as eggs are more profitable than chickens’; | winter. By thinning the top—eutting out 

second, to get a hatch as early as possible in spring, | crooked and stinted limbs—the fruit is great- 

and to keep them well ; these never casttheirfeath-| ly improved in quality. The work is best 

J. ers like the old birds, and if they begin to lay in au- | done with a saw, and large wounds prevent- 

}, tumn, lay more or lessall winter; third, neverkeep|ed from cracking and decaying, by apply- > 

‘fs old fowls, (none but favorite fowls ought to be kept | ing a coat ofa mixture of hot tar and brick 3 

(Y) more than two years ;) old birds lay largereggsthan| dust. It is alsoa time for pruning hardy (V)
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- is vines, if not already done, observin, 
a. 4 roe off ae less thrifty ai be and Site MISCELLANEOUS. 
a ing afew of the most wiporous suds for (ee 

| growing. Ifdone now, the wounds become | LIST af all the Post Offices, Se, in the Stats of 
: dry before the bleeding season commences ee ae ee ran 

i. in spring, and all danger from that cause| Through the courtesy of the Postmaster, Mr, 
effectually prevented. There are many | Nooxax, we are enabled to publish to-day, the fol- 
cultivators of hardy grapes, who lose’ much | lowing complete list ofall the Post Offices in Wis- 
of the value of the crop, and obtain fruit of|consin. This table will be found valuable for fu- 

q comparatively very inferior quality, by suf- | ture reference:— Wisgonsin, 
j fering their vines to become thick and ‘stint- NAMES OF POST OFFICES. q 

i ed in their growth, thus greatly diminishing a : 
pat _ quantity, and excellence of the Beidgonort Kankalan, 

i ee S he epere, (ch) Menominee City, : y other things which should} Duck Creek, ‘Cooperstown, 
: not be forgotten—such as repairing tools} Green Bay. 

and farming implements—cleaning and oil- Calumet. i ing harnesses—drawing and cutting fuel to| ea Sponge? 4 
ot vr summer—drawing materials J anun orn) ce . j 

a or fences, &c. A day’s work in winter inie du Chi insfiel 
} will ofien save ten dollars in summer. nas ea 

: PreparinG Manures For Hor Beps.—| Blue Mound, Cambridge, + Gardeners who intend to grow early Veget-| Cotton Grove, Christiana, 
k ables by means of hot-beds, should commence Dane, Utica, 
z making preparations for that purpose during Fishbures aan. i the present month. The manure should be| York, Vee 

Ki got together two or three weeks before it is} Grand Spring, Dunkirk, ' Intended to"form the hot-bed, and thrown in- | potlands mek 
i to a heap, mixing it up in such a manner, 7 = fade 

‘ that it will ferment thoroughly. Fresh Bae tee? ins 
i Stable manure, containing a good proportion} Door Creek, Lake View, 
a of litter or straw, is the proper kind for this Dodge. 
a purpose. The quantity required for a frame BeaverDam, Mayville, 

q say 10 feet long and 4 feet wide, is about six Osk Grove, oii Y good wagon loads, supposing the bed is} ‘Theresa, Tis Ray. 
* made early in March. If the bed is not made! Neosho, Farmersville, 
i so early, a less quantity will suffice. che thet 

i New move or Grartixc.—Mr. Downing, of} Emmett, ‘ 
: Newburg, N. Y.) has recently introduced anew! Go ae ie : 

a mode of grafting, the object of which is to test the " Ww 
quality of fruits raised from the seeds, in a much rege Z Ferre : 

, shorter period than is requisite in the ordinary way.| | Waupun, Lamartine, 
His method is to put the top of a shoot from aseed-| _2YT°™ Rush Lake, 
ling tree, when it is desirable to procure aspecimen — 5 Ganmet Village, 

ii, immediately, on the top, or shoots of a thrifty fruit icove® . = 
iy bearing tree of middle age—the process being sim- Grant. 

i: Ply to take thrifty shoots of about one-fourth inch| Cassville, Patch Grove, : diameter, and cut them in a standing direction soas | itt an oe 
4 to detach about four inches of the top from the rest,|  {122el Green, Betas 
‘ making the line of an angle about one inch, the| Lancaster, ; . 

stock being cut in the same manner. The backs |, Green. 
i, are then accurately united, and confined by yarn, or Decatur, Farmer’s Grove, 

ft bass matting, and the whole covered with mud or —— (chy Anes : 
7 grafting wax to exclude the air. Itis confidently | Monticello, ) Magnolia. é 

' ‘) oe —- this way fruit may be obtained in a Iowa. 
aye time, the operation being almost invariabl Blue Ri i i i NY successful.—Olive Branch. : ‘ Doagener Wow peias 

4 ™ 7: 2
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“ Benton, ‘ Walworth. 
iS irene! Linden, Darien, Sugar Creek, 

Mineral Point, Highland, Delavan, Troy, 
Ridgeway, Mifilin. East Troy, Walworth, 

White Oak Springs, oe aoe (ch) White Water, 
Jefferson. rene Boag Ea, 

j Aztalan, Sullivan, fy ia es : 

Oi Shrine, Bark River, Tenet Praise Boomciae” 
Farmington, Oakland, Le G , mace 

Fort Meet; Ixonia, Richmond,” fate Centre, 

Jefferson (ch) Waterloo, Sharon, — Ute Praise 
Koskonong, Oak Mills, > _ > 

Lake Mills, Concord, Washington. 
| Palmyra, Johnson’s creek, Mequon River, Hartford 
4 Watertown, Meeker, Young Hickory 

La Fayette. Washington, ‘Toland’s Prairie, 

Hamilton, New Diggings, Grafton, Polk, 
Shullsburgh, Argyle, Sackville, : Cedar Creek, 
Belmont, Hamer, West Bend, 

Manitwoce. Songueres : 

j Meeme, Manitowoc, nee 
Manitowoc Rapids, Twin Rivers, Neenah, Bloomingdale, 

Marquette. ake, Niaaken : inland, roveland, 
Green Lake, a ea Hawley’s Comers, Taycoes Point, 

Rock Hill, Kingston, pron at Apa, 
Bluffton, Lake Maria, Cotumenge- . 
Dartford, Grand Prairie. Columbus, Marcellou, 

Milwaukee. oe a gear 
Greenficld Granyill aT ease a 

Milwaukee, act Ceca a, Pak Eanes 
Oak Creek, Franklin, cae 
Dallas, Butler, Waukesha. | 
Wauwatosa, Delafield, Howards, 

Po aa Waterville, Pewaukee, 

Grand Rapids, > Point Baussee. Aronome eS Muskego Centre, 
Plover Portage, artland, Ottawa, 

Brookfield, White Creek, 
Racine. Waukesha, Bullion, 

j ee ES Nyposand, ert Menomiioe Falls, 
> rv > larey, fal E 

Tves Grove, Davis, Gee, Mcaieae 
SeeeTe F Syirenie, ‘ Merton, New Berlin, 

t. Pleasant, ‘aymond, Vernon, Eagleville, 
\ Pleasant Prairie, Liberty, Samant! Lisbon, : 
= : — sess Muskego Mills. 
oc! er, orway, ig Bend, 

» Salem, Quarles, 
Southport, Fountain, || Sallie oni CRUG 
Tradwell’s Grove, Caldweil’s Prairie, = 

Heck, A Farmer’s BaromeTer.—A writer in 
ore eae Grove, the Georgia Farmer gives directions for 

fee ememeaics Sateen. making a cheap Barometer to aid in foretel- 

Milton, _ Rock Valley, ling the weather. He takes a stick three 
Saas oe feet long, and attaches to the butt end of it 

Warren's, aes ns a vial, full of air, of course, and corked 

Rock Prairie, a oy tight. The stick is then suspended in a 
Spring Valley, Bachelor’s Grove. horizontal position, on a pivot, where it will |. 

St. Croix. readily turn,—say on a thread tied near its 
Falls of St. Croix, Still Water, nares 

en Croix, ae When a storm is coming on, the air out- 

i fee side, is hghter than that in the vial; of 

Prairie du Lac, Baraboo, course the vial sinks and indicates a change 

Sheboygan. in the atmosphere. Such a Barometer may 

M — Shebo chi Plymouth, be made in ten minutes, and some of our 

Seeereen (oh) Ghoville’ young philosophic farmers will incline to 
SY Green Bush, Worth. have Barometers of their own manufacture. 

5 
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+ \ Report of the Board of Public Works. ‘ - ——~ 
etfs ® s We have only space for a glance at some of the 

ni ‘ i iS leading statistics in this report, which was made to $ 
FY ¢g S<| iy the Assembly on Friday last. 

Fi \y iy th The first meeting of the Board was held in this 
i in at ) place on the 19th of Sept. last. C. R. ALTON was ; 

i i My Z employed as Engineer, and directed to procure the 
4 f i Dy J necessary assistance, and proceed at once to make 

‘i Pa ST the necessary surveys and estimates for the work. 
: x al x Lands within the reserve, herétofore sold by 

i CY fF the general government, in lieu of which other 
} \= os) lands are to be located by the State, 98,370 acres 

i ASS of land. < 
if es : The quantity of land within the Fox River re- 
:. Tar Cris Brrren.—This small instru-| serve, surveyed and located thus far, is 123,988 * ment is made entirely of iron and riveted] acres, 
i. firmly to the head-stall. It answers the! Lands within the reserve, recently ceded by the } threefold purpose, to prevent biting, crib] yrenomonces, and granted to the state, estimated 4 biting, and wind-sucking. All of the fore-| ¢.5m 75 to 80,000.acres. : 
: going are bad habits for horses, for which Total ane: ae about 300,000. 
iid eet ae cure, but in adopting the Waste, of valueless, lands about 20,000 acres; { 
: use of the above implement. leaving 280,000 acres of good land 
& Tue Doutar.—Many a young mathe-| Vue st $1,25 per acre, $350,000. 
i matician would be puzzled to assign the} 7° this available resource is to be added water- a reason why a dollar in sterling money is| Tents which it is euppoed will be of some value 
E reckoned at 4s. and 6d., in New England,| When the work is completed. 
5 and Virginia at 6s., in New Jersy, Pennsyl- The cost ef the improvements of the Fox River, 

vania and Maryland at 7s. and 6d.; in New] 2"4 the canal across the Portage, is estimated at 
i, York, and North Carolina at 8s., and in| $579-606.09. That is; suppose the canal lands to 
- South Carolina at 4s. and 8d.; but the ex-| be worth all they are estimated at, it will require 
. planation is this: Under the Colonial Gov-| the whole, and some $50,000 in addition, to com- 
Ay" ernment, the several States issued bills of| plete the improvements of this stream with the 
ft credit to supply the want of specie, and toj canal. 
ey answer a medium of trade. But as these bills) The Wisconsin river will be surveyed early next 
i were not received by the British merchants | season, and it is beleived that the fund set apart for 
4 in payment for goods at their par value, hold- | its improvements will be adequate to its accomplish- 

| ers of the bills had to pay more. Thus, in| ment. 
v New York they had to pay in the bills ofthe} tis earnestly urged that the work on the line 
i States at the rate of 8s. for 4s, and Gd. ster-| should commence and be vigorously prosecuted 
i ling ; and so in proportion for the deprecia-| early in the spring, The lands, it is advised, should 
iy tion of the bills in other States. The credit| be immediately brought into market, and sold as fast 

i of South Carolina stood higher than of any| as funds are required to advance the canal. When 
i other State, their bills being received at 4s. | this is done, the opinion is expressed that in fifteen 
! and 6d, a dollar. In this way was introdu-| months’ time, one hundred thousand dollars will be 
{ ced a difference between the English sterling} realized from such sales, 
{ money and the currencies of the colonies,| The principal and earliest improvements recom- 
l which remains still in the ordinary reckon-| mended to be made and the cost of each, are thus 

ing of the people. enumerated : 
i a Cost of Portage Canal, $50,954 09 
7 The whole number of periodicals in the} Improvements of the Neenah above 
4 United States in 1775 was 38. They now Lake Winebago, 9,971 50 
j exceed 3,000. Do. at the Rapids Croche, 17,316 55 

ic ee Do. at Depere, 16,443 29 
a i Tt is stated that about 350,000 hogs will oe 

| beslaughtered at Cincinnati this season.— Total, $94,685 43 
: This is 100,000 less than last year. It is estimated that the above works can be com-
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pleted in one year from the commencement, and| ‘['n1umrns or Lanor.—And who can & 

would at the end of that period open a water com-| adequately describe the triumphs of labor, § 

} munication between the Mississippi and Green Bay, | urged by the potent spell of money? It 

¢ with the exception of about ten miles ofland car- | has extorted the secrets of the universe, and 

riage from the foot af Lake Winebago to the rapids trained its powers into myriad forms of use 

of the Grand Kakaulin, and some improvements| and beauty. From the bosom of the old 

‘ on the Wisconsin. creation, it has developed anew, the crea- 

: The report presents a very favorable prospect for} tion of industry and art. It has. been its 

) the completion in due time, of this important im~ task and its glory to overcome obstacles. — 

; provement, If the estimates made should prove Mountains have been leveled and valleys 

} correct, and the lands can be sold so as promptly to| exalted before it. It has broken the rocky 

| meet the expense, without calling for aid from the| soil into fertile globes, it has crowned the 

2 state, the legislature should at once authorize its| hill tops with fruit and verdure, and bound 

{ commencement. We hope it may be done, and| around the very feet of ocean ridges with 

} that the improvement may turn out to be a real bon- golded morn, Up from the sunless and 

afide canal, instead af a series of water-powers built| hoary deeps, up from the shapeless quarry, } ~ 

at the public expense but retain and used excla-| it drags its spotless marbles and rears its 

sively for individual benefit.—Madison Argus. | palaces of pomp. It tears the stubborn 
Ra Sheen anne nnaddnna metals from the bowels of the earth, and 

Narionat Conventiox.—There is to be a Nation-| makes them ductile to its will. It marches 

al Convention held in Baltimore on Tuesday the} steadily on, over the swelling flood and thro’ 

6th of March, 1849—of capitalists, inventors, and| the winds of ocean, tramples its hoarse sur- 

amateurs of ingenuity and skill in the productive| ges, and mingles them with flakes of fire. 

arts. Civilization follows in its path. It acheives 

The objects of holding the Convention are: grander victories, it weaves more durable 

1. To examine discoveries, and inventions, plans, | ttophies, it holds wider sway than the con- 
and compositions of matters, &c. queror. His name becomes tainted, and 

2. To furnish true and original inventions, when his monuments crumble 3, but labor con- 

reqatieds SHitaidicey "tho" maces of eustouane, | VOTE His red battle fields into gardens, and 
} rivatictalas a erects monuments significant of better things. 

} 8 To purchase a library for the use of examiners It writes with the lightning. It sits crown- 

) and inventors, &c. ed asa queén in a thousand cities, and sends 

ik iStese nial voosa for Ve'extibicien of moas| UP us tea On enDEE rom, © Tan aune eee 
cles iabsiewings; Sea! It aa in the fabric of the loom, it rings 

igi travgtoet Counsel dd “navioe (fora fos) to) O04. aparkles from the steely hammer, it 
those ‘who may desire “information about ma- glows in shapes as of beauty, i speaks in 
chines, &c. words of power, it makes the sinewy = 

6." Wheres abinbioocnt ofawatehouse of upchines;| Toone ty ony se cid eeuale eee 
tieptedtitste uaatnatwchurée, “ics with content, and crowns the sweaty brow with 

7. The establishment of workshops for the in- honor, dign ity and peace.— Chapi = 

struction of apprentices, &c. Wax vor Grarrinc.—Many use wax 

_8. The establishment of a school for the instruc- composed of tallow, beeswax and rosin, 

tion of Mechanics, scholars, &c. mixed in different proportions. Much of 

This brief summary will give an idea, though an this wax is so made as to be poisonous to the 

imperfect one, of the objects proposed to be accom- wood. Fat and grease of any kind pxoin- 

plished by the Convention, which are all Iaudable| J4tious to growing limbs, and it is believed 
and will be attained, we hope. that the less of these substances you make 

hannanandnallelldeeutatelt 2. use of in your wax, the less will be the in- 

Scuoors 1x ILtinors,—Returns from sixty counties | jury to the limb. 
show that there are 2,002 schools districts; 2,317] Clay mortar, with a mixture of manure, is 

schools, 1,565 of which are taught by males ; total | better for the tree than any wax we have 

number of scholars 51,417; number of persons inthe| found. ‘Try both and see if you find any 
State under twenty years of age 200,639; amount of difference.—Massachusetts Plowman. 

funds $1,404, 751 50; number of school houses 1,-| ‘Tue Cry or Porrtanp.—The Portland 

937. Wages of male teachers range from $20 to} Argus states that the population of that city ( 

$12 per month; female teachers from $20 to $6)—| has increased more than 20 per cent, since 

Chicago Journal. 1845, and that now exceeds 19,000. WY
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if EDUCATIONAL. _ | a State to furnish, so far as its bountifully ey 
" 008! aa Py _____ | Means and agencies may be rendered effectual 

i 4 Education —No. 9. thereto, to all its members. 7 
u A nation or a State cannot more permanently ad- 
i “What,” says Michelet, ‘‘is the first part of Pol-| vance its great and true interests, cannot more ef- 

4 ities?’ Education. The second? Education. And| ficiently guard its institutions, and work out for it- 

} the third? Epvcatioy.”? Herein lies the sovereign | self an eternal weight of glory; than by the devel- 
s remedy for social and national evils, the safe-guard| opment of its intellectual and moral respurces, 
i of Republican Institutions, the glory of a people,| through the agency of right education. ‘Wisdom 
E and the hope of a world. It should be the prime) is better than weapons of war.” This nation may 

} business of a State to Educate; and it is a bad use| have its standing army and its powerful navy. It 

, —because not a legitimate use—which we make of| may have its strong fortifications scattered along 
F Politics, when they are not promotive of, and have| the whole extent of its coast, and its walls of 

a not a bearing on, this object, and are not conducive | strength bristling with cannon at the mouth of ev- 

i ultimately, to the attainment of this end. We] ery harbor. It may multiply its prisons, and dun- 

e would that there was a true and full perception of| geons, and scaffolds; and smite with its stern and 
i this in the minds of the American People. It is| vengeful penalties on the outward form of evil;— 
F quite clear, we think, and the fact is forcing itself} but these do not and cannot constitute its safe de- 

a upon our attention, that it is too much sought by | fences, nor can they guard securely its liberties. — 
i legislation, and by mere legal enactments to pro-| There are foes against which these oppose no bar- i 

- mote the interests of the country, and render per- rier whatever. They are those to which we have 

a: munent and secure its free institutions. There is] alluded, more to be dreaded than an invading army. 

pressing need that this great nation change its poli-| They cannot be felled by cannon-siot, nor thrust 
i cy somewhat—in certain directions, at least—that| through with the glittering bayonet. Chains can- 

it devote the millions of treasure, all along absolutely | 20t bind them, dungeons enclose them, nor scaf- 
rf expended for nought, andto the detriment of great] folds strangle them. They live, and thrive, and 
FE interests, in planting schools throughout the land, | #2 most powerful amid these; and no mere physi- 
i and furnishing the means of right Education to its| ¢al force will ever be able to prevail against them. 

, -entire population. There would then be fewer evils] | We say, then, that upon right education depend 
q toentrench themselves across the path of its pros- | the safety, prosperity and happiness of this vast Re- 
1 perity—evils which lie back of the outward form in| public. In proportion as Ignorance and Spiritual 

i which they manifest themselves—which have their| Blindness prevail, every important institution is en- 
} origin primarily in the uneducated mind and heart, | dangered, and the safety of a nation invaded. In 

i and against which our weapons of war, our many] the language of Horace Mann, “Remember, then, 
i and severe laws, our stern and unpitying penalties, | the child whose voice first lisps to-day, before that 

: sce peamioes eniioed. voice shall whisper sedition in secret, or thunder 
r We have spoken of right Education. Too much| treason at the head of an armed band. Remem- 

of that denominated Education would more appro-| ber the child whose hand to-day first lifts its tiny 
i priately rank under almost any other head. To ed-| bauble, before that hand shall scatter fire-brands, 

i ucate signifies to develop—to bring up. But the| arrows anddeath. Remember those Sportive groups 

# process has by no means answered to the definition | of youth, in whose halcyon bosoms there sleeps an 
—not in every case, nor in a majority of cases.—} ocean, as yet scarcely rufiled by the passions which 

E There has not been a harmonious development of] shall soon heave it as with the tempest’s strength. 
the whole being—a bringing up of the powers, and] Remember, that whatever station in life you may 
faculties, and energies toward the highest perfection | fill, these mortals—these immortals—are your care. 
of which they are capable. - The whole modus op-| Devote, expend, consecrate yourselves to the holy 
erandi of Education, to a very great extent is sadly| work of their improvement. Pour light and truth 
defective. It is not adapted to the Human Consti-} as God pours sunshine and rain. * * Learn on- 

q tution, Man has a three-fold nature—a system of| ly how the ignorant can learn—how the innocent 
; Education for man, therefore, should be three-fold} may be preserved—the vicious reclaimed, Call 

: —Physical, Intellectual, Moral. The whole being| down the astronomer from the skies—call up the 

} needs to be educated—to be trained, disciplined, im-] geologist from his subterranean explorations—sum- 
j proved. mon, ifneed be, the mightiest intellect from the 

There may be gathered from these remarks what] council chamber of the nation—dissolve conclave 
) we mean by right Education—that it is something] and synod where subtle polemics are discussing 

more than ‘‘Rithmetic, Reading and Riting.”? And| their barren dogmas—collect whatever of talent, 
: such an Education it becomes the imperious duty of] or erudition, or eloquence, or authority the broad 

.
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and can supply, and go forth and teach this people. | ject is a good one. We are soon to have an enor- 
For in the name of the living God it 1nust be | mous school fund capable of giving every child in 

proclaimed, that licentiousness shall be the liberty | the state a thorough practical education. But how x 
—and violence and chicanery the law—and su- | can this instruction be imparted without the aid of 
perstition and craft shall be the religion—and the | competent teachers? And how can teachers be- 

self-destructive indulgence of all sensual and un- | come better qualified for their station, than by go- 
hallowed passions, shall be the only happiness of | ing through a systematic course of drilling! 
that people who neglect the education of their chil- | | Wecall the attention of teachers to the proceed- 
dren.” ings of a meeting on this subject. 

Common Schools have, with great propriety and Laxe Mrrts, Feb. 10, 1849. * 

truth, been denominated “nurseries of freemen.” | «Whereas, the subject of education has received 
They are the mediums of General Education, ‘the | but little attention in our new state, compared with 
attribute and glory of Republican America.” In| jts vast importance; and whereas, we believe asso- 

' ¢ them men are qualified not only for a proper appre- | ciated effort highly conductive to success in any 
ciation of their rights and privileges, and for the re- } enterprise:— 
ception and transmission of the rich legacy be- | Therefore, < 

queathed them by their patriot-sires, but also to! Resolved, That we recommend concerted action 

sustain the weight of magistracy, to administer | on the part of the friends and teachers of common 
the affairs of Government, and to wield the desti- | schools in Jefferson county, as a means of eleyat- 

nies of the American Union. We are largely in- | ing the standard of Common School education, and 
debted to these Colleges of the People, for the | securing a more systematic and uniform method of 
suecess that has thus far attended the experiment | teaching. 

of Republicanism, or of man’s capacity for self-gov- | Resolved, That we have full confidence in the 
ernment; because they have not only trained men | usefulness of Teachers’ Institutes, and believe that 
for the proper exercise of the right of universal | their introduction into this county would have a di- 
suffrage, but have been instrumental in fostering | rect tendency to elevate Common schools, 

genius in the first buddings of its promise, and aid-| Resolved, That all teachers and those preparing 
ing in the incipient development and growth of in- | to teach, are hereby invited to meet at Lake Mills 
tellect, which through such aid, have towered Seminary on the 20th day of March next, for the 

aloft andbecome mighty, leaving behind them a | purpose of attending a Teachers’ Institute, to con- 
track of glory which grows brighter with the lapse | tinue three days, and to organize a County Teach- 
of years. Hundreds there have been, and are now, | ers’ Association. . 
who have risen to the highest stations of honot and| Resolved, That the exercises shall be— 
trust in this Republican land—whose familiar} First—Instruction in reading, geography, gram- 
names we delight to mention, and whose well | marandarithmetic: 

earned fame has gone abroad into all climes, at-|  Second—Discussion on the management of 
tracting the attention of Thrones and Principali- | schools: 

ties—who were, and are, indebted to the Common} ‘Third—A lecture each evening. 
Schools of the Country for the elements of their} Resolved That the proceedings of this meeting 
reputation and usefulness; and who, but for them, | be published in the Watertown Chronicle, 
and our admirable system of Universal Education, Rey. E. D. Szwanrp, Ch’n. 

might have lived in obscurity, and scarcely been| The Hon. E. Root, State Superintendent of eom- 

known beyond the humble roof beneath which they | mon schools, will be present during the session, and 
were born. be one of the lecturers. 

’ * Persons attending the Institute will be accommo- 
Teachers Institute. dated by the citizens, free of charge. 
wan ey eye ee eerie cee 

Wwe find he ae ane ze che eareeror OFThe greatest difficulty in the education of 
Coneatre an 3 pe ete noes children is the immorality of parents; for, unless 
should receive the attention of all friends of educa- ‘el in thin great work, every thing 
tion, and especially those who wish to qualify them- they soar eum Th. as df . dati A 
selves for useful teachers. Such an institution pro- | ‘8 Vai and useless. The grand foundation of a 
perly conducted is one in which teachers may not good edneation = thet 2 aren a pe at pit fe 

only receive instruction from the Principal, but from mone beg virtuous pengem ea : 3 ~ | amples. 
each other by an interchange of experience in AAA AAA 

() teaching, manner of instruction, &c. A Western editor says that no man who has paid (7 

¥ ‘It is proposed to open a Teachers’ Institute at | regularly for his newspaper, was ever known to be ¥ 
VY) Lake Mills, on the 20th of next month. The pro- | bitten bya mad dog. V2 
Bare : SSSR
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hg School Fund of Wisconsin. committee think might be added the 72 sec- 
i Pee tions granted by Congress to the Territory 
, Every child of Wisconsin, hereafter born of Wisconsin, required to be so located as to 
| will inherit a good and sufficient school ed- | cover not more that twelve salt springs with- 

; ucation. The fund set apart for that pur-|in her borders.” 
i: pose is most munificent. From a report on The university fund comprises 72 sections 

1 schools, recently made to the Senate by| of the best land in the State, in addion to the 
q Col. Put.o Wutre, we gather the following| above; thus, common schools, academies, 
; statistics, showing its extent and probable | normal schools, colleges, and a parent uni- 

It value at the present time: versity, are all provided for. It now wants 

os No. of townships in the State 2,990| the selection of a man of expanded views 
Fs ae roe pohatae og ae 4 oenen iad gh ie mind, as Ce ay of 

i 0. acres in these ~,-U0 sections sans) public instruction, to put this eat system 

Add 500,000 acres ceded by Congress 500,000) i motion—a system of more pene oan 
. Total acres 1,908,000 | to Wisconsin than even her geverntent.— 

. ae Ba ; —_—— future must depend upon it for all it 

E: stimated No. of acres in the surveye: produces in our citizens valuable to the hu- 
is 5 571 ° 
i eaeee sre =. el man race,—Madison Argus. 
q Annual interest on the sum at 7 per POR Geena a 

“a cent $57,239] There are 118 Universities and Colleges 

‘ Add half that amount, to be raised by the in the U. States, of which 60 are in the Free 

people 28,619} and 56 in the Slave States. Of these, 13 are 
f Constituting an annual available fund under direction of the Baptists, 13 of the Me- 

he of $85,859 | thodists, 13 of the Roman Catholics, and 9 

i. S : us ———| of the Episcopalians, and we know not ex- 

SE} Bikeretimeetec et chiens inctn actly how many under the Presbyterians 
of age 46,000 | Congregationalists and other denominations, 

cE Cost of giving instruction to the same more probably under the two last named, in 

t during 7 months in the year 80,002/ the proportion to Church members, than 

Fi : a} any other. In the Collegiate departments of 

"4 Manx, 3a azepcpaed, balance eae the 60 Northern Institations, es are 486 

Yo Here then is a school fund of nearly 2,- Instructors, 6,073 students,437,500 volumes 

f 000,000 acres of land! The present value] in the Libraries, and in the 68 Southern, 
q in the surveyed portions of the State, at the | 402 Instructors 4,805 students, and 261,000 
i moderate estimate of $3 per acre, is almost| volumes. 

Fi sufficient to educate every child. Many of} In 15 states, were School Funds have been 

‘ql these lands are now worth, and will bring, | established, the aggregate amount is $20,338, 

$15 per acre. With the rapid growth of| 246 of which $15,018,532 have been set a- 

q population, the fund hourly increases, and] partby 10 Northern, and $5,316,714, by 
we believe that an average of $5 per acre| five Southern States. 

| will in time be realized, for the whole fund,| There are in the United States, 43 Theo- 
+ or $10,000,000. logical School, 26 Medical Schools, and 12 

In addition to the above, the Constitution | Law Schools. z 

sets apart : ‘arminG 1n Wisconstn—Three brothers 
: $ “The proceeds of all the lands that may} purchased three hundred acres-of prairie 
; hereafter be granted to the State by Con-| jand in Wisconsin 18 months since. It cost 

: gress for educational purposes—all moneys] them $1 an acre, the fencing $1 an acre, 
and the clear proceeds of all property that} and the breaking up 14s. an acre. Every 

; may accrue to the State by forfeiture of es-| item of expense after harvesting shows an 
cheat—all moneys that may be paid as an} aggregate of $2.56. The 300 acres produced 
equivalent for exemption from military du-| 6-090 bushels of wheat, which sold for $3,- 
ty—the clear proceeds of all fines collected} 949.—This tells a story for Wisconsin 
in the several counties for any breach of! jands, To pay for land and all improve- 
the penal laws—five per cent of the nett! ments the first year, and have a handsome 

. proceeds of all sales of U.S. lands in out surplus left, is not common hereabouts.—So 
State—and all moneys arising from an¥\ says the N. Y. True Sun. 
grant to the State, where the purposes of oo 

i such grant are not specified; to which the} Agriculture is the nursery of patriotism. 
7 
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THE BUCK THORN.—Fig. 1. 
ennai nnn encanta tnnbicnannme agi 

* From the Horticulturist. , or four points of great merit. In the first place, its 
bark and leaf are very offensive to insects, and the 

The Best Hedge Plants. borer, the aphis, and others, which are so destruc- 

° I, THE BUCKTHORN. tive to all hawthorns in many parts of our country, 
The Buckthorn is a deci ae, will not touch it. 

10 to ; 5 fest pe seg sciiaene Meee eyo ont In the second place, it is remarkable for its hardi- 

cg. Thethaik c ead brown; the leaves are|¢SS: its robustness, and its power of adapating it- 

about.an inch oran inch anda half long, dark green, sclf toanyoil. It will hear auy-climaterhawsver 
sibontinaenin aldasusitdier copaled Pe Fy edge! cold, for it grows wild in Siberia; hence it will nev- 

ka eae la d nearly opposite each other on the| ° Suffer, as the English thorn hasbeen known to 
branches; There are no Gomensedsat Gitte, prop- do, with an occasional winter of unusual severity.— 

erly king, but the end of each years’ shoot ter- We haveseen it growing under the shade of trees, 

guatedin a ans point or thorn. (See fig. 1.) and in dry and poor soil, as well as thrivingin moist 

The aan small and yellowish green. They eee soils ee ee aan 
are succeeded by numerous round black berries, —— - 
which ripen in autumn, and hang till frost, and oo by nie foes Nostheres hedge ae 
give the “oe of an ornamental appear-|® Te the hid aad it bears the earliest trans- 

* ance. The are unusually black in color, and planting, has great longevity, and is very thrifty in 
, } are very numerous. ‘ its growth. We have already remarked that it is 

. The Buckthorniis a native ofthe north of Europe, well supplied with roots. Indeed its fibres are un- 

a a cos (oe ies it, OE, 8 common) . sually numerous even in seedlings of one year’s 
shrub in the woods in this country, but wo find it| - oweh. Hence it is transplanted with remarkable 

very cae in this ee and in various facility, and when treated with anything like proper 
bebe ad ee county, N. ¥., ag well as on the care, not one in five thousand of the plants will 

sie), botdataiot wines int Bieseachusetre. fail to grow. It is scarcely at all liable to diseases, 
" The bark and the berries of the Buckthorn age and no plant bears the shears better, or gives a 
_¢# powerful cathartics. The sap of the berries, mixed] denser and thicker hedge, or is longer lived in a: 

with alum, makes the color known to painters as hedge. Its growth is at least one-third more rapid 
| BHP ereen, and the bark yields a fine yellowdye. |than that of the Hawthorn, and the facility of 

: As ahedge plant, the Buckthorn possesses three raising it, at least half greater. 

je a .
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ee Lastly, itis one of the aesiest plants to propagate. Drain your wer Cuay Sorus,—It is the 
It bears berries in abundance. ‘These, if planted in | superabundance of water existing in the wet 

hi? autumn as soon as they are ripe, [or even in the| clay soils that winter kills the wheat. Thor- fT 
ft ensuing spring] will germinate in the spring, and | ough draining—under draining—will act as 
f if the soil is good, give plants from a foot to twenty |acorrective. Many stiff clays that now de- 

‘i inches high the first year—which are large enough | fy alike the strength of the team and the 

i for transplanting the next spring following. The | skill of the ple to put them in good 
.: seeds of the hawthorn do not vegetate till’ the sec- | condition, would by the process of draining, 
4 ond year, and the plants properly require to be| be converted into pliable clay moulds, so 

Bi transplanted once in the nurseries, and to be three | soon as they are relieved of their excess of 
4 years old, before they are fit for making hedges.— | water. 

1 Here is at once a most obvious and important sav- Crrwontad ince Ths caleire oh hb 
j ing of time and labor. ; . Bie a 

' Sar. Derby of Salem, was one of the first persons | 8T@P@ is pursued in California with much 
i x success. The wine made therefrom is said 

: Boemploy the Bockthor: end tomige its wetue Get ac excalicnt sescrblin to light Goran 
E: onthe public. From the Transactions of the Esser). 5 5 8 
off Agricultural Society for 1842, we extract some of =— 
: his remarks relating to it: ‘I do not hesitate to pro- he Farmer’ 
3 nounce the Buckthorn the most suitable plant for The Pane Song. 
: hedges I have ever met with. It vegetates early Suocess to the jolly old farmer, ; 
F in the spring, and retains its verdure latein autumn, homings oi sue sa ee Een — 

: P ee om The monarch of prairie and forest, 
: Being a native plant, it is never injured by the *Tis only to God he may bow! a 

a most intense cold, and its vitality is so great that Heis surely ee fellow: 
; the young plants may be kept outof ground for a e He aoege fea ees beeeee x: 

long time, or transported to a great distance with- fn winter olives st hea 
out injury. It never sends up any suckers, nor is When the reign of winter is broken. 

: *( disfigured by any dead wood. It can be clippedin- And spring comes to gladden and bless— 
to any shape which the caprice or inginuity of the When the soaks te ea are sporting, 

i gardener may devise, and it needs no plashing or eee au cag hee pent 
4 interlacing, the natural growth of the plants being ‘And manly and firm his tread, 
i sufficiently interwoyen. It is never cankered. by Ashe scatters the seed for the harvest * 
: ‘unskillful clipping, but will bear the knife to any ‘That yields to the nations their bread. 
. degree.” His banks — all chartered by nature— 

Sr ‘ ‘Thei it d sure; 
i Mussissipr1 Woot.—The Lowell, Mass. Courier His leaks aol Jettites « 
i of the 16th ult. says: Pursued by the curse of the poor; 

: We were shown the other day, in the finishing Bee Suny are" ee aia; ae ae 
; z So i ; : room of Middlesex Manufacturing Company in this They Tein the digs gold fe ae foros ough; * 

city, @ most beautiful piece of black cassimere ; the And pleasure and health to his brow. . 
wool was raised on the prairies in Mississippi.— When his fields with rich harvestsare teeming, P 

i We were informed by Mr. Lawrence that the wool And the reapers go forth to their toil, ‘ 
if was among the finest specimens of American wool Nes 80 happy and Sree aa the fariner— : 

i he had ever seen—certainly the cloth was the most} - a, ange redeilo leaisisainnathtniRickad . 
$ elegant we have everseen. There can, we think, As none but a farmer can sing, 

ie be but little doubt that this country, before many And would not change his condition 

i years, will-motouly bo able to supply-our manufac: For the splendor and pomp ¢f a king. 28 
tures with wool, but that vast quantities will be ex- bene his crops are all gathered and sheltered,“ | } : nd his cattle are snug in the fold, 
ported to England, Ifsuch fine specimens of wool He sits himself down by the fireside, 

! can be raised in Mississippi, @ state in which sheep And laughs at the tempests and cold, : 
i can remain without shelter all the year round, where A ee =< a wenn : 
: : a is duties he strives ye .os 4 f land is :cheap and pastaring always vordant,what|* 5) raalsied whateva hatides kin Ye 

is to hinder this country from becoming the grea- Tolet the world jog as it will. Bf: 
i test wool growing country in the world—the west His trust is in Him who has given 7 
i and southwest in particular? We look forward to aie seasons, ak res and raju, o 

It; i Who has promised him ‘seed time and harvest,’ that day with the eon ce confidence. So sie nathowatth shall taj ey 
1 There are 261 miles of rail-road now construc-" And if from his duties he wander, a. 

ted in Cuba, while there are forty miles in all Led on by his ventursome will, 
it Spain! A fair sample of the influence of Jona- Through life and his changing relations . 

i than’s example upon his neighbors. God’s providence follows him still. 
i. eee 

ie 
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A ‘The total debt of Rhode Island is about $10,000, besides the || Apvanracx or RattRoans—itis calculated in New Eng- 
sums taken from the deposite fund, which amounts to @152,- | land that for three miles on cither side of a railroad, the agri- 4 
000. ‘The average annual deficiency in the revenue of the | cultural lands have advanced ten dollars an acre since the Ys 
‘State for the last five years, has been about $10,000. The se- iron avenues to market have been made. 

lect committee, of the General Assembly on taxation, have rThe bill granting the Mobile and Ohio Railroad Compa— 4 

reported a bill, proposing to raise $25,000 annually, to supply | ny 1,500,000 acres of the public !and in consideration of carry- 
the deficiency in the present revenue, and have “a surplus for | ing the U. S. mails free, passed the Senate on the 24th .ults 

unforseen demands. - acF'Those engaged in the ice business in Boston, are doing 
Iuuxots—Her Desr anv Resovrces.—Governor French | a driving blsinessin the way of procuring a supply for the i 

in his Message, states the total amount of the State debt at | coming summer; and it is expected the amount for export will 

$16,612,295 37, of which $8,004,622 09is the Canal debt. To | be far greater than that of last year, which amounted to 750,- 
pay this, besides the ordinary revenue from taxation, the State | 000 tons, 
has 145,000 acres of land, valued at $570,000; also the tolls | A new Post Office has been established at ae. point, in 

receivable upon the Illinois and Michigan Canal, which | Winnebago county, and Burr 8. Crarr, Esq., appointed 
amounted last year, being first season, to $55,000, and which | p, M, 

must increase greatly each successive year; and also Canal ‘The expenditure of the United States Government for arms, 

land, lots, &c., from which will be realized not less than $3,- | and other purposes connected with the Armory at Springfield, 
500,000. last year, were two hundred and twenty-seven thousand, five 

Lance Prorrrs.—We understand that the cargo of the ship | hundred and fifty-four dollars and twenty-two cents; at Har- : 
Garonne, of Baltimore, which cost $100,000, has been s0ld | per’s Ferry, two hundred and fifty-eight thousand, five hun- 

at San Francisco for $900,000. dred and thirty-four dollars and eighteen cente—total four 

1cr'The Boston Times, exulting in the fine quality of the ice | hundred and eighty-six thousand, and seventy-eight. dollars, 
gathered in Fresh Pond, says, “the ice is in prime condition, | 494 thirty-eight cents. # 
thick as the head of fanatic, and cold ascharity.* _ ©The shipping already sailed or advertised for California 

‘The Harlem railroad is now completed and in operation from | /8 said to amount to one tenth of the aggregate tonnage belong- 
New York to Dover Plains, 84 miles. The amount of stock is | 19g the port of New York. 
about $4,000,000, of which 431,500,000 is “‘preferred.’* IcrInsurance has been refused in Boston on ships for China, 

Ohio, it is said, has more colleges in it than any other State ung sires ace. ee San a ” 
in the Union, thoughit is only about 60 years old. Iurorranr Discovery.—The English Newspapers inform 

J, Randolph predicted that the time would come in Virginia | ys that by recent investigations which have been carried on by 
when the masters would run away from their negroes, and the | the Royal Irish Fisheries Company, it has been ascertained 

negroes would advertise them in the Newspapers.” that the Newfoundland fishing banks extend eastward across 
Gop Pens.—Eight hundred pounds of pure gold are annu- | the Auanticy to within 100 miles of Ireland, and that fish 

ally consumed in making gold pens. The worth of this | enough can be procured on that coast tosupply the world. 

amount of gold is two Ifundred thousand dollars. Ternrrory or Mixesora.—The bill organizing the new 

‘Whe new Steamer Atlantic building by Capt. Ward on the | Territory of Minesota passed the Senate on the 19th ult, with- 
St. Clair River to run inconnection with the Michigan Cen- | out even a division—so strong was the conviction that.a gov- 

tral Rail Road, will be ready by the first of May. Capt. | ernment should be organized for some 10,000 people, who are 
Clement, favorably known as the commander of the Sam | now living without law. Senqsor Dodge, of lowa,spoke with 

‘Ward the last season is to sail her. his usual clearness and force, presenting facts which disarmed 
Deadletters to the number of 19,117 collected at Boston du- | all opposition, even from those who thought that the,jNorth- 

ring the past year, have just been forwarded to Washing- | West was not entitled to another State out of the limits ‘pre- 
on. scribed by the Ordinance of 87. 

‘The New York State Agricultural Fair, in September next, | JT John Bull believes Brother Jonathan's story about Cali- 
'* "P isto be held at Syracuse, John A. King has been elected | fornia, and admits that it is “‘a splendid acquisition ” 

President of the Society. ‘The Young Emperor of Austria is said to possess his 
© § § ‘Dhere are but six States in the whole thirteen, which have | mother’s cleverness. He speaks eleven languages with pre- 

not a county named Washington—the account standing like | cision and elegance, and is fond of Military exercise. His 
this: Washington 24; Franklin 19; Jefferson 17; Madison 15; | mother will rule him, and he will rule Austria. 
Monroe 19; Jackson 12; Hancock 8; Harrison 7; Hamilton6; | Lake Svrerior Lanps.—The General Lan@ Office report 
Adams 4; tp pd 3; Van Buren 2; Cass 3; Polk 3. ‘says the sale of land in the Copper District, on Lake i: 

¥ S . has not met the ‘tation of the Government. 
4 fo ann eae ib feuinsix souk Snoacy ol amount sold is tea tees at §5, and and 6,194 under lease at 

“2 $4,000 in gold dust therefor. $2 50 per acre; amounting to $26,245. The leasing system is 
‘$ Rar Roavs.—The Gleveland papers say that there are a ‘injurious, and farther facilities for the sales of the lands are 

thousand workmen ready to begin to work on the Cleveland, | eC°mmended. He is for putting them at $1 25 the acre— 

Columbus and Cincinnati Rail Road, sosoon as the Survey- | me as other lands. The agency has yielded @7000 above 
bors have completed the laying of the track, which will be in | *Penses, in two years. 

days. One year from next November, the whole line | W®t78 or rae Uxrow.—It is estimated that the value of 
el ae the eropsin 1848, in the United States, will exceed %640,000,- 

The and Pittsburg Read is also ne— 000, The value of the live stock on farms, ia2eeiinated at 

over $557,000,000. The sums invested in manufacturers for 

ae) Hemme tice MR aeouome oF the grating Se: compleand,, and, & the same time, amount to $343,300,000. The sume invested J $aground is broken nearly the wholé line. lin ; $0 @€29,000,000, "exet ot 468, 

~§ ee Se ton ee een _ 000,000 dollars employed.in the commission business and for- 
‘ mm Past year. i pee: and | eign trade. The aggregate of the productions and business 
& b embracing a distance of 16,674 miles, is estimated at cnr couseipyhegsscaanans aotis encarta ah 

Pare 000,000. (000,000,000 dollars. 
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aa Commerce or THE Uxrren Srares,—The annexed state- y 
m1 ¥ . ment gives a condensed view of the commerce of this country COMMERCIAL. 
he _ - | aS i eS ‘Custom Du wee aes | 

; ine, Feb. 27, 1849. 
hi ‘ BR'pst'rs & TRV'NS, TOTAL EXPORTS. IMPORTS. DUTIES. | Boe vite Wheat coming in, OWiN a bad ‘state oF the 
i; ; 1819. ...@11,204,198 84,946,480 641,753,200 7.015.914 | Joa, Prices sanane em Cae we ces Pens aad 

r 1844. . 4. 12,970,435 111,200,046 108,435,035 28,189,571 Fee coma oe rr eae i } sts 183 - 314,006,006. 37,254,004. 97,593,112 624; Oats 22 @ 25 cts; Corn 35 @ 38cts; Potatoes 50 cts. and 
Ef Pent ame = a upwards; Salt $1,25 @ 160. 

| a ey eee Perret Beef $450 @ 5,00; Pork $4,00; Mutton $3 to 3,50; Chick- 
i: eas = we qrAvarel. . 510.131 aa 91.707,070 ens 14 cts; Butter 12} @ 14 ets; Eggs 16 cts; Wood $1,75. 

| ee Sovraport, Feb. 24. ee re pee eee Z wie Of the cliyy aie Mayor: and\:ald ee Corn, 38c. Oats,22c. Potatoes, 50c. Pork, for heavy 9 

i passed ordinances prohibiting the culture of rice within cer- a , 
, tain limits, From the degree in the court below, sustaining Mutwavxer, Feb. 24.—Receipts of produce since the thaw, | 

F the ordinances, an appeal was taken by Thomas Green, the | Show a falling off; prices for wheat are firm, winter selling at 
7 owner ofa rice plantation, but the supreme court affirmed the | 6(@76c with a cent or two more for best samples. Spring fi: ‘dec 54(@02}; flour is hardly as firm, country brands are sellifig at 
om “ ‘ 3 37(@3 50 by the load, and 3 75@3 37 at retail; Oats 19@21; iF ‘Linn, Massachusetts, has a population of less than 12,400, i . nieils 3 
rf vyet'3,000,000 patr'of aa i tack idee pares lela onl Potatoes 37(@40; Pork 3 75(@4 25; 

3 Nearly 8,000 of its inhabitams of both sexes are engaged in the apes 
i business, The value of the boots and shoes manufactured in| _WaTeRTown, Feb. 20.—Wheat 50@56c; Spring 40c; Corn 
a 1817, was $17,000,000. 2%5e; Barley 25c;, Oats 20c; Corn Meal per 100% 62c; Hay ® 
iis The State debt of Michigan is $2,849,035 05, to meét which | !09 3 0; Flour 3 90; Fork ® 100m 2 2x@2 39; Beet 2 0; 
E there is but 600,228 87. Butter 12c; Eggs 12c; Potatoes 25¢.—Pilot. 
Hs Banks ix rw Usrren Srares.—There are 78 banking in- | _C#1CAGo, Beb, 22.—Yesterday’s receipts of wheat amounted 
of in in the United 8 Capital over $200,000,000,— to 5,508 bushels. Prices remain at 50@00c for ‘spring wheat. 

i; Circulation about 125,000,000. Specie about ¢25,000,- | Pork is nominal at former quotations. In Beef there is a 
b 000, slight advance.—Journal, 

A plan has been set on foot in N. York for the establish- | Urrer Missovri—Merchants and others from the upper 
FE ment in that city. ofan extensive Odd Fellows Library. ‘The | counties in Missouri, tell us'that money was never so abun- 
Bt order in New York, Brooklyn and Williamsburg number about | dant in that region, as at the present time.—a consequence no 
a 16,000, It is proposed that a tax of ONE CENT PER WEEK be | doubt, not only of industrious agriculture, but of the govern- 
‘% levied ott the membership as above, for which sum each Odd | mental éommerce now going on in that direction.—Bruns- 
Ri Fellow becomes a member cf the library. By the weekly tax | wicker. 7 

os Sea a — oi ee er sbiatactac New Yorx, Feb, 23—Flour held at 6{(@12jc in advance 
- are —, ; — pciitesnans cay acrl on yesterday's prices, and straight brands western at 5 75@ 
a * 1594; Meal, quick sales at 2 87; wheat held firmly; Pork 

Fh Heavy Verpicr.—A. M. Bennett of Albany has lately re- | js 19 0O@11 50 for prime and mess, * 
P ceived a verdict of $10,000 against the Utica and Schenecta- ty it dy-R@Miroad Company for thé crushing of one of his legs by a uae Gua ee a oR ashes oe ee 
; éollision of cars near Herkimer. Mr. B. offered to settle with Sati Se ee Year 1548, amotinted t0 

BS the company for #6,000 previous to commencing a suit which “ ‘ae fielded i‘ E E ‘Socaee Spay: ; : e yielded... ...-....... .2..@9,460,093 
h pay pees Furs and ginseng... .+eesesssseeesees SHO fy ' Canat, Rerams.—During the fiscal year ending September | -proaucts of wodd-.-------.-+----.... $,006,053 
i 30,1848, the State of New York paid for the repair of all her Agriculture... ... z u 

j canals Vegetable 1000+ esses see even eens» sdTI0, 
f Great Srrep.—The distance between Buffaloand Albany| ‘Tobacco... .-.+-+-+22- +--+ eee esse 7,212,086 > 
i is to be run bythe carson the opening of Navigation in 13] Cotton. ......sseesereece cece ae ve 0eB M15, 918 

Ft hours. The morningcars from Buffalo will reach Albany| Hops, Sugar, &c.---. 2.22.22. --eyee 177,493 
i. the same evening in time to connect with the evening boatsto| Manufactures... ............ 0s... 4,612,507 

i New York, making less than 24 hours from Buffalo to New Cotton piece goods 6210222022 Cosa i York. : Flax and hemp goods... ..-. 2... ..._.. 4,692,403" _{ f; Arrangements are making by the several Railroad and| Miscellaneous articles........... 2.2... 4,018,464 
, Steamboat Companies to carry passengers from Chicago to] flour the amount exported in 1848 was about twice as 

New York the coming season in 60 hours. large as that exported in 1547; duritig thesame time the expor- } 
i Propvce 1x Store ar Cmicaco.—The following is the a- | tation of Indian corn increased about four hundred per cent;. 

mount of principal articles up to the Ist of February: the exportation of Chtton decreased nearly @2,000,000. Thay 
: ‘Wheat 435,000 bushs. Exports of 1848 exceed those of 1847 by $17,733,343. ‘Theim- 
i Flour 13,534 bis, portations during the year ending June 1548 were 154,997,998 
i Pork ae exceeding those of the previous year by $8,542,200.=77iscon- } 

; Beef 2590 « 6 
7 Atthe first of February, 1548, the amount of wheatin store | P°®*#* Towa.—The Burlington Hawkeye is informed q 

a ‘was but 200,000, showing a difference in favor of 1849, of 175,- | 00d authority, it says, that the number of hog, slaughterell 
q 000 bushels,—[Dem. (past and to come,) at that place the present season, will 
; SorKenwucky has sent this season to Cincinnati, over 120,- | °°°4 thirty thousand. ‘The lowest estimate of the 
i 000 hogs, which realized to the owners $790,000. slaughtered in Keokub is forty thousand. 
j carer an aren at oe ;
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we come to get good old pastures, free from nox- WISCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN ies Saaiast eee ee 
Ss ee eee of the most fragrant grasses. But pains, care, an MARK MILLER, aon : z RACINE, WISCONSIN, NO. 101 MAIN STREET. | application of know how, will be as absolutely requi- | Seanenntnnnnnnnenennnnnnnnntnne site then as now. The utmost attention must be 
ee paid to cleanliness, All the articles used in manu- 

: 50 Cents a Year in Advance: facture from the milking pail to the ladle, should be $~ ~ 
DY exressscPies Sie rected one Post Office. and at the | cashed, scalded and scrubbed,””—the milk-rooms mence with the volume. Back numbers supplied to new sub-| should be dry and airy, cellarsif properly construct- 

"Post Masters and al others who el an interest in the eit- ed will do—and kept perfectly clear and free from 
cul m ‘ARM invit to ir aid in pro- a il i 1 - curing subscribers anche ding is Ceauatea, pr aaa the os when strained should ae " 
F The Farmer is subject to newspaper postage only. disturbed until the cream has fully risen, which 
———————— | chonld then be taken off, or emptied alongwith the 

Butter Making. milk into the churn, and the churning immediately 
ao 7 commenced. When the butter has come and gath- Allknow, who have families to provide for and|-.04) it should be takon out ete teas, eee 

tables to supply, how exceedingly difficult itis to into a wooden bowl, and the buttermilk or whey 
obtain an article of good butter in this western worked out of it—not with the hands but with the 
country—to account for the why is more difficult ladle, Ithas been truly said, that, in this manner 

still. We certainly have all the matorials that are] oot 9, ly is the best butter, but also the best butter i 
possessed in the best butter-making portions of the milk, obtained; which, besides affording an excel- 
peer Ca NATO swe neesAbO: same, Area | bs vacage,anakantily the, addition ce Oude \ sweet, finely-Savored article, which by all persons sugar or molasses, and rusk or good bread broken f of taste is esteemed so great luxury? We can-| -_ it, a dish to crown the farmer’s dinner, more re- fess we know not why, unless it be by carelessness fraching: and sane cequiaitaly selshed deans tee 
and inattention; perhaps, onthe part of some be- ateuea ‘Bere’ tau eras aain obi laveaieas 
cause of ignorance. There are a few,we know, | * h barre 
who manufacture good butter; but in all our jour- | % moe ated Saba 
neyings over this State, and across tothe Mississip-| 31: haa been truly said, that the plow in. the 
pi, we have rarely met with any thing than a poor) hands of an inconsiderate farmer may be justly 
article, either sour, or bitter, or rancid, or in some considered an instrument of certain and speedy 

respect offensive. Soin our purchases in the mar-| destruction, being capable of exciting the soil to its i 
ket-only now and then do we get butter that is fit| utmost efforts of fertility, which naturally debilitates 
forthe table. Some of our farmers complain that} and exhausts it, when nothing has returned to ren- 
the wild herbage on which the cows feed, imparts] ovate its powers; yet this instrument, in the hands 4 
a strong tasteto the butter. This may be, butaside| of judicious cultivator, who returns back to the 
from this the butter is not well made—we mean aj gi! a due proportion of vegetation, which he can { great deal ofit—good butter is made, and we have| readily gather, becomes the most powerful andrap- { 

¢ Cotenief itin “Wiesonsin- id eniicher of thesoil. Remember this, Brothers. { 
Great care should be taken in the manufactu: iadiaiveni cows wil aiiana ine I 1 § 

of butter, from the setting of the milk, down to IF The food given bedehed ons, argely \ 
working, and the fitting of it for the table, or for] © qality and quantity of their milk, and conse market. Herein lies the secret of butter-making. quently of the butter manufactured therefrom. Va- 

We have an excellent article, manufactured nearly | Tieus roots, pr as en rota aia oe 4 
a year ago by an old mother—a pains-taking oldlady | 20d pee hagliene 2. a chiasma i 
which has now all the freshness, sweetness, and | "tities, wil ee ae ¥ { fp fine flavor of the best made butter just from some| of milkand bitter. To raise these vegetables is 

¥s ‘dairy in Ulster or Orange. with us no difficult matter, and attention ought to % ; 
M4. Very probable our butter will be improved when | be given them. . a j 
MKS a ext f 

‘
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a * the land would searcely have grown a bushel of any 
4 Lime---its uses, &e. thing. Lime does not fertilize so much as it quick- 
wy . 5 alee + 7... | ens and stimulates. t 

: aim mabe keri I oe fee oe A recent writer, (Mr. Hyatt, Professor of Agricul- i 
i vey ererntia] anid Me acience in the bosiness °"| tural Chemistry,) lays down some excellent rules ) 

i‘ oatioeered ere ® spopledge s eae with reference to the application of lime—they are | 
b. adaptalaanseno eee roreicet = ee eer eminently worthy of consideration and adoption, be- , 

+ certain crops, snccess in farming, mainly. depends. cause drawn from, or based upon well ascertained ( mi Without such a knowledge, often, toa very great truth'in acténoe. We give the followig: , 

,: extent.at Ieost, tho hard hand and the sweating ‘Lime exists m soils in the form of carbonate; and | 
Be | brow igre, snrecomp: ensed. ees) eres carbonic acid is not found there in any considerable { 
i snes geo Boe eee oun patie. quantity combined with any other base. It is easily i 
4 igevery thing, and he ahonid ie oe = Hearn | ot free byany stronger acid. When, therefore, an } 

" that he may succeed alway in his high calling. effervescence is produced by pouring’ vinegar on | 

a Every body has heard that Lime may be profita- earth; itshows thoiesmntclot tints. { 

- bly employed for agricultural parposce eo eaays | | Tana may be applied advantageously to all soils )+ 
Pi but it mast be rightly used—it will not do to apply | 1 o¢ containing over five or six per cent of the car- ; 
me | it indiscriminattly on all soils, and as a help for all Bbusio. { 

i Soe a oe oo Poa semis alies DU ORL AD d (ote gu canat Beradirtell toi nents enciedantttiade ; 
F i ee me ~ ae ee ae _ or et abounding in vegetable remains, and to stiff clays. ( | 
i ines pe mmiiar> oor oe Broerng Mi Serie reer cacmanehile necessity for animal and vegetable ' 
ay | We do not consider it, strictly speaking, as a ma- manures, The farmer who increases his crops ; 

fi! nure, certainly not as # fertilizing manure; and €x-| _s1.ont increasing his manures will render his land | 
hi periment has long since demonstrated—and sad ex- pia: ) 
fi perience confirmed—that though lime ‘because of On clayey and peaty soils one hundred to one , 
re its stimulating power aided for a season in the pro- thoasand: bastiels may be applied per acre, On $ 
E duction of good crops, yet, when other and requisite Wworncont lead frorn "tant tol itty“ vrnent aia sen } 

i ingrodicnts contained mitt the = ee contains every other requisite of fertility, two or s 

¥ eee pane were verren arene: oe en” | three bushels will supply the amount required for } 
é probable that the lime, because of the stimulus it an ordinary rotation; Frequent snit‘euialf applice- 

supplied, helped the sooner to exhaust the natural tions are best. Shallow, dry, and light eandy soils 

E senility ©f = =e aah eee Bivtiatia should be only moderately limed. Tn all cases it 
B w _ my een ee ong" ® | should be kept near the surface. On pastures it 

t Proportion of lime is requisite in the growing of should be thinly sown. On fallows, and on peaty ' 

. heat, yet there is no jstivaitage ‘derived —but | 5) erothelanee aameatnne aie intended, it 
| often an injury—from applying itin a pure, unmixed may be’spréad before bréaking up. Om emiviedl 

E veegas ng weneed ote ft ie were exmnnst fertile fields, where small applications only ate re- 4 yme oe oe Pg hind ae eae we mows | quired, it is best applied before the last harrowing. ; 
; see st sn meeinpost “Lame alone will not, £170 | ivan -7, iiseasdoeeet ae Sica iad crop, it should 
Bt nor restore fertility toa soil. This, a stickler for Usapreddal peacbhlores ‘ 

i the use of lime, and who makesit the all inall, has} 1, Jacked lime should not be applied’ Caustic 

i ee ghee a cory uae lime should not be brought into contact with seed in 
EY some of this kind, (sandy soil) which was original-| 44. 1,i0 or drill; norehould’ it be eed with ae 
a ly covered with Chestnut timber, and was called manure, or any otherobniatiagininayeal 

i mountain land. Ithas been cleared seventy years; Lime can never supply the place of other manures. 
i bat lying a distance from the farm buildings, bed | 1, cannot furnish sulphuric acid like jamie 

A never received any manure but a dressing of lime. — plosplastomrat ides bonsen eames i 
aw This land I have had repeatedly farmed since I) _.  y, may assist to set. potash-fre0 frothieubetun- 
iH owned it; and although to ieee ee to ces in the soil; but where there is no potash, it can- 

i be almost a caput mortuum, with the aid of ten or| 6+ tarnists it like ashes. ; 
iH twelve four-horse loads of ‘the gleanings of a yard Magnesia is unfavorable to vegetation; therefore | 

Bi of a public house, it has produced as much, and as liseahonll not be obtained from magnesian lime- 
tH good wheat, rye, oats, timothy and clover to the | stone. : 

i acré, as any land in the township in which it lays. oa be used wet, nor applied to wet, un- 
i T consider the liming it had fifty years ago, as the And, finally, care must be taken to maintain a 

F principal cause of its fertility” And we say that but | sufficient quantity of organic matter in the soil, for (j) / 
i for the'ten or twelve four-horse loads of gleanings, | liberal liming and cropping would otherwise render . 

y farnishing that which the lime could never supply, | it barren.” Ss 
x 2 4 
i ; SHES Re
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& For the Wisconsin Farmer. Astontsnine Discovery.—The London- 
Frrexp Mitter:—I have received the first num- | derry Journal, of the 28th ult. has a state- 

ber of the Wisconsin Farmer, published by you and | ment of an astonishing discovery which was 
am much pleased with its appearance, and as you | communicated to the society for the improve- 
wish the friends of agriculture to communicate for | ment and growthof flax held in Belfast. The 
the columns of the Farmer, the results of ex- | extract below gives the truth of the matter: : 
perience, I take the liberty to give you a little of “Mr. i Owen referred to the discovery 

mine. which his friend Dr. Hodges would say was 
Ihave had some experience in raising and pre- | Worthy of the deepest consideration of every 

serving fruit trees in the State of New York pre-|One present. Having heard some timesince 
vious to my removal to Wisconsin. It was the | that from peat there could be produced am- 
saying of our best farmers, that young trees needed — — —— = 7 
manuring, and the ground kept loose, go have them | 8nd some other substances, he le: ondon : 
thrive and bear good fruit. 1 have ra. many to | for Paris, and called on an eminent chem- 
complain year after year, that the east winds de-|ist there. He had previously been speaking i 
stroyed all their plums; though they blossomed, |OM the subject witha Mr. Reece, also anem- 
they bore no fruit, but one man replied that he ob- | inent chemist, who told him that for the ex- 
served the Scriptures, ‘‘to dig about the tree and | Pense of £30 he could. produce from 100 
dung it,” and the east winds never blasted his fruit; pont of Ee oe re a oie ee 
even currantsare much improved by the same treat- | ® . tt was Mr. Reece who referred him 
ment and of pruning and se = to the Paris chemist, and he (Mr. Owen) pro- 
Fruit isoften destroyed by late frosts and often |4uced it to him.and repeated the statement 

treeshave been killedina similar manner. After |°f Mr. Reece, as to what he could do with 
the sap has run up, the bark freezes and peels off. the peat, the former assured him (Mr. Owen) 
sTia surny bie pravanied by keeping the teaee Eack. a“ sees so = ce hed states 

If the snow is stamped down so as to have the = Z A 2 

ground freeze, or freezes by having no snow, then eps red oe Teenie ne orn i. chorea 6 
covering the ground around the trees with long'dung re (Mr a ah some es ee ee * 

or straw; this keeping in the frost, saves the trees poo a des 2 : ‘he eerie oil, 

aun: cay een iae oe Ty and the soda-ash produced from peat ; and 

the most of their orchards “The snow was a pe a oe a mee ve a 2 7 iscovery of the age, and one which wou! 
' eur ae . aC ve ~ = : ae eS eventually, convert the greatest curse of lre- 

siociatige cart aes Ge » there | }and—the bogs, heretofore unprofitable and 
was a hard freeze which destroyed many. There the greatest obstacle of improvement,—into 
Was one man in my neighborhood who had two or- the test. blessi d double the fertili 
chards; undér and around the trees of né he had eve cee UeeU ne ANG COMES Sey Si 

; ven Te ee teal ey of the soil, to an extent that none could } — 
anew wer meereed Sawn U.peeweet she mich) Ceca Well, he (Mr, Owen) being a 

from eating the bark. This orchard was but little | an of business, declined to take any or all 
injured by the late frosts while the other was mostly these statements for granted, and, conse- 
destroyed. Peach trees, in particular, often need quently, he got a number of experiments 

to be Kept back, as it is the spring frosts, ee in | made by Dr. Hodges and his friend, Mr. 

most instances Kill the trees, instead of the winter Reece, which were entirely confirmatory of 
winds, as is usually supposed, and I must believe | a) the statements made by his friend, Mr. that in some hard winters, when there is but little] Reece, But still, not to deceive himself or 

or no snow, peach trees may be injured by too hard | others, he was determined to have an experi- 
freezing. This is easily remedied or prevented by| ment made on a larger scale, and had em- 
Covering the roots with strawor coarse manure. | ployed the largest apparatus in use for that 

‘The idea held by many, that all is done, when | purpose ; and he rejoiced to tell this meet- 
they have put their trees in the ground, necessary, | ing, that, on Tuesday last, his experiments 
or that can be done, to secure success in raising | had been commenced, and the results were 
fruit, isa mistaken one,—on the other hand, fruit] beyond all expectation, for everything had 
‘trees require more attention to insure success in | succeeded to his utmost wishes.” [Mr. Ow- 
ae fruit, than almost any other a = en here handed to the ae . a 4 

. g . +P. |the spermaceti so prepare im, which # Y, Janesville, Feb. 1849. was er a coes by a ageat number q 
x ‘Thefts never enrich, alms never impoyerish.. | Of gentlemen in the room.], Sy 
CRO SSR
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n. COUNTRY FARM HOUSE. : 

it There is nothing in this elevation which | pleasant bed rooms of full height. The par- 
| could be objected to as out of keeping with|lor and library are on opposite sides of the 
a ru ife in most parts of our country. ere | entry or vestibule, opening into it with either it ral life i p f ry. Th 'y ibule, opening into it with eith 
Ht are no useless ornaments, and there is no at-|double or sliding doors, so that the whole 
ett tempt at high or false architectural style—J|may, when agreeable, be thrown into one 
Bl: Yet there is much beauty, we think, as the|apartment. The arrangement of this floor 

H subject demands. may be changed by turning the parlor into 
Ri Our readers will notice, in the first place, |a bed room, and using the library as a parlor. 
a that it has an ample veranda (or piazza, ifour| A recess is indicated in the plan, where a 

e | readers like this incorrect term better.) A|sideboard is to stand in the dining room.— 
e veranda, as frequently built, with fluted col-| This sideboard is to contain, in one of its por- 

e i umns, &c., isa costly affair. But this is not| tions, a wicket, i. e. a closet opening through 

| so. Itis positively cheap. The supports are|to the kitchen, by which all the dishes may 
‘ i simple, light sticks of timber hewn octagon-|be received, and returned again, without the 
pal ally or 8 sided, leaving a few.inches at the|labor of carrying them threugh the house. 
es top and bottom square, for base and capital.| The chimneys are all kept in the body of 
hy: The roof of this veranda is made of jointed) the house, and not allowed to expend their 
By stuff, nailed upon the joist rafters, which are| warmth in outside walls. The form of the 
ei bedded and left exposed, so that no other ceil-| house is square of 40 feet, and the arrange- 
2 ing is required. The top may be covered with| ment of such a space is so simple that it may 
oi shingles or tin. The 2d story gives 7 cool and| be varied at pleasure.—Horticulturalist 
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A Neglected Truth. : For the Wisconsin Farmer. 
~~ Fruit Trees—No. 2. . 

Man was created for happiness. He has not a ee 
power or faculty imparted to him, whether of body THE APPLE. f : 

or of mind, that it is improper for him to exercise]  §oi7,T.he most appropriate soil for the 
and employ, God designed that he shoyld exercise growth of the apple here, is a light crumbly { 
and employ them; and tothe right and legitimate |Joam, partaking of the nature of lime. But } “ 
use of them he has annexed enjoyment. Pleasure, | of aj] the variety of soils between a hard 

pure and unalloyed, flows from their healthy and clay; and a light sand, will answer the pur- 
harmonious action; while pain, physical and men- pose for growing an orchard. It is neces- 
tal suffering, come from their abuse and the wrong sary that the soil should be rich enough to 
application we make of them. Herein is a great| raise any kind of produce, to insure success. 
truth which too long hasbeen overlooked and dis-| And if the farmer can appropriate no other 
regarded. Its strong and urgent appeals have fall- | than a wet soil, (which is decidely bad,) it 
en upon unlistening ears, and humanity has gone | would be best for him in the first place, to 
on sinning and suffering because of total disregard | cut a large ditch, and intersect the same with 
ofits counsels. The very pulpit has been closed| smaller ones, so that the ground may be 
against it, Ithasstood at the gates, at the en-| drained to the depth of two and a half feet, 
trance of the city, at the coming in at the door; but (the ditches may be blind or not, as he may 
its warnings have been despised, and its outstretched | chose, ) before planting his orchard. 
arm no man has regarded. What then should be Location.—This is another very impor- 
expected, when men, in an ignorance or an aban-| tant consideration. ‘To select ‘such a posi- 
donment of this truth,-seek for pleasure in bye and | tion as would effectually secure, and defend, i 
forbidden paths, and awaken to a sense of theit er- | the fruit tree from the north-east wind at the 
ror only when hope, and character, and manhéod | time of blossoming; should give the farmer’s 
have been wrecked, than that it should laugh atthe | earliest attention, in order to prevent the 
calamity, and mock when their fear cometh.—| blight which generally follows those winds. 
“Happy is the man who dindeth wisdom, and the | A warm sunny position, a little inclined to- 
man who getteth understanding. Length of days| Ward the south is thetmost prefferable. 

is inher right hand, and in her left hand riches and| | -Planting.—The utmost care is necessary 
honor. Her ways are waysof pleasantness, and all | in planting trees; and the farmer should be 
her paths are paths of peace.”” ; governed in this part of fruit culture, by the 

: Psat eae C aL TAT, nature of the soil, in which he intends to 
_ We consider March the best month for sow- plant them. In taking tees from the nur- 
ing grassseed. It should be done as soon as the sery, as much of the earth should be taken 
snow is off the ‘ground, though we have known| with them, as will naturally adhere to the 
clover seed tobe sown upon the snow while it was roots; that they may the more readily take 
thawing. Twelve pounds of clover seed, and one root in the soil to which they are destined. _ 
peck of herds grass, should be sown upon an acre. | ‘The ground for an orchard should be well } 
IFTo preserve eggs immerse them in a solu- | CUltivated, before the trees are put out. Let 

tion of gum Arabic, taking them out immediately, the trees then be set in rows each way, at 
and when dry pack them away in bran. Some | thé distance of about thirty feet apart. In 
apply oil tothe shell, and others again dip the eggs | Ziging the holes, care should be taken to 
in boiling water. We much prefer the first pro- | have them from two and a half to three feet 
cess, as byitthe airis entirely prevented from pass- | 2 diameter, according to the hardness or 
ing through the shell. loosness of the ‘soil; and from twelve to 
> _J eighteen inches in depth. Trees, when 

(Lime is good to prevent smut in wheat.— transplanted, should be set @ little deeper 
-} First put the grain in brine about blood warm, and|than when standing in the nursery; and let it-remain three or four hours; then take it| when the ground is loose, some rich sufarce 

out in baskets to drain, when it shduld be spread | soil should be thrown into the hole en which 
out and the lime applied, and the whole stirred un- | to place the tree, or if it be hard, it would 
til the wheat is dry. Fresh slacked limeis the best | be well to take some fine rich manure and 
for this purpose, ‘ mix it with some of the top soil for the same 
UPSoft Soap is an excellent remedy for the cake | PU™POSe- 

ina a so-Common With aoe that oe Should the roots become mutilated in re- 4 
just “come in.” It rarely fails on a single appli- | Moving the young tree from the nursery, 

cation. ‘ the planter would facilitate its growth, by re- 

: *
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‘3 ( moving the bruised parts with a sharp knife, |tWo sashes and the latter three. The frame 

i i before placing it again in the ground, Trees should be made of good sound boards, or 

af after planting should be properly staked, in |plank, firmly nailed or bolted together on 
| order to support them until they become {corner posts inside; the front should be dne 

i. firmly rooted, and to keep them in an up- foot high and the back about two, so as to 

ij right position while growing. In my next give a good slope towards the sun, and car- 

if number I will make some remarks on the |ry off the wet. The sash should be made 

Bi season for planting, cultivating, pruning, |Without any cross-bars, and the glass set so 
iF Hi, we. H. H. W. as lightly to oyerlap each other, in order to 

i ji Racine, Feb. 1849. . allow the rain to pass off freely. The sash } 

tC ae and frame should both have a good coat of 

s My From the Genesce Farmer. paint, and they. will last a number of years. ] 

+ Making Hot-Beds. When the bed is made, put on the frame, } 

a! ee and then put in about six inches of good fine 

by! The severity of winter is now mostly past, Jearth; put on the sash and let it-remain two 

i and spring is upon.us. ,The sun begins to |or three days for the heat to rise, when it 

Bi make his power felt, and will soon revive |will be ready for sowing. 

| fi, the vegetable world. The gardener will| Make the earth smooth and fine before 

aM soon resume his labors and direct his atten- |sowing; if cucumbers or melons are to be 

ath tion to the production of an early supply of |planted, raise slight hills for them under the { 

ai luxuries for the table. The first thing then |middle of each sash. The articles usually 

a, to be done, is to construct a hot-bed. If it |sown in hot-beds are cucumber, raddish, let- 

4 Rt i is desired to produce articles quite early, the |tuce and cress, for early use; and cauliflower, 

BS i bed should be made early in March, but for |broccoli, cabbage, eg plant, tomato, pepper, 

es 3 ordinary purposes the middle or latter part of celery, &c., to transplant. 

a the month will suffice. Every professed| Every farmer can make up asmall hot-bed 

a gardener he to make a hot bed, but |say four feet square, which may be covered 

i for the benefit of the inexperienced portion | with an old window sash. This would pro- 

Bs of our readers, we will give brief direc- |duce an abundant supply of early plants for 
i || tions: - the garden, by means of which many excel- 

Rit). Select a site for the bed, on dry ground, |lent vegetables may be obtained for the ta- 

Ee where it will be fully exposed to the sun, |ble, a month or two sooner than they could 

i but sheltered from the north and west winds. |be otherwise. 
+ ai Mark out the size of the bed, allowing 6 or| After a hot bed is sown, it should be care- 

Et 8 inches on all sides larger than the size of |fully watched in order to give the young 

ae! the frame. Then drive down a good strong | plants plenty of air, and see that they do not 

| stake at each corner, as high as you intend | get scorched by the sun or killed by the frost. 

a 16 build the bed; then take fresh stable ma- | 1t often happens that the heat in the bed will 

a nure in a good state of fermentation, and |be too strong at first, and in that case the 

ie), commence building the bed by mixing the |sash must be raised at the back, soas to let 

; manure thoroughly, and putting on succes- | the heat and steam escape. A mat should be 

Bet sive layers, beating it down with a fork,— placed over the opening to keep out the cold 

ee Observe to place it smoothly and firmly |wind. In sunny weather the sashes must be 

ey around the outside, so that it will not settle | raised considerably, and if very warm, the 

i unevenly from the weight of the frame.— |plants should be shaded during the middle 

1 ‘The height of manure requisite, will depend of theday. An hour of sunshine will often 

; 4 on the time at which the bed is formed, and | destroy a whole bed of plants, if the sashes 

i” the purpose for which it.is intended. If|are closed tight. They are much more fre- 

i made early in March, and intended for |quently destroyed by heat than by cold. In 

| growing cucumbers, &c., a good deal of frosty weather, mats or straw should be Iaid 

1 heat will be required for a month or two, |over the bed for protection, especially du- 

‘et |, and at least four feet high of manure will be |ring nights. Keep the bed moist by gentle 

aay, necessary ; but a bed made early in April, waterings. The water should stand severat 

i for the purpose of forwarding plants, for |hours in one corner of the bed, so as to be-. 

ee transplanting, will not require more than |come alittle warm; before being used. As 
. half that quantity. the weather becomes warmer, and the plants 

hh, The usual size of the frames is either 4 | increase in size, plenty of air must be ad- 

i feet by 8, or 4 by 12. The former size has | mitted. 
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PALMER’S PREMIUM GRAIN DRILL, OR SEED SOWER. is 

We invite the attention of our readers, to the | that drilled in produced thirty-one bushels per " 
+ ?} above engraving, of Palmer’s Premium Grain| acre. It was all put in the last days of Septem- #4 

) Drill, a drawing of which, was furnished us by R. | ber. Frepertck W. BrasTER. ie § A, Wxman, of this city, who has the right for their| 2reekport; Oct. 9, 1848. wag’ 
$ sale in Wisconsin and Illinois. ‘The great advan-|__ We, the away ae of oer of ee oa 
\ tages of the Drill culture, are thus given by Mr. W.: fatale eae goatee aoa cape ats ap 
{ The first and greatest advantage of which is, that | 9 indsilled in’ Pal D ‘lL “ae : 2 iS 3 +, | 25th, 1848, the grain drilled in by Palmer's Drill, § - in every instance where the drill has been used, it} 7 h hi 2 hich was sowed broad-cast in the aN 

has prevented the wheat from zrinter killine. with that w He a be : Tei : i i 2nd. The Drill isa great Labor saving Machine | S2me field and at the sametime.  Itis our opin- 3 
One hand and good teain being capable of putting | ion that the grain drilled in will produce one- ue ¢ in from ten to twenty acres per day according to} third more per acre, than that which was sown 4 
the size ofthe Machine. _ broadcast. The drill we believe to be also a 

8rd. Itis alsoa Seed saving Machine, all the grain great labor and seed saving machine, and one = 
being covered at a uniform depth. which will also prove durable. Si : 4th. It will give, as ot of the above advan- E. Warxins, S. Coox, G. Estes, ages, a great increase of crop, which has in almost 26. every case, been from 3 to 124 bushels per acre-_-| ©/4rksom, May 26, 1848. Assessors. ‘The above Machine has been used principally in Detavan, Feb, 27, 1849. Western N. ¥., where nineteen thousand acres| R.A. Wyman, Esq.—Dear Sir: In answer 
of wheat were planted during the past year. Ithas| to yours of the 15th inst., I would say; Palmer's also been used by a few farmers in Wisconsin, and | Grain Drill, I purchased of you last summer has 
a few in Minos.” The Drill is convenient, and! not yet been used by myself, but a brother of 
i ene we Beating almost all kinds of) mine had the use of it last fall, to put in a few grain, as well as wheat 4 = : 1 ‘ _ Itis also warranted to be made of first rate mate- ee fas tains gout oon rials, in a good workmanlike manner, and to be ca- i Eels h = sith lee ete 

pable with one hand and a good team, of sowing, | 20Y using it without any dif Jeulty;: wnatevert or planting from 10 to 20 acres per day, and of doing | A few weeks after the wheat was planted I. saw 
the work well where the ground is well prepared. | it. It was more evencn the ground than I had 

The above Drill may be had of Mr. Wyman, on | Vet seen a field of grain befére, and stood con- 
lication Raci . iy siderably thicker than I had ever seen-from the application, at Racine, Wis., on reasonable terms. same amount of seed ‘per acre. [amuak able} - 

Mr. W. informs us that it is his intention to in- 4, judge fs to the effect the use of this drill may 
troduce the Drill into most'of the counties in this have in preventing wheat from winter-killing, 4 
State and fllinois, the coming season. - for the field I speak of having been planted by 

The following letters, from creditable sources, | it; was newly broken dry prairie and would not 
furnish better testimony than any we can personal- | be subject to killing out if sown broad-coast and 
ly give—testimony based upon actual experiment. | Put in in the usual way. But this it will do Welecrs man’ then ts acayata without doubt. It will plant the seed a more 

ee rereal depth, and'distribute it more evenly, ma- Mr. Patmer—Dear Sir: I have harvested| tice o eon Be eset et ime cS fe harvested! king a much smaller quantity sufficient to seed _ ¢ my wheat and have ascertained the comparative the ground; and it can be-used without difficulty 
product of that planted with your drill, and that | at any time when the ground is in suitable con- which was sown broad-cast in the same field, | dition to receive the seed, regardless of winds, 
side by side, and at the same time. A strip of | which is nor a small advantage in this prairie 
land on each side of the drilled wheat produced country. Yours, &ee 
nineteen and one-fourth bushels per acre; while Ww. Hoxuysneap. _. 
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i f iN For the Wisconsin Farmer. papitace Timed oe it good grain land. 

: F t is well adapted for meadow purposes, most 

i i Soils and their Analysis—No. 3 grosece (ong timothy, ) dtelinee on such 

il aie “ground.” Our Peaty specimen gave the 

Hi: 4 Sa 5 Soe following, No. 1: - 
Hh? By dividing the several amounts obtained | Water of Absorption, 3,5 
tat (as the result of our qnalysis in the last num- | Humus, 4,5 

Be ber) by ten, we have the per cent—that is | Undecomposed vegetable fibres, 75,0 

ne the proportion in 100 parts, which is rather | Salts of lime, 0,0 

At; more comprehensive than the greater num-| Alumina, 7,0 
‘ i ber 1000,—Thus, Silicious sand, 10,0 q 

Be no. 4. : — | 

PH. Water of absorption, 12,5 * 100,0 

a Silicious and calcarious gravel, 5,0 This is a good peat, you perceive what a | 

a Humus, 11,0 | large proportion of the entire soil, is unde- 

Ae Salt of Lime, 15,0 | composed combustible matter. When thor- 

“) *} Alumina,. 10,0 | oughly dry it would burn well, and might be 

fie Silicious Sand, 4635 | used for fuel in the absence of wood and 

ie +—|coal. This will require thorough draining, ' 

ae 100,0 | lime,time, and exposure to the air,before any { ~ | 

i : From this analysis,—simple and rough— | crop of value can be raised on it, unless it be 

a very rough thought it be, we haye obtained | cranberries. A.small portion of such land 
bs the most satisfactory evidences of the fertili-| would be valuable as a manure, to enrich 

jee 2 tytof the soil; any one acquainted .with the | land deficient in organic matter. 

a principle ingredients in good soil, will pro-| — ‘The following is the result of our analysis 
a nounce this a most excellent combination of| of the sandy specimen, No. 2: 

Bt sand, clay and lime, with an abundance of} Water of absorption, . ‘ Z 3,5 , 

RA organic matter—a soil well adapted to the | Silicious gravel 12,0 

ci successful cultivation of wheat, oats, corn, | Silicious sand, 75,0 

| 3 potatoes, and in fact, it is well adapted to the | Humus, 3.0 
ak growing of almost every valuable crop;—it | Alumina, 4,0 

iH works free and light under the plough, and | Salts of Lime, 2,5 

ye will abundantly repay the husbandman for ts 

i all his toils—so says science, and experience 100,0 

My proves it to be correct, for this is no fancy This is our warm light sandy soil, near 

Bi soil, but an actual analysis of a sample taken | the lake; it works free and easy under the 
4 from’a remarkably productive wheat field, | plow or spade, either in wet.or dry weather. 

1 in Ohio—a field that had produced many |It would require but two or three crops 

‘a heavy crops, without any artificial manuring. | without manuring to exhaust this ‘thin land.’ (. 

: The following is the -result obtained by |It makes a good foundation for gardens— 

i subjecting the clayey specimen to like | With an extensive application of leached 

bi analysis: ashes, (one of the best manures for sandy 

my i no, 3. Jand,) stable-manure, and a muck,’ it 

+ Water of absorption, 11,5 | makes a fine soil for almost ay crop. 

i Homus, 5,0| I will add the analysis of a portion of soil, 

| Salts of Lime, .  3,5/ taken from the middle of a field, (belonging 

te Alumina, 42,0 | to Walter Cooley, three miles north of Ra- 

: Silicious Sand, 38,0 | cine,) which has produced. nine heavy crops 

i — | of corn, and one of oats in succession, with- 

i 100,0 | out either rest or manure. 

ie Here we have acoldheavy soil, that works | Water of absorption, 12,5 

if stiff, and clammy under, the plow—it|/Humus, 12,0 

" “bakes” if worked when wet, and becomes | Salts of lime, 6,3 

so excessively hard in a protracted “dry | Calcarious gravel, 4,0 

time” that it cannot be plowed. 1t might | Alumina, 20,2 

| j produce a pretty fair crop of wheat and oats Silicious sand, 45,0 

in a favorable season, but would require ex- ~_ 

(pensive sanding in addition to barn-yard 100,0 

Res
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This fine surface soil extends from one Eggs and Poultry. wa 
foot to eighteen inches deép. And is under- es 

laid at the depth of from four to eight feet} Among all nations, and throughout all p 
by a spongy limestone. In appearance, and | grades of society, eggs have been a favorite ey most essentials, it differs but little from our’ food, But in all our cities and particularly in Bf 
analysis No.4. Here is sand, lime, clay,} winter, they are held at such prices that few Be 
and organic matter finely blended; compos- | families can aford to use them at all; and yea 
ing asoil capable of resisting for a considera: | eyen those who are in easy circumstances, ae. S, 
ble time, a destructive system of agriculture. | consider them too expensive for common ‘ 
When will farmers learn it to be for their food. | 
interest, to keep good land good, and make} ‘There is no need of ‘this. Every family 4 
poor land better; instead of making good] or nearly every family can with very little j 
land poor and poor land worthless—it is quite trouble, have eggs in plenty during the whole ; 
as absurd, and economical, to exhaust land year ; and. ofall animals domesticated for 
by continual cropping, and withholding | the use of man, the common dunghill fowlis 
nourishment until the land can no longer capable of yielding the greatest possible : 
produce a crop without it, before we resort profit to the owner. . : 
to manuring, as it would be to starve a fat} In the montn of November, I put apart 11 3 
animal until it become poor before we supply | hens and a cock,gave them asmall chamberin : it with proper food. y a wood-house, defended from storms, and Sane to ates a oe my desire to with an opening to the south. Their food, 5 
be brief, I have perhaps, cenitied many Eee wa Ane | water and lime were placed on shelves con- 

ian, ae on application. venient for them, with warm nests and chalk 
Pre een etree nest-eggs in plenty. These hens continued ) 

‘ ae, to lay ee the winter. From a 
= er | eleven hens | received an average of six ' 
———SS eggs daily during the winter; and whenever : 

= = any of them was disposed to set, viz. as soon ; 
——— = as she began to cluck, she was separated 3 

Earty Peas.—lIf you wish to raise early'| from the others by a grated partition, and ‘ 
peas, start them under cover about three{her apartment darkened; these cluckers 
weeks earlier than it is possible to do out of| Were Well attended and well fed; they could }_ 
doors. Take boards six or eight inches|see and partially associate through their ‘ 
wide and nail end pieces to them so as to} grates with the other fowls, and soon as any 
form a common trough as represented in the | one of these prisoners began to sing, she was 
above engraving, which fill with good earth | liberated, and would very soon lay eggs.— 
and sow it with a rowof peas. The troughs| It is a pleasant recreation to feed and tend 
may be made any length to suit convenience. | # bevy of laying hehs ; they may be tamed 

+} Place the-troughs in a green house, or any | 80 as to follow the children, and will lay in 
other place where they will receive the sun | any box. inane ‘ 4 
and not be exposed to the severe weather.| Egg shells contain lime, and in the win- 4 A temporary hot bed may be made by'|ter, when the earth is bound with frost or 
stretching cotton cloth on frames, instead of | covered with snow, if lime is not provided 
glass for the lights. After the cloth is put|for them, they will not lay, or, if they do, 
on the frame, it should be made transparent, | the eggs must be of necessity without shells. for which purpose, take three pints of boiled Old rubbish lime, from old chimneys and old 
linseed oil, four ounces white rosin and one | buildings, is proper, and only needs to be 
ounce of sugar of lead; heat the oil and ros-| broken for them. - They will often attempt : 
in to make them mix,, then add the sugar of | to swallow pieces of lime plaster as large. as 
lead, after grinding it in a little of the oj]. | walnuts. <t 5 
Apply the composition to the cloth with a| I have often heard it said that wheat is the 
brush. When the weather becomes mild|best grain for them, but I doubt. it; they 
and warm, dig a trench large enough to| Will sing over Indian corn with more anima- 
take in the trough, fill the earth up to the | tion than over any other grain, The sing: 
side of the box, knock out the ends and then | ing hens will certainly lay °65 if she find 

<) draw out the sides, pressing up the earth at all things agreeable to her ; the hen is ¢ 
ak the same time, to fill the space made by the | much a prude, as watchful as a weasel, and 4 
removal of the boards. as fastidious a hypocrite ; she must, she will(¥ Bam 
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3), have secrecy about her nest; all eyes ‘| American Crops—Great Value of Fodder. 
i her own must be averted ; follow her or nnn 

; watch her, and she will forsake her nest ; (Correspondence of the Baltimore Sun.) 

a and stop laying ; she is best pleased with a). Wasnrneron, Feb. 13, 1849. 
r box covered at the top, with a backside aper- & 

; ( ture for light, and a side door by which a The Patent Office Report, one of the most 
ht § can escape unseen. valuable reports submitted annually to Con- ; 

Ki ‘A farmer may, keep an hundred fowls = gress is now ready ; ‘The different crops in 

ie his barn, may suffer them to trample upon es States during the last year, were 

: and destroy his mows of wheat and other : 

GF ¢ grains 4 still have fewer eggs than.the =wW heat, 126,364,600 bushels; barley, 6,- 

4 cottager who keeps asingle dozen, who 222,050 do; oats, 185,500,000 do; rye, 

i provides secret nests, chalk eggs, pounded 32,951,200 do; buckwheat, 12,583,000 do ; 

p brick, plenty of Indian corn, lime, water Indian corn, 588,150,000 do ; potatoes, 114,- }. 

and gravel, for them; and who ‘takes care 475,000 do; hay, 15,735,000 tons ; hemp, é 

\ that his hens are: not disturbed about their 20,330 do; tobacco, $18,999,000 pounds, 

i _ (nests. ‘Three chalk eggs in a nest are bet- cotton, 1,066,000,000 do; rice, 119,199,- }- 

) * ( terthana single nest egg, and large eggs| 900 do ; sugar, 200,000,000 do. 
; please them ; | have often smiled to see them| You will observe that the sugar crop (of* 

fondle round and lay ina nest of geese eggs. Louisiana alone) falls below its annual ave- ! 

af Pullets will'commence laying earlier in life| rage. The amount of. maple sugar produc- 

} where nests and eggs are plenty, and where ed in different States is not given, from the 

other hens are cackling around them. extreme difficulty of obtaining correct and 

| : A dozen dunghill fowls, shut up away reliable information. 

f \ from other means of obtaining food, will! An item which has created some contro- 

oh { require something more than a quart of In-| versy is that of fodder, the value of which, 

{ dian corn a day ; I think ‘fifteen bushels a| per annum, was stated by Mr. Burk to reach 
yeara fair provision for them. But more! the sum of $80,000,600.. This sum, it ap- 

S § or Jess, let them have enough by them ; and pears from the testimony of practical and 

; ; after they have been habituated to find| scientific men, presidents of agricultural so- 
enough at all times a plenty in their little | cieties, falls rather below than exceeds the 

i manger, they take but a few kernels ata) true amount. The estimate may be madeas 

i time, except Just before retiring to roost, follows : 

ty when they will take nearly a spoonfull into} 4 ton of corn fodder to 25 bushels of corn 

if their crops ; but justso sure as provision} valued at from 2 to 3 and $5. The propor- 
4 {comes to them scanted or irregularly, $0) tion of straw to grain (wheat, rye and oats) 
‘ surely they will raven up a whole crop full] js 1 ton to 20, (some say to 15) bushels, 

: at a time, and will stop laying. valued also from 2 to°$5 a ton. Now, 588,- 

‘ Tur Vatur or our Marsn Lanv.—The| 150,000 bushels of Indian corn (as above) $ 

\4 editor of the Watertown Chronicle makes| would yield 23,126,000 tons of corn fodder, 

{ some sensible remarks on the value of the which at $2 per ton, would be worth $46, 

ee marsh, alias swale lands of this State. They | 250,000. 363,576,150 bushels of other 

are invaluable meadows, and therefore ad- grain producing straw, yielding at the low- 

: ‘ mirable resources for stock, He observes: | est estimate 18,178,807 tons of straw, which 

H A “As it is, we will venture the remark, that) at $2 per ton, is worth $36,357,000—mak- 

| ¢ for the same number of acres of cultivated] ing a total of $82,607,000. Not counting 

| land, no grain-growing State in the Union| the chaff of barley, peas, beans, and a varie- 

can boast a larger number of cattle and hor-| ty of other matter, which is valuable as ma- 

i ses than Wisconsin. According to the sta-| nure and in other respects, making the whole 

tistics of Fairfield, Dodge county, for 1847, residium of crops, as Mr. Burke calls it, cer-* 

the number of horses and cattle then in that tainly worth, on an average, the sum of 

town was 1,119, and of cultivated land 3,200 100,000,000. : 

acres. This gives.a fraction over one ani- <a aaa alee 

; mal to every ee acres of cultivated land. (How many are practically, in the matter o 

We have no data of the kind from any oth- Se ee ae ; 
er town in the State, but are confident, that i ‘. ade 

if they could be had, they would sustain_us Now thick;new this, 
» Win the remark we have hazarded.”—[ Wis. If they grows or die,” 

———wn r ™
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From the Boston Cultivator. [serve toretain the ammonia. It has been 

Third Agricultural Meeting at the State {ascertained in Liebig’s Laboratory, that there 
House, Jan. 30. are from six to eight thousand pounds of 

5 te Pe ammonia in an acre of soil 12 inches deep; 

2 "The President opened the discussion by |thisis brought tothe earth in every rain 
$ remarking, that charcoal, which he spoke of | and snow, and some of it rises again into the 
} the last evening, ‘was not of itself a manure, | atmosphere. ii 

2 but a fixer, or retainer of the ammonia gen- Mr. Bartlett enquired if this was annually 

‘ erated in the composed heap; clay had a|brought down by the rains? Mr. T. replied 
( similar effect. Ammonia also falls in the | that it originally was; but it was fixed in the 
‘ rain and the snow; this is absorbed by the | Soil by clay, charcoal, decaying vegetable 
\ charcoal, and is kept for the useof the grow-| matter, &c.; that it descends in rainy weath- 
; ing plants, as the charcoal will yield it up to |" and rises in fair. 
5 the roots of the plants as needed. He gave : ee 

‘2 some account of the successful application] Manure ror Garpens.—We have tried 
‘ of charcoal to land sown with wheat, in |a variety of kinds of manure fora garden, 
} Western New York; where fifty bushels of| and these kinds in a variety of forms, and as 
; pulverised coal spread per acre, the yield far as our experience warrants an assertion 
) was, on several large fields, 25 bushels of|in favor of any particular kind, we must give 

; wheat per acre; where none was used on a decided preference to swamp mud, or muck. 
_ } similar lands, the yield was only from 3 to 5 | One argument in its favor is, that it seldom 

} per acre.( produces weeds. Another, that it contains 
§ The other evening, Mr. Buckminster, of |so much vegetable matter in a decomposable 

_ (the Ploughman, doubted the statement that |state that it is easily brought to operate as the 
) he made, in which it was said, Mr. Pell | food of plants. It also, from the slowness of 
{ raised eighty bushels of wheat per acre, as|its decay, continues its effects Jonger than 

26 was the average crop in England. Mr.|most other manures. Its cheapfie$s also 

‘\ Colman states, in his travels in England, that | commends it, for all it costs is the mere get- 

: 664 to 70 and even 80 bushels of wheat per | ting it from the pond hole, which will be 
‘ acre have been raised, and in one instance, | sure to fill its treasury before »a new draft is 
¢ 91 bushels per acre. . necessary. In order to have it prime, it 

‘Hon. B:V. French, of Braintree, remarked | should be placed in a pile for a few days, and 

; that he would give his views, and the result | ashes or lime mixed with it; and subjected to 
of his observations of farming. XThorough | workings until the lumps are all reduced, 

$ working and hoeing the ground, is a. partial | andthe two simples thoroughly compounded, }, 

} substitute for manure, as has been proved in | It may then be put, half a shovel full will 

: the raising of carrots, by sowing one plot of |answer, in the hill for melons, cucumbers 
} ground manured, another without, the last, |and squash. For radishes and the like, we 

2 hued every day, in which the cfop was as | use it for top dressing. 

$ good. But which cost the most, the manure, PaaS renner reer ee eure eer eeens 
2 or ‘the extra hoeing? that is a question that EmpLoyment.—Assure yourself that em- 9° 
’ has not been aiswered. Plaster of Paris |Ployment is one of the best remedies for the 4 

does no good on land so near the sea-shore, disappointments of life. Let even your SS 
.} where cattle require no salt, I have an |lamities have the liberal effect of occupying 

abundance of muck or peat; cut-it up in the | You in some active virtue, so shall you ina 
winter when frozen, and draw it on to up-| manner remember others till you forget 
land; and after being acted on by the -frost, yourself.—Pratt. 
&c., it becomes light, and makes a-good ab-| It is a false and indolent hurnility, which 
sorbant for the drainings of my manure, the | makes people sit down and do nothing, be- 

} urine, &c. Of itselfy or applied alone, it | cause they will not believe that they are ca- 
\ is worthless, except for raising sorrel, but | pable of doing much, for everybody can do 
{ put in the hog and barn-yards, barn, cellar, |something. Every body can set a good ex- 
{ &e,, and by being mixed and shovelled | ample, be it to many or to few; everybody can 

over, it makes a large quantity of first rate|in some degree, encourage virtue and re- 
manure. ligion, and discountenance vice and folly; 

Mr. Teschemacher remarked, all yegeta- | everybody has some one whom they can ad- 
ble matters in the compost heap become car- | vise and instruct, or in some way help to 
bohized, or of the nature of charcoal, and | guide through life.—Miss Talbot.
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aN Paular Merino Buck, “ Wisconsin Hero,” owned by C. M. Goonsetx, Geneva, Wis. i Se ne TE Es . This Buck was bred by Erastus Robinson, ) be modified, and instead of raising, almost exclu- 1 ei Esq., of Shoreham, Vt., he was sired by the | sively wheat, year after year, our land should be i 4 «“ Vermont Hero,” which was ‘own brother to | seeded to grass, and our farms stocked with sheep d nat Mr. Jewett’s famous buck, Fortune, who was | or cattle, to a limited extent, at least. It isan Bes sired by Consul, a buck of great value, raised by | admitted fact, that continual cropping will ina a a the Hon. William Jervis. Mr. Robinson’s ewes | few years impoverish the best of soils; while a (one of the finest of which brought the Wiscon- | grazing continually enriches them; and there is i sin Hero) were descended from the flock formerly | but little doubt that a given quantity of ground i imported by Andrew Cock and purchased from | will, in the course of ten or fifteen years, yield i it him by the late Hon. Charles Rich, Mr. Robin- | more bushels of wheat, if it be down to grass one ‘ i son having purchased one half the flock after | half the time, with a flock of sheep to feed it, i" the death of Judge Rich. Wisconsin Herois a | than it would year after year, through the whole : 4 large bodied, short legged sheep, carrying a very | period, to wheat. Beside the land would be af heavy fleece, of good quality. Having yielded | twice as valuable at the’end of the term, in the at his first shearing seven pounds nine ounces, } former, than in the latter case. Another reason 
by &) at the second, nine pounds fourteen ounces, and | why we should not depend so entirely on our 
i. at the third, eleven pounds and eight ounces, | wheat crop, is, that if a general failure of the f and, from present appearances, his fourth will | crop ensues, it causes very great pecuniary dis- Hi yield to exceed twelve pounds. tress; whereas, if a few hundred pounds of wool, ug Dene a eee butter or cheese were produced on every fi Gexeva, Wis., Feb. 28, 1849, we should not be left a without an 4 i Mr. Miter—Dear Sir: In fulfilment of my | The miseries of poor Ireland in consequence of i promise, when last at Racine, tliat I would furn-| the loss of her one crof, (the potato) should i ish some matter for the forthcoming No, of the | teach us never to depend, exclusively, ‘upon any  $ “Wisconsin Farmer,” on the Subject of wool | one crop, either for sale or consumption. Ihave lp wing, I commence by calling the attention | found it quite convenient to have for sale a few 4 of your readers to the importance of pursuing a| hundred pounds of wool just before harvest; hay- 4 more general, or mixed system of husbandry, | ing thus been enabled to meet the expenses of )) & than is generally done in Wisconsin. There harvesting and fall seeding, without , being / - are many reasons why the present system should | obliged to suspend my fall work to thrash ‘ 
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7 wheat for that purpose. It is objected{ths identical animals to which we allude, and a 

by some, that they cannot afford to raise wool at | took from them samples of wool, which we can 
; the present low prices, which I admit may be | show.” . 

the case with the flocks of sheep generally kept | Here the editor proceeds to notice several 
in Wisconsin, but I have proof in my own ex- | flocks which came under his special notice, two 
perience, that these flocks can be so improved, | or three of which I will transcribe for the benefit 

¢ in the course of two or three years, as to pay | of your readers: j 
( well. “Mr. John T. Rich’s fiock consists mostly of 
i Since I commenced the use of a full blood | the merino stock, ‘purchased by his father, the 
( paular merino buck my flock have increased their | late Hon. Charles Rich, of Andrew Cock, late of 
) yield of wool from three and one-fourth to four |Flushing, Long-Island. They have short legs, 

and one-fourth pounds per fleece, with an advance | compact bodies, and heavy fleeces, though not 
of from twenty to twenty-five per cent. in quali- | as fine in staple as some merinos. Ofa lot of 
ty, and I have good reason to believe, the in-]one hundred and forty-seven ewes which Mr. 

crease in quantity, by judicious breeding, can be | Rich sheared last year, one hundred and five 
brought up to over five pounds per fleece from gave a fraction over five pounds per head, on the 
the whole flock, within the next three years. I average. Mr. Rich has forthe last two seasons { 
have already, the past season, cut over five} been breeding from’a buck, bred by the Hon. 
pounds each from thirty ewes, ten only of which| Wm. Jervis. This buck called Consul, now 
were of the full blooc paular, and the balance, | owned by Mr. Rich, is the sire of Mr. Jewett’s 
half blood. As further proof of the quantity of | famous buck Fortune and the Vermont Hero. 3 
woo] that may be produced from well-bred flocks | Consul is a buck of great value—is ten years old, | 
of merino sheep, I send you a few facts given by | yet sheared last year ten pounds of washed wool 
the editor of the Albany Cultivator, as having | of excellent quality for merino. Old ashes, his 
fallen under his own observation, while on a | fleece is well set, and we presume willhot this 
tour through the State of Vermont, in the month year fall much, if any, short of its former | 
of May, A. D. 1845, and published in the July weight.” 
No. of his paper for that year. He says— “Mr. S. W. Jewett’s flock consists of des- 

“Every one who passes through this section, | cendants from the imported Merinos of Messrs. 
and observes the various flocks he chances to meet, Humphry, Jervis, D’Wolf, Cuff and Cock, with 
will see that their average size is considerably | some purchased of William Davies, Esq., of 
greater than that of merinos commonly met with Poughkeepsie. The buck, Fortune, was the 
in other sections, The fleece, especially of the | produce of the Cock stock, by the buck of Mr. 
larger class of sheep, and those which, having | Jervis’ breeding before mentioned. He is a 
been bred here for some time have become fully large bodied, short legged sheep, carrying an 
acclimated, has lost some of its original fineness; | enormous fleece of about medium quality. His 
but the capacity to bear a larger quantity has | average fleece has been eleven and an halt 
been evidently increased, accompanied by im-| pounds. The lambs of his get, are large and 

.) proved hardiness and vigor of constitution, a | well formed.” 
thicker skin, and an adaptedness to the climate] «We happened to call at Mr. A. L. Bing- 
which leaves nothing in this respect to be de-| ham’s farm in his absence, and consequently had “ sired. The increase in the weight of fleece has notthe opportunity of seeing his buck, called 
been in some cases in a greater ratio than the Vermont Hero, which is own brother to Fortune. 
increase in the weight of the carcass, the Wool | tye js represented as being a remarkable animal 
being both longer in staple and more thickly set | sng we regretted not being able to find him.” 
upon the body. Numerous cases: were made} J now close this communication, wishing you 
known to us by honorable and veracious men, a long and profitable acquaintance with our ag- 

of breeding ewes (Merinos) rearing lambs every | ricultural brethren of the State, through the 
year, having for several successive seasons yiel- columns of the “ Wisconsin Farmer.” 
ded from five and a half, to six pounds of well Yours, respectfully, - ‘ 
washed wool per fleece; and of bucks yielding C.M. GOODSELL. @ 
from ten to twelve, and in one or two instances, Se ee 2 thirteen pounds. In most cases we examined| To please all, mind your own business, Nh 

SS
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aie Ponx as Foov.—The flesh of swine is| Hams offered at the Show, which took the 

t! @ very questionable article of diet. It has| Second Premium.—To 1000 weight of ham 
i been a very general opinion of medical men, | apply the following mixture, well rubbed on. 
iT that their flesh is apt to produce scrofula. | Five-eights of a. bushel of fine salt, four 
ie! There is, generally, some foundation for old | pounds of salpetre, two tea-cupsful of red ; maxims, and it is well known, that scrofula | pepper, half a gallon of molasses, one gallon 
ha takes its name from the Latin word which|hickory ashes. Let the hams be packed 
4), } Means a swine. Many diseases have, un-| away for five weekswith the rinds down. 
ths questionably, been produced by what iscall-] Then smoke for three or four weeks with nie ed “ measled pork.” Somebody has to eat | green hickory wood and tobacco stalks, (in j i this pork. Rarely is the carcass of a measl- | which there is acertain quantiyy of saltpetre, ) | 
ath ed hog destroyed. In a warm climate the|and as soon as sufficiently smoked, cover i 

i grease of the hog cannot be tolerated as an | them with pepper and ashes, (well mixed,) ! Mie article of diet. and sew them up in bags to protect them Os In a former number of the Boston Med-| from the flies. ; | a ical and Surgical Journal, we find the fol-| After all, much depends on the age of the 
: ee remarks which are well worthy of | hog, his rearing and education! For this, 
ee consideration : : the genuine democratic school of the “larg- 

/ .{ “The food of hogs is of the most loath-| gest liberty” is’ admitted to be the best; 
: some description. Their nourishment is| roaming where he listeth, and not put under 

oi drawn sometimes from wholesome materials, | inconvenient restraint, until he arrives at 
al but frequently from’ offal, poultices, and | years of sufficient discretion and experience 
Fs filth of every kind. Those who advocate | to hear'a falling apple or smell a chestnut or 

fe the necessity of hogs acting as scavengers |an acorn, a quarter ofamile off. He should : of the city, do not consider that they may | weigh from 140 to 160 pounds. The ham he be recommending the rehashings of garbage | that took the second premium on there 
Py, for theirjown stomachs.” need be none better this side of Westphalia, 
if! It is said that “one great object of the unless it be the pea-fed ham of North Caro- 
i Puritans coming to New England, was to||lina,) weighed, we should guess, about 13 } 
Ei establish a religious commonwealth as near-| pounds; and the hog, therefore, probably, 

tit ly upon the model of that of the Jews, as} about 200. The hams ofa hog, when cut | 1 the difference of circumstances would ad-} Up for the tup, weigh about one-third of the j ie mit.” To say nothing ‘of other inovations | whole, and they loose about one-third in cu- 
: among the descendants of the settlers, for-|ring- Thus a hog weighing 200 will give 
i , bidden food is presented at almost every {| two hams of 20 pounds each, which will cure 

i meal. Pork with beans, pork in gravy, | down to about 13 pounds. : 
LW pork with chickens, and, it is said, though I es ror 1848.—The Patent Office Re. 
i > a pulove a pork with molasses.— port for the year 1848 gives the following 
i fournal of Health, estimate of the crops raised in the United 
Ine : States, during the last season: H Mr. Horsey’s (the Prize) Ham was cured Wheat, . bushels, 126,364,600 14 by the following receipe.—For twelve hams Barley, °°" « 6,222,850 

, of common size, take 8 lbs. brown sugar, | Oats, s “ 195,500,000 ; y 500, _ § halfa pound of erystalized saltpetre, and 5 Rye “ 32,951,200 
/) ¢ pounds fine Liverpool salt; rub well with the Buckwheat, « 12,583,000 
( } mixture, and let them be a week in the cask| Indian Corn “« 588,150,000 
7 ( with the skins down, then make a brine Pottinss = « 114,475,000 
ij } strong enough to bear an egg, and add two Hay, t tons, 15,745,000 

' § or three qurats of lye from hickory ashes, Hert, “ Saale 
_ Q refined by boiling and skimming, cover the Tobacco, . pounds, 318,909,000 
. § hams with a brine and keep them down with Cotton. “ 1,066,000,000 $ . a weight, and let them remain in it three or Rice. * Pp 1 19,199,500 

four weeks; then hand them up in a smoke- Siren “ 200,000,000 house, and after 24 hours, smoke with hicko- mei sais SG ar Be 
wood unti i i ‘o preserve fruit trees from the ra of 

: 3 wen mel ie yen gothyeae _— the fly, &e., oil well the bodies of the tzoata and i reps J mony "AY hang about them large necked vials filled with before being boiled. sweetened water. This should be done as soon as : Thomas Duckett’s Mode of curing the | the Spring opens.
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White and Brown Bread. dispose of it eccordingly; atonce defraud- 
: ing the purchaser, and tampering with his 

Several years ago, we threw out the sur-| health. Among the matters removed by the 

{ mise that the separation of the white ,from | miller are the large saline substances, which 
( the brown parts of wheat grain was likely to | ate indispensable to the growth of the bones 
{ be baneful to health. We proceeded upon | and teeth, and are required, although ina 
, theoretical grounds, believing Providence degree, for daily repair, Brown bread 

) must have contemplated our using the entire | should, therefore, be givento nurses, and to 
{ grain, and not a portion only, selected by|the young or the growing, and should be 
¢ means of a nicely arranged machinery. 1t| preferred by all, of whatever age, whose 
¢ struck us forcibly, that to go on, for a long | bones show a tendency to bend, or who have 

; course of years thus using a kind of food|weak teeth. It is believed that brown bread 
; different from what nature designed, could } will generally be found the best by all per- 
{ not fail to be attended with bad consequen- | sons having Riccish bowels and stomachs ° 

ces. We have since learned that our views | equal to the digestion of the bran. But with 
| have some recognized support in science.— | some it will disagree; for it is too exciting 
; The following paragraph from a recent | to irritable bowels, and is dissolved with diffi- 
‘ pamphlet ‘will at once serve to keep the|culty insome stomachs. When this hap- 
\ subject alive in the minds of our readers, and | pens, the bran should be removed, either 
) explain the actual grounds on which the sep-| wholly or in part; and by such means the 
‘ aration of flour is detrimental: bread may be adapted with the greatest ease, 
(“The general belief,” says the writer, ‘‘is, | to all habits and all constitutions.” 
| that bread made with the finest flour is the Mr. Smith, in his late remarkable work on 

¢ best, and that whiteness is the proof of its| Fruits and Farinacea as the food of man, 
| ‘ quality; but both these opinions are popular | gives some illustrations of this doctrine — 

\ errors. ‘The whiteness may be, and gene- | “Bulk,” he says, “is nearly as’ necessary to 
; rally is, communicated by alum, to the inju-/ the articles of diet as the nutricient princi- 

S ry of the consumer; and it is known by | ple. They should be so managed that one 
: men of science that the bread of unrefined| will be in proportion to the other. Too 
} flour will sustain life, while that made with | highly nutritive diet is probably as fatal to 
 therefined will not. Keep aman on brown | the prolongation of life and health, as that 
{ bread and water, and he will live and en-|which contains an insufficient quantity of 
{ joy good health; give him white bread and/ nourishment. It is a matter of common re- 
water only, and he will gradually sickenand| mark among old whalemen, that, during 
die. The meal of which the first is made | their long voyages, the coarser their bread 

) contains all the ingredients necessary to the | the better their health. ‘1 have followed the 
5 composition of nourishment of the various | seas for thirty-five years,’ said an intelligent 
structure composing our bodies. Some of|sea captain to Mr. Graham, ‘and I have been 
these ingredients are removed by the miller | in almost every part of the globe; and have 

. in his efforts to please the public; so that | always found that the coarsest pilot-bread, 
fine flour, instead of*being better than the| which contains a considerable portion of } - 
meal is the least nourishing; and to make | bran, is decidedly the healthiest for my men.” 
the case worse, it is also the most difficult of] ‘Iam conyinced, from my experience,’ says 

{ digestion. The loss is, therefore, in all re-| another captain, ‘that bread made of the un- } ~ 
{ spects a waste; and it seems desirable that} bolted wheat meal is far more wholesome 

the admirers of white bread (but especially | than that made of the best superfine flour 
the poor) should be made acquainted with|—the latter always tending to produce }” 
these truths, and brought to inquire whether | constipation.’ _ Captain Dexter, of the ship 
they do not purchase at too dear a rate the’ Isis, belonging to Providence, arrived from 
privilege of indulging in the use of it. {§pe| China in Raeaise 1844. He has been 
unwise preference given so universally to|aboutone hundred and ninety days on the 
white bread, led to the pernicious practice of | passage. The sea-bread, which constituted 
mixing alum with the flour, and this again | the principle article of food for hismen, was 
to all sorts of adulterations and impositions; | made of the best superfine flour. He had not }: 
for it enabled bakers, who were so disposed, | been long at sea before his men began to 
by adding’ more and more alum, to make | complain of languor, loss of appetite and de- 
bread made from flour of an inferior grain, |bility. The difficulties continued to in- 
look like the best and most costly, and to| crease during the whole voyage; and several 
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Hg of the hands died on the passage of debility {in the West. ‘Dhey equal, if not surpass the old 
a and inanition. The ship was obliged to come | in their large appropriations for school and educa- : to an anchor about thirty miles below Provi-| tional purposes, And it is a proud thought that 4 dence; and such was the debility of themen | our own rapidly advancing State, fe not a whit be- 
ie 6n board, that they were not able to get the | hind the rest in the liberality of its provision, and i ship under weigh again, and the owners| the generosity ofits aid, for the advancement ofthe i i were under the nécessity ofgending men | cause of education. With awise and prudent fore- Le down from Providence to. work’ her up.—| sight, it has thus laid the foundation for its future Bi When she arrived, the owners asked Capt. Prosperity amd glory. What species of improve- } aa Dexter what was the cause of the si¢kness of | ment ean compare with this first great work which | | i ¢ his men. He replied, ‘the bread was too | has been so earnestly taken in hand? Canals and 24 good.” 

railroads, and other similar works, are indeed of tt ———————————————————— = | great importance, but these things haye a principal bt EDUC ATIONAL. reference to the physical wants of men. But phys- 
Aik $$ Ss cal wants are of minor importance, compared with ng Education.—No, 3. theintellectual and moral elevation of the human : % ese mind, Republican States, in a particular manner, 
Pa You have alllearned that there was once a man | ™ust depend upon this intellectual and moral ele- 
: i : ealled Benjamin Franklin—his name is familiar to | Vation for their highest prosperity. 
ie you all—as a Statesman and Philosopher, he fills| And yet, after the most abundant public provis- ab no mean space in the annals of our country and of | ion has been made for the support of Schools, and li the Race, This man wasonce a printer’s boy, | the State has been enriched by the most liberal en- | ; humble and unknown; and had he not lived in a|dowment in aid of this object, there are pressing 
ii land where knowledge is as free as the sunlight | duties to be discharged beyond, and farther legisla- 
i from heaven, or as the air we breathe, the aspira- | tive aid to be sought, whereby the full benefit and 
" tions of his great soul had been quenched, and he | service of such provision and endowment may be 4 never been known save as honest Ben Franklin the | obtained. It is not always that the cause of edu- h printer. There, too, was David Rittenhouse, the | cation advances in a State in Proportion to the abun- 

gs successor of Franklin as President of the Ameri- | dance of its resources; and only does it, when in 
; i can Philosophical Society, once the son of a plain | proportion to the munificence of a public provision, 
ay farmer, and afterward one of the first practical as- | the system of education is improved and perfected, | 
, tronomers of his time. There again was Roger | and itsstandard raised. While, therefore, it is im- i Sherman, who at the age of twenty three, with his | portant that adequate funds should be provided for i 
i : awl and bristle, was seated on a shoemaker’s bench; | the support of schools, it is still more important that f 
i and whorose from this occupation to an enviable | due care should be taken that these funds be em- rh eminence in legal and political attainments, and ployed in a prudent, wise, and efficient manner.— i came to occupy a prominent position in the Coun- | Not only should competent teachers be raised up af cils of our country, at the trying period of the Rey- | and employed, but all the preparations for instruc- fig olution, These men were indebted to Common | tion should be on an extended scale, Very much 

; Schools for the beginnings of their fame, for the | depends upon this; and it is to little purpose that 
i first developements of their great souls, for the en- | money is appropriated, or any amount of means 
i kindling of the divine spark of genius within them, | émployed, if the system through which such agency 
4 through which they rose up out of obscurity, and | and means are to be applied and rendered opera- 

" wrought outfor themselves a name that shall live | tive in the cause of education, is a weak, injudi- 
1B when the marble at their graves shall have crum- | cious, and imperfect one. There is required a sys- 
} bled to dust. tem as liberal as the provision is munificent, thro’ 
i “In the free Government of the United States, | Which every appropriation of means may be rendered 

i. every man is, to a great extent, the artificer of his —: efficient. Much on this subject remains 
i own fortune and fame, Common Schools are the | t@@e done every where; and availing themsélves 

4 means by which native genius is to be, in the first | of the Legislative aid, there is pressing need that | instance, taught to put forth its strength, and by | the most gifted minds of the country should com- 
which it is to be raised from its obscurity.” bine their strength to bring the schools of the na- How important, therefore, that Legislative aid be | tion, of every grade, and particularly the common . extended, and the most liberal provisions be made, | schools, to answer the high purpose of their insti- 
for the establishment and maintainance of common | tution. 7 
schools. In many of the States this has been done.| We have said that competent teachers should be 
Especially is this true with regard to the new States | raised up and employed. We too often are con-
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tent with ‘“‘skulls that cannot teach and will not | whit behind the eldest of them all. It will keep ‘g 

learn.”? We forget that there is scarcely a more | pace with them inthe match of all improvements 
responsible office than that of the teacher, and that | while earnest effort shall avail, and will be found 4 

{ wo greatly err, when we call men to fill it who are | contributing largely to the mental and moral illu- F 
 ingompetent to the discharge of its high duties. _| mination of the world. Then shall she wear as. ; 

«What is the Teacher’s task? It is to plant bright acrown, and bear as prominent a part in the es 
The seeds of virtue in young hearts; rejoicings of ‘the good time coming.” 4 
To smooth the path that childhood’s feet must | se aye 

tread, Ny ia ‘ 
When toiling up the hill where Sciente dwells. FENCING LANDS. 
O, it is not enough to lead the child, a eee 
Day after day the same dull routine. thro’, OL The following letter from Dr. Haskett, of 

. That makes each glad young heart dislike the | Rockford, Ill., has been kindly furnished us for 
school, publication. The subject treated of, is one of im- f : . en z 

Cee ee ite eae ee ee portanc® to farmers in allthis western country; and é 
- The Teacher’s hand should strew the steep with | 2@ few years, at the farthest, they will be obliged a 

flowers, generally to resort to the cultivation of living fences, ; 
His quiet voice should cheer the rugged way, _| Tt would be better to begin early—to begin now—$ | 

His — smile should make the task seem) u,.4 when the present fences have decayed, per-. i 
His daily walk a bright example be.” manent, ever-endaring ones shall take their places. 

How important and necessary, then, that suita-|D* H. is a practical agriculturist, and spesking : 
ble provision be made for raising up a supply of | 4° 78 WR Cxperionce, cai cae eheeie i 
competent teachers of common schools. ‘The es- | 2°°™°4 conclusive in favor of the Buckthorn. It 3 

tablishment of Normal schools, designed expressly | '* 8teatly to be doubted whether the Bodark (we 
fon pucparngy Hobchers, uibenid bx na iene: te know not that we anthograph it correctly, though g 

omitted. Such institutions, established on abroad | ¥@80t our spelling from Texas difect,) or Osage 
foundation, and sustained by a liberal endowment, Orange can be stocossfully cultivated in this lati- 

would be of incalculable importance to Common | “4° But here is the letter: ; 
Schools.” The instruction given in them, being Rocxrorp, Feb. 28, 1849, 
specially directed to this object, would be more ap-} Dear Sir:—Your letter of Feb. 21, isreceived, ae 
propriate and more effectual; and thus through | and in reply to ydur inquiries, I would say, that j 
their instrumentality we should be blessed with | my Buck thorn hedge is now 10 years old, was 4 

— — We might safely entrust] sot in the hedge at two years old, and has had 
ees babar our children, and training! n5 attention since, but to take care of itself. 

: oh : But from the growth of it and what I have seen 
F eprcpent fe ccupbaticnly an Ageof Tab of it, I am confident it is one of the desing not 

ee ae is iipcneen isabroad. Thro’ | ie best hedge plant. we have. It is perfectly 
Hsigencrel ditfnsion a revelation, mighty. irrevér- hardy, never injured by the cold; no insect will 
sible, irretrievable has commenced—it cannot go kk Fe tial aclt Biches Ho kex odes 
back—it will go on to its consumation.” Mindhas|. 7 
been aroused, quickened, and a new impulse given of such a peculiar construction, that the plow 

it. Itis struggling upward toward that equality | Can Tun close to the hedge without injury—and * 

which is the birthright of all. “The many will no| When cut off they will not sprout again. My 
longer be in subjection to the few, the masses feel | Plants were not set out with care, and have never 
their power and will exercise it; the people swear| been cropped. They should be set out in two 
with their millions of tongues, and with their mill- | rows about a foot apart, and cut down to within 

-ions of eyes and Millions of hands, that they are the | two or three inches of the ground; then the next 

sovereigns, and that assuch they will be reverenced | year, cut down again about 5 or 6 inches higher; 
and obeyed.” This mighty revolution is overswegp- | and thus the hedge may be made so close that no * 

°) ing the Old world—it has made its way to France; | nimal can get through it, and in 4 or 5 years 
to Germany, to Itally, even England has felt its| -, ~ - ee < ji: 
peppy and tba dentined to beat theonen inte chage-| © Wa Lmmake & fonce that will tum angabang thet 
deKnsis Lasanee,, Bes: isd ae goes on legs. I have a small quantity of the 

+ institutions ofall lands. ‘To increase the intelligence | Pau‘ two years old that { shall setin a hedge ( 
ofthe Aze, and thus aid onward the triumph of | ‘his spring and see what I can make of it, and I 

freedom and equality, is what isdemanded of us.— think Ican show, in four years, a fence. 
Our own Wisconsin, just admitted tothe sisterhood | 1 do not know of any other Buckthorn in the 

‘of States, will not be found, I am confident, one | country. I procured my seed from the neighbor-' 
5 Ce
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| 66 WISCONSIN FARMER AND March, fo erent ti hood of Boston. My bushes have produced ber- ” Fruit Trees. . | Ties for three years—last year a good crop. I Ae : } sowed nearly half a bushel, which are in prepara-}_ The following extracts from a foreign 1 | tion for planting in the spring. I want to ferice | WoT will show the young people of our - @ll my grounds. I have three pounds of the country how they keep up a succession of 

seed, in the berry, left with me for sale at 3.00 | {uit trees in Germany, and perhaps it may { f per Ib., which you can probably have should you stimulate some of them to imitate so laudable =e 2 an exai is : { wish. They do not require freezing as some an ice of Gotha, in Germany, } 
ovber: seeds, but will grow better by being kept] there are many villages which obtain a rent ) moist and swelled before planting. Ihave pro-| of many hundred dollars a year for their | if cured some of the Osage Orange scedito plant | fruit trees, which are planted on the road. 

{4 this spring for a trial, but have very little confi- | side, and on the commons. Every new mar- 
H dence that it will stand our climate. The white: | ried couple is bound to plant two young fruit ; t or Washington thorn, is no doubt a good hedge ; trees. The rent arising from the trees. thus ; : plant, and will make a good fence. I have some | Planted is applied to the uses of the parish or 

of the seed left with me for sale at $4.00 per | ‘°¥™ " } Abt ick waveery rete tears cen In order to Preserve the plantation from } i ‘a a ta RE fenee | ur or depradation, the inhabitants of the } i emow wnt swell mo: @ best permanent fence | yarish are all made answerable; each of } Hf a ft 8 On ade ~ the “A of whom is thus on the watch over the other; i 3 st eventually depend upon the liv-| and ifany one is caught in the act of com- ing fence for our protection against all sorts of mitting any injury, all the damages done in H ‘varmints.’ Ihave often been inquired of in| the same year, the authors of which cannot I regard to my buckthorn hedge, but as I have | be discovered, is attributed to him, and he is 
Bi neglected to make a good fence of it, have de-| compelled to.atone for it according to its ex- 5 4 clined making any public communication in re-| *M4 either by fine or* corporeal punish- 

if aes 3 ater gentleman at Cholchester, England, < X 4 n al ‘olchester, England, : ‘We have no doubt that specigs of Thorn, aside 2, * i from the Buckthorn, may be found here indigenous to i —- a a oe is cli js 7 
1 ~ wb 9 ee ae rade ; two or a rae nee to it, or in the 
it say in explanation and illustration of the remark of e et an . se contre hi greater’ bene- 
4 Dr. H., that it should be set for the forming of a bone ee my OY giving enn annppaut i pe aeknier cease source of gratification to his children, and an 
; f S Pe OT ae Tene ie eet is, excitement to a little extra industry on his 
a3 a. a =~ —| own part, than if he had let him a comfortless, ne We shall have more to say in our next No. mean looking hovel, at half ihe rent.” —_— — A few ornamental trees and shrubs, dis-,} . Weatura ann Procress or On1o.—The He foe 2 i | } official valuation of real and personal prop posed with gocd taste about a farm house, } ‘ erty in Ohio, for the last three years. corm. add much to the beauty and pleasantness of } i ees = the scene; and they never fail to make a fa- } pares as follows ; ’ ; : naleate diate} 1846, $404,444,004 vorable impression, on veils mind of a visitor 

1847, 410,763,160 | of the character of the inmates of the man- 
1848, 521,067,991 | Sion. A season should never be suffered to 
The valuation for 1848 gives an average | P2° by without Perea ue ann teres of two hendeed dothers to every living soul Sy ads ae fe area ceed feds penton ut 

in the State, or one thousand to each family. the yard, garden, sag lane leading a the The mass of the people of Ohio are farmers | House. Some families have displayed their and free-holders, and property, in the main, | B4¥SHY) taste and good judgment, in this very equally distributed, not by the force of nivahe SOE aaBe A Y isthe fen ey 
law, but by the effect of active, intelligent adonraton Or ther fete 2 aineuiinn } F and unfettered industry. cite the curiosity of travelers to inquie | z = aa “who lives there.” ; OF There is great truth in a saying of Crabbe.— ee Cae ee A gree ie wo sure, is tke aig fish.on dry land—| Farmers’ sons had better learn to hold'the itmay fret, and fling, an © a frightful bother, | plow, and feed pigs than measure tape and _# butit can’t bite you. You ha hele) te tt eerie wit ie quietly of weer Y #0 let it lie} Count buttons. : ; 

er S853) :
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Cutrivarion, or Trees.—Few persons} - ( 

"St have any correct — = the seer of the _| HORTICULTURE. _ 

rowth of well cultivated trees, and man 5 * * 

el deterred from planting them, by the ea Notes on Gardening. } 

sideration, selfish at the best, that they shall a NS arf * 

not live to reap the fruit of their labors.— a ee following “Notes. Say) i 
Stich persons may derive encouragement dening,” Telip from the Suffolk Democrat, pub- 

from the statement of a few facts. In the |!ishedat Huntington, Long Island, and request you 3 
spring of 1846, I set out in front of my of- to publish it in‘your Agriculturl Journal, believing 
fice at Chester, two elm trees. They were that it will be of much service to those of our citi- 2 
then so small that I could easily carry either zens who are turhing their attention to Horticul- 

of them, with a full top, upon my shoulder, eT well on to. prompt those, who, bere. long 

and were perhaps two or three inches in negleetéd this useful and pleasant branch of indus- 

{ diameter. I measured them carefully in |'t¥.to enterprise in the matter. c. 

9% the fall of 1847, and found them of equal| Racine, Feb. 18, 1649. 
size, and each measuring 40 in. in circumfer-| Seed should be perfectly ripe before itis ) 
ence. They stand about 18 ft. apart and some | put into the ground, and for this reason: that 

. 12 feet from the building, for which they form | when it is unripe it dose not passed’ the prin- 

a protection from the summer’s sun, their |ciples which are necessary to germination. 
branches being already interlaced. The | Now, what is a ripe seed composed of, and 
elm in that neighborhood is of more rapid | what is an unripe one ? The ripe seed con- 

growth than the rock maple, or indeed than |tains starch—the unripe seed contains gum, 
any other forest tree. An apple orchard jor mucilage. Which is then the best ? The 
may be brought tocommence bearing in four | ripe seed—and why? Because it is convert- 

years from transplanting from the nursery, {ed into sacharine matter by the heat, niois- 

which should be the second or third year |ture, and oxygen gas—the unripe seed by 
from the time of budding. By the eighth |the same agents is converted into acetic acid, 
or tenth year, your orchard well managed, jor vinegar. Which makes the seed germi- 
will pay youannually for your trouble and|nate? That which converts the seed into } _ 

expense in planting it, and will continue |sacarine matter; or, in other words, sugary, 
productive as long as you have a right to jor sweet matter—the unripe seed is conver- 

expect to live. —Hill’s Monthly Visitor. ted into vinegar, altogether unfit to make a 
eee seed vegetate or commence to grow. A 

(G-The amual meeting of the American |seed, then, to grow, should possess this prin- 
Colonization Society was held at Washing- ciple: starch, and it should be converted in- 

ton on the 24th of January. The Secretary |to sacharine principles or sugar. Let-us look 

read the annual report, from which it ap-|into this a little further: Sacharine matter, 
pears that the number of emigrants to Libe- |r sugar matter to make it more plain, is ne- 
ria for the past year was 443, of which 324 |cessary to the nourishment of the plant. I 

were liberated slaves, and 119 free colored |do not know why sugary matter is most 
persons. The number of applications in| necessary for a plant, or why vinegary mat- 
1840, fora passage out, was only 157. ter is bad for the germination of plants, or 

Receipts of the Society for the in other words, to make the plants start—all 

year, $50,114 37|I want to state is the facts, which any prac- 

Expenditures, 51,939 69 | tical farmer desires to make himself acquaint- 
—___—_——_ | ed with—and here I would refer to 4 gen- 

Excess of expenditures, $1,925 31 |eral law of Nature—that the nourishment of 

The Society have 600 application for pass- |animals in the first commencement of life is 
age out, this vear, of liberated slaves, and | Very different from that which sustains’it in 

expect 500 more. They want funds and after life. Sacharine matter at first is abso- 

help. The Society congratulate themselves |lutely necessary to set the plant growing.— 
that. England and France have recently | No one would think after the plant is out of 
recognized the independence of the Repub- |the ground of applying the same nourish- 

‘lic. - Henry Cuax was re-elected Presi-|ment to it- All plants have a stem and roots 

dent. —there may be exceptions, but I am now 
eee speaking of ‘wheat, barley, peas, rice, &c. 

. Ground once well plowed is better than | These seeds contain a great deal of starch, 
3 thrice poorly. : and when the plant begins to grow, the starch
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t is converted into sacharine matter which Sup-jstem is produced and the fruit is ripened i it ports the stem and the ro6t. By and bye, earlier. 
: the seed’becomes dependant upon the ground} What then is necessary to make a seed ‘ for its nourishment. At last the seed dis-| start? Heat, Moisture, and Air. Every 

- appeafs, and a new kind of berry springs|seed differs in excitability, and therefore, i. from it having new properties and new de-|these three important principles must be ‘ pendencies. Now if this seed be full and adapted to their different powers. Take, for plump, and containing much starch, the plant }example, two sorts of peas, sown in the same q will have a good start; but if it be shrivelled, order, on the same day, and treated strickly ’ it has lost its nutritive principle, and conse- | alike with the same manure: $ 
quently the wheat ér rye looks sickly, be- | Prince Albert, Jan. 4, in bloom, April 1, ripe May 14 ! cause the seed contains mucilage off gum, | Warwick, e = se 43, «46 198 
which will not be the thing to set the seed Vegetables, &c., which I shall now name, 

: in'a heslttiy action. You see tow the fe9- became excited and germinated in the fol- son that you should always get the heaviest lowing order: 

Aen eet a beeen Three days, Spinach, beans, and mustard, 
Theres anothrr thing of great impor- Se i ay sees ac. 

| tance, i. e. that you do not keep the seed too Si xe . Radish ae s saab ss 
t long; for, although some seeds will keep a Te “« Oo bba anes 

: long time, many others are worthless when en io Sannase 4 
held over beyond a certain time. So when} This rule is according to experiment, but you go into a store to buy seeds, you must | it is by no means invariable, for much de- 

; always inquire how look the seeds have been | pends upon deep or superficial sowing ; for 
kept, for you will find rogues in all trades. | tobacco seeds have been known to vegetate I will, therefore, put down the time which | after having been ten years in the ground, - may be accounted good : and so with the Peony and Hawthorn. The 

One year.—Peas, Beans, Carrot, Rhu- | cause of excitement isunknown; but we can 
5 barb, &c. see the principle of unequal germination— 
5 Two years—Radish, Salsify, Onion, To- | it is to prevent the extinction of the species. 
Fs mato, Egg Plant, Pepper, &c. One unpropitious season may destroy a whole 

Three years—Seakale, Artichoke, Let-|Sowing; but there are some seeds that are : tuce, Rue, Rosemary, &c. so easily excited and they are preserved for 
f Four years—Cabbage, Spinach, Aspara- | another year. : 

gus, Mustard, &c. eI ee ee 
¥ Five and six years—Sorrel, Parsely, Dill,| Tue Lare Vinrace 1x France.—Du- i ‘Fennil, &c. ring the year 1848 there were 5,000,000 
. Ten years—Beet, Celery, Pumpkin, Cu- | acres of land:in France, planted with vines, 
b cumber and Melon. which produced 919,580,575 gallons of wine 

There are some seeds which have existed | and 27,220,050 gallons of brandy, estimated 
for ages, and have been taken out of Mum- | at the enormous sum of 478,088,302 francs mies and have germinated. It is a rule then |(£19,120,000.) ‘The average value of each 
that the more starchy a plant is the greater |acre of vines may be taken at 530 francs 
the vitality. Take, for example, rice, which (£21). The annual consumption of each contains 85 per cent. of strach—its germi- | individual in France is calculated at 17 gal- 
nating power will exist for ages. On the |lons wine and 3 gallons of brandy. 
other hand, where a seed is short lived, it is ee eee eeo ee a 
owing to the quantity of matters of an ani-| Narive Wivz.—Cincinnati is in rapid 
mal or vegetable kind into which nitrogen | progress of meio great market of 
enters—which is the principle of putres-| American wines. , e vintage of 1848 will 
ence—and the more you have of this prin- | reach fifty-thousand gallons, equal toeighteen 
ciple, the sooner the seed decays. ‘There | hundred quarter casks. The finer qualities are some seeds that not only preserve well, |are sold in bottles, and the Catawba wine of 
but improve, as the Melon. © When the mel- | our favorite brands are sold off as fast as sent 

: on seed becomes old, the starchy matter is|into market. These wines are manoufactur- 
| gp converted into albumen, and as this sub-|ed without the addition of spirit, and have a a stance is not so easily absorbed by the Ra- | character and flavor peculiarly their own.— 

Ydicle plumule, (or the root and stem,) less | Advertiser. ; 
Beton
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Cuntivation or Fiowers.—The culti-| Forsaken—The Lilack.—The Eastern na- 
vation of flowers is an employment adapted | tions, from whence this beautiful shrub was 
to every grade, the high and the low, the originally brought, use the lilack as the em- 
rich and the poor; but especially to those | blem of the forsaken, as it is the flower the 
who have retired from the busy scenes of| lover offers to his mistress if he abandons 
active life. Man was never made to rust | her. t j out in idleness. A degree of exercise is as Se eee 
ae for ~ Saaeee of evr Oe ( 

both o: and mind, as food, And what ery nS IE 
exercise eects fit for him, who is in the ty ee ol LS I 
deline of life, than that of superintending a ti aR 
well ordered garden? What more enlivens f| a AON ase b 
the sinking mind? The cultivation of fiow- ied ocean gene 
ers is an appropriate amusement for young in ia 
ladies. It teaches neatness, cultivate a cor- u \ y y 
rect taste, and furnishes the mind with man 
pleasing ideas. The delicate form and moe. Hurdle or Moveable Fence. 
tures, the mildness and sympathy of dispo- ——- 
sition, render them fit subjects to raise those | | Hurdles or moveable fences for confining 
transcendent beauties of nature, which de- | animals to particular portions of ground, are 
clare the “perfections of the Creator’s pow- necessary in many cases, where soiling is 
er.” The language of flowers is so elegant extensively practised; andthe operation of 
an amusement, that we select a few of the | thus confining them, possesses in part the 
most interesting emblems for the gratifica- | advantages derived from soiling, no portion 
tion of our fair readers. of the field being touched but that on which 
Beauty— The Rose.—This queen of flow- they are feeding, which is not left till all the 

ers is considered the pride of Flora, and the herbage is consumed. The manure, being 
. emblem of beauty in every part of the globe. | also thus limited to one spot, may be plowed 

Calumny—Madder.—This plant so es-| under before much loss is occasioned by 
sential to dyers and calico printers, is made evaporation. 
the emblem of calumny, since it leaves so| The mode of erecting this kind of fence, 
permanent a stain on the purest cloth. lately witnessed by the writerat the residence 

Coquetry—The Yellow Day Lilly.—This | of Charles Downing of Newburgh, is at once 
fragile beauty is made to represent coquetry | so neat, cheap and useful, that a figure and 
as its flowers seldom last a second day. description may be of value to others: The 

Courage—The Black Poplar.—The pop- | fence consists of separate frames or ‘lengths,’ 
lar was dedicated to Hercules, in conse-| one of which is shown above, with a sharp- 
quence of his destroying Cacus, in a situa-| ened post at each end, A, A, driven into 
tion where these trees abounded. holes made in the ground by a crowbar, and 

Declaration of Affection—Tulip.—The| secured at the top by withing -together, 
tulip has, from time immemorial, been made though the latter is not indispensable. These 
an emblem by which a young Persian | pieces are made of round poles or sticks split 
makes a declaration of his attachment. in two, the flat sides being placed next to the 
Difidence—Cyclamen.—As modest diffi-| cross bars, which are fastened to them by 

dence adds attraction to beauty, so does this wrought nails at the points of intersection. 
graceful flower engage our notice by its unas- | The points of the posts are driven into the 
suming carriage; for the cyciamen, although | ground to a depth of about fourteen to sixteen 
it expands in an upright direction, never | inches, : 
Tears its head to the sun. These frames or lengths of fence, are four 

Docility—The Rush.—This plant so pro- | feet high and eight feet long; they cost, be- verbial for its pliability, is the most applica- | sides the material, two dollars and twenty-five 
ble_symbol of docility. cents per dozen in making, or thirty-seven 

Durability—Dogwood, or Cornel Tree.—|cents a rod. The material would add about 
The firm and lasting nature of this wood has| thirteen cents more, making half a dollar a 
caused it to be made the type of duration. | rod for the whole. 
- Fidelity—Wall Speedwell.—This beau-| Two men put up thirty rods of the fence, 

: tifal plant which attaches itself to old walls, | securing the tops by withes, in about three 
is the symbol of fidelity. hours—Albany Cultivator. : 

ee :
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Wixp Rice prom Mixesora.—Professor| Preservation or THE Tomaro.—Mr. 
Randall, who was attached to Mr. Owen’s|R. B. Morrell gives us the following :— 
corps of Engineers sent out by the United| ‘The tomato, which has come into uni- 
States to explore this interesting and valua-| versal use, and is deemed a luxury by al- 

ble region, has recently returned to Colum- | most every one, may be preserved for win- 

bus, bringing with him some of the native |ter use in the following manner. When 
rice as it grows in its wild state. He has|ripe, let them be prepared by stewing as for 
presented the editor of the “Statesman” twa |the table, and to the liking ; put them in 
bags of the article from the lakes at the head {small jars (1 quart) with covers. Over the 

of the St. Croix, one as prepared for food by |top put a piece of linen or cotton cloth, 
the Indians, and the other in the rough state | which well cover, and press the cover on ; 
for sowing. Prof. Randall states that this |then pour into the cavity melted mutton tal- 
wild rice (Zizania aquatica,) is infinitely |low, and keep them in a cool and dry place 

superior in taste, and far more nutricious |in the cellar until required for use. They 
than the rice of the Southern States, grows |need only to be warmed to serve them for 
abundantly as an indigenious production, |the table. I use small jars for the reason, 
and can be cultivated to almost any extent |that where exposed to the air they soon fer- 
in the rivers and lakes that abound in that |ment.”—Albany Cultivator. : 
territory. After the tops of the rice plants ee 
have been tied up in small sheafs as it stands | Save rue Corn Coss—Good Charcoal. 
growiug in the water, an Indian squaw with The editor of the Poughkeepsie Journal and 
her canoe, will gather from five to ten bush- | Eagle, says he has used corn cobs in lieu of 
els per day. charcoal, for more than a year, and remarks: 

It will grow in water from six inches to |‘ From our experience in the use of cobs, 
five feet deep, where it finds a muddy soil, |We are convinced they are worth quite as 
The stalks of it, and the branches or ears, | much, bushel for bushel, as the best charcoal; 

that have the seed, resemble oats, both in |the same quantity will kindle a fire in less 
appearance and manner of growing—the time.” If this is the case, it would be well 

stalks are full of joints, and rise from 1 and | for our farmers to bring them into the city 
# to 4 feet above the water. for sale. 

Mr. R. was taken prisoner by the Sioux mE eae 
Indians, who robbed him ofall his apparatus, Set a value upon the smallest morsels of 
and then sent him of on a four hundred | Knowledge. These fragments are the dust 
mile tour without gun or provisions. He |°f diamonds. 
retained—and that only by wresting it from Se 
an Indian by main force—a flag presented The Farmer’s Life. 
by the citizens of Desmoines. ~~ 

Before letting him go, they cocked their I love the Farmer's quiet life,— 
guns athim, and drew their long knives Wh coy corned 
under his throat, to show him their love of I love the virtues of his heart, 
“law and order.”*—Farmer and Mechanic. Which peace and love and joy impart | 

aici ar bepnbs nescence Around his tranquil rest. i 

Garren Bay.—The business of Green I love the bloomy hills and dales, 
Bay has been excellent during the winter, Their healthful winds, their odorous gales, 
and the prospect of the commencement of cota ees 
the improvement in the spring, is stimulat- By white-haieed pe ‘wilt told, 
ing the whole country. We hear every day *Mid scenes of shadowy ease. 
of transactions of real estate, at good prices Hieber nieces 
to buyers who are making their location yk cine vibe ee a 
here. A day or two since, a store witha Where tyrant never trod! 
large warehouse and wharf passed into the ‘And when each task from turmoil free, 
hands of a gentleman from the east, who in- Great God, is sanctified by thee, 
tends establishing a heavy wholesaleing and And consecrates the sod. 
forwarding house—and another block has J love whatever the seasons bring; 
been bought for the purpose of opening new The flowers that blush—the birds that sing: 4 

H stores. Green Bay already, numbers 18 spre low Heelan beets dae 
ye Stores and groceries, most of which have The autumn’s fruits—the winter’s storms, 
Y heavy stocks, with a good business.—Adv. All charm in their degrees. Vi
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rm: ry Recenrs' Rerort.—We have received through the polite- EDITOR Ss TABLE. ness of our friend and fellow citizen, Hon. M. M. Strona, the ea | et the Rewenta Of the Usivecaity so tne paces Legis- Hints on THE CULTURE, ETC, OF Manet Worrzet, Svea | lature. It is a document of considerable interest and impor- Beer, inp Bork’ Bick Por the first of these roots = toxin | tance, and ia en evideuce that these servante of the people should be selected—that with a gravelly bottom being consid- have been active, diligent, and faithful in the discharge of their ered best. A heavy soil will not answer, though it may in-| duties, The Teport is drawn up in a straight-forward manner, cline more to clay than sand. For te Ruta Baga a sandy | and is a commendable thing because of this, 
loam is requisite for a good crop. In both cases the soil} | Welcarn from this Report that a fine site, known as “Col- should be well prepared, well iment or well-rotted ma- | lege Hill,” near Madison, has been selected for the University Eads Bane oe Wares! = ape ee = = Regents, = Sis will undoubtedly be approved much, igh wl practicat sl y the Legislature. They have also selected a Chancellor, plowed under in the fall. About eo fe Joux H. Larsnor, President of Missouri University, who is should be prepared for the seed. If it has been previously to enter upon the discharge of his duties in September next; plowed in the fall, a single plowing in the spring will answer, | and recommend that his salary be fixed at $2000 per annum. harrowing it until it be mellow and free from iumps. This} No plan for University Building is submitted. facilitates sowing and vegetation. A preparatory school has been already organized in the first ‘The Ruta Baga need not be sown till past the middle of] department of the University, and charge of it given to Joun June. é W. Sreruina, Professor elect. ‘ Having thoroughty prepared the ground, sow in ridges,! Measures have also been taken for the formation of a Cabi- two and a halfor three feet apart—the ridges being formed | net of Natural History, and many and very valuable speci- with a light plow, and afterward made smooth and mellow | mens have already been collected through the agent, H. A. on the top by using a hand-rake. Ridging, however, is not] Tgyy, Esq. The catalogue embraces 109 different specimens, necessary for the Ruta Baga. contributed by dierent individuals in the State, 
Of Mangel-Wurtzel and Sugar Beet, nearly three pounds of seed are required for an acre. ‘They should be soaked in soft| _T®* A%enicax Oop Fexzow.—The fourth No. ofthis Mag- ae 6c Sour days previous 10, sowing, and shen.rodled ae has reached us.’ It is as usual filled with a variety of in flour to be easily distinguished when sown in the drill. well-written and readable articles, and commends itself to the Seer of ground is to be occupied, the drit | Confidence and patronage of the Order. Its Publisher is an 

can be made by hand with a stick or hoe—but if an extensive | CnterPrising, capital fellow, and its Editor a man with a great, growing of roots be gone into, the following machine would ig heart, and a ready pen. ‘Terms of tne Odd Fellow, $1.00 be convenient:—Take a piece of scantling, about 4 feet long, | * Year in advance. 
and 3 or 4 inches thick, in which place two shafts for the] Unrry or Humasrry.—That the Human Race is one living lone, are ae on is ie a small horse oi body, Christianity eee And it conclusively rea- jut of a number of teeth, only place one peg; or tooth, | sons when it says, “ For whether one member suffer, all the about one foot long, on the underside, within about a foot of members suffer with it; or one member be ineteed alk the the right-hand end of the beam, so that when the horse walks members rejoice with it.” No real antagonism exists in truth, in ~ furrows between the ridges, the tooth will come on the | or as an ordination of the Infinite Father, between man and top of the right-hand ridge, by passing along which it will man, or between the interests of one member of the great body open a drill for the seed, nos drill should be about two inches | and those of another. Itis a false and unnatural state of deep. Sow the seed two inches apart, immediately after the things that causes them to conflict. And from this very scene drills are opened, and cover as soon as sown, leaving the tops | of disorder, and confusion, and violence around us, is pro- of the ridges smooth. % claimed in thunder-tones that vitally important truth which As soon as the seed has vegetated, and the plants are fairly Society is 80 slow to recognize, that Humanity is one, and its visible, go over the ground, and when two or more plants | interests identical. 

have sprung from one seed, pull them out so that there shall uN z 2 be only one every two inches. In about two weeks go into| I2 We have received the “Periodical Catalogue of Fruit the pateh again with your hoe—pull out ‘every other’ plant | #24 Ornamental ‘Trees; Shrubs and Plants, cultivated, and 
for sale at the Delavan Nursery, by F. K. Paantx, Delavan, and rid the ground of weeds. A cultivator or plow may be | “* 

introduced between the ridges. If any plants should be de- | W#!worth county, Wis.” This Catalogue embraces a very stroyed, their places may be filed by transplanting, extensive variety under each of the above heads, and we take 
The plants of the Mange! Wurtzel and Sugar Beet when | Pleasure in recommending Mr. P. as skilful in the occupation they have attained some size, make excellent greens for the he has chosen, reliable always, and eminently worthy of pat- 

table, and may be thinned out for this use. sale a eae Atthe third hoeing, reserving for the table, the plants should | #Vehima call. 
be thinned out to the distance of one foot apart. Keepthe| Tur Bart Axte—This is a new invention, and is described ground well stirred up with the plow and hoe—thus the weeds as greatly important—beautifu/, though, we believe it is called. are kept out, and the soil prevented from hardeningand check-| And most wonderful it is said to be because of its extreme ing the growth of the vegetable. simplicity. The advantages of it are, that any lateral work- 
Wavxecan.—The citizens of Little Fort, we notice, are ing of the wheel is impossible—that it will not be necessary to 

) contending for their “proper name’—and why shouldn’t | take off the wheel for any purpose whatever, unless the axle 
they? If it should be asked of them, What's ina name? they | break or some damage be done 1o the rest of the carriage, all might answer, Very little in our present one. The fact is dust being effectually excluded from between the axle and the their town deserves a better name. Success, say we, to Wau- | bush, the opening through which the ball is dropped being kegan. plugged. 

1A project is on foot to lay down a line of telegraph | Sewixa Macutve.—This is a new invention, and is said 
across the Atlantic, and an appropriation of $50,000 for this to be capable of sewing about one yarda minute. The ladies 
Purpose has been asked of Congress. We shall take no stock | will not be greatly benefitted by it, butyupholsters and bag S¥é in that lined makers, will find it vastly profitable—we guess.
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! ‘Tue Far West.—Where is it?) This is the West—this| 07'Thereare in England and Wales 5,000,000 of oxen, 
mighty valicy of the Mississippi, compared with whose vast- | 32,000,000 of sheep, 1,825,000 horses. 3 

ness New England dwindles to a point. The Far West hath} Mr. Devereux, of North Carolina, is the largest corn-grow- 
q its boundaries away thousands of miles beyond us, and its do- | er in the Union, hjs crop being upwards of 100,000 bushels. 

minions embrace a world scarcely yet begun to be peopled.—| A nvaxce or RattRoap Stock.—At one time the Attica and 
California and Oregon beyond the mountains, on the Pacific | pusalo Railroad stock was sold at 78 cents on the dollar, iris 
shores,—these constitute the Far West. We are at the cen- | now sold at $1,30. ‘The number and inercase of passengers 
tre ofthe American Republic—we the dwellers in this great | for the last three years has been as follows: 
valley. -A hundred and fifty days journey beyond us, lies] yg4g 87,693 

that country which some are foolish enough to suppose borders | 1847 130,790 
on the Great Lakes. Is it not a great thing to have beenborn| 4949 146,235 

an American! In a speech on the appropriation bill, Mr. Greeley stated that 
. O7The following hints with reference to pruning, from | during our sixty years of existence under our present national 
E Pheenix’s Catalogue, are worthy ofa practical observance:— | Government,—the United States had expended 
: “Too much pruning is very injurious. ‘Trim up your ap- | For the Army and armed forces (366,713,299 44 

, ple,"pear, plum, and red cherry four or five feet, and then let | For the Navy and naval! operations 309,994,498 94 
them fork, with never less than three main branches, which | For Pensions—Revolutionary and others 61,168,834 57 

you can trim up afterwards, if necessary. Quinces should | For the Indian Department 48,053,241 22 
not be trimmed up over a foot, peaches over two, nor Eng!ish sity ae 

cherries over three. Afier trees of all kinds get a well formed ‘Total for warlike purposes $625,930,902 27 
top, they need butllittle pruning. The very besttime to prume | 

May. In cutting off ashoot, never cut close to 
Bae tee nee a ees oh ease COMMERCIAL. 
wound be large, wax it over well.” Wigs Fanten Oren 
Qorre 4 Vitiace.—London occupies a space of about 20 Racine, March 1, 1849. 

square miles. There are 200,000 houses, that contains not} But little wheat coming in owing to the bad state of the ( ° 
Jess than 2,000,000 of souls. ‘There are said to be 10,000 streets | roads. Prices from 60@75c. Flour 3.50@3.624 Oats 21@25c. 

: lanes, alleys, squares, places, terraces, &c. The rental is, | Corn 35@38. Potatoes 50 centsand upwards. Salt 1.5@ 
at least, from $30,000,000 to $35,000,000 a year, and it pays | 1.50. 
for luxuries it imports some $60,000,000 a year. ‘There arc in| _Beef'4.50/@5.00; Pork 4.00; Mutton 3,003.50; Chickens 14¢; 
‘London 537 Churches, 207 dissenting places of worship, and | Butter 124@14e; Eggs 16c; Wood 1.75. 

upwards of 5,000 public houses, and 16 theatres, Milwaukee, Feb. 27. 
a ‘Thefreceipts yesterday, as for some days past, in conse- 

ee a ee ee ee ania of the thaw, were light. Prices are firm with an up- 
first square year since 1764, and the last one for §7 years to ats ¥, ward tendency, The range for Spring 54(@64, and for Win- 
come. Ifevery thing should be squared up during this blessed | 1 ge@ze, the latter only for extra samples, Flour, in steady 

year of grace 1849, what a glorious time we shall have. request 2.50(3.62} for good country brands. Oats 2022; 

Annivar or Ewrcraxrs ar New Yore ponte THe year, | Corn 35(@38; Potatoes 374@44; Barley 30@35; Salt 1.25@1.37, 
1848,—The commissioners of Emigration reported to the Leg- | _ gi. sent. 

islature—of those thus coming under the cognizance of the Correspondence of the Buffalo Morning Express. 
commissioners, at New York there were Milwaukee, Feb. 6, 

: Natives of Ireland 98,061 ‘The receipts of wheat at this place are not as large this 
= Germany 51,973 week as last—about 7000 bushels per daycomingin. Prices 
= other countries 80,142 range at 50a58c for spring, 60/@65c for winter. Flour 3.50@ 

: — 3.63 for country brands; City Mills 3,753,874. But little pork 
189,176 | arriving; sells at 2,75a3,50. 
-——— Green Bay, Feb. 22, 

: All these passengers, with the exception of not more than} Wheat may be quoted at 75c. Flour 4,50. Corn 50c. Oats 
2,000, arrived in 1,041 vessels, of which 28c; Butter 28c; Pork in the hog 4.00@5.00; Lumber, green 
531 were American, bringing 116,000 | 6,00 seasoned, none in the market. x 
341 “British, 60,022 | Land Warrants are selling here at $115,—Advocate. 
195 “ German, 14,873 Sovrurorr, Feb. 24. 
44 “ others, - 3 4,605 | Wheat, winter, 66 @ 6€c; spring, 56 (@ 58. Flour, $3,25to 

‘The ratio of the sick, out ofevery one thousand was 4,00. Corn, 38. Oats,22c. Potatoes, 50c. Pork, for heavy 
30° on board the British vessels, -] 8 dollars. 
92-5 ad American “ i Geneva, Wis., Feb, 24. 
836 German + Our snow is leaving us—already has mother earth com- 

‘The number of deaths among these passengers was 1,002, of | menced showing herself. There is nothing doingin the pro- 
births 346.. Of those applying and relieved atthe office of the | duce line, and the mills are doing Jess. Wheat is worth, win- 
commissioners, being in all 16,920, not including those admit- | ter, 60a64c; spring, 4850; Flour,3,00a3.25.—Wis. Standard, 

ted at the Marine Hospital, or who became chargeable in oth- New York, Feb. 24. 
er counties than New York. Flour is held firmly at 5.53a5.72 for common and good brands; 

12,264 were Irish, for wheat there is good inquiry and market firm. Genesee 1.25; 
4,157 “ Germans, Corn, small sales 15000 bu. at 60; Oats 40a44; Pork quiet; 

399 “ . others.—[ Wisconsin. sales 5000 bbls at private terms, 3000 bbls at 10.87a11.00. 
17 We enjoin it upon farmers to plant different varieties of ] ‘Tue Inrexest Laws oF Int1No1s.—The law passed during 
potatoes on separate parcels of ground. Good varieties will | the recent session of the Legislature, allows ten per cent. on 

‘thus be retained in their purity. Beside unmixed, they always | money loaned in that State, but the legal rate of interest on 
sell better in market. other debts and contracts remains at 6 per cent. 

Eee
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WISCONSIN FARMER k NORTHWESTERN COLTIVATOR !late and flourish, until the men of the spade andthe ) . s 

aaa ear ax caera tare Lo Seer a plow shall assume their true and rightful position,and 

MARK MILLER, | assert their claim to that aid and Legislative provis- 
RACINE, WISCONSIN, NO, 101 MAIN STREET. | jon and protection, to which their profession and 

Gin ote Scho mateaare. jhigh calling is justly entitled. Leg that of Agri- 

: Se ee culture be one of the learned professions, Itis a 

vee ech, Comts a Year im Advance! | voryigeat mistake, “that there is las talent re 
saine rate for a larger number, All subscriptions to com- | quisite for a thorough knowledge of the science of 

menee with the volume. Back numbers supplied to new sul | agriculture than of other pursilits,—or that less time ! 

fie adalat We] and attention are neces andthe very ren 
curing subscribers and extending its circulation. ous opipion that every man may succeed im this ‘ 

(CF The Farmer is subject to newspaper postage only. - | pursuit without reflection or experience, has con- 
: tributed essentially to our injury.” Itought to be 

i ‘Aaricuttnral Schools—an Agricultural De- | ett understood, that oman can be « farmer by 
" partment in the University. instinct, any more than he can be a lawyer or a 

ete physician by instinct. He needs to be edueated—he 

We think this subject eminently worthy the at- | requires all the help that can be furnished him; and f 

tention of Farmers. Nothing, scarcely, is left un- with the assistance ese means and agencies 

tried, or undone, by which to elevate other profes- | which, with the rev natural talent and gifts, i 

siotis, and thoroughly prepare men fora right and | would render him sui essful in the Law or Medi- 

efficient discharge of the duties of their calling-— cal departments, he may render himself as eminent 

Means and agencies are multiplied, large amounts | and be as gloriously elevated as a tiller of the 

of money appropriated and expended, schools plant- | ground. The business of Agriculture has been 

ed, Colleges and Universities founded and liberally | cansidered degrading, because those engaged in it 

endowed, the rich stores of science, literature, and | have been content with a low, depressed standard; 

art laid under contribution, and learning, eloquence | and farmers have greatly helped ta bring it into dis- 

and genius called to preside, to teach, to inspire,— | repute, not only through-a lack of improvement, {j 

and all this to fit, train, discipline and qualify men | but by devoting the genius, talent and energiés of 

for the Bar, the Pulpit, or the Practice of Medicine; | their sons to other, and as conceived, more reputa- 

Dut'the profession of Agriculture, which underlies | ble and honorable callings. A sad mistake, often, 

})all others, and which is the main support of them | have they thus committed. They have thus vir- 

all, can scarcely boast of a school, or & Professor, | tually conceded that the pre-requisites for eminence 4 

with here and there an exception. These thimgs | in other pursuits were not essential in the profes- 

ought not soto be—this ought ye to have done, and sion of agriculture—that with no talent, genius or 

and not left the other undone. skill, a man might be a farmer, but he would’ not 

Because of this neglect of tho profession of Agricul- | answer for any other trade or profession. 

ture, and the little‘effort put forth toelevate itschar-| We assert, then, that it is ‘with farmers them- } 

acter, and to give it rank among the learned pro-| selves to say, whether the profession they have 

fessions, so called; Jess attention has been given it, | chosen shall be elevated, and take the rank deman- . ' 

and less interest manifested in its avocation, and | ded-by its importance. Let them be faithful and ' 

fewer men to assume its garb and to take into their | persevering in all improvements—let them seek the i 

hagids the implements of its toil; while these learned | aid that science hes to impart—let them demand as § 

professions have been swelling their numbers, un- | high a grade of qualifications for an entrance upon ' 

til, bythe large influx from the various portiqns of | the duties of their divine calling, as are deman- | 

Society, they are absolutely surcharged, crammed, | ded in other professions and pursuits—and_ let : 

- @ with unpaid and unfed men. And this state of |them claim ‘the same protection, the same mu- q 

a. to exist, and the evils attend- | nificent provision, the same bountifully supplied fa~ 4 

ant: theréon to strike deeper their roots, to accumn- | cilities and means, the same legislative aid; that
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i Spaeth gn be lag nay Hts sn Acordia at 
; the least, but rather the last, first, as was’ designed ing. How long is agricultufe to be abased?, How 
| : by the Creator. | Tongare we to be beasts! of burden? How has it 
: # here is no’good reason why the science of Ag- | happened, where every otherseience has its endow- 

- riculture should not be taught in our schools—why | ments, that this alone should be neglected? An 
there'should not be an Agricultural Department in | appeal to the representatives of unger in gene- 
all our Academies, Colleges and Universities—but | ral assembly convened, could not be in vain. A 

every reason why it’ should be’ taught, and room | large majority of themselveslooking to the culti- | 
given it in all these institutions. It is for those most | vation of the earth alone for their ‘subsistence, and ) 

. } interested to say whether this shall be—they surely | their constituents almost conclusively so, would 5 

may rightfully claim it; and their united efforts will | Seize with eagerness an opportunity to do some- ) 
secure the accomplishment of what they so justly , thing for this long neglected interest.’” We at least { 

ie. claim. ; | can petition them respecfully, and if we fail in se- ; 
} ; 2? Some few Stgteshave gone nobly forward in the | curing that which we seek, we will have the satis- 
; 4 ‘§ discharge nie sone with reference to the jong | faction of knowing that we failed in a good and ; 
‘a neglected profession of Agriculture. Maine togk the | righteots cause. But we shall not fail, for when a $ 
im | lead in this great work, andestablished its schools | S°Vereign people speak, their servants bow the head { 
| ; principally devoted to scientific and practical instruc- | to listen. ‘ 2 ; = tion in farming. Connecticut, we believe, has an{| «Together with the professorship we have named, } i Agricultural School—so Massachusetts and New there should be a model farm, so located and of 5 

Pi i York, and, if we mistake not, professorship of Ag- Be extent, as that it should —- a meuety) of $ 
riculture in several of their Colleges. And shall j soils; for the successful Prosecution of practical } 

ie Wisconsin, though the last to be admitted to the | ™™ing- Such a farm would be important, that ; 
' sisterhood of States, be the Last, intelligent ‘and the nee and practice of Agriculture might be ; i's Progressive as she is, to undertake so important, so | Combined. ; ee g 
i | noble a Pork? No—she will not be behind—she | But we are transceding our limits, and must de- ; ; has the will and the meansrequisite, and will move | * farther remarks until next month. ; 
, forward to dispute, throu provisions she shall Brier Hints ror raz Montu.—Sow Spring ; s de make, and the agencies she shall put in operation, | Wheat as early as possible, or, as soon as the ground ; 
i the palm ofagricultural interest, thrift, prosperity | can be prepared to receive’ it. - Barley, likewise, _and wealth, with the eldest Statesin the Union, | should be sown this month, the earlier the better, if / 

a § We recommend to our agricultural brethren in | the ground be warm and dry.—Plant peas and ) ‘ \§, this State, to petition the Legislature, at as earlya | beans for family use, also early potatoes: Look to ; 
‘ period as practicable, for the establishment of an | farming utensils and.tools—and ifthey have not al- ; { ,2-Beticultural professorship in our University. The ready been put in order, see that they are fit for , 

Soil appropriation for the endowment and supportof this | use whenever it may he needful to employ them.— ( ig Institution is_ most liberal; and now will contribute | Keep teams in good condition, and add a little extra ; Li more largely to its fund, which: are to accre from | feed, that they may have heart and strength during ) } the sale of lands, than farmers themselves. Will | the getting in of Spring crops. A few hours of } 
ae | they not, therefore, have ‘a strong, a special claim | care and attention now, may save days of trouble ? ; upon it? To use the language of a learned *Virgin- | and labor; when you have the least time to spare 
_ ian, addressed to the farmers of his state with refer- away from your seasonable business. 

i ence to asimilar object, ‘to what more legitimate a eee aR 
, i object can a portion of the literary fund be applied? | ,, = ear nsyit itn! soli _“ ee wet, i If we look to the source from whence it [will be] diac anneas = | field yield nee tity 

i derived, to the all-important purpose to which it is ee a Z aka’ a AG ee) H to be directed, or to the number of our people to be | * ne a auto = ns 4 Seta are. t 
; benefitted, we are metiin each view with a most |” Eten anS vetert nly nae Seebiel | scat, ie hike: . territory; nay, he does more} he doubles to his ex- , decisive answer in its favor, The cultivators ofthe ae = ., |S earth [will pay] 99-100 of every dollar of the fund. | See eee 

; The improvement of agriculture is the end of the |e ‘pte a peranesn cena Heattilia 
i posed expenditure, and the numbers to be bene- ay 3 elie : Sanpete 133 : . } ! Ene ang ieee tae long life to their fortune! May theirhearts be light 
i SEA ABA iSbeZthteo tan See eae Te and their purses heawys may their dreams-be few \ 

if any man sneer at this proposition, ask him how he | “24 Plessant, and their sleep the sweet repose of the 
i his cloth: his Beaaa’ ii ‘Il be weary! May they seg the fruits of their own labor | geet! ing or Me SBEWEE Wil DE | idrsney theiciimvieiendlogeah Mioawe higrvests!— 
i . Hon. James Barbour, formerly Secretary of War, Ex. Paper, ¥ Py aripet 
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se am Wisconsin Fariner. | destroyed by bad management in pruning.— # 
-No. 3. I have seen trees choped to pieces as though 

+Eruit ty . “ men were choping cord-wood, and the re- / 
THE APPLE.—CONTINUED. sult was that they soon had very few trees to ctl 

F i ne in that manner. 3 Season of Planting —The most proper | P?¥ n a 
liane. for of cane apple, and bs di In pruning great care should be taken not " 
all other fruits, is the autumn ; this is| ‘© lop off the main branches, unless absolu- d 
admitted by all good fruit cultivators. In| tely needful; but where the toptia very thick, aH 
putting oul trees at this season of the year, | the crooked and gnarled limbs should be se- 
especially if it be done early, it gives a| lected out; and takengoff with a sharp prun- 
chance for the roots to form, and the ground | ing hook or scissors; so that the place from 
to settle around them; thus, often causing| Whence the limb was taken, be left with a 
new roots to start forth before winter sets in, | S™ooth surface. f : 

so that when spring opens they at once start To conclude. this number, I will adda 
into rapid and vigorous growth; whereas, if = list of the most valuable kinds of the ‘ 

i i iced i Id apple : spring planting was practiced it would very Mave Haast lh craic a 
7 «much retard their progress. oo. ; 

’ Stone fruits may be transplanted with ve- Newtown Pippin, 2 v. Black Ap ple, 
ry good success in the spring, if the soil is |} Northern Greening, Gunes 

of a proper dryness, even until the trees be- Bellflower, illiflower, 3,v. 
gin to put forth their leaves, and even blos- | Pine Apple Russet, _ Early Harvest, .§ 

‘2 soms. But like seed fruits, I think an early Rhoad Island Greening, Spitzenburgh, 5 v. 
fall planting is decidedly the safest and best. | Tallman Sweeting, — i 

Cultivation.—With the generality:of far-| Seek-no-further 2 v. _ Golden Russet. 
mers, the cultivation of fruit trees is dlmost Racine, March 1849. H. H.W. 

entirely neglected. They think that digging] ‘Tuy Fanwen’s CREED..-We bélieve in 
= hole, and putting the tree into the ground, | . al] farms and thorough cultivation. The c 
is all that is necessaty to be done; at least, | <i) toves to eat as'well as its owner, and He 
om roe suppose so, from the ae Sa shonld be nurtured 

of orchards In many, very many places.— | We believe in large crops, which leave 
The orchard generally stands on meadow | the Jand better then id found it—making ’ 

ce Dre bend and as om aed sae both the farm and the Siregge Bek at bos 
ee ee ing, broken. We believe in going to the bottom of— 

{ the fruit tree, and in-fact no other tree can things, and therefore in deep plowing, and 
per under such Gatthethiek'b siard, }oROUSH of it—all the better if with a sub- 

t is necessary that the thick heavy sward, | ,,:), 
of meadow, or pasture land, should be — sole believe that the best fertility of the 
sionally boken up in order to facilitate the | +) is the spirit of industry, enterpisé, and 

| erecente kd ance poe | ners cage eee pe ( — : Pp ; 8 *| bones and green manure, marl; or plaster, 
Seats — rae ore orth to | Wil be of little use. 

iment ofvhis trees)/y~lopsening tee! We believe in good fences, good barns, 
: the distance of three or four feet around each good farm rican pen eh ‘and good or- 

tree; at the same time applying some good | Chards, } 

manure. ‘This should be done, at least once | “We believe in a clean kitchen, a neat wife 
intwo years. Another very important point) in jt, spinning piano, a clean cup-board, 
to be considered in the cultivation of fruit | dairy and conscience. & 
trees, and which should be strictly attended} wre firmly disbelieve in farmers that will 

-to, is the cleansing of ine — ai not improve; in farms that grow poorer 
from moss and insects if there should be any; | every year; in starved cattle; in farmer’s 

this should be done every spring. And af- ties Wsctinie cleviebianl morobibitas a 

Aer 2 Becongs Sore ers farmer’s daughters unwilling i work; and 
ag gai we in all farmers who are asham eir vo- 

goat swbitewaah, cation.—N. E. Washingtonian, 
’ Pruning.—If there is ‘any thing that is Se ' 
necessary to be well done, it is this; andto} Dr. Franklin says, «He, who rises late ") 

do it well requires considerable skill and| may trot all day, but never overtake his 
judgment. An orchard can be very soon | business.”’ ‘ 2 
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- % Te ei Re Ng ener and Mechallle. Tye i i. eee ; Soiling Gattle. . * 
| ay ey SS oN be ~ Soiling means “ the practice of supporting 

De 4) ot ele ect OR animals in the summer season with green ). 
7. iO a 8X FSS. food, cut daily, andgiven to#them in the 

fi Bt, Se ON TL, 8 houses, stalls or yards.” The advantages of 
s | PT ER SQ Bre the practice are the following: : 
ae RT ey 1. The saving of land. f 

i <Any * es 2. The saving of fencing. . sec aa 
i te CK ZA) i ‘| 3. ‘The economizing of food. 

Be ~ } Z = Ay 4. The better condition and greater com- ; 
et Pry : \ fort of the cattle. j 
ie \y PAs 6. The saving of manure. 
i ra aa . In England, soiling is practiced consider- 
i le ably. - The saving land by it, is considered ) | 

i oe 3 amply sufficient to repay any extra labor, i 
ie | ; leaving the manure out of the question.— 
ae Buckwheat, Three-quarters of an acre is found sufficient 

| a . ee to supply one cow, on the soiling system, 
a; . Polygonum fagopyrum. while in pasturing, one and a half acre is re- 

vies nearer quired. : i. 
i=: Buckwheat is said to be a native of Per-|'" In America, but little has been done to § 

sia, and is usually sown om poor land, 4l-| settle the question whether soiling’ is suita- ). 
aa though, like other cultivated plants, it does | ble to this country. Mr. Pell, of Pelham, 

i. best ona good soil with good culture. lis| N. Y., has pursued soiling, and his experi- 
oe blossoms yield considerable food for bees, |ence fully bears out the advantages above 
e although the honey thus obtained is inferior | stated... He says eight acres will afford more 
ie |; to that made from clover. Buckwheat meal and better food than forty pastured: and the 

ii dr flour is much used in some sections of the | manure saved is sufficient to pay the interest 
i United States for making griddle cakes.— | of a large farm. i 

| The seeds of this plant contain 50 percent} In Massachusétts, soiling has been fol $ 
; a of starch, and 14 per cent of earthy matter. |lowed for many years. The Hom: Josiah ’ 
a It is often sown and the crop plowed in, ‘to | Quincy says: “ At the end of the soiling sea- 
: |. fertilize poor land. From one to two bushels | son—from June to November—I had $200 
a: of seed are put on. : ‘| worth of manure, and had kept 20- head of 

i ;_ = Buckwheat without grit.—Did_any per-| cattle on 17 acres;—by pasturing, I had al- 
rie “son, who eats buckwheat cakes, ever have | lowed 50 acres for 15 head. By soiling, 
veer the good fortune to get any containing not a| had my stock in prime condition, a full:sup- 
ee particle of grit? A method not generally | ply of milk all the season, saved all expense 

known, was lately stated to us by a practical on cross fences, not requiring one rod: of 
| farmer, who says that buckwheat raised in | interior fence on my whole farm, while pre- 

: this way is entirely free from the difficulty. | viously I had 1600 rods of fencing, and 
t The buckwheat is sown at the usual time, | paid $60 yearly for my repairs. The. ad- 
i but before harrowing, a bushel of rye is|ditional expense I had gone to in cutting 
i; sown with it to the acre;.they both come up | the food, in soiling, and giving it to theani- 

‘ together, and thé buckwheat, being much } mals amounted to $163. My. manure alone 
tf the most rapid in growth, soon obtains the | paid for this. I have practiced soiling for 
7 ascendancy, the rye only forming a smooth | six years, and no consideration would’ in- 

} green carpet beneath, which completely pre- | duce me to abandon it.” * 
} vents the dashing of the grit of the soil by “On the farm of the Mclean Asylum, 

i rain upon the buckwheat when it is cut, and | (Charlestown, ) thirteen cows and seven hor- 
ik otherwise keeps it clean. After the.crop of | es are kept, although the land under cultiva- 

» 3 buckwheat is removed, the rye obtains suf- | tion is only about 20 acres; and yet hay is 

i ficient growth before winter, and the next|sold. Mr. G. E. “Adams, of Medford, soils 
i ) Season affords a good crop of itself. Thus | his stock, being convinced of its great supe- 

” gpthe buckwheat is protected, and two crops }iority over pasturing.” . 
i, obtained from a single seeding. Mr. Newhall, of Dorchester, also keeps ai 

| - ° 
i 
i. .
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large stock on the soiling system. For a ; From the New England Farmers 7 
very excellent article on soiling, see Journal Ashes for Potatoes. f 
of Massachusetts Agricultural Society, vol. . —~ 
3, page 318. | Mr. Eprror: I offer you a fewremarks on 

Piknk the. introduction of soiling cannot | the potatoe. For five years I have been try- 
but be attended with immense advantage. | ing experiments on raising potatoes. This 

I would draw the attention of farmers to }yeat I planted early in May, dug holes, and 
the admirable soiling qualities of Lucerne.— | put in my potatoes, and then a shovel-full 
This plant is pefectly adapted to this climate | Of coal ashes, some hard and some soft, on 
—éuts four or five times :every season— |the top. The potatoes came up early, 100k 
stands the? winter better than clover—is|ed well, continued-perfectly healthy, and 
ready for cutting in the spring earlier than | pened well. _ I dug them in September, and. 
any other grass, and gives excellent. milk. | found them perfectly sound, not finding a, 
It has béen cultivated in New York for some | decayed potatoe. They have continued 
years, though its introduction is as yet rath- sound, and there is no appearance of rot. 
er limited. In support of this, and with re-| _ I planted'some of the same kind of seed, 
gard to its other properties, so valuable to |0D the same kind of ground, (except mud 
our farmers, I refer to Buel’s Farmer’s Com- | bad been spread on the furrow,) with good 
panion, p. 211 ; Cultivator, January, 1844; |™anure, and at the same time; and when I 
Mass. Agricul. Society’s Journal. vol. 9, pp. | S&thered them, they were sound, but soon 
24,25; Memoirs of the Board of Agriculture | began to decay. Probably I shall lose one ; 
of the State of New York, vol. 1, 254; New | quarter of them, and the rest are rather sog- : 
England Farmer, August, 1844. gy, while the others are mealy and good.— 

Tuomas Kerr. | Now, it appears to me the difference is ow- 
ing to the kind of manure, and the presey- " 

Deaiten AS Pecan orca mare. | 28 quality of the ashes. I hope others will 

vines.—Having, last year, ea Sarg ty a os poet : aot me dao of ts 
a paper, that the ashes of grapé vines con- e 1 ti Ss te Sof thei pan ? eins 
tained a large amount of potash, I caused a8 Feat Fs eu % s 8, FOB. 
three vines, of the same size, to be planted Meacenie Deo é 1848, hy SARE ery 
in boxes filled with equal quantities of MO seit A 
earth, in which I noted the following re-| Some years hefose te potatoe, «nets Bee 
sults:— | ae a wid skilful colenion showed - 

No. 1 was supplied, when necessary, | Us 700° $ Talsine Smooth potatoes in amcld _ 
with pure water, and in a given time, = om © S os wtagiet ne 
creased six inches in length. No, 2 was wa- werd eee nani ear me 
tered with a solution of whale-oil soap, and Beavinusta, di ms Maes em — 
in the same length of time acquired nine oe injured ber ee ee 
inches of growth. And No. 3 I watered He sh hs a had thienai witha solution of potash, and within the| coq] ashes to fil wear helt aed they 
aor above, it grew eighteen in-| wore too deep for roots of vegetables to pen-; 

ri etrate below them. In these ashes, = 
By the beginning of November,No.1 and| potatoes and beans were growingy: whi 

No. 2 dropped their leaves, and showed no | showed clearly that the ashes contained food signs of fruit; whereas, No. 3 retained its] for plants. : leaves three weeks later, and in the course ———_____ a 
of the season shot forth’ several bunches of| CULTURE oF Porarors.—We rank the 
fruit, which, of course, were not suffered to potatoe crop in the United States. before 
grow. This shows the importance of know- | “tea and second only to that of corn, as 
ing what kinds of salts go to form wood and conshtalog the food of the people and their 
fruit, inorder that we may apply such ma- |{°™*stic’stock. | How important then that 
nures to the soil as the vine or fruit-tree the oe be a good one. We are not going requires, to mane is mm now upon the particular 

; : culture o} as every fatmer under- 
I wish we could have fall analysis made of | stands hat eufleiondy Gell faa general pur- our great staple, Indian corn, including the | hoses: but shall , poses; sl merely content ourselves 

Brain, cob, stalk, and blades.—Correspondent | with a few hints on the subject by wa: the American Agriculturist. = . "I iy of guarding against the rot.
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ee f} Whatever may be the cause of the rot i? Cleansing the Bark of Fruit Trees. . 
i fi potatoes, there is no doubt in our mind, that ee 
{ i! the application .of barnyard manures and|—This operation should be peformed in 
ie animal matter of any kind has a tendency | early spring, as well as in mid-summer.— 

i. . to increase it; and we would therefore avoid | The rough, loose parts of the bark should be 
i the use of them on this crop for a few sea- | scraped off, as well as moss and other para- 
A sons, till the rot had in some measure disap- | sites. The bark should then be covered 

: i peared, and’apply the manure chiefly to| with the following mixture, as high as the 
Le grass andcorn. For the potatoe crop, then, | operator can reach, with an ordinary long 

Hy we would plow up asod just after the grass | handle whitewash brush: 
a had well started, and this, with the applica- 5 pounds whale oil soap, 

| a tion of a little plaster, ashes, or guano on the 1 pound fine salt, 
hee hills near the stalks afier the first time hoe- 1 pound fine sand, 
‘ iii? ing, will be sufficiently rich to produce a 2 pounds potash, 

i | good crop. Potatoes raised ona sod are 2 ounces nitrate of soda, 
Hi sweeter, more nutritious, and mealy, than | dissolved or mixed with water to the consist- 

mS 4) those raised by the direct application of|ency of cream, andthoroughly rubbed upon 
He rank manures. Crops grown by the latter | the bark. 

| method are almost invariably watery, and| Many kinds of insects are kept from trees 
a |, tangy—are eaten with disgust, and have lit: | by a’solution of whale oil soap alone, and 

Fi i tle nutriment in them. ‘The best tasted po-|many such resident in’ the crevices of the 
1g ? tatoes we ever raised, and the largest crop | bark, are destroyed by salt. The fine sand 
i | obtained, were produced ona piece of sod|isintended during the rubbing to scratch 

ie where the grass had been permitted to grow | the outer coating of the bark, and thus assist 
| i| up till the first week in June. It was then|the other ingredients for more perfect ac- 
i i turned over flat, rolled, and harrowed length-| tion. The potash and nitrate of soda will 
ce | wise with the furrows, and the rows marked | decompose or soften the dead parts of the 

aa out three feet apart witha light one horse} bark, so that during the summer they will 
Bite |) plow, running three inches deep, being|be thrown off by the healthy action of the 

i careful not to disturb the sod. "The seed | growing bark. Ifthe above mixture be ap- 
4 was chosen of a medium size, dropped six | plied in dry weather, it will become so hard 

| A, inches apart in the row, and covered two in-|as to remain during several showers, and 
- “ches deep with hoes. It was a field of about | thus have time to perform its office. Trees 
a ten acres. No grass sprung up on it, and] with smooth bark, such as the plum, many }. 
i 4 very few weeds were seen during the sea- | of the cherries, &c. should be rubbed with 

hi H son. " Just before the potatoe vines bloomed. |a wet rough woollen cloth in a few hours 
| ie |i a single horse plow was passed down and up | after applying the mixture; this rubbing will 
4 as each row, throwing the dirt to the vines, the |‘cause the sand to clean the ‘surface so per- 
i men following with hoes and rapidly hilling | fectly as to give the bark an improved and 
1 them. In the fall they were dug with the| more healthy surface. Trees so cleansed 
ie plow, when the sod was found completely | are notas likely to be revisited by insects as 
i, rotted, and pulverized beautifully. Nodoubt| those left with their natubal surfaces, nor are 

i the unmolested growth of spring grass facil-| they as likely to become bark-bound. In- 
4 y itated theidecomposition of the sod, and ad-| deed we have never known a'tree to exhibit 

i ded to the growth of the potatoes. The sea-| the disease called bark-bound, the surface of 
Hi so was rather a wet one, which accelerates | the trunk of which had been softened by a 

i decomposition; had it been dry the sod|soap wash in early spring. The cherry, 
! would not have decomposed so well. The} apricot, peach, and nectarine are subject, 

4 first week in Jufie is sufficiently early to| when left-to their natural state, to this dis- 
plant potatoes for winter and. spring use.— | ease, and it has usually been attributed to too 
We have planted as late as the 3d of July | rich or too moist a soil, and under-draining 

it and got fair crops, whena warm autumn |andslitting the bark lengthwise with the ) ' 
Hi followed; but this is too late for this climate, | knife, are the usual remedies. The one is 
4, and we cannot recommend the _practice.— | expensive and often impossible where chtice 

if Early potatoes should be planted in April.— | trees are planted, and the other is barbarous 
i Some think planting unripe seeds prevents | and unsightly, causing exhalation of gum and 
if] the rot. consequent canker. In any case, a few ap- 

it Get in your crops early. as plications of soap to the surface of the me 
HF : 
t 
he
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hide-bound will remove the difficulty, and Fe elon pre home . 
and the mixture before recommended may - Analysis—No. 4. a 
be applied, slightiy warmed, when required ——— a 
to soften the bark of a hide-bound tree. ee ee a 
Mc . * att 

Serine Buppinc or Frurr-Trexs.—It pte ep ates a ee ae 
wy eis een va, sence fulness of a knowledge of the analysis of soilé. - 

Z 3 : a T hope your are not one of those skeptical 
bark will slip r _ with ra a men, who reject all “book knowledge,” and 4 
good success as those done in the uéu [regard Agriculture as a mere tissue of prac- 
VSaa buddi a 4 tical drudgery; containing nothing beautiful 
i sedices Se rid al ee ee ee or valuable, to occupy and elevate the mind; 

bud isobtained in advance of those budded |if 20% &'°s Lean tell you itis too late in the } | 
f in summer or fall. Scions cut the previous ee pause cue ana exploded uc- ¢ fallianirintor may heligeasenyed Ree “ex tions:—Agriculture is a science, and a no- mo 

: ‘ ble one too;—worthy the best efforts of the ‘ a ~~ ~ — a oe greatest minds. No one is fully capable of 
with the present year’s growth of scione— |P > pleas ne au 
This is quite a convenience when scions oo Be be ao oe eae ay as ena i " , not, in most cases do, without a know 
a —— — distance, a ew ae of the operation of Nature’s laws as vee 
i fresh iS akan aeh nah, ‘. eepemecl its Agriculture. ‘No man can’bean efficient 

: judge of land without he can analyze soils. 

ame es ae ‘fall bodding ic the rg Tam aware many people by long experience i 

of the fect should be cut oF a the time ne MCS eee —o. 
of budding, three or four inches above the HOG moans ous ie eae 3 
tee eel —— — ee hess generally, and its particular adaptation 
ae end ae Raincene is 1° the growth of certain crops. ‘But such Y 
thin. this fai sulil ba dsne Saccll casos - judges are exceedingly liable to be deceived; ‘ 

D Ta in fact no certain confidence can be placed a 
Vv aeons ABOR. Jin theiropinion. They don’t know the con- 

4 Sa eee : stituents of the soil—they never trouble 
Vexcrraste Marrow.—Since the partial | themselves about the subsoil; its capacity for 

failure of the potatoe crop, the English far-| ‘taining moisture in dry weather; its or- 
mers are turning their attention to the cul- | Sanic and saline particles; its lime, magnesia, 
tivation of this species of squash as food for | OT iton—all these things which bear a most 
hogs. Those who have tried it, state that | intimate relation to the fertility of the soil 
twenty tons may be raised per acre, and that | they never inquire into. The consequence 
when cooked it is found to:be superior to | is; that they do net know how that land will 

most other vegetables as food for hogs. Its| act in very dry or very wet weather—they 
nutritive properties are equal to the ruta ba- do not know whether it will grow wheat, to- 
gaturnip. This vegetable is known by va- bacco or turnips—what manure it will re- 4 

rious, names, such as the Boston Marrow | (ure, or whether it does vegetablyor geolog- 
Squash, Midsummer Squash, &c. ically contain the means for producing that 

é ac Setar manure—in fact, their judgement is little 
AmpHor To Destroy Lice on Carrte. | better than mere shrewd guessing: it may 

Mr. John Macomber, of Wilton, informs evel ba Pete, but there is no demonstra- 
us that for more than ten years past he has|tion, or proof accompanying their opinion; 
used gum camphor, dissolved in New Eng-| the why and the wherefore, the reason and 
land rum, to destroy lice on cattle. _ It does | the foundation of their opinions are wanting; 
the work effectually, as we can testify; it/neither can they supply them. The man 
may be applied at all times, even in the cold- | who understands the analysis of soils, knows 
est weather, without injuring the cattle.— |all they do in a more perfect manner—and 
On the whole, Nr. M. ‘finds it better, safer, |he knows more; he can infotm you what the 
More convenient, pleasanter, and cheaper, | soil is composed of, and how its composition 
than any application he has ever used for the | will act under certain states of weather; how 
Urpose. F in dry weather; how in rainy;—he will in- 

{ PRR A ORO RAE AA 
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if i form you what crops that composition will Next, “we” shall consider the inorganic 

ip i best grow, and what manure to supply to it| properties of the soil—sand, clay and lime. 
it to make up any deficiency. Hence this : ~~Potatoe Ron 

j ii knowledge becomes of immense value. See 0 . : 

a farmer or emigrant setting out westward| yy, i, teattention to he following communica- 
- into unsettled gee ene an Bearer ck a Lee tions on the cause and cure. of the above disease. 
i. t of land. Suppose him to be able to ana a The facts set forth conflict with our theory, it is 

i the.soil, When he reaches a favorable| oo it we shall bo quits willing to abandon it, if 
a Bee ot gropnd, ae OE ocak Tut eRe these facts, on careful experiment, shall be found to i nation of its qualities. Boring into the earth, fe eee a i 

is * he endeayors to-ascertain the depth of the| °° Seneral'ysustamed, 
a surface soil, and the nature of the subsoil.— Mr. Mitter—Sir:—I received recently 

ie f With his humble apparatus he examines the] a letter from a brother of mine in the State 
: i i nature of the soil. He will soon known its| of New York, whois a practical farmer, in 
4 j fertility and what it will grow. In a few] which he communicates some facts with ref. 

F hours, he will know the humus or organ-| erence to the Potatoerot. He says -that as 
i 5 i ic matter, the lime, the clay, and the sand it] the disease made its appearance in the tops, 

H i contains. He will have ascertained its pow- they were cut off, and thus the disease was 
if er of retaining moisture; and will judge at! arrested,and the potatoes dug were all healthy 

; q once with an accuracy nearly approaching] and sound. His neighbors adopted the same 
Fi, Bi certainty, of the quality and capabilities of a process with the like success. 

} } piece of land he never saw before, and from Mr. Geo. Campbell, near Ives’ Grove, 
ie which the hand of labor and art has never} Yorkville, had a parcel of potatoes along 

ie yet extracted support and wealth. Set such| side a field of wheat. In harvesting the 
i i a man on afarm which he has visited with grain with a machine, the top of a portion 
cae a view of purchasing it, if suitable—it may| of the rows were cut off. The rows, thus 
a be a farm exhausted by repeated croppings| divested of tops produced sound potatoes— 
See i; until its soluble salts and humus are taken] the balance of the crop'was destroyed. This 
ce it out of the soil. In damp weather and cer-| would seem to'prove, that cutting off the tops 
ie tain seasons, such a farm would be possibly} will check the disease, and save the pota- $. 

| arrayed in a verdare of deceptive vegeta-| toe, Yours, &c., : 
i. tion; but in its crops would be considerably Perer ReyNoxps. 4 
oe: deficient. Caledonia, March 23, 1849. 
ie. The analyzer of soils knows this: a skin- poo 

Me | deep survey will by no means satisfy him.} Dear Sir:—You will make such use of 
p | He tests the soil; he finds its soluble extracts, | this as you please. For some years I have 
Hin) 'b its nourishments, its feeding principles gone,| raised no other potatoes than the early me- 
| ?; | —nothing remaining but a skeleton soil—a shanocks,(neshanocks or mercers,Ed.)'I plant 
ee beggarly account of sand and clay, not worth! as soon as the frost gets out the ground— 

i i the labor of recovering to a state of fertility. nerally the first op April. For the last 
i In some future No. I will give the mode of are years, those planted early have not been 
i performing a more minute analysis; in the} infected with the rot, neither before nor af- 

q mean time I hope you will become practi-| ter digging; while the same kind planted in 
i cally foagiior with the one already given.— May, have rotted in the ground. P 

ie You mustnot expect great accuracy, with-! The last season | planted half an acre ear- 
i out much practice, and patience. First op-| ly, and another halfacre later, with the same 
Hf erate on those soils you know to possess cer-| kind of potatoe, the soil also being the same. 
ie tain qualities in a marked degtee—compare| The half acre planted early, yielded. eighty 

: these results, and you will be delighted and) bushels; while the half acre planted later, 
4 instructed; many familiar effects you will] only produced fourteen bushels sound pota- 

it be able to trace to their appropriate causes.| toes. In early planting, no fears need be 
it Draw your own conclusions from analogy,| entertained of late frosts, they will not hurt 

fi and prove by experiments;—your. thoughts the potatoe. s 
i and mind will be thus elevated and improved} One thing I have ed which may be 
q and you will be able to bring the important | considered important, thal is, that what y- 
i aids of science to the practical pursuits of ag- pears to be cobwebs in our fields, during t 
i riculture, and add alike to the ‘source of| warm season, is’ in reality mildew; and it 
| 4 your happiness, and temporal prosperity. | perhaps will have been noticed,’ that leaves 
i Se Oe,
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ft after a little, shriveled and been filled with| tue case is reversed: the earliest plantedand & ; 
worms. This may, to some extent, account| earliest harvested: are the most affected, SF 
for the origin of the disease in potatoes. whilst the long reds and other late varieties i 

Yours, &e., have universally escaped—showing conclu- Sie 
Nicuoxas Le Prevost. sively, that no general rule can be safely 4 

Mt. Pleasant, March, 1849, - adopted in the cultivation of potatoes, to avoid na 
Remarxs:—Cutting off the tops of potatoes has| the rot. _ : fe'24 “e 

everseemed tousan unnatural process—much like| All this strengthensour belief in the po- j 
; that of cutting out the lungs to cure a pulmonary | Sition we adopted some two years ago—that oe 

{ disease—and though it may succeed in arresting | the cause and grand panacea had not and 
the rot, it must we think effect the potatoe. We |mever would be discovered. It is as inexpli- 

‘ think otherand better remedies may be applied.—_| Cable as the: cause and spread of the Asiat- 
We hope experiments will be made. If early plant- | i¢ cholera, and must ever be equally prob- 
ing isa preventative, asthe experience of our friend, lematical; yet we think the disease is on the 5 
Mr. Prevost would seem to decide, then plantearly. | decline, and will in a few years cease to ex- 
An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of | 1st- Under these impressions, our advice ; 
cure, Ifwecan preventthe disease, we have gained for the future By plant just as many potatoes : 
all we wish, and have no need, of course, of an after | 8S You would if the disease had never ap- : tarbéslial proores. . peared, manure them inthe same manner, 
ee ee ea cultivate them in the same way, entirely re- ‘ 

From the New England Farmer. | zardless of the delusive speculative theories : 
Mx. Eprron: There is no topic, moral, | of the thousand and one writers who have é 

religious, or political, that has beenso| discovered so many sovereign remedies, 
thoroughly discussed, without arriving at any | which are just about as valuable as a last 
satisfactory result, asthe potatoe disease.— | year’s almanac. CG 
For years our agricultural journals have; Pemsroxe, Dec. 1848. x i 
teemed with discoveries of cause ‘and cure Cavurion INTHE USE OF GUANo.—This i 
and all the remedies, like those of the patent manure, especially the Peruvian, is found to j 

; nostrums of the day. “Strike at the root of | be so powerful, that it must be used with x 
i the disease —Remove all impure humors great caution. ° Any plant. that it touches in 4 
| and restore health.” avraw state it will surely kill; and it burns 

And yet a strict ,adherance to the rules| the leaves of everything which is watered by 
laid down, (and which it is said were a sov-| its solution. ‘The safest mode of application is ‘a 
ereign remedy the last season,) are a total|thys: Mix it in alternate layers, under cov- 
failure this. “The “rot” continues. One| er where the rain cannot get at it, with ten 
Writer avers it is atmospherical influence, | or twenty times its quantity of any fine light, 
caused by the extreme dry and warm weath- easily pulverized soil. Let it lie’ thus a 
er. The next season is the Teverse—eX- | week or ten days, or as much longer as one 
tremely wet and cold: a new dicovery is pleases. The soil with which it is mixed at- made, that it is occasioned “by the extraor- | tracts and partially absorbs its most powerful 

: dinary humidity, combined with a peculiar salts, When it is wished to use this com: 
statayot the atmosphere.” ' Some theorists | post, toss it over carefully and mix it well. attribute. the disease to flies, or other insects. /Tt may then be sown broadcast upon the 
Others aver that the real cause of the evil is grass and grain; put in the hill pith corn, “a fungus’ or mushroom of extreme tenuity potatoes, melons, &c., &c.,; or around any 
that breeds amazingly and reproduces itself crop immediately after the first time hoeing, by thousands.” Some liave found a remedy | and again jut before the crop fruits. For 
in. planting unripe tubers, or in renewing] g solution of guano, put one ounce only toa 

. { from the seed; others, in the use of plaster, gallon of water carefully around and not on 
salt, lime, and ashes, have saved or destroyed | the plants. For steeping’ seeds previous to. 
their crops, Mowing the tops when in | planting, four ounces may be enough for a 
blossom has stayed the destroyer, at the ex- gallon of water; though’some say they have 
pense of the crops, But these visionary the-| used a pound to a ition with impunity.— ories are.exploded. Each succeeding year | ‘The African not being quite as stong as. the 

q) finds us as much in the dark as ever. _1n| Peruvian, 25 to.50 per cent. more of it may q 4 1847, the early-planted and harvested pota- | be used, according to the value’ of its analy- Wa toes escaped the rot; the long reds and late | cis, . ; “Q 
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i ee ee ee ee a eo | _ "rom the New England Farmer. his terms of defiance. But the sound by 

; Language of Barn-Yard Fowls. <n = is best known = crowing; by 
~~~ this he has been distinguished in all ages as fl . : 

it Fowls use a great variety of language | the countryman’s clock or *larum, = the | |. . 0 that becomes familiar to those that have the | watchman that proclaims the divisions of the r i care of them, and the voice of the parent is | night. Thus the poet elegantly styles him 
i: wellknown to the young. When ahawk is Ae catencd cock, whossolerien somnda 
a : approaching, the cautionary voice of the The silent hours.” 
ae < mother induces her young brood to hide in- sae a eS aaa : j ? stantly. When the danger is past, a difler- | ; eosin — 

4 ent note of her voice calls them forth. ee oh sales 
' i } ; We put a hen and her brood of chickens GBA injuie: oe ae 
et { into a garden of vegetables to devour the in- {ap the horse-bee ahd the gad- JE" 3 sects that had become numerous.’ They all ett) fly:’ The first de pits i ; ate freely under the approving voice of their aoe ‘its eggs on sale” parts 
i it: { mother. We gently drove them to a carrot- ew of the body as are liable : ? bed, where large, green worms were on the to be licked by’ the 

q ( plants. As soon as the hen came near ton d ee : z < ~, gue, and the animal ie ¢ these worms, she gave a caution to her chick-| —SS=S-<>) thusiconveys its enem: Wi ens, and her language was perfectly under- SDR; ite aoe} | air mBaaSS Wat | into its* stomach; the ee stood, and, with implicit obedience, they ak young larve are there ar bi } made their escape from the place of danger. nourished, and become 
me These are but few among numerous cases. bos whitish maggots. [Fig. 1. } ‘The following extract from the “Natural| CeGpye=x= e.] They attain their Hae History and Antiquities of Shelborne” de-| <ZZeASS” fg) si bout the 1 ee ? i 5 4 picts, in beautiful style, the power of lan- ‘| Ce sua or uM es anak ae possessed by barn-yard fowls: (Ye biea abut as endrcr i} Bue steer : Y , voided about the end of } | “No inhabitants of a yard seem possessed : June. On dropping to 4 ei of such a variety of expressions and so ‘co- th d, they find Eee 

te | pious a language as common poultry. Take sas pea oo: une Out nome -con venient 4 
ee 8. a chicken of four or five days old, and hold SA a — “th “A chrysalis, 

it up to a window where there are flies, and ae or Bh a Fs ven Bis s the Hy appears. 
he it will immediately seize iis prey. with little ae em ad 7] 1 ee fromthe 
\ ih twittering of complacency; but if you tender io e > Ley ey ei 5 ened Ahape af her 
oe it a wasp or a bee, at once its note becomes = 4p a fe ee og ale knee is chiefly 
1 if harsh, and expressive of disapprobation and 7 a } Se ee ee 80 « sagen mnich eH 
et a sense of danger. When apullet is ready as a iengunb te a9 Ser foceee Uiane ie ki to lay, she intimates the event by a joyous et wid ers se) aes 
Wa and easy, soft note. Of all the occurrences] To Remove Dust on Mores erom Tae ) cae 4, of their life, that of laying seems to be the | Evr.—Farmers, as well as many other per- | 

is most important; for no sooner has a hen |sons are often so exposed in their labors as 
i disburdened herself, than she rushes forth |to get dust or motes in their eyes, and’ fre- ; with a clamorous kind of joy, which the cock | quently suffer considerably before they can 
i and the rest of. his mistresses immediately | find any means of relief. The following ie adopt. The tumult is not confined to the |simple remedy is almost slways near at hand, 
ih family concerned, but catches from yard to|and in most cases will prove effectual: —Fill 

i yard, and spreads to every homestead with-|a cup or goblet with clear water, quite to i in hearing, till at last the whole village is in | the brim, and place the eye in distress in 
in! an uproar. As soon as the h@f becomes a |sucha position as to be letel: ithi: i mother, her new relation demands a new |the eater in the eur then opialyt oe 
* langage; she then runs clucking and scream- | shut the eye a few times, and the dust or 
i ing about, and sems agitated as if possessed. | mote will be immediately washed away.— 
i The father of the flock has also a considerable | If a cup or other vessel be not at hand, the ig vocabulary; if he finds food, he calls a fa-|eye may be placed in aspring or a bucket of ei vorite to partake; and ifa bird of prey pass- | water.— Agriculturist, 
4 es over, with a warning voice he bids his nears eet site 4 rs * ‘ruth is a jant, wi ie family beware. The gallant chanticleer rooted, it covers the rota go that erred Gah denies ! has at command, his amorous. phrases and | find root. ‘ 
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qj ‘Tue Farmer’s Dauewrer.—There’s a| of old-established contentment,—“The Hall 
world of buxom beauty flourishing in the| and the Hamlet,” by William Howitt. © 

| shades of the country. Farm-houses are B epee enn 

dangerous places. As you are thinking on- One Raqeyener or FarmERs—DERI- 

ly of sheep or of curds, you may be shot|*®> >¥ hone - x mien snp edes 
through by a pair of bright eyes, and melt~ tion apd honest care for progress in all the 
ed away in a bewiching smile that you 1ev- arts and employments of useful industry, 

er dreamt of till the mischief was done. In there are few things more trying to his pa- 
towns and theatre, and thronged assemblies tience than to hear men, sometimes evert 

of the rich and titled fair, you are on ‘your| 8°Rtlemen, who have some pretensions to 
guard; you are exposed to, and put on your edueation, and who therefore ought to know 

breastplate, and pass through the most dead- She donouncing book knowledge, as af- 
ly onslaught of beauty safe and sound. But peding any guide in practical husbandry. a 
in those sytvan retreats, dreaming of night- ON ee ve eee practical 

ingales, and hearing only the lowing of ox- meu swe: succes well in their ee and 
en, you are taken besurprise. - who have always something useful to impart, 

Out steps a fair creature—crosses a| % the resultof their own ager, Cade 
lade—leaps a stile. You start—you stand ence, does it not suffice to say, “fam obliged 

Teak in wonder andistonished admiration!—| © You for what.you have told me; your 

You take out your tablets to write a sonnet Integrity: assures me that it is true, and 
on the return of the Nymphs and Dryads to| Your success convinces me that .yours is 

earth, when up comes John Tompkins and the right rotation; an‘ yours iar pt 
says, “Its only the farmer’s daughter.’—| CS® Since Isee that while you gather heavy 

What! have farmers such daughters now-a-| “TPS ae = . — Lae : 

days? Yes, [tell you they have such daugh-| 20W» my friend, let me ask you one ques 
He Those emiieed are Gan gerons Hon, further,; | What:you have tisparted.ts 
places. Let no man with a poetical imag- calculated to benefit me personally, and 

ination, which isonly another name for a unless communicated again by me to oth- 

very tehder heart, flatter himself with fan-| "> with me its benefits will rest. Now, 
' cies of the calm delights of the country; | SUPPOS@s instead of the slow and unsocial 

with the serene idea of sitting with the far-| Process of waiting to be interrogated, and 
mer in his old fashioned chimney corner, making it known to one by one, as accident 
and hearing him talk of corn and mutton; of | ™°Y present opportunities, you allow me to 

joining him in the pensive pleasure of a pipe have recourse tothe magical power of types, 

and a jug of brown October; of listening to which will spread the knowledge of your 

the gossip of the comfortable farmer’s wife, profitable experience, gained by much tho’t 
or the parson and his family, of his sermons, and labor, far and wide throughout the 

and his pig; over a fragrant cup of young] !™4> that thousands may enjoy tbe advan, 
hyson, or wraptin the delicious luxuries of tages which otherwise J only shall reap 

4 custards or whipped creams. In walks a from your kind and useful communication. 

fairy vision of wondrous witchery, and with will not that be more beneficial to.society, 
acurtesy and asmile of winning and myste- and is it a benevolent_and christian duty 
rious magic, takes ‘her seat just opposite — not to hide our lights under a bushel? = 

It is the feiteer's daughter, a living creature Doubtless such a man, if not a misanthropic 
of eighteen; fair as the lily, fresh, as May churl or fool, would say, Yes. Yet the 

dew, rosy as the rose itself, graceful as the| moment by means of types, such knowl- 

peacock perched on the pales there by the edge is committed to paper, it becomes (by 

window, sweet as a posy of violets and clover fools only derided) book knowledge.—Plow, 

gillivers, modest as early ets and amiable| Loom andy Anvil. 
as your own imagination of Desdemona or . 
Goria of Wraniog. You are lost. Its “I say, neighbor Hodge, ws aay 

allover with you. I wouldn’t give an emp- fencing a a pasture for? ee 

ty filbert, or a frost-bitten strawberry, for * i om “ 1s ‘ sorat jee afte 
your peace of mind, if that glittering crea- bss eae am fencing it up to keep 

ture be notas pitifulas she is fair. And sala tue . ah 

} that comes of going into the country, out of The miser starves himself, that his heirs 

¥e the way of vanity and temptation, and fan-| ™@¥ feast. i 

\VAcying farm-houses nice old-fashioned. places Nothing circulates so rapidly as a secret. 
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aie 84 WISCONSIN FARMER AND : April, 
ian 'e Bees. swarm of bees may be kept meesh the win- See. is Mollift ' |ter without consuming an “by freezin, 

e Ca Mie J them, and keeping pe a an abe till i t These insectshave been | May. It is also stated by other writers, that j i admired from the remo- | bees cease to lay up honey after the first 
ae test period in human rec+|year, when carried from-a temperate climate 
-- - ord for their industry, | where there is snow and frost, to the torrid hee skill and economy. zone. ‘ 

a There are three orders sone in ea oe : of bees in each hive:—|} 4.SURE way To PROTECT THE BEE FROM 
oe the queen bee, (a), drone, | T#£ ™1LLER.—Messrs. Editors:—l was this | 

t (5), and working bee,(c). summer witness, in a western state, to a con- ! iT There is but 1 queen bee, | tTivance for protecting the beé from the ; f bi ‘. which is distinguished by | ™iller, which was novel to me, and indeed, 
' P having a body larger than to the contriver himself, until it struck his + ; the others. She is the |™ind in the beginning of the season. 

ae only bee that brings forth Paiokins, peed be de eae ety! are : pitches young inthe hive: }fotio, I eres Meet wi 
lee | oe workers are females “A bechouse cig! ht feet : -n wate ht f feet whose ovaries are not de- | 8! AT Gnd eUREt fee it veloped. The drones are | high, surmounted by a roof Points up into i Li ‘ males and number from aay -e a weathercock. In the middle 

iy 300 toa 1000 in a hive | €f each of the four sides of the house was a 
i 4 The number of the labor- close fitting door of sufficient width and I : ( ers varies from 5,000 to height to allow persons to enter with ease 
ee 20,000. They only are |Standing erect. Within wasaseries of three 
ie | . . Sa shelves or platforms, one over the other, 
bg armed with a sting, and toil with system and four feet square, supported by corner cals Q H 3 regularity. The bees that go abroad seek | ooching fiom oo gall to the to} of the? | i for “three distinct kinds of matter, viz: hon- walls. These nae ea ge Mag 
wae ey farina or bee-meat, and a substance called from twelve , sixteen common hives. In 

| propolis. The honey is the nectar of ‘flow- the daytime, all these doors were fasten d ers, and from the same source bees obtain | 5... "bt as soon as the bees were in nas et their wax. Farina is stored up in cells for ati they were ‘closed. Early" in ‘dks 1 
4 young bees—is ofa whitish color, and 7, ciileasee ae were again hisiwi oy en, and 4 ae 5 Paces om bosey. | Propolis be a resin- lt tits prissepe let Each tobe ik fa te 

| . ao eee “ag ks of a tive winter the dats are tobe kept locked, pa i iad 4 is close up the crevices in the Ve, .) . . ” 

JF} sndio cocotbo cols in which the egus of PH mien access wanted tothe hive.” He the insect are deposited by the queen. She |. kept completely from the hives. He i 4p lays first the workers at the rate of fifty a would often be seen’ knocking in vain for 
ie day, then the drones, and lastly the ova for| Jinittance One mornin, ot lbelieve ee queens. It is the old queen thatleaves her a Tow iillecs Ward Race B thé house, when. 
ie: home, and leads the emigrant swarm.’ The | 1,6 doors had been cia too late an hour 

i natural history of this insect is a curious, in the evening previous, But they had ev. h and mostinteresting study. Great improve- | ;4,.n41 “fouisd tistosalve entirel Mihewion, 
i ments have been made in bee-hives within and had done no mischief, ui is abs " ; the last twenty years. The number of Pat-| that the house, with its internal arrangement, : E ents have been counted by hundred, of vari- could be of any size that co hae aie 

i ous utility. {tis for the owners? of these to dictate.—_N. e Fiapindy, MOH Fe y 
i. point out the advantages of each hive. se a 7 e 
iF ‘ Bee peitins one tebe. peiyided J a ae Cor or pritt Grass.—Wet the im- rf ther chs of ahi al pay, better for thei ae solution of camphor and spirits of 
iz ing an attention.* 
is ane aoa the bees of the preceding} To two gallons of whitewash, add .one i year die, the drones are expelled, and the | pound of blue vitriol dissolved in hot water, 
| Bhive is completely under the control of the| 8d one pound of flour, well mixed, makes 

> Qnew generation. Dr. Darwin states that a{a fine blue wash for walls. 
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, 1 and that of a team three or four days, he will, in five 

FENCING LANDS. years, with very little expense, aed a farm: of one 
| hundred acres completely. surrounded by all the > 

Living Fences. necessary materials for an everlasting fence; and in _ 
een twelve years from the first planting of the seed, at oa 

The attention of the farmers in this prairie coun- | the utmost extent, the persevering farmer will be- a 
try is being directed to the subject of living fetices. gin to reap the reward of his enterprize and exer- I 
Owing to the scarcity of timber, the almost entire | tion in the full matutity of his first efforts, and each # 
lack in some localities, it has become already a se- | successive year will add another, and another por- . 
tious question with many, how they shall protect | tion to that already perfected, until every lot be se- 3 

: their fields when their present fences shall fail.— | curely protected by a fence, as durable as the soil 
They may grow the Chestnut, the Locust, &c., it | on which it stands,” ‘ 

j is true; or they may throw up banks‘ of earth, or 4 — 
construct board fences. But these modes are at- For the Wisconsin Farmer. 
tended with large and continued expense. The live Mr. Pueasayr, Racine Co., } | 
fence is much the best, and in the end, by far the My. M — FR ae a 1849. 
cheapest. These may be constructed of various T. MILLER:—In your first three num- ; shrubs, of the locust, the crab-apple, the sweet bri- | bers there are two sorts of trees recommend. 

ar, as well as of many varieties of thorn. In Europe oe noe or for —— “0 as 
the hawthorn (Crataegus Oxyaca’ is preferred, ark or Usi range, and Bu en. 
while here Buckthorn seems oa seceeas 1 think sir that T cae refommend a3 good, if ih 

Mr. Prevost, an old farmer of this county, and a not better, than either of the above for this native of England, recommended the crab-apple for — = a ae ~~ ae i i i it. will | Mean the Cra le tree, the e thorn 
ee eee ee ae ony of this county ee i wild Plum tree, all 
forked mixed, oreither of them. Of these three 

j We know ofno good reason why the hawthorn | Sorts the woods or timber land in Pike ‘ 
of this country, of which there are many varieties, Grove, Racine county, and the Burr Oak 
‘should not equally answer the purpose, as shrubs | OP@M!Ngs around, | abound with them from introduced from abroad. It grows in the climate seedlings to four inches or more indiameter. 
and on the soil where it is needed—it miay be foind | 1" the Spring of 1841, I planted one row of }- : g : the above three sorts mixed—the row is 2 i in ebuudanee here in the West, in our forests, three rods long; the trees that] planted were i groves, and woodlands; and its shape, hardiness, | 1o¢ more than 8-8 of an inch in diameter.— 
and other qualities, whould indicate that it is just Inthe winter of 1842 the snow was two feet OS ageee fut orberties | deep, and the mice girdled most of the trees 
sa isa ea a ae "7 f e a {in my fence, their tops died, and the stumps ne e - oe I oe might be gathered in sprouted from the bottom. In 1845 the fence a oe ees was full four feet high. I bent the trees e seed are very long in vegetating unless pre- down to about two feet from-the ground, and Tha terete ee ne Somme: Te hasten | tied the tops here and. there. with willows; 

voir vegetation, put them in a tub and oe them my fence was then like a chain. , I also 
with boiling water, allowing them to remain until lopped or clipped the sides to about four feet. 
the water is perfectly cool. ‘wide, since then they have grown up, and 

‘The work of transplanting is done by plowing, | are now from eight to ten feet above ground. 
in the first place, four or five furrows, where the | I intend to bend the tops down again to about 
fence is tobe made, passing the plow backward and | four feet, so asto form a second chain, by so 
forward two or three times, if it be a light sandy doing I am certain: that no cattle will be able soil, where the plants are to be set, and filling the | to go through. Besides, the two chains be- tench with compost, muck; or barnyard earth—| ing formed by the tops being bent and.en- The surface is then to be leveled down and made tangled together, the three sorts of trees are } smooth, and two parallel lines, six inches apart, to | all so rough and prickly that cattle will not 
be drawn; now cut down the plants to within three | be fond of even rubbing against them.— inches of the roots and set them in these lines} ‘Those trees that were girdled by the mice 
about twelve inches apart, after the form laid down | are now from oneto two inches in diameter, 
in ourlast No. ‘Thus,” says a writer on this sub- | and those not injured are from two to three 
ject, “by successive planting, éay 100 rods in each | inches in diameter. ‘Two years ago I plant. 
year, which will cost the labor ofa man two weeks, | ed two rows of the same sort of trees, the ‘
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ie Se ee ieee he eee 

Nee wows about one foot apart. The rows ‘are |ence may justify me in making the attempt. 
ee sixteen rods long andare likely to make a| Meanwhile, I shall be glad to learn from 
qt good fence in a few,years. your more experienced correspondents, 

ee Yours, &c., any thing and every thing respecting living 
; i Nicnouas LePrevost. , | hedges, &c. &c. Yours, &c., 

te: N. B. Persons wishing to judge for them- Youne Jonn Butt. 
: selves by seeing the fences, will be welcome | Mt. Pleasant, March 26, 1849. 

ek by calling on me. ‘ Remarxs:—We insert the communication of our 

Wb Sr ere Correspondent in this No. with ‘pleasure. The 
Me ae For the Wisconsin Farmer. | contents of his note are appreciated, and we like 
mt Mr. Eprror:—lIn your March No, of the | him the better for his plain, honest speech, We 
ae ; Wisconsin Farmei, is a letter from. Dr. Has- | shall consider his suggestion, apd hope to hear from 

1 H q kell, on the subject of living fences, on | him again. é 
ee which subject I feeldeeply interested, as it cee te Meer eres 
ee is my intention—if it pleases God to spare | Wire Fence, Mode of Making, Expense, &c. 

4 i me to perform the work—to fence the whole ——_~_~—- 4 
yi of my farm—100 acres—with either Eng-| , Messrs. Eprrors :—Having lately com- 

} MH lish Hawthorn—American Buckthorn, or | pleted twenty-four rods of wire fence, and 
1g Osage Orange. I have a bed.of English | knowing that many farmers intending such } 
ie 't Hawthorn, containing perhaps 10,000 plants, | fence, if it is found to answer the purpose, I 

Amit they are only one year old, yet strange to} am induced to give a detailed account of it, } 
ee say most of them are stronger and better | that others may profit by my experience. 

ta than I ever saw in England at two years| In the first-place I would premise that this 
1 ie old; their appearance tends to prejudice me | fence extends from my house (which is 

i in favor of them for this country. They.| situated on a considerable elevation) to the 
i were planted by an Englishman who bro’t| highway, and is, therefore, more expensive 

Pa theberries from York State. This man|than ordinary fences upon the farm. At 
ee was renting a cottage and six acres of land, | each end of the fence I set a large cedar post 
Bt part of my farm which | bought in July last, | three feet in the ground, and brace it firmly’ 
al where; he informs me, they flourish luxuri-| in the direction of the fence. The brace is 

# ~° ¢ antly. \I purpose putting out a portion of| about eight feet long, and extends from the 
4 thestronger plants this Spring for permanent | top of the post to a large.stone placed firm- 

growth, and think that by next autumn [/ly in the ground. Twoother cedar posts are 
ra . 2: may beable to tell-you whether or not they | paced at unequal distances between the out- 

t answer my expectations, and are worth cul-| side posts, on account of the irregular de- 
a tivating. Expecting that this may meet the | scent of the ground. : All the other posts are 
4a eye of the Doctor, or some other parties, | of band iron 14 inches wide, 4 inch thick, 
ae who, like myself, are interested in the mat- | and placed one rod apart. Intermediate posts 

i ter, and in furtherance’ of my views, and | are placed between these, extending only to 
i “( their views of the subject, 1 propose to give | the fifth wire, and made of half-inch iron. 
3 by way of trade, or barter, 100 of my Haw- | All of these posts are punched with holes for 

*f thorn plants, for 100 buckthorn plants; and /|the wires to pass through. The long posts 
i ; if the Doctor will oblige me in this way and | pass through large flat stones, and are firmly 
i will send the package to you, he can enclose | bedded in the ground. The posts should be 
i one pound of the Buckthorn seed, for which | fastened in these.stones by pouring around 
af I will pay you $8 on delivery and also-make | them melted lead or brimstone. : 

ie up the package of Hawthorn and deliverto| The wires used are Nos. 10 and 19, and I 
‘ you on receipt of Buckthorn plants. -am confident these are the best sizes where 

4 By such means as these [ fancy we can|astrong fence is required. In building, I 
Hh enliven our neighbors to a sense of their | commence by running the upper wire thro’ 
- duty towards the next generation, and gain | first, which is four feet from the ground — 

; the blessings of our children hereafter. Ex-| The second wire is ten inches below the up- 

. cuse me for pressing you to get this into| per, both of which are of No. 10 wire.— 
: your April No., as time is on the wing.— | The third wire is eight inches below the se- 

‘- I.did not get your March No. until the 21st | cond, and of No. 12 wire. The fourth wire 
r inst., or you should have had this sooner. | is six inches below the.third, and of No, 10 
: I will endeavor to scribble something more | wire, and so alternating the two sizes of wire 

- pleasing than the present, when my experi-|to the bottom. The distances of the remain: 3 

Ce
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ing lower wires apart, are 5, 5, 4,4, 4,| Tue Lonerviry or Trers.—A writer 
inches. These wires, after passing through | in the Edinburg Philosophical Journal, al- 
the lower post, are fastened firmly, which I/luding to the longevity and size of trees, did by passing them through a strap of iron, | states that in Britain there are still extant 
and coiling the. ends. and growing oaks, and probably elms, which | § I don’tknow that I can describe the man- | were planted before the Conquest ; i. e. | ner of straining the wires intelligibly but I more than eight hundred years ago. And 1 

\ willtry. At the upper end of the fence, af-| there are yew-trees, much older still. There { ter the wires have passed through the post, | are some at Fountain Abby, near Ripon, in | 
§ they also pass through the plank of the same Yorkshire, which are believed to be more { width and height. Each wire is then passed | than 1200 years old; two in the churchyard 
§ through a roller 14 inches in diameter, and 6| of Crowhurst, in Surrey, of 1450 years 5 >. 
‘ inches long, having one end tenanted for a| one in Braybourn churchyard, in Kent, is 
\ crank. A board of the length and width of| said to have attained the age of 3000 years; 
} the plank is placed upon these rollers. After| and another at Hedsor, Bucks county, which } each wire is strained by turning the rollers, | is in full vigor, and measures 27 feet in dia- 
’ a pin is passed throagh the board and roller| meter, appears to be 3200 years old.. 
} into the plank, which fastens them firmly.— pean yf } The wires will contract some in cold weath-| To Propuce rar Exacr Lrxeness oF } er, and should not be drawn too tight at first.| any Onsecr INSTANTLY ON Paper.—This 

As to the expense, I canhot be as definite may be readily effected by laying the pa- asf could wish, as some of the wire pur-| per on a table and holding a double con- chased was too small. I have used about] yex lens (@ common sun-glass) over it and one hundred and ten pounds of wire, costing | then placing a mirror over the lens, in an $9.50. Twenty iron posts, at six cents each, oblique position, so as to face partly tow- $ 1°25; 20 short posts, at 3 cents each, | ards the object that is to be represented.— sixty cents; four cedar posts, $1, making| The rays of light, passing from the object $4; painting, $1—making an amount of| to the mirror, will be reflected downward ’ $16 35. through the lens, and produce the like- Since the fence was completed, Ihave had| ness of the object in full colors on the ; it broken through once by an ox racing} paper. ‘This experiment may be made in the with a horseman. I have found that the wires evening, by reflecting the flame of the candle break only where the ends are looped togeth-| in this same manner, which will appear very er. I have since joined them by flattening] brilliant on paper. Butin order to render the ends, laying them together and winding] the reflection of an object distinctly visible then for four inches with a small wire.— by daylight, exclude nearly all the light This isthe manner of joining them at the| from the paper, except what falls through the Niagara Suspension Bridge. “The wires of |lens. The lensmust be placed at a distance this bridge are boiled in linseed oil, which| above the Paper, accordiug to its focus, at forms.an impervious coating, and probably | which it would contract the rays of the sun toughens the wire. to the smallest pvint.—Ex. 
As to the strength of the fence, I think it —-s23T 

sufficient to withstand any ordinarypressure.| Gaunsin THE Heap or Suerpr.—It was Wires of the same size at the Suspension | in the latter partof winter one of my flock Bridge are each strained to a tension of was taken sick, and became so weak it could 3 1,500 Ibs. The great objection to this| not rise without being lifted. I supposed its fence, in the minds of many people, is its be-| ailment to be the grub in the head; and know- inginvisible. This is why Ilike it, as it ing something of. the virtue of flaxseed oil, I does. not mar the beauty of the landscape. | resolved to try the experiment. _[ laid the In conclusion 1 would say that I like this sheep on its baci, with its nose a little back-- fence because the wind makes no impression | wards, and poured ina table-spoonful of the upon it—no snowbanks form behind it—it| oil, part in each nostril. . The next morning occupies no space—costs less than the build-| the sheep was able to getup and speedily re- ing of a good board fence, and although in-| covered. Afterthat, when I discovered any , visible looks beautiful when the. ground is| of them snotty-nosed and coughing, (an indi- | q covered with snow; and as to its durability, cation of the grub,) I put a:little oil in their if wire bridges will endure, surely wire| noses, as above, and they soon became clean py fences will last an age. and healthy.—Se/écted. ; 
Risitox- 
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; pense incurred, when, by a nice calculation, 
__ MISCELLANEOUS. _ (for no one makes nicer calculations, ) he 

rtance of . found that an oil-mill would afford the best 
Impor of "well Directed Labor. profit; and to work he went with great in- 3 

A single stroke of an axe is of little con-| dustry, building an oil-mill. 
sequence; yetby the continual application of} 1 happened to go there afew weeks after- ) | 
that small power, ‘properly directed, what ute and the whole eee ns the 
amazing effects are produced! The sturdy |™ill was undergoing an alteration, to, fit it 
oak and lofty pine do not simply own its } UP for a cotton and woollen manufactory. 

; power, but whole forests fall before it, and} 4 quizzical friend intends to propose i 
; the wilderness becomes 'a garden. him to abandon that project and enter large- 

Industry, well direcfea, will give a mana ly into the manofacture of flour, and I have 
competency in a few years. The greatest | no doubt that he will readily accede to the 
industry misapplied is useless, i proposal. a i 

As an example, there is my neighbor, |_ So with all his industry and expense, he 
Seth Steady, the blacksmith, is not only an | is neither benefiting himself nor the public. 
industrious man, but his industry is applied —Albany Cultivator: 
toone object. Hishammerisheard atdawn} [yeoprance or Goop Toors.—Those 

ee ee du-4 mechanics only who have excellent tools} | 
ring the evenings, from the 20th of Septem- can duly estimate their importance. Many 

; ee iis arch. Go to his shop | work year after year with poor tools, when 
| ¢ at any time . eb =f ou, ees, a little time and expense would supply-them 

you are sure to be waited pon: , rhe con- | with good tools, enabling themto do far more 
sequence is, his purse is filled with dollars, | 544° and do it better. 

: and his cellars well filled with provisions; Sometimesa mechanic will use a poor im: 

and that’s what I call quite comfortable.— plement, when a good one could be arabe 
Although suitably ek and enjoying the | fer one or two dollars that would last for 
good things of ces he goes on, ten years years, and would annually make a saving 

oo will enable him to purchase a good | of more than double the cost of the imple- 

ag a contrast, there is my friend Nat = * : , y : A blacksmith who had far better and more 
: Notional, the busiest and most industrious | 001s than was common with others in. the 
1 mortal “in existence; as the old Saying 18, | same business, hired an Englishman to assist 

pe eae too seany Ions an the) fre,” 80d iam, Tbe fires thing the stranger did was 
; with all his industry he go = behindhand. to make tools, and for more than a week he 
' , He hase fine farm, but instead of pursu- | pied himself closely to making tools, before 
; ing the cultivation of it, he flies and seizes he would do any other work. - His time was 

ed aed that eluant P well spent, as was shown by the neatness 
__ A few years ago he conclu to give UP | and despatch with which he worked, after 
the dairy business, in consequence of the low being properly prepared 

F price of butter and cheese; sold his cows at ae poor saw ofien requires twenty-five 

| alow figure, and purchased sheep at _a high per cent. more strength.than a good one. If 
— ot ee mil —e z i it be used one sixth of the time, the loss 
price. py ie time he got nae into 2 would be about one day a month, which ina 

raising of wool, down went the price of] year would be equal toa sum sufficient to 
| wool, and up went the —, 72 ae and buy adozen good saws. Mechanics should 

_— ay ties = . sae og no. end|™ake estimates occasionally. They will 
el Cows again, for cl arr aftor UP» anc | present resylts in a long run that are highly wool was down. Last year, after sowing important, though they may seem trifling 

: "a number of acres of grain, he resolved to for a single day. 

| rent his firm, sell the grain on the ground, 
, buy ateam, and gotohauling; for, by anice} The old and true saying, that “an ounce 
} calculation, he had proved that money might | of prevention is worth a pound of cure,” is 

be made by it. A team was procured; but| worthy of: far more consideration than it 
| after one or two trips, he concluded to sell usually receives. Many persons do not 

his team, build a saw-mill, and go largely in| truly value health while they possess it,— 
‘t¢ lumbering. The dam was completed, the |The poet justly observes, 

~ Q@irons procured, and three-fourths of the ex- « How blessings brighten as they take their flight.” 

x :
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From the New England Farmer. /'They were placed on the cornerof the head # 
Blind-bridles for Horses, that he might have the advantage of looking 

: —en 2 in different directions. Men, in the abun- 
Among the most absurd: practices in the | dance of their wisdom, concluded the horse 

management of horses is the use of blind-bri- | had too much sight, and they wished to cur- 
dles. They are not only very inconvenient | tail it; hence the origin of blind bridles.— 
and uncomfortable to the horse, but they ag- | Think of this seriously, and you will aban- 
gravate the very evil which they are intend- | don the use of so destructive an appendage. 

to obviate—that of preventing the horse Remember, that blind-bridles and diseased 
ffom being affrighted by the carriage which eyes are inseparably connected. Custom 
he might see without blinders, or from any |hoodwinks the senses of men as much as 
object approaching from behind him. blind-bridles do the vision of horses.” 

} In training a young horse in a chaise, we nn ! 
took off the blind bridle, to give him some} Manacement or Horses.—We have no 
provender, and he started with affright at | domestic animal among us, that costs us so 
the sight of the carriage; and had he not/much that will doa greater variety of work. 
been pent up in the cofner, he would have|or that isso much abused, as the horse.— 
cleared. We saw from this instance the | Like his master, the horse is complicated in 
folly of the practice, and afterwards used | his structure, and liable to a great many dis- 
him without blinders, first leading him up to| eases; and he is capable of being made to 
the chaise and around it that it might become | exert all his powers of body in the efforts 
familiar, before harnessing for a few times, | of speed or severe labor, nine-tenths of them | 
and we had no more trouble with him. are cut off in the prime of life. And yet by 
When any thing is approaching’ a horse | care and attention, by kind and humane treat- 

in the rear, itis far better for him to see it|ment in working and feeding, he can be 
as it approaches, which he will if not blind- | made to endure a great many years, active 3 | 
ed, than for it to come suddenly upon him, | and strong. Mr. Pell, of New York, has 
before hecan see it. We had an instance | given some excellent rules for the manage- 
ofthis in the same horse, while the blind | ment of horses, which were published in the 
bridle was used. In travelling with a gig. | Transactions of the New York Agricultur- 
and walking up a hill, a friend in company al Society. Among the good ideas which 
came up to the horse’s head, with his um-|he there advanced, he observes, ‘ Feed 
brella spread, which so frightened him that|themin winter on a variety of food, such 
he ran away. as oats, ground and whole, bran, strip stuff, 
We name these cases, hoping that they | beans, peas, turnips, carrots, potatoes, and 

will have some influence upon those who|parsnips, occasionally steamed separately 
reason upon the subject, and induce them to|and together. In summer, keep them al- } 
abandon a practice that is attended with | waysconfined in airy stables, andgfeed them 
trouble and sometimes with danger. We|on clover, bruised grains, green cornstalks, 
copy the following judicious remarks from | cider pomace, oil cake, hay, &c. Be par- 
J. Maddock, Farrier:— ticular to give them three-fourths of a pound 

Buinp Briwies.—“Yes, use your think- | of salt per week; occasionally two ounces of 
ing powers, friends. They were given you |sulphur, and frequently two ounces of wood 
to use, and not abuse. Blind bridles! Tru- | ashes. 
ly named, surely. Art never invented a “By good keeping and judicious manage- 
more fatal thing to the eyes of horses than|ment’ apair of horses,-perfectly sound when 
when she devised this plan of depriving the | young, willlast, and labor constantly, 25 
horse of what nature intended he should en- | years, and to the end will retain their spirits. 
Joy. But says one, how are blinders inju-| {have a pairof bay horses,” he observes, “on 
rious to the horse? Because they gather dirt | my farm that are now twenty years old, du- 
and heat around the eyes. Dirt irritates the | ring which time they have never been at pas- 
eye, and heat produces inflamation. These | ture, and have worked daily; they have ney- 
bridles so entrammel the eyes of the horse | er been incapacitated for work by lameness, 
that he is constantly straining them to see or disease of any kind, and have always 
his way. The over exertion of the nerve | been perfectly healthy.” He also adds that 
brings‘on disease. Eyes were not made in |.he has “another pair of sorrels that are eigh- } 
vain. Had they been needless, the Creator | teen years old, which labor daily, and will 3 
would not have located them in the head.—|do as much work as any pair of six years.” (Y 
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us The above statements of Mr. Pell are |tivatedin this region. Many more are on® 
i worth listening to, and his advice should be | trial, some of which are very promising— f 

; ; followed. Much loss would be prevented, | The object of this article is to direct more 
b { and much suffering to a faithful and useful | attention to the cultivation ofthe strawberry, 

; animal be warded off, while the long-contin- | both for market and for home consumption 
; ( ued powers forlubor would amply reward the | where the wild strawberry does not aed 
: { extra care and kindness thus bestowed, | One square rod in the garden will yield } 

( even if the virtue of mercy to those brutes|ten quarts. A friend informed me that he 
F intrusted to our protection were not taken | had a good supply for his family, of twenty 

| ane ere ae 
Tue Srnawsenny.—The strawberry is | pense ! i 

* 2 the earliest of all fruits generally cultivated —————— 
in this part of the country, and it is one of Serecrinc Seep Cory.—lt isa general } 
the most delicious and wholesome. It is|Complaint among farmers, tbat their corn | 

; cooling and refreshing, and highly accepta- | degenerates arid grows later—the same kind ( 
ble, as it is in use in, the hot season when of seed that once ee forward, and would } 

; there is a general scarcity of fruits. It is ripen early, having hardly time, in the best ; 

very juicy, rather acid, and remarkably |corn seasons, to ripen The reason, I think 
tender, which admirably adapts it to general | is obvious. It is an injudicious practice in 
use in hot weather. selecting seed. Farmers in general select ; 

This fruit is easily raised.. Any good til |*he @argest ears, that grow on the largest 
§ lage is adapted to its cultivation, but it pays stalks, and that have the most rows on the 

well for high manuring and thorough culti-|¢ar- Selecting seed in this way will make 
vation. A deep sandy loam, rather moist, |the stalk grow larger, and of course later.— 

i yet well drained, that the water may not The object for-which I have written this 
; stand on it in the winter, is the” best soil for article is, to give directions how to select 

: strawberries. Large crops are raised in |seed corn- The best evidence that I can 

this vicinity on light soils, but on-such soils | giveof my skill in selecting seed corn, is 
asevere drought may greatly reduce the that I have planted the same kind of seed 

emp. | for twenty-eight years, and have increased 
he production of the strawberry is |e size of the kernel one-half, without in- 

large. In some rere cases, the crop has \<"easing the size of the cob, and its growth 
| amounted to four thousand quarts to the |has not been made any later. Selecting 

acre. An average crop is probably less | ears that are perfectly ripe and have a small 
than half this amount, or about fifteen hun- | C0b, Withouta large butt-end, will keep the 
dred quatis to the acre, selling at twenty to Comm from growing later, When I select 

twenty-five cents per box. In some cases | ™Y seed corn I am careful to pick ears the 

the average price of large berries is thirty kernel of which is large and bright having ‘ 

to thirty-seven cents. The production is |@ small cob, and but eight rows—and as 
so large as to render the crop profitable, much as possible ofa uniform bigness from ‘ 

. ‘whether raised for market or ‘for family |utt-end to tip. I never pick: ears from 
use. overgrown stalks, nor ears that have alarge 

The Early Virginia strawberry, is one of butt-end, nor ten ‘or twelve-rowed ears.— * 
the best and most profitable varieties, and Such will grow where there is an abundant 
for an early kind, it takes the lead in New| growth, even ifall planted aré eight-rowed. 
England. It is hardy, vigorous in growth, Yours, with much esteem, 
an abundant bearer, and the fruit is excel- Joun Brown, 2d. 
lent. , Moultonborough, Feb. 10, 1845. 

Hovey’s Seedling follows the Early Vir-|—Farmers’ Monthly Visitor. 
se succession, oe itis distin: | bow poautifal are tho smiles of ki . h 
gu 1 its large size and productiveness, | .ydearing the sympathies of lo ae 
and the quality is very good. It is a pistil- | solace of friendship! how Tovely the oa alien 
late plant, and requires a staminate variety, | tion ! These, combined, are all characteristic of 
or aperfect kind, like the Early Virginia, | Woman. They are the true poetry of humanity— 
near it, in order to get a good crop and per- spices clustering around the altar of domestic 

- SB fect berries. - Selena toa 
These two are the principal varieties cul- | can secompih Ser 
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pressed. Control and suppression ean be effected 

: EDUCATIONAL. only’ by one of two methods, namely, either by the f 

% energy of external force or the power of inward 

Education—No. 4. principle. The former is the method by which the 
That our country is not, comparatively, as en- | Mass of men have usually been controlled—a meth- 

lightened and intellectually distinguished as it once | ©¢ which has led'to infinite abuse, and for agesthe 
was, is a fact we believe capable of being fully sus- | many have groaned under theirresponsible tyranny 

tained. Not that there is not more general intelli- | of the few.’? But it shall be so no longer. A spirit 
génce abroad in the land—that the discoveries of | has been aroused which ‘will match itself agamst 

the age have shed no light upon the minds of our | Kings, and defy the power of Thrones. This spirit 
people—that the institutions of Igarning have not | Which spreads and prevails the world over, is strug- 
‘greatly multiplied, nor the facilities ¥f learning great- gling here fora higher Republicanism, for a purer 

ly increased; but it is denied, and will be denied so | Scie! System, for Equality and Universal Brother- 

long as the evidences of its truth exist, that intelli- | hood. But it is now, in certain localities, an ultra 
gence, sound and useful learning, possess that rela- | Radical spirit, and is fast becoming such every 
tive and commanding influence to which they are | Where; and, as in the case of France, it is franght 

entitled. They do not now, as they once did, take | 0 its increase and exercise of power with tremen- 
the lead, and hold in high and imperious control | 4°"s evils, when, uncontrolled and undirected by 
the interests and destiny of the nation. ‘There has | intelligence and virtue, it assumes the form of mere 

been a receding from the high ground once occu- | blind impulse and passion. The ‘hold of external 
"( pied, a descent from the eminence on which our | Power, of outward foree, is weakening day by day. 

fathers stood, witnessed in the dying away of intel- | And we say of certainty, that unless there be an 
ligence in the Assemblies and Senates of a free na- | icrease of knowledge, connected with moral and 
tion—the lowering of its public standard for merit | *Hg!e™s principle, there is no security for the liber- 
and trust—the departing of courtesy and decorum | ties of this people. = 
and of unsullied dignity from legislative halls—the | _ We know itis hard to believe that in this land of 
acceptance of other securities than those of intelli- Schools and Bibles, where such munificent provis- 
gence aid moral worth, and other pledges for fideli- | ion is made for the education of the sons and daugh- 

ty and success in the enactment and administration | FS of tho nation, and where there are so rich and 
of law;—all these are but so many proofs, eviden- | Ved facilities for acquiring knowledge, there 
ces palpable as.the sun at noon-day, of wasting in- | should at the same time be a lack of intelligence 
stead of advancing intelligence among the people. | and virtue among the sovereign people, and somuch 

Horace Mann utters a great truth when he de- | ofa lack as to peril the great interests of the country 

clares, that, “‘ We have not only to propitiate to our | and of the cause of religion. But suffer us to pre- 
aid a host of good spirits, but we have to exorcise a | senta single fact:—The last Census shows that 
host of evil ones, Every aspect of our affairs, pub- | there were at that time 700,000 free white persons 

lic and private, demonstrates that we need, for their | in the United States, over the age of tWenty yéars, 

successful management, a vast accession to the | who were unable to read and write. Suppose now. 

common stock of intelligence and virtue: that of this number one-half were females, and that ‘ 

There is an ultra Radicalism abroad, which needs | of the male portion one-half were persons either 
to be controlled by cultivated intellect andgnoral not twenty-one, or unnaturalized foreigners; andwe 

seittiment—we mean that Radicalism which would | have as the balance, 175,000 voters who can neither 
have no Sabbath, which would annihilate every ex- | read nor write; and by them is determined who shall 

isting institution, carry flame and bloodshed through | be the rulers of a free people. Now take into the 

the state and nation, blot ont all Jaw, and seek by | account those who are buta single remove from 
one blow to destroy all evil, and by one great effort | them, but astep above those whe know nothing, 
to purify society, and lift up humanity to the proud and what a mighty host have we of the unenlight- 

height of its destined glory. Now, we are no | ened and uneducated, by whom to a very consider- 
alarmist—we like any thing that comes to us in the | able extent, the destinies of the American Union 

shape of true Reform. But who does not see that | are wielded—wielded, too, amid the prevalence 
thisis reform with a vengeance. And who that has | and increasing might of the wild and lawless spirit 
an eye open does not discover that it ig fraught with abroad. Js there not that in the very thought which 
evil, and that such a spirit needs to be under the | is truly appaling ? 3 ; 
“eae and control of Intelligence and Virtue. «« After all,’? said. Buonaparte, ‘tit is education 

“Ry one knows that men are continually sub- | that makes men.”? Pre-eminently is it true, that 

ject to impulses and passions, exceedingly danger- | education is essential to fit man both to govern and 
ous and mischievous if not controlled and sup-|tobe governed, That improvement of mind, those :
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: e enlarged views which reading, study and reflection | tially in their studies, and all have the pow- 
14 alone can give, are the best securities to contented- | er of encouragement, which often operates 
F ness and improvement in private life, and as they like acharm upon the juvenile mind, and 
i ip enable us to judge of the nature and value of civil | causes difficulties that loomed up to a dis- 
i rights and securities,+they prepare us to intrust |Couragement in the distance, todiminish or 

rae their keeping to those, and to those/only, who, from | Vanisht away, on near approach, or familiar 
‘sy their intelligence and worth, are entitled to confi- |acquaintance, through the aid of a kind 
i ; dence and trust. These, too, are essential to guide, | friend.—_N. E. Farmer. 

if to hold in check, to control that spirit which has wa ‘ 

; been waked up in all lands, which burnr in so many Public Domain. 
ie millions of human hearts, and which spurns all out- 

H ward force, laughs at outward restraints, and is} The report of the Commissioner of'-the \ . > 

j Spree EF aan” oF e |General Land Office, states that the public 5 
ie gi ent RS sa aera present day | @main comprises 1,442,217,197 acres, after | 

Y t to rely upon the attainments of others, and not up- — aoe one ee 

Me on actual \researches—we mean generally—tobe| 4 very large portion of this land lies 
ie ane: the fields already explored, and make | wees of the Miszionippi River, east of the 
Was no ncement on the experiments and resources Rocky mountains, and in Oregon, New 

a ofthose who have gone before. There is not only | Mexico and California. . 
afalse pride of our intellectual advantages, but a In the several States, there remains un- 

f réliance upon facilities for education rather than on disposed of the following quantities: : 
; laborious efforts forits attainment, The great mat- | O59 Fi 875,465 

ite ter of education is, therefore, notwithstanding the Indiana, 5, 572,6 45 

‘Bs multiplication of means and agencies, coming to be | Ty]inois, : 15,693 076 

1 undervalued and neglected. We have an abundance Michigan, 25,097,296 
H of schools, and very many good ones, scattered over | Wisconsin, 29,863.763 
i : the face of the land, the treasure of state is poured lowa, 4 29,368,038 
i out freely for their maintenance, and they are | Missouri, 99,766,6 40 
} , largely patronized; and still how few educated men Arkansas, 27,669,007 
ik and women have we,—we say educated, and there Louisiana, 23,677,775 

} is almost infinite meaning in. that word. Books, | Mississippi, 11,815,040 
H } magazines, papers, are multiplied to an almost end- | Alabama, 17,515,346 

ims less profusion, and yet sound useful knowledge is | FJorida, 6,137,13y 

* not greatly on the increase among the mass of the During the past year there has been bro’t 

¢ sovereign people, We wish, therefore, to speak |into market 9,459,741 acres; and it is esti- 
a more in detail of what education should be—what | mated that during the present year, 9,113, 

7 it must. Right education we believe tobe the | 499 wil] be proclaimed for sale. = 

| overeign Panacea for all the evils which afflict so- In 1847 there was sold 3,521,305 acres; 

3 Centy. end the wosid. Sy sesigtely the purchase money being $4,296,404 08, 

: Arp CHILDREN IN THEIR Stup1Es.—The Darige the first three quarters of 1848, 
good mother, or other discreet members of | there was sold 1,448,240 acres, and the pur- }. 

the family, can do much to encourage chil- chase money $2,030,660. The whole num- 
dren in their studies. Even when the pa- ber of acres disposed of, during these periods, 

rent is not well skilled in the branches the | by Sale and otherwise, was 5,887,550. 
4 child is attending to, she may exercise a| “The number of Mexican war warrants is- 
; powerful influence by showing to the child |S, up to Nov. 30, 1848, was 48,174, call- 

; that she is interested in its success. ing for 6,505,950 acres of land. The whole 
If children sit down to what they consider number of regulars and volunteers, entitled 

a task, and see no other member of the fam- to bounty lands, is about 90,000 men, which 

ily attending to study, or taking any interest show that there are 46,826 warrants yet to 
in their progress, it may be irksome, espe- be issued.—Eichange. 
cially when all the rest of the family seem “Serre errr tiael a 
to be free from care or labor, and enjoying | Somebody, who writes more a 

{) life in a cheerful manner, apparently with- poetically, says, “An angel without money. {f 
- 2 fe Retin eoioee reflection. is not thought so much of now-a-days as.a¥ 

-  Q> Many are qualified to aid children essen- | devil with a bag full of guineas.” V 
Set. 4 vie
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and produce a profusion of large, handsome __ HORTICULTURE. Neier lee Biletnoersd berries. So well assured Sterns, Lae | at@.tho'most eminent. En, lish cultivators of ? Strawberries. z | the raspberry, of its loeant acool and moist | . ; ; soil, thatsome writers have strenuously rec- : 4 | ommended thé use of bog earth and rotten Yi A | leaves, in the place of richest loam. We? . § SS eS | are well assured that thé many, complaints : ey ES | which are made of the meagre produce of V7 \ INS | many raspberry plantations, may be attribu- Sree \\ . ted wholly to the light and droughty soils in Ww which they are often planted. , " \ \\ y A cool aspect is of material consequence; | WW | and to secure this, the north side ofa fence | 
orirellis, which will form a screen from the ; sun, is the most favorable; on the north side ‘ @ } Ross Pacenrx.—lts large size, fine flavor, | of the shrubbery or fruit trees, is also a suita- 4 ‘ perfect hardiness, and great productiveness, | ble plate. If neither of these situations is @ { may perhaps entitle this variety to rank as|to be had, an open spot in the yarden thay ( high if not even higher, than any other straw- | be chosen, always being careful to avoid the ) berry. of large size for the Northern States; | south or east side of the fence. A tempora- } though a further and more general trial may | ry shade may be affected in the open garden | { benegded. It was raised in 1837, by Alex- by planting a row of running beans on the § ander Ross, of Hudson, N.Y. Fruit very | south side.—[Hovey’s Magazine of Horti- large; with common culture four of the ber-| culture: . 

( Ties weigh an ounce, and they are about an a et atid Ei et 
} inch and. a quarter in length, and not far Experments ry Pranrinc.—The ad- : } fromthe same in width. vantages of free admission of light, and free 

» _ | admission of air, to the growth of plants, are a in a good degree obvious to persons of any ¢ : Sa experience in agriculture. So important: 
Y Z a2 £4 are these influences to Indian corn, that an 

Za CZ fA jp advantage is known to result from giving the Ga td widest space to rows running north and f ae south. It has been suggested that planting es => | corn and potatoes in. alternate rows, or in : 
| alternations of two rows each, would give a 

Prince ALBEeRT.—A fine wing, hardy | 8teter agBregate product for a given, ex- variety, well aoe to our Soom lt a ce ae sae oe Stop Se 
most profuse flowerer, a large plant some- apa y * ae As edo ti ‘Me Ses Rol ry Lar ate  oe Foro ve] ae fav es oa Mena undred and fifty blossoms, but man¥ of d aaa them prove abortive. ‘The’ fruit which is te Plymouth County Agricultural Society, a oe and the results so far, indicate considerable ery large and beautiful, is generally of a 7 ; long conical form, though occasionally of a advantage in favor of the alternate planting. 
cockscomb shape, of an agreeable flavor, didi cues dpmisnech ben we for ‘ oe xperi - season, but not equal to that of the British Queen. a premium of $15, planted half'an acre with 
Cuntivation or THE RAspperky.—The | corn alone: from this was harvested 42 48- ~ plants are frequently set out in light and| 75ths bushels; half an acre of potatoes; from poor soils, crowded together, left untrimmed, | this was harvested 136 7-56 bushels; and choked up with a-profuse growth of weak | halfan acre in alternate rows of corn ‘and stems; and what little fruit they produce is| potatoes; from this was’ harvested 22 50-75 

{ Dearly dried up, from the arid situation in| bushels of corn and 79 40-56 bushels of po- which they were placed. On the contrary, | tatoes. . . ; @ °°}, deep and moist soils, ina sheltered and} In this experiment, there appéats to be a ¥4 Partially shaded place, the plants throw up gain in mixed planting, of ten bushels’ of Ssuckers to the height of six or eight feet, | corn to the acre, and twenty‘six bushels
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tatoes. Some experiments re rted to . 

me Society in — years, By Sicve Fora ‘ 

5 showed about the same results.—AJb. Cult. eS ( TNS ; 

Ean annnhnttinnennne 
el 

) Hints 1x Recap To PLANTING Pras.— AM SS ee , 

Instead of forming rows of tall growing peas SS eS N 

close together, it is recommended to have SBE { 

but 6ne row, and then leave a bed ten to wife 

twelve feet wide, for onions, carrots, Or @Y| Roor ann Bus Putrer.—This iniple- | 

crops which do not grow too tall. ment is very effective in tearning out stools } 

The advantages of this arrangement arey| or clumps of small bushes, which grow in | 

that the plant will not be drawn up so much; wet boggy land. It is made of 1 inch, or ? 

the vine will:be stronger, will flower much | 1} inch bariron. , The ground is first, if the } 

nearer the ground, and the pesscan be gath- roots are large, loosened around the bushes; } 

ered in wet weather witliout wetting aie 80 | when the claw or pull is fastened to one side 

muchas is done in picking between close | and a pair of oxen are attached by means of ° 

TOWS. — i 4 ‘ achain to the implement. At the word giv- 

am Butinstead of sowing peas instraight rows; | en, the bushes are torn out by the roots.— 

if you will form the ground into circles of | ne man, with a smart and well broken paif 

three feet in diameter, with mapene) of two | of oxen, will thus do the work of ten, men. 

$ feet between eace circle, in a row thirty feet Le SAS SORE 8.3 

long you will have six circles of peas, each | AcricuLTuRE feeds us; to a great extent 

@ine feet—in all, 54. feet of peas, instead jit cloths us; without it we should ngt have 

of thirty on the same extent of ground.— | manufactures, and we should not have com- 

For the very tall sorts, circles of four feet |merce. These all: stand together, but they 

in diameter will be better. If more thanjstand together like pillars in a cluster, and 

one row of circles is wanted, leave a bed 10 | the largest is agriculture.— Webster. 

or 12 feet wide between it and another. "To prevent the attack of the goosberry 

Faraine 1x Guear Brrraix.—A Lon- | caterpillar, sprinkle soot over the plants when 

don paper states that at the present moment, | they are beginning to open their leaf-buds. ; 

with an area of 61,522,970 acres in the Uni- This is said to be always successful. ) 

ted Kingdom, there is only one proprietor} ‘Tue Pxrow.—lts one share in the bank of 

of every 305 acres. The “stout yeoman” |earth is worth ten in the bank of paper. ) 

class is rapidly disappearing; the number of ————— 

persons farming their own land, every day Away to the West. 

diminishes; a dozen proprietors are run to- BY W. K, COLE. , 

gether in the hand of one holder, or four ‘Away in the West, where the primeval wood 

»% small farms are combind into one large one; Vet throws its dark fringe on the Michigan flood; 

the small farmer is an animal almost as rare Yes ig ee eed ta toraa ahd p rereang 

as the small landlord ; and the children of Wink tee:tiounde ofan ens ere a) 

those who cénstituted the former tenantry of) : % : 

the country have become the laborers on the aaa Vict on fe et aes 

yery lafid their ancestors cultivated as hold-| Where, marmariig-soft in he Heber pe 

ers. Farming, like all other trades, is be- oe eae a trond scan, where ibe tel of the Por, 

coming a wholesale business, and while a May keep the grim demon of Want from the door. 

_ $ few are becoming extensive and wealthy Away ih the West, ‘neath the brightest of skies, 

agriculturalists, the mass are sinking into ON eer ienlorereion eee ean 

hopeless poverty. ; 2 arma ee and o€ Later tat wateete nid ited, 
_ —_—_—_—_—~--<—~_—-—"—"—“"e™~ 

(And a harvest all golden springs up from the land. 

A wise Priest.—A German priest walk- ‘Away to thie West! ye who grovel and pine ; 

ing in procession at the head of his parish- eee the many, intunnel and mines 

joners over cultivated fields in order to pro- For atthe of the labor that dampens your brow | 

% Will place you in plenty—a tithe of your toil 

cure a blessing upon the, crops; when he] Makeyon chief of themanor, the lord of the soil. ) 

came to one of .unpromising appearance, | Ye famishing legions from Burope jus fe 

would pss on AViDg = aa | Antoine ae 
- «Here prayers and singing, will avail By-the waves that have borne you across to our shores, 

nothing ; this must have manure.” FO Ee ee Sl dake at teektion!
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7 ‘Cuear LirsRAToRE.—And cheap enough, too, itis, in every f EDITOR S TABLE. sense of the word. It is not only valueless, generally speak- Ie ae ea ae eT == | ing, but absolutely pernicious. It is a sufficient condemuation i Stare Aoncgiepnat Soctery.—We learn by letter that | of ity that it destroys the taste for sober history, rigid sciences 4 aState Agricultural Society was formed recently in Madison. | elevated poetry, and substantial literature, which in years past ' A Constitution was adopted, which provides for auxilliary So- | have been tegarded as escential to the foundation and super- { cieties in each county in the State, jthe Presidents of which | structure of education. Now, we have no objection to the | 
shall. be chosen from among the Vice Presidents of the State | reading of fiction, for purpose of amusement or as.a relief from ‘ 
society. We cannot say that we like this—but more hereaf- | study, if it be of a right kind, and indulged in rationally. But ji 
ter. The officers elect are as follows: as this light, trashy, sickly, viciating sentimentalism which is i 
President—ERASTUS DRURY, of Fon du Lac. afloat in the eee and which as plenty and as pestifer- } 
‘Vice Presidents—J. F. Willard, of Rock county; Hiram Bar- ous as the lice in Egypt—away with it, do kick it out. It has y 

bar, of Dodge; Geo. Esterly, of Walworth; Geo. Anderson, nothing addressed to mind in the dignity and majesty of cul- i } of Dane; Theodore Lecoy, of Racine, Hiram Champlin, of | tivated expansion, nor is itdiluted moonshine the proper ali: 
| Manitewoe; Jonathan Daugherty,.of Fon du Lac; Jacob D.| ment of an immortal soul -bearing the image of the Infinite , Merrit, of Grant; Patrick Toland, of Washington; Timothy | God. 

Burns, of lowa; Wm. F. Dow, of Green; Enoch Woodword, | 4 ae sone Ata recéit selaion off the Nationa) A ) 
of Milwaukee, Benj. L. Gibbs, of Sheboygan, Elish ‘Edgerton, | , ae sR i “i ly of France the principal part of the day was devoted to the of Waukesha; J.T, Haight of Jefferson; Jno. W. Blackstone, Dill relative to the agricultzral schools. It was sesotwéd thet 
of La Fayette; Beny F. Hollenbeck. of Marquette; Jno. P. cs ia 
Amal, of Brown Moody; Mann, of Calumet; T. Hagev, of | ne ofties@ institutions shoufi be founded and vaotaaien j { Crawford; ColJ. Drake, of Columbia; John Bush, ofPortage; | Connaes aouta ne angen oe a ee tat the i Jacob Weed, of Winebago; B. L. Purdy, of Sauk; Joseph diastase a nm xe : . ee 
Bowron, of St. Croix; John McKenney, of Richland. saa ~ ee eae { 
Secretary—Royal Buck, of Madison. i 
Treasurer—Abram Ogden, of Madison. Egrect or Erger on PLants.—At a meeting of the New ) * 

§ Corresponding Secretary—R. W. Lansing. York Farmers’ Club, July 15, the following was read: The 
Executive Committee—Hiram Barber, of Dodge, J. Goodrich, | Mimosa pudica being placed under a glass vase with cotton 

\\(\ of Rock; John M, Wells, of Waukesha; Robert Wasson, of | wet with the ether, in twenty minutes the plant lost all its 
‘Milwaukee and Timothy Burns, of Iowa. sensibility, andcould not be made to move by touching it with 

- jin. its most susceptible parts, some change in its color Prorirante FAarMixe.—The following statement shows | * Pin: Atit pala: what may be done in the way of farming—what may be ac- | W98Perceptible. ‘The plant was ten minutes insensibly, and 
3 . ; 1 | then gradually recovered. This experiment was often repeat- complished through right tillage on comparatively a small 

ed, and always with the same results. The experiment was farm—and how the plow may be made to turn up the yeljow | s ac : tried on the Ozalis sensitive, which is less irritab’e than the gold, and turn it glittering and jiggling into the farmer's pock- Be i Pw a z: first named, and it did not loose its susceptibility in less than et. Itis given by James C. Corning, of Newtown, Buck coun- - ag Penn., and comprises the amount of products sold from his | ‘“¢**Y-five minutes, and recovered slowly. The plant ty, Peon, pt yO Products sold from his | Dyionea muscipula, after twenty minutes, begun to close up its farm of 125 acres in the year 1818: leaves. gradually, and then lost all its sensibilit ‘Wheat, 578 x 3 eeat.ne’ young leaves gradually, y 
Rye, 50 bushels, _ 40.00 1[F Draining lands will contribute to promote health. and 
Oats, 1000 bushels, : 375.00 profit. Generally speaking, our wet and marshy lands are the 
Indian Corn, 17 acres, 1,037 bushels, 621.00 richest in organic matters, and besome the most profitable to 
‘Timothy seed, 4 bushels, 16.00 the owner, when thoroughly drained. os “sk 
Lope deat ‘Tue Norrawesrens Evvcator.—The second No. of this 
Hay, 70 to : 40:00 valuable Magazine for the present year, has reached us, and 
Shecp Ki aneate asi 00 bears about it evidences of success and prosperity. The con- 
Calves, 14 in number, 95: 50 tributions to it are nearly all of the first class, and from those shan aca Slaaied who know whereof they affirm. Mr. Exos with this Journal, 2 nah eae : and the talenthe has enlisted, is doing a noble work for the 

= cause of Education. The Educators published monthly in Butter, from February to October, 2708 Ibs. 973,08 Chicago, at $1.00 per-year. Address James T...Enos, Apollo 
Total, $4,136.33, Hall, Chicago, It. 

* The stock remaining on the farm,.on the 19th of December, | goigeriric Aamicunrunr, or the Elements of Chemistry, consisted of 3 horses, 2 colts, 20 milch cows, 1 bull, 2 heifers, Geology, Botany, and basi 5 applied to Practical 
10 sheep. and one breeding sow. Mr. Corning, we warrant ihonenn: by ee ee nee a ie Agricultu- ® 
ear epee seetitaral journals, and makes | | Brasine Dero, Roches, N.Y" euniel.e 
ee " gains from them. Such is the title of a work received by us a few days sine, 

Such a farmer will thrive and get rich. through the Post Office, and whicit on a slightperusal we be 
' SPSpare minutes are the gold dust of time; and Young was | lieve to be a good one, and of good use 1o the farmer. Tt will 
writing a true, as well asa strikin§ line, when he affirmed undoubtedly obtain a wide circulation. We thank the Pub- 
that*‘Sands made the mountain, and moments made the year.” | lisher for the copy lie’ sent us, and wien we have read more 
Of all the portions of our life, the spare minutes are the most | we will say nore. 
faithful in good or evil. ‘They gre gaps through which temp-} ‘Tw Worxixo Faster.—The first No. of this new Journal tations find the easiest access to the garden. . | has been received, We have only time now to say that it is a 
€F Itis very strange no one will be content to take experi- monthly magazine, published in the City of New York by 

€nce at second hand. Every one must buy it for himself, and | Krneman & Cross, edited by Prof. J.J. Mares. Terms, fifty 
sometimes pay pretty dearly for it, before he can profit by its | cents. year, or sjx'cents single No. It is filled with maiter 
lessons. | valuabie to the agriculturist every where. 4
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dy ° New Exuaxp Fanwen.—Sueh fs the title of a new Agri-| The Divine Fatherhood is revealed in ail the arrangement, 
ae pages, including advertising Depart- | and order, and adaptation, and beauty of the outward Uni- 

ment, i p Boston by J. Nourse, and under the Edito- | verse—in the visions of peace, and the hallowed and blissful 

rial management of the popular Agricultural, author and Ed- | emotiops, which have come to the human soul in its commun- 
ftor, 8. W. = ‘The Farmer made its debut in December | ion with the Infinite—and in that Holy Word which teaches 

last—is well f1168 with a most excellent variety, and its en- | us to look up from amid human debasement, guilt and sin, and 
gravings are alone worth the subscription price. We extend | say, “Our Father who art in Heaven,” ( 
tolts Publisher and Editor the warm hand of fellowship and ar Be happy, not sad, dejected and sorrowful—not gloomy, } 

brotherly greetng, and wish them abundant :success in the | ascetic and unsmiling; rejoice and be glad, and..thus be in ) 
he, teve theca. harmony with universal nature around you, with the stars 

is disued sem{-monthly—terms 1,00 2 fan ena 91,00 per year, ee ain floods that rejoide, and the { 
2 floods that i { 

weg ping aia: masa Wine si ota ge coaas s ‘U.S. Mixr.—During the year 1848 the whole number of } 
pages, published at ; Wisconsin, 4 | pieces coined was $12,619,790 the value of which was $5,- ) 

Year, by Mark: Miller’ We have received the first No. of the | <9 7s of nis amount the Value in gold Was §3,773,912 90 ( 
above paper. It is 4illed with interesting matter, and if it] _ siver $2,040,050_Copper 64,157 90. Since ami Seen | 

vere not for the shadow of the Prairie Farner, we should €X- | Carojing has sent to the Mint nearly one half of all the Amer- ) 
pect it to cometosomtthing. Perhaps it may asit it—Mich- | 2) Gog igs ected i f 

ae ; ‘ ‘| ‘Phe total cdlnage of the United States Mint since 1793 has | 
We beg of our ncighbor that te will give himecif no Ereat.| Hoon, gold 76,341,440 00; silver 73/146,514 90; copper 1,209,- ) 

deal of uneasiness on our account. We think the ‘shadow OF | 759 99. Total, §151,017,714 10. Consisting of 343,28,750 | 
the Prairie Farmer, must rest quite as, ec ‘Michigan-ward, | pisces of coin. 

in this direction; and't that) erie Jc al br 

vier a brand Bald wo are vo Title envious of ite prosperity, | Worthy to bewritep in letters of gold. ‘The: motto of 
‘Maw | Cotton Mather over his door was, “Be short.” “Whatsoever 

that in the language of the Persian benediction, we say, “May ds ocd eca ws ae 

its shadow never be less. ‘ + y hand findeth to doit withthy might.” 

Micutaax Fawer.—We are in the receipt of the March COMMERCIAL. __ } 

No. of this Journal. I ig very Weil filled with original and ( 

selected matter, and we ‘should judge was conducted with ee arto ERCIAL. { 
eonsiderable ability. It is published at Detroit, semi-month- ‘Witney ee cell ) 

‘Waxren Isnam, at $1,00 in ad We e, + 1549. 5 

ee ee iets vance: °° | Market still dull, on aécount of the bad state of the travel- 
The California fever still rages in all parts of our coun- te es Wheat sclis in the streets at 60-cts, and Winter 

try—even Europe has taght the infection, and the Islands of cee z r 

thesea. Many’a poor cranium has but one thonzht—to dig Eom ee Salt SLapext $4,50085.00; Pork 81,00; 
gold, wash gold, coin gold—and on the back of the nightmare | utton era; Pe prt ee ict fies 

(a great traveller,) thousands are nightly transported. to the _ Milwaukee, i, 1819. 

Gold Regions, like as Mahomet, by the beast Alora, to the ie eee ae Baad od oe bal state mS Be mate 
aradiee. these ‘icked times: we a ; Spring 56@66; 

aie are eit wagons, scarce, at retail 3,50(@3,70; Beef of foot,$4,@4,50; | 
i 1, laugh i Oats 20@22; Barley 83@96; Potatoes 37@42; Butter 124; 

Cages and coe west — oe a wid Cheese 7/@8; Lard G(@7; Eggs 124; Hay$10 per ton; Native | ‘ . 3 : : 

severe winter! Mother Earth, after a prolonged rest, again'| DAY 86.5 Wood oe per pound; Salt $1,25. 
profiers her renewed energies, and invites the husbandman to 5 if 

toll. Hersare the only banks that never fail, and she discounts | T= = ne statistics ‘of the Pork 

Jargely to the honest, diligent disciple of “ihe shovel and the tadeget scahr eee | 

4 not total inaction, a folding of the hands in | it too my readers with the same confidence now, that I did my 1 
fdleness, a little more sleep anda little more slumber. On | Pork Statistics, for 1647-8, which have encountered and sus- 

nee of action. When one por- | ‘timed all the.scrutiny that pecuniary interest brought to the | 
the contrary it is merely a change of action, por sat ERe luaicuand raat’ tc 

tion ef the muscles have been long exerted, they. may be re- = pac! sa a 

lieved by eXerting another portion. Ot, when wearied with is | 

one employment, we may find relief in © change of employ- ae ot Cie Milescurt, 43,000 55,000 | 

ment. So, too, when one portion or factilty of the btain or of | ©? Tes as 2 212,500 190,000 

the mind has been taxed and made weary, itis only required aoa Chicago, 117,681 122,500 | 

® § ‘hat other faculties and powers be called to the labor of tho't| 40  Wabashand Whiterivers, 191,611 135,000 

‘ and exercise. This change of exertion is called rest. Itis a bed ne ee Paes _ 927,200 225,168 | 

change of employment, a change of exercise in one direction, oan ig Miami " \ 

to exercise in another, # change of bodily or menta? action. cael as ee? 590,186 * 490,700 | 

[The young man, or woman, who, forgetting all else,| ™ ee b rs Mar a 

seeks happiness in a continual round of amusements, and ex- mess — =: See 120,000 | 

pects enjoyment in a crowd—will find in theend that a most eacmcs es 100,000 ‘60,000 | 

mighty error has been committed, and that the object and ef-, Total 150207 1,457,908 | 
fects of relaxation have been sadly mistaken. “Too much | “This isa falling off of 1 ® cent in the number of hogs, 
honey is gall,” says the old proverb; and “the full soul loath- | while there is a still greater deficiency in their weight. ‘The 
eth the honeycomb,” is the language of the Bible. And all | hogs of Ohio and Keritucky in this repect fall off 19 ® cent.— i 

W) human experience will testify, that too much pleasure—so ‘Those'of the more distant west faft off on an average 15 ® cent. 
B called—is-a weariness greater than toil, and that long contin- | The lossextends to both meat and fat, but principally the 

KY) ued recreation is the severest drudgery. latter. + iat 

AR
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HMGCONGN FARMER. NORTHWESTERN CULTITATOR) move im tis matter—iney must rot manifoat em $ | Dicaeason ae mice a catecaoars ae | interest in behalf of their calling—they' must first 
MARK MILLER, see and feel the importance and necessity of the P 

RACINE; WISCONSIN, NO. 101 MAIN STREET. _| ¢levation of their profession to rank and dignity, and ! 
Office, at the Pubiishe is Hocksiors put forth effort and earnest appeal, or none will be a 

Sea ee ah found with ready assistance to further their cause. ‘ 

rive ool 2, Cents @ Kear in Advance: | Can they not see what is required of them? andthe } | 
same rate for a larger number. | Alt subscriptions to com ditection in which their duty lies? They have only f 
sais the voluine. Back numbers supplied to new sub-| +5 Go, to succeed. And then, whata blessed change a 

cas ad PhSNa ye | Toe Se wmwehe. segoatre in mddenyraie= } | 
+ § curing subscribers and extending its circulation. ed from its abasernent, and placed on equal ground by 

Uy "The Farmer is subject w newspaper postage only. with any other pursuit, by becoming a part of a i 
“Tha Denfroctan nf Aomianiinea  Ranofta | liberal education. It too has at last its students.—~ 

The Profession of Agriculture— Benefits The professor, equal to his task, extracts lightfrom { z 

Aceruing from its Elevation. every kindred science. His theories may be tested }) | 
In our last No. we had an article on Agricultural | DY experiment on the adjacent farm. Thus too, iE 

Schools, and recommended the establishmént of an | °V°Y invention and Suory, improvement of this fruit | 
Agricultural department in’our State University.—| ““! °° Competed with rural economy, may pass Z 
We claimed that the Profession of Agriculture she\ crucible of actual experiment; every quackery 2 

should have a place givgn it among the learned | ¢xPo%ed> and real utility ascertained: every eéed r 
Professions, and that to this end the same bounti- | 24 every plant gathered from distant nations, cul- 
fully supplied means and facilities ought to be pro- Srated Sree ern 4m SmSry Taree), Maas hia i 
vided for it as for them. Until this be done the| ® Youth of Wisconsin, ote bate Bees eae: 
farming avocation will continue to be degraded, | Be8ses Of all, to adopt or reject as the result re- 
and a most honorable calling held by the great commends, and thus rapidly to diffuse thé advan- 
of men as low and servile. 1 is for farmers ot. tages'through every Bett of the state, Without i 
selves to say how long it shall be that they andtheir| "°° S¢vantges of this kind, the most valuable f 
profession shall be abused, and the coarse garb and | iProvements are confined for years to particular 
the hard, calloused hand of toil, be regarded as neighborhoods. It is too hazardous for individuals, { 

K evidences of a menial and serf-like condition — warned by frequent imposition or frequent failures, } 
Their business is not disreputable—they know it is to encounter the cost and consequent risk of mak- i 

not; God has made it noble, this business of tilling | '"& ¢*Periments.”” These considerations plead 
the soil; and labor, with its hard hand and dusky, | loudly for Agricultural Schools, they knock atthe } | 
sweating brow, he has consecrated as dignified «md |.4oor of ‘the Capitol, and with earnest petition ud- { 
honorable. By the world it should be respected as dress those who have in charge the interests of the | 

such, and men should pass before it with uncovered | **#t* They call upon the tillers of the soil to beup { 

heads. The profession of Agriculture should-be | 204 doing, and that they be no longer. content with 
‘elevated from its low‘ and prostrate condition, and | their present position. i 

made to take that high rank which the Creator de-| But there are considerations beyond. these more \ 
signed it should occupy, when he appointed man to | important still, and which should move every true 

till the ground. man to earnest, unyielding effort on the behalf of = s 
It must, then, have its Schools, its Professors and | thé long neglected and long abused interest of Ag- i 

its Model Farms. Opportunities must be givenit, | riculture. Place it on a level with other and kin- f 
legislative aid imparted, many and varied agencies | dred interests, let the same rhunificent provision be { | 

F employed, and time, money and effort freely ex-| made for its advancement and elevation, let the 4 

F petided, whereby it may be rescued from: its low| same legislative aid be extended to it, and let it 
estate, and made one with the'learned and honored | have its bourttifully supplied and wisely adapted 

Professions of the land. But our farmers must | means and facilities, and the results in amoral point i 
hohe i ae a ns : 7
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A | of view, could hardly be computed because of their constirurion, | © | > 
, magnitude. The Profession of Agriculture, restor-|__Anricue 1. This Society shall be known as 

A ed to its omiginal position and rank, ‘ennobled by | « The Wisconsin State Agxicultural Society,” 
| the fostering hand of the government,” is at once! having for its object the dissemination of all 
| shorn of all that now renders it repulsive, and| y.ofyy knowledge, scientifically and practically 
| made attfactive, ‘Dignified with Learning, adorned applied to the art of agriculture, and the best 

; with Science and Philosophy, vigorous and health- | ode and means of promoting farming and. ell 
Pi . ) ful because cf improvements, it attracts and wins, | .» pie * 

i: | - ‘an influence goes out from it to water and industrial porsaite. 
oa : Arr. II. The officers of this Society shall ; 
7 make green the parched and desert places of the 7La oe 2 ; \ 

: world. Other professions now crowded because | Consist of a President, Vice ao 
i considered more honorable,would be relieved oftheir | SUrer, and an executive committee of five— | 
) , - } burthening excess of members; and there would be | Wbich number may be increased by a vote of the ) 
St much less of hungering and thirsting for office, less | Members at any time hereafter. All the officers 

| of scrambling on the part of lean, starving appli- ) named in this article shall be elected for one 
i cants for ‘the spoils of the enemy.” The bar-room | year, or until the first annual meeting of the So- | 
i t and the corners of the streets would send forth their ciety. - 5 

| | § myriads to walk forth regenerated upon the face of] Ann. wr, It shall be the duty of ‘the Presi- | 
' _ God's green earth, and with the hands God has | dent, or in case of his absence, of one of the | 
: given them, to ear an honest living in the eweat | Vice Presidents, to preside with and assist the * 

© —_§ of their brows. President in all the business transactions of the } 
i May we not hope that one step at least has been Society. : ke 
Ei taken toward “a consummation so devoutly to be! Any. sv, The Treasurer shall safely keep all S 

' | ) wished,” in the organization of a State Agricultural moneys and effects of the Society entrusted to 

|} Society. Het other and ausilliary societics follow: | him, and shall account for the same to the ex- | i . H 
nt And through the agency of all these combined, écutive commilites; at al timese Sud fr aseired b ; 

; seconded by individual effort, we will succeed in the | ~~. : cam " . y 5 
if grand object toward which we’ aim, and make the | St#2 committee, he shall execute a bond, to be } 
b Profession of Agriculture a glory in the land. approved by them, % the faithful performance } 

i | ‘ of his duty, and to refund all moneys, property, 
FF State Agricultural Society. fand effects in hishands. He shall keep a regu- 

| Re lar and correct account current with the Booiety 

i The following is the Constitution of the Wis- |*"4 sorte oe ane ) 
f consin Agricultural Society, as finally ado —o = eee | 
:} oe one eit _— eee meetings of the Society, and its annual 
FY lee! der ii mpanyi ? 1 jiagiedlnnder He and the scoompanying res0-|"" ann, y, ‘The Secretary shall keep a faithful | 

5 record of all the proceedings of the Society, in } 
; Constrrution or Tae State Aericutturat | 9 book to be furnished for that purpose, and shall | 
; Socrery. receive and asswer'all communications to, and | 
| Whereas, it appears to be expedient to form | from the Society, and maintain a correspondence 
| a State Agricultural Society, for the promotion ' with the auxiliary Societies; and shall also at 
: of all the objects and advantages connected | tend with his records and papers, all. regular 5 

| with scientific and practical Agriculture; and | meetings of the Society, and ehnyal fairs. 
} whereas, we deem the formation of such aj . Arr. vi. The. executive committee, shall 
$ society, a measure that would be highly bene-| have power to: make all ‘necessary pradential 

Be ficial alike to the farmer, the manufacturer, the | rules and regulations for the government of the 
} mechanic, and every class of our citizens; and | Society, in all its practical and beneficial opera- 

| as the soil of Wisconsin is second to none in| tions; to designate premiums to be ‘awarded at 
# the north-west for all agricultural pursuits; and | the fairs ; to appoint county committees and 

t believing that the institution of such a society | other committees necessary to carry out ths ob- 
, -g would tend to a respectful rivalry in every | jects of the Society: to make by-laws for taxe- 
} branch of industry, we do, therefore, establish | pulation; and shall perform such other daties as 
i such Society, and-adopt for its government, the | nsually belongs to such a. committee, 

following: Art. vi, A State Fairshall be held annual- 
ti ne i ;
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ly, at such time and place as the President and| Secretary, 
{the executive committee shall" determine, and), Royal Buck, of Madison. $ 
they shall publish a hotice thereof, accompanied |. * Treasurer, 
by a list of premiums tobe awarded at, andithe| Abraham Ogden, of Madison. 
manner in which the fair will be conducted. Executive Committee, . 

Arr. vir. The annual meeting of the Socie-| Hiram Barber, of Dodge, Joseph Goodie of 
ty shall be held at the capitol in Madigon, on the | Rock, John M. Wells, of Waukesha, Robert 
third Monday of January in each year, and every } Wasson, of Milwaukie, and Timothy Burns, of 
officer shall attend such meeting,and the officers | Iowa. 
of the Society shall be elected at such meeting, 2 RESOLUTIONS; 
for the term of one year. ‘ Resolved, That when any auxiliary society 

Arr. 1x, Any person may become member | chall have been duly organized, the Secretary 
of this Society by subscribing his name to the thereof} shall, as soon.as practicable, forward to 
Constitution or authorizing: the Secretary to do| the Secretary of the State Society, a list of its 
#0, and paying: into the treasury the sum of| officers, together with the organization, and all 
fifty cents, which shelkentitle him to a certifi- | other important jtems whieh in any way per- 
cate of membership signed by the Treasurer | tains to the organization of such Society. 
and countersigned by the Secretary. And in| Resolved, That the Secretary of the State P 
order to continue such membership, "Whall: pay | Society be, and he is hereby requested to furnish 
the sum required by the constitution at each an-| the recording Secretary of the State Historical 
nual meeting of the Society. The funds thus | Society, with a copy of the constitution of this 
raised, shall-be appropriated for the promotion of | Society, accompanied by such other statistics 
the general objects of the Society. as he may possess, pertaining to this Society 

Arr. x. This Constitution and by-laws of the | and its auxiliaries, together with a copy of each 
Society, may be amended or altered at any re-| and all publications that may be made by the 
gular meeting. thereof, State Agricultural Society, in order that the 

Anz- x1. County Societies may become aux-| same may. be deposited, in the State Historical 
iliary to the State Society under such rules and Society. ‘ 
regulations as'shall be prescribed by the Presi-| Resolved, That the Wisconsin Farmerypub- 
dent and Executive Committee of the State So-| lished at Racine by Manx Mizzmn Esq., be and 

ciety. . : is hereby declared to be the Organ of the State 
The following is a correct list of the officers Agricultural Society of Wisconsin, and that 

elected: the same is recommended.to the farmers of the 
President. state as worthy of their patronage. 

Erastus Drury, of Fon du Lac. Revoloed':That“thé: Madibon : papies these: 
Vice Presidents, quested to publish the constitution, together 

3+/F. Willard, of Rock county, Hiram Bar-| +h the officers of the Society, and the aceom- ber. of Dodge, Geo. Anderson, of Dane, Geo. panying resolutions. 
Easterly, of Walworth, Theodore Secor, of Ra- Resolved, That the papers throughout the 
cine, Hiram Champlin, of Manitowoc, Jona- state, be, and they are hereby requested to copy 
than Daugherty, of Fon du lac, Jacob D. Merrit, | 11. camo. oi , 
of Grant, Patrick Tolland, of Washington, T. wn 
Buins, of Iowa, Wm. McDowell, of Green,| To Preseavs Srecrunns ix Natunat History. 

Enoch Underwood, of Milwaukie, B. L. Gibbs, |e preserve the skins ie al “i ‘one 
of Sheboygan, Elisha Edgerton, of Waukesha, | rsenical soap has been found to | © most per- 

J.T. Haight, of Jeflerson, Jno. W. Blackstone, | fect guard against vermin, and is prepared in the of La Fayette, Benj. L. Hollenbeck, of Marqu-| U0™E manner Vie: camphor, hve Ounees a 
ette, Jno. P. Arndt, of Brown, Moody Mann, of salt of tartar, twelve ounces; chalk in powder, four | 
Calumet, Tompson Hagey, of Crawford, Col.) unces. ‘Rub this thoroughly over the inner sur- Jeremiah Drake, of Columbia, John Bush, of Por- face, and afterward stuff the animal for the case. . £7 
tage, Jacob Weed, of Winnebago, B. L. Purdy, a ee : 
of Sauk, Joseph Bowron, of St Croix, and John} (A year of pleasure passes like 2 fleeting breeze, 

i of Richland. : but a moment of misfortune seems an age of pain. : es ; c
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COTTAGE FARM HOUSE. ; 

f ine ees igen ae | 
‘ For the last eight or ten years a decided taste ale State they can be purchased for about one } 

been manifested in rural architecture. The newly|dollar per head, while in the former, and } 
if built cottages that meet our eye in almost every di-| especially in the southern portion, border. 
; rection, tell us in plain language that our country-|ing upon the Valey of Mexico, they aré ( 
' men have given some thought on the construction | usually from one and ahalfto two dollars,’} 
ef of their dwellings; and instead of consulting thoy nb choice mutton is often still much high- ' 

; nearest carpenter for a plan, architects of known | er. ) 

ce tastegiand skill have.been employed, and the con- Itis highly probable, however that Miss- | 

4 sequence is, a taste for beauty and style has been|issippi will ezelong be enabled so supply’ } 
if $ engendered of a most happy character. her markets with mutton, and become an } 

° ae eae Ki extensive wool growing state, ¢ 

e : For se eee Panact, A very important advatage, which wool } 

i Sheep and Wool in Mississippi. growers of that state enjoy over the same | 
! TT class in the north, is that the former is ena- ( 
ft Mr. Eprror:—In the 2d No. of your pa-| pled to obtain twice the amount of wool or } 
i per I noticed a short article upon the sub-| rather, twice the number of fleeces, which ' 

i } ject of wool growing in the State of Miss-/the latter is enabled to obtain, The Mis. ’ 
i issippi. Having resided for several years in| sissippi wool grower shears’ his sheep in | 

i that State, I have been favored with.an op-| March, and in August or September. After’ ( 
| portunity of obtaining information upon | the first shearing the weather generally con- } 

| 2 that subject, which, perhaps many of your|tinues intensely warm until the second} 
| { readers do not possess. While in that State/shearing, wherefore, the sheep are more 
i ; and in charge ofa public journal devoted in| comfortable, and less liable to contract dis- 

| $ part, to the agricultural interest, the subject|ease. After the second shearing, the weath- } 
t ; of sheep raising and wool growing Was! er continues for a while warm and pleasant, ) 
: brought particularly under my notice; and,|then becomes gradually cold, until’ winter 
t in addition to the information derived from | sets in, whith is usually most severe in Jan- 
E observation, frequently enjoyed the benefit] uary ‘and February; and, generally resem: 
i of discussions upon the ‘comparative advan-| bling the October and November winter of 
‘ tages of the different modes of treatment| New England. - 

i practiced by different men. ne ea During the cold weather, and while the 
1 Until within a few years, Mississippi has| pastures fail to supply asufficient quantity of 
‘ raised but few sheep. Tennesee has sup-| food for sustenance of sheep, without an in- sh: 

plied her wants, in that respect. In the lat-| creased effort upon the part of the animal, ‘a
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small quantity of corn should be daily fed to| a fair chance to become breeders in their 
them, that they may not only be enabled to} turn, as the life of the lamb, if due care is 
withstand the frosts of winter, but, be kept| taken of the flock, is not endangered by ex- 
in a suitable condition for breeding in the! posure to the cold weather. I believe it to be 
spring, which isa very imporant point with| a fair calculation, in that climate, that a flock 

) sheep raising inany country. If sheep in a} fairly proportioned between melee age fo- 
{ southern climate, can have access during| males will double every year, excl ig as 
} the winter, to the extensive swamps, in|.a matter of course, those which have not ar- 
{ which the bamboo cane and other evergreens| rived to maturity. ‘To do this, proper.care 
} usually flourish, they will require but asmall| must be taken, which includes proper food 
quantity of corn or grain. But to say that| and shelter during the winter, and proper 
they require no feeding during the winter, } pastures and attention in summer. Estima- 

{ even ander the most favorable circumstances] ting each lamb atone dollar per head, and 
} issaying what is not true, when we speak of] adding seventy five cents for wool, from’ 
‘the proper managemént of that animal, for| which deduct fifty cents for trouble and ex- 
the production of stock and wool. pense, preparing proper food and shelter for ~ 

It is very true, that they niay, and do live winter, shearing, &c., would leave a net prof- 
, through the winter without corn or grain; | it of one dollar per head. i 
; yet, this is very far from proving, that that] Small losses are often experienced upon 
treatment is productive of the best stock, or} the southern prairies and openings and from | the largest quantity and the best quality of| the depredations of wolves and other carniv- 
wool. In fact, I know the contrary’ to be| orous animals, which often render it neces- { true. Sheep in that climate, should not on-| sary to yard sheep at night during the whole ly be fed in winter; but, they should be pro-| year. But these losses can easily be avoid- vided with proper shelter from the cold zains, | ed by a careful attention to the flock. Loss- which are so common in that climate during| es from disease are not frequent. This 
the months of winter; and. which I have] perhaps, is mainly attributable to natural 
known to continue for near twomonths with- | causes. 

out ceasing. “ As to the statement of the Lowell Couri- 
By the double clipping process, smaller| er, I would say, that | have no doubt that fleeces are obtained, than-would be obtained| fine wool may be raised in Mississippi; but from northern sheep sheared but once a year;| to say that a warm climate is as well sagpied 

but the annual shearing in Mississippi is gen-| to the growing of fine wool, as a cold cli- erally productive of much larger fleeces, than] mate, I think is saying more than can be the northern annual shearing. This J attrib-| sustained by experiment. The quality may be 
ute mainly to the difference in the breedsof| as good; but, will the quantity be the same? 
the sheep from which they are taken. In|I think not. Nature, herself, has proved that 4 Mississippi is generally found the tall, long, | point beyond a question, to those who have lank sheep, with long, coarse open wool, | rendered themselves familiar wth such mat- 
much of which is suitable for crewel; while| ters. It is true, that repeated shearing will in the north we find the low, short, fine| increase the growth of wool, in any climate; 
wooled merino, and other similar breeds, | and, a general introduction of the fine wool- whose wool commands a higher price in the| ed breeds of the north inté the south, might market. The cold climate is undoubtedly | be productive of beneficial results. I think, $° better adapted to the latter, oe it is equal-| however, distempers would be more preva- 
ly. certain, that the warm climate is better | lent among them, and greater losses might be calculated to the raising of the former. incurred, than by raising those breeds which Tn Mississippi a fair quality of native wool| now seem to bid defiance to the sudden 
is usually worth from ten to fifteen cents. | changes of a southern climate. The average of fleeces is about two and a Respectfully Yours. 
half pounds, if not more; making five Sozomon Lomparp 
a year, which at fifteen cents, would amount| Greenbush, March 24th 1849. ; Sesh RRR aa 
Meenas the southern wool| _,.<1'ct ie the richness of soil in California, grower enjoys, is that rapid multiplication steel pens, put in the ground over night, aan of his stock; as itis not uncommon for an ewe | {Und to be gold ones on the following morn- in a’ warm climate to bring forth two lambs| 8" during the year; both of which, if ewes, stand| Be not too wise in your conceit. 

: : ‘
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‘ For the Wisconsin Farmer. [taken from the nursery in the ordinary 

f Mr. Eprror:—I am one of the many|manner, before there has been sufficient 

of ‘who derive pleasure and profit from the pe-) frost to retard vegetation and to destroy its 

ci rusal of your magazine, and desire to con-| foliage, if it be so removed when in full 

© § tribute my mite to its pages. And what shall|vigor, the inevitable result is its death. 

f {iI writ review of some of the articles of | * This must be admitted by all good culti- 
§ your %—be it so. | vators.” If the tree has lost its foliage and 

z Barrer Hints ror rae Montru.—(p. 74.) | become dormant, by what means is it to 

. “Sow.spring wheat as early as possible.” | acquire new roots before winter? ‘W.” 

& $ Error. Many farmers have a similar idea, | names ‘the most valuable kinds of the ap- 

B but I opine it is not well founded. I saw two| ple”—(not some of them.) Why not men- 

i fields of spring wheat, growing side by side | tion the Baldwin, the Wine Apple, the Spy, 

bh last summer ; the one sown the first of April, | Porter and Rambo, and a dozen other varie- 

_ (on ground plowed the fall previous; the ties far superior to Tahman’s Sweet, which { | 

6 other was sown the tenth of May. They | in the east, where I have known the fruit, is | 

t were ready for the cradle at the same time, | not considered second rate, and is used ' 

Le and though 1 do not know the relative pro-| chiefly for feeding to stock ? i] 

i duct of each, I was assured by the proprie-| Sprrinc Buppinc or Fruit Trees.— { 

| 8 tor of them that the last sown yielded much | (p. 79.)—Spring budding possesses some 
f the best, an assertion which the appearance | advantages, inasmuch as one year’s growth 

i of the fields at harvest substantiated. It|of the bud is obtained in advance of those 

i cannot be denied that the late frosts, occur-| budded in the autumn.” Why so? Seed. } 

bf ring in April, very often in this latitude, | lings which are of sufficient size to be budded 
i have a tendency greatly to retard the growth | now, were of such size, in nine cases out of 

} of spring wheat which is already above the | ten, last autumn, at the usual season of bud- 

a surface of the earth. Indeed I have known|ding. Certainly, no difference in growth 

$ these late frosts.to be so severe as to kill| will accrue to the favor of the stock budded 

ic wheat which was growing in low ground. | now which might have received the opera- 

‘a But in the other case, where the ground is| tion last autum ; and in the same proportion 

th plowed and. rendered friable immediately | as above, stocks suitable for working next 

: ; before sowing, and the earth becomes warm | autum are unfit now. . The peach stock, 

f and yegetation active, the grain grows more | which will be then worked are as yet, in 
re luxuriantly and matures as early as that|most instances concealed in -the shell— 

f which has been dwarfed by adverse circum-| merely in the pit. That stocks can be most 

® stances during the first month of its exist-| readily worked toward the close of summer, 

e ence. I havea field of twelve acres, just|I think no one will dispute, and labor is 

E plowed and ready for seed, which I shall| certainly worth less at that season than in 

|. § from choice defer sowing until about the | the spring. Whence then the advantage * 

Fy first day of May. Take these things coolly] (Page 85.)—The crab-apple is recom- 

i —there is time enough yet. mended for hedges as being as good, if not 

} Tae Arete, No. 3. H.H. W.—(p. 75.) | better” than other, enumerated hedge row 

; «The best season for transplanting the apple| plants. The writer of the article, however, 

} is the autumn; this is admitted by all good | states that his hedge row was a few winters 

cultivators.” Doubtful; who are they ?| ago destroyed being girdled by mice. This, 

Downing says, “In northern portions of the| { conceive, Qu be a grea‘obstacle ; in 

Union, where the winters commence early | growing such a fence, no farmer would feel 

é and are severe, spring planting is greatly | safe that his hedge would not be so destroyed 

! preferred.” I don’t know as this is appli-| whenever there was a deep snow. The 

, cable to the latitude of Racine, but it suits| caterpillar also preys upon this tree; it has 

t our case exactly. My experience in the| already made its apperance here, and before 

E planting of fruit-trees, which has been con-| many years will be as great a pest as it now 

siderable, has clearly proved to me that the | is in the old settled states. . The erab-apple 

spring is the safest season for the business is also subject to the attack of the borer, and 

_ § in the north-west. “W.” says, when these | the result of such a girdling in summer would 
trees are planted in the autumn, “especially | be more serious in its offects, than if done 
if it be done early,” the ground settles about | by mice, when the strength of the tree was 

~ & them and “new roots start before winter sets| in its roots. Again, cattle: will browse the 

. @in.” How is this? If the apple tree be|crab-apple,.and its thorns which are seme-
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what stubborn in winter, become pliable and | broad-cast as you. would sow plaster, while 
bear leaves in summér at the season when | the dew was on, and also directed that 
strength in the hedge is most réquisite. How |lime should be mixéd with the ashes. - | iy mach better the buck-thorn—equally as|hand did not attend to the matter as soon hardy, subject to the attack of no insect, and |as he ought, and the disease had made con- its thorns will repel the intruder at all | siderable progress, before this remedy was 

( seasons. applied. The man then took a quantity of (Page 94.)—« Tue PLow.—Its one share | ashes and lime and mixed them and sowed in the bank of earth is worth ten in the bank | over about one half of the field: not having of paper.” 3 . sufficint to sow over the whole, The result 
Methinks no one will question but the |was, when we harvested the potatoes I had plowshare in a bank of earth, would be of | about halfa crop on that part of the field thus ten times greater utility than in a bank of | sown over, and on the part Not sown it was a paper—Enough for the present No. complete failure. M. B. B. 

ANDREA. —_—----- Delafield, Wis., April 14, 1849. Ee ee 
— Work in the Orchard and Flowes Garden 

} Remarks :—We like much the hamor of for May. : 
our correspondent, and the way he has of aecthieee 
saying things, even though we may not in| The most important operation to be per- all respects agree with him. With refer-| formed in the Nursery or Orchard during ence to the early sowing of spring wheat— | this month is that of pruning, which many 
though in our brevity we did not exactly say | have doubtless already done. But this month, 
it—we meant to be understood only as say-|and more particularly the.last half, is the 
ing, that it should be¥sown as early as cir-|best time for pruning, as then the sap cir- 
cumstances would admit—the weather, prepa- | culates briskly and the wound heals over 
ration, and condition of the soil being taken rapidly; whereas, if done earlier before the 
into the account. As the weather now is, | new growth commences, the sun and wind 
has been, and is likely to be for some little | penetrate deeply into the wound made, and time to come, we incline to the opinion that | there is hence more danger of a dead or can- 
the first and perhaps the middle of May | kered spot in the tree. Too much pruning 
will be.quite early enough. is very injurious, as it always tends toa stin- 

We have not space for a notice of other |ted or else a rank, late, immature growth. 
points in the article of “Andrea,” but may | In pruning, never cut close to the base of a be allowed to say, now, on the behalf of our | shoot, but three-eighths of an inch‘ or 80, 
correspondents alluded to; that no subject | from the main body or limb; and if the ‘ 
scarcely can be'introduced, concerning which | wound be large it will be advisable to wax there wilt not be differences of opinion.—Ed. | it over well. As to the height, I prefer to - 

Sa ae have the bodies trimmed up; I may be pe- 
a For the Wisconsin Farmer. | culiar, but I think low tops best in this coun- 
Tue Poraror Ror.—In 1844, the pota-|try and particularly so for the tender sorts, 

toe crop was attcked with this disease’ in the | Apples, pears, plums, common red and May 
State of New York, and having something | Duke cherries, say 4 or 5 feet; English or 
of acrop planted that year, I felta govd | sweet cherries 3 or 4 feet; peaches; nat over 
deal solicitude to ascertain the cause and to|2, nor quinces over k. They should fork 
find aremedy. Most people with whom I} with never legs than three main branches, 
conversed on the subject, claimed that the | which, if necessary, can be trimmed higher 
disease commenced at the root, but by care-|up afterwards. Trees thas managed I think 
fal examination I was convinced that it was | decidedly hardier in this. climate than those 

nyt so, and that it first showed itself upon the | trimmed higher up; becausé, Ist, tall stems 
most tender leaves. I first observed it on | are often made so by severe praning, which 
the outer edge of the young leaves, and grad. | often tends, as above stated, to produce a late 
ually extending towards the stem and finally | unripe growth, particularly silfject to injury (| 
passing to the stock, and down the’ stock to | fromy cold in severe winters,—2d, the trunk 
the root, before I could see the root effected being naked for several feet is far more. ex- 
at all. When I found the signs of the dis- posed to the sun’s rays in the winter, which 
ease upon my own crop f dicected that | being very powerful in the West often injure 
fresh ashes should be sown ovér the field}the more fender sorts. whilst the bodies’ é 
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' filled with frost,—3d, High tops are much|should be hunted up and destroyed, which 

| Mmore exposed to severe winds. “"s is best done very early in the morning when 

4 ‘Apple trees may still be grafted provided | they will be found either in the trees or un- 

} the scions are in good order and care be ta-| der the lumps of dirt near their base. =” 

i ken not to start the bark from the stock, eRe 

: which peels very easily at this season. A 4 

Bitoni tated knife is necessary todo it Gi 
i well. 

The best time to transplant Evergreens, 
2 

i in my opinion, is the first half of this month q 

2) though the latter halfwill answer, and even 3 errr j 

|} the fore part ofJune, In removing them it at a ELT 

i conduces greatly to success to trim off a 

£ part of the lower limbs, and if it should hap- : 2 

: pen tobe dry to water thoroughly and cover Tue Sueer Fy, on Worm 1n THE Heap. } | 

5 the ground over the roots with moss or litter] —Fig. 1. The grub or larva, half grown. ! 

* a few inches deep. « 9. The same fully grown. : i 

: Now is the time to make your trees grow] ‘ 3. The insect in its chrysalis state, 

—cuitivate themas you would corn—stir the | or immediately preceeding its perfect form. }- 

ground often and keep the weedsaway—put| Fig. 4. The perfect state or fly. 

" them through early in the season and then _ These representations are copied from the 

: after about the first of August stop cultivating | Michigan Farmer, with the following re- 

: so that the growth may ripen for the winter. marks by Youatt: 

Peach trees, and English cherries on much| ‘The deposition of the eggs continues from 

of our soil are, however, inclined to an over-| May to August, but fakes place chiefly in 

growth which subjects them to injury from| July. Whenever the fly appears, the sheep 

: oe winters. However, they should not be| seem to be aware of the presence of arhene- 

; forced, for the great want of success with| my, and take precautions against his attack. 

: them here is to have a moderate well-ripened | They huddle together upon some spot of bare 

growth. dusty ground, and will there endure the 

The bodies of apple trees should be thor-| scorching heat of the sun for hours. The 

' oughly scrubbed with soap suds.. group sland with their heads towards tne 

/ tis necessary to keep a sharp look out} centre, with their noses close tothe earth. 

: for werms which prey on the foliage of the| Ifa fly of this kind appears near, they strike 

: trees—-remembering that one killed now violently with their fore feet, and at the 

may save you and your trees the attack of a] same time plunge their noses in the thick- 

hundred next spring. The latter part of} est dust, which usually prevents the fly from 

-$ May the canker worm appears in the shape reaching them. Sometimes the fly, darting 

of a minute brownish or striped surveyor or | out suddenly, will attack the sheep while 

measurer worm, and begins to eat the leaves. | quietly feeding, and succeed in leaving its 

: They work on the trees some 3 or 4 weeks| egg in the nostril. In such case, the “ani- 

and when abundant completely destroy the a axibits the greatest uneasiness—shakes 

foliage. It is one of the greatest pests of| its head, stamps, and runs off furiously to 

the’rchard, and should be carefully exter-| some dusty spot or protected corner. Tar 

minated on its first appearance as its multi-| is used as a preventative, by smirching the 

plication is very rapid. While the trees sheep’s noses with it during the time the 

are small : is, ee, ows mat-| fly operates. 

} ter to look them over and kill the worms, TTT paae iii nme ened 

: but when they get large it is a very difficult} - aa ero Boage~ doa 

task. ‘The latter part of this month and the ject toa borer but little known; 

fore part of June there is another enemy of it deposits? in th 
: posits its egg in the young . 

young —- work, which causes a good flower-bud, and retires to the 

deal of , particularly to trees just put Sn lata ae G8 a 
ove earth in the fall; it is, however, 

out. I refer to a rigid, dark brown, oval 0 seldom multiplied 
* 

plied to a great 

shaped beetle, perhaps half an inch long,| extent, that its effects are more beneficial 
which eats into and through. the young| than otherwise, by hindering too'much fruit 

; shoots in the night, frequently almost. strip} from being formed, and thus improving what 

’ ping small en 
ae 

“a 2 : :
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Far SankaMena dented. | aie — literally produce neither straw 

We select from the Ohio Cultivator, an article The pear ur ee. would seng forth not more from the pen of Prof, Kintnasp, On the uso of than from two to siz inches growth in asea- 
«< Special Manures” for Fruit Trees. To say that |SORS fruit buds would form in excess, the 

itis valuable is needless, as from the reputation of fruit would basblighted, bnoty Lo deficient 

the writer, every one would be assured that only |" 24¥9" a el rome our be the 
facts of practical utility and importance would be | ‘7° Would exnibit the evidences of old age 

. : ventife [224 disease. In the same soil the apple tree 
; given—facts to be relied upou, based on scientific | Vou1q succeed somewhat better, while the research, on long experience and careful observa- peach and’charay womld floured oats intan- 7 

eu gard to the production of wood and fruit to $ § 
To the President of the Fruit Growers’ Convention: | the extent of my wishes. : 

Sim:—I; is with regret, I find myself com-|- Under these circumstances, I set myself ~ | 
pelled to forego the pleasure of participating |to work, to discover the cause of such re- ; 
in the doings of your meeting. There are |sults, and soon became convinced that it was 
several subjects on which I am anxious to |adeficiency of some kind of nutrition. The} | 
exchange ideas with my horticultural friends. analyses of Prof. E. indicated the kind. 3 
To one of them I will allude by letter. Plaster of Paris, clover, leached ashes and} | 

The 2d vol. of the Horticulturist, contains | a small addition of | barn-yard manure, brought 
an article on ‘¢Special Manuring ” of fruit |some of my barren fields, at the end of two f 
trees, written by Mr. Downing, which em-|years, into a condition in which they pro- * 
braces the analysis of the wood of various |duced large crops of wheat straw, but yiel- $ 
species by-Prof, Emmons. Several period- |ded only eleven bushels of wheat to theacre, t 
ieals and scientific publications both in Eu-| By supplying one of those lots with a sec- 3 
rope and this country, have of late contained |ond dressing of plaster, turning a large crop w 
much that is important, in relation to this /of clover and adding subsequently a supply 

subject. of barn-yard and slaughter-house manure, ? . 3 
Community at large have always known |and phosphate of Lime, I obtained nineteen 

‘that each species of animals requires pecul- | bushels of superior wheat to the acre, besides iz 
iar kinds of food to insure health, growth |that which was wasted by long. continued 
and full development of its powers, and that |rains, The straw was not heavier than in ‘i 
the kinds adapted to one species may not |the former year. 
answer for another. The cow will starve|. A dressing of Phosphate of Lime, ashes 
on that which would fatten the dog. ‘land barn-yard manure, with alimited supply 

., That each species of the vegetable king-|of salt. has effected an equally favorable $ 
dom, is equally select in its requirements of |change with the growth and fraits.of my!{ | 
food, has not been generally understood, pear trees. 
An indefinite idea has prevailed, that all veg- The limits of this communication will not 
etables will flourish in soil, that in common |allow of my detailing all my numerous ex- 
language, is rich. periments, I will, however, say, in gener- 

ih science and experience have, how- |al terms, that they have been in the highest 
ever, shown us that vegetables, as well as degree satisfactory, and have amply repaid “ 
animals, must be fed with their appropriate |all expense and trouble. 
elements of nutrition, in order to flourish.| A fruit tree or a grain field can be fed 
For the last six years 1 have devoted some |with, as much success and precision as a 
time and thought to discover the best and |cow or horse, and an half starved fruit tree ; 

most economical method of supplying fruit |is no more sightly nor profitable than an 
trees, and wheat with their appropriate food. |impoverished animal. 4 

The writings to which 1 have alluded,| The late Mr. Marvin of Beaver co., Pa., i 
have relieved the subject of much obscurity, |onte observed to me, that he “had: no sick : 
and enabled me to progress with my re-|sheep in his numerous flocks, owing. to the } 
searches and experiments with more preci- | circumstance that he visited them daily and 

sion, saw that they were well fed.””. - 
My farm originally contained very limi-| The horticulturist, who pursues a similar 

ed quantities of several important inorganic |course with his fruit trees, will suffer very 
principles of wheat, and those had been so |little from their unhedlthiness or unproduc- 
entirely exhausted, by bad management, that | tiveness. i oid 

»
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| @&._ Since I commenced the plan of high feed- Honor to Massachusetts. 
f ing, and have banished from my grounds 

‘ every tree propagated on,a sucker, not’ a The followin: x 
H . . g facts show how greatly entitled § 

i at eel has been —— els honor ie old Massachusetts. So far as the 
is tase Sac anniae ani biakubibe caro titi a measure of her benefactions is concerned, and her 

cidental. The sabject is, however, marily era prevision sai teen e eae 
{ of farther éatention: 7 2 facilities for the education of her entire population, } 

f The anal: of Prof Emmons have been | She is undoubtedly far in advance of any other State 
D } as pasteiteiahioh Pbave founded my ex. |i the Union. Itis a proud and an enviable posi 
: periments Saving: the last year. | tion she occupies, and because of her blessed deeds 

- At the first view of the subject the cultu- grost ahalibe the spessere eee | 
rist may be discouraged with the apprehen- | Last year the people of Massachusetts : , 
sion that the means of supplying his trees | voluntarily taxed themselves about a million ? 

|) with inorganic elements cannot be comman- | dollars for the support of Common Schools. { 
ded. In this section of the State the great- | There is not a native born child in the State, } 

| Lest difficulty will occur, in procuring Pot-| old enongh to learn, who is not able to read { 
> $ ash and Phosphate of Lime, yet the materi-|#7d write. In the city of Boston, during the } | 
 Q als usually wasted about the dwelling of = three nionths preceeding the 10th of April ‘yi 

r farmer would furnish the required number | last, $200,000 were spent in building public | 

of fruit trees with these elements. Leached | school-houses. ; The high school, just fin- | 
ashes from soap-making and pot-asheries | ished in Cambridge, with two other school- ; 

' § will supply the former in abundance, and the | houses, cost $25,000. Another, of splendid } 
: latter is derived principally from animal | and costly character, was lately finished in 

bones. Every fragment of bone andthe re-|Charlestown. — Another at Newburyport ; | 
mains of every animal, large and small, | cost $25,000. Within the dest peet individ- 
should be carefully preserved and applied to juals have given $200,000 to Harvard Col- % 

: roots of fruit trees. lege. 2 Bais | 
It may, however, be obtained in limited| . The State is building a reform school for | | 

! quantities from urine excrement of fowls, | Vagrant and exposed children, which will 
peat and decaying vegetable fibre,and in cost more than $100,000. An unknown in- 

some soils and waters it naturally occurs. dividual has given $22,000 towards it. , 
; According to Raspail, it abounds in such oo State educates all the deaf, dumb and 
, quantities, in the leaf of the Poke-berry |>D¢- . i 
i (Phytolacca) that under certain management, |_Last winter the Legislature made an ap- 

the foot stalks will be coated with acicular | Propriation to establish a school for idiots. 
crystals of this salt. x These are the new charities and works of 5 

Tt may, however, abound in a soil in an | Philanthropy in which Massachusetts is en- 
insoluble state, in which it cannot be con- gaged. She has already finished such an- } 

| verted to: nutrition by the growing tree. | titutions as other States are now engaged in 
The addition of ammonia or common salt, | establishing. She is from thirty to fifty 
will at once enable it to pass into a state of | Years ahead of the age. Follow her exam- 
solution in water, when it may be taken up | Ple, let all endeavor to progr ess.[Trenton | 
by the spongioles of the roots. Gazette. 

Cofnmon salt affords of itself little or noth- Sneha ares Fas 
ing that is nutritious to a fruit tree; but it} Lance Propucrion.—Mr. Allen Dyer, 
acts indirectly upon the phosphates. In no | resiting in Bybery this county, gathered and 7 Spe Pp gs ty, gal 
other sense is it either a stimulant or nutri- | threshed this season, from five bushels sow- 

ent to vegetation. F ed, ninety-three and a half bushels of wheat, 
The more abundantly a tree is furnished | exclusive of the gleanings. The wheat was 

with enriching compounds, containing Phos- | of the variety known as the Genesee white 
phate of Lime, the greater the quantity of | wheat, recently introduced into the neighbor- 

salt that mayype safely applied asa dressing. | hood by George M. Ivins, and = six- 
ery respectfully yours, ty-six pounds to the bushel ! With. such a 

Cleveland, Ohio. JP. Riescans, result as is here recorded, this must bea f 
rs most valuable variety of wheat, and ought to 

Toa hungry man, a gdod sized potato js worth all | be generally known and used by our farm- 
the California ‘carets.’ ers.—Germantown Telegraph. wilt 

? 
=
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Experiments on Three Acres of Ground. ‘and all rolled and dragged before planting. ¢ 
——- .. : The corn was planted 34 feet apart with a 

The New cae aa oe ae oie ae rie Se al The 4 

ty, in 1846, offered premiums for the best | hills designed to be from 14 to 2 feet distant ’ 
oy etaats to be continued throngh three] in the row, with three stalks in a hill. 2 

crops, to ascertain the bushels of grain and| The yield of corn was as follows : 3 

weight of stalks or straw, the actual value of| On the first acre, 1134 bushels of shelled : 

the manute to the farmer. The experi-| corn weighed 514 Ibs. to the bushel. Stalks } § 

ments were to*be conducted as follows : when dry, weighed 3,652 pounds. 

Ist. ‘Three contiguous acres of ground to| The second acre had 584 bushels of shell- 
be selected. : ed corn, 584 lbs. to the bushel, and _ 2,200 : 

, 2d. One acre of which to be manured with | lbs. of stalks, and 17 bushels of turnips. 

¢ not more than ten cords of common barn| © The third acre, 914 bushels of shelled id 

yard manure the first year, and plowed un-| corn 59 Ibs. the bush, and 3,300 Ibs. of stalks. 4 

der. ‘ ‘ Mr. Osborn’s son continued the experi- : 

5 The second acre to be manured with fer-; ments of his father, in 1847, with the follow- ‘ 

$ mented or compost manure, to be applied in | ing results: f 
any manner the ex) erimenter cbooess ; but| The first acre, which had 18-cords unfer- 3 

y P ; " 
a full som of the — of aang maar —o: wel 112 Saas of = 

compost, and the manner of its app! ication, ie second acre bushels o: oats, (the ' 

accompanied with a statement of the cost of | unmanured acre, best Jand originally.) ; 
making and application will be required. The third acre 903 bushels of oats. ’ 

$d. The three acres to be planted with| The above is valuable as showing what} / 
corn the. first year; the second to be sowed | may be accomplished by careful, scientific 2 

with barley or oats; thethird crop to be tillage, and what the soil is capable of pro- 4 

winter grain; an accurate account of the . ducing under such atillage. Weundertake to ; : 

yield of each crop to be kept. cultivate too much land, and there is beside ; 
4th. A full account of the whole manage-| an ignorance or an unmindfulness of the . 

ment and all the details respecting the cul-| right cultivation with reference tothe differ- ) 

ture and the circumstances affecting the | ent crops to be raised, so far at least as selec- 4 

; crops. tion of soil and manuring are concerned.— ; 

5th. The several kinds of soil to be par-| How important is: knowledge to the far- ‘ 
ticularly described, and specimens transmit- | mer.—[ Ed. 
ted to the state Society for analysis, _before Poutrry.—Hen and Chickens.—A writer 

commencing the experiments, Scratne on this subject (and let no one say it is not : 
oa pete a eer, 5 an important one) in the Providence Amer- 

h ‘as, it appears, only one person) ican, give us the results of his experience 

te 0 oe pecs the late J. F. Os-| in economizing the time with hens, atid we 

is ta hot odin cle a N. << ho think them worthy of being communicated 

s represented in the transactions of the So-| to our readers. All who are familliar with { |” 

oe ae hae We lived to’ i. careful far-| rearing chickens, know there are very few 

mer; and he only lived to make one year’s | hens that willallow newly hatched ‘chickens ‘ 

wa... the account of which is thus|t) be committed to their care, when their 

$ 3 _+ fownare a few days old. This the writer at- 
al es his experiments | tributes to the fact that the hen has become s 

on three acres of land, the sail of which was | acquainted with her own chickens, from col- 
a —— loam, ao subsoil from | or, marks, &c., and considers the new-com- 

cig ines inches below the soil. ers in the light of intruders, which she too 
On the migra he ‘put 10 cords of barn| frequently punishes with death. To obviate 

re nals a on while wet, and] this, he puts the first hen that hatches into a 
7. it as he ee ready to plow it under. | coop, and keeps her there with her chickens 

n the second acre there was no manure. | ¢i]] another hen hatches, when he substitutes 
On the oy he put 8 cords of barn-yard | the «second hen for the first, leaving the : 

joads of, his k “ two-thirds rotted, and four ate of the former; and when another 

loads' of muck, cleaned out of a ditch, spread | hatches she is put in the ‘place of thé second, 
orDho: thes with all three broods—if the aggregate num- 

The three acres were plowed as nearly | ber do not exceed thirty, which he says she 
alike as practicable, from 6 to 8 inches deep | will take care of affectionalely and efficiently- 

eee ee
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| ; HUBBARDSTON NONSUCH APPLE, : ; 

¢ BPI I eNO I 
‘  Frnit, from large to very large; roundish,|generally in even years, as, ’46, 48, &. 

P ( tapering moderately and roundly to thetop;|_ ‘The Elubbardston Nonsuch is one of our } 
; ‘ skin, smooth, fair, rich, yellow ground,|best late fall. apples, particularly for the 
B ‘ mostly covered with bright red, dark and|market, where it is very popular, bringing 

4 { unbroken in the sun, striped in the shade,|the highest price. Some éay that this fruit } 
; generally russet around the stem, and,some-|has been overrated, but those who give it $ 

rf ( times a very few large prominent russet|good culture, get large, fair crops, and sell i 
4 { specks on other parts; stem, medial length, | the fruit from three to four dollars a barrel, } 

f { rather slender, in a rather broad, deep, regu-|make no such complaint. Yet as the fruit } 
{ lar cavity; eye, large, open, im a shallow|is rather transient, it is not adapted to exten- { 
‘ basin; flesh, yellowish-white, tolerably fine,|sive culture—N. E. Farmer. ? 

i ° crisp, juicy, of a mild, pleasant, aromatic BET aera aia 5 
| flavor, inclining to saccharine. In use from ng sige ae feel ita ay eoim- } f October into December. | PTSS "Pon our readers the necessity of pursuing : { 5 the latter part o} bake) £36 5 the plan of early planting for potatoes. “The ? 

, It should be used as Soon as it is 1n Ils prime, |foreign journals for February; are fall of ‘testi- § i ) as it grows dry and Spiritless very soon. It} mony on this subject, and the experience of our- } 
4 ( ishardy; we have had it growing several |selves and others in the vicinity of New York, | 

i: ; years in Maine, without injury in the win-|corroborates that of experimenters abroad. } 
"| = ters. The growth is good, but not great,|Early plantings, and particularly of the earlier 

i { about the saine as that of the Porter or Jew- nae Potatoes, have not suffered as yet from 
t | ets Red. The new wood is long and slim, * psbeypperaseantennnaer deni tene 

( and covered with a whitish, woolly or furzy “it was Burke who said that ‘good order is 
‘substance, which distinguishes it from a spu- io ada aut er at tk es br} far- 4 7 a mers we may be asst at want of ‘order in 

f pad wacthlont sip 6 bees atom, our Banh asbakdones and a want of system in 
; Teae  y ene ng tat of the Baldwin. | our course of cultivation, shows &. confused mind, It is 8 good bearer, and bears. about two-| without a steady object, relying-on chance, and thirds of its produce in alternate years, and dependant on accident. . { 4
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Fruit in different Localities—Insects. bearing only every other-year. ‘The same 

~—_——a practice applied to the peach, together with 
From the address of Thos. Allen, Esq.,|an anual top pruning, will be found highly 

: before the St. Louis Horticultural Society, | beneficial, not only in proteciing the healthy 
i 6th Jan., 1849. growth and longevity of ‘the tree, but in { 
} When we shall be able to describe the | keeping @ffthe grub. _To destroythe worm }” 
2 constitution and. habits ofa particular fruit | whose presence you wili discern by the exu- 
§ tree, or shrub, or flower, or vegetable, we | dation of gamsponrinmpolting hot lye around 
) may then be able to juidge what soil and cli- | the place infested, will be founda very good 
) mate is best adapted to it. exterminator, and will do the tree no injury, 
{ But until our science has attained that| What we can do to prevent the mildew on 
{ degree of perfection, we can only rely on|the goseberry, we have yet to ascertain. 
actual experience for ascertaining ‘what are| As to the curculio, tnat terible enemy 

( the sons adapted to a particular locality.— | which destroys all our apricots, nectarines 
We know very well that grapes which suc- | and plums, my venerable friend, David Tho- 
ceed in our latitude in Europe, do not suc- | mas, of N. Y., informed me that his remedy 
ceed at all here; and the best of our Amer- | was, to spread sheets under the trees every 
ican grapes are put down as bad, in the| morning, as sogn as the trees began to go 
London Horticultural Society’s catalogue.— | out of blossom, and giving them a hard tap 
Therefore, if we knew, perfectly. the con-| with the mallet, the insect would fall, and 
stitution, and habits, and. requirements of| could easily be destroyed. This practice 
a European grape, yet we should be obliged | continued for a few weeks, he said, was ef- 

} to acquaint our selves also with the charac-| fectual. A gentleman upon Long Island 
ter of own soil, climate, and vicissitudes of | (Mr. Sea informed me of a plan he had 
the weather, as compared also with the place | adupted with perfect success. He planted 
ofits successin Europe, before we could de-|his plum.trees in dwarf, six feet apart, 
decide beforehand what is wanting here to| fenced them in with a close board fence, 
secure its growth. The fact that winter | and paved the ground within the enclosure. 
fruits imported from the north and east, be- |The curculio never attacked the fruit with- 
come fall fruits here, is probably owing to|jin the enclosure, while that upon the out- 

) the greater length and heat of our summers. | side was invariably destroyed, ° In this man- 
( The reason why the cherry. and the peach | ner 75 trees can be planted on the sixteenth 
{ are short lived here, is, perhaps, because the | of an acre, or 1,210 trees upon an*acre. 
) treés grow too fast. And trees of rapid Da 

) growth do not bear well; they make wood| How ro, Por Corn. 4s 1r sHouLD BE.— 
buds instead of fruit buds. So the Irish po-; Not one in a hundred of those who are.so 
tatoe crop is generally a failure, perhaps for | fond of pop corn, know how to pop it. It 
the reasbn, partly, that there is too luxuriant | is a simple process, attended with very little 

a growth ofthe vine. , It is, therefore, quite | labor, and a rich, tender, luscious dish is pre- 
obvious that ne@eastern or. European stan-| pared, that Queen Vic. or Pope: Gregory 
dard can be taken as an infallible guide for | probably, with all their splendor, know noth- 
us. . Accurate knowledge of soils, climates, | ing about. : 

and Bappctions, collected togetlier from all} Lard is tobe heated in the same manner 
4 patts of the country, will be pense and | as for frying ‘dough-nuts,”’ and halfa pint,-or 

any attempt of the late conyentidhs to ac-|such a matter, of the ‘eight row ’tucket corn’ 
complish this by means of district commit-| is to be thrown in; and covered immediately ; 

} tees, is deserving of encouragement. to prevent the kernels from flying out on 
In regard to apple. orchards, the old habit |to the floor. In an instant a pop, pop, pop- 

which our trees had of bearing only every | ping will commence—such as you never 
alternate year, is now exploded by giving| heard before. A minute after the popping 
the orchard opt food and attention, and | ceases take off the cover, and dip out. with a’ 
the same means which are employed to in-| skimmer, draining off the grease,.and a 
crease fructification, will also greatly protect | into a seive, put upon pan, to drain. Tue | 
the trees from the ravages of insects, Ial-|pan should be kept upon the stove, so that 
lude to the practice of applying lime and | the corn will retain’its heat long enough for | 
ashes to the. well cleaned body of the trée, | the lard to runoff, otherwise: it .will be too; 
and also. to the:soil at the root. . There are| greasy. _ While-cooling, salt to your taste. 

'ng trees.in my. orchard having the habit of} Try it, all ye who have candte and i
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ie you don’t say it is ‘neck and shoulders, | the pivot of the roller. In front, mortice 
mies 3. abead of any other method, whiy, we cave | two pieces across (€ €) 8 by 8 inches—one 

He a: | in, that’s all +[Sanduskian. a the end, and the — —— from 
et | So Ce a a the centre or pivot. At the other end mor- 
; ; t Corn, Stalk Roller and Cutter. tice a cross sake Cf) 12 or 16 inches.wide La The mathiney a cat and deseription éf which fol- | 80d 14 thick; all the tenons to be pinned out- ; 

low, cannot fail, we think, of being generally intro- | Side to strengthen the frame and facilitate 
MEF: duced and employed afitong farmers, in all corn- taking apart. .* 

j | a. growing sections. 1t would work admirably on From the New England Farmer. 
| ; ‘our prairies, and be vastly convenient beside. Du- ‘ 
a | ring a recent trip into the interior of this State, we On the Cultivation of the Currant. 
i i ! everywhere saw large fields in which the stalks were nator 
ee still standing. These must either be burnedoroth-|__ Mn. Eprron: The currant, it must be Pie a erwise disposed of, before the ground can convenient- } admitted, is one of our best summéf fruits, 

' | Mg ly, or without great inconvenience and trouble, be | and deserves more attention in its cultiva- 
i. plowed. Whereas, with the roller and cutter, the | tion, than it generally receives from most of { 
{ / + stalks would be cut in pieces, and then éasily plowed | Our farmers. Many still retain the old kinds, } 
ig under. and instead of being wasted, help to enrich Often leaving them to take care of them- } 
wie the soil. selves year after year, apparently satisfied } 

{ } The description is taken from the Ohio Cultivator, | With their producing a small, sour, poor } iB for which paper it was originally furnished. . | fruit. All cultivators should at once discard } 
ie i the old varieties of the currant, and substi- $ 

ne 6 Aan tute for them, the new and better kinds— } . haha 4 es, | These should be planted ina rich soil, and ; 
} Saal PS kept clear from grass and weeds, and sub- i 
ae ee 4 See nn a regular Gavaieacun. | 

BE: SSS jome cultivators prune the shrub to a single 
Te iy Ea > stem, but we could never see much adage. 5 

a eee tage to be derived from this mode; for when} fy” 1 i = ‘ A ez ge to erived irom this mode; for when } | 
ale | Zs =U <Q grown in this form, and the stem weakened 

i 5 E by the attacks of the borer, as is ae ' 
in the case, it is very liable to be broken off; i - cae and being deprived, before planting, of the } Fe Take alog of heavy and tough wood, (ap-| power to send up suckers, the whole plant } | ple tree is good) from which turn a roller| is lost. And we think also, in rie Space, } idl (a) 16 inches in diameter and 35 inches] they will produce less fruit than those cultiva- } 

} long; put a pivot or gudgeon in each end, of| ted with several stems, in the form ofa bush. ) 
$4 14 inch iron; then make six knives (4b) 24| But when permitted thus to , it should } f } inches long, 3 inches wide and 4 inth thick | be kept clear from superfuoms Branches and 

a at back, laid with steel and ground sh old wood, endeavoring always to keep'a suc- 
e. with 8 holes 1 inch from the back to tile cession of young and vigorous wood, of two 4 inch bolts, one near each end and one at| or three years’ growth; for it ‘is on*such ) 

») the middle, where the arms are attached. | branches that we always find the’best fruit. e The arms (ccc) are made of iron 1 inch Curranjg are much better to remain some 
{ square, say 12 inches long, one end split 2| time on the bushes, after they are Well color- 
I inches to receive the back of the knife, and|€d, and ‘supposed to be ripe. They im- : } abolt hole made to match that in the knife, prove in their flavor, and lose much of their 5 

: through which a small bolt is put and fast-| acidity! Knight’s Early Red and Sweet 
‘ ened with a nut and screw; the other end is| Red, the White Duch, together with all 

sharpened and inserted firmly in the roller | other early or comparatively sweet varieties, 
a deep as to bring the back of the knife | Of the currant, should be p on the south : Fithin 6 inches of the roller. Drive three | side of a wall or fence, full exposed to the 

f arms for ‘each knif@ and attach 6 knives at sun. This oxposure will hasten the ripen- 3 “equal distances around the roller. ing of the fruit, and lessen its acidity. On ) 
} ft Next make a frame fot the roller to work | the contrary, the late varieties, such as Lov- 

in; the side pieces (d) 5 by 2 inch stuff, 8 | ett’s Red and the Victoria, should be placed i. feet long, with a crook in the middle, of| 0M the north side of a wall or fence. By 
ie ‘about Gdagrees, and a hole in the centre for | 8dopting this' mode of planting’ the currant, Se ee : 

fi
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they can be brought forward much earlier in| strongest post and rail fence that can possi- 

the season, or retarded to late in’autumn.—| bly be built,'with not more than half the ex-. } 

We also prefer these ‘lose quarters for our| pense ofthe former. Mr. H.’s fence is con- 

bushes, to more open ones in the garden, | structed in the following manner: His posts 
because we can the mofe effectually sécure | (black locust) are first placedjin the ground, §».. 

the fruit from the depredations of birds. In| say eight feetapatt, the first one being much 37 
regard to the different kinds of currants now | larger and set deeper in the ground thai 

under cultivation, we would name the Red| the succeeding ones, because of the great re- 
and White Duch, two very good varieties. | sistance it hes to make in stretchins the 

The latter, when fully ripe, is much less ac-| wire. After the posts are properly prrangedy, 
id than the red. The Champagne, a pink-| grooves are sawed into the side of each post’ 

colored variety, is veery handsome and is] for the wires to lay in. The wires are 

more acid thanthe red. Mr. Knigt’s Sweet| placed one above the other from six to sev- 

Red is only comparatively so, being less ac-| en inches apart. ‘The fulcrum and lever is 

idthan the White Duch., Knight’s Early| then placed at the extremity of the wires to 

Red, -being about ten days earlier than any| draw and tighten them. When they are 

other currant; Knight’s Large Red, larger| sufficiently thight, they are secured firmly 

{ than the Duch; Lovett’s Large Red, a good| into the post by, smail staples made of wire. 

late currant; Victoria, an uncommonly | This fence ‘sufficiently resists the encroach- 
large, fine currant; and the Cherry currant, | ments of all kinds of stock, and costs only 

lately introduced, said to be one of the larg-| twenty-five cents to the panel. 

‘est currants, but not thought, by some, to|’ P. S. Tthe fence is capped with lank, 

be very good or productive. The black| which gives it additional strength a firm- 
currants are medicinal, and not relished, by | ness. 
many persons, until they have acquired a vote ace tsar’ Sateen: 
foie for them by Sediient a as we Growing Millet for Fodder. 

do for the tomato. It is then, as we ourselves sae ose ae 

doyknow, most dilectable to the taste. The], It is worthy the notice of Western farmers, that 

Black Grape and Black Naples are some of) ™ the absence of meadows—and very few have 

the best varieties of this currant. There turned théir attention to, or have been successful 

will probably be many new varieties of the in, the cultivation of grasses, so far at a 
currant added to the above list, from our new- State is concerned—millet may be-profitably culti- 

ly-acquired territories on the shorers of] vated as an article of fodder. When sown on good 

the Pacific; some having already been dis-| 8'Un4, such as would grow a good crop of corn, 
covered, with fruit as sweetand as pleasant as| it yields most abundantly—say from two to four 
the strawberry. And when the adventurers, | tons the acre. One bushel sown upon four'acres of 

now pressing forward to those shores, shall | g°e4 rich soil, has produced three hundred bushels 
have, injsome measure, exhausted its mine-| °f seed and six tons of fodder. It is said to suc- 

ral wealth, we hope ‘their attention will be| ceed the best on light land, if it be in good condi- 

directed’ to its Wwegetable productions, and tion. “It requires in all cases fine tilth, and as 

that wef’ who dweli on the shores of the| mu@h strength of soil as is necessary to produce 

Atlantic, shall receive from them many val-| heavy oats.” The time for sowing itis from the 

treesyshru and plants. + Ist of May to the 20th of June, usually, though 

niger 7 - °S. P. Fowxer. _| when cultivated solely for fodder a little later in the - 

Danvets, New-Mius. E season can make no difference. : 

i OO There are various opiziions as to the quantity of 

Wire . Fence seed to bé sown to the acre—from “four to thirty- 

eee six quarts are sown—we would sow ‘at the rate of 

Acorresronpear of the Louisville Jour-| five bushels on four acres. Cut it when in the 

nal, writing from Ghent, Carroll Co., Ky.,| milk, or early in July. If for seed, from the first 
says:—~ A to the middle of September. 

There has Tis been completed on the| Of. its value for feed, a farmer thus testifies: 
farm of Mr. WitL1am Hawkins of this vicini| «Whilst my oxen consumed millet in itagreen state 

ty some hundred and fifty or two hndred pan-| they performed their work with more spirit and 
els ofthis fence, which, for durability, neat-| vigor than they had done before, or have shown 

ness, and cheapness, far surpasses anything] since, except when fed with grain. My cattle, of 

that I have seen in the fence way. all ages, prefer it to’ both red and’ the best white 
This. fence answers the purpose of the| clover, meadow, or timothy hay.” It cannot be! 
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q doubted that it would be vastly to the interest of our | grance and song, and listen to the tones of her harp- 

; farmers'to grow the millet for fodder, even though | like music, or to tte gushing melodies which come 
plentifully supplied with marsh hay. Stock con- | stealing ‘far o’er hill and dell,” or to the many | 

| sume vast quantites of the latter, and still do not | sweet voices which speak by the. tinkling rivulet i 
thrive—without very much additional feed they are | and the dashing waterfall, without receiving strong, ) 

- not ‘ welbkept,? while with far less of the former, | deep impressions of the goodness of God. How } 

and with little else besides, comparatively they will true, that, 4 ) 

{ pandsthiepuyll the-wintge in..good wonditien, and Sounds among the vales and hills— 
J spring will find them—not mere fleshless skeletons, Of the zephyr and the bird, { 

Jean, gaunt, staggering, starved—ghosts to haunt On the waving branches heard— : 
and torment the farmer—but hale, hearty, plump e these sounds, oat shove, { 

‘ x1 ave one len— ws ) 
i - are emeene Ot e* When we reflect that every flower which blos- ’ 

The Spring Time. soms in our path—every plant which springs up from ) 

a the bosom of the earth—every strain of music from { 
pe pel te eet ee the feathered choir—every breath of fragrance we } 

The flowers appear on the earth; inhale—that all these are but the gifts and bestow- | 

| The time of the singing of birds is come, ments of the Infinite Father, designed to cheer and 
And the voice of the turtles heardin our land. | bjess his earthly child; we cannot fail of being im- ) 

Song of Solomon. pressed with an overwhelming sense of his great | 
Only a few weeks have gone by, since Winter | ,ooaness, And the more we contemplate the beau- | 

reigned amidice and snow. “The forests were leaf-| ti. and blessings of Spring, the more we shall feel | lessand bare—the melody of the groves was hushed | 3: herg isa holy ministry to the children of men— | 

—and naught was heard in Nature’s vast temple, | 4.54 40 her it is given through music and flowers, 
save the low, solemn dirge of the sweeping winds, to impart new spirit and loftier aspirations to the | 

or the wild music ofthe rushing storm. To many |). 
‘ & - i iving human soul. there is an attractive beauty in frowning, desolate aera 

Winter; but it is of thesterner cast, like that which The Plough-Boy’s Song. 
| tobes the dark, muttering, flashing thundercloud, Se “a 

or plays upon the awful front of the roaring Cataract. *Tis sunrise now i 
i with its icy desolation, as well as re tee senses 

laughing Spring, or Summer with its genial rays, ‘fa who woald dibask © 
or Autumn with its ripened fruits, was ordained of Inthe morning’sbeam, } 

God, Itnot only spreads over the earth a pall of When beautiful spring is here! 
gloom—it isa solemn teacher to teach us solemn a hasten-with speed { 
lessons. It forcibly brings to mind the termination ‘pin Siniaiiioans moti ecard 
of our mortal pilgrimage, when we shall lay down They will pass away, é 

ths cares and business of the world, and each shall As opens the day, \ 

take his chamber in the silent halls of death. Its As speeds the gtittering plough. 
blight and desolateness, its clouds, and darkness, ee ea 2a * 
and storms—all image to the mind the close fe And his carols wild Mice a cmt 
frail being—the crumbling of this material h: oe an ean nest, j 

the night of death—thesleep ofthegrave. But how n the meadow’s breast, { 
» } few lay it to heart! em qa ‘Tanta ty. heaven tolpaay sj 

, from the wing no scar the s tains, . 
oo: parted da. no furrow pak, ns keel, Or eno, heslestbne de * 
So dies in human hearts the thought of death. Bat I'll whistle eo cle 

Winter with its solemn ministries has passed ‘That the skies shell aaa 
away, and its voice like that of many waters is lift- As my plough glides o’er ikea: 
ed up no more. The time of the singing of birds | . And when the day ae 
iscome. How great the change! The herbage Shall have passed away, , 
springs forth again under our feet. The flowers And ree hath sunk in the sea, 
lossomin our woodland path. The forests are vo- , Le beam; 
cal with melody... Andfram the rude fanes. andal- Andweiea away o’er iieattie 
tars of earth, by the gushing fountain andthe mur- s And'then at night, 

‘muring stream, goup the hymn‘and incense of joy cg een ey faite Baltes 
and gratitude to the Eternal Throne. } ren tact over my brow, 

Spring has beauty, and ‘she teaches us beau- - “Of my field andteam,” > °* i 
'tifaldessons. I nevercould step forth amid her fra- And of guiding the farmer’s: plough.
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ft salutary Education can no more be aécomplished, | finement ought to be avoided. The child has sot 
| than you van cause light to shine forth out of dark- | long enough, when in study he has been upon the 

| ness.” Beweh half an hour. He should then be suffered 
‘ | i Paystcat Enucation.—We mean by this that to go ott, and take exercise at his sports. He will } 

ae | training and discipline by which the energies and | be better, atudy better, learn méroy and keep a good 
ce powers of the body shall be brought out, and a| healthy body because of it. his demand for } 

5 healthful, vigorous action imparted to them all.— | vigorous and almost constant. in‘children is | 
i And this development of physical strength, force | imperious, and its suppression fatal.”” © Bet it there- ) 

Me a and effititney, depends upon properexercise—upon | fore be yielded to. And in all our schools, let not | 
| | ¢ the right, the legitimate use and employment of| the very great importance of Physical Education | 
bY each organ and faculty of the ‘body. And here a| be overlooked, or forgotten by those who havo | 
He a | consideration of the vastest moment presents itself; | them in charge. Y } 
1 without such development, not only is there feeble- ——eeeorrrrrrr { 
ib ness and languor of body, physical debility, suffer- First Teachers’ Institute insWisconsin. | 

| ‘ ing; but the mind partakes of this weakness and FE ; 

; { enervation—the soul, bearing the seal and super-| ‘Tie great work of education is fairly | 
1 § scription of the Infinite, is cribbed, confined, cramp- | commenced in W isconsin—The “good time | 
i ed in an imperfectly developed organization. coming,” is near at hand, if indeed it. be | 
ee Bat the importance of physical Education is suf-|not already come, for the teachers and / 
ie ficiently beheld in the fact, that bodily health, vig- | friends of education in our young and pros- | 

: or and consequent enjoyment, depend upon such | perous state. 4 f { 

ae | an education. If we confine our children in illy| Pursuant to public notice a meeting of | 

( constructed, unventilated, crowded school rooms, | the teachers and friends of education in the { 
k $ mpon hard benches, where they shall be tasked and | county of Jefferson, assembled at the semi- } 

, $ cramned six or eight hours each day, allowing them | nary rooms in the village of Lake Mills, on { 
only brief spate for recreation and physical exer- | Tuesday morning, March 20, 1849, ) 

} cise, we thus lay the foundation for feebleness, dis-}__The meeting was called to order by the | 
ee nse, pain, and premature death, and cause the con- | Hon E. Root, State Superintendent of Public ; 

| ji sequences of our ignorance, carelessness, or un-| Instruction, and on motion of J, L. Enos, 
H concern, to be visited upon our children, and upon | Esq-, S. W. Munn, Esq- of the Lake Mills 
{ our children’s children, unto the third and fourth | Seminary, was chosen Secretary. 
7 generation. _ - The following gentlemen constituted the 

¥ Boarp OF INSTRUCTION. 4 
d Tt has been trathfully remarked, that, “Schools| 35. Root, State superintendent of public | 

aie are great disease-breeders to both body and mind.” instruction. { 
: { g Nearly ninety-nine out of an hundred of our school J. L. Enos, Graduate of the New York 

REG houses should be torn down. Flainly, they are} State Normal School and Editor of the 
| mean, murderous things, the great mass of them.| North Western Educator. 

se ‘They are stinted in the ground they occupy, stint- S. W. Munn atid H. M: Mixer, Prin- 

ei ed in room, stinted in God’s free air, and in short, | -ipals of the Lake Mills Semiuary. 
E4 are destitute of every thing almost that oughttobe/ “Lectures were delivered as follows, du- 
i considered pré-requisite in a place of Education.—| ying the session. : 

‘Yet in them our children must be huddled, and if By Hon. Exezer Root, on Reading. 
} the weather be a little cold, especially if it be in the S. W. Munn, on Grammar. ; 
i winter season, every door and window mustbe| FE, Root, Education in General. ; 
{ closed, all ait must be excluded, though in five} James L. Enos, on Arithmetic. 
’ minutes the inmates’breath up all there is, and the} S, W. Munn, on Grammar, (2d lec.) 
t stove must be well fed, and amid the press, the heat} S. Nurrer, on Experiméntal teaching. _ 
t and a vitiated atmosphere, and the pantings for! H, M. Mixer, on Geography. % 

} breath, the prodess goes on of rearing the tender} J. L. Enos, on Arithmetic and general 
| } thought and teaching the ygung idea how toshoot. | principles of the Mathematics, (2d ‘ec.) 
} No wonder that ourchildren are feeble and sickly—| §, W. Mony, on Gtatnindr,(8d lec.) 

t no wonder they droop and fade like autumn flowers} E, Root, on the Duties of the Teacher. 
| under such treatment, and early pass away.—| Rev. E. D. Sewanp, on Graduation of 
i Verily, parents and teachers need themselves to'be | Schools. __ ry 
\ taught. ; The last evening of the’ session.a discus-} 
/ Not only should our school houses be spacious | sion in regard to the usé of the Bible in 

airy, and in all respects comfortable; but long con- | Schools, sprung up, and was engaged in with! )
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reat spirit and eloquence by Messrs. Root, 
_ Fisx, Enos, and Monracve, and af- S 
terthe passing of several resolutions, expres- ) ty 
sive of the sense of the meeting, the institute ZZ ; 
in the midst ofthe most intense interest ad- ya Ys 5 vane, ae | Aare \</) journed. x é KRYIG 

Much good has been done by this institute be 4 
—the work has been commenced and it will ve r ; 
goon. The instruction was practical and x 1 ry ty 

thorough—the lectures eloquent and useful. : Pr e 4 
The citizens of Lake Mills deserve much ij 

credit for this great move in the cause of edu- |’ bi i 
cation in our young and prosperous State, f 

{ and none more than Messrs. Munnand Mix- , 
¢ er of the Lake Mills Seminary.— Wis. Ez. i] 

{ Epucation or tHe Youne ror Acaicuxtv. ae ee ee : 
§ ax Pursurrs.—Where an ardent thirst is be- con a ete wanicey of, eae pa ro d 
( gotten, in the minds of Youth, to become thor- | It is not injured by being picked and carried to 
\ oughly prepared for an honorable and useful dis- | market, and cannot be excelled for product. 4 
( charge of the active duties which make up the bio ah oe eee i 
; on a happy life, ne first a ait istaken| Exrent or THE Unirep States—We - 
{ towards the accomplishment of-so glorious an ; i ' 
(end. We turn our attention to casting the eee big oe a_i cmt s 
{ natural guardians of the yqung, possessing pow- Sere gn eee ee Soy entpasts 
‘ erto mould and fashion the tender mind, and Maine, via the St. Lawrence, Buffalo, Cin- a 
{ lead and direct aright the inclinations as they are | Cinnati, St. Louis, and the South Pass of the “ 
| first developed. ‘To parents we appeal, assured | Rocky Mountains, to Astoria in Oregon, the : 
) their influence will be exerted to lead the chil- | distance by the travelled route is 4517 miles. a 
dren under their care to contract an attachment | From the Madawaska, in Maine, by the At- A 
ae eaelimnent Es ont as lantic route, via New York, Washington, é 

{ branch of labor to be performed on a farm, and ee eee ee a, to the _— : 
: its management in general, and no doubt, with | © the Rio eee From owe ; 

; proper opportunities for instruction from suita-| York to the head of Lake Superior, via De- & 
} ble books and'well regulated schools, he will fall | troit and Mackinac, 1856 miles; thence za 
( in love with the science, and delight in the prac- | down the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico, 4 
{ tice of agriculture. In the successful prosecu-| is 2884,.miles. From Eastport, Maine, to E 
{ tion of thie highly honored and peaceful pursuit, | the Bay of San Francisco, California, on j 
Seth ies 204 iathvenco den dbdiapessabls to the Pacific, via Portland, Philadelphia, Pits- : 

| some persons of nearsighted and contracted burg, Bt. Louis, Santa Fe and the Colorado { fi 
views, have expressed the opinion that the fe- of the west, is 25,444 ‘miles. ff 
male mind ought to be occupied altogether in i te ca aaa q 
the contemplation of unreal things, of ideas that | . Toast ann Warer.—This article, simple as ‘i 

| Sete in a feverish or excited imagination, and | it i is rarely well Te oe eee a 
of outward accomplishments, and be content to | CTust of bread as thic! aeemen it is usual for g 

, dwell upon the surface of the subjects, without | t#st; brown it carefully, but see that it be not ' 
i attempt to dig in the mine of knowledge. | PUrat, smoked, or black; pour. on as much water 4 
No one honored with the title of mother can for |®S is Tequited, and cover the jug till cold. © A ‘ 
&@ moment listen to any such suggestion, but slice of thinly cut orange or lemon peel infused i 
will, I am sure, put forth their utmost exertion | With it, improves it greatly; it should. be made i for the fullest expansion and enlargement of the | ©*tly in the day during summer, and placed in i 
intellectual and moral capabilities of their | the sun, when it may be drank at pleasure. é 
daughters, as their sons—Mr. Ives’ Address Fi. teaneses He ar i 
before the Jefferson County (N. Y.) Agricultu-|, Eee Cream.—Take the yolk of art ees with . 
ral Society. a dessert-spoonful of cream or new milk, and, if a 

eS aamnaaeamanasammaaed convenient, add two drops of oil of cinnamon; ‘ 
Never eo Back.—Never fo back—never. | this will forma mixture sufficient to serve three i 

What you attempt, do with all your strength. | people to mix with their ten; for cream being ‘ 
Determination is omnipotent. If the prospect | chiefly the oil of milk} and the yolk the most i 
is somewhat darkened, put the fire of resolution | nutritive part of the egg, they are both lubrica- ‘ 

to your soul, and kindle # flame that nothing but Vaginal nourishing. ‘The oil of cinnamon-is i 
the strong. arm of death can extinguish. cordial and tonic. i 

= : e : ™_
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s F.K. —We NOTICES OF PUBLIC ATTIONS, &O. K. Puornix, Esa.—We have the pleasure of 

: announcing to out numerous patrons and readers, 

| that we have made arrangements whereby this 
i Ono Cuutivator.—We are in the receipt of the gentleman will assume the Editorial charge of the { 

: numbers of this excellent Agricultural Journal from | Horticultural Department of the Farmér. Mr. P. 
Ist of January to.the present date—seven 0 all. for many years has been extensively engaged in 
They are filled with valuable. seleétéd and original | FHortienitural pursuits, is ardently devoted to his 

{ matter, and in all respects, so far ax we may judge | catting, and widely known as one of ourbest writers, 
i from a is ae of, and undoubtedly has, | 16 will make his debut in our next No. 

. ™ oxtensity ee th of chch h Onto Stare AgricucrunaL Fair.—We learn 

Ht see Se les eng ao a from the Cultivator, that the first Annual Fair of } 
i ” " ~ Os. > : ed the Ohio State Board of Agriculture, is to be hold- 5 

furnished single subscribers for $1 per year, in ad- | 6, at Cincinnati on the 5th, 6th, and 7th days of } 
vance—four copies for $3. Sept. next. Arrangements are being made on a } 

; Prxnsytvanta Cuntivator.—This is anew Agri- | large scale, and we make no doubt that the whole | s H 
_ $ cultural journal published in Harrisburg, Pa., by | af-fair will be worthy of this greatagricultural state. 

c Foster & Co., and edited by Dr. Tuomas Fosrer.| A list of the Premiums to be awarded has been 

i The Nos. we have received proclaim tie Cultivator | published, and they are most liberal, and cannot } 

entitled to rank among the first of kindred publica- | fail to attract competitors. ) 

tions. Terms, $1.00 per year in advance. (When sian we have a State Fair?7 

N. E. Fanuen.—The April No. of this journal | To Cornesroxpenrs.—Several communications 
' has been received: It is sufficient to say that it is | Were received too late for insertion inthisNo. We \ 

fully equal to its predecessors. re oe on ee and that of our ar 

r at an article from Dr. Hoy, in coritinuation of his | 

Canapian Acricucrunist.—The fourth No. on- | series on Soils and their Analysis, is among the list. 
ly, of a new monthly paper bearing this title, has) ‘The poetic article from D, we decline publishing 
reached us. It is published at Toronto by Buck- | _he will do much better at plain, sober prose. 

Ht xaxp & McDovoatn, Editors and Proprietors.—| We are greatly obliged to those who have remem 

Ht Terms, $1.00 in advance; € It is ably conducted, | hered us in season for this No.—also to those whose 

/ ; . and worthy of being widely circulated. favors came a little too late, but will not spoil by a 

i Micurcaw Fanazr.—The April No. of this Jour- | month’s delay. 

Hi nal is before us, and rather su es any of the} [2 We acknowledge ourselves r vi t seen a ery grea 
@ previous ones we have seen. Our brethren of the obligation to the press inthis State, and the Agri- 

4 plow in Michigan will really do themselves great | cultural journals throughout the United States, for 

j injustice if they do not universally give it their pat- | the highly complimentary manner in which they 
i f as have spoken of the Farmer. We shall endeavor 

B ‘Tax Rocx Cours Banazs, is the title of a now | Samestly te deserve the good name they have given } 
: ; weekly paper, recently started in Janesville, Rock SAE 

ie county. It is a, large, well-printed, well-filled| Rural industry is very generally spread over 

| sheet--Edited and published by John A. Brown, | too much surface, to be profitable in the highest 
and Democratic of course. We wish our friend | degree. This occasions a great waste of travel 
much success in his new field of labor. in-man and beast. It also leads to a bad sys- 

{ ‘Tur Woot Gnrowsr.—We have scen several | tem of -husbandry by robbing remote fields of 
} notices of a new publication bearing this title, and | their fertilizing atoms, not a few of which cows \ 
: hailing from Buffalo, N.Y. From the excellent | and other domestic animals drop in the high- 
‘4 reputation of its proptietor and editor, T. C. Peters, | way. A farm being a sort of chemical labra- 
A Esq., we judge it must be au faitin the department | tory, it is miserable economy to have it ten times 

; to which it is especially devoted. We will have larger than one has any use for. Less land, 
{ more to say. ee ‘we have seen it. | and more eeey drawing 7 per cent. annual in- 

: gee. oN ee ie Pyke: terest, ve — double the a in 10 1-3 
: c e politeness of Mr. Jouwsox, Sec’y of N. | years, w an improvement in the circum- 

i: Y..S. Ag. So., the Report of the Committee on | stances of more than one reader of this journal. 
f Agriculture to the Assembly of that State. Itisa ee 

i good one, and we shall do ourselyes.the pleasure | _ ‘ Free as the winds and boundless as the'sea, 
i. to give extracts from it in our next No. Should trade and commerce unrestricted be.”” 
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HORTICU P JLTURE ofmanure is sufficient; but if the soil is inferior, 
ziee ———- |thena bushel or more is necessary. The more f° 

Cultivation of Isabella and Catawba Grapes. | highly the manure is charged with animal matter, 

{ BH |the better. Butchers’ hog pen manure, (where the ; 

| ‘Phe fallowing facts wore collated from conversa | hogs are fed on blood and offuls, (is the best. 
} tions with Mr. James Galbraith, whose high char- | Training.—Keep young vines upright; do not ? 

? acter as anaccomplished gardener, entitles his opin-'| permit them to lie on the ground; if the top turns } 

i ions to be much relied upon. . down, it ceases to grow, and the laterals will take 

$ ‘Phe best vines are produced from cuttings, | the lead. ? 

. which should be made in the fall, (say October 20 The vines, when properly trained, and in bear- § 

5 to November 25,)and kept in damp‘sand, in a cel- ing condition, should have two horizontal arms‘ ) 

} laror other ooo! place, free from frost. right and left, andtwo vertical shafts from each of } 

) Cuttings made in the'spring have the disadvan- | these arms. One vertical shaft on each arm is sup- ; 

‘ tage of having dried from’ the -effect of sun and | posed to bear fruit each year, while, the other two} 

{ winds: during the winter, while on the vines, and vertical shafts or uprights, are making wood to be ; 
( in consequence the capillary tubes and absorbents bearers of the following year: and each. of thése ) 

{ are not as-well conditionedite:perform the functions | sets may be alternately trimed down every other 5 
{ of growth, as plump well Kept fall cuttings. When | year, to one eye, so as always to have fruit on new i 
| the cuttings are put out, coverthe spaces between, | wood. - jag 4 
‘ (say one inch thick,) with tanners’ bark, or salt Trimming.—This should be performed fromthe , 

( hay: Give the cuttings water freely in May. let to the 15th of November, aad: at that gate the } 

‘Vines may be multiplied from layers, but the re- | V7°S will, not Heed, .wheress if, praned inthe } 
| salts will not be equal to those obtained from eut- | SPHAS: they. ark Mestagnd 5 TESTES. | 
Ca - . - 4 | ene 
| tings. cain 80 ‘amped theit nourish: | "Some mistake the effect of cold in winter, on 
§ rare ee tcat ‘anal one Gece? Hick gid grape vines, by observing in the spring that some 

(te Stross cd a of the shoots are dead below the November prun- 
' ceaiibanad RAT er cl ite » iis Wear ia? ing, and eroncously suppose that the winter frosts, 

) R ei a oF ‘ ta PI els operating on the cut, have killed the shoot. This 
2 Rb saa nad aff of Sean eros eT ifs & mistake THO faét is, that an unpracticed 

1 fa) le arp heed hand may unknowingly, when trimming in Novem. > 
§ aan ofa wk ith 7 much piers ber, leave some unripe wood which will die down to , 

ae a cutting, at “# poe ot BOE. #O DETIPCEY lhe ripe wood by the spring; but would have done f 

‘ Brahipae a ai ae iter being [°° "It untrimed and does nat do so from having 
( aresnot active for s ime after being Tae e 

{ ett ftom the parent, and do not for the succeed- ae dry, extranegus bark should be 

ng yeat inako any wood, while a cutting is ateadi- peeled off froin the bodies or grape vines, and ifan } 
§ ROE: “a sie th earlier time cannot be spared for it, it may be done j 

{ th lenin of Cutings.--About fifteen: inc se M| even in the coldest weather. No harm everensues 
‘ ground and two eyés out, well manured; plant from. this practice. ] 

{ atan angle of forty-fivedogrees, transplant every Mulching —The more loose the, ground is kept, 

‘ other two Plants after the trimming, when one year | 4. better the vine succeeds; by absorbing both 
$ old, trimming downto one eye, and transplant the . : . ; 
| seaaite inge th : ammonia and moisture from dews and rains, 
{ prem eee eta + fifteen co | Zulching vines in cold weather ie always advisa- 
¢ ‘ 101 2 Planted in rows 0! ei] ble. 

( eighteen inches apart, and six inches apartin the| Summer Rest.+-Grape vines, sometimes in mid- 
tows. \ summer, seem to stand still, neither fruit or laterals 

When transplanted in the vineyard, where they | increusing. In such cases, top dress with guano- 
i arelntended to romain, the, distance Retreat the | water freely for two days, then top dress with a 

| tows should be twelve feet, and apart in the rows | solution of ‘potash, dilute, and the vine will pro- 
} sight feet. Dig the holes three feet across, and ceed with vi 

} two feet deep; fill up the hole i ith rich vee Be : eep;, aul up le in part with rich top| Summer Treatment.—{u the beginning, of May 
: wae ore peer = gad of, 7 manure, | every eye will throw out a superiluity of shoots, 

mixed, covering the manure slightly with soil, | particularly from old wood; those upon the old 
— “a paote.of the vine on this soil, add more | wood should all be rubbed off, if not wanted to sup- 

until they are slightly covered; place,on more ply. new wood; and (except those wanted for bearers , 
manure, and fill the top of the hole with soil. If} o¢ wood or fruit,) they should be rubbed off from 

soil is good, a half to three quarters of a pushel | tne new wood. , ; 
FGI Pi
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| ‘Those required to form new wood or fruit me and save thoughtless beings from untimely 

ie be suffered to remain until they form the cluster;| graves, or from lingering out a wretched 

Lie then pinch them off, leavingtwo eyes beyond the/ state of existence. | Fruits haye. a, cooling 
a cluster. These eyes, so left, will in time “throw| and gentle laxative. effect, regulating the ) 
tiie § out new shoots, which should be pinched off, (at | stomach and bowel, correcting bilious afféc- } 

ie $ ong ortwo eyes, dependant upon their strength.)—| tion, attenuating and purifying the blood, ; 
| 4 Care should be taken not to pinch off the next set| Which is the very life of the whole system. ) 
Mei of shoots putting out from the last spoken of brancli- We have many excellent fruits. How.’ 

if : es, because they supply leaves to take the place of delightful, refreshing, and salutary are straw- ) 
ae elder leaves, which may, and probaly will be eut| berries and crear; or. . delicious ‘cherries, } 
{ ni off by the thrips, ‘a green fly.” ready to burst with their juices; the golden ) 
a Noleaves should ever be trimmed off as they are | 2pricot, with its fine flavor; the. plum, with ; 
eee wanted te'dessicate the sap. its honeyed juice; the splendid peach, with { 
‘| ‘The leading shoot of the vine must not be pinch-| its luscious sweetness; the melting pear, 5 

} _ ed off in summer, or the eyes below it wit! burst; | with, its rich, sugary, or vinous flavor; the.{ 
e at the November pruning is tle proper time to trim | apple, in all its variety and excellence, and | 
aM ¢ leading shoots, if necessary. ‘ multifarious prepamapes, extending from } 

im Shoots from old wood should occasionally be per-| one end of the year to the other; the rich, } 
\4 — to fan $5 tabs she Piaoe of old wood which luscious grape; and others equally as.deli-) 
z Se eee cious—the currant, raspberry, gooseberry, } 
: oe IF The following article forms the introduction | blackberry, whortleberry, mulberry, and } 

; to Mr. Cole’s recent work on Fruit. Itis in the cranberry, and the high-scented quince inits | 
| e authors happiest style, and thoughts, words, all are | conserved state: all excellent, and conducing ! 

ie @: eloquent. It will be read with interest and profit. | largely to health, pleasure, sustenance. and | 
} Uriry or Frurrs.—In ‘the whole rou-| happiness. They adda charm to social life, | 

Fi tine of cultivation—and it is all delightful—| affording a delightful treat to friends, and ; 
i / there is no department more pleasing or use-| to children a constant harmless feast. Asa | 
Ce. ful than Fruit Growing; and our advantages, social entertainment, they serve as a grate- ) 

BI in this country, for its production, are varied ful substitute for the once ruinous cup, thus / 

ie and extensive. With due attention, we can| having a powerful moral influence. / Every } 
i b have a great variety of the- most delicious| fruit tree is a silent preacher in the cause of | 
4 fruits; and the trees, with their beautiful | temperance, a formidable ally iP “morality, } 
i bloom, luxuriant foliage, and rich and gor- religion, and philanthropy; foi a ciousness ‘) 

e geous crops, are among the most ornamen-| Of fruits, and the beauty of their attendant | ij 
ea tal scenery. scenery, furnish an Eden, where one may i 

Bie Good fruit is a great luxury, in which we | Sit under his own vine and fruit trees, with | 
4 H 4 may freely indulge, not only with impunity, | Done to molest, and no serpent to beguile; but , ! 
ah but with advantage as to health as well as| With an Eve, as God’s last, best gift, and per- | 

| pleasure. It formsa wholesome sustenance, | haps. cherubs gamboling in his Elysian } 
ie and lessens the excessive usé of various ar-| §'ounds, asso many multiplied existences | 

ticles of diet, the too frequent use of which|in which he lives and revels amidst the } 
/ tends to inflammations, fevers, dyspepsia, | Charms of nature and munificence of heaven, | 
ie constipation, apoplexy, gout, jaundice, anda| in the happy results of his own skill and in- | 

{ host of other ills. In numerous instances, | dustry, and faith in Him who ane the seed- | 
{ violent diseases, and almost hopeless cases time and harvest. Teach children’ the art | 
iE ofchronic complaints, have yielded to the| #04 science of horticulture and pomology, | 
ie constant use of fruits. , and you will improve and exalt them; you | 
ie The vast amount of unhealthy meats, from| Will train them up in the way they should go, | 
i the sudden change of filthy matters to slaugh-| 0d spread around: home the strongest en- | 
: tered animals, and by’ far a too liberal con-| dearments of social life, to which the mem- | 
ip sumption of those that are good; also of fine | Ory will cling with the fondest recollection, ) 
; flour, and fine hot bread, of butter, cheese, | While “ breath they draw;” for ade roam- | 
! fat, oils, stong tea and coffee, (all injurious| ing the wide world, amidst the varied charms ' 
ee in excess,)the high state of cookery; the free of naturé and art, this faithfal monitor reverts 

bg use of condiments and séasoning, «and vari- | t© the dearest scenes of childhood and youth, 
if ous rich dishes, and compounds,commingled, where'once were” * 3 : 

, and confused; all call aloud for more fruit “Wen eae. rR 
 o lessen their use, or palliate their effects, And dear Pree delat ite | 

;
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would be ‘of great advantages Avoid, as you EDITOR’S : ; 
—-_-. —_-_____ | would the plague itself, the use of intoxicating 

New York Strate AcricuLTurRaL Sociery. | drinks, my s 

—A list of the premiums of this society for 1849,| A Mie: TaBie.—The following valua- : 

has been forwarded us by the Secretary, B, P. | ble table calculated by J. M. Garnett, Esq., 

Jonnson, Esq., ef Albany. ‘The annual Fair js | of Essex county, Va., and first published in the 
to be holden'at Syracuse in September next.— | Farmer's Register: 

The premiums offered’ in the several depart-| A box 24 inches by 16 inches square and 22 
ments are most liberal; and-gentlemen from oth- | inches deep, will contain a barrel, or 10,852 cu- 
er States are cordially invited to be’ present, |.bic inches. * ~ aye 

\ with their Stock, Fruit and implements forcom-| ~A box.24 inches by 16 inches square and 11 

, petition. The North American Pomological | inches deep, will contain half a barrel, or 5,426 

Convention is appointed to meet on the day suc- | cubic inches. d . 

ceeding the Fair. Shall not Wisconsin be rep-| A box 16 inches by 16 8-10 inches'square and 
resented in both these? 8 inches deep, will contain one bushel, or 2,150 

("We piblish in this No. the Constitution | 4-10, cubic inches. ; 
‘\ of the State Agricultural Society. It is not,|_ 4 box 12inches by 11 2-10 inches square and 

' perhaps, in all respects what it should be, but | 8 inches deep, will contain maine bushel or 8,- 
; future meetings may perfect in it that which is 075 cubic Inches. i 

| lacking. We are for the present satisfied with | A box 8 ae by 8 4-10 inches square and 6 
it, because it is the instrument completing the rane a contain one peck, or.537-3-10 

‘ organization of a State Society. Thus the | °U2!¢ menes. ‘ 
{ great beginning is made—let auxiliary socie-4 A box 8 inches by 8 inches square and 4 2-10 

ties follow, and the result will be a glorious a. — contain oné half peck, or 268 
ae pic inches. 

Eengrer®) Seer a vencebene ornare A box 7\inches by 4 inches square and 48-10 \\ ricultural Interest. ‘ . Le 
eat Ai Faur B Wek inches deep, will contain a half a gallon, or 131 

Sonatinas aces aa 7 sane 4-10 cubic inches. 
ceiv RR TS -RMEINOSS eee > OOUSRET, |» A hox'a inched by 4 inches square, and 42-10 
J. PB Jewett; Boston, Mr. Cole’s new work bear- inches deep, will contain oné quart, and 67-10 
ing the above ‘title. It need not be said to| ii. inches * 

those acquainted with the writings of the =| The méasures come within a small fraction 
thor, that he iz at home on the subject treated: Nae moe 

sees dituat the book baht @ b- | of a cubic'inch, of being perfectly accurate, as 

obit eee punlyand erat the ought to be | near indeed as any. measures of capacity have" 
in the hands of every fruit grower. It is illus-| . .. you bea inde’ tee cominan “hed? teen 

tratednipyse pout /200-cugrexings of:feuiG tend |i iy igp making them without absolute exact- 
fruit trees, vines, &c., and the illustrations on} 1... has never yet Been overcome, 

) the nature and treatment of all the various kinds ns 
) 5 . : Brier SzasonaBie Hiyts.—This will be—it 

of fruit, which can be ‘cultivated in our coun-} .5 511d be at least—a busy month for Farmers. 

try, are direct and intelligible, and the result of | It brings along usually a crowd of work, and 
{ such observation and experience as render them | none of it can benegilected without losses) It is 
valuable. , a general cleaning-up, slicking- month, when 

5 = < cellars, yards, out-houses, should all be thor- 
The mechanical execution of the work is.of oughly cleansed, renovated. The good andtrue 

the first order—the binding gilt cloth —the | farmer will have no heaps of filthabout his house 
price only 63 cents. poner the air with its stench and to invite or ie 

4 is sai r ill kk i b lisease. ¥ 
iit _ ee ee veil ce ne Corn may be planted as early in the month as 

trees this. Spring, She's green to do ac. the ground shall be sufficiently dry and warm to §™ 
Onoxena.—As this epidemic is spreading’ rap- warrant—the old rule is, as soon’ as the leaves 

idly over, the whole valley of the Mississippi, | of the white oak areas big as the ears oPa mouse. 

no family should neglect to make use of allsan- | Millet shouldbe sown this month. Farmers in 
* ey : . | the West would find it to their advan to 
itory measures in their power. The cleansing | cuitivate it quite extensively. It is Seal 

of cellars, yards, out-houses, wells, &c., should | for fodder when cut in the milk, and yields fro 
‘by no means be neglected. ‘A free use of lime. four to five tons to the acre. ] " 

KTS
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1 MA The Nize—Blake, master; Pierce, steward; 

® |_.com MERCIAL. other officers.as last year. ©) 

eu “Steamboat Lines and Appointments for the.| Central Rail Road Ljne to Chicago, com- 
a t Season of aa 9 | prises the following beautiful and most excellent , 

ne. 2 Saree ae American shore: | 

} ). "The various. Steamboat Lines running from | The Expme—Capt. H. Randall; the other | 
ee aa | { this city, to different points, are now complete, officers SERINE: segs 

ie | \,and the several boats are assigned their respec- The —— Oe geld mate; 

5 ( tive places, The number of boats in the Chi- John Beals, clerk; Brown, steward. P 

! sD trade have deminished, while those in the |. The Hevortx Hupsox—J. Imson, Master; 
| } ::: lines have been increased, in order to | Bond, mate; Cook, Eng.; Newman, clerk. 

iF ( form two lines—one by the Canada, or north The Sakatoca—Stannard, Master; Stillman, 
‘a t } shore, and the other by the south, or American Oa aes ene Me ciiteciceelll 

{ ( Sellars F +  Orscon—Chapman, Mastér; Beaugra 
ta ; nes collet LINE. mate; Chase, steward; Munson, clerk. 
| 5 ‘Shore.—Thi es 

| The Empire Stars, new last season, and the hn ol eee + ban 

| { es ne Cogn Ree eee eet | Allen; Caverly, mate; Nelson, steward. 
'. f ¢ ard, Captain; S. Chamberlin, ist Officer; Wha- | ites Ace des sas Clamcast? 

on ene fe eee ie The Cayapa—G. Willoughby, Master. 

The Niacana, well and favorably known to : _ Se 
; i ic. W.'T. Pease, Master ; ieee 3 3 

, par Sits Nociion: Heely, ‘Ch oe. | officer; Hinton, Engineer; Sanford, clerk. 

i 2 Gaiatee Hila area i e The Amrtca—Capt. D, Howe;Gus. Barthol- 
vi ‘ ? 2 . 
ee ik : The Ker Sroxt Srare, entirely new and of spt officer. sien 

Ei the largest class. ®Thos. Richards, Master ; e LaBama—(new)—| erkins, master. 

i] Wm: Stone, Mate; Thompson, Engineer; F. : Buffalo and Toledo Line.—The G. P. Grir- 

! Parmelee, clerk; N. Emerson, steward. rite—A, T. Kingman, Master;,Nesh, vente. | 

i: The Lovistana, a favorite with the travelling The ar re se other appoint- 
we 4 public, Wm. Davenport, Master; John Miles, sana ea ae e an 3 compere { 

4 q Engineer; J. Barton, clerk; H. Nottingham, : Tce ee Serene emaoenees ts | 

Ae steward. — : an fe . \ 
i 4 i The Suzrani, 2 capital boat—G. Appleby, The Rocuester, Capt. Lundy; other officers | 

Ts Master; J. Weishun, mate; Lockwood, Engi- | 20t known. : } 
/ neer; John Taylor, clerk; W. Blossom, stw’rd.| ‘TheGen. Hanrtson—Woleott, Master. ! 

t The Sr. Louis, a most capital and well- srt ETS Page ee ) 

i managed boat—F. S. Wheeler, Master; W. iaie bie net ee ; 

} Kennedy, mate; Gilbert, Engineer, Mott, clerk; | °° nese etn * ® i ‘te wo | 

: cans hveratt—C. L. Ga a i SB ! p ALBANY, a staunch cra’ . L. Gager, ) 

} ut Bradley, clerk; Wesley, steward; W. Pees “B “a ° 3 

| Megee, Engineer. ‘ eae a ® doz, $2 3 | 
1 & ae . 5 White Fish ® bbl. 500 } 
t The A. D. Parcur, a staunch, commodious| fine Sait > Db is) 
: craft—H. Whitaker, Master; Newell, mate; er ous Hand na = 

} Williams, clerk; Hathaway, Engineer. Green do a hong 290 @ 3.0 | 

} ‘The Svurzrior—D. Wilkeson, Master; offi- oy My eee ii 

P cers probably same as last year. ime eee , 
, The @xzar Wesrens, well known on these} “join” = S bush? Bat | 

: watere—C. H. Whitaker, Master; Bancroft, Buckwheat four — , 13 @> 3 

i mate; Brooks, clerk, — “ rt ‘ ag — ee 2 

: The Grose—Robinsin, master; Watkins, eae wae 6% @ ao ; 

i ; other officers probably same as last year.| sof do dona ’ 1,00 

‘
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WiGOONGIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR [teeny the claims of Agriculture, and show what ia } =| 
SUataliny Oe a tke de wie moan, Se requisite for the promotion of its vital interests: ei 

- MARK MILLER, «That science is destined to contribute = i 

RACINE, WISCONSIN, NO. 101 MAIN STREET. the advancement of the agricultural interest, can * 
a ire meee we think, be questioned, The application of mind, : 

Gicay, a4, the: Patutsber's Bockatore- tightly cultivated, to the subject of agriculture, can- | 

50 Cents a Year im Advance: not but lead to its improvement. In every branch 

ere orem @, ei oe a a ete of the operations of the farm, intelligence in the j 

Oe Ria nevus: Back Sasantes sepyiboat to new sub- | farmer can be applied with the most beneficial re- 

Post Masters and all others who feel an interestin the cir- | Stlts. It eannot in truth be doubted that the course i 
Sees — ee oo —_ — aid in pro- | of education which is pursued at our higher semi- i 

(> The Farmer is subject to newspaper postage only. naries of learning is not suited to qualify those who ia 

design to engage in the ordinary pursuits of life; { 

Agricultural Schools. and it is within the experience of every well in- 

\ — ‘ : formed man, that those who have come from our 4 

Report of the Coremeies Se aeeiere to the New | institutions loaded with honors, have often proved a 

Re ener entirely unqualified for the common pursuits of life, 
We are glad to see the attention of the people | . 14 have been compelled to undergo another eda i 

called to the important subject of Agriculture, and catiott to fit thom for pursuits which requiré an edits } 

Agricultural Education; and to seo how widely and | -ation of practical character and an adaptation to. i 

earnestly the question is agitated? How shall we |, ey, ery-day business of our growing country. 4 

best promote Agricultural ae and elevate the | We need, then, an education which will fit a man $ 

standard, now greatly dep ‘of the Agricul- | for the every-day realities of life; and to accomplish Ms 

tural Profession? We have already given our own | this, an institution must be established for the cal- ‘3 
views, and we are glad to find that they coincide | tivation of those practical sciences which will ena- 

with those of our agricultural brethren every where. | ble those who are to be the practical men of our 

This is a busy, restless, inquiring Age. Men are | country, to secure an education that will not only 4 

not contented with the old paths, with old systems, | enable them rightly to discharge their dutiesin their)) | 

customs andhabits. They would look further, and | profession or pursuit, but will at the same time fit i 

go further—be more, and do more. Because of} them to occupy any station in the government of 
this, another has been added to the list of Reforms; | the State or Nation equally with those who have 

and big minds, and big hearts, are engaged in de- | heen educated for professional life at our present in- a 
termined, powerful efforts to effect a reform in Ag- | stitutions. 3 i” 

riculture. The good workis well begun. Anap-| << Jtoannot be doubted, that many of the attsand i 

peal has gone abroad that has not been put forth in | sciences of the present day which are claiming the j 

vain—it has gone up into the Assemblies and Sen- | tention of every well informed man, we i 
ates of free States, and drawn attention to along]... of our own times, and are not to be found in : 

neglected interest. Itis beginning to be seen—nay, | +, systems of education established in by-gone i 

§ it is clearly beheld—and Legislatures are giving it ages; and which in the main remain now as they Fi 

X utterance, that Agriculture should have its Schools, | 4 established centuries ago. Chemistry, mine- f 
|) its Departments in Colleges and Universities, its | 10, zy, geology, botany, electricity, are almost all 5 

') Teachers and Professors, its Model a all | of our own time; at least they are within the recol- * 4 

\} the varied agencies that are supplied for ca- | lection of our old men, many of whom can point to 4 

tion of other professions and callings. the day of their birth. Their importance however q 
‘Weinvite attention to the following extracts from | is beginning to be felt, and no mam can be said to 4 

the Report named at the head of this article. They | be thoroughly prepared to grapple with the require J . 
utter the awakening convictions of the universal | ments of this advancing age, unless practically ac- 4 

American People—are full of truth, and present | quainted with acquirements of modern date. AU 
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of these acquirements can be applied with most | going into @ fall account of what should eonetitate 
i gratifying results to agriculture; and its advance- | the studies and instruction of the institution.’ 

+ 3 mentis to depend, in our judgment, upon facilities | ‘‘* One for scientific instruction, in which me- 
; ‘being afforded to attain that information which now | chanics, mathematics and other sciences of a physi- 

is to be attained by the great mass of “the people, |cal and practical character should be taught. An- 

} ‘An institution which should have fer its object the | other for-agriculture proper; in which should be 
; teaching of these and kindred branches connected | taught the character of the different soils, their { 

with practical agriculture, is, in our opinion, de- | adaptation to certain crops. the most profitable rota- 

| manded both by the wants and the desires of that |tion of crops, the best and cheapest method of fer- 
' all-important portion of our citizens, the agricultu- jtilizing, of draining and irrigation; the best and 

A ral and mechanical classes. cheapest methods of preparing the ground, of put- 

j Geperanttare, as yet, has not attained that per- | ting in, cultivating, harvesting and securing crops, 
* fion of which it is capable. We have not yet |in all of whieh the pupil should take more or less a 

; tested the capabilities of the earth; but we have | working part. In ‘connection with this, should be 
} evety reason to believe thatsuch a system may yet | given instruction in agricultural chemistry and veg- 

be devised to secure to the farmer, at a reasonable | etable physiology, where the pupil is to learn the 
i expense, the largest return which the earth is capa- | component parts of the different varieties of soils and 

ble of producing. The improvements which have |the manures which are likely to bé uged in the best 
$ been made in agriculture are the result of the appli- |course of husbandry, the best time and manner of 

i cation of knowledge to the subject, and no one can, | their application, the component parts of every crop. 

} we think, hesitate to admit that when rightly direc- | From these investigations it may be known what 
i ted,” no more satisfactory advance has been made |cropis best adapted to particular soils, and what 

i inany other pursuit, than in that of agriculture. _ ak. will be most beneficial.’ Fa 
“Great care and attention will be required to ar- | ««+ A veterinary department in which instruction 

| range the details of an institution which shall ac- | should be given to the pupil with the animal before 
complish the object in view and which shall subserve |him. They should be taught how to distinguish 

es the interests of agriculture and the mechanic arts. |between them, their good and bad properties, the 
{ The institutions of England and Germany may be | best methods of improvement, and of remedying de- 
,  “} well adapted to their systems of government, and | fects in breeding. The diseases of animals, com- 

may afford much information that will be useful to parative anatomy, and everything appropriate to 
those whoshall have the charge of preparing one for | the veterinary ment, should be taught, In 

; ourown country; but an institution such as we need, | connection I canes the management 
} must be one adapted to our country and its institu- | of dairies should be carefully considered in all its 
| tions and the practical wants of our own people. | details. Botany may be usefully introduced in ref- 
; ‘The memorial which has been presented to the Leg- | erence to the various kinds of grasses, or the food 
f islature and referred to us, contains many sugges- | ysefyl for animals. Horticulture should also be 

tions which commend themselves to the favoreble taught, so that the pupil may be made ‘acquainted 
! consideration of your committee. We refer to them | with the different varieties of fruit, the best method 

as embodying the outlines of a plan of education for | of eultivation, and in conection with this, garden- 
such an institution as we think is imperiously called | ing and ornamental shrubbery should receive at- 

i for at our hands, tention? 

ek The memorial states ‘ that such an institution ««* At the head of the institution, an individual 

4 as would subserve the interests of the farmer and | should be placed, capable of conducting its opera- 
¢ ic, we think should eventually have connect- | tions and who would give instruction in one or 

} ci wie a farm of Jiberal extent, embracing, as | more of the branches, with such assistants as might 
faraspracticable, a great variety of soils, where the |be required to carry out fully the objects to be‘ob- 

various crops couldbe raised, and experiments made, | tained, and the farm should have an educated and 
} to test the qualities of the soils and their adaptation | experienced agriculturist as its manager. ‘The ob- 

to particular crops. The farm should be stocked |ject should be to render the farm productive and 
with every. fpecies of domestic animals, from the | thus aid in defraying the expenses of the institution; 
highest to the lowest, as well with inferior classes | and + students should be here-taught practically, 

* or breeds as the superior, that the pupil may be |all th® details of good husbandry.’ * 4 
practically taught how to distinguish them, aswell| ‘ * The importance of securing a suitable person 
as the adyantages of one breed over another upon | for the management and supervision of the institu- 
the same feed and under the sametreatment. The | tion is obvious, The instruction should be most 

; institution shotild embrace several departments, of |thorongh and perfect. The analysis of the labora- 
which we would notice the following, not, however, | tory so. important to the farmer, “‘if not perfectly \ 

i RS 
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§ well understood, is worse than useless; it is false in | duties to which we have: alluded. He should be dj 

fl its advice, anda good analysis of an apparently sim- | prepared to oceupy that station among the, other 4 

ple material requires a great deal of attention and | professions, whicftTrom the importance of his own, 

time.” One feature,of the institution should be to | he is justly entitled to, and this, a complete system 

keep a correct account of the experiments, proceed- of practical edingation, will, in our opinion, eventu- 

ings and operations in each department, to be sub- ally secure, In what other manner shall we be 
mitted for publication as often as may be deemed | enabled to prevent the thronging of the sons of far- 
best calculated to promote the objects of the insti-| mers to the learned professions, to thé gréat cities 
tution.” of our country to engage in the hazards of mercan- 

«<«The coming generation of farmers, through | tile pursuits, instead of continuing in that pursuit 
the influence resulting from such an institution, | which will secure to them the most complete enjoy- 

would,be an intelligent, a reading and thrifty class] ment, a sure competency, and the obtaining the 

of men, Agriculture would then cease to be aj highest eminence our country cancommand.” ~ 
mere calling, but would most appropriately be de- SERS pa a 

* ; j For the W in Farmer. 
nominated a profession. Men educated at such an nis a ante 
institution would not only be initiated in the arts, Book Farming 
mysteries and beauties of their profession, but would i a 
be well fitted to take position in all the active use- ee Bie ea oes — pres- 
fal and public stations of life by the side of those | ©Pt 8¥> Sah id extremely Sa icial i. 
coming from our higher seminaries of learning, and aS sec Meats pa ee S ore 
from the learned professions. From the labor of fil Gatueroava ve Ura paren ty: ‘cates 

o aemaand ao his \eapeteption, of creas interests it most materially affects, as well as ise, are now derived more than three-fourths of] 1°: CioR Othe? clues! of AOSIAE 
the canal-tolls, amounting to three millions annu- eo side atte legate es Lae 
ally; of the the town and county taxes levied and taencs keel rae opinion is ehiche is ao 

id in this stat lusive of iti ss : 
— ste aan 4 " ? f.Saetiet, von = destructive to the interests of that cliss of 

Soeeee esceteee es mer,» woul’) persons so vitally important to the well-being 
seem that a portion of our citizens contributing thus of every state and nation? 

largely to our resources, should be entitled to draw Ds feel his curiosity excited to learn 
something for the education of their class from the e ti 

e ~ 1... | What great error is pervading the minds of 
— ieeajentys cont ae ih ane al the people in relation to this honorable yoca- 
receive all that attentive conside: which its im- tion? Let him cast a glance at the caption 

, : . 
ne deme ae of this article, and he will at once recognize 

: ese suggestions are important, and deserv-| the subject to which we refer, and admit the 
ing of most careful consideration, and, in the opin- ropriety anid importance of whatwe say. 

ion of your committee, an institution founded upon EB We apedki of thé ‘avenmién fons ss m 
such principles, conducted by professors competent Farming, which is so palpably manifested 

o eutry, them fully. into Papetice, with, such other} i, eyery portion of our Union—in every aids from general science as might be needed, and| state, every county, and every town; to a 
which would be necessary to give a full and com- great extent. 
plete education to those who might receive the It is truly to be deplored, that, at a time $7 

benefits of the institution, would be of unspeakable when ourléeuitey aboundalin every agri-.) | 

importance to the agricultural interests of our State| cultural facility; and affords reading * 
and nation. No second rate institution would an) both literary-and scientific, at a ral : 

\ swer the purpose, or subserve the wants of the com=} what any prior period of the world 

Npnnitte : the agricultural community, the corner stone { | 
“Knowledge is pcwer; and no system of educa-| of 9 nation’s prosperity, should manifest so § | 

tion should be adopted that would not afford to those much indifference—should neglect to avail 1 

Who seek its advantages all that necessary informa-| themselves of the opportunity offered them } 
tion and education that would not only fit them for! to store their minds with useful knowledge 
their particular profession, but which at the, same] in relation to their own peculiar calling. 
time: would enable them to fulfil the highest diaties The assertion that book farming} or the 

of citizens, and successfully to compete upon the| yse of books, in agricultural pursuits, is 
great theatre of life, with those from any other in- prejudicial, is sometimies made by influen- ¥ 

g) Sttution which the copntry affords. tial men, and endeavored to be supported on () 
ae ‘The agriculturist shouldhave the means of se-| the broad ground of interest and expe: % 
{curing such an education as will fit him for the high| diency. We would. not be so uncharitable
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' eet rsinieseenniatene appro a Meet aE sid a tea 
| as to suppose that such persons would seek | agriculture becomes the corner stone of a 

the degradation of any class of our citizens; | nation’s prosperity. In time of peace it 
t for such is not their wish or intention.—| affords us, by exchange, the products and 
i -Their unwise and. impolitic course is the | luxuries of other climes. 
; natural result of an ignorance of the real| In time of war it shields us from want 
; duties of a citizen, as well as of the true and }and famine, which so grievously afllict a 

naturally fixed principles of the Science of | non-agricultural people. . 
Agriculture. They say, that experience is} By the use of books the experience of 
the only sure guide for the farmer in his | many is brought to bear upona single point. 
vocation. By the reported plan of operations of one }: 

; This we would most readily admit if they | farmer, or a community of farmers, another 
] would allow the term a general application. | may be enabled to gain the information ne- 

{ But when they confine the word experience |cessary to bring parts of his farm, which he 
i to one individual, we must beg leave to dis-|has heretofore considered worthless, into 
; sent. immediate profit. A crop, which he has 
{ Let us make the simple inquiry, how is a|never successfully cultivated, he may after. 
i knowledge of the principles of philosophy, | wards raise to advantage under different 
; as applied by the mechanic, acquired?— |management. 

How does the physician, in whose hands} In conclusion, we say, that every man, 
are entrusted the lives of his fellow men, | who cultivates the soil, should be a constant 

i obtain the necessary information to guide | reader of the agricultural works of the day. 
F him through the labarynth of disease, by | He should be familiar with the principles of 
4 which the human family are afflicted?— |chemisiry, that he may ascertain the com- 

i How does the lawyer, upon whose skill and | position of the different soils, and their pe- 
» judgment often depend the fortune, the lib- | culiar fitness for the production of different 
} erty, and the life of his client, become -ena- | crops. 
; bled to conduct his cause with success, ex-| As the mechanic applies the principles of 
: cept by fathoming the ocean of legal learn- | philosophy to the trade which he exercises, 
i ing formed by its thousand tributaries hay-|so the farmer should be able to apply the 
i ing their sources in as many different re- | principles of chemistry to his. 
i gions of the globe? By what means is the SOLOMON LOMBARD. 

divine enabled to teach the great truths of| Greensusmy April 27, 1849. 
; “Holy writ,” but by the assistance of the Dit i scenery cece ae 
t minds of other ages? Were they governed For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

i entirely by their own observation, in allthe| Mr. Eprror:—Should you think the fol- 
] different situations of life, what necessity | lowing observations on the potato rot use- 
; would they have for the scientific works | ful to the public, you are at liberty to pub- 
i which they now value so highly? Throw |lish'them. 
' these aside, and what would be thecondition| I have watched the operation of the blight 

of the scientific world? The darkest ages | for the last five years, and have invariably. 
j of European literature would be like the | found that early planting is better than late 
; glare of the noon-day sun, compared with |—though not entirely a preventive, From 
\ such astate of things, If we class Agricul- | my experience and observations I conclude 
t ture among the sciences, a8 we certainly |that the variety known as pinkeyes, are 
; why not furnish the farmer’s libra- }much less liable to rot than other varieties 
{ Ty. works adapted to that peculiar sci- |—they have been the most successful under 
' | dence? An interchange of ideas is most|my cultivation, Last season I planted: three 

| § certainly necessary to bring any science to | varieties, side by side, and the pinkeyes 
| % perfection. To facilitate that interchange | came out much the best. It is well‘ known 

‘| § of thought and ideas, we must have some |to farmers, that these spread more in the 
' channel, some great highway through which | hill than other kinds—many of them will 
| \ 3 they may freely flow to the minds and com-| often be found quite outside of the hill, 
i rehension of all. which I think is the reason of their rotting 

i That can only be effected hy the use of|less than other kinds. 1 have always found 
t books. It is inthis way that ‘every person | that the potatos lying nearest te the main 
; in the land may become familiar with the | stalk have suffered most, while those on the 
' various‘improvements which are going on | lateral branches have been sound. As pink- 
+ _Maround him. In that way the science of]eyes spread more than any other, kind, I ‘ 
i : 

z
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think the chance of a crop is in their favor.| portion of sand. Wheat ashes contain 28 
Three things, considered and put in prac-| parts of sand in 100 parts. The ashes of 

tice, I believe, will tend greatly to lessen} Barley contain nearly 50 parts of this mate- 1 + 
the liability of the blight—good seed, the| rialin 100. Oats 65 percent. In ae 
right kind of soil—dry, sandy and warm is| polished straw of which bonnets are > q 
preferable, without manure—and above all| the proportion of sand is much greater. 
early planting. Sand is always the most abundant in those ‘ 

By adopting the above course, I have not| parts of the plants most requiring strength }- 
yet failed of having plenty of good potatoes| and hardness. The straw of any grain con- 
for table use, and some for market; while} tains more than ten times the amount of sand 
many of my brother farmers—who plant at/ that the grain itself does; and the joints or 
any time, and any kind of seed, and indeed] knees of the stalk contain more than’ the 
all kinds mixed together—have lost nearly | smooth shaft. Sir Humphrey Davie found 
their whole crop. sand most abundant in the epidermis or 

I wish to make one inquiry, and will leave| outer dark of plants—this part evidently re- 
the subject for the present. quiring the most protection. Thus has na- 

Can some one tell precisely what time the} ture provided that a coat of mail shall sur- 
blight makes its appearance? 1 wish far-| round the finely polished. shafts of plants 
mers in this County, and throughout the| formed of the hardest of the earth; thus the 
State, would note down its first appearance] bark of the bonnet cane, the sugar cane, the 
this season, and publish in the F'armer—| corn stalk, and the common reed, and ‘ail 
perhaps something valuable may be learned] similar plants, are panoplied in an armor of 
from the result of such observation. flint, smooth and hard—at once forming pro- 

WM. A. FOSTER. | tection, strength and beauty. The question 
Mounr Pueasanr, April 20th. hereupon pre! arises, 3 is the unyield- 

eee SSCA a ne ing sand taken up by the plant—or, in other Soils and their Analysis—No. 5. - ete how cai Mant oad sand? They 
ero cannot absorb those hard, flinty grits. No— 

* = they cannot use the sand in its natural state; THE INORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN SOILS. they do not eat it raw; it has, so to speak, to 

Sanp.—Siliceous sand is the principal| be cooked for them. Plants absorb sand constituent in most soils. When analyzed| ‘ solution. Rain water will somewhat dis- 
* (it is found to consist of silican and oxigen in| solve sand, owing to its containing a minute 

nearly equal proportions. Silica forms an| quantity of amonia; but pure distilled water average of at least from fifty to eighty per| Scarcely makes any impression onit. Sand 
cent. of all arable lands. It forms the skele-| is soluble in alkalies; in potash, for instance, 
ton of the soil, rendering it permeable to} You may meltsand. The ley that runs from moisture, heat, and light, the three great pro-| Wood ashes will dissolve sand in process of moters of vegetable life. Among its separ-| time. In all fertile soils there is more or 
ate particles the tiny rootlets can with easé| less potash. It exists naturally in granite 
wind and twist, thereby forrning a secure| Soils from: the decomposition of the granite , 
Support to the stalk. Vast extent of coun-| rocks, which contain potash. It is given | 
try is composed entirely of sand, such as|SUbsequentiy to soils by the growth and de- ) 
the almost boundless deserts ‘of Africa and| caying of vegetable matter. _ One of | the uses, Asia, the universal sterility of which prove} and I have no doubt a very pigirelce of 
that sand alone is not capable of sustaining} potash in a soil, is to assist in qd ving the ¢ 
vegetable existence; buta due proportion] sand, which by this operation and the assis- renders the soil easy to cultivate, warm and| tance of rain water, is melted—liquified— 
productive. Sand enters into the composi-| dissolved—and in that state is sucked up by 
tion of plants; in fact, it is apart of their food. | the spongy fibre of the plant. Clay always 
“It is not only, as it were, a plate to hold contains more or less potash, and as it retains 
the food, upon which the. living vegetable| moisture, considerably, acts perpetually asa ' 
subsists, as most people suppose, but it js it-| Solvent to sand. Lime also has considerable 

self one of the things that plants absorb into| solvent action on-sand when in a:moist state, 
their substance—on which they daily feed.’’| Thus you: perceive that sand with ‘proper You may easily prove this by burning any| Susiliaries, becomes an important food for jy 

& plant'you choose, and analyzing its ashes; in| plants, and an excellent friend of man. them you will find a’ very considerable pro-| Next to sand, alumina or clay, is :
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generally present m soils; though, upon the | but being formed faster than the plants can 

t average, in much smaller quantities than | absorb, these products float away to waste or 
either sand or lime. It is the oxyde of the |feed some overgrown marsh or forest, ex- 

‘ metal aluminum—that is, it consists of |cept the soil can attract and sustain them, § 

aluminum and oxygen, in the same way that |and thus hold them over until they are re- 

: sand consists of ‘silican and oxygen—or as | quired. ‘This clay will do; this, sand alone 

iron rust consists of the metal iron and oxy- | will not do—this lime cannot do—and hence } 

| gen. It is found in varying quantities from | it follows that lands containing clay, consti- 
1 per cent. ina sandy soi!, to 50 per cent. | tute the most lasting and prolific, and are the 

\ in a heavy, tough clay soi]. Alumina is not | most economical for manuring. 
| found in all plants, and only in minute pro- eee 
4 i portion in those in which it does exist. In For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

# wheat it’can hardly be traced at all; in bar-} Frienp Mitter:—I snatch a moment in 
ley and rye, 32 ounces only contain 4 grains, ‘a hurry to redeem my promise to write 

i which is less than the five-thousandth part. |something in commendation of buckwheat. 
: It is therefore apparently of less importance |I am aware that many farmers have strong ; 

asa direct food for plants, than ¢s an inte-| prejudices against this grain, but if they { 
grant part of a soil necessary to its general | would try it with the skill of good husband- 
fertility. The great use of clay appears to |men, it would be found one of the most profit- 
be in giving fixity and substance to the san- lable crops that can be cultivated. Some ; 
dy particlesof a soil. In this respect clay. is | despise it because, they say, it draws all the ; 

i exceedingly beneficial. Many barren san-|strength out of the land on which it grows. 
dy soils, which would not produce crops at | If these will but allow what every one knows, } 

& all—indeed, merely shifting sands have been | that this’ grain is generally raised on sterile ) 
i converted intg fine arable land by spreading | lands where no other crop would grow, and { 
i clay over the sand. Besides the mere me-| produces well year after year, they would 
: chanical benefit of clay in uniting and bind-| drop this objection. Or if they would ex- , 

ing a soil, it is’ of material service in absorb-| amine this grain scientifically, they would { 

ing and retaining moisture Clay-absorbs | find it draws less nourishment from the earth ) 
: water more quickly and more abundantly | which is nutricious to the other crops, usu- | 

if and retains it longer than sand; it does|ally raised, and therefore exhausts the land } 
i not heat so rapidly as sand, in the sun, |less than most other crops. But these ob- 

i and it cools again more rapidly, thus helping, |jectors say that it must be an exhausting } 
' in hot weather, to maintain an equal tempera- | crop because nothing else will grow with it ) 
: ture in the soil. Clay does not become so|—where buckwheat flourishes all other 
i cold as sand in winter, and as frost causes it | plants die. “ This is a truth, and where well 

r to contract, it closely embraces the roots of | understood, the reasons why and by what 
i plants and preventstheir being frozen. Clay | process this grain overcomes other plants, 

has also pre-eminently the property of ab-|and upon what principles it is sustained, } 
t sorbing amonical and other gasses, which are | while other plants are choked to death, those ) 
é poet by decaying manure in the soil. | who object to it would become its advocates 

f f in a stable from whence the strong fumes | rather than revilers. 
of the escaping amonia are issuing, you place | Observe buckwheat when it first springs 

{ a quantity of dry powdered clay, that strong ls it throws out its broad leaves and shuts 
} pungent smell which almost took your breath, | from the ground the very air. A aes | 
; and made your eyes smart, will disappear. | green carpet is spread over the ground. 

Where has it gone? It is still produced as | The sun, rain, air and dew are all appropri- ; 

before, and yet its presence is not perceived. | ated to its own nourishment. Its roots are } 
The dry clay absorbs it; and escaping gasses | slender, do.not strike deep into the ground, | 

j are fixed in that earth, adding to its enrich- | which shows that it lives mony and is fed } 
i ment. Gypsum (or Plaster) has precisely | by light, heat, airand water. If this.is so, ; 
¢ the same effect but in a more marked degree. | how can it be exhausting to the soil? Does } 
t ; A clay soil—or one containing clay, will | it not protect the soil and give it shelter to 
i more beneficially and completely use the |store itself with and perfect the ingredients | 
f manure laid on it. When manure is put on|necessary to nourish other and more ex- 
; land and ploughed in, the amonicle and car- | hausting crops? But let them look again, all 
t bonic acid gasses produced by its decompo-|other plants are‘surplanted by it; nothing 

, ° @sition are partially taken up into the plants; | will grow among it when it is sown suffi 
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Grew. onsuwnorans cobmvaron, 1 

ciently thick to produce a good crop, these Corrixe orF THE Tors = Poratos, 4 SURE = 

objectors say, ‘If this is so, cannot this grain | #>¥ ror THe Ror.—We give below the testimo- 

‘ be made a good clearer for foul Jands?”—|ay of a Genesee’ County farmer which is Con- 

‘ For my own part, I believe this to be one of| firmatory of that of several of our Correspondents. 

S the best qualities of this crop. For I do not} This cutting off the tops seenis an unnatural process, 

§ doubt but that if your land becomes foul this | but let it be tried and that thoroughly and then we 

( erop will eradicate almost every foul plant) shall know. 

) itmay be infested with. Ihave seen ittread) When I frequently mentioned after my | 

{ upon the Canada thistle, which is one of the| success last year that I had saved part of my 

{ hardest of all plants to destroy with good! otatos by cutting off the vines as soon as 
Success. The thistle will shoot up among it| | saw the rot begin, I was asked by some 

{ and struggle for awhile, grow pale, sickly| what day of the month [ had done it? I had 
| and die, while the buckwheat appears 10! neither watched the sun nor the moon in the 
grow and fatten over its fallen foe. case, but the potatos, andof course my infor- 

{ Try it and see if there is anything that| mation was unsatisfactory to such as had paid 
} will so perfectly cleanse your land for acrop. | for the Yankee secret of cutting Canada this- 
( If sown early it may be harvested in season | tles on a certain day in summer, though by- 
‘ to put in a winter crop, the soil will be light| the-by, even in this case it seems possible to 
‘and easily pulverized. If any seeds re-| do much in subduing these thistlés by wait- 
{ main upon the ground the frost will dispose! ing till they grow “ hollow hearted,” soon 
\ of:them, and the winter crop will be left in| after blossoming, and cutting them before a 
{ possession of the field, and will flourish bet-| good sh6wer that the roots may be filled with 
| ter after this crop than any other. moisture and rot. * 

\ If this crop is well harvested and covered,| _ It was about the end of Augustdast year that 
(even the straw which.is usually cast into|I cut my potatos; but the rot began a fort- 
| some stagnant pool to fill it up, and to get} night sooner this year, and upon the, 16th of 
\ it out of the way, will be found to be select-| August] cut ofall the vines of the most of my 
(ed by your cattle before straw of any other} pink-eyes before the potatos had reached 
\ grain. If you wish tq manure your, ground| their full growth, but we thought, better 
| there is nothing that wil render it more light| small potatos than no potatos. They were 
) and fruitful. © Your milch cows, your sheep | not digged till the middle of October. Cut- 
and hogs, and poultry; will not refuse this| ting seems to be better than pulling; it is 

| grain as feed, and man will not scorn the| easier ; and when we came to dig those that 
\ warm cakes made from the flour, especially | were cut, we were persuaded that the roots 
( if well saturated with butter and-maple mo-{ must have continued to grow after the opera- 
{| lasses. Try it. M.oB. B. | tion, as we had good sized Potatos.. In- ; 
{ . deed a similar fact isgenerally acknowledged 
| ‘Taerwo Sysrems or Fanminc.—Under| with regard to early cut grain. 
\ alow standard of agriculture, the object of] 1 am now, after three years experience : 
‘the farmer is tocollect the natural produce} and experiments, quite satisfied that the en- 
‘ of the soil with the expenditure of as little| tire killing of the vines some way is a remedy 
| money or labor as possible. But under ahigh| for the potato Rot, if done as soon as the 
) standard he does not grudge expense of la-| decay appears on the leaves. But though 

| bor nor of manure, in order to obtain a| you were to publish this ever so extensively, 
| proportionate increase of produce; and he| it will not be generally regarded, as it seems 
| studies to obtain this by cultivating crops| too much trouble to watch and apply the reme- 
| congenial to the soil, by growing them in| dy. Beside, some have had “‘ good luck” this 
) such order that its natural powers shall be year,—have had no rot and been at no pains. 

‘ turned to the best advantage. The scecret of the good luck in many cases, 
{ ee is the early planting of inferior sorts on light 

} To raxe Ink ovr or Liven.—Editors| soil, where they have ripened before the 
; and clerks’ wives will learn with pleasure | rot came. 

| that to take a piece of tallow, melt it, and} We have a great enjoyment of plentiful 
dip the spotted part-of the linen into the| yield of the best of sorts, and hope still to 

BB} melted tallow, the linen may be washed, | succeed by care and attention. If the blight, 
one sas ‘spots will disappear, without injur-| come no soonér than an average of ‘past 

, Bing the linen. years. é 3 
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in 
‘ many other agricultural practices. The practice of 

3 The Importance of Scientific Knowledge. tae or etieag tio ok is far Parsee than 

. a A draining, but the prineiples upon whi e practice 

We have received through tho politeness of B.| ‘s'foinded are not 60 ieteaaet Semele 
W. Jouxsox, Esq., of Albany, N. ¥., (to whom | farmers suppose that the object is to kill the weeds; 

we here acknowledge ourselves indebted for many | 80 iy it is good; but the efeet at hoeing 3 nat pop” 

; + "_ | fined to this single result; for hoeing, when all the 

Sxyorn.) copy an Address delivered at the An ‘weedsiare already extirpated ‘is followed by the most 

nual Meeting of the N. Y. State Agricultural So- | decided advantage to the crop; hence something 

ciety, at Albany, in January last, by Prof. E. Em- | more than the destruction of weeds comes to pass. 

moxs, M. D. That it contains matter ‘ profitable One result undoubtedly arises from the absorbent 

Ge Tees hic cre noguelated with the [Pome of afresh surface. Nutritive matters, such 

Reece,” none whe ste as carbonic aeid and ammonia dissolved in atmos- 

learned Professor can doubt. It forcibly and con- | pheric air, are readily taken up in this state of the 

vincingly shows the value and importance of scien- surface, but an old and indurated surface becomes 

tific knowledge to the farmer, and that, too, by the inert and inactive. The power of surface alone is 

: : Pa effectual in promoting absorption and decomposition 

presentation of clearly ascertained facts. We | of the most active bodies. "Whe perfect combustion 

would that it might be read by every farmer, and | of wegetanle and animal matters Se first up- ) 
* * .. on the surface, upon which they rest. n impure } 

tae treasured up in good and honest minds. |, exposed to heat, eee but just elevated above q 

We give afew extracts: redness, undergoes a perfect combustion in contact | 

« The state of agricultural knowledge at the pres- | with platina foil, while that part of the ash above ) 

ent time, is characterized by an accumulation of | the surface is still impure or unburned. So the ) 

facts which are unclassified and unarranged. They | power of surface condenses the nutritive gasses and } 

are like the brick and stone piled before and around | chemical changes take place there more energeli- { 

the site of a great edifice about to be founded, and | cally than elsewhere.+ The surface of a leaf has 

which are ready to be arranged in the'walls of a | surface action, and becomes the seat of chemical 

spacious building. Many of these facts it is true, | combination through its physical powers; for sur- 

he a definite’signification, or in other words their | face action, is at first all physical action, and pre- } 

lations are well known, but a great majority of | cedes that of decomposition. What is here termed } 

them have no known colloction, although they | surface action may not be readily apprehended; it is H 

clearly belong to the edifice. So too, to freep up,| undoubtedly analogous to the action of platinum } 

the simile, I may with truth remark that the master black, or platinum sponge in igniting hydrogen. If { 

builder is yet tobe found, whose sagacity and skill | a jet is thrown upon it, it takes fire, and has long } 

is equal to the task of putting together the discor- | beem used asa means for producing instantaneous | 

dant parts, and to construct from them a symmet- | light and combustion. The earth acts upon the ( 

+} rieal whole. Notwithstanding the illustration [ | gasses when light and porus and fresh, as platinum | 

e have employed to show the view which I entertain | sponge on hydrogen gas. Whatever way we may } 

t of the state of agricultural science, itis still true, | choose to explain the good effets of hoeing, there | 

iE that it requires a8 amoderate amount of informa-|is no doubt that afresh surface is frequently re- ; 

tion of Chemistry and the collateral sciences to un- | quired is we desire a rapid and vigorous growth.” | 

- derstand many of the applications of the principles} ‘t The application of science to Agriculture, ap- ) 

upon which the practices of husbandry are based. | pears of the highest importance when viewed in this | 

4 When I speak, thefefore, of the accumulation of | light; as pointing ont first, the composition of pro- { 

facts, | mean to be understood, that it is their rela- | ductive and barren soils, and afterward, the true 

tioa to a system and not tothe meaning which they method of maintaining and restoring them to fertili- 

: may have as individual facts. For example, the | ty at the least possible expense in Tebor oréash. In} 

2 good effects of draining may be explained on philo- the same line of investigation lies the business of de- a I 

sophical principles, though the theory of Agriculture termining the composition of the inorganic matter 

is yet to be put into form and shape. f Draining | which vegetables remove from the’ soil; indeed, in } 

operates beneficially in many ways; it may merely | one sense, this work should precede the other, for | 

remove superfluous water by the construction of ar- | it is by the composition of the inorganic matter of 

tificial underground channels, or it may, in addition | plants that all that ‘is essential to a fertile soil is 

to this, carry off water charged with astringent salts | determined.” But chemists went to work the other | 

which are poisonous to the more valuable plants. { way, and determined first, the composition of the 

In either case the principal result upon which the | soil; and inferred from their results what they sup- ( 

= effects depend is, the permanent elevation of | posed on the one hand constituted its fertility, or | 

e temperature of the soil. Surfaces constantly | what on the other its barrenness, This method 

bathed in water and which are supplied with this was unquestionably defective, and probably for that | 

element from springs, cannot attain the temperature | cause alone gave a doubtful importance to the value | 

: required for the better grasses, cereals, or esculents, | of the analysis of soils. The analysis of soils, and { 

so long as it is in this condition. Evaporation as of the inorganic matter of plants, stood in very sin- | 

you well know, is a source of cold: vapor cannot be | gular relations to each other; the elements of the 

formed without heat; and hence, the heat instead | former, which are in the smallest quantities, formed ) 

of being expended in the elevation of the tempera- ty far the largest in the latter; thus the alkalies and } 

ture of the earth as it isin a dry place, is wholly ta- | phosphates of soils are always inconsiderable in 

ken up bly Sag water and carried off. Henee, | amount, and hence were not sought for, while in t 

ina hot day, the temperature’ is always low, rising | the plants they formed byfar the largest proportion. | 

F scarcely above 50 dex. of Fah., while the surround- | Fertility depends upon these elements of which only 

- Ss ing dry places are 70, 80, and even 120 deg. when | traces appear, where only one-hundred grains of the 4} 

the soil isdark. The principles of draining then soil are employéd in-analysis. When therefore on ii | 

Mare perfectly understood, end this is the case with analysis of two soils, one a-fertile one and the other \ 

F aia, 
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known to be barren from experience, were left un- board, as in winter there is a mist ‘con- 

Nantit ed: eee ant fan it ana imtacsible te | tinually rising from the breath of the bees 
fee an eocential diference in their composition: the | that accumulates in the top of the hive in 
barren soil looked as well on paper asthe fertile one,| the form of. frost; in milder weather it 
and so it was said that no benefit could arise from} melts to water and runs down and freezes 
the analysis of soils. This I believe is a fair state-| nq shuts the lower passage tight; then if 

ment of the case. I have now I believe said enough a Passage git: the 
upon the points to enable you to form correct views | there is not a passage above to admit air the 
of the subjects in question. _I shail nowstate in de- | swarm will suffocate. 
al eee ane ae wien Bare mages andwhich} At the commencement of warm weather 
ave a twofold purpose, that of information concern- | ; P i 

ing their cotaposition, and as illustrative of the im- i ther epring thieyashomelibe exempts abe 
portance of the analysis of the products of the soil.” | bottom boards cleared off, and if any swarms 
Weave not space for the analyses in this No.,| are feeble as to amount of bees it is best 

but will give them in the next. to give them but one place to enter, as it ena- 
aaa eee bles them the better to gard against robbers. 

Se eee Bees are the most liable to rob each other 
Management of Bees. the first warm weather before they — - 

ae ather honey. If they begin to rob a hive the 
eo aaaene nee 3 Best way Hos take it aa as 1 never had a 

Having occasionaily seen an article in the | swarm amount to any profit after the robbers 
Genesee Farmer on the management of the | had gained free access to the honey. Itis very 
Honey Bee, I have thought that more might | seldom -that robbers injure a healthy, good 

7; be written on the subject, with profit to your | swarm.— West Bloomfield N. Y. 1849. 
numeruos readers; and for that reason I offer aaanaaRaRAPaRERRERRRRREEEEEEN 

{a few remarks, which may perhaps be the} ‘Tue sHeEr in 1Ts VARtous Forms.— Wise 
means of inducing others to write on the} men regard with suspicious eye the asser- 
subject, who are more competent to give| tions of those who profess to accomplish a 
proper information. ‘| yariety of dissimilar effects by a single cause. 

T have had much experience in the man-| It is customary to be jealousof the pretensions 
} agementof bees for the last twenty-five years. | of “* Universal Restorative,” “Heal All,” or 
} Being a mechanic, and my work such as to any other panacea warranted to cure disea- 
admit of my seeifig to them daily, if neces-| ses of all symptoms or allorigins.. And the 

; sary. I have taken much pains to inform| proposals io adapt one breed of sheep to all 
{ myself by actual observation and experi-| circumstances, of food, climate and situation, 
ments, what was the best way to manage | making it answer all the purposes for which 
them profitabiy. In the spring of 1836, my | sheep are usually employed, seems justly to 
brother-in-law and I had two hundred and| meet with similar distrust and suspicion. 
twenty swarms, and we took from them that From the varied habits of sheep, the wide- 
season over four thousand ‘and six hundred | ly different circumstances in which they are 

¢{ pounds of box honey—being about twenty-| placed, and the opposite result which the 
one to every old hive. That was what is|several kinds are intended to produce, we 
calleé'a honey season. The honey brought| are at once led to doubt the practicability and 
in New York market, over thirty dollars per| value of the scheme. We are induced still 
hundred. The amount of box honey will| further to view the proposition as contrary $ 
vary from five pounds to twenty to the old| to the order of nature, when we consider 
hives kept—depending altogether on the sea-| the fact that there is scarcely any animal 
son for honey. which appears under so many forms.as the : 

Those who intend to buy, should, if con-| sheep. In Persia and other parts of the East. 
venient, begin with twoor more swarms, as} it is found with a g tail of twenty pounds, 
there is always some that will not produce | weight, at the Cape of Good Hope, the tail is 
more than they will use. Select early, last| worth as much as all the rest-of the carcass; 
season swarms, as they are the best, if they | and there, is in other parts of Africa, the sheep 
have honey enough towinter. Rather small] have clusters of horns, to the number of five 
hivesare the best for profit. In winter they|or six. In Madagascar, the same horns and 
require but little care more than occasion-| tai] are.to be seen, the ears hanging down 

_4 ally looking to, and keeping the passage | like those of a hound. About Aaurengabad. 
clear; and board and tub: hives should have | Between Agra and Bengal, they are found 
a place for the bees to pass out and in| without any horns at all, but so’strong that, 
at two or’ three inches above the bottom] being bridled and ‘saddled, they will carry 
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et ta nna ARR a A RE Tene OO OTT ee SOT Ty 

7 children of ten or twelve years of age. The! plants, but find the above mixture effectual 

(so called) sheep of Chili somewhat resem- | in the destruction of the insect. As I find, 

ble camels, being hare mouthed and hunch-/| from experiments, there is a difference in 

backed, and they are used for carriage and | the strength of the soap, it will be better for | 

} field labor. Those of China are small, with | persons using it to try it diluted as above, ; 

short tails; which however, are a lump of | and if it does not kill the insect, adda little } 

i fat. Tereen, in his voyage to Surat, men-| more soap, with caution. In corresponding 

! tions sheep with bent snouts and pendant | with Messrs. Downer, Austin & Coon the 

| ears, with wool more coarse and stiff than | difference in its appearance, they, say:— { 

; goat’s hair. In Africa to the north of the |“ Whale Oil Soap varies much in its appear- } 

i Cape of Good Hope, they never eat grass, | ance the alkali predominates, and when, light § 

only succulent plants and shrubs. In Thibet, | colored and flat taste, the grease predomina- ( 

the sheep have large, broad tails. In Natolia,|tes.? The former I have generally used, } 

these tails are laid in carts on wheels. In| but have tried the light colored, and find it \ 

Anspach, in Germany, a small sort exist, | equally effectual, but requiring a little more 

that are shorn twice a year, and also lamb | soap—say two lbs. to 18 gallons of water. ) 

every spring ‘and autumn. In Juliersand| Mode of Preparation.—Take whatever } 

Cleves, also, they are said to lamb twice a quantity of soap you wish to prepare and ; 

t year, and bring two or three ata time- dissolve it in boiling water, about one quart } 

five sheep have brought twenty-five lambs| to a pound, in this state strain it through ; 

ina year. On the slave cost of Africa, the | a fine hair or wire sive, which takes out the >) 

sheep have no wool; “ but,” says the old’ dirt, and prevents its stopping the valvesof the } 

; Dutch traveller Bosman, “ the want is sup-| engine or the nose of the syringe ; then add } 

} plied with hair, so that here the world seems | cold water, to make it the proper stréngth ; ) 

inverted, for the sheep are hairy and the men apply it to the rose bush with the hand en- } 

are woolly.” This hair forms a sort of mane, | gine or syringe, with as much force as prac- } 

like that of the lion, on the neck, and the |'ticable, and be sure that every part of the 

H same on the rump, with a bunch at the end | leaves is well saturated with the liquid.— } 

of the tail. ‘The Javanese sheep lave tails| What falls to the ground in application, will } 

; weighing occasionally forty or fifiy pounds, do good in destroying the worms and enrich- } 

3 having a coat of red and white hair. Four-| ing the soils, and from its trifling costs, it can } 

horned sheep are numerous in several parts | be used with profusion. “A hogshead of 136 } 

| of Tartary, anda few have six horns, with | gallons costs forty-five cents—not quite four : 

wattles ‘under the throat.—Agricultural Ga-| mills per gallon. Early in the morning or } 

xette. in the evening, is the proper time to apply ? 

5 peeneintestenep nae eee it to the plants. \ 

Important Discovery.—Weembracethe} There are many other troublesome and } 

I earliest moment, after the receipt of the fol-| destructive insects the above preparation i 

4 lowing letter, to lay it before our readers. | will destroy as effectually as the rose slug. | 
The season is not yet so far advanced that} ee saeait: 

the process may not be beneficial to those Vineear.—Many sammie murehane their vin- ; 

who put it in operation—(Boston Courier.) | <Sme snake do” with a very indiforent article; 
M. P. Wilder Esq- President fo the Mas-| and others, for want of a little knowledge and ’ 

sachusetts Horticultural Society : | less industry, go without. It is an easy matter ) 
| ‘Sir—Having discovered a cheap and ef- | however, to be at all times supplied with good 

fectual mode of destroying the Rose Slug. | vinegar, and that too without much expense.— { 

f I wish to become a competitor for the pre-| The juice of one bushel of sugar beets, worth { 

[ mium offered by the Magsachusetts Horticul- twenty-five cents, and which any farmer can » 

tural Scociety. After many satisfactory ex- ree without cost, will make fram five to ox | 
« Z, . a gallons of vinegar, equal to the best made of ci- 

periments with the following substance, Tam | § or wine. Grate the beets, having first : 

convinced it will destroy the above insect, | washed them, and express the juice in a cheese { 
in either of the states in which it appears on | press, or in many other ways which a little in- 

; the plant, as the fly, when itis laying its| can suggest, and put the liquor into an empty ; 

eggs, or as the slug, when it is committing | barrel; cover the bung with gauze, and set it in } 

its depredation on the foliage. the sun, andin twelveor fifteen days it will be 

; ‘Whale Oil Soap. dissolved at the rate of] ** fr use.—Farmer's Advocate. 
ee two pounds to fifteen gallons, of water. I " HOURS OF SLEEP.. 

t have used it stronger, without injury to the | Navone reggie ee 
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Poisonous Qualities of Potato Plants. {an officer on guard at Strasburgh, ‘thought : 
‘ —_ the barracks were on fire in consequence of i 

The potato (one of the solanums) is ex-/ the light thus emitted from a cellar full of s 
empted from the noxious qualities of its) potatos.—Penn. Cultivator. 
congeners, and De Candolle gives as a rea-| ~ oo | 

son that it is the only one-of its tribe which} Tue Rust is Wueart.—-The following re- 4 
produces tubers on the roots: and these, marks from the Annual Report of the St. 

from their structure and mode of growth,| John (N. B.) Agricultural Society, as toone é 
receive no portion, or at least not so much| of the causes of rust in wheat, are thrown} | 
as to be injurious, of the poisonous ingredi-| out rather as a supposition than an, opinion, * 
ents. . These however, exist in other parts of| with the view of exciting inquiry. 3 
the plant, and were we eating the fruit, pro- | The oat. draws nutriment.from the earth 
properly so called, or the leaves, we should} by the side roots, which spread over the 
find that they partook of the general proper-| ground. The wheat plant has similar root- 
ties of the nightshades. lets, but, in addition thereto, when about to 

The extracts of the leaves of the common| head, sends down a tap-root into the earth, 
potato is a powerful narcotic, ranking be-| for the purpose, it.may be presumed, of 
tween belladonna and hemlock. procuring the additional nutriment which its j 

Having been so long familiar with the| large, rich ear requires ; and this tap-root i 
potato in a cultivated state, it is interesting] has been known to go down to the depth 
to be acquainted with its appearance in its| of four feet. We may observe, that up to. 
native localities, and-unaitered condition, the | the time of sending down the tap-roots, the 
more especially as recent events have giv-| wheat is the hardest and thriftiest of all 
en us some reason to fear that we may again| the cereals, but afterwards the most liable to 
have to recruit our present varieties by hay-| disease This delicacy is accounted for, ; 
ing reeourse to the original stock. when we consider that land is generally | * 

The wild potato, says Dr. Darwin, grows] undrained ; that not more than a few inches , 
on these Islands (Chonos Archipelego) in| of soil get the benefit of sun, air, and manure; i 
great abundance, on the sandy, shelly soil,| and that therefore, the root must encounter, ’ 
nearthe sea beach. The tallest plant was) in its downward travel, nothing but disap- g 

fotir feet in hight. The tubers were gener-| pointment. It comes in contact with the 3 
ally small, but I found one ofan oval shape, | Cold clay, or a sour, wet subsoil, turns back i 
two inchs in diameter. They resembled in| in dispair, and dies. In accordance with : 
every respect, and had the same smell as/ the laws of nature, insects, or rust, which 

English potatoes ; but when boiled they is itself a fungus, or vegetable insect, come 4 
shrunk much and were watery and insipid) to finish the work of devastation on the 
Without any bitter taste- They are undoubt-| dying plants. The forlorn farmer rails at 

edly, here indigenous; they grow as far| the climate, and cries out that his wheat 
south, according to Mr. Low, as lat. 50 deg.,| is killed by.rust while, in fact, it has died 
and are called aquinas by’ the wild Indians| from starvation—from the want of that food, 

of that part. The Chilotan Indians have a| which, as a provident husbandman, it was 
different name for them. Professor Hens-| his duty to have provided for it— American 
low, who has examined the dried specimens| Agrieulturist. 

which I brought home, saysthat they are the} Remarks by the Editor of the New Eng- 
same as those described by Mr. Sabine, from) Zand Farmer.—lIf the theory in the foregoing 

Valparaiso, but that they form a variety! article is correct, much may be done to rem- 
which by some botanists, has been considered! edy-the evil by subsoil plowing, as the sub- 
as specifically distinct. soil will -gradually become mixed with the 3 

’ It is remarkable, that the same plant should | surface soil, by deeper plowing, which should 
be found on the sterile mountains of Central | follow subsoiling ; and by exposure to the 
Chili, where a drop of rain does not fall for} air, it will be fitted to promote vegetation § 

more than six months, and within the damp| and improve the active soil by the addition 
forests of these Southern Islands. of fresh ingredients. 

The potato is said by the Rev. James ee : 

Duncak, (from whose article we have col- Firry years ago, Mrs. Washington knit 
. se pe stockings for the general: now there are not lated the above,) to give outa vivid light] 5° ladies in a ay wwic est ay int ae 

sometimes when in a State of putrefaction. aa hundreds know not how the dinle gets into 
Doctor Linly mentions an instance in which| the heart of the dumpling.
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i \ HORTICULTURE. oped in those homes, together with the pure enjoy- 
ment consequent upon their exercise. And as 

; F, R. PHENIX, Editor. every step away from that walk of life towards a 

— i} more artificial and fashionable one seems somehow 

Fn Salutatory. - fraught with results directly or indirectly injurious 
' — _ | tothe individuals and society at large. It is there 
; The editor of the Horticultural Department, in | .4q there alone, that the highest hopes of our coun- 

i entering upon the duties of his station, begs to | try and humanity must forever rest. Especially is 

! make his most humble salaam to the readers of the | this true in view of the character of our institutions; 
} Farmer, and craves their indulgence while making | jt js not in individuals that we may trust—it is not 
i pome jntroductory remarks’ to the few great leading characters who may be our 
i Horticulture, it is now getting to be pretty well | ,yujic servants that we may look in the hour of dan- 
i understood, is not merely a sort of a third-rate busi- ger—but to the masses, the principals, the sover- 

i ness in the scale of importance, which may well | o:m5 themselves: and those, too, away from the 
i come im as the fag-end of every thing connected | corrupting influences that forever beset and attaint 

; with the culture of the soil, and which none but |}, ymanity when congregated inlarge cities. Those 
r clod-hoppers and muck-worms may devote them- | .ho breathe Nature’s own pure, free air—who bow 
i selves to; but it is beginning to be known and re- | to her voiceless but impressive and sinless prompt 
; Spected as a profession, a science in every sense of ings, and revel in the profusion of innocent delights 

San: she provides for her votaries; who ean ‘look through 
As such, its practical application is inseparably | Nature up to Nature’s God,’ and holding daily 

B connected with some of the greatest necessaries and | communion with Him shall gather new strength to 

, the most exquisite luxuries of life. battle with the ills and temptations of life. 
i Its theory, embracing as it docs the principles of | But what has all this to do with Horticulture? 

/ ¢ vegetable life, anda thorough acquaintance with | why, much, every way- Horticulture is one impor_ 
i} some of its most important groups, is certainly wor- | tant part of agriculture, as fruit is one of the most 

H hy of the most profound investigation, and hence | important products of the soil—and that hence it 

requires and will fully and nobly occupy some of| comes in for its share of al} the attributes and merits ¢ 

i our best faculties. But like its twin sister, Agricul- | of agricuiture—that it is intimately connected with 
: ture, it has hitherto scarcely received a ray from the | ali that is agreeable or profitable, healthful or hope- 
! bright sun of science and genius, whose subtle influ- | ¢y1, in short with all that is good or great. That 

ence had, in some directions, penetrated the most | hence, I, as a Horticulturist, am proud of my pro- 

\ hidden recesses of Nature, revealing truths as won- | fession, and glory in being a resident of the country 
4 derful as they were beneficial—which have, in their | in contra-distinction to living in a city—that1 would 

application, altered almost every thing about society | fain be, as every agriculturist should be, a tiller of 
and humanity save human natureitself, Butthanks | the soil from principle, from choice, not merely 

e to the spirit of progress—to the Anglo-Saxon de- | from necessity or for profit, and yet as not unmind-" 
; sire to knew and try all things—peculiar to this 19th | ful that that, too, is dependent upon the skill with 

if century, such humbling, diminufying conféssions | which the business is conducted—that it is our duty 

: are not now quite so necessary! The first, as it is | to make the best possible use of the means for im- 
g the most important, the most innocent and health- | provement within our reach. ‘That in this depart- 

7 Yal of all pursuits connected with civilized life—the | ment as well as in every other, perfection should be 
: culture of the soil with its varied products is begin- | our aim. 

ning to be somewhat more correctly appreciated. | For the attainment of this great end we must put 
: Itbeing evident that people cannot well live without | our wits at work, knowing that ‘* Knowledge is 

those products, and hence that labor and capital are | power.”? As through our senses we become ac- 
required to raise them, it is found that the best, | quainted with the natural world we must carefully 

most approved application of means.is quite as ne-| observe and consider the different developments 
. cessary to ensure the greatest degree of success in | that we meet with—remembering that effects al- 

. this department as in others. It is found, too, that | ways have adequate causes which if we can but as- 

respectability, and sometimes even gentility, may | certain, we are to a great extent masters of the 
} comport with such pursuits, and that even Science | subject and able to effeet or prevent or modify 

and Literature may condescend to make glad the | as we wish—at least as far as lies within the lim- 
fq home of the tiller of the soil! its of human power or skill. Knowledge, then, 

; As for the true nobility of human nature, for the | being the grand instrumentality of progress, ‘the 
. * profession of the many virtues that clevate and | staff of accomplishment,” let.us do our best to im- 

| adorn society, they are found pre-eminently devel- | prove upon our present stock, and as fast as we can, 
; j
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let us add to it and disseminate for the benefit of| decoction of tobacco water, which issaid to { 
others, This, at least, is my aim in thus appearing | be effectual in destroying the lice. i 
before the public and having been one of the first} The flower garden requires much care and 
settlers here,and having made the culture of the| vigilance this month: Insects are very : 
soil, or more particularly, the culture of ‘* Fruits and| troublesome. The rose-bug, the greatest of § 
Flowers” (what a charming duo?) my profession | all pests in the garden whenever introduced, 2 

for life, as it has been my chief business for several | Should be carefully exterminated by hand, ; 
years past, I can but hope to be enabled tocommu-| as they multiply astonishingly fast. They * 
nicate: some things that may prove beneficial to| appear in the fore part of June, and remain f 
those who have devoted less time to it. Todo this| Some four or five weeks. They are about ; 
most successfully, it will be desirable that those|0ue-third of an inch in length, and of an 
wishing information on those subjects should make | ashen yellow color, and feed upon the flow- : 
inquires through the columns of the Farmer, and a — — theash oe caries i 
the editor of the Horticultural Department pledges | * ae ae ee e 1 follage oF myntner : 
himself to answer them to the extent of his ability. | °C 1" "act nearly “ every Sd lake ‘ 

It may be well to state that his acquaintance with — their a _— on show. f ’ 
green-house plants is but slight, having been mostly prerecrte row up buta single stem, an H 
occupied with those that are hardy. . £ 

There need be no fear of touching on professional Fa ve lontifall fa ee ae pa F 
secrets, in making such inquiries, for he has none. a ae il pe fh 8 ile 
It is his only desire to see the favored possessors of ie Te ee eae sil ae Cad se / 
the fair fields and pleasant homes of the fertile eon au aa etrred, andi ae ole ; 

West, moving forward in the path of tre progroms, buried some six inches deep. With plants : 
improving the mind and cultivating these refined | t5¢ do not root easily it is of great service (wi # 
tastes which always accompany true elevation of to cover the ground over the buried part at 5 

character, and pre-eminently distinguish civilized | th moss. : - 
from savage life. The sense of the beautiful, the nos aoeanaamraaproarsnentesarad 3 P 
love of the good, whether in the natural or intellect-| A North Western Hoticultural Convention, i 

| ual world, is the source of man’s purest, greatest fa 2 7 a 
|} enjoyment, and whoever contributes tothe eativa-| | 20 be held at Chicago a Psa _ 

tion of those noble gifts, is certainly a public bene- Bes Ma y Prairie: Parmer and scone : 
factor. In no way, perhaps, can this be done more this iy ; y : 

| effectually, than by making home pleasant, and fur- 7 ai et aa : 
| nishing those senses with the proper natural means of — oe —-* Se i: 

enjoyment. That which is filled with good can re- ak ae ceed esuldcney Gee Bh aes ‘ 
ceive no taint from evil as there is no room fort, | ooo analy eT aad intdenetinge diese! 

‘Thus feeling, T may hope, ag shall certainly) ‘hing of the kind we must have soon, or be f 
aisiges tc; suite, goed i= this. vocetion end ecav— quite behind our sister states, and not only i 
ing the assistance of those interested in the SaIN0!} £3. bat inthe: stieantinie-we runt grope our 

noble pursuit with myself to aid in making this de- way, ‘solitary and alone,” through the un- 
partment a it should be, 4 close, promising here- explored recesses of Western Pomology, , 

ee with nothing but the light of our individual ‘ 
Pr a a a wits, and the scarce-risen, distant Eastern - 

Work for June in Fruit and Flower Gardens | suns to guide us! We had in ee it : 
. hile 2 seems to me, commence now in the infancy a 

ee ae Tk PaaS zo we good! of fruit culture, and so save the innumera- ; 
care of what you a put out. igi 2Ne | ie aued scapetiines lzscat-inabadicdbte stead E 
a perryrt # ehpchold u - & -_ that creep in where a correct standard is not - often, an stroy insects. e ant is - F 

trouble your trees pour boiling water on - = What say our Wisconsin BS 
‘} their nests a few times. The aphis, or é ee a 

green plant oom, ai pearly les a Mr. Mente, of Salem, ‘“Mase., aes eel eee : 
aon es ee "oft n.| ting offall the blossom buds from a baldwin ap- provided other insects to.destroy. If left to| D1 ees in the spring Uf the bear ne 
their care the lice, in most cases will after a|{onged the time of Coney until fo nwee , 
while disappear. If you don’t like to wait| season, and thus changed the unfruitful-year to.Je their notion, you can dip the shoots in a strong | one of bearing, and vice versa. Y
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f The Winter of 1848-9. of the most delicate kinds of fruit trees at 

i] sg the West, are but little hurt with-me, whilst 

f The past Winter seems to have been one | pears and plums have suffered severely— 
f 3 of unusual severity throughout the United| more than in all the winters put together 

' States. At the West it was preceded by a/ since I commenced cultivating them. This 
; very remarkable fall, which will not be like-| unexampled injury cannot, it seems to me, } 

ly to be soon forgotten by those who resided | be attributed solely to the severity of the cold ; 
here during that season. 1t was wonder-| last winter, but must be, 1 think, in part 
fully wet, broken and stormy; so much so/ caused by the leaf blight which struck them 
as greatly to hinder, and much of the time,/in the summer. This leaf blight is a new 

i entirely preclude laboring in the open air. | and troublesome malady, peculiar to pear 
For agriculturists it was particularly unfa-| and plum trees, causing a feeble, sickly 

F vorable, as they were in a great measure | growth, which often ceases entirely in Aug- 
: prevented from properly securing and mar-/u t; the leaves and the ends of the shoots at 

keting their produce. Winter set in on the] the same time turning black. It is but a few 
; 29th of Nov., with a smart snow storm fol-| years since it was first known at the East, § 
F lowed by a freeze up, which in turn was suc- | and last season made its first appearance in } 

: ceeded by more snow. The snow contin-| this vicinity. It is much the most severe 
: ued to fall at intervals until it wassome twen- | upon young trees, and particularly seedlings, 
, ty inches deep, and lay on until the last of|which it ofien destroys entirely. From } 

fk February, affording excellent sleighing the| what I have seen of it, it seems altogether 
i greater part of the time. The lowest de-| the most severe upon low, moist ground.— 
f pression of the mercury in our thermometer | This doubtless occasioned the loss of many 

iF was 20 below 0, to which it fell but once, | small pear trees here Jast winter, and I think 
> { though there were several times it sank to| had more'or less to do with the injury done ; 

4 216 below. We have heard however that in|to the larger ones. Peach trees suffered } 

a other thermometers in different parts of| somewhat last winter—those that were young } 
, Wisconsin, and northern Illinois, it indica-| and on low, rich ground altogether the most : 

ted a considerably lower temperature, or |—and yet not as much I think as two years } 

‘a about 25. It,would seem as if at least a part|since. Apple trees as a general thing stood } 

a of this difference would be occasioned by a| it pretty well, but on low ground the tops of ; 
f variation in thermometers, which makes it| some of the tender sorts, as the R. I. Green- } 

‘ more difficult to ascertain exactly the com-|ings, and Roxbury Russet, were frozen : 

} parative temperature of different sections.) down some. There was also considerable 
FE It is stated in an article in the Horticulturist =e of the bark at the ground this spring 
a: that at the East, no winter since tvat of ’86 | which I have never known to take place to 

é has been so severe upon half-hardy trees and| any extent before at that season. of the year 
plants, as a considerable number that usual-| —it having been hitherto done in the fall. 

* ly bear the winter without the least injury,} The past winter, taken together, is with ; 
7 have lost a good part of their last season’s| but one exception (that of ’42 and ’43) the ) 
r growth, and in some sections plum and peach | hardest by odds that we have seen in the } 

ic trees have suffered much. In New England | twelve years we have lived at the West.— ° 

; it states that the germ of peach blossom buds} And though such severe winters are at the ; 
is- destroyed, so that there will be no peach | time trying to nursery-men and fruit-grow- j 

3 crop there this season. Thisis also the case | ers, yet.if they only*heed the lessons taught, ; 
i in the North West as far as we have heard, | they may be spared greater losses in the fu- } | _ 

| $ except on those branches that were under|ture. Those varieties of fruit the trees of } 
. the snow during the winter, where they were| which are tender in the winter, should be } 

not injured. Fruit trees generally at the either thrown aside and hardier kinds sub- f 

i West, in consequence of the wet fall, made | stituted, or if there are no such, we must } 
F a rank, late growth, which made them unu-| work them, (i. e. graft or bud them) and” 

: sually susceptible to injury from cold. grow them on those stocks and soils, most 
: Some varities however do not seem to| likely to make them hardy. 
: have suffered as much here as might have PON Ga RGR GASES SPURT SRETE TEE 2 OP te 
: been expected, whilst others omen. com- aes a ine which perversely varies its : ing to the age at which we 

iF paratively hardy, have been severely han- play it: in youth, when much may be lost, it is 
i died during the past winter. English cher-} @ game of chance; in manhood, when little re- 

. ries which have always been considered one } mains to be won, it is a game of skill.
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Origin of various Plants. is le 1 Teazel grows wild in Southern % | 
uk aTOp! a “ aa 

Brery farmer ought be 20a sgn The Foun ic wall ceote see of Ti with the history of all ordinary plants and P, SMa a 
trees, as to know their nature, country, and Ts Be: meta 1d Wurzel fi si 
condition. Such knowledge, besides seni | th ous of the Rolieeacen ee ae ts 

Se aap eeckou oem aa “Monalribi and White Turnips are natives | | 9 will sometimes explain phenomena in their ra P aY 
habits that would otherwise appear anoma-| © The Gat, Bie db tok a 
lous and inéxplicable. le, Zarrat: 38 supposed, by some to have Fal 

w been brought from Asia, but others -main- } | 
heat was brought from the center table] tain it to be a native of the same place as the } land of Thibet, where it is original and yet white turnip. Ly 

oe as a grass with small mealy seeds. Amongst other kitchen garden plants, the } #) 
ye exists wild in Siberia. i Spinach is attributed to Arabia: NF Barley exists wild in the mountains of The Cucumber from the East Indies. Vi 

Himalaya. : Z The Melon, from Kalmuck. f Oats, wild in Northern Africa. Parsley grows in Sardinia. & 
Maize, Indian Corn, was brought from Celery in Germany. ay 

Sees : ‘ Of fruit trees and shrubs, Current and } § . Rice, from South Africa, whence it was Goseberry came from Southern Europe. — 3 
season India and thence to Europe and) Mediar Pear and Apple are likewise Eu- } (7 

. _|ropean plants : but the Seckle, the best of } 4% 
‘The garden bean, from the East Indies. pears, is traced to near Philadelphia, as its } 4 The horse-bean, from the Caspian Sea. original locality so far as known. Lee 

* Buckwheat originally came from Siberia ‘The Cherry, Palm and Almond came frogaeyan 
and Tartary. _. _ | Asia Minor. a 

Rape seed and cabbage grows wild in|” “The Walnut and Peach from the same ) §* Sicily and Naples. country. 1k 
The Poppy from the East. The Citron from Media. Se 
The Sunflower from Peru. * Of forest trees, the majority are native | 7” 

Flax = Linseed, in southern Europe, a plants of England, except the Pine and . 
weed in the ordinary grain crops. Horse Chestnut, the former of which was e 

The Raddish from China, « brought from America, and the latter from } | 
The Garden Cress, out.of Egypt and the|-Thipet. But the gratest variety of Oaks, } 7) 

»East. , : and other fine timber trees, are natives of { % 
. Hemp isa native of Persia and the East) North and South America. i 

Indies. ; J : The Whortleberry isa native of Asia, { 7) 
The nettle, which sometimes furnishes Europe, and America. 3 

o—_ =  Ptadeee te oe of eee The Cranberry of Europe and America. | 7 
ye ant ie adder comes from —Excha e er. 

the East. ; f mee PoP \ 

ad weed grows in Southern Germany.}  p,4 Poxs.—Three eggs, a quart of Indian ) #2 
Safflowers from Egypt. x meal, a large table spoonful of fresh butter,a ) 7 

7 Dyers Knotgrass from China. __ small tea spoonful of salt, a half pint or more of } 9% 
Hops come to perfection asa wild plant| milk. Beat theeggs light and mix them with : 

in Germany. milk; then stir in gradually the Indian meal, add- i 
Mustard and Carraway seed the same. - | ing salt and butter. = must ae ee puts i 
Anise from Egypt and the Grecian Ar- Moe ns e Thies seen add more Eokes Sa 

siipelage: ; ., | meal, if too stiff thin it with a little more milk. } © 
Koriander grows wild near the Meditera- Beat or stir it long and hard. Butter atin or } 9) 

x nean. = iron pan; put the mixture into it, and set the 
Saffron from the Levant. : pan immediately into an oven’ which must be = 
The Onion out of Egypt. moderately hot at'first, and the heat increased ) {i 

..Horse-radish from South Europe. afterwards. A Dutch oven is the best for the 
3 * Suna purpose. . Is should bake an hour and a half or Tobacco isa native of Virginia, Tobago, two hours, in proportion to its thickness. Send  ; 

and California. Another species has also] it to the table hot and cut into ‘slices. Eat 3 been found wildin Asia. with butter or molasses. Me
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OR , The firet care of the Teacher should be, to’ set (}- 

fy EDUCATIONAL ___ | awit stegsng entre 
Ete and the processes of reasoning. But how little is 

rH Ffucation— No. 6. this thought of? We make parrots only of our 

6 $  Inemtzcrvar Epvcaviox-—The Teacher has to| children, at home, in our schools; and in a vast 

© } do with mind—with the human soul. His business | majority of cases, a parrot knowledge only do they 

| 2 is with the very mysteries of God enveloped in the obtain. We put books in their hands, and set them 

E human form—vwith that which the Divine Hand has | to committing words, without any particular refer- 

A ) fashioned and impressed. To train the physical | ence to the communication of ideas. ‘* 1deas and 

if being, to develope its powers, is indeed the business not words.’? is the motto of right education. Boks 

Doe the Teacher. But this material frame-work—| are important and requisite only as aids, and it 

‘ this dusty lodging-place is less than nothing when | should be seen to that the committing of tasks be 

* placed in contrast with the inhabitant which oceu- | not an end, but means to the attainment of an end 

H ) pies and animates it. It isthe embodied soul which | —the development of the intellectual portion of the 

i is above all price—the sentiments, faculties, prin- human soul. 

H. } ciples, which hold the mortal in subjection, andex- wens wal onabd cis 

» 2 alt it to honor, or bring it down toshame. ‘*Where- sates Sp halt oer 

I Geer there is mind, there stands associated with it| Physical Education in Common Schools. 
nia nobler and more abiding interest than all the ag-| 7 have watched with deep interest, the progress 

| } grandizements which wealth and rank can bestow.” | of common school education in our land for thelast 

| $ Possessed as he is of this thinking, reasoning, | five years, and have been much pleased in observ- 

» ¢ immateriality—of a soul that desires, and struggles, he Soe oes improvements, which 

© $ and battles amid the materiality by which it is eur-| "Not only have 1 been pleased in observing the 
= § rounded, ahd that is endowed with capacities for the imapeeeuseate in school books—the manner of 

3 chings of God, and the knowledge that takes in | teachingy and the improvement in the constructiqn 
5 = oe a ae Sr aks Ee! im all that is | of School houses—but ] have observed with heart- 
E ererer 3 : felt gratitude the improvement in the age which 

» § good and great—we may so mould his very nature, | calls for better teachers, more able instractors— 

* ( as that when he has become a man, he shall reflect | men, who not only have the requisite amount of 

|} an honor on his teachers, a glory on humanity, and boos Somat nt ciao have a ieee for Ee 
‘y : * oo parting knowledge to others—men who possess the 

be, in consequence of his correct principles and mo, power of moulding the sguthfal mind, and leading 

2 ral deportment, and meek, devoted life, a venera-| it forward in the right path to usefulness and dis- 

» § ted member of society and a blessing to his race.—| tinction, who are continually storing the mind with 
; So, too, by an improper training—by neglect—by nem ae oe available knowledge, to be put in 

} Siam: ie ractice in future years. 
f) an injudicious application of means—by an errone- PrBut 1 have carefully watched with a philosophic 
_ $ ous discipline, ora wrong method of instruction, | eye, and with a still deeper interest, the change, 

» ¢ we may not only fail in all this, but work the lasting mii jas eA dice Bisse an a Physical 
By 5 . ~ | Education of our children; and not only amor 

© } injury and dishonor of that child. 1s not the of-| our youth, but in the entire community, ere camjeat 

‘a fice of a Teacher, therefore, one of great responsi-| of Physical Education is taking deep hold upon the 

| 0 bility? With aslight yariation we may say in the minds of the people« : 

| $ language of Mrs. Hemans,— Elementary works upon ‘Anatomy and Physiol- 

a . ‘Wo for those who trifle with a mind! _ | ogy’? have been introduced into almost all our acad- 

q they know not what they do, emies and high schools in the eastern states, and I 

‘Or what they deal with! Man perchance may bind think I may safely say. into a majority of our com-~ 

i ‘The flower his ——, bruised; or lgattncw mon schools. Here we see the seed being sown, 
DD Accurauelyes avin: tron his nee nee which will eventually spring up, and result inan ) . 

flat for the soul!--Oh! tremble and beware incalculable amount of good. 
‘ ‘To lay rude hands upon God’s mysteries there!” Physical Education is teaching man to under- 

4 ‘We have said that great mistakes were made in stand his own system; the uses and abuses of all 

this matter of educating in the intellect—that it ote Bees eee the hepend 
; fe s ive organs, &c., 

# 3 has been made a sort of cramming process. We) in short, it teaches man to Ricadligate the great 
» § cannot liken it to anything else than sausage stuf-| physical and natural laws which govern and con- 

fing. Here is the material dished up, of prescribed trol his system—to understand .the principles and 

- ) quantity and quality, and down it must go, without crushes which health depends, and the cause of 

» § any particular regard being paid to the capacity of] “We are beginning to realize the truth of what 
' 2 mind, or the readiness with which it receives and} Pope so long ago proclaimed, ‘ That the highest 

| ¥ applies knowledge. We need not say that this is ena os ae man,” sa = some segre 4 
i ot ss conducting our education accordingly. in 

| Gf all wrong—that it is greatly injurious—that hence s+» beginning to see that the majority of the ills 
b afp it is not education, or, in any sense, a development} and sorrows of life are oat upon man by his 

WM of the intellectual powers. : own conduct, and are merely the penalties attached
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to the violations of the great natural and physical) H. S. Coozzy, Esq., Sta.o Sup’t of Common jf 1 
laws which govern the human system. Schools, Il. | Bey 

J lam gratified to seo the deep interest taken by| Tus. H. Brxtox, Jr., State Sup’t of Public aa 
our papers and periodicals in the diffusion of physi- | Schools, Towa. a4 
cal knowledge, and promotion of common school | Hon. Satem Tow, N. ¥. 4 
education in our land. They are doing a vast Judge Witrarp Hatt, Delaware. pd 
amount of good, for in no other way can knowl-| M.D. Lecerrr, Esq., Editor of School Clarion, & 
edge be so generally diffused, as through the free | Ohio. ; + 
press. [can say in the language of another, that | Asa D. Lop, Esq., Editor of the Ohio School } "| 
when our colleges and schools shall expound the | Journal. 4 
various branches of Philosophy, as portions of the D. L. Swars, A. M., Pres’t of the University of 4 a 
institutions of the Creator—when they shall teach | North Carolina. ay 
the great Physical and Natural Laws which gov-| Prof. J. H.ixcranam, Nashville, Tenn. . 
ern our systems, and show their practical applica- Judge E. Lane, Sandusky, Ohio. 4 
tions to man’s duties and enjoyments—then will| A. Cuvuncu, D. D., Pres’t of University, Athens, { 4 
man assume his station as a rational being, and | Georgia. ie 
Christianity achieve her triumpb.”” oot L. Srorvir, Pennsylvania College, } $9" 

Wroerenrrneneronrra? > ettysburg. oe 
Common School National Convention. we aseene Principal Natchez Institute, } #7) 

— iss. Si 

The undersigned, deeming that the great cause of | \James L. Exos, Editor of the North Western } {iy 
Popular Education in the Gnitea States, may be | Educator, Racine, Wis. i 

advanced, and the exertions of its friends strength- | _Epwanrp Coorrr, Esq., Editor of District School ie 
ened and systematized, by mutual consultation and | Journal, Albany, N. Y. - 
deliberation, respectfully request the friends of Com- | _Putuir Linnsey, D. D., Pres’t of University of : ‘ 
Mmox Scuoors, and of Universal Education through- | Nashville. * a 

out the Union, to meet in Convention; at the city| A. D. Bacue, LL. D., Sup’t of U. S. Coast Sur- } 97 
of Philadelphia, on Wednesday, the 22d day of | vey, Washington. ee 

‘August next, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the promo-| _H. W. Hear, LL. D., Maryland College of } 4h 
tion of this paramount interest of our Republican | Teachers. a 

Institutions. Jostan Hurry, Esq., Sparta, Ohio. = 

We have only room for the following influential} Rev. R. Mounts, Jackson, Miss. “2 ie 
names, from among the large numberof warm| yoy By 
friends of Popular education, who have signified e following named gentlemen haveconsented ( (fas 
their acquiescence in this call. to act as a Committee of Arrangement, for the As 

‘i ;. | ‘* National Common School Convention: t BS 
Rt. Rev. Atonzo Porrrr, D. D., Philadelphia. : is 
Groner M. Warton, Esq., President of Board | Hon. Joszex R. Cuanpter, Chairman. 2 

of Comptrollers of Public Schools, County of Phil- | ALrrep E. Wricut, Cor. Secretary. oe 
adelphia. : James J. Barclay, William Martin , 

Hon. Joseru R. Cuavrzn, President of Board] George Emlen, Jr., John Miller, iM 
of Directors of Girard College, Philadelphia. Daniel M. Fox, Mordical L<-Dawson, } 

Joun S. Harr, A. M., President Central High| Joseph Cowperthwait, S. S. Randall, H 
School, Philadelphia. : Cae Edward C Biddle. J. Engle Negus. f 
Atrrep E, Wareut, Editor of «‘Wright’s Cas- Communications in reference to the proposed { “| 

ket? and cree Philadelphia. 7 Convention should be addressed to the Correspond- | 9 
Townsend Hatves, State Sup. of Public Schools | ing Secretary. Those intended for publication, ) 

of Pennsylvania. . | should be addressed to the Editor of the Casket. ra 
Curistorner Morean, State Sup. of Public ‘2s ee ee eh ee ‘| 5 

Schools of New York. 
“Dr. T. F. Kiva, State Sup. of Public Schools of To eee Worms axp Carerrittans.—The 

New Jersey- following curious remedy for destroying worms and 4 
Hon. Henny Barxanp, Com. of Public Schools | caterpillars, we find in the Pennsylvania Cultivator. }{ 7) 

of Rhode Island. ji aa ie 
Sera P. Breks, State Sup. of Public Schools If this remedy be effectual why will it te é 

of Gotnectieut: trees from the borer and other insects, which are } #7; 
Writiam G. Crossy, Sec. of Board of Educa-|more tobe dreaded than caterpillars, as their at- p 

tion, Maine. . wi 4 
Ricuard S. Rusr, Com. of Public Schools, fcks sro eee ee babes Coe { 

New Hampshire. readers who have an opportunity make some ex- | 77 
Hon. Ina Mayuew, Sup. of Public Instruction, | periments and communicate results: iN 

State of Michigan. : Messrs. Eprrors: I have heard much inqui: ae 
Samvet GatLowary, State Sup. of Public Schools, | concerning the best method of destroying the ait rt 

Ohio. or ie which makes such havoe with our ap- } fy 
Rosrrr J. Brecxenniwwer, D.'D., Sup. of Pub-| ple and peach trees; the course I pursue is as fol- 

3 lic Schools, Kentucky. lows: Itake a half inch auger, and boreas nearly } 
Hox. Horacr Mans, for 12 years Sec, of Board | as I can judge, into the heart of the tree; fill the ‘ 

of Education, Mass. \ hole with: sulphur, plug it up swith a branch cut 
S. 8. Ranpatt, Esq., for eleven years Deputy | from the same tree, make it air tight, and in forty- 

grperinteniont of Public Schools of the State of eight hours the result is seen. is plan 1 have 

) New York. c found efficient, and if the information is of any im- § a5 Ex-Governor Honace Earox, State Sup. of Pub- | portance toyou, itis at your service. 2 y 
W)lic Schools, Vermont. f Rock Bottom, Mass. /W..S. Caarm. WW 
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Butier Making. without working too much, which makes it sticky 
Baca and eily. On the contrary, cream taken from the x 

Good butter is always in demand in our markets, | milk at a proper time, kept and churned at 57 or 8 : 
$ and at prices which will well repay the cost of pro- | degrees, will require more time in churning, but ) duction. And the cost of manufacturing a supe- | the butter will present a high and rich color, will be 4 
{ rior article—one that will be creditable to the man- | firm and hard—will not stick, and will readily break ih 

ufacturer and satisfactory to the purchaser and con- | When being separated.” + 
sumer, is often but little if any greater than when | Many good butter makers wash the butter in pure 

{ only an inferior and low-priced article is produced, | cold water when first taken from the churn. Mr. : 
{ It is, however, a well knuwn fact that much of | Hall’s method of freeing the butter from the milk, ig 

the butter manufactured in this State is not of su- | is to work it witha break attached to one side of an i 
Y perior quality, and will not command the highest | inclined table, handling it with a common butter 4 A 

pricein the market. And this may be attributed, | ladle. It is notyso well to work butter with the ae 
’) principally, toa want of knowledge, care and skill | hands, the heat of which has a tendency to injure 

on the part of those who make it. the butter. After the butter-milk is thoroughty 5 
* * * * * * * worked out, the butter is to be salted; and for this 5 

2 | purpose pure ground rock salt is considered the bes: cy Wee find butters good cows are rogutsite — | Eoliows timan ons once of anit is “slficient fore i 
fault is generally in the cows; although there is a pound of butter, unless the butter is'to be shipped At 
very. perceptible difference in the milk of differ- | pe teby hens Tre Aas seni be ‘ rooulsiel ie 
ent cows, and probably from the milk of some, “at ri > eee y+ WOO RCT 16 SONS Tegan ie 
good butter cannot be obtained. Suitable food for | PY the taste Saltpetre is useless in butter, if it is Ss 
the cows is another requisite. When cows are |” ot positively injurious. If anything besides salt ai 

$ obliged to obtain their food in swamps, or to eat | ® aie ie eS ed. 4 aoe sugar. It is : 
weeds, browse and foul stuff, it is unreasonable to | ;"<"' ‘© Pass the salt through a fine seive, in orderto 

{ eapeckio meaksiened buttes tro thar sale = Ths keep out all lumps or particles that will not dissolve. 

best butter is obtained from the milk of cows which | prt jae praenypes tite Penne and. after it has 5 
; are kept in good pastures covered with a healthy ad time to dissolve, the butter may be again work~ of 
growth of shetcatientrd grasses, such as herds eo maces i nothing will be expelled but. * 
grass, red and white clover, and free from weeds, | * hes De ideced hae ty 
&e. When the pastures are short in the latter part | c, peckine batten Tie Tact eer the best e 
of the season, the stalks of Indian corn, fed when i b % hi a ki th ha F be ae aed ih 

een, will be found to be a very suitable and profita- | 20 /)mper for lus Irkins tat bas not been seasone % 
ficsond Seecdeiimeanes Gaaah these, more Santa of Lavina ab cotvaal hake di es a a 
butter may be obtained from their milk, than when ee % nee ee ee Teac bereeateasiegay sy a ie 

ea grass alone, and that, too, which is equally | -eous and durable inside coating are frequently used. ie 
. . aa Mr. Hall, we are informed, uses firkins made of ae The following directions are from several au-| i) > . = oa 

} thentic sources, but principally from the published | “°)'-S°soved spruce, clear of sap, ae ae 4 
) statements of Mr. B. A. Hall, of New Lebanon, gether, and neatly turned in the DRDNOE © what are 
¢ N. ¥., who, for two years in succession, received | Caled Shaker ne Before the butter is packed, ci 
: the first premium of the New York State Agricul- the firkins should be well saturated with brine. fa 

tural Society for the best Butter Dairy. When butter is property made and Paes oY 
The milk room or cellar should be kept perfect- ae Teens e tenes bess. pat f 

y * i egiand ae aad. Gcmremrs Get acon! face, Fore purpre of wecpmgitton 
| makers a thermometer, and a supply of ice for cool- | the, ait we know of nothing better than to place a EG 

ing the milk and regulating the température, are hb ibelieninth firki PP ‘d it with bri ' oe 
considered almost indispensible. When the tem- ee ee le Arkins; and cower it with brine, i 
perature requires it, Mr. Hall draws the milk over | ~ "© * 477 
ice placed in a can with a faucet, by which means Tit Vann, akin at oe Ne 
the cream risesin much less time than when cooled Ratsine Curcxens.—Many persons fail in a¥ 
in the ordinary way. After it is strained, it is put | raising chickens, for want of a little attention } ie 
into pans, usually about eight quarts in a pan. It! to them at this season of the year. Conven- : a 
ought to stand thirty-six hours before being skim- | jent boxes for tham to lay and hatch in should y 
med, but this time must he varied occasionally as| now be made. They should be cleansed, seald- ei 
the weather changes. ‘The cream should be taken | 09 vith boilin Ere end the bediingwalnwad i 
off when the mill is slightly changed, and before . ? . Se ee t 
it is coagulated. The cream may be kept in stone | AS soon as a hen shows a dispostion to sit, 12 ‘i 
jars, and its temperature. should never be suffered | °T 15 eggs should be given her, and a date n 
to rise higher than about 58 degrees, and it should | 21 days in advance, should be marked with Ha 
be churned before anything more than a very slight | chalk in a cospicuous place. Hens should be LF 
fermentation takes place. prefered that have proved themselves good sit- 
“The erent annoy of dairymen to churn quick,” | ters, and that have ees successful in raisi: ht 

- § says Mr. Hall, “‘is at the expense of a first rate ar- | their broods. The difference between a mood ‘ 
tele, aenreret: ie inh vain ah Le and a bad hen is worth attention. I have a hen : 
making, has observed the whitish yellow color an . : . is 

oily  ecarase it will present nas taken from whoes Mai <i ee Be 4 

the cine, whenever the cream has been, or is too | °F eight years old, which to my recollection, 
_§ warm when the operation of churning commences, has hatched her eggs and raised two broods of Y) 

thus forever eetoiiue its rich flavor and keeping | Vigorous chickens every season.—vAlbany Cul- 4 
properties. The butter-milk cannot be expelled | divator. _Y 

———— eee ;
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et Plank Roads. The above calculation shows that the pay- 

fe pos ment of 40 cents for toll is not in fact atax 

l Scientific experiments have proved,that| out of pocket, but the cost of a privilege by 

e the same power required to move one ton in| which $4,10 are saved. Money saved, is 

4 a’common lumber wagon on a level earth| money made—and in the case above stated, 

: road, will move the same wagon with a load| the farmer takes 40 cents out of his pocket $ 

; of 4} tons, ona level wood surface. and puts $4,50 in the place of it. { 

ie One ton is the average practical load for} In the above calculation no notice is taken 

ee atwo horse team over a tolerably level com-|'of the cost of strengthening the wagon be- 

ae mon road; it follows then, that the same|cause such cost is more than made up by 

( team can with equal ease draw a load of 4$| the saving in blacksmiths and other me- 

B tons, on a properly graded plank road.—| chanics’ bills for repairing damages which 

“e Pr.etical results have proved this to be true, | continually accrue on common roads and in 
" because 4 tqns now constitute the usual load} the greater duration of wagon -and harness. 

; for a two horse team on all plank roads where | —Commercial (Detroit) Bulletin. 

, the inequalities of the land’s surface have Rana Ara 
‘ been leveled to practical grades. Wagons Appness Berore Tat New York SraTe 

4 however, to bear such increased weight, | AGRICULTURAL Ssow, at Syracuse.—We 

f should be made some stronger than they are| learn from the Scretary of the Society, that 
: commonly made for ordinary use—but yet a Prof. James F. W. Jounson, of Durham, 

4 common wagon will bear a much greater England, has accepted the invitation of the 

M weight on a plank than on a common ‘road, Executive Committee, and will deliver the } 

: for the reason that the pressure-is direct and| #7ual address in September next, at Syra- 

- uniform on a plank road, whereas on a com-| Cuse- Prof. Jounson is one of the most 
a mon road, by reason of ruts and inequalities distinguished agricultural chemists in Great, 

4 of surface, the wagon is subjected to severe| Britain, and we doubt not the announce: 
trials by oblique and laternal strains. Both} ment of his name for that occasion will secure 

; wagon and harness in constant use on a the attendance of many distinguished gen- 

i plank road by means of this steady action tlemen from our country, as well as from 

i and diminished friction, will last longer than| the British Provinces. 7 
7 on ordinary public roads. pe J ve we pase ere is —— 

4 is sc ge tcrscidiv integra Ste rridlon| OCDE ee 
‘ei. | «$ out of Detroit, has 140 bushels of wheat to and the Britten Brgy aise, aes peepee 

4 take to market, in his wagon, over common familiar with the progress of agriculture in 

A seed ia tho cpadidon ia which they gou!| wenuew world: \AVetmst he will be most 
1 erally are. He would not ordinarily carry —— welcomed by the agr Scaleasce? of 

ae more than $5 bushels at'aload—the weight| “™orice wno bare lars por ee tecuee 
ii te of which at G0 Ibe, the busbel, is 2,100 Iks; | bi® "#itingsand who.we doubt not,will be tru- 

a one would occupy so much time that he ly rejoicéd to form apersonal speeninsance, 
i. could only make one trip a day, and then he WH} one who a domy oo nee oe a 

: would have to make four trips and consume| Proverent aes Gonney adam. 
Fi four days in conveying his 140 bushels to bs pages hemistry and Geology, ae 

i * > market—but if he could travel on a plank| < p COMMAND schools, has been introduce ) 

E road be could carry the whole 140 bushels| int mary of she ee oe 
} at one load ; the weight of the whole at Go| *°,most sr atifying success: and he will find 

: aie aie jasiicl iad gore ands ABO ie Elo (OD his arrival here that many of oar youth 
r then. does the account: tand?.. Four trips have, through his instrumentality, been en- 

: over a common oad will cost, 4 days for abled to enter upon a course of study that will 

a himself and team at $1,50 a day, $6,00 pot 3 sae until they become thor- 

e One trip over a plank road, in one day is $1,50 oe y prep hs or their profession as agri- 

t Toll both ways, at 2 cents per mile is 31,90 a PE wi ak si oeety. pave deen 
: Difference in favor of plank road is $410 peculiarly fortunate in securing the attend- 

4 ‘The first impression is very strong against| 808 of this distinguished gentleman at their 

i! being taxed for travelling to market and annual convocation.— Genesee Farmer. 

i great hostility is naturally felt against the| Exsorwestcif we would enjoy ourselves, wot 
a conversion of a free into a‘toll road, but this} must take the world as it is—mix up a thousand 

i - arises from not understanding the advanta- mon of sunshine~a cloud here and there—a night : 
ges of a Plank Road. y—the chill piercing winds of autumn, and the 

i bland reviving airs of summer. 

ro
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a ie. : Acricutturat Scuoors ix France.—At a re- e Spit of the Agricultural Press. cent session of the National Assembly of France, 

ee | the principal part a Le = ae cote to the oe ‘. relative to agricultural schools. -It was resolv _ Unies ti alsivy Gaon wo puipdes teceaflar to | Tee ue eee acne Tex founded and give, in each number of the Farmer, one or more maintained in each department at the public ex- . pages of matter made up by gleanings from our ex- pense; and further, that the country should be divi- tensive list of exchanges of such items and abridge- | ded no soe districts, not at ee ; 
ments as shall contain the spirit and essence of the elias Peete begae ree o 
agricultural press, 

: SS Cure ror Scrarcues ow Horses.—Feed a horse Cows Worxep as Oxen.—A correspondent of| one or two tablespoonfuls. of sulphur per day, (in the Southern Cultivator says: «I have worked | order to cleanse his blood,) for three or four days, ! cows in harness, not under the yoke, without detri- | warh the feet in clean, soft water, then put on dry { ment in any respect—on the contrary their calves | sulphur, and wind a linen cloth around the sore, | were superior to the rest of the stock,—due of | and twice or three times a day drop in dry sulphur course to the extra feed and attention the cows re- | between the cloth and the sore, . Be careful to Keep ceived. - I should like to see this practice extended | the feet dry, as it is of no use to doctor the feet un- —for many of the poorer class have no other ani- | til the blood is putin order. This‘ seldom fails in mal power to aid them in their farming opera-| the worst cases:—Pa. Cultieator. | i 

_ . Eartrest Foop ror Bees.—In a conversation Ferpinc Barter to Pias anv Ewxs.—I saw in | the other day with a worthy and observing farmer, the Farmer, some time since, a recommendation | he remarked that the earliest food for-bees, in the en that had lambs, barley meal. I spring, is maplesap. He states that he has seen wish to askif any of the readers of the Farmer have| them gather round the sap troughs, in the woods, tried the experiment; and if they have, what has during the warm days in spring, before the buds or been the result? It hus a very bad effect on sows | tassels of the willow and other trees and shrubs that have Pige—drying up their milk and eventual- | had put out, sipping and making themselves glad ly starving the pigs. Likewise, barely straw and |/with the sweets that they find there. 1t wouldn’t barley beards will dry up milch cows. be a bad plan, if a person had any maples in the In regard tosows and pigs, one circumstance has | vicinity of his hives, to tap them for the use of his oe — = a x farmer ae bees.—Maine Farmer. - sow whic a nice litter of pigs, and he - thought he would take éxtra trouble aff Lave nice |. Ee ee ee rea te . hogs. He had some barley ground and gave the | !2 BY! ry? Gen Souys gathered and jreched ta meal to the sow, and if he had not left off feeding half bushels. ee ray = Miah > aint antaphe itas he did he would have lost all. He made ont | MF bushels of wheat. exclusive of the gleanings. YR to save two or three out of the litter by feeding oth- | ro nnont * Ue eee oad fads thik neh ae 
es borhood by George M. Ivins, and weighed six, ix Dury on American Warar.After the Ist of pounds to the bushel! With such a result as February, 1849, the fixed duty on wheat in England | recorded, this must be @ most valuable variety of is to be one shilling per quarter, or about three cents | wheat, and ought to be generally known toand used per bushel; on flour itis to be four pence half-pen- | by our farmers.—Germantown Telegraph. 

dood ponndetiacual Geukent co nm |. A Guna Peovocr.—Thhe Newark (New Jems dred pounde-—equal to about eighteen pence per! 4 ivertises states tet oon we pies ieee) z son on his farm at Clinton Place, in that vicinity, Tae Porrry or Dirreresr Kixps or Satt.— | 603 bushels of white, or Belgium carrots to the acre Prof. Beck, of Eaigeca! College, has made the fol-| —an amount of produce never exceeded in that lone analysis of the different kinds of salt: climate, ’ 
ext 900 a ee Alt Somatic: pete | reer 2c ms Domes Thelpditor of thi®.Mass. Plow- 

1000 parts Onondaga dairy salt contaim pure salt | ™8n, speaking of the progress’ of improvement 
974 parts, ' among the farmers of the Old Bay State, thus ex- : moe ‘Turk’s Island salt contains puro salt | plains the manner in which it is done :— - . hi : ««Farmers read vastly more on the subject of 
ap See crushed rock salt contain farming.than they have ever done. ‘The preju- J Af this be true, why is it that farmers and beef| fci°e seuunst wniton agrioaltaro gre fading away as and pork packers sti fer Turk’s Island, or Liv- | ft as farmers of p: owledge are coming eshi rs + ; 3 forward and giving the results of their own experi- pee ge yo A el Re rg A Pm metre 
re C are ri **| various matters relating to their business, and none Swiss is “tee a repeat the i above, if|™" fail to improve by intercourse and free converse meur in, @ in 8, branch of farming.” Onondaga salt is better than oS Gia - ¥ erpool, why is it that our farmers and beef and pork| Tax Wxear Cror.—The crop of wheat now on Packers do not fiud it out? There must be some | tho ground, promises a plentiful harvest to the far- mistake in this matter. Perhaps it is in the frauds| mer. As far as we have been able to ascertain Y) | sea in its manufacture or packing. If so, | from observation and information from farmers, the Ne 1a Te Onondaga, salt be secured? We prospect ig more flattering than usual for = good YG Should like to know,—. Am, | crop. —Min. Point Trib. 
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{ ‘A New Kisp or Waeat.—Advices from St.] Acricunrurat Scoor.—At Meant hi seven 

| Petersburg to the 12th of August, mention that a] miles from Philadelphia, there is an agricultural in- 

new variety of the Arnautka wheat has recently| stitute, where agriculture is thoroughly taught on 

been discovered and cultivated in Bessarabia:. It| an experimental farm of seventy acres; and in ad- 

is called the Kolus, or large-eared wheat, on ac-} dition to agriculture, instruction is given, by com- 

count of the peculiar beauty of its ears. At pres-| petent instructors, in the = elementary bran- 

ent it is limited to mere seed’ wheat, and fetches] ches, in mathematics and physics, in elementary 

q twice the price of the ordinary Arnaukta. One | and analytical geology, in botany, zoology, and én- 

other ane erent peculiarity of this grain is, that} tomology. ‘ 

| it is less affected by drought than any other varie- , 
Gene Ai Won.onins tye ie poeneesee soversl ether], THE UNrw ono 4 ame: SaceasaaennmE=ti 

; features, its deep amber color, and its earlier ripen- | 'S that the plow goes in for my aithoug: 

ing. This important discovery was made by a peas- | It has but one share.. 
ant of the name of Bulatowisch, in the village of] Ifthey who wear the chains of creeds once 
Troitzk, in the district of Bender, who being aclose | knew the happiness of breathing the air of free- 

aa of wes detected Ae crops certain| dom, and moving with unencumbered spirit, no 

ears which were larger and became ripé more : pe 1 hori 

speedily than the rest of the crop. THiese he col- presbhicr power cetle woe s gift wand bebe 

lected and sowed separately, and the result was an me party ? Sa ye 
abundant harvest, and the introduction of a new| ™"S- 

and olable vr of wheat Twe erent bad] Bucxtwonw on Hpass—From the many 
and dealers in grain, and the new wheat well| ©Xperiments that have been tried, it is evi- 
merits bemg named after its discoverer.—Genesee | dent that the Buckthorn is the best shrub for 
Farmer. the purpose of making hedges. It is easily 

Covrntsé THE Som, Anovr Frorr. Trers.—I| raised from the seed—insects do not destroy 
4 have noticed with interest the remarks of Mr.| it—bears transplanting well—grows rapidly 

Cleveland'and others ia thisjournel on the subject| stands our climate well—accommbdates it- 
. of covering the sutface of the soil with substances . é - 

“ to keep it a a uniform state of moisture, &c. self to a variety of soils—and bears pruning 
§ Iwill add my mite in favor of this process. _1| and splashing like a martyr.—Maine Far- 

F c the same plan last spring, covering the| mer. 

| 1 cee — — deep, laying it down |- ——_——— 

and closely beneath the trees for a space 
: fitarze in diameter as the spread of the teecties Home. 
2 ‘The result has so far exceeded my expectations. Is there a place that can impart 

that Iam tempted to believe that there must be Totes pies ame agen 
» § Some stimulating as well as protecting influence in Can soothe our oe dispel our fear? 

i wr ere gathered from a few quincesand ‘That place is Home. 
trees (the only ones to which the application ‘The exile, far in distant climes, 

aria fruit of nearly double the size of that Ae ie Bape ejects: ee soesg 
other trees in the same soil; and the plums Remenl : levae 

i held their fruit better than I ever had any do before ae eee 
g. on my premises.—Downing’s Horticulturist. Witties widened Losabaeet? 21? 

Of the tonnage built in the United States during See ee eee 
i the vear ending June, 1848, nearly one half was “Whatever we regard as dear, 
A built in Maine, and exceeded by several thousand . Is found in Home, sweet Home. 

tons the aggregate of Masgachusetts and New , cgamaeaeaamenonhe eate COM 
York. Summer’s Address to Winters 

Be ; ae 
Acricutrorat Epvcation 1x Cuna —Three of Why linger so?—why, prithee go, 

* the principaliipehoole of Havana have instituted a ons Winer—get the gone! -, : sar : : , with thy agues, ugly elf— 
an department = a instructions a given Off, with thy cold blue zone. 

b in chemistry as applied to Agronomia, or cultivation = x 
of the various kinds of field crops.—La Cronica. Bay, oo Saree er 

" 
To Quuzt Bers.—A correspondent of the Olio Teale carer Sy eee 

f Cultivator says that a little alcohol or almost any tees 
, kind of ardent spirits, placed on the bottom boards iho deck our, eeriig SDOAEh, rey 5 

around and under a hive of’ belligerent bees, will For well we know that summer's flush 
i allay their fury, and cause them to cease fighting. + Will melt them all to tears! 

A ‘ Oh, we have buds, and blue hare-bells— 
! Fecunprty or Heys.—A young hen will lay the And bright green hills that fling 

iF first year about 150 eggs; the second 120; the third ‘Their softened shadows—and sweet dels 

4 100—diminishing every year as she grows older; Where birds their matin sing. 
* and, says the Maine Farmer, she should ‘‘ go to In goth thou art a lazy loon, 
if ” ‘o lit rol our cot; 

; pot” after the fourth. Go home ip ty apn ane 

: A correspondent in the Maine Farmer says a eee el ee 
a machine has been put in operation for pulling flax, Lie — ay snare -arpontid Read once more 

; which with one man, boy, and horse, will take up ae t 
three acres per day. 4 eas ,
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i a Lectvres on Puystorocy.—Dr. Curcurox has just closed EDITOR S TABLE. @ series of Lecture8.on this important branch of Knowledge, i ———— |, y were fi by al ; Avovoay.—For the want of a suitable article of box wood ae ae ieee ees oe fi 
for good engravings we are obliged to issue the present number appéars to be thoroughly acquainted with his subject, and is i ofthe Farmer without any illustrations. We shall have a | 2? nay arg eloquent speaker. From the short, but to us very i supply in time forthe July No. We have now on hand sev- pleasant acquaintance, we consider him eminently worthy eral drawings furnished for publication; among these we | patronage; and we, would be right sind, it he could eacoees would notice one of a fine. Buck, the property % BRASTUS |, awakening an interest in. his subject, wherever be may go. ¢ Davy, Esq., President of our State Agricultural Society. ‘Thousands have heard bim with great satisfaction, and deci. { 
Also, drawings of machine (an entirely new invention) for ded profit. ‘That man is a benefactor, who assists us in truly’ i grinding corn and cobs together. ‘can Seni . i Postace.—We would state for the information of sll. pa- I We take pleasure in calling the attention of our read- trons of the press, that all Postmasters whose commission for ers‘{o the advertisement of Mr. Jonnson, Druggist, of Mil- services does not exceed two hundred dollars per year, are waukee, found in our advertising department: Mr. J. has i authorized to frank letters to Publishers, enclosing elther bills for several years been engaged in business in this city, andis ti OF specie for subscriptions, or requesting a discontinuance of regardeil as an excellent and honorable man. We commend y Papers or magazines. him to all as eminently worthy of patronage. i) © We are sorry to learn, as we do by a private note, that fe ‘Tue Otp Oaken Bucket—Is the title of a new paper, pub- our old friend Moore, of the Genesee Farmer, has been long lished in Racine by Messrs. Buss & Rounps, and edited by i il and hope for him, ashe is now convalescent, a speedy re- Rev. A.C. Barry. Itis.a large octavo, issued semi-monthly. : covery. His kind wish is reciprocated. We were led to Teri tie ‘sittoade 2 " 7 think, as we did not receive the Farmer, that, for some reason, We like the name—it is fraught" with pleasant memories. & Pile es Pchanges"- would fave no atiention: paid | oy in aeeaaan a ne editor, (every body knows Mr. B.) ; The excuse is sufficient, and the receipt of the back numbers | 4.000 heart is a well-spring of feeling, it will be the“ source of : of the present Vol., furnishes us with the opportunity to say, |", exquisite pleasure,” especially to those who have drank that the Genesee Farmer is as good—if not a litle better—as form the “ moss-covered bucket” in their early days. We ever; and that we consider saying a good deal. cordially wish it success, , 
FarsAgcounrs —We have often wondered that farmers > The May No. of the Prairie Farmer has come to hand, . ‘1 did not keep a regular, full journal of the doings on a farm, | well filled, as usual, with valuable original and select t- ‘ the time of plowing, sowing, planting, harvesting, ete., the | ter. We know not how the editors should have the i expense attending the getting in, securing and marketing of | conclusion that this paper was dead or had dec! ex- by crops, the sales of produce, etc.,etc. We haverecommended change. Ithas been mailed regularly to them from the Peps t this before, and are confident that farmers would find {t de- | ginning. * ‘ cidedly to their advantage. * ‘ Tue Woot Grower.—No. II. of'this new journal has 3 » A writer in the Michigan Farmer expresses our views ex- | reached us—the only’ one we have received. Itis & large actly, and we take pleasure in calling attention to his article octavo in size of 32 pages, with a double cover for ad e ® in another column. ments, well printed on good thick paper, and'Well baile: 9 os Nor AmMeRican PomovocicaL ConveNTIoN—The fol- valuable selected and original matter. It is specially devoted, 4 lowing has been sent us by Mr. Jonxsox, with a request that | as its title would indicate, to the wool growing interest, But 5 we give it an insertion. We do so pro bono publico: devotes a share of its columns to Agriculture and Hortieul- 4 At the meeting of the Pomological Convention, held at Buf- | ture generally. It is published and edited by T. C. Peters, iy falo, September, 1848, the following resolutions were adopted: ss oY ‘ieseteed: That neteatior ng assemblage or con= | Bd f Buffalo, and issued monthly at fifty vents per year. ‘ ieee pees eee shonaih of the +North American | ‘Tue Vanrey Fanmer.—The May No. of this excellent jour- oe vention.” 

a “ Resolved, ‘That this convention shall be held in the com. | Bal bas been received. It has some very talented correspon- ; ing year of ae. in the town or city in which the New York | dents, and its editor knows well his business, It is worthy State Agricultural Fair may be held—to convene its session | an extensive patronage. the first da} ong the closing of the Fair, and that the F Recording Becretary the New York State Agriculture So- || Micutcax Fanaer.—The May No. of this excellent Agri- os ciety shall be entrusted large, and respectfully so- | cyitural journal is fully equal, if aire: 7a ‘surpasses 4 licited to give di of the if meeting, by f sera ary op carat mrtotes [=n fone numere f rwe hate Hebaelweaott ea, Y pomologists and horticultural societies throughout the Union | a large list of correspondents—good ones, too—from among and the Seca, that Py, ay ap es attend and | practical farmers, and those who know whereof they affirm. u weet ow air abe Ne eek ies Aerial ‘The Farmer is winning for itself golden opinions. —__ tural Society fixed for th, 12th, and 18th of | Awenroax Aanicuurorisr—We are in the reeeipt’of the Se ber next, atthe city of Syracuse, I do in com . : wih th request contained nthe above esolcon, bereky give | Numbers from Janvary of this poplar work. Tt looks well, t Chenega het ae Pomolyeical reads well, is of course edited well and ably, and well and lib- 5 Convention, at the ¢ pia Syracuse, gn Friday, the 14th of | eratty patronized. It is. an octavo of 99 pages, pubished £ September in 
York State Agricultural Society: and on behalf of the said | monthly by C. M. Saxrox, 121 Fulton street, N.Y. Edited F Sad dso: Gxiend a cordial invitation to yourself to attend, | by Messrs. Autmx, and afforded subscribers at ihe price of * and the society with wich you are Connected to send. dele~ 1 svete ie cteace: Ne SGA Cee ‘A New Inea.—It is said that when a native of Java has a ; Any fruits that may be sent can be directed to the care of child born, he immediately plants a tree, which adding every F FM, Ris, Bq. Syracuse. Fee ecg. Ter a iret of wood; $6 fu Gul inal tha age of the tree, Aupany, April 6th, 1849. << and therefore that of the child. The consequence is, the child 
OF We are now in the receipt’ of No. 9, of the Penxnsyiva- | regards the tree with reverence and affection as long as he 3 ) ni 2 ; - | i Birth Register. ? WY nia Oultivator. It wears a very good appearance, and con- | lives, ‘Truly, a most excellent t @%, ‘ins much valuable information for the Agriculturist.. We In Grafting take care that the bark of the graft and the 4 WV) judge it must be well sustained. bark of the stock meet and join on one side. VY b Baten 
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i RE PM Sia Spnic.—An article of our own in the last No. of the Far 
mer, waa, fF tis atate a eg, in ad¥ance greatly of be COMMERCIAL. 

. season. We thought, that, as May was the last of the vernal eee 

months, we were running but litde risk in saying some nice RACINE MARKET.-—-Wholesale. 
things of it; but, unlike the Dutchman, whose hindthonght _ sie 

was beiter than his forethought, the latter end of the spring- | Beet. » «+++ ++ G 100B s+ + + --85 00 oun 

i time is no better than the first. “At this date (16th May) the | pores. lL pao0 DIL III a0 @ 400 
season, s0 far as this region is concerned, has been backward | do megs......+++ ® dbl. + 4+++0+41000 @ ae 

| and cold—the herbage Ss but just springing, the buds bursting, | Hames. os += 0777 218 os 22121 $0 Bop 
and any and all the evidences to appear of the coming Of te ) Butter.......... 8 seeeeees I @ Bh 
vernal season. : oe feo seS a2 we eigeced - 3 

Bat this has not to be said alone of the Wests Aécounts | WER °°" pm LiL 5.00 
from the East and South represent the season as Soe eet See Sabai aden i= 

ward, and also that it has been attended with much and | Coa he eeveee eee eae 

exwemcly cold went. ‘The peach-erop in eminyo two | Deeaypige-. °° Bbw 2°07" 4B BIS 
to be entirely destroyed, in New Jersey, Maryland, and Vir- | Onions.......... 9 bush... ..se0. Sy 

ginia. Much injury has probably been done by severe late | Fetes.» oo BTW sesssss 600 @ 700 
Paes eines ee Flour: o2ce+!8 bbl, teste 95 @ 400 

“There's a time coming, Wheat Winter. 222 ® bush, 22222222 
Waitaitdetongers a do Spring... «+ @ bush. . +++. 50 @ 2 

07 We have received through the politeness of the editor me oe 13 @ _— 

of the Ohio Cultivator, the “Third Annual Report of the | Roans.......... 8 bush,....-.-- 1.00 
Board of Agriculture of the State of Ohio.” This Report was | Corn...........- bush. s..----- 37 

_ } made tothe General Assembly of that State, at the last session Rots Meal 64. <= Fa, secre H@ = 

; Of the Legislature. We havemot had time since its reception | Sof” “do” 2441... B cord. ts eeeee 100 
: to give it a thorough perusal, but from an examiriation of it, Se eee 

ie we fecl safe in saying that it is a very valuable document. It} wa gu INTELLIGENCE.--Racixe Hannon, 

2 embodies in small space a very great deal of useful informa-| re schooner Empire, of Niagara, Capt. Wiza0x, is now 

} tion, andiabounds in statistical facts of an important nature. | joa 4ing wheat in our harbor at the new warehouse—Noxrox 
Pe Mttelis ‘a pretty good story of the Western Reservé—worthy | « Dopyxn's. ‘The above Schooner is a three-master, 130 feet 
if sali hahaa aE reel, 141 feet on deck, 26 feet beam, 9 feet 6 in. hold-—one of 

: pox Sista, _Ateaya: Yargest class of vessels. For the purpose of giving some 
yi «Theuncerainty ofthe rain cro pein some of te norte |, re capacity of tis harbor, we Wil staf Wat the Em 

i ties, induced many of the farmers, particularly in the | 1¢3 g 
Fi Western Reserve, to turn their attention to the manufacture pire turned at the Upper Warehouse, by the stationary bridge, 

/ See en eine ee ee with some three thousand bushels wheat on board. ae 
4 5 erprit~ | Captain informs us that he can go out ‘warehouse of 

© —« § ingportion of our population as no ny acter, az enables | Norton & Durand, the neit one below, with 19,000 bushels 
ct, them to compa ithe markets atbotne and abrogd, wih te wheat—the Empire's full cargo is 17,000 bushels. And at the 

ee bestartcle of fhe kind manufactured elsewhere Ato pocnds, | bd ofthe pier, vessels can atall times take in their fll eargo- 
f TWIS46, the Western Reserve exported. 15,998,439 pounds. | This notice is penned in presence of Capt. Wr1s0%, the truth 

; From the other sections of the State, in the absencé of reliable | orwhich he affirms, for the purpose of showing that there is no 

i a eae re ekienien better harbor on the West side of Lake Michigan than Racine 

sa ee leas esata ‘exports, obtained and fur- | Harbor. And according to the testimony of experienced Cap- 
i nished to the Board by Geo. Hazlep, Eq. of east eat tains of many vessels, no port on the Lake can be made with 

; eee wei we have the dairy product in the State | greater safety ina storm. We like to record this proof of the 
i 30.00 pound, worth say 34 ents, Pet pound, equal to superior facilities which our rapidly growing vity has for a 

. . 1 eae pe commercial business. We hope the natural capacity of this 

mn 7}~ We areconfident that very many of our farmers would find it Se ee er cere ewe _ — 
i | mele aaepein pen ek aetna whet lt eobdi tie; he hat AarBod on the aE! 
Wl | 2 and letalone the growing ofsomuch wheat. Wheat growing 

. | ¢ isnow pursued, greatly tothe negle¢t of other branches of] ‘The New Canadian Tariff, which goes into operation im- 
E farm business. ; mediately, imposes a uniform ad valorem duty of 124 per cent 

‘ CF Very much is being said just now, relative to the intro- | on certain enumerated articles. ‘The exceptions among this 
duction of the Tea Plant, and its cultivation in this country. | class of articles are wines and spirits, which are charged with 

‘We may be mistaken, but we have an idea that it can never a duty of 25 per cent; and animals of all kinds, butter, cheese, 

be successfully and profitably cultivated here—even in the | flour, barley, buckwheat, meal, &c., which pay 20 per cent. 

5 South. ‘There will be found much lacking, which we cémnot | ad. val. Mess pork is especially excepted from this category, 

supply, requisite to success. We have no serious objection | and comes in at 12 per cent. Wheat and: Indian corn are 
i” to the experiment, but believe it willturn out a Morus Multi- | among the exempts or free articles. So are seeds ofall kinds, 

iB caulis affair after all. farming utensils and implements of husbandry. 

‘i OF We regret extremely that any thing we have written, | rye Governor in eGunell is empowered t0 raise these duties 
} should 0 disturb the equinamity, and raflle the calm placidity | 19 per cent. on the duty in ease of a deficiency in the revenue 
iF of the gentle soul of the editor of the Oskosh Democrat. Its | under dhe grants made, 1o encourage the congtruction of rail 
i quite evident, as he himself says, that he was in a drowsy ways. : 

7”: canpigiea germ our-article; and we opine that if he will oe The of Cana 

a. when wide awake and clothed in his right mind, he ane Casas. ics ee ae. 
4 will be terrified by no such ‘ goblin damned’ as stalked before sees pound 50,0008 

: «| the public debt. ‘The revenue is 474,640, of which 
i himin his drowsiness, and may be in a dream—for in an edit- from Customs, and 50,000 from public works. 

/ or’s sanctum what dreams do come!
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andhad ‘‘great stores of gold and copper,””—that 

WISCONSIN FARMER NORTHWESTERN COLIN cn chm andthe land they deseribed, thee 
ae tee MARK MILLER, | or, | Were great lakes, and a fresh water sea, the end of 

Pete nhl Ran eerie engages which no man had eyer found; and farther on, a 

Office, at the Publisher's Bookstore. mighty river, adown which they might sail a month 
: 50 Cents a Year in Advance! ere they reached its termination. 

Five copies for $2, if directed to one Post Office. and atthe| ‘This; then, is the date, and this the commence- 
same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions to com- . 
mence with the volume. . Back numbers supplied to new'sub- | Ment of the history of the Norra-Wesré 

+) Setibers. ers and all’others who feel awinterest in thecir-| . This history is blended somewhat with that of the 
culation of the Farmer, are invited to lend their aid in pro-| early French settlements in Canada, which, as we 

bree et ep linn yi iealnvelgeneal only. have seen, exterids back as far as 1553. After the 
SS | founding of Quebec in 1608 by Samuel Champlain, 

Early History of Wisconsin.—No. 1. | tteteader of a French Colonial Expedition, settle- 
—_— ments continued to be extended farther and farther 

: ee eu ka om into the wilderness; and during the administration 
Wisconstx forms a portion of the great North| ef Count de Frontenac, which began in -. the 

‘Western Territory, which formerly embraced with- | country bordering on Lakes Erie, Huron, Michigam, 
in its broad limits, ‘all that vast extent of country | 2nd Superior was @kplored; and military stations 

§ comprising the now states of Ohio, Michigan, Indi- | appointed at Macinaw, and at the Falls of St. Mary | 
ana, Missouri; Iowa and Wisconsin, and the Terri-| in Michigan: ~ ¥ | 

tories, Minesota and Nebraska, Its early history,| The first white men, so far as we have any ac- 

therefore is the morning history of all these states—| count, to set foot upon the shore of what is now 

the narrative of the discovery, exploration, and first| Wisconsin, were Fathers Alloues and Dablow, two 

settlement of each, enter into and help form the | Catholic Missionaries, employed by the Society of 

records of the Great West. Here was one vast| the Jesuits to carry the Cross into the wilderness, 

world, separated and far removed from civilization | and among the wild tribes of savage men. Fired 

in the East, by a chain of great Lakes; its solitude | with the zeal and.the indomitable courage of the ‘ 

undisturbed and its silence unbroken by the pres-| old martyrs, desirous only, to serve their Church | 

ence and the falling footstep of the white man—a| and their King, these stout-hearted apostles of the 

land of primeval forests, of boundless prairies, of | Romish religion, set out to explore the unknown / 

broad. -rivers and inland seas, of sunny dells and| regions of the far West; and through many priva- 

sparkling fountains, over which roamed the savage | tions, hardships, and perils, they found their way 3 

Indian, the proprietor and monarch of it all. across the Great Lakes, and established a Mission- } 

Of its History we have nothing written beyoud | ary Post at Green Bay on the Western shore of 

the year 1553, and the light furnished us by that| Lake Michigan. This was betweenthe years 1665 

early time is faint and dim. It is searcely less un- | and 1668. 
certain than that which emanates in flickering and| After thus penetrating many hundreds of miles 

broken fragments from amid old ruins, the crumb- | into the wilderness, there was yet a vast extent of 

' ling remains of demolished temples and fortifications, | territory stretching out before théin, inhabited by 
the ravished mounds and sepulchres of the dead— {| Red‘Men, and undisturbed by the footsteps or the 

the remnants of a civilization and an unknown race | sounds of approaching civilization. Separated by.) - 
long since passed away. hundreds of leagues from their brethren in New ; 

Cartier, the old Frencli Mariner, was indeed | France,’alone and unprotected, they would go on. . 

told at the village of Hochelaga on the St. Law- | Others followed and joined them, and as they went, 

rence, more than three centuries ago, ofa great} They shook the depths of the desert gloom, - 

country west-north-west—of a strange people there With theirhymns of lofty cheer; ie Stsles 

in that far distant ‘region, ‘‘who were clad as the ag” a3 igs 

Pept eM ven ia your, ski’ wore Yory bontt;| wit Danae aaeae fe Cama ee 
eee eee
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i No danger or hardship moyed them, neither | Fonp pu tac, June 23,1849, , 

‘RB counted they their lives dear unto themselves: | Mak Miter Esa: 

“They toiled and suffered—were struck down with |" Dear Sir:—As a member of the Board 
: thetomabawk—they lived the live of beggars, and) Q¢ Public Works, for the improvement of 

died the death of martyrs—were covered With | the Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, I have re- 
{ burning bark and sedlded with boiling water, and contiy had occasion to pass the whole length 

E searred-with hot iron, until the gentle Lallemand| oF +he “Valley of the Fox river, from Fort 
cried out amid his tortures, ‘We are made a et Winnebago on the Wisconsin to Green Bay 

: tacle unto the world, and to angels and to men’”’ | through the several lakes: Lake Puckonwy, 
: but with the zeal of ancient Martyrdom, the Jesuits | Buffalo Lake, Lake Butte de Mort, Lake 

pressed on from the stronghold of Quebec, filling Winnebago, &c, &c, As the’ prospects of}. 

the ranks of the dead as one after another fell, ad- | ofthis improvement and the character of that 
j vancing to the remote boundaries of the Lake country, are subjects of great interest not on~ 
| shores, the Cross and the lilies of the Bourbons.”” | 1¥ to all the citizens of this state, but also to ' eee . 

\ IFA subscriber writing from Willow River, St. | Your, readers in all parts of the country. . I 
a Croix Co., Wis. says: Propose to give you, if you desire it, a short 

| Llike your paper much, and so do all who have sketch of our. Journey. All the members of }. 
j seen it in this county. I think it is caleulated to do | the Board, and His Exvollacy Gov. Dew- 
| much good to the cause of Agriculture, which next | E¥ were 7 Saeeee e slept in’ our 
i to Bteratine, is the gantest in our new sat. 1 bet Be AS feet ea te 

leased wit tic in refer- Be a1 es 
eee a Aaa. Diratuciian ie ae, country, and takes an enthusiastic interest 

/ University, and should be happy to sce them car- in of fat Aig eh eer eer: : fees i . Wise . 
if ae i Pe Rare Fete _ aes with the rest of us in camping out, sleeping 

4 — Th mi us endeavomby all proper means | 07 the ground, travelling on shore, roast- 
i = apie Naas Oe igh | 28 Wild ducks, wading ‘through sloughs:and Hy to, give tothe science of Agriculture that high shaken a in at fi that “: cas oss idently i dna asiseenay , SO deep'in le water, | jat even § 
ei coro eeeicp H was Seen ee eceuPY | the Governor’s famous cow-hide boots 

ji Mae eee cones S20, Onivorns. couldn’t save him from wet feet—unless s T shall endeavor to get you a number more sub- they: keep taiitiawnterdanuictiedsarlBbieirabiovs 

¥: ie grams by the Fee arone ey pa toae P But on the whole, we had’a pleas- ; 
i digi goaner. ns rea a a wrens | anttime. The weather was inclement; ‘sev- 

te! ORL BEW ondertnking, oe omy x M eral days‘and several nights it rained. hard; 
1 oe oe Josura Bovrox, | but the beauty of the country and the nov: }. 
at ‘We are obliged to our friend for his kind wishes, | &lty —— tcp ieee eet ome) ie 
£ i for the interest he has always manifested in behalf — ceed 7 W.D 
i our enterprise, and shall be glad to hear from him aaa ac, pal yal 
i e Remarus.—We take pleasure in ing the. = 

<i “eneg pte tare tort going before our readers, becaiise, as we ‘trust, in- 
' Worx ror Juty.—The weeds and worms are troductory to aseries of articles from ‘the pen of 

: still. bysy, and should. be thoroughly. extirpated. | our talented correspondent;iwith isferenceto North: 2 Budding or Inoeulatingis generally commenced the ern Wisconsin, the Public Improvemetits now in $ ’ 
ie latter part of this month—directions in regard to progress along the Wisconsin and Fox, etc. We 

i which will be found in another mane: do much desire, ‘and shall expect, that: ‘short 
: Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, and the sketch’ (please give us several -sketches,) ‘of our 
; like bulbous roots may be taken up and transplant- | ioumey,? ; ; 
; ed assoon as thefoliage dies, or after drying them (eo 5 
i in the shade.they maybe packedaway in dry sand| Te Crors ix. Wut =p aune re Mack 

i and kept till fall. Layering may still be done. . | Of the winter wheat in this section has been 4 wet ~ |harvested. The yield per acre will not be 
iF Cucumnrrs.—When a cucumber is taken from large, but the kernels are extremely well i the vine, letit be cut off with a knife, leaving about fill - ai 1 d e owt mene 4 

a an eighth of an inch of the cucumber remaining to | 4. ts and pring oe , promne Hi the stem —s which it grep, then slit she stem | more than an average Crop. lere is now 
| , with a knife from its end tothe vine, leaving a| a flattering prospect of a good crop of corn. 

bate site crue cach sion, nd 8 / Potatoes, homever, wll prove an entire fail ' wal te'new cucumbers, a8 large and as fine at|UFe, aS many fields Live been destroyed by a 5° W)those’that grow in the natural way. ~ tee rot already.— Will Co. Telegraph.”
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(jj. Actrzow or Lie.—Hon. John Delafield, | cause it expels fram your manure its chief] 4 
K in his address before the Yates County <Ag-| power; it destroys the ammonia—a salt ® 

ricultural Society, says: .‘* Lime exists in| which itis our interest to preserve.” : 
plants in various proportion, viz: 32 percent. fine teres 
of the ashes of oak wood is lime; 27 per cent. | Stens or a ‘Poor Farmer.—He grazes : 

‘ of the ashes of poplar is lime; 14 per cent. | his mowing land late in the spring. “Some t 
of the ashes of peas is lime;‘and 4 per cent. | of his cows are much past their prime. He ' 
of the ashes of our wheat plant is lime.— | neglects to keep the dung and ground from 
Lime is an‘ essential constituent of wheat. | the sills of his building. He sows and plants 
It must; therefore, be in our soils, or our | his land till it is exhausted, before he thinks 
wheat never can be matured. Lime there-|of manuring.. He keeps to much stock, 
fore is a direct food for wheat, and so, also, td many of them are unruly. He has a i 

\ for other plants. ‘'his important élement | place for nothing, and nothing is in its place. i 
of our soils possessés several qualities, most |[f he wants achisel or a hammer he cannot | 

{ essential and highly beneficial to the fariner. | find it. He seldom does anything in stormy | 
For instance, where applied to heavey clay | weather, or in an evening. You will often, ' 
soils, it renders them more open and easily |.perhaps, hear of his being in the bar-room i 

’ worked, admitting the action of the atmos-| talking of hard times: Although he has “a 
phere. been on a piece of land twenty years, ask 

“In all soils containing the sulphate of| him for grafted apples; and he will tell you { 
\ iron, lime will: decompose the sulphate of| he could not raise them, for he never had ; 
) iron, and thereby form plaster of Paris; | any luck. His indolence ‘and carelessness 

a meterial well known. When we apply | subjects him to many accidents. He loses 
lime in its fresh or caustic state, it acts as a | cider for want of a hoop. His plow breaks ‘ 

| solvent; destroys the texture of matter in | in his hurry to get in his seed in season, be- 
{ contact with it, or changes its nature. But| cause it was not housed; and in harvest, 
: when by exposure. to the air this power is| when he is at work on a distant-part of his ; 

{ lost, and it becomes slacked, then it is food | farm, the. hogs break into his garden, for ; 

{ direct for plants. » _ | want of a small repair in his fence. “He al- 
? _” “Now as to the best method of using lime, | ways feels in a hurry, yet in his busiest day : 

{farmers are not agreed; and with some hes-| he will stop and talk till he has wearied 
} itation I will state my practice and give my | your patience. He is seldom neat in his 

\ reasons. We see and-know that twenty | person; and generally late at public worship, { _ 
bushels of wheat, if produced from a single | His children are iate at school, and their 

acre, will take from that acre, about seven | books are torn and dirty. He has no en- ; 

pounds of lime:—then as a bushel of lime terprise, and is sure to have no money; or, 
{ weighs about'72 pounds in a caustic’staté, it| if he nist have it, makes great sacrifices to j 

{ will weigh when slacked, about 100 pounds| get itjand as he is slack in his payment, and 
by the absorption of water; therefore one | buysaltogether on credit,he purchases every- 

t bushel of lime is sufficient for fourteen acres | thing at adear rate. You will see. smoke i 

{ of wheat or thereabouts, but as this supply | come out of hischimney long after daylight in : 

{ is for one crop only, and as weeds and _oth-| winter. His horse stable is not daily cleans- } 

) ér vegetation will, rob the wheat of its due ed, his horses curried. Boards, shingles; 

{ share, I would apply ten bushels to the acre, | and clap-boards are to be seen off his. build~ | 

} and feel that it is sufficient for four or five | ings, month after month without being re~ j 

years. placed, and his windows are full of rags.— | 
«Jt is true that farmers in this country | He feeds his hogs and horses with whole : 

have applied from 60'to 100 bushels per| grain. If his lambs die, or the wool comes i 

acre, and there may occasionally be a’ farm | off his sheep, he does not think it is for want 

where such a dose may do-good but more| of care or food. He is generally a great 

likely to do harm} at any rate, for the reasons | borrower, and seldom returns the thing 
above stated, it seems a wasteful and expen-| borrowed, He is a poor husband; a poor ; 

sive system. For light soils, I would rec- | father, a poor neighbor, a poor citizeny and 

ommend a mixture of lime and muck, say | poor christian. : 

one bushel of lime to a cubic yard of muck Sigh ee oe ac ee oe. eS 

() applvihg 20 to 25 bushels of this mixture to} Acricunrure, like the leader of Israel, ¥ ~ 
‘san acre. But never mix lime with your.ma-| strikes the rock—the waters flow, and the 

Snure heaps; this is a ruinous practice, ,be-| famished people are satisfied. Dy
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' y Thinks I to Myself. | dian corn, “thinks I to myself,” if that man 
. th re had- bestowed all the manure and perhaps 

} We are indebted to a worthy and observ- | two-thirds the labor’ on half the ground, he 
ing friend for many of the following hints. | would have had a fair crop and fine a piece 

: ‘When 1 see a mass of chips accumulated | of ground for acrop of Ruta Baga the follow- 
b ina farmer’s back yard, remaining year af- | ing year. 

} ter, year, “thinks Ito myself” ifthe coarser] _ When I see a'farmer selling: his ashes for | 
ones were raked out, they would serve for | ten cents per bushel, “thinks I to myself,” 
fuel, while the finer parts, with the addition | he had better have given his purchaser fift P gt ~~ x 
of soap suds, &c., from the house, would | cents to leave it for his corn and _— 
afford a valuable source of manure. } Maine Farmer. 

t When I see a convex barn-yard, ‘thiriks P re Pie ee a 
j 1 to myself,” there is comparatively but STAGE Accent ECBO ae Pane | 
} idk piariure xen dhiks: Vines.—Having, last year, seen it stated in { 
: When I see banks of manure resting a- 2 PSPOP that the ashes of SEARG: HIMES -CON- 
: gainst a barn during. the summer seasong| ‘2€4 4 large amount of potash, I. caused 
} serving only to rot the building “thinks I thee vines, of the same size, to be planted 5 

ij to myself,” that manure might be better em- | 12 boxes filled with equal quanties of earth, 
ployed. in which I noted the following results: 

| When I see the drainings of a barn-yard| No. 1 was sppiet Beben NereomTy om 
finding their way into gullies and’ rivulets, PUTE Water, S00 1 BiVee Anes ANAT 

; while, with small expense, they might be six inches an pag No. 2. was oer 

thrown on to a valuable swell or declivity, with a solution a wh e-oil PREP) WH. IH, he 
{ “thinks Ito myself,” that farmer is blind to-| $2™¢ length of time acquired nine inches of ' 

i bisinamantenba: growth, And No. al watered with a solu- , 

When I see a hog-yard not well supplied tion of potash, and within fhe. amp period 
| with materials for making manure, “thinks | °° 20Ve it grew eighteen inches in length! 

T to myself” that man suffers loss for the By the begining of November, Nos. 1 
ainitiit cone: ; and 2 dropped their leayes, and showed no 
When see a pieceof hoed ground in a sighs of fruit; whereas, No, 3 retained its 

mowing field, and the turf, stalks and stones, leaves three. weeks later,and in the eer of 
that were carried out by the plow or har- the season shot forth several bunches of fruit, 

; row, not collected together, “thinks I to whi, eae. ee hot eae © a ? 
If? th . =, . =, A is shows 1e impor! lance “ge bos Sed = 

; ae ree eae Serena in the | kinds of salts go to form wood and fruit, in 
When I see plowing done, year after year, order that we IAY, apply such manures to } 

in the same track by the side of a fence or the gpil as the vine or Mruit Kreg requires, ; 
{ -} a gully, till a dyke of considerable. height =) wish we could have fall analysis made > 
i is thrown up, and of course a correspond- of our great staple, Indian corn, including ; 

ing. leanness in the interior, “thinks I to the grain, cob, stlak, and blades. [Corres- 
i myself,” there is want of good husbandry.  |?°ndent Ampere Ba eee As 5 , 
{ When I see a stone wall topped out with 59.9 hh 

a-single tier of round stone, “thinks I to Wisconsin Tron.—The Wisconsin Iron mayoell” the upper foot in the height of Company, at Mayville, Dodge County, are 
, such walls ought never to have been put on |20W in the full tide of successful operation, ; 

: and look out for dull scythes and loss of hay. and several tons of pig iron, from their ) 
} When I seea fruit tree loaded with twice | Works, have been received here, and are } 

j the top necessary for bearing well; and this pail’ sale at Ludington’s Ola Corner 
f perhaps partly dead, thereby keeping the Store, East Water street. This iron is of } 

; needed rays of the sun from the under crop, excellent quality, » and will, we doubt not, 
“thinks 1 to myself,” here is an indication | SP°e4ly work its way into general fayor and 

' of ‘bad shusbandry. _ {use. Itis especially. Infarsehing 19, us, as 
bi When I see stones piled around thetrunk of Wek: the first iron" made in, Wisconsin, — 

, a fruit tree, “thinks I to myself,” here is an | '"® heartly wish the enterprising proprietor 
_ ” Z invitation to suckers and to mice, and if . the Mayville works abundant Be 

+ Gaull scythes should follow it would not be | Senne? 
EE Stran 3 Laziness begins’ in cobwebs, and ends in 7 $Y When I sce a total failure of acrop of In-|iron chains. ” f 

, < ;
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Review of the Wool Market for June. As we have remarked in another place, | j 
Ea and, as is stated by our correspondent from’ 4 

We, perhaps could dono better thantorepro- | Boston in the last number, there isno “rub- 
-¥ duce our article on the subject of the Wool | bing out the fact,” that we do not grow wool q 

Market, in the last number. As we there] enough in the Union for our own home con- ; 
predicted, manufacturers and dealers went|sumption. And if the mills can have active ' 
west, and bought freely and early, and at}employment through’ ,the balance of the 4 
prices too, that must generally be very satis- | year, they will lack full two months stock, q 
factory tothem. Prices have rather exceed-} which must be supplied by foreign wool. 
ed the range which we gave for the month.| We predicted that cloths would not ad- } 
The amount of wool growing through our | vance before July ; cloths have already ad- j 

canal, indicates pretty clearly that it has| vanced; the market is becoming fifmer, and 
been bought up more rapidly, and sent for-| for the next three months, there will be a 4 
ward freer than at any former period. The} steady advance, until prices will touch a { 
wool going East from this point, to 27th| point that will induce orders for foreign 
June, as appears from a statement kindly goods.. The recent riéws from California, 
furnished at the Canal Collector’s office, was] is of that character, that we can have no 

= 1849. 1848 doubt as to-the immense supplies which must i 
From this State, 103,106 Ibs. 137,902lbs. | be furnished from this part of the Union. 
Canada & West, 1,373,622 737,126 The whole coast of the Pacific must, to a z 

i —___ _ -———_ | great extent, be so supplied. Our proximi- 
Total 1,476,728 875,028 ty defies competition. The wants of the 

By Rail Road, 100,000 market there, are now well understood, and 3 
—___ matiy manufacturers are already turning | 
1,576,728 their power upon the production of the prop- 

Making an increase of this, over last year,|er fabric. The vast field which is thus : 
of 701,700 Ibs... The entire shipments from | opened to our enterprise, will absorb all our 

this point East, by Canal and Rail Road,| supplies for an indefinite number of years. : 
for the year 1848, equal about six millions | Gold there, has begun to depreciate, or in 

of pounds, so that up to the first of July, | other words, the price ofall kinds of proper- | 
the .shipments will make full one third of|ty has enormously advanced, and the rise ’ 
all that went forward last year. We must| will be felt now, with increasing intensity. “s 
add to this, also, the increased quantity|. Wool must advance in price. It may be i 
which has gone from this state. For, al-|dullof sale, for July and Asaet but it i 
though the'shearing has been uncommonly | should not fall off in price. We advance ’ 
late, yet the wool has been bought up with | our depot price, 2 cents per lb. forall, except i 
great rapidity, and is.on its way to the man-| the choice sorts. For very fine wool there 

- { ufactory, or to the dealers in the Eastern| will be no adequate price paid, until very 4 

cities. The month of July, then, will find |,late in the season. We consider it very un- ‘ 

the manufacturers .and dealers with good | fortunate for all concerned, that fine Wool { 
stocks on hand, sufficient to last, on am av-| has brought so low a price, for the last two 
erage, into October. Wool, therefore, may,| years. Thousands of fine wooled sheep ; 
for the next three months, be dull of sale ; | are being soldto the butcher, and their places 4 
possibly in the hands of needy holders may | supplied by coarser wooled, and, for the j 
decline. As dealers have bought very| present, more profitable sheep. When ; 
largely, and manufacturers, more or less, it] prime Saxony wool must be sold under 50 

will become a game with them, and it is pos- | cents per Ib. it is no encouragentent to grow ’ 
sible that the manufacturers may win, as|.it. Our fine wool manufacturers will bé{° 

there is still a larger supply of wool yet be-| compelled to go to Germany ultimately for i 
hind, in the hands of local dealers and the| their stock, with how much profit, time will : 
farmers. If money should continue abund-| determine. We hope those who are able to 7 
ant, and there now seems to be no reason| keep up good blood will do so; but small 4 
why it should not, the manufacturer may be farmers; we cannot ‘advise to go beyond i 

enabled to purchase his wool for some months good.grade sheep ; say one half to three | 
stock, without resorting to the large dealers. | quarter blood. Wool Grower. : ; 
Ifso, they will be left with large stocks on 4s gi) ene oy oe ae 
hand, which they may be compelled to. hold Drinking water neither makes aman sick, 

% until winter. nor in debt, nor his wife a widow. 

: See re
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K ; From the Maine Farmer. some of them thickly covered with ape ee i 

* * cane and wild flowers; others only sand-bars. e f 

* The River Jordan and the Dead Sea. banks are reals steep, apenas of loam, clay, 

} ¢ ee hi and-limestone; they rise from 12 to 30 feet,’ and 

t The narrative of Lieut. Lynch of the navy, WMO | then the country extends back from the river to 

? commanded the expedition to explore the river Jor-| 1:6 mountains on either side, which are sometimes 

4 dan and the Dead Sea, under the, authority of the | cioge at hand, sometimes several miles distant. 

: United States government, has recently been pub- | The country between these mountain ranges is nat- 

4 lished. The book is one of great interest, and will urally fertile, and was populous and powerful not 

be found to be a valuable contribution to biblical only under the Romans, ee also under the Ma- 

knowledge and the cause of science. From the Ju-|}hometans. Between the mountains and the nar- 

; ly number of Sartain’s Magazine we make the fol- | row lower bottoms which immediately border the 

Towing extracts : Ss 2 river, the valley is undulating with hills of alluvial 
I} “On the 10th of April, Lieut. Lynch and his par- | formation, and in many places. luxuriantly covered { 

ty, in two boats belonging to the ships which had | with grass.and wild flowers. The narrow lower 

i been left at Acre, and one small, frail boatpurchas- | bottoms dipping to the water are covered with { 

i ' ed at Tiberias, passed from the sea of Galilee into} thickets; in which the willow, the acacia, and 

4 the Jordan. At first the river is three quarters of | some other trees mingle, rising above the almost 

; a mile wide, with a sloping and undulating coun- | impenetrable jungle of undergrowth, composed of 

| try on the west, and the eastern bank broken up | grasses, flowers, vines and cane. These thickets 

a into gullies and alluvial hills. In an hour it nar- | sbound with birds of varied and beautiful plumage, } 

Hj rows to seventy-five feet, banks thirty five feet | and with wild beasts, among which are the tiger 
; nies and rising and retiring away to the mountains | and the boar. The lion also may yet lay down as | 

i which border the valley of the Jordan on either |in ancient days by the margin of the consecrated { 
} side. On both sides banks and wavy hills were | Jordan. { 

} covered with grass, and a profusion of wild flowers, | The following is an interestin sketch of a Si- ) 

4 among which were the lily, anemone, oleander, | moon on the Dead Sea, and a night encampment on. } 
: and marigold ; water clear, from eight to ten feet | is margin : 

5 deep. Scarcely had their wonder and delight been |“ «At3. 25 p. m. close in with the eastern shore, { 

H satisfied in gozing on this sweet scene, when they | hut unable to land from the soft bottom and shoal- } 

heard the roar of a cataract; and in afew minutes | ness of the water. At 2.50 alight breeze from the } 

they saw with astonishment and dismay, the wa-| N,N. W., hauled to the north towards the base of | 
ters rushing and leaping headlong down the nar- | the peninsula. A long, narrow, dry marsh, with a | 

f row, rocky channel. During their seven days’ voy- | few serubby bushes, separated the water from 4 | 
: age on the Jordan, they encountered morethan@|;ange of stupendous hills 2000 feet high. The | 

score of these dangerous cataracts; and that the | clouds on the east (nimbus) seemed to be threaten- | 

reader may have an idea of them, Igive the Lieu-|inga gust. At 3.50 steered N. N. E. along alow | 

tenant’s description of the descent of one. marshy flat, in shallow water. The light wind had } 

“The current, at first about 23 knots, but increas- | subsided; air 97 degrees; water twelve inches be- 

: ing as we descended, until at 8.20 we came to|jow the surface 90 degrees. A thin purple haze | 

j .4 where the river for more than three hundred yards | over the mountains increasing every moment, and | 

was one.foaming rapid: the fishing-weirs and the | presenting a most singular aud awiul appearance; | 

ruins of another ancient bridge obstructing the | the haze so thin that it was transparent, and rather | 

passage. There were cultivated fields on both | q bluish than a distinct color. I apprehended a | 

sides. Took everything out of the boats, sent the | thunder-gust or an earthquake, and for some mo- } 

5 men overboard to swim alongside and guide them, | ments we feared being driven out to sea. The | 

i | and shot them successively down the first rapid. | thermometer rose immediately to 102 degrees. The | 
The water was fortunately very deep to the first} men, closing their éyes to shield them from the | 

4 fall where it precipitated itself over a ledge of rocks. | fery blast. were obliged to pull, with all their might, j 

: The river becoming more shallow, we pa @lto stem the rising waves, at 4.30, physically ex- | 

8} channel by removing large stones, and as the cur- | hausted, but with grateful hearts we tesa the | 

$ rent was now excessively rapid, we pulled well | shore. . My own eyelids were blistered by the hot 

: out into the stream, bows up, let go a grapnel and | wind, being unable to protect them from the neces- 
eased each boat down in succession. Below us | sity of steering the boat. 

; were yet five successive falls, about eighteen feet | «We landed on thesouth side of the peninsula, | 

| in all, with rapids between,—a perfect breakdown | near Wady Humeir, the most desolate-spot upon | 
} in the bed of the river. It was very evident that | which we had encamped. Some went up the ra- | 

: the boats could not descend them. vine to escape the stifling wind; others, driven | 

» .) By clearing outa side canal, which had been cut | back by the ae returned to the boats and crouch- | 

( to conduet the water to a ruined mill, the boats | ed under the awnings. One ‘mounted spectacles | 
; were brought below the worst part of the rapids, | to protect his eyes, but the metal became so heated | 

} and by making a breach in the canal so as tolet| that he was obliged to remove them. Our.arms | 

} the water flow into the river, they were again | and the buttons on our coats became almost burn- | 
4 launched on the current. In this way they cleared ing to the touch, and the inner folds of our gar- | 

} these successive cataracts. Others they descend- | ments were cooler than those exposed to the imme- | 

{ ed by fastening ropes to bushes on the banks, and | diate contact ofthe wind. We bivouacked without | 

i thus easing the boats in their descent. tents en. adry marsh, afew dead bushes around us 

t The Lieutenant scenes oe spaced a iy and some of the thorny ule and a tree bearing 
, ions river, measurin: miles i i inland, with low canes 

: 4 Monnet from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, som linge at ag] “Ata saat distance to j] 
‘ while it is only about 60 miles ina straightline. It|the north-east, on the peninsula, we found some ¥ 

‘ flows in a deep channel, in some places 40 yete fragments of an immense and very old mill-stone. (j 

tj and in others 200 wide. It has many little islands, | ‘The mill had doubtless been tacned By a canal from) 

. ER
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the ravine, down which the water must flow co-| In the early part of the night there was scarcely #® 
piously in the rainy season. ‘ a'moment that some one was not at the water- 

At'five, finding the heat intolerable, we walked | breakers; but the parchiug thirst could not be al- q 
up the dry torrent in search of water Found two | layed, for, although there was no perceptible per- ; 
successive pools, rather than a stream, with’ some | spiration, the flaid was carried off av fast as it was 
minnows in them; ‘the water not yet stagnant received into ‘the system. At nine o’clock the ; 
flowing from the upper to the lower pool. There| breakers were exhausted, and our last waking 4 
were huge! nial of eeecene mats bed seth thongs was water. In our disturbed and feverish 
ravine; a dead palm tree near the largest pool; a| slumbers, we fancied the cool ber lit ; 

living onein a cleft of the rock at the heat of the | down, our parched and burning hate: "eTne moc. ‘ 
gorge; and high up to the summits of the beetling | quitos as if their stings were envenomed by thé : 
cliffs the sandstone lay in a horizontal strata with | heat, tormented us almost to madness, and we 
parents picoraycs and limestone above, its’ spent a miserable night, throughout which ‘we were ’ 
i zaye color richly contrasting with the deep | compelled to lie incumbered with our arms, while, 

re we by turns, we kept vigilant watch. 
The sandstone below limestone here, and lime-| “We had spent the day in the glare of a Syrian 

stone without sandstone on the oppasite shore | sun, by the salt veh ti of Wider in thé noche 
wouldseem to indicate a geological fault. of the sirrocco, and were now bivouacked under 
Washed and bathed in one of tle pools, but the | the calcined cliffs of Moab. When the water was 

relief was only momentary. In one instant after| exhausted, all too weary to go for. more, even if 
leaving ie ne the nan on the scree there was no danger of a surprisé, we threw our- 
evaporated, an the skin dry, parched and_| selves upon the ground,—eyes smarting, skin burn- 
sit Except the minnows in the pool, there was} ing, lips and tongue and throat parched and dry, ' 
not a living thing stirring; but the hot wind swept | and wrapped the first garment we -could find, ' 
mourning threugh the branches of the withered | arqund our heads to keep off the Stifling blast; and ; 
palm tree, and every bird and insect, if any there’ in our brief and broken slumbers, drank from ideal 
were, had‘sought shelter under the rocks. — fountains. Those who have never felt thirst, never 
Coming out of the ravine the sight was a singular | suffered in a simoon in the wilderngss, or been far 

one. The wind had increased toa tempest; the | off at sea, with — 
two extremities and the western shore of the sea “Ww: , here ; 
were curtained by a mist, on this side of a purple (Nor any drop to deni.” 
hue, on the other a yellow tinge; and the red and | can form no idea of our sensations. They ate best 
raylesssun in the bronzed clouds had the appearance | jlustrated by the exclamation of the victim in Dan- 
a precele a looked upon through smoked glass. | te’s Inferno; rome 3 

‘hus may heavens have appeared just before “The little rills which d the id 

the Almighty in his wrath rained down fire upon Pete natin ob etcnente bit 
the cities of the plain. Behind were the rugged a banks with pasrersy a glide, ; 

.. . re ever ou my view,—n '— 1 ae of the pecuees ie Moab, abs lands incest) For more than yon parches, make me weak, 
ne pene feet tent oo cee yy the simoon ‘Than that disease which wastes my pallid check.” ; 

ee ase Our thoughts could not revert to home save in ; 
hemor = oe the peninsula, a little to) connection with the precious element; and many 7 

Seca fa and Sensors | wees mace omen secant Mader | | 
aot to,be disregarded. We had brougat onevof the | Common, Councils against ileal wate eatin the : js n f 
Ta’amirah with us for the express purpose of com- plotious Tignid in ihe vary Wastofulndal of abind- ' 
ey with the natieese but he was so fearful | ace, every drop of which seemed priceless pearls as ; 

tee ae cae rae Was peal Hee ae “e lay os the shore of the Dead Sea in the feverish 7 
. 7 a s sleep of thirst. 

wind and hiseyes fixed on the streaming smoke,he | ‘The poor affrighted Arab slept not a wink; for re- 
Te eee himself eee a short distance from us. | peatedly when r went out as was my custom to see 

felt oe ae woull eer in the night. IJ that all was quiét and the sentries on the alert, he ' 
These nee 1 at we Oe ee o athe vigilast: was ever in the same place looking in the same di- 
ata nee le at ad-| rection, At midnight the themometer stood at 98° 

th aoe bid d eats well-armed Franks can, in} shortly after which the wind shifted and blew light- 

ante ance tate Secon | Saal om EE t= Ree | - ned— | comparatively cool. ’ 
“The settling orb in cri Bare eee 

Denouncing great woes at is ern, ae Femare Ivrtvence.—How much influence wo- | 

hf orcntanifelier oe ae Bieraice in society! The — not busy nor | 
7 estir themselves to increase it; the réspensibility ; 

ae peat ae on anne wee the | under which they lie is heavy as itis. To saynoth- ) , | 
106 dean. fivetost from the ground: at ee Boe ing of that brief but despotic sway which every wo- ‘ 

ine ee St oan 10ane Rr nine pec Tom | man possesses over the man in love with her a pow- 3 
cae hed cate earth among dey a, erimmense, unaccountable, incalculable, butin gen - j 

perc! 9 sans isode i 
and canes, which would have before seemed insu; 2 ee ey cate eet a uy ee Sy) leaemeh is. the ; 

parila peptone 7 take influouce exercised by wives, sisters, ftlends and : 
. i A © f all by mothers! Upon the mother, perha wind s =. | most of all by e poi perhaps ’ 
hen et 2 eee ‘eas mare like | most of all, the destiny of the man, as far as human 

- = means are tobe regarded, depends. Fearful res- was the sea, and on our right, through the thicket, ibility! we could distinguish the See of the fees ead pousitany ant by too many mothers how carelessly, 
distinguish ow frivolously, how almost wick is the obli- hear the shouts from the Arab encampment. gation discharged. edly, 

eee
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\ nt visite at the barracks, was seen distributing his or- 
Do Animals Reason ? ders as if a general. We rushed on to the attack, 

. oa é when, on a scream from him, they rolled enormous 

The Alpine hares, says Pennant, in August be- | stones upon us, 80 that we were forced to give up 
: gin to cut great quantities of softy;tender grass and |the contest.” When the’ bisons scent the ap- | 

other herbs, which they spread eut to dry. This proach of wolvs, the herd throw themeelves into | 

hay, about autumn, they collect into large heaps, |the form of a circle, placing the weakest in the mid- ) 
and place either beneath the overhanging rocks, oF | die and the strongest outside, and.thus nom an} 

: round the trunks of trees, in conical -heaps of vari- | impenetrable forest of horns. The black bear’s | 

? ous sizes, according to the number of the society | ncihod of fishing is as dexterous as any achool-boy’s | 

: that make them. ‘They select the best of vegeta- | eould he. Setting on his hind paws on the. bank of | 
: bles, and crop them when in the fullest vigor, which |, river or lake, he continues so motionless that he | 

i they make into the best and greenest Pay by the | might be mistaken for the burnt stump of a tree. | 

jadicious manner in which they dry it. The com- | 12 has sometimes deceived even the practised eye | 
mon squirrel makes a nest of moss and dried leaves | of an Indian. With incredible. celerity, he seizes | 

at the forks of a tree’s branches, with two holes at | .ith his right paw the fish that pass by him. He { 

opposite sides, and, as the wind varies, shuts the | eems to know that morning and evening are the ) 
tole towards it. It lays up magazines of nuts, | time for fighing. \ 

acorns, fruit, and berries for winier, never touching The followiflg is Mad’lle De Laistre’s account of | 

them till wanted. The field man collects large | ner weasel: ( 

stores, &c., in the same manner; the Germay har- | ‘«<j¢ plays with my fingers like a kitten, jumpson | 
vester makes large Chambers for grain, beans, and my head and neck, and if ! present my hands at the | 
peas, each in a separate cell, sometimes, a hundred | gistance of three feet, it jumps into them without | 

pounds weight in the whole. The tuition which | ever missing. But it is impossible to open adrawer ) 

quadrupeds are capable of remarking, discovers a | or 9 box, or even to look at a paper, but he will look 
lower degree of that improvability which distinguish- | g¢ jt also.” Building skill appears in the beaver’s| 

es our superior race, which, as far as it extends, | construction as in any human fabrication of a cotta- 
resembles ours, although at the same time it marks | 56, Foreseeing caution is shown by many animals | 
its specific difference by its unvarying limitation. by their placing sentinels to watch and give alarm | 

Blumenbach’s ape would manage wood for the stove, | of danger. The bobae, which inhabits the dy and 

} and put it in with as much judgment and econo- | sunny places of the mountains, goin search of food 

my as aservant. He was often at.the college, and | in the morning and middle of the day, placing a.sen- 
used to examine the pupils’ specimens with amu- | tine] to give warning of approaching danger. ‘The 

sing imitation and grimace. One day he founda| mountain marmots .place sentinels upon a rock 

j work on insects on the table, which he studied with | while the rest make hay. If the sentinel sees a) 

P at gravity, but a person, on entering the rooman | man, an eagle, or a dog, he alarms his companions 

; four afterwards, found that the ape had, with great |v 4 loud whistle, and is the last to enter his hole. | 
dexterity, pinched out all the beetles of the large | Wild asses, lamas, Siberian horses, and antel- | 
plates, and eaten them, mistaking the picture for |opes, placing sentinels. The sheep on the Welsh 
real insects. This was an unlucky, but not a foolish }mountains feed in companies, and one is set as sen- 

P action. Vosmaer had an orang which was taught | tinels, If this sees any one advancing, itooks at 
to eat with a spoon and fork, and pick out hisstraw-.| him till he ¢omes within eighty or one hundred 

berries one by one from a plate. Getting loose one | yards; and if he still approaches, he alarms his com- 
' day, it uncorked a bottle of Malaga wine, drank it | tades by a loud whistle, two or three times repea- 

off, and put the bottle in its place. Seeing others | eq, and all seamper off to the steepest parts. The | 

open its chain padlock with a key, it puta bit of| Alpine marmonts lodge together in subterranean 
stick into the Key-hole,,and turned it about in all | spsrtments, and their labor fer collecting materials 
directions to unlock it itself. A black sow wastaught | fo, these is carried on common. . Some eat the 

to find game, and to bark and stand nearly as well | finest herbage, and others collect. it. To trans- 

asa poinier. When very young she became at- | port this, one lies down on his back, and extending 
tached to some pointer puppies, and the keeper re- | his limbs for that purpose, allows himself to be load- 

' solved to try her. He gave her some pacing of ed. Others trail him, thus loaded, by his tail tothe 

; barley-meal as her reward, and threw stones at her | place, 
when she done ees By this mode he soon taught |" Aj] the instances which occur, in these classes of 

her what he wished. As soon as the game she | beings co-eperating action for some Common end, 
pointed rose, she always returned for her reward. _|chow the intention and desire to unite their force) 

The quadruped animals, of their own will and | for that purpose, and, therefore, a mind that de | 
nature, and from inborn instincts, do actions which signs, perceives, comprehends wills, operates, ‘| 

require knowledge, reasoning, and judgment in | produce it. This quality is shown by the rat lead: 
manking. Reindeer follow a leader which they im- | ing a blind one by a straw which he puts into his) 

; plicitly obey; antelopes run in a regular file, Ted by. companion’s mouth. The migrating squirrels, | 

; ‘ an older one. when they come to a river which they wish to cross | 

Elephants make their journeys on this plan. Many | draw a piece of birch bark to the edge of the water, | 
animals are found to make defensive arrangements. | mount on it, abandon themseleves to the waves 

A Cape baboon having taken off some cloths from | rasing their tails to catch the wind. The Cayenne | 
the barracks, Leutenant Shipp formed a party to | opossum shows it; when it cannot reach the ersb, 

; recover them. ‘With twenty men, I made a circuit upon it lives with its'paw, it thrusts in its | 

; to cut them off from the caverns to which they al- long eR ie tail, it hooks them out. ‘The hon- 

ways fied ‘or shelter. They observed my move- |v weasel shows it. Towardssun-set he issues from 

ments, and detaching about fifty to guard the en- |hishole. - Near this he sete-upright, and holds one 
. * trance, the ethers kept their post. We gould see | of-hig ws bofore his eyes, in order to modify the 

~ ae them collecting “7 stones and other missiles. raya tas wail ‘When he sees the bees he is look- 

{Y) One old grey-headed one, who had often paid us a | ing for, he knows they are going home, and he takes] 

fy eae < ‘ SS
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I xx care to keep in the same direction, in ordef to find | be as good as the uncultivated fruit of the meadows. 
I'v them. When Messrs. Condamnie, and Bougre | The quantity was one bushel and thirteen quarts. 

were measuring the length of a degree in Peru, | The land was carefully measured, and found to con- 
some large monkeys were admitted to their rooms, | tain 120 rods. It ought to be added here, that the 
during the time they were making their observations | field exhibited a case of clean culture; weeds and 
onthe mountains. These animals, of their own | grass having both Yielded to the hoe.—Condensed 
accord, went through a series of imitations of their |/rom Transactions Agricultural Society of 
actions. They planted the signals, ran to the pen- | Massachusetts. 
dulum, and then to the table, as if to commit their aaa~opeecpasennenpeger-raaaeaaer 

‘ remarks to paper. They occasionly pointed the To Porwy Tatrtow.—Mix 5 parts of beef tallow 
{ telescope to the skies, as if to survey the stars. It | With 3 parts of mutton tallow, in a copper or iron 
' is related of an orang that belonged to Mr. Grant, kettle, with half a pint of water to each pound of 

that, after a lady tad given him cold water instead | 8Tase- When’ melted mix 8 ounces of brandy, 1 
of tea for several times, he showed great vexation at | 0vnce of salt of tartar, 1 ounce of cream of tartar, 1 

it, and, to know whether it was so, putin his finger. | 0¥nce of sal ammoniac, 2 ounces of pure and dry 
Observing this, she gave him hot water, which scal- | Potash, with the tallow. Boil fifteen minutes, and 
ded him. After that he always put in a spoon or a | St off to cool. When cold; take off in cake and 
piece of wood first, and touched the spoon. This | bleach it in the air and dew a few days and nights. 
action was very like human reflection.—[Ilius. It will then be hardand white. Candles, with a fine 
Nat. History. cotton-yarn wick, (6 to a pound, ) will burn 14 hours. 

ere Tomato Catchup.—First bake your tomatoes, then 
Fine Growth of Cranberries on Upland-| squeeze them through a sieve. Add to 6 quarts of 

—_ jace an equal quantity of wine vinegar ; boil slow 
An experiment of Mr, Winthrop Low, of Es- | until it begins to thicken ; then add Nei allspice, 

sex, on the cultivation of the common marsh cran- | and pepper, $ an ounce each, cinnamon } of an 
berry on Shane is one of great interest. It estab- | ounce, and 2 nutmegs, all finely powdered. As it 
lishes the so far as it can be done in one year, | thickens; add four spoonfuls of salt, andwhen done, 
that cranberries may be raised in perfection upon a | pour, out in an earthern dish to cool. Bottle, cork, 

) dry upland soil, without artificial watering. The | and seal, and it will keep years ina warm climate. 
( soil selected by sim was most of it, a sandy loam.| Potato Pudding,— Take of a pound of sugar, } 

{ It was perfect Indian corn land. The soil is porous, | ditto of butter, and beat well together ; add one 
and would not retain water, even if the ground were | pound of boiled potatos, (Irish or'sweet, ) rubbed fine 
level. through a collanger or mashed; six eggs, the whites 

As evidence of the completely upland nature of | and yolks beat separately, and a wine-glassful of 
the soil, it may be stated that a row of white beans | brandy and one of wine, a trifle of rose water, and 
was planted between every two of cranberry vines; | cinnamon or nutmeg, as much as you like. 
and, a has not been a good year for white | Rice Bread —Take six tablespoonfuls of boiled 
beans, Mr. Low has harvested nine bushels from |rice, and one of butter ; rub them together, and | ~ 
the one hundred and twenty rods—a fact showing, | then pour in half a pint of milk; add two eggs, and 
also that the land is not lost to the cultivator even | six@ablespoonfuls’ of wheat flour. Mix all well to- 
the first year, indeed that the bean crop has defray | gether, and bake a little brown ; and you will have 
eda large part of the expense. a very good and wholesome kind of bread. 
The cranberry vines had put out runners in many —_—— ‘ 

cases, from three to four feet long, and have all the Domestic AccomptisHents.—In the domestic 

marks and numbers of health and vigor.—Sand was | relationship there ought to be no selfishness. What- 
applied to about one-half of the hills but without | ever elegant acquirements we may chance to have- 
any apparent advantage whatever. The attention | made, instead of boing cepewret for rare occasions, 
of the committee was called particularly to this fact, | should be suffered to shed their softening influence 
because the experiments in Barnstable county seem | on every-day experience. The prints should not be 
to have been all made with sand, sad it is there | carefully kept out of itt Say the children of the 

} thought and declared, to be indispensable. There | family, and turned over only for the benefit of the 
; was no artificial watering. The cranberry sods | stranger ; the picture should not be curtained ex- 
( were taken up, as appears, on the 15th of May, and | cept when there is company ; or the piano be dumb 

set out on the 16th, 18th, and 19th. It should be | because there is ‘no one but ourselves” to listen. 
borne in mind, however, by way of caution, that | There may be less triumph, but there is surely 

there had been more wet weather during the fol- | equal if not greater happiness in singing by the fire- 
lowing six months'than the average of the previous | side than in warbling in the saloon; and though thd 
four years, or indeed any one of them. The whole | thanks of father or brother be homely in expression, 
gee during the months of June, July, August, | there is more sweetness in'them thanin all the stud- - 

ptember, and October, 1847, was 253 iacear? died genes place of society. A sadder sight can 
while, daring the same months in 1846, there were | scarcely be conceived than that of the spirit of dul- 
but 15g inches; though in 1845, the quantity were meas hing possession of the familycizcle. We seeit | 

as gest as this year, wanting % ae in thehugband, who, hour by hour, — moodily by 
it should be recollected, too, that this is the first | the fire ; in the wife, who occupies herself with her 

year, and what the effect of the winter will be with- {| mechanical employment, without seeking to break | + 
out the indispensable presence of water, as the Yar- | the enchanted silence. Neither entertains the in- 
mouth Register aaa psp set to beseen. The | tention of injuring the other, and yet they are mu- e 
fact, that the roois could be taken dripping from | jually defrauded of the happiness they ought to en- 

i Seeatee Sees et on ie 15th of Maye put in | toy. \ 

iH & corn field'soil, and then, withnothing but the rain} 4 Goon Wire.—When a daughter remarks; 
PY oftheaven‘upon them, im five short months to take | « Mother, I Went wa hire help, Pean aaa 

j foot: downward, and bear fruit upward, is most ex- | soy to do all the work in the kitchen,” sot it down Né ten ordi: A speciment of the fruit appeared to | 5, F i : . NA treordinary, . i Ppe that she will make.a good wife. > oh: 
US mei eee
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; be On. Breeding —No 1. and in its prime fed on weeds, has. given 
: cae way, in many places to the large, full, and 

The very little attention that is paid to fat Durham, or some of its crosses. Every 

systematic breeding of any species of ani- day may be seen, onsome of the roads lead- 

mol, in this country, dees not enable an|ing to this city, from the west, handsome 

. American writer to give much from his own specimens of animals raised in Kentucky, 

i experience nor that of others, nor to state |[llinois, andeven Missouri; some with the 
facis of an interesting nature, on this im- | appearance of having been crossed with the 

i portant branch of agriculture. Our people shorthorns, and others with no indication of 
are not yet prepared for undertakings of so |any other descent than that their sire was a : 
delicate and nice a character. Whether |bull and their dama cow. But this .im- 

this arises from loose, irregular unmethodi-| provement is not the result of what is prop- 
cal modes of education, or from a restless | erly called and known as breeding. It is 

{ and, impatient frame of mind, or from the |Tather crossing, or the producing of a fine 
} present habit of the American people to look'|animal of some particular breed, with an in- 
upward instead of looking forward and on-|ferior animal of no breed known -nor ac- 

wards, or from the want of that fixed feel- | knowledged among agriculturists. 
ing that goes with, and belongs to, the idea] Breeding, if [ understand the word right- 

of a settled and permanent residence, is|ly, is the preservation of a breed already 
of no consequence; it bears, ‘however, on | formed, as is now done in England with the 

our general subject in so far as by these |shorthorns; of else to create, as was done by 

_various reasons we may account for the|Colling and Bakewell, from the materials 
F American mind not having yet done much, | that lay about us, a breed whose beauty and 

or anything in this, almost the very high- | whose utility shall be the admiration of every 
est department of the art of agriculture. If|one. To do this, requires far higher qualifi- 

an American farmer of the stand-as-you-are |cations than the mere crossing. It exacts 

order is asked, why attempts are not made |a perfect knowledge of what are the fine } 
to improve the breed of animals in his | points of an animal. It requires a nice dis- 

country, his reply is, that it does nof pay. |crimination of those points, existing as they ; 
If, however, he should carry out this coarse | must; at the first, among the ordinary and { 

q idea to all the various conditions of civ imperfect animals that he has at hand, and 

ized life, and he should ask himself, wheth- | which form his materials, and the elements 

er it would be economical to live in a log-|of his process. The difficulty of discover- 

t hut, instead of one built of stone or brick, or | ing these points, is, no doubt, considerable; 
q to be drawn in a cart by a dog or a donkey, |the difficulty of adapting and adjusting and 

: instead of a well-bred horse, he would then | uniting them, so as to bring about theend in 
see in a question so personal, the absurdity | view, is equally great. When I consider 

; and the illiberality of his response. It is|this, I cannot help according to such men / 

; not, in truth, because it does not pay, but|my highest, admiration. The British can 
because he takes no pride in the object ; or refer with praise, and look with pride and } 

: because he does not like the trouble of the | triumph on the genius of their country, their 
undertaking; or because his mind does not | poets and philosophers, who have ennobled } | 

possess the necessary penetration or perse-|the name, and made glorious the history of 
j verance, or has not been prepared by pre-| England. 
| vious training, habit. of close observation,|" In New England, and in those parts of 

and, clear. reasoning, that are essential not |our country where her people have gone, 
only in this pursuit, but in all where sumgess may be seena stock of red cattle, no doubt 

depends on precise and accurate details, and|descended from the English Devons. [?] 
- does ‘not result from accident nor haphaz-|They are, in many parts, very inferior ani- 

: ard. mals; but that they are capable of being im- 
The writer does not mean to assert, that] proved, and made equal to any cattle, is 

’ § the breed of animals, in this country, has | made sufficiently clear. . Atsome of the ex- 

! not very much improved within the last |hibitions in Massachusetts and Connecticut, 
twenty years; on the contrary, the improve-|the size ahd quality of the animals to be 
ment has been marked. ~The old-fashioned, |seen there, give clear indications of what 
ragged, rawboned, half-starved, angry, and might be done by more care and a better 

withered-looking beast, which seemed as if|judgment; but where capital and industry 
; its early life had been suckled on hail-stones, | gre superseded by poverty and negligence, 

oa 3
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or by aspirit of parsimony, more ruinous|can be inherited and perpetuated, ds easily 
than either, itis not to be supposed excel-}as strength, symmetry, or beauty. ‘Life it- 

lence can be reached nor even approached. | self is but acontinued inheritance. Every 
Ignorance and indolence have no right to| creature that is born, brings into the world : 
assume that they can rival enterprise, activi-| something that belonged to an immediate or § 
ty, and talent; and it is not possible to form} a remote ancestor; some peculiarity that al- i 
a fine breed of animals, nor to preserve one, | lies it with its own parti¢ular family, besides } - : 

without the union of these qualities. that which it has in common with its race,’ f 
An American breeder has, in fact, far bet-| Scrofula, insanity, and gout are, in the hu- i 

ter opportunities for succeeding in his un-| man family, as sure and as lasting éntails, as F 
dertaking, than either of the distinguished | lands and houses. Among brutes it is the 
Englishmen 1 have mentioned. He hasno|same. Neither time nor successive genera- i 
difficulty in selecting. He is not confused | tions will eradicate ill temper, faults of form, 
and perplexed by a variety of diffeyent| defects of constitution, nor other natural pe- 

breeds. He will, at each step, mark the suc-| culiarities; it can only be done by a proper 
cess of his proceeding; and even, after one | selection of animals the most free from these 
or two crosses, be in doubt as to what should infirmities. The system of breeding “in- 
bedone next. He has the best of the Brit-| and-in,”” is ruinous, chiefly from this per- 
ish breeds within his reach; and has nothing| petuating defect. ‘To a certain extent, it 

more todo than to keep them at the high| may be adopted, until every animal produc- 
standard at which he finds them, and to en-|ed has become entirely similar in form and 
gage in the patriotic purpose of regenera-| constitution, with those from which it has de- 
ting the native breed of his country. scended, and those with which it is connect- 

he great principles of breeding are now|ed. After that, the declining will com- 

so well known, as to be accessible to every | mence, which will only be arrested by cross- 
one. It would be inexcusable, even in an| ing with some other family. 
inexperienced person, to be ignorant of} ‘There is no doubt that Bakewell adopted 
these;-and he, certainly, must know them| this system, and probably, Colling, too; and 
before he begins his enterprise, or ill-suc-| there is little to doubt that it is the readiest 

cess, at the start, will probably depress and| and simplest mode of forming animals: that 
despirit, and perhaps force him, in despair, | will be more remarkable for beauty than 
to give up all further exertion. It must} strength of constitution, though nature her- J 
neither be supposed that he has undertaken | self at last puts a stop to this; it must be ad- 
a matter of simple and easy attainment. He | mitted a somewhat revolting process, by de- 
can, no doubt, bring males and females also| stroying the power of reproducing. It 
together, and have any number of young;|seemsa truth, worthy of being constantly 
but of. what use will they be while alive ?| kept before the mind of those engaged in 
and of what value when dead? ‘These are| these interesting, but delicate enterprises, ‘ 
things of far more importance than the| that nature will not allow art to go much} ~ 
mere procreation of the animal; and in those| further than she has gone herself. Man 
two questions is involved all, or nearly all,| may carry his refinements almost to the 

that belongs to breeding as an art. point of creation. He may reach that which 
The first great principle is obvious to ev-|to him seems perfection. Heights like ‘ 

ery student of nature—it is, that “like pro-| these are not inaccessible, though difficult; } - 
duces like.” But there isa difficulty in| but when we have attained them, the diffi- § 
s on this seemingly simple rule, that | culty is, to preserve our position. 

includes the chief danger, and most serious A. L. Enwyn. 
obstacle, in this pursuit, and which makes} Philadelphia, Nov. 1848. ; 

absolutely necessary those high and not! ‘Typ Poraro Ror.—The fact that the po- 
very common qualifications—jndgment, pén-| tatoes raised at Mackinac are not affected 
etration, observation and experience. These | with the rot, seams to confirm the theory 
constitute the genius of the breeder—the in-| that the disease spreads by floating particlés 
tellectual capital with which he is to work—| in the’air, infecting vegitation as they pass. | _ 
the powers with which he is to create and Mackinac is isolated, and perhaps at a suffi- 
reproduce something new. There is 10) cient distance from the main land to shield 
this principle of “like producing like,” aS} it from the reach of disease. The fault, at 
much evil to be avoided, as there is good to| al] events is worthy of consideration.—- Green: 
be attained. “Disease, defects, or deformity | Bay Advocate. ; 
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Feeding Managing Mil Cows. | should be ventilation in hot weather. 

4 ¥ —— oa Cows are os better for being kept in the 

: The grasses, particularly the clovers, are} barn nearly all the time ‘in cold weather. 

the best summer food.. When these begin To drink freely of cold water, and then 

: to fail, the deficiency may be supplied by stand half chilled to death, is highiy injuri- 

i green.corn, which is very sweet, and produ- | us. But they should go outa little while 

ces a large quantity of milk, of excellent daily, in favorable weather, and be driven 

i quality. “The tops of beets, carrots, parsnips around gently for exercise. Inaction is 

: and cabbage and turnip leaves, are good. | death to all the animal race. 

; Pumpkins, apples, and roots, may be given! Cows and other cattle are badly managed. 

: as the feed fails. Give only a few at first,) They are not watered, in short days, until 

* $ especially apples, and gradually increase | ten o’clock in the morning and their last 

Roots are of great importance when cows! chance for drinking is about four in the 
are kept on dry fodder. Potatoes, carrots,| evening. Thus they go sixteen hours with- 
beets, turnips, parsnips, artichokes, and veg-| oyt drink, and during that time they take 
etable oysters, are good. The last three and nearly all their food, which is as dry as husk. 
gabbage and turnips keep good in the ground) They’ suffer to a great degree from thirst, 

through the winter, and are fresh and fine in| and then drink to excess.. As a remedy, 

.the spring, before the grass starts, give cattle a part of their breakfast, and 
F _ Potatoes produce a great flow of milk, but) then water them, and water again after fin- 

; it is not very rich, A little Indian meal is) ishing their morning meal 5 and if kept up, 
i$ good with them, to keep up the flesh and| water at noon, and at night. If it be too 

i give richness to the milk; and this is the! much trouble to take good care of stock, 

; case with beets and most kinds of tornips,| then keep less, and they will be as produc- 

i asthey tend largely to milk. A little oil! tive and more profitable, if well managed. 
meal or flaxseed is excellent, in addition to} We have fed sheep that had constant access 

the Indian meal, to keep up a fine, healthy] to water within eight or nine rods, and after 
i condition, and impart.a rich quality bed the eating thirty or forty minutes in the morning, 
. milk, and gives a lively gloss to the hair of| hey would all go.and drink. 
q cattle, and softness and-pliancy to the skin. a oe = r ® 

1 In all cases of high feeding in winter, par-| __ Milch cows are injured by being driven 
a ticularly when cows have but few roots, far to pasture, especially in hot weather, and 

shorts or bran are excellent to promote di-| Still more if hurried by thoughtless boys.— 
1 gestion and keep the bowels open. Three. Cole’s American Vetinarian. 

; pints each of oil and Indian meal, or two ab ee LL 

E quarts of one and one quart of the other, is} Tue BraziL-NuT Trer.—The following 

as high feed in these articles, as cows should| relative to a species of nut very common 

© . $ ever have. On shorts, bran and roots, they | and much) liked among us—will be new to 

| may be'fed liberally. Four quarts of Indi-} many: The Brazil nut tree thrives well in 

; an meal, in a long run, will dry up andj the provinces and immense quantities of this 

: spoil the best cows, so that they will never| delicious fruit are annually exported to for- 

4 recover. : eign countries. It grows to the height of 
Carrots are among the very best roots for| from fifty to eighty feet and in appearance is 

: milch cows,.producing a good but not very] one of the most majestic ornaments of the 

great mesa of rich milk, and keeping the| forest. ‘he fruit in its natural condition 
i cow in good health. Parsnips are nearly| resembles a cocoa-nut, being extremely hard, 

i the same. Ruta-bagas are rather rich, and| and of the size of a child’s head. Each one 

: keep up the condition. To prevent any un-| of these shells contain from twelve to twenty 

: pleasant taste in the milk from feeding tur-|of the three-cornered nuts, nicely packed 

t nips, use salt freely on them, and milk| together During the season of their falling, 
night and morning before feeding with tur-) it is dangerous to enter the groves where 
nips. - Cabbage turnip, (or turnip-rooted-| they abound, as the force of their descent is 

| 4 cabbage-below ground,) has no such effect. | sufficient to capsize the strongest man, The 

: It resembles ruta-baga, is raised in the same} natives, however, provide themselves with 

, way, and yields as much or more. wooden shields, which they hold over their 

Some keep cows in the barn, by night, in| heads while collecting the fruit from the 
' the warm season. They are saved from] ground. In this manner they are perfectly 

storms, and more manure is saved. There} secure from injury. ; 

wat é
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' HORTIC ULTURE. es kind of soil anddocation. “Why so?’ in- 
a quires some skeptical individual. Because the : 

=, RUSBENIZP Editor. > |trees require so little attention after they’ are i 
: . . once planted, and come into bearing so quick! i 

Peachestin Wisconsin. ‘i ‘a peach years they bear os cassia é 

“You've gin up peaches now, I 'spose?” said | because there is so great a demand and so good a 
a stranger, who called at the Garden a few days |* price for them with no danger of an overstock 3 

since. “Why co?’ said I. “Wan't they all |in the market from either home or foreign com- q 
killed down here, last winter?’ he asked. petition. a 

“Not exactly,” said I, “although considerably | The best soil for peaches, particularly at the i 

injured.* But you've ‘gin up’ potatoes, I spose, | West, is doubtless a light and rather poor one. }* : 
have you not?’ “Gin up potatoes!” said he | On such soils the great desideratum in growing # 

apparently very much surprised at the question | all trees, and especially peach trees, is best'se- : 
—“notI. Why, I planted most two acres this | cured—a moderate, thoroughly matured growthyy 
spring!” . “Indeed!” I replied, “but didn’t your |On the low, black, rich soil that prevails in’ 

potatoes rot badly last season?” ‘They did to | some sections it will always be more difficult to . 
be sure; but may be they won't this year, and; | raise peaches.. In such places ‘I would by no i 

besides, we can’t get along without potatoes.” | means advise any to attempt growing them ona 
“Exactly so,” said I, “and may be peach trees |large scale. And yet it would seem worth 

won't kill down next winter, and for one, I shall | while for every farmer to try at least a few trees 
not try to get along without peaches, whenever | even in unfavorable localities; for a single crop 

theygan be raised here.” “Its no use,” said | would amply repay any ¢ommon amount of 
thetd gentleman, “this aint a peach country, | pains that might be taken with them=—the fruit 

no how.” Perhaps not,” said I, “and I’m not |is so perfectly luscious and beautiful and withal a 

quite sure that it is a good country for potatoes, |80 wholesome. i. 
but you will keep planting them, and so will I The location or site ‘for a peach orchard iS: 

the peach trees.” should be somewhat elevated, and if very des- i 

| Such is a specimen of what I hear almost |cending should face to the East or any way & 

| daily. To my mind it is also a specimen of the |tather than the South or South-west, because % 
| many fallacies observable in the reasonings and | they are then much more exposed to the rays of Pe 

calculations of men. Potatoes may rot severely |Our Winter suns which sometimes do great in- i 
| for half a dozen years in succession, so as great- |juty to fruittrees. Nor should they be put close “h 

ly to enhance the cost and trouble of raising | under the South or South-west side of a house “ 
them, and yet folks will keep planting them— | °F gtove for the same reason. i} 
and wisely too, no delibt. But peach trees if| Yet the more protection they have of the ¥g 
killed down one year in six, or if there be one tight kind the better it willbe. Next toarank, ‘ 
or two failures in the crop, why, they are to be | /ate growth the thing most to be feared here is 4 

given up—“its no use!” And that, too, when | Ur piercing winter winds which should be bro- bi 
there is so little trouble in raising these trees, ken off by forests, buildings, fences, hedges, > 

- *} and so great a comparative profit on the fruit, |&c. It will also be of gervice to plant the trees a 
even if the crop fail every other year, which is | Pretty thickly—the rows say a rod apart and the a 
probably as often as it has failed since the trees | trees not more than 6 or 8 feet apart in the rows, i 
became large enough to bear in ‘this section, |!f. planted further apart the spaces between : 

Such, however, is not the way I look at the mat- them might be filled up with other fruit trees, 2 
ter. ss bushes or shrubs. & : 

If I wanted to make money in growing fruit | In putting out thetrees select the choicest, ‘ 

in Wisconsin, and to make it quickly, I should | Proved varieties whether you buy at the nur- : 
by all means raise peaches—that is, if Ihad the series of bud them yourself. If you raise natu- 

| Sir baci Sears see ral fruit your only chance of selling would be in d 

| sia taigsae Geasers bier Sate meee the absence of better and at greatly diminished 
marking that Peach trees did not seem to be injured assevere- | PTIC€S. 
ly by the past winter as they were two years ago. ‘They are In regard to the cultivation, some recommend 

| ‘worse killed, but did not appear so when I wrote. . | putting them into grass ground—which I have
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» # never tried, disliking as Ido the idea of having | mencement of the budding season (that is if the 

» Mf grass among trees any way. And yet if it be | buds be ripe) until the last of August; though 

- 3 found:to work well, that need be no objection, | the first half of Augast is generally the best 

_ 0 If the ground be cultivated it should be as little |time. The time for commencing operations in 

*, $ as possible, and early in the season, on account | the budding line varies con#iderably according 

. $ of having the growth moderate and well ripened. | to the seasons—it answering as well to begin 

i Pruning peach trees in this section (except | the 15th or 20th of July, in some seasons, as the 

+ $ to cat out the dead wood) I believe as a general | Ist of August in others. 

thing, unnecessary and useless. Before commencing operations it will be ne- 

; So far as I am acquainted the peach in this | cessary to have your stock in readiness, and to 

 %sevtion is subject to the attacks of few or no | provide yourself with a thin-bladed knife, and a 

» ) diseases or insect enemies—at least none worthy | supply of strings for tying up the buds. 

S$ of note. i 

| $cesSuch are my views and opinions in regard to 

growing peaches in Wisconsin, based on some mT by Bar 

” 2 eight years acquaintance with the trees here, in hy | M f 

© which time there have been several fine crops. — p I { 

= § My object in these remarks is not to persuade | ‘q, —™ wy \ i 

' 4 others to commence the business‘on my recom- we” iy t a 

smend, but to bring up the subject for investiga- < Ml \ a } 

tion, that having thoroughly examined it we = | } ei 

» § may be prepared to decide correctly upon the a i i} { 

_ § merits of this branch of Horticulture ine our = i hi i 7 e 

. ) State. Messrs. readers and correspondents— = i 4 4 | 

|, } you who have tried peach growing in Wiscon- — \ J ( i 3 

t sin, what say you? : hs uh : " 

j ai eee nD j ‘\ 

; Budding or Inoculating. : Fig. 4. Fig. 3. Fig. 2. Fig. 1. 

i This is one of the most important operations} Bass matting is generally used for this pur- 
"  ¢ pertaining to Horticulture. Forthe speedy and pose, though yarn will answer. In budding the 

- } sure propagation of trees ‘it has some decided] first thing is to prepare “a stick of buds”—that 

. advantages over grafting, as it only requires a | is to take off a thrifty shoot of this year’s growth 

: single bud, and if a bud fail the first time others | and after cutting off the upper, unripe portion of 

© 3 can be afterwards inserted the same season—or | jt, to clip off ,the leaves, leaving about half an 

"if the operation fail entirely one season the | inch of their footstalks 3 shoots—as in Fig. 

| $ growth of the stock is not lost es where graft-|1, Having selected a smooth place in the stock, 
5 ing fails. The two conditions of plants indis- preferring the North or North East side, make 

i; pensable to success in budding are—1, athrifty|a perpendicular incision through the bark an 

) 2 growth of the stock so that the bark will peel | inch or an inch and a half in length, and at the 

2 easily. 2, good, ripe biltis; which may gener- top of this a cross cut, so that the whole shall, 

j ally be knpwm by the perfect development of the | forma T. With the point of your knife blade 

2 young buds at the bases of the leaves and by the | or with the haft of your budding knife, if you 

: 2} phield or bark to which the buds are attached | have one, raise or loosen the bark from the 

' } separating easily from the wood—and in short | stock each side of the incision—being very care- 

i by the general firmness and ripeness of the | ful not to bruise either the bark or sap wood be- 

P shoots. Those buds near the middle of the| neath. As speedily as possible and witha clean 

2 shoots are most esteemed. smooth cut take off a bud (as in Fig.-2.) from 

| Plums and Cherries should be budded early, | your stick of buds with a thin slice of the wood 
| § whilst Peaches do best when set the Intter part] attached. Having ascertained that it is about 

© jf of August—and in fact are often budded in Sep- | the right length, lift up the bark at the top of 

f+ Dtember. - the cut and insert the bud, which with the aid 

» 4 Apples and Pears can be set from the com-| of the footstalk should then be pushed down to 

My Seng, ~~~ OOO eee eer 
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ie 
the bottom of the incision. If the'top of the|er up it shows the contrary. In two’or threo M 

: R bud reach above the cross cut it should be cut| weeks, or as soon as the union between the bud 2 | 
off so as‘to fit exactly, as in Fig. 3. A band-| and stock is perfect, the bandage should be ta- " 

age, as in Fig. 4., should now be tiedevenly and/| ken off. Early next spring the stock myst be iy 
: snugly over the whole (saving the bud and foot-| cut down to within two or three inches of the ) 

stalk which must be left exposed) extending ¢ | bud, and whatever shoots proceed from the stock 4 
little above and below the wound. Care and! rubbed off so that the growth may go into the a 

expedition must be used in the operation tohave|bud. After it gets fairly started, or say the rt 

it succeed well as if the parts are bruised or suf-| latter part of June, the old stock should be cut 
; fered to become dry they will not unite. If the | quite down to the bud in a sloping direction, to- | & 

footstalk remain fresh and green until it i wards the opposite side of the stock from the i 
| it indicates that the bud has taken, but if it with-| bud. p 
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Le Cure Pear. ay 

From the Genesce Farmer. rention. sat ie the city of Boston they 75 sold $ * 
at $1,50 per box of one dozen fruits, and the pur- 

Te Clure Pear. beta that, always thought they had the ‘heal 3 
aoe of the bargain. x 

Vicar or Wixkrienn.—Fruit and Fruit Trees af America.| Wor some time after the introduction of this Cu108N.—Kenrick’s American Orchardist. and until of late, when its many good cai 
This is a French variety, supposed beats to be| have become better understood, it was much un- 

identical with the old St Lezin. e London |der-rated, being considered only as a ‘baking $ 
Horticultural Society named it Vicar of Winkfield,|pear.’? We thtnk it is destined to occupy a place ¥ 
from its haajay Erst produced fruit in the Vicar’s ppongishe smallest collections. We have aspec- 2 
Garden. Mr. Hovey, inhis ‘Fruits of America,’’| imen before us now, ripened in the desk of our of x 
adopts the name Le Crure, and we believe with | fice, that is buttery, melting and really delicious, 
propriety. though only second rate compared* with White 

= It has acquired avery high reputation among Dogeahe, Seckel, and some others. 
the best pear growers of this country, on account ‘ruit large, often six inches ponent three in di- } = 
of its vigorous growth, rich luxuriant foliage, extra-|ameter. ‘Ihe specimen from which our outline 

ordinary productiveness, large size and este the| was taken is rather below medium. Forny, oblong, : 
fruit,.as’ well asits excellence both for the kitchen pyryform, occasionally one-sided. Skin, veauaths wag 
and the table, Col. Wilder, of Boston, who is|and fair; pale {eer with a blush on the sunny { — 

< known as one of the most eminent pomologists|side,and sprinkled all over with distinet brown 
and pear cultivaiors in this country, has said that | specks, Stalk an inch to an inch and a half long, 
if he were to cultivate but one variety it should be|usaally curved, with flesh at the base. Calyx, 
this. Hesays: ‘It never fails to produce a good | large, open, in a very shallow basis. Flesh white, 
& ever blows from the tree—may be used for| juicy, melting, and often, as in the cast before us, 

cocking in August, and wil ripen, in a warm room | buttery. Flavor, sprightly, sweet and le. 
in October, and will keep till February.” Samuel| May be ripened in October and kept till February. 

: Walker, ., of Boston, now President’ of the ; It succeeds admirably on the quince, does well 
‘Mass, Hort. ) Stated at the New York Con- | alsoon the pear. .
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7 C Much of the success of the farmer depends‘ 

Fr" MISCELLANEOUS. — his se sp —— nee to 

[ . 5 rform, and doing every thing at rop- 
im Doing Things at the Proper Time. on ie = his Samed 80 ated 
mn a a . .,, | and so much under his control, that he does 

ys It isan old proverb that “time and tide | not let any of these “golden opportunities” 
i ©) wait for no man.” The seasons roll round | slip by unimproved, his success may be con- 

'S with their accustomed order and regularity, | sidered almost certain.— Maine Farmer. 
% whether we perform or neglect the labors Sb 

i ©) appropriate to each. We have the promise From the North Western Educator. 

1 1 of seed time and harvest; but if we do not The Fearful and Faint-hearted. : 

i} improve the former we cannot reasonably aaa 
HEB expect to reap the rich fruits of the latter. The world has ever been full of men who 
HER To the farmer, especially, every season | say to the lone toiler in the wide vineyard 

} ) has its’particular duties, and it is of the great-| of his Master, to the meek, patient reform- 

j org portance that they be performed at the | er contending with hosts,—‘Your cause is a | 
8 right time, for no other time will answer as| good one—go on—battle for light and truth 
PPS well. Many crops are cut short by a delay |—but 1 cannot assist you, it would require 
% in planting ; and others by delays in culti-|too many sacrifices; I should be, laughed 
i vating, weeding or harvesting. Labor | at, and my good name and my business 

% enough may be performed to ensure a good | would’be periled. How many such men, 
*} crop, but it will often avail but little, if it is | think ye, would it have taken to have saved 
») not done atthe time when it is most needed. | Sodom? How many such men would it 
=$ Nature will not suspend her operations and take to save the world now? They are 

s wait for the farmer ; he must keep pace with|not men. No. "They have bartered away 

'S her, if he would obtain her choicest rewards. |the rights and the dignity of manhood— 
2 He may toit and sweat; but if he is doing | they are the verijest slaves that ever grovel- 

} to-day what he should have done last week | led in the duet at a tyrant’s feet—they shrink 
©} or last month ; if his hoeing runs into the | from man’s stature—they shrivel into things, 
K haying season, and haying into harvest, and and make themselves worms to be trod on. 

©} every thing isdone out of season, he will | O, it is sickening to hear an individual ex- 

4 meet with continual losses and perplexity, | press his convictions of the right and truth- 
and always be poor and disappointed in tie} fulness, and importance of a thing, or his 

") results of his labor. firm belief of certain principles, and then 
{There are some bustling and busy people, | say, in acts if not in words, that because of 
3 who appear to be forever toiling and always | their unpopularity, or their want of confor- 

=$ in a hurry, and yet they never seem to bring| mity to @ncient standards, he can publicly 
z anything to pass, They have started a lite] give them no countenance, no aid. 1 had 

FR tle too late, andso every thing they do in| rather be a dog and bay the moon, than such 
4 order is done at the wrong time and to dis- | a man. 
4 advantage. ; Who makes a cause unpopular? These 

*) The ais needs system in his business. | are the men who do it, on they are guilty 
5 His business should bé arranged that his la-| before God of trampling am’ the dust what 

2 bor may be directed, day by day, to those | they believe to be truth and '¥ighteousness. 
points where it is mostrequired. ‘This, we | Make these popular, give fo a noble Reform 

admit, is a dificult matter, requiring quick | the ascendency—then, see how we apples 
perceptions anda sound judgment, but it-is, | swim/ But to labor with those who labor to . 

"iS nevertheless, important. Much of the work | bring around “the good time coming,”’ to 

©< on a farm cannot be put off, to suit our con-| bear a part of the reproach and shame, and 

*$ venience, with safety or profit. Our sum-| to weep with those who weep because of the. 
»§ mers are short, and much business is neces-| errors and wrongs of the world, they have 

2 sarily crowded into a short space of time. | no thought of doing—they are only willing 
We sometimes have but a few days in which | to render assistance when their assistance is 

'$ to perform some necessary operations upon | not needed, when the work is finished, and 
'y which much of our success for the season | the triumph completed.’ Poor, feeble ones, 

ij depends. If these opportunities are neg-| we’ pity you because ‘of the bitterness’ of } 
Y lected, the mischief cannot afterwards he re- al abet oa ee 

paired Racine, 1849. _ ACB
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Epucation anp Poxirics.—The power Hever Frxces—Mesers. Ellitors:— 19 i 
of the Press is at this day wielding a more | noticed in your June number a commumiiea- ee 

powerful influence over the minds of the | tion headed, “Hedges vs. Wire Fences,” in }) 
American people than all other agencies} regard to which you remarked that you }¥# 
combined; perhaps I should associate with it | would like to hear from other correspondents {/ 1 
the Common School. These two agencies|on this subject. ‘The writer recommends 13 

build the character of the American Repub-| the use of Italian Privet, Arbor Vite; and § § 
.lic. That they must continue to exert this | Red Cedar, for fences, The Privet, &q, (a 
influence is unavoidable. The School may | will make an ornamental hedge around } 

, ¢ deposite seeds of faction that will silently | lawns, as a division for gardens, &c., but $4 
and unobserved spring into life and become | the man who plants Italian Privet, or Red }@ 

mighty agents in the destruction of this great | Cedar, or Arbor Vite, as a hedge to protect } 
an glorious Union of States. It may raise | his field or garden from the inroads of cattle, + 

to light and influence some mind like the | will learn wisdom from his sad experience, ie 

other containing the. elements of discord, | and the cattle will have the benefit of his ‘a K 
that will silently as before creep into the | blunder. ae 1 
homes of thousands of our countrymen and In another article a correspondent talks {75 
inflict wounds fatal to their future usefulness | of “he sections whére live fences are afor- ) = 

as Republicans or Christians. How differ- | Jorn hope, owing to their desiruction by mice.” fe 
ent to witness the pure atmosphere of moral | Now, | know of no such place, and if there 
purity rising up from our republican altars—| is such an one, it must be in the “regions % 
our fire-side homes and our common schools. | of perpetual snow,” or some other outlandish $7) 
From the Press must go forth avoice among |“ region.” [ believe that, in any. place 
the people calling to a remembrance of the | where trees and shrubs grow, native shrubs }¥ 
first principles upon which our fathers com- | can be found that will make good protective $9 
menced this great superstructure of human} Hedges. In England more than a score oS 

liberty. . Let the factious and fictitious Press| are used for hedging—all perhaps inter- )'9 
be deserted, and cling to those that rest on | mixed in the same hedge. ‘The Alder, the {% 
the firm rocks of unchanging truth. Pre-| Elder, the White and Black Thorn, the = 
serve inviolate the institutions of learning Bramble, and many others I have often no- ¥¥ 

and make them free éo ‘all your youth. Do| ticed in the same hedge. — In our country, so Ss 
thisand you can but presper—Educator. | extensive, and consequently presenting such ¢) 

_—_— a variety of soil and climate, plants must be ))~ 
Tue Sonar Sysrem.—During a recent} used suitable to the locality ; and I believe, $5, 

lecture before the Whitington Club of Lon-| when proper attention is given, to the sub- oe 
don, delivered by the learned andyeminent| ject, each section will furnish its own hedge }™ 
Professor Nichol, of Glasgow University, he} plants in abundance. The. editor of the . 
used the following extraordinary language | Southern Cultivator says that in Georgia }7 
relative to the destruction of the solar sys-| the Cherokee Rose makes a hedge that is } 
tem: 2 sure protection against the inroads of man {7 

‘The planets are retained in their orbits| and beast. The Kereny Spruce will make % 
because two opposite forces exactly balance | a good protective hedge, and the mice ney- ds 
each other. But modern astronomy has| er trouble evergreens. ‘4 

: provided that there is power at work destroy-| Now, I will give you my model for abeau- } § 
ing their balance. From observations made | tiful protective hedge. Plant the Norway }/ 
on, the retarded return of Encke’s comet, Spruce, say three feet apart, and between {!: 
and its gradual approximation to the-sun,|each plant a Prairie or some other’ free- } 
we learn the existence of a fluid, an ether, | growing running rose, and I will warrant a $) 
which however subtile, tends to diminish the Fodge that, for strength, beauty and durabil- $F 
centrifugal forces, and add to the attraction| ity, will be unequaled by any wire or rail >» 
ofthe sun. However slowly it may approach, | fence. | Any attempts to go — or over , 
we may yet contemplate the day when this} it, will be truly a forlorn hope. \ More anon. 
present system shall pass away; not, how- Rustic. } 

stay ne a vast ruin, but in = own beau-} Rose Lawn, N. Y., June, 1849. } 
p tiful majestic order, ‘just like a flower Rulwer. in one oF his ahi 5 
‘hich having adorned the earth, lets drop its| gictestationsy maya, “Society, hea oe eat 

_ Spleaves when its work is done, and falls back gallows at the end of ‘the lane, instead of guide 
obediently upon its mother’s bosom.” posts and direction boards at the beginning.” | 
ROOT {
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4 ing the Galvanic protector, care must be 
| * taken to' enclose within it the rods. which 

MH exe Y are required for the support of the plants; 
a pe otherwise the mol/usce would find a. ready 

‘ | = way tothem. The apparatus acts in wet 

4 Md! Gos or dry wether, and is therefore always in 
pt Va action. is appearance when in use, is like 
iW rik -|a vandyke flower pot, and its cheapness, 
im H | eo neatness, utility and duribility must ensure 

i zo | y its general adoption. 
A f eal KA SS «I believe the same principle may be ap- » 
a se | y plied to walls &c., for the protection of fruit 

rs i trees; straps of zinc and copper being placed 
7 - "a in contact with the tree and along the wall; 

; Lal, in .this arrangement the copper might be 
\ VS eS made to clip over or embrace the edge of 
i =< —=— the zinc.” 

{ Galvanic Tree and Plant Protector. Thus far Mr. Walker. Mr. Loudon goes 
Bs — z onto say: “The sensation of galvanism is 
1 Inthe Gardener's Magazine, conducted |) oduced by placing in contact plates of zinc, 
Ei} by J. C. Loudon, and published in London, | aiternating with plates of copper, and a piece 

|} there is a particular account of this very | of moistened cloth between each. Now, if 
Pi § curious contrivance, contained in a letter}. snail or slag "bs placed ones plitte df zine; 

{ { from the inventor to Arthur Aiken, Esq-, | 1, which a narrow plate or strip of .copper is 
( { Secretary of the Socicty of Arts, from) fixed near the edge, and the zinc turned 
Ds whence we copy the following interesting | over it so.as to form a rim of zinc, copper 

Hy particulars. Mr. Walker-says, “{ have had| ang zine, it creeps unmolested on its'sur- 
p these protectors in use in my own garden face, until it touches the rim where the cop- 
J} ( for twelve months, and can assure you that, | her ‘is when it receives a galvanic shock— 

); } although during that period, plants on all | it, moist, soft body, acting as the moistened 
| 3 sides have suffered from the ravages of the) .\4¢h—and immediately recoils, twisting it- 
"| } mollusc, not a plant has been injured that) sif back, and rarely ventutes a second time 
*( § has had the protection of the galvanic circle. | 1 touch the copper. To protect a plant or 

be The above drawing and:discription will ex- crop, then, it is only necessary to have a 

i hibit the apparatus, and explain Its opera-| vine plate of sufficient length tosurround it, 
|, ; tion. It consists of asomewhat conical ring | of fiveor six inches bed, with a strip of 
ri of zine, of the following dimensions, mt? copper one inch broad, riveted to the upper 
»{ § inches in diameter at top, 4% inches at bot-| hart of the strip of zinc, and the zinc turned 

| } tom, and 4 inches in. height. The top edge over itso as to from a rim; the plate so 
Ey ¢ is flanged off, say halfan inch, and cut into| ,popared, is set on adixe Latound the padibe 

4) } zig-zag or vandyke points. inmedinely plant. We have had one circular rim made \/| ¢ under this flange, a ring"of copper is neaily| with the copper on the inside instead of the. 
|| { fitted being exactly of the taper with the| ouside, and having enclosed a number of 
| zine ring, and one inch broad, forming 4) snails and slugs in it, we find them hitherto 
a) § COPper hoop around the zine; this copper effectually imprisoned; and this we conceive 
‘dl See fixed in its place by means of a dot of |, be x more efficient test of the galvanic 
© { solder, in three or four places, Such is the | inquence, than employing it to protect the 
| } apparatus, and its operation is thus: the bot-/ Hiant; because in the latler case, the creature 
i A of a. ring being Ae Gon may turn for food elsewhere, but in the form- 
» 2 soil until the copper ring is 4 it 3 e P 

(anda half above the surface of the earth, wanic Vatiety.”" if it does not cross the gal 
| (the mollusce, &c., many crawl upon the Te Bud Bipteseauies, So F 

FY zinc with impunity, but in coming in con- Gxonei Bone Sroxe.—A quarry of burr stone 

|, 2 tact with the copper, will receive a glavanic | has been discovered in Burke county, Ga., near 
mi J shock, and immediately turn away or fall to dhe = = the Gan Railroad gad 2 compnny 

iF @ the ground. I have repeatedly watched them, | oii the United States, and the quality ofthe | 
and have observed they were extremely cav-| stone is said to be equal, and in some respects su- 

| (tious in approaching a seeond time. In fix- | perior to that brought from France. a 

A = P
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From the New England Farmer. | himself of this fact by observing how much it Haying—Horse Rakes, less likely to heat is hay that has stodd and | f els sweated upon the load. And another ad-% | Mr. Eprror :—I am of the opinion that] vantage of hay early cut and cured as above, BF 
many farmers allow their grass te become | is, that it is more healthy; keeping the stom- a too ripe before it is cut. It ismy impres.| ach and bowels of our stock in good condi. >” sion that it is best to cut nearly ‘all kinds of] tion, without the necessity of feeding roots; ” 
§rass as soon as. the largest bulk of it is in| and 1 believe in a better condition than. a 
blossom, as in the formation and ripening of| would be possible to keep them on late-cut } the seed, the stem must’ lose much of its nu-| hayjgxith the addition of roots. The prac- 5 | tritive matter, and will be less tender. and x ao hay much in the mow, isa) i@ palatable to animals. The largest amount of} ba e, unless the want of room strongly : 
clover heads will usually be found in bloom demands it, as hay thus pressed down is far hs When about one thitd of them are turned| more, liable to heat. , i brown. Herdsgrass may become quite Ican fully respond to your remark in zi ripe without losing its nourishing proper-| the last number of the New England: Far- 5s! 
ties ; but the stem grows dry and: woody,| Mer upon salting hay. Those who use salt eat and stock do not relish it as well as that| to preserve hay, should use fine salt,-as the ) which is edrlier cut; and if it has grown| hay may become of so high a temperatureas } | > rank, they will not eat it up very closely to injure its ae before coarse salt would s 
unless they are kept rather short of feed. dissolve and allay the fermentation. Y Red top may become equally as ripe as|_ | think much the best way of preserving { herdsgrass, and still have its value less im-| hay imperfectly cured, is, to mix with it old) paired. I believe many are led to suppose hay, straw or corn fodder, in the proportion } 

. that late-cut hay contains more nutriment,| of from two to four hundred of one of these $4] for the reason that the stem, becoming wiry, | to a ton of new hay. I have frequently puts © is rendered less palatable, and consequently | UP hay in quite a moist, green state, and by 4 
our animals will not eat of it as freely. In| mixing in layers of old hay, have ever had it % my remarks upon the time of cutting grass,| come out very bright, sweet, and heavy in “s I would have reference to the kinds most| the’ spring. I believe old hay summiered ¢ common in this section. over, and used for this purpose, will pay ie: 

Incuring hay, I aim to preserve as much| twenty-five per cent. Straw or corn fod- ‘ of the green’ color and natural juice as is| der will answer equally well, but it gives{ | Practicable, and not:have it mow-burn. To the hay a slovenly appearance when feeding } effect this, it should not be exposed to the} it out. : ; 
dew or rain after it has begun to make, nor One word in’relation to horse-rakes. I Oy 
for a long time to the sun. As soon as the| have used both the revolving and wire-tooth a ground is dry between the swaths, they| take, and think that they make a great sa) Should be spread, and when thélgrass is thor-| Ving of time; yet there is one strong objec. | oughly wilted, or about one third made, it] ion against the use of the latter, which is, “ Placed in the cock, where it will] that on ground that is top-dressed and newly} | ly, very soon begin to sweat. It] seeded, or where thefe is fog or dead grass, ag 
should be képt in this state from twelve to| it will scrape up and mix with the hay much i thirty-six hours, according to the character| ‘itt, old stubble, and fog, which is injurious ‘’ ofthe bay and weather... The cocks should| to all animals that eat: of the hay, and very Gi then be well - shook eut; and in from two to|™much so to horses—often producing the j fours of favorable weather, with once: turn. heaves; and hay intended for horses should d ing, they will usually be sufficiently cured | by all means be raked with the revolving or : for the barn. I think this the best method} hand rake, unless the turf is very free iam By for curing all kinds of hay, and particularly] these injurious substances. I think more " 

clover. cases of the heaves are brought on by horses 4 
| Hay cured in this manner is more tender, | eating dirty, musty, and lifeless hay than by e Sweet, nutritious, and palatable; ‘besides, | any other cause. ; 

we may save many leaves and heads that ' EBENEZER Bripcs. 
would be lost were it cured wholly by the} Pomrrer. Vt. June 26, 1849, 4 sun‘and air. And another advantage is, that = NR aca ae hay sweated in the cock is much less liable} There is more pleasure iu sweating an to heat in the mow. Any one may satisfy | hour than in yawning a century.
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| How to Catca A Surer.—ln catching | Tue Vauue or Leaves.—What shall | 

sheep, never seize them by the wool on the jdo with my leaves? Are they good for any- 

back, as it hurts them exceedingly, and has, | thing? Why, treasure them, to be sure, as 

in-some eases, been known to kill them par- | ifthey were coin.of the realm; they are, good 

ticularly in hot weather, if they are large and | for eveffything which a garden has to do. { | 

fat. Indeed, the best way is to avoid the | They are best of all shelter, thé’best of all ) | 

wool altogether, And to accustom yourself to | materials for the bottom heat, the best ofall 

take them by. the hind leg or, what is still | soils, the best manure. It is true, they con- { | 

better, by the neck, placing one hand under | tain little or no nitrogen, but they rot quick- i 

the jaws, and the other at the back f the | ly, and are full of saline matters, on which i 

ears; by lifting up the head, a or: every-thing which bears the name of plant } | 

hold almost any sheep. But much nds | will feed gluttonously, and from their pecul- q 

on how a flock is treated. Few people are/ iar structure allow air to pass in and water i 4 

[ sufficiently gentle with sheep. In Maryland, | to pass out with perfect ease. | 

and south of it, sheep are rarely approach-| If we wish to know what leaves are good } | 

ed near enough to tonch or catch them, ex-| for, we have only to burn them and see what ? | 

cept as farmers are themselves treated, in all} quantity of ash they leave behind. All} | 

countries, and alike by tyrants and demago- | that ash is as_ much food for other plants as 

gues, when they are to be sheared or slaugh-| beef and mutton are for us. .It is the ma-} |, 

tered. terial which nature is "perpetually restoring } | 

When, for the first named purpose, sheep |to the soil'in order to compensate for the 

are to be caught, in the region referred to, | waste which is produced by the formation of } | 

} they are huddled up in the corner of a large|timber. In wild land, trees are annually } | 

pen, as often as there are sheep in the flock; | thus manured; were it otherwise, a wood } | 

each time frightened and worried, until the | would be a roof of life overshadowing a floor } | 

shearer runs in and grabs by the wool the |of death. Ifwe can remove the leays from § | 

first one he can catch: The residue of the | our plantations, it is only because of the ar- } | 

flock is then left until that one is divested of tificial richness of the soil in which they 

his wool, and small bits of his skin here and | grow. >This sufficiently indicates the value 

there, and then turned loose, as the farmer | of leaves, which are in truth, hardly Jess im- } | 

is after the election, untill the next shearing | portant in their death than they were in their 

time. When brought up to be slaughtered, | life, though in a different way.—Pa. Far. 

the only difference is, that the sheep is at- Sennen 

| tracted by a grain of salt, ora handful of] AN Exceuent Disu—Take of green corn } 

| corn; while the farmer is charmed with the | twelve ears, and grate them} to this add a } | 
sound of the drum and fife, and liberty and | quart of sweet milk, a quarter of a pound of } | 

glory! ftesh butter, four eggs, well beaten, pepper { | 

) ~ By kind and gentle usage, and occasional | aud salt, as much as sufficient, stir all well } | 

salting a man may have his sheep so tame together, and bake 4 hours ina buttered 

that he may play with them, as every man | dish. Some add to the ingredients a quarter } 

that has a heart will sometimes do with his | of@ pound of sugar and eat the puddiug with | 
dog. At any rate, the feeling and thought- | sauce. It is good enld or walt, were { 

| ful farmer will never suffer his sheep, or any | OF Sauce, epicures of the most exqui te | 
: thing else under his guardianship, to be un-| prefer it hot, with the first service. { 

ee my Marites, OF Ghernne ill treated. Tue Beer Roor. was first brought from } 

‘hough raced wih palahed tot friends enesense, | the shores of the Tagus, and was cultivated | 

Ce ae acts fieh apon a Worm.” in gardens, on account of its elevated leaves | 

Wn Se Ot apn wal dimerican Courier. | and the Tich red color of its roots, two hun- | 

Pot eee es dred years before it found a place on our ta- 

Preservinc Currants.—Currant and |+),. as an esculent luxu { 
gosseberries may be preservedthe year round eee ; 

25 fresh and sweet as when taken’ from the| A beautiful oriental proverb runs thus:— } 

bush. The fruit should be plucked while | “With time and patience the mulberry leaf 

green, or before the berries assume the red | becomes satin.” How encouraging is this } 

color which precedes and heralds maturity, | lesson to the impatient and desponding a 
and put into dry glass bottles, which should |And what difficulty is there that a man 

be corked and sealed tight, and put in the | should quail at, when a worm can accomplish & 
) cellar or some other cool place. : so much from the leaf of a mulberry. MY 

pm
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Interestinc Acricurrora, Exprriexts.— 
Some recent experiments in wheat and flour go to 

. prove that both contain water, and that the quan- = : tity is more in cold countries than in warm. In ‘ : Alsace, from 16 tp 20 per cent. In England, RO 
from 14 to 17 per cage In the United States, from gee | WY} 

,  12tol4percent. fh Africa and Sicily, from 9 to Vis ay 
ll percent. This accounts for the fact that the ey} NG 29 citee 
same weight of Souttiérn flour yields more bread f SS) z than the Northern. English wheat yields 13 Ibs. an es 
more to the quarter than the Scotch. Alabama | { Bz 
flour, it is said. yields 20 per cent more than Cin- 4) \ = - 
cinnati. And in general, American flour, accord- =e 4) iN ay > 
ing to the authority of one of the most extensive SSS NR 
London bakers, absorbs 8 or 10 per cent more of Fee SV y , : its own weight of water in being made into bread 3 = than the English. The warmer the country the S24 
more is the water dried out of the grain before it ri- 
pens, and hence when made jnto bread, it absorbs Harvest Hymn. 

5 more water again and is therefore more valuable. |. Fier ee 
Professor Beck has written a report for the Patent BEARS RESTA BO e 
Office, in which he shows that the presence of wa- Gop of the Year!—with songsof praise, 
ter unfits these articles for preservation. The And hearts of love, Se oe eee 
books of a single inspector in New York city show- ‘Thy bounteous ee ed that in 1847 he inspected 218,679 barrels sour 1s coi epinartinse thon thee Sin. 
and musty flour. In his opinion the loss on these ~ O’er earth its robe of Hossomiiag 
was $250,000. Every year the totalloss in the And its sweet treasures day ve Ys 
United States from moisture in wheat and flour is * — Rose quick’ning in thy y- 
estimated at from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000! To And now they whiten hill and vale, 
remedy this great evil, the grain should be well ri- And hang Hom every vine and tree, 
pened before harvesting, and well dried before be- Whose Leese dee ce See Tce 

. +ing stored ina good dry | pee Kiln drying is ee en with all its purple isles, 
preferable. The mode of ascertaining the amount Is answering to thy sent eanet of water is this. Take asmall sample,-say 5oun- And gales of perfume bretahe along 

") ces, and weigh it carefully. Put it in a dry vessel, And iit ia Siee ticle woke spew) which should be heated by boiling water. After 6 God of the seasons! Thou hast blest 
or 7 hours zorn it carefully antiit loses no more ‘The land with sunlight and with showers, i weight. Its loss of weight shows the original And plenty o'er its bosom smiles s amount of water.—Phil. Ledger. ae ee eestor enpund 4 
Vecrraptx Marrow.—Since the partial failyre To view these eee. asl 

of the potato crop, the English farmers gre turning A eae 
their oo to the cultivation of thidMspecies of 
squash as food for hogs. Those who have tried it : ; state that twenty tons may be raised per acre, and Agricultural Hymn. 
that when cooked it is found to be superior to most Great God of Eden! 'twas thy hand 
other vegetables as food for hogs. Its nutritive First aaccarea in es, 
properties are equal to those of ike ruta baga_tur- And shed upon the: jand 
nip. This vegetable is known by various names, nee flowers sprang, such as the Boston Marrow Squask, Midsummer Kissed by the sun's first Squash, &c.—Maine Farmer. While plain, and hil, and valley rang 

Posracr on Sneps arp Grarrs.—We learn by Wie 
eet Farmer that the Sonera con of ~— — = a can ope 

al Society are preparing to petition Congress on i this subject, making fora ee permit packages of |. Aulpe Se, pee ae xi 
— _ on ee less than two ounces, to suena ee So ea aeey oer, . 

sent by mail for the same rate or postage as news- Joys mercies given— 
§ rs. Sucha law would enable agriculturists ‘Thinks on'thy paomieed harvest store, * ‘ ford seeds by mail, and thus havea eafe and Ap OE ’ 

transportation. God of the sheaf! to thee alone 
{ - luon’2s Hosteaure. —All labor is honorable. ize Gin cpm sane Besa $ The Great First Cause works, Nature works, and Nag ap gee . 
, every man who enjoys her fruits ought to hold it ‘Then shall our noe on heaven rest; 
{ honorable to work. When shall the glorious time Aone eer ete tes { dawn that intelligence and true philanthropy shall nd Sank ee aa eee 
? agnihilate the selfish distinction which ser) has sess } 
, made bettveen labor and idleness? May that aus- 

Picious day’soon arrive when the worthless distinc- I Would--Wouldn’t ou? ; 
tions Letween mental and physical labor, which Yd like a young wife to dress neatly and plain, separate man from \his fellow man, shall cease to And not deck herself in i audit hy 
exist, and all the tenants of the earth meet as equal ‘Yee almiay mentor umes ee aS sovereigns of our common inheritance—the earth. T would like such @ young wife as this!——— Rodgers’ Scientific Agriculture. ‘Wouldn’tyou?
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witha good deal of ingenuity & much force,that the 

WISCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR mere ait dizit of Ree eae of. scientific ; 
TPO a eee aa = a agricultural writers, or the doctrines they have ad- 4 

RACINE, WISCONSIN, NO. i01 MAIN STREET. _ | Vanced, or decisions theyjhave promounced, are not a 
oS Soames ae ae absolutely to be received as sound and conclusive, a 

Office, at the Publisher's Bookstoré. and as settling a question definitely and forever. ‘ 
50 Gack a Dou ae daamoe? ‘It is a failing we have,’ he says, ‘that we cannot 

Five copies for $2, if directed to oné Post Office. and at the | bow down to the authority of great names, and bée- Bh 

faine rate 2 uidne. "Back numbers supplied to new sub- | eve simply because they believe.’ He holds to} | 
scribers. bo Sei ai interest ih the cir-| PTOBTEM> and that we have not yet reached the ul- + 
aes Fanoten, ave iavied iS end stele ald in pro- timatunt of trath im agricultural matters—there is 
curing subscribers and extending its circulation. yet much to be revealed, much learned, much to 

es See ee eee Pent be developed by human thought and effort. a 
+ But so improbable, so unphilosophical, so contta- 4 

Ch How.is it Produced ? ty to the laws of nature, is the doctrine of transmu- i; 

There is a controversy going on through the col- | tation—so it seems to them—that men say they i 

umns of the Michigan Farmer, between the Editor | will not believe, and the cry is, Bring us proof. a 
and Mr. Gimsox, having reference to the subject of | Witnesses unimpeached and unimpeachable, rise x 

~ 2 Chess, and.the question, How is it produced? We | Up and testify this improbable and unphilosophi¢al { 
have not room to give their arguments at length, doctrine is true—that they have seen with their own 4 

pro and con, nor is it perhaps impottant that we | °Yes: a8 the roqule bes partial transmutation, wheat i 
should do so—a brief review will be sufficient for and chess growing in the ue head; and yet the % 
present purposes, and will open the way for a word | men of whom we speak will not now beliéve, but os 

eeitwo of curiown. say that the docfrine is ‘a physical, mathématical, e 
The Editor of the Farmer takes the ground that | and philosophical impossibility. Among thosé is i 

Chess is the result of the transmutatioit of wheat, | the learned and talented editor of the Genesee Far- g 

or, as charged by his opponent, he has voluntarily | mer, who says, ‘Only show it to us, and it will be a Ss 

enrolled his namé among the believers in this un- | settler to our views on the subject, and we will give 3 
sound and unprofitable doctrine; and though his | @ premium for a Knot hole fo creep into.’ q 

Position, at first sight, would seem to be unphilo- Now w® care nothing for tliis ‘physi¢al; mathe- a 

sophical and quite pregnable, yet he boldly pro- | matical, and philosophical impossibilty,’ have not : 
nounces at the outset, such is the force of his con- | even an averaged regard for the authority of great i 
victions, that it can be triumphantly sustained, | men, and do not intend yet awhile to creep intoa Z 

and gently raps ovér the knuckles those who dis- | knot hole; but conflict as it may with nature’s opera- 4 

credit and reject this ‘unsound and unproSitable | tions, or however contrary to her fixed and unalter- i 
doctrine.’ Wherétipon he s told, as an ‘undoubt- | able laws, we are a believer in the doctrine of trans- {- | 

ed fact,’ that génefally , almost without an excep- mutation—and a believer, too, on evidence, seen, a 
tion, ‘the most able and really scientific agricultural handled. If theré be any réproach attached to such \ 
writers of the last 25 years, the very fathers,(if we | belief, we are willing to bear our share of it. A ¥ 
may so speak) of book-farming, have opposed the field we once visited, sown to wheat, produced only es 

doctrine, and some of them even offéred premiums chess on several of its acres—there were not a doz- : 

of 50 or $100 for one single positive proof of such |” heads of wheat. “There also we saw wheat and % 
change.’ And there is an éarnest call made for | Chess growing in the same head, and growing from 
proofs, for facts, to sustain the theory of the trans- | the samé common root. The latter has: also come 
mutation of wheat and the production of chess | Uder our inspection in this State. We have no 

thereby.. The whole theory is said to conflict with | theory with reference to this—we have not yet fath- f 
the operations of uature,and contrary to her estgb- | med the laws of nature—we have not yet looked 4 

lished So wouldit seem. But thé editor replied | in upon her minute, infinitely varied and mysterious(Y)
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operations, We do not know bythe agency of} The inside should be sprinkled and a little fine 

what laws the transmutation is effected, our philo-| ®t rubbed thereon. After-the caskis filled, dip 
hy is sadly at fault respectingit—but what our acloth in melted butter, and spread it snugly over 

Sophy 1s sally @ pecting: Sur the top—cover it with fine salt, and fasten up 

eyes have seen we do know of a certainty, and with | the cask sufficiently tight to keep out the air: it 

usthere is no guess-work, no uncertainty. should then be eet iii a cool place, to remain through 
: ‘ . . the winter. 

d With reference to esi nn ae » N. B. A cask made of red oak staves is prefera- 

loctrines of transmutation, based upon analogy, the | ble to any other for preserving the original sweet- 
Editor of the Farmer says, ‘The design of them | ness of butter. 

seems to be to show that the soil, all the world over, | |, It will add to the flavor of butter to work in a aS 

for aught we know, may bochuck full of chess seed, Moen full to foarer five pounisctoaamenee oe 
lying ina dormant state, and that cultivation causes aii 

itto germinate. But who ever heard of acropof| Boye Meat ror Cows.—It may have been 

chess springing up upon the removal of a forest a| frequently noticed that cows, while giving milk, 

hundred miles, or even one mile from the habitation | Vince & disposition to eatbones. The appetite is 
a. 2 N h ‘iokedpiilenc: la sometimes very sine for them; indeed so vora- 

man? Nay, who ever heard of such a thing) cious are some cows that they will leave all other 

even in an old, cultivated country, except in fields | food for the sake of obtaining bones, which they will 

devoted to wheat husbandry? Who ever heard of | chew by the hour together. This apparently mor- 

it in these portions of thé rich bottom lands of the | bid propensity is accounted for by the following the- 
’ =~ ory: Chemical analysis proves that milk contains 

Sciota and the Miamies where no wheat was ever) bone; and it ishence inferred that the food of the 
raised, and which have been devoted to the cultiva- | cow should ‘contain the elements of bone, in order 

tion of Indian corn, in some cases, every year for| to pa 2 of Paper gualitys aL oe Md 
: : capable of affording due support to all parts of the 

forty rom in succession? Who everheard of such system. Ifthe food is destitute of any of the es- 

a thing in those parts of the south, where nothing| ential principles of milk, the effort of nature to 
but cotton, Indian corn and sweet potatoes, are ever | perfect this fluid, may occasion a drawback on some 

raised? of the hodily tissues, and’ the substance of the 
ee bones and muscles may be carried off in the milk. 

Maxine axp Preservine Burrer.—The follow- ‘The bones from this cause become weakened, and 

ing article was communicated to the Farmer’s are unable to support the body. This effect is some- 

Monthly Visitor, by a lady of the United Society at| timescalled the ‘‘bone disease.” Prof. Johnston, 
Canterbury, N. H, The excellent economy of several years since, suggested that bdne meal fed ' 

this society in every department of industry, gives to cows, would be found usefal in such cases. A 

an importance to their recommendations. late number of the Massachusetts Ploughman 

The pans or other vessels in which the milk is to | states that a number of farmers have tried this, 
be set should be made perfectly sweet by scalding | ®™ report that they have found it an effectual 

provene to putting milk into them. A room inthe remedy. re 

asement story, where the air will circulate freely,| Land which has long been pastured by milch 

is preferable to a cellar (when the weather will ad- | COW* has been found to become so much exhaust- 

mit of it) for setting milk. Forty-eight hours is a ed of phosphate of lime—the earthy matter of bones 

sufficient length-of time to raise cream for making| —that the milk was deficient in this principle, and 
butter to keep through the, winter season. the cows became weak in their frames, and un- 

After this cream is taken off, the milk may stand healthy. On manuring the land with bones and 

the same length of time, but the cream that rises| With phosphate oflime, the composition of the herb- 
after the first forty-eight hours will not make but-|9g° again. became perfect; and the cows were 
ter so palatable as the first which rises, and should strong, and gave good and nourishing milk.—Al- 

bechurned separate. bany Cultivator. 2 

As soon as the cream is taken from the milk, it Stree tetera aneeantn etnie 

should be put into a tin pail and set into a kettle of] An esteemed friend, in whose eigen we have 

scalding water, taking care to stir the cream oftéh, | great confidence, has kindly furnished us with the 

otherwise it will turn oliy at the top; it should re-| following for making Cheese: Boil reiite po- 

main in the kettle till the cream is scalding hot, | tatos, and when cold, peel and mate i till not 

being particular to place it in a tub of cold water|alump remains, To five pounds thus prepared, 

immediately. Stir it often, till itis nearly or quite | add a pint and a half of sour milk, and as much salt 

cold: if it remains long after hot, it will be injured) as may be deemed necessary to season the mass.— 

much. It will be necessary to change the water| Having worked it well, let it be carefully covered, 

once or twice before the cream can be perfectly | from two to fourdays, according to the'state of the 

cold. It may then be kept three or four days be-| weather; then work again, make. the cheeses the 

fore churning without injury. size you like, and then ss them m the shade. Af- 

After churning, the buttermilk should be partial-| ter they have become ciently dry, place them in 

ly worked out: then add one and half ounces of| pots or pans, and let it remain a fortnight or more.— 

salt to ed soon of butter. It may then be cover-| In this way cheese of a most excellent quality may 
ed tight and stand till the following day; then work| be made, and, what is of no small consequence, it 
it over again, taking great care to work out every | can be kept for years without the ier deterio- 

particle of buttermilé, which will prevent the but-| ration from the effects of age, provided it be kept 
. ‘terfrom growing rancid by age. It may then be| dry. A friend who has had the pleasure of eati: 

‘formed into cakes, or packed solid ina cask, which | cheese Heptend in this manner, speaks of it in high 
/be perfectly sweet and well dried. terms.—Maine Farmer. .
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- Plank Roads. feet long. The lengthwise and skewing 4 

: — methods of laying them are now abandoned. M | 
A plank road from Schenectady to Sarato- | Pack the earth well upon them; slopethe } © 

ga Springs is about to be built. A letter}earth track towards ditches (which should 4 
from Prof. Gillespie (author of the ‘Manual |be wide and deep) and your plank road is 4 
of Road making,”) which was read at the | made. 7 
recent public meeting in Schenectady and Many minor points must, however, be at- 
published in the Cabinet, contains much val-|tended to in making your roads as perfect as 
uable information on this important subject. |possible. The inner stringers should be 
and from a. we extract: some passages I higher than the outer ones, soas to’ car- 
general interest in relation to this improve- jry the water off freely. They should be in 
ment, the most valuable aid to locomotion ea pieces, each six by three so as to break ; 
since the invention of railroads. joints. The end of the planks should not be 4 

The inland town roads are substitutes for |laid to a line, but project a few inches.on k 
navigable rivers. The more widely they |each side alternately so as ta make it easy j 
radiate in every direction, and the better | for wheels to goon the track, and to avoid s 
their condition, the ‘greater will be the con-| forming a rut alongside. They need not % 
sequent prosperity. Theircomparative'val-|be fasthned down, but I would recom- 

} ue is determined by the different weights |mend spiking down, say every fifth or tenth 
( which a horse can draw upon them at/plank, the rest being well driven home ; 
$ any uniform speed, or by the different speeds |against these. Tht stringers are‘now made 

at which he can draw the same load. Of all |heavier than formerly and the plafik lighter. 
.modes of improving their surface, plank |When hemlock planks get worn down tw 
{ roads are the most effectual atthe smallest |inches, the knots project so as to make the 

cost. Ifwe take the load drawn ‘on a new |road too rough, and to require renewal. 
gravel road as our standard of comparison, | Allow one inch more to hold them in, and 
experiments show that on a good broken|We have three inches thickness. Hemlock ¥ 
stone, or Macadamize road a horse can draw jis generally used, as cheapest, but pine,.or 3 
four times as much, and on a smooth plank |oak would be better. q 

foad eight times as much or twice as much| A single track will be sufficient for al- i 
as on & good Macadamized road. most any amount of travel. The turnings 5 

Plank roads therefore enable a horse to |out upon the earth road by the side of it are 
do moré than any other arrangement except |at such varied points, that its surface, if : 
railroads. But invaluable as the latter are |made properly crowning, will always re- 
to the hurrying traveler, the ordinary roads |main in good condition. 160,000 teams 
on which every farmer can drive his own |passed over a Syracuse road in two years, 
team, when not needed for the farm labors, |averaging more than 200 a day; and for 
labors, are incomparably more useful to the | three days in succession 700 a day passed ‘ 
community at large—and of all such, plank |over it, and all this was on a single track. 

roads are the perfection. They are the far-| | Cost.—The cost of a road will of course 
mer’s railroad. vary with the price of lumber. On the 
Mode of Construction.—The best mode | plan recommended it will require 127,000 

of constructing them. is briefly this: Lay |feet of plank, and 32,000 feet of stringers 
out the intended line with great care tojper mile, in all,gsay 160,000 feet board 
avoid steep inclinations, never ascending | measure. Other Mens of cost are levelling 
more than one foot in going thirty or forty, |the road-bed- and laying the plank, which 
and winding many feet around rather than | cost from 50 cents toa $1 perrod. The ex- 

go upone. Grade the road-bed wide enough |cavations and embankments necessary to 
for two wagon tricks, bit plank only one, | give-the road proper grades, and the bridges : 
and that on the right hand side coming tv-|and sluices cannot be estimated without the 5 
-ward the city, for teams generally come in |data ofa survey. Omitting these, as also ‘ 
heavy and go out light, and this arrange-|gate houses, we will have the following 
mentvnakes the heavy ones keep the track, | rough estimate of cost per mile: Sg 
and the light ones do all the turning out. Lay | Lumber, 160,000 feet, at $9 per M. $1,440 
down flatwise two stringers, twelve by-three, | Levelling and laying at 75ctsperrod 240 

four féet apart, center to center. - Imbed | Engineering and superintendance 100 
them well in the earth; across them, at right : yebeaiee 
angles, lay three inch hemlock plank, eight In all $1,780
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: Add, for contingencies, 10 per cent 178 ticles. Every inhabitant would therefore be 

3 ———|benefited, for every one must be warmed 

Total $1,958 |and fed. The merchant will find his old +. 

Or say $2,000 per mile, with lumber at | country customers and many new ones com- 

: $9, and omitting extra excavations and em- | ing atrall times, and will share their large 

bankments and gate houses. The difference | profits. The stockholder, besides his gains 

 } of $1 per M. inthe price of lumber makes a | as a member of one of these three classes, of 

_ } difference of 8160 per mile. producer, merchant or customer, will in ad- 

E Duration.—As to durability, seven years dition, receive his dividends from tolls. It 

for hemlock would be a safe estimate, though | is one of those rare business transactions by 

; our experience is as yet very limited. One | which all parties gain.—Ohio Cultivator. 

set of stringers will out-last two or three a 

 } coverings of plank. But, to be profitable,| ANALYSIS oF Caspaces.—The different 
the plank must have so much travel as to | varieties analyzed by Mr, Salisbury, were 

wear them out,before they rot out. The |the drumhead, savoy, red cabbage, and caul- 

wear and tear of the first year equals that of | iflower, and turnip cabbage; they all con- 
the following six, as a tough elastic coating | tain much water. For instance, 100 lbs. of 

of woody fibres issoon formed, and protects | drumhead will give 68-6 Ibs of water, and 

 $ the plank from Wear. And the sooner they | the remaining 11-4 lbs. dry matter. 
wear out the better, for the sooner willtheir| The savoy contains 86 lbs. in the 100, 

cost be repaid. On one road, the passage of | and the cauliflower still less, 

160,000 teams wore the plank but one inch. Estimated dry, the drumhead will give 

 @Profits.—Before hemlock plank haye|nearly 7lbs. inthe 100 of ashes, and the ) ~ 

Sheen worn out, they will earn to the rate of | cauliflower 10 lbs, and nearly half in a 100. 

tolls established by the general plank road| Supposing an acre of land, planted to this 

law from $2,500 to $3,000 per mile above | crop, should yield thirty-six tons, as has been 

the repairs and expenses, or double their |done; it would carry away from the soil the 

original cost, which they will thus reimburse, | following amount of the following minerals: 

| and leave as much more for dividends, Ibs. 

which will of course be more or less large,’ Silic acid, : 3 . -,- 2958 

according to the wearing out or concomitant Sulphuric acid, - - - - 56-134 

earning is done in a shorter or longer time. Phosphoric acid, - - - _ 63-784 

On the Syracuse.and Central Square Plank | Phiosphorate of peroxide ofiron, - 5-916 
Road, the tolls on eight miles for two years, | Lime, - - - - 14-484 

ending last July, were $12,900; the expen- Magnesia, - : : - + 17-986 

ses oF salaries and repairs were $1,500, | Potash, : : . - 142-448 

leaving $11,400. The planks were half|Soda, - - - - - 161-772 

worn out (one inch,) so that their net prof- | Chlorine, ti) ti hganepee 3-978 
its before renewal would be $22,800 for the — 

eight miles, or 2,850 per mile. 468,450 

‘Advantages.—In improvements of this manndnaanahnnentnnanenenscteaeitll (Oh 

character it is difficult to say who gains the Manore ror Frorr Trees.—Manures 

most—whether it-is the stockholder, the far- | for fruit trees should always be eool.carbon- 

. mer, the city merchant, orthe consumer of |aceous matters, with an excess of alkali— 
the produce brought in. @he farmer can|Thus, muck decomposed by salt and lime, 

bring his potatoes, apples grain, pork, wood, | before being applied, may be used with safe- 

&c., to market at seasons when he would |ty, and an addition of lime, or ashes, as may 

otherwise be imprisoned at home by the |be most desirable, added. The surface of 

state of the road, and could net there work |the ground around fruit trees should always 

to advantage. He could also carry twice as|be top dressed to a moderate extent, with 

heavy a load as eyer before and therefore at | charcoal dust or gypsum, which would assist 

half the former cost. He could therefore |to render the muck available to the roots, by * 
sell cheaper and yet make higher profits. | the assistance of the ammonia, which would 
The consumer would consequently get the|be arrested by these ingredients from the } 

| articles that he uses atlower prices. Wood, | atmosphere, and carried to the under manure 

} for example, would be greatly lowered in| by rains, dews, &c. Such treatment would o. 

eost by being brought from distant forests, | materially Jessen the attacks of insects ona 

| Mnow inaccessible to us. So with other ar-| fruit trees. i NY 
tent « Ss Sim 

:
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The Horse. grain at night. When laboring moderately is ¥ 
Ph on a farm, it is not so material when their it " 

Though we have now machinery that| heartiest food is given, for horses are not li- } 
surpasses this animal in speed, we are not | able to be injured in any gear when they are } > 
yet ready to abandon him and set him adrift. | only driven on a walk. > # 
Other people may prefer the camel or the} But we have known many men, prudent i 4g 
mules but farmers know of no servant to be| in most matters, yet guilty of stuffing their 5 - 

compared with the horse. horses with graih in the morning, just be-) 
For the heavy draught, or for the race ; | fore starting ona journey! They give no) # 

for. a ride of pleasure, or for a tour into the| grain the night before, reserving for the} ¥ 
rough interior of our country, the horse is| starting hour the heartiest food for the; #% 

¢ our best companion and helper. We could/| beast! ¢ a 

hardly estimate his worth but by his loss. On a journey we have long been in the} 
This animal is often abused through wan- | habit of giving our horse his grain at night.) % 

tonness or carelessness; but still more often | We “give it as soon as heds rubbed down? | 

‘injured for want of due consideration of the | and put in the stable, and we have never  # 
proper mode of treating him. found it injured him. . : = 5 ae 

Within a few years, it has been customa-| How absurd to let your horse stand for? 
ry for drivers of stages in our neighborhood | hours, after a day of violentexercise,tochop ) > 

‘to give their horses meal in the water, when | up his own fodder and attempt to appease his} 
they only stopped for a short time in the) hunger on hay—often poor hay, not fitto be ; | 
middle of the day. It was then not uncom. fed out to young cattle. ‘ § 
mon for horses when driven no faster than Give the horse half a bushel of oats, or one } 
at present, to fall suddenly dead in the har- | peck of corn, if he has been used to grain, as} 
ness. On opening the animal, the meal | soon as ydu lead him into the stable, and he { 4 
would be found undigested and formed into| will fill himself in one hour or two and be if 

a hard cake in the stomach. willing to lie down and enjoy anap,even; § 
We believe this practice is ‘now wholly | before you retire to rest yourself. : # 

abanduned. There is avery prevalent idea,| In any part of the country, if you see the .. # 

that it is injurious to give grain to the animal | grain put into the manger, you may be pret- |} = 
when he is warm. Now, we have never | ty sure the hostler has not forgotten his du- } ES 
known any injury to arise from this prac-|ty.—Penn. Cultivator. » ? 4 

tice. There isno more danger of injury to we ( # 
the horse than to ourselves by eatinga hear-| Too Hor ror Arries-—That very hot) 
ty meal when warm. And whoever heard | week in June was a little toqstrong for many { al 

ofa man killing himself with a hearty din-| of the apples in our vicinity. One hundred > 
ner, because he ate it when he was fatigued | and one degrees of Fahrenheit in the shade, ; * 
or heated? * is a little too much free caloric for fruit of } | 

It is hard driving—violent exercise—af- | that description. , i 
ter eating hearty food that causes pain and| It fairly cooked some of the outsiders, and )} | 
often death. Rr hence in many orchards we have noticed ) 
_ Leta man but reflect on what has proved | a great thinning out of the fruit, which had} 
injurious to himself, and he will. rationally | set abundantly and which promised to give }- 7 
conclude what treatment is most likely to in-| anabundant crop. The crop must, of course } | 
jure his beast. Lethim eat a hearty meal, then | be not a very greatone. Friend Cole says) % 
run, or use any very violent exercise imme-| we never havea great crop in ‘‘odd years.” ; 7 
diatély after, and he will be at no loss in con-| It is odd to have such hot weather in June, te 
jecturing what must be the danger of furi-|as we have had this year, and itisodd to: | 
ously st a beast after a hearty dinner. | have baked apples so soon after the blossom- * 

Itishard driving immediately after eating| ing. ‘This isan odd yea®to all intents and) 
’ grain that kills the horse, and we venture to | purposes, and the odds are against the ap- : 
assert, that not an instance can be shown in | plés.—Maine Farmer. : ‘i 

which he has sustained injury from eating} )— ). “cust way toconnnle Bax Debectiodin) 
fre a merely because he was warm. Peo- comb’is, to tie it up fora Tena a woolen cities 

le should reflect and reason more on the | bag with a pebble or two to keep it fromfoating: | | 
—_ : place itin a kettle of cold water, which hang over 

_» Horses that travel and labor violently, as | the fire;. as the water heats, the wax melts and ri- 
in stages and fast chaises, should eat their tetege! Neocon CHASE Ey clove ote 

intrarenal 

ES eae , se
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i SPECIMEN OF A FAT SHEEP OF THE NEW (OR BAKEWELL) LEICESTER, 
SER SSSI DAIL LIP RSS g iL 
LEE EE SILL VE Cree 
GAVE CFT ie } 
BZ IZ ATI AAT EL AG (ie r Be LWO TRACT | RRS 

|) VEL i boi hecbens Ni ; 
Ww. ! [ key hy MY L i QS . ; i iad eA OMe } hi The i ML igi * | HN I) CEG ies } G EAN, / 1A 1 i a 1 YF s 
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BRED AND FED IN DELAWARE, FROM 4 STOCK IMPORTED FROM IRELAND. , 
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The above isa portrait drawn from life of asplen- | form for the rofit of the bi i 
did wether exhibited in Philadelphia in 1842, and advantage, Hencs! es eee 
which vas slaughtered when two years old, hislive | proved Bakewells are much larger than. those 
weight being 251 lbs.; weight of careass in the fore | which were the result of that great improver’s ex- / 
quarters, 147 Ibs., cutting 43 inches thick of fat | ertion; andin every way has the diffusion of the ; 
oftheribs. Ofthis superlative breed of sheep, it | race added to the value of live-stock in every coun- } 
ease in Professor Low’s work on Domestic Ani- | try; it has even improved its agriculture in an emi- 

Is: it di 1» by i i 
\ “The formation of the Bakewell or Leicester Tacrer mapertion offunee satkatens Geico 
breed of sheep may be said to form an era in the | ply of arace of animals whose superiority over all 
econoiieal history of the Domestic animals, and | the older races of the long-wooled districts, is at- 
ee well confer distinction on the individual who | tested by the degree in which it has supplanted 
had genius to conceive and fortitude to perfect the | them, and the eagerness with which jit has been 
désign. The result was not only the creation of a| everywhere received, having, ‘in little more than 
breed by art, but the establishment of principles | twenty yeare, supplanted ‘other flocks of different 
which are of universal application in the produc- | breeds throughout entire districts, and given to the 
tion of animals for human food; it has shown that | long-wooled sheep an uniformity of character, emi- 
there are other properties than size, and the kind | nently favorable for further improvement, by multi- 
and abundance of the wool, which render a race of | plying animals of a given breed which can ‘be se- 
sheep profitable +o the breeder; that a disposition to | lected for crossing, without the danger of a too 
assimilate nourishment readily, and arrive at eacly | close aflinity.’*— Penn. Cultivator. 
maturity, are properties to be essentially regarded; ernment 
and that 0 a we a constant span Do Kiyesirps rar Worxrxe Bers?— 

*) toa given form, which can be communicated from kinohi 
the parents to their young, and rendered permanent Thee has been regarded, #008 of 

. } by a mixture of the’ blood of the animals to which | the greatest enemies of the apairian, in some 
this form has been transmitted; and it was Baxe- | Situations, from the fact that it is the devour- 
wet who carried these principle to their limits.— | er of bees. Wilson the ornitholo. ist, sug- 
Every breeder of sheep is taught by the result, that : atnOIOg 5: 
Brenwel of a size to fatten 403bs. per quarteris a sted that the bird omy, picked | ont, the 
more profitable than one that is capable of reaching | 2"0nes, and never injured the working bees. 
only 30 ae the — see ase Some Some Close obsérvers have come to the same 
‘was compelled to confine himself to his own stock | conclusion. One i t : and to the blood of one family—to breed “‘in and in”* the matter, he kill ae we ot tg; test 
—in order to preserve that standard of form which er, he killed a number of the birds, he had produced, modern breeders are relieved from and though he found many drones in their 

| all necessity of this kind: they can obtain iadivia- gizzards, he could find no working bees in 
e form requit from different families of | them, Lectetas 

| the samp breed, and need never, bya continued ad- others? bi hay been. the oheanyesion 
'y Seseses to the bloed of owe family, produce animals seat z : +s 

| @ too delicate in form, deficient in weight, of wé or a . abt 
a in that hardiness of constitution, which are even| ,, The best shield against ‘slanderers is to 

_ MYmore necessary than the perfectness of individual | live so that no one may believe them. —° 
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a ne AE een beetle ; 
H oO R TIC U cL T U RE average annual consumption of fruit by each of iy 

Sapiens eee F these families cannot be valued at less than a dol- i 

F. KE. PHONIX, Editor. larand probably would considerably exceed that ve 

ATV |sum, But calling it that, only think what a snug Hh 
Who of our Wisconsinites does not love fruit? and | }jt¢}e sum it makes, and how much of our wheatit Bt 

who ‘does not use more or less of it in some form or | requires to pay it—dnd then not one twentieth part a 
other, from the littlest bub or sis that knows what of asup ly either! “And all this too, when had we y 

fruit is, up to the grandparent who spent some of| sone at it in season we might have raised it our- i 

the happiest moments of child-hood among the | selves, and very soon have been exporting largely. t 
fruitful orchards and berry-crowned windfalls of | Say now, isn’tit tdp bad? But the end\is not yet, 2 
“Down East?’—with whom these are inseparably | and if we don’t plant out more trees than we have, i 
woven in the bright garland of pleasantrecollections | [ am afraid we shall not see it very soon. Indeed 1" 
which memory has gathered in the spring-time of it may iwell be doubted whether one half as much iD 
life, and preserved all fresh and blooming through | is expended annually in purchasing fruit trees as in om 
the storms and trials of riper years for the solace of | buying the fruit. Is not this the penny wise and * 
enfeebled, declining age. Ah yes! the old orchard | pound foolish policy?—that is eating up the pound q 
and cider. mill, the paring bees and peach times of | and not even putting out the pennies by way of seed a 

our younger days—who will ever forget them? and | when in a few years they will certainly produce : 
who would not feel rejuvenized if they could see| pounds? Any one can see that 50. or idheanle u 

such things among us here at the West? Surely | trees costing, say from 10 to 12 dollars, will, if prop- £ 
our landscape and domestic arrangements can never | erly cared for, pay for themselves in fruit whenever a 

“be complete without them. And what, let me ask, | they get fairly to bearing—say in 5 or 6 years, and 
§ have we to supply their places?—why, whéat and | then every year afterwards with compound interest, a 
; pork and corn, to be sure!—and wheat fields and | besides adding akoays far more than cost to the 4 

corn fields and fields of porkers, and then wheat | value of a farm. a 
. stacks and corn stacks and stacks of pork with all! Who then that likes fruit, or would save money, 

their grim array of edge tools, harvesters and thrash- | or make money, or make home pleasant, but will a 
ers, smut, and sweat, and dust! We are most un- plant fruit trees? Does now some croaker that has aw 

questionably a great country for stich things. But, | been here some 10 or 12 years without putting out a 
notwithstanding all ourgreatness, we are compelled | 4, much asa currant bush, and nen diten Sean Bae a 

to bow down very submissively before the Horticul- | ping hig neighbors, wish to excuse himself by say- a 

tural deities of ‘‘Down East’? when we want any ing—“this ain’t no fruit country—better always 2 
frait—and such sights of sacrifices as it takes to | pyy your fruit than fool away your time’ and money . 
propitiate them too! Oh, could we but hear the | trying to raise it?” If there be such a character; I Ff 

t groans of our burdened wheat fields and dying pork- | have no time nor patience to waste in attempting 
\ ers that are victimized in their behalf, surely it were | to convince him. [can only commend him to the y 
enough to move the heart ofastone! But fruit we | tender mercies of pumpkins and crab-apples or the a 

must have and we will have if we can get it—all genuine at a dollar or twoa bushel, and beg of him ‘g 

and singular the possessions and preparations of | to make a better use of his eyes and his senses—if ‘ 
beef, pork, corn, wheat, potatoes and pumpkins in| he has any. To all whoown land then, Fwould say, H 
Christendom to the cdntrary notwithstanding—they piant fruit trees and bushes—plant them for your id 
can’t stop that hankering after the leeks and, no— | own sake and for ‘‘the lands sake’?—for your fami- 4 

not the “leeks and ingyuns” but the apples of| |v» sake and community’s sake—for your country ‘ 
«Down East!” Well they are ‘not bad to take,”* | and posterity plant fruit trees! Raise, buy, begs or ‘ 
to be sure, only so exceedingly cos-tive, as every | borrow them, only be sure and plant them—and F 
one knows who has bought them here. For one | then take good care of them. By 
I should like to know the amount of the voluntary RAR 

fruit tax levied annually by the good people of the | Worx ror Ave. 1 Faurr nots Garpgns, ¥ 
North West on themselves—but, alas for the sta- | © This is the month for buddi x which full di- 2 

tisti¢s, Ihave never seen any, and must therefore | rections were given last month. In from two to }« 4 
guess at it; leaving it for others who have better | three weeks after inserting the buds the bandages 

means of agcer.aining to correct the estimate if they | should be taken off. This is also the month for 

wish. Northern Illinois and Wisconsin contain, | putting out sttawberry plants, if you wish fruit} * 
Probably a population of half a million; which, reck- | next season. Prepare a deep rich soil for them, and J _ 

Y oning five to a family, would give 100,000 families, | put them out carefully a foot or two'apart. Ifthe B > © 
¥, allof whom, with but vety few exceptions, are de- | weather should be dry, they should’ be thoroughly 
(Y) pendent on the East or South for their fruit. The | watered until they become well established. a 
SSS - a se 
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The standard recommended to destroy the weeds | erubly, seems to have suffered much more with the 

f and insects should be thoroughly enforced this | rust. 
i month, Oats are good though perhaps lighter strawed { 

In regard to removing evergreens this month | than usual. Grass is also fine. 
| ‘ orin the fall as is successfully practiced in moist Corn and potatos suffering some with the drouth, 

| climates, I am inclined to think it very risky as our | the rot it is feared is commencing its operations 

; falls are generally warm and dry—and would | pretty extensively among the latter. , 
. therefore by no means recommend it unless there Soe. 

e were nothing to be lost by making the trial. Answers to Inquiries. 

ie & ee ee ey “a «Ts praning in the summer hurtful to fruit trees?” 

ie | Serotec neh be xstely cumopel, | Ans. It is, if done to any extent so as to lessen the 

i 4 é enna rrr ane | breathing, digesting apparatus of the tree, which 
i E A new way to destroy Plant Lice. | all-important part the leaves constitute. Severe ) 

| waraie summer pruning always tends either to seriously 

i 1 The Aphis or Green Plant Louse is unquestiona- | impoverish the tree and thus lesson its growth, or 
bly one of the greatest pests to which fruit trees | 2 Teaction to produce a late, immature growth which § 

/ are liable in this latitude. All trees, in fact are | is always more liable to injury from the cold, and 
' more or less subject to their attacks, but the apple | hence should be avoided, especially in this country. : 
i and:ptim are the greatest sufferers. Ay was re- | However, alight summer pruning about the middle } 

mi. marked last month, Nature has provided other in- | of July by which the young side shoots that start ; 
ii oa E sects to destroy them, which however do not in- | out so abundantly on trees, are removed before they. $ 

“ crease so rapidly as the lice and hence are often- ©ost the tree much, I think advisable. § 
z times too late to prevent great injury. Great pains | ‘Can the peach be successfully worked into » 

me have been taken to find a specific which would de- | cherry stocks?” Never having made the experi- } 
| stroy them without injuring the young growth. To- | ment nor heard of its being made, I could only state } 
4 ; bacco water has been most esteemed—in which | that I should very much doubt its practicability. } 

¥ the shoots are to be dipped. This however iiasits| I have heard of the peach being successfully } 
at disadvantage—as (like other places where tobacco worked on the wild plum tree, which at any rate I 

& juice is used!) it leaves a filth behind. Dr. E. G. | Should prefer risking a trial of to one with the cherry 
‘ Wygatt of Richmond, McHenry Co., Ill. has how- stock—and only mention in this connection on the } 

. % i ever brought into notice a new remedy which has | thority of others, as I have never tried it myself.) 

| ¢ proved a perfect specific with him in repéated trials. 

es This is the decoction of Quassia a well known and y 
se intensely bitter article of medicine. He takes 3 Ib. : 

: : of the chips (which he states cost him 183 cents r j 
i perlb,) and boils them a few minutes in 6 quarts Rie, 

. fr of water. Into this when cold he immerses the r 

| K lice which forhwith give up the ghost. This is} Gnarrixc Cutset.—The above is probably the ) 
q worthy of extensive trial and should it prove gener- rise auting eae ane legen of oth } 
; ally as successful as with Dr W.. must supercede | a fine pruning saw. The two pointed ends are 

1 every thing else in use for that purpose—and Dr. | used to open ie same to receive the scions.—Gen- } 
Ri ‘Wygatt will richly deserve the thanks of all the | ee Farmer. : 
f os and lovers of fine fruit for bringing it in- Honiickrivosesest d ‘Mr. Speaker Win- 

| i ’ ee eePe eee eta throp, on @ late occasion, in its most com- 
i Crops 1s Watworts County.—Harvesting has prehensive. sense, is emphatically the fine 

r now (July 28th,) very generally commenced, and | art of common life. It is eminently a re- 
F should the weather continue fine, it will be very gen- | publican fine art. It distributes its produc- 

# erally secured ifthe course of ten days, or two | tions with equal hand. to the rich and poor: 
iH weeks. . Its implements may be wielded by every 

i Winter wheat is as a general thing, considerably | arm, and its results appreciated by every 
ie injured by the rust—though there was comparative- | eye. _1t decorates the dwelling of, the hum- 
=~ 2 ly but very little sowed, owing to the wet fall. |blest laborer. with undoubted. originals by 
i - Hedge-row spring wheat promises tolerably well, | the oldest masters, and places within his view 
i probably an average yield, of which there isan im- | fruit such as Van Huysum_neyer. painted, 

oe mense amount on the ground. The Red Riv-|and landscapes suchyas Poussin could only 
{ » QPerspring wheat which is being introduced consid-| copy.—Miner’s Prospect. 
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ee SS | Pruntne Stone Frurr Trees.—It has | 
: __ —7?_ been but a few years since the cultivators of ; 
00 : =~% i fruit have been in the habit of pruning peach 

/ QO LS UH QD trees at the extremities of the branches, in- ’ 
par \ stead of cutting off limbs at the trunk.— { 

——— Cea, Sail ‘This system of shortening-in, as it is called, 
4 : ial | ‘| is gaining ground, and is a great improve- 

; Ti ment. The reasdhs for this mode of prun- 
_ Ser ing are evident on examination. Most kinds 

{ = [| ee of stone fruit grow ‘rapidly, and bear the 
$ Fe ~ SSS eS reater part of their fruit on new wood, | greater part of their fri od} | 
{ i ay ta = which is, of course, near the ends of the ‘ 
> = “Oo limbs. In this way a tree spreads over much 1 
(a i I, land,-and has naked branches near the trunk, 4 
) HH, and pruning at the trunk causes the gum to j 
i i vii i ooze out, which sometimes endangers the ; 

HMA, drial rh ealth or life of the tree. ; HL west health or life of th 
ican =r Qn the contrary, by pruning at the ends i 

; Horticultural Tool Chest. of the branches, the tree is confined to a 
—_ small space, the wounds have no unfavora- j 

This is a small, portable chest, containing ause- | ble effect, or only affect the twigs, and not J 
ful collection of tools, such as are generally used in | the trank, and much new wood is produced 

managing trees, shrubs and plants of any descrip- | for the production of fruit. i 
tion. These articles are very convenient, and al- a cepa Re te esse ee ; 

ways at hand, when kept in a compact form, and} Jrrgrary Hasits or tHe Hoc.—From , 
neatly arranged in a chest, which is so light thatit| the Transactions of the Worcester County 3 

can be easily carried in the hand from ‘one part of | Apricultural Society, for 1848, we copy the ; 
the garden to another, by the handle at the top. | following racy pun on swine.—The hog is 
Such arrangement greatly facilitates labor, and aids | exceedingly Jiterary in his habits. Bis ‘ 
im executing various operations in the neatest as| works are published in large issues of 10 3 

well as in the moat expeditions manner. This | and 12 mo., with an appendix at the end of : 

par an a ee saw, pruning ee bea each, interlarded with liberal quotations from 
ing hoe, len rake, tree scraper, scuffle hoe, | Greece. Although he has dealt somewhat a 
and hook, all of which are fitted to one handle, | largely in stocks and banks and domestic pro- j 
which may be screwed together or unscrewed, as | duce. his property, like that of most purely i 
required, packed into the chest, and locked up. It | Jiterary men is his pen. Like the good and § 
also contains twig cutter, vine scissors, flower gath- great, in all ages, he has his imitators and | . { 
erers, grafting hammer, strawberry fork, wansplant-| counterfeiters “in linked sweetness long 
ing trowel, weeding trowel, garden rule and line, | drawn out,” not only at et igs but in. 
grass shears; sliding pruning shears, pruning knife, | every other quarter of the world. It is said 
and budding knives.—New England Farmer. that some of the sweetest and rarest morsels 

Prorecr your Vines.—We are informed, by a| imported into Eden when Adam was making 
gentleman of this town, says the Lynn News, of an | preparations for house-keeping, were con- 

experiment made by him, last year, upon his squash | ferred upon Adam’s rib, which he spared for 
ines, which proved essful i i . 2 * a: fie ao cet h towed ee ial stearin oe domestic use. So, by a singular coinci- {| 

which may be obtained at any of the spice mills dence, some of the sweetest combinations of 

farm pt appt tho vic oF tel | flend'pare ad Tte isn some repoct 
cheap and manera give it a trial. We shonld ees ¢ te hil ie tami ‘ll bende: 
like to have those who try the experiment give us penper oe 18 
the result, if they find it cecesctur coveries in his rambles. He is no ‘superfi- 

Saree cial search after truth. He skims not over 7 
See en eer ree Ram-auat ( Citrus jap- | the surface. He goes to the rootof the mat. j 

for decorative purposes, during the winter months, | 't- He takes things, not by guess, but 
a an excellent effect. Itismuch more } knows. If he is not in favor of the “free- 

than any other of the orange tribe, and when’| soi ‘* ii movement eee Storer eines |" as cer eniaenen co pean 
oval, -colored fruit, It is of easy cultiva-|~. ipl - 1 . 
tion treating, and is worthy of the attention of | his principles by incessant labor in the— 
American amateurs.—Ez. Paper cause.—[ American  Agriculturist. 
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/ Ae eae eS ae superabound to the extent of 
} ; Superiority of Bron Bread over While. 144 lbs. in whole meal, the preference ought 
; In the month of June, 1847, when bread- | to be given to the meal, apd; as an inevita- ; 

; stuffs were nearly at their maximuth, in ble consequence, to pure brown bread, when 
q Great Britain, and bread sold at from 11d. | Compared with the white, tasteless, artificial 

; to 1s. 1d. the 4.1b. loaf, an article was pub- |C°mpound, made by the white and “fancy 
Be lished in England “On tke Nutritive Quali. | bread bakers. Some allowance must, how- 
| \ ties of Bread in Common’ Use,” in order to | ever be made for constitutional variations; 

| e show the fallacy of common opinion, by em- = . arone that, nee many eer 
; ; bodying the leading points’of a paper writ- | Fea "hati ata tai i mie a ae ; 

a ten by that able, analytical chemist, Profes- | Comes flatulent and too laxative, in conse- 
z sor J. Johnston, then of Edingburgh. From | quence, perhaps of irritation produced by 

| the period that the older organic chemists |the mechanical action of unreduced may. 5 
announced that all the constituent elements particles. In such cases, the best “one- ; 
of the human and animal frames were ‘built | W8Y>"’ OF grist flour, obtained from the mill, 
up, and supported by, the assimilation of| With the separation of the rough bran only, : 
certain specific matters contained in the should be substituted. 3 ‘ 

food with _Which each was furnished, See | Saran oe Carew ae giving salt to neat } 
; came a primary object with them to subject | cattle or sheep when stall-feeding, care should > 
; every article of such food to severe analysis. | 6 taken not to give too large a quantity, or > 

aS Bone, muscle, and fat constitute the three so mucli as would relax the bowles. If hay Q 

5 chief materials of animal structure, the blood | that is given to animals has been salted when } 

= being the vitalized fluid which contains, and storing, every farmer should be aware that ; 
at conveys through appropriate channels, | this would be sufficient salt for the animals ; 

: those elements that are destined for their ul- consuming it. One gallon of salt put to the } 

‘ timate supply. hundred bundles of hay when_storing, will: } 
an Bread ranks among the chief of the nutri-| never act injuriously upon any animal fed } 
ie mental substances destined for tie support of | on this hay, as some of the salt may be lost. , 

the human frame; and therefore, particular-|For hay that has been injured in curing } 
ly at the time of the late or anticipated perhaps double this quantity of salt might be } 

: scatcity, it became an imperative duty not applied, but damaged hay should not be giv- } 
merely to secure to the public a genuine and | en to animals that are stall-feeding for the 

a pure article, but to point out the means by | butcher. - The object of giving salt lo ani- §- 
Ee which pure wheaten meal could be most | mals confined in stalls in winter, and fed.on : 

; hf economically prepared and so manipulated | dried food, as to keep their bowles in a pro- ' 
oS as more effectually to nourish the body and per state, without scouring them: When } 
ij promote its general health. The professor | such animals get a proportion.of roots, how- 
i announced that the best and most nutritious ever, there is not much danger of any thing } 

| if bread could not be made from the “whites,” wrong with the bowles. _ we have unques- } 
a or houshold flour; but only from the “whole | tionable authority that a due. proportion of ; 

. ay meal,”’ consisting of the entire wheat grain | salt may be given to stall-feeding animals 
} ground up in one way, and used as it comes | with excellent effect; but of course, the far- 
. from the millstones, unsifted, and therefore | mer ‘requires to he careful that too large a 

! : containing all the bran. He also showed by quantity is not given, whether in hay, orin 
ip calculation that 1,000 pounds of such whole any other way. Ther is no part of the far- 

‘J or entire meal contains of the elements of | mer’s business which requires closer atten- 
et Muscular matter, - - - 156 Ibs, |tion than the stall-feeding of cattle, to make 

2 aS ee a see 28 «. Jit profitable. Without this, food may be 
; Bone material, - + - - 170 ** | wasted, and the animals not improved; and 
; ; 354 unless they are constantly improving by the 

i Whereas, in fine flour, are found only, of food givén to them, and the mode of man- 
Be, Muscular matter. - - - 130 Ibs, . {agement adopted, some thing must bo wrong, 
. we Seah Stade & . ‘Janda loss is almost certain to be incurred, 
ly peak ~ 7 7 _§) "© Jinstead of a profit.—Agriculjural Journal. 

210 Sie ar eae ar tone 
2 Af, then, the real elements of food, con-| frome Benath inst, five ofthe Railronde, running 

. certible by assimilation into muscular flesh, | 30,000 passengers. H ; 
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Uses of the Black Currant. in the foregoing estimate of its value. He i 
Pi a considers it also excéllent as a preserve.— k 

The Black English Currant is represent- | Mich. Farmer. f 
ed to have qualities that entitle it to exten- "BE taphipia: Biboiaee t 
sive prepagation. A kind of wine has been Appie Orcuarps.— At. { 
manufactured from it, which is celebrated tack from Borers.—The ' 

for its. medicinal properties. The Boston apple tree, as well as the 
$ Medicinal Examiner, quoted by Fessenden, quince, mouniain ash, June 

| said.of this wine: It has has all the prop- berry, and various species 
erties of the best Port, without any of its e of thorns and aronias, are 
heating or constipating effects." We could attacked by the larye of 3 
name several instances, where, in great de- two-striped asperda (Sa- § 
bility and exhaustion, after protracted and perda bivittato,) denoted 

severe fever, and from otter causes, noth- by the annexed figure.— 
ing else could be thought of or taken,with | The upper side.of the body of the perfect ’ 
pleasure or advantage, in which this wine | insect is marked with two longitudinal white q 
proved grateful tothe palate, and most friend- | stripes between three others of a light brown % 

ly to the stomach; in which, indeed, it was | color, while the face, the antenne, the under 
the principal means of conducting the pa-| side of the body, and the legs, are white. 

tient to health and strength. Its exhibition} This beetle varies in length from a little 
has been attended with remarkable success | more than ,one half to three-fourths of an 
in the early stages of the cholera and dysen- | incl. It comes forth from the trunks of the 
tery,—and again in the latter stages of these | trees early in June, making its escape in the 
diseases, after the symptoms of inflammation | night, during which time only it uses its am- 
or febrile excitement had ceased. It has| ple wings in passing from one tree to anoth- ' 
been strikingly remedial in the low stages of | er, in search of companions and for food.— q 

typhoid and billious fever. We have not|In the day time, it keeps at rest among the ij 
room to enumerate many other morbid af-| leaves of the plants on which it feeds. In 
fections, in which this wine has proved use-| the months of June and July, the-females } - 
ful. In sore throat it has, for many years, | deposite their eggs upon the bark of the trees 
been considered almost a specific remedy.” | near the roots; and the larve, or borers, 

These opinions are confirmed by other | hatched from them, consist of fleshy whitish 4 
testimony. Kenrick, in his American Or-| grubs, without legs, nearly cylindrical in 
chardist, says: “From the Black Currant| their form, and tapering a little from the f 
a jelly is made, of considerable medicinal | first ring to the end of the body. The head 
efficacy; a wine is also made from them, | is small, horny, and of a brownish color.— 
which Tircoolhes far superior medicinal vir- | The first ring is much larger than the others, ‘ 
tues to Port wine. The jelly has been | the next two very short, and, like the first, 
highly. recommended for disorders of the | are covered with punctures and very minute 
throat, and as a necessary article in the stores | hairs. This grub, with its strong jaws cuts 
of ships sailing to the East Indies. A li-|a cylindrical passage through the bark, and 
quor is prepared from the Black Currant, | pushes its castings backwards out of the hole, 
which Mr. Forsyth states is possessed of|while it bores upward into the wood. It }. 
great medicinal efficacy in obstinate coughs, | continues in the larva state two or three 
&c. The currants for this purpose are| years, during which it penetrates eight or 
bruised, and being placed in a jar, whiskey | ten inches into the trunk of the tree, its bur- 
or other species of alcohol is poured over | row at the end approaching to, and being 
them; the jar is then covered close for aj covered only by, the bark, It is in this 
fortnight; after this the liquor is strained | situation that its transformation takes place, 

 $ and bottled.” whica is completed about the first of June, 
The jelly from the Black Currant is fur-| when the beetle gnaws through the bark that 

ther described as being fine for the table, | covers the end of the burrow, and comes out 
and the wine is of a peculiar flavor, which | of its place of confinement in the night.— 
to those long accustomed to its use, is delect- | One of the oldest, safest, and most successful 
able. A friengof ours, who has many years | modes of destroying this borer is, to. thrust’ 
made use of this currant in his family, as a|a wire into the hole it has made; or, what ] 
sremedy for some ofthe above named affec- | would probably answer as well, to plug it up 
tions, especially the diarrhea, fully concurs | with soft wood. a
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} From the Maine Farmer. | the stones in the pan were so large, as to 
| Water for Bees. admit of spaces or surfaces of water only 
i ; as : two inches across! One would suppose that 
| : Mr, Miner, the author of an excellent |so small a space as this would be overcome 
| work on bees, recommends that artificial wa- | by the bees at once; and when losing a foot- 

: tering places bé provided for the conven- | hold,%and falling into the water, they would 
i B ience and safety of these useful and indus- | cross to the stones. and soon be on the wing 
i Hs: trious little creatures. Where there are no | again; but’such is not the ease in cool 
ie he watering-places near the apiary, there is a| weather, such as we generally have’ from 
} \ loss of time, which, to them, is more than| March to June. In very warm weather, few- ) 
eee money; or if the place is not adapted to | epbees, under the same circumstances, would 

{ their habits and convenience, many of them | perish: yet water is so benumbing to them, 
t will be lost in their attempts to satisfy their | at almost any season, that when once im- 

{ thirst. Says Mr. Miner: mersed, they seldom recover, unless assisted 
1 7 “Writers on the mdnagement of bees have | by man in placing them in some warm, sun- 

hitherto given no elucidation of the neces- | ny place to dry.” 
. i sity of bees having water within their con- ——————— 

venient reach, beyond the simple assertion, | To Cure Swettixe or tur Taroat ix Hoas. i 
that they either should have water placed eetlena 7: eit eel gi Ren aie oer 

* . . Cal 

| % daily in pans near the apiary, or that they | what T find from experience to be an infallible cure 
a should be situ-ted near to some stream, lake | for a certain disease with hogs, viz-, the swelling 

| j or river of fresh water. What the effect would | of the throat, I herewith send you a receipt for the 
a be to have no water within the ordinary | disease, with a desire that you publish 25 a 
3 range of their flight, has never been shown; oes ei ipeibatica os 

t perhaps for the reason, that an apiary can-| Take of molasses one-half a pint, and a table- 
; not be placed where the bees cannot find | spoonful of hog’s lard; and to this add of brimstone 

; fresh water in some place, within the range |*Piece an, inch in length. Melt it over the firey 
, OF Gade RE udless’ St bev in ‘a. ‘desert and when ina cold or liquid state, drench the hog 

- Even the wells of the meighbotliogd ‘tre: woe - the deuire dette og hy = er acted ave the desired effec! ly hogs were affecte: 
quently afford all the water that is required, | with this disease during the past year, and I found 

t from the drippings of the bucket, or from fi aR see pee erhensererzishing)iclee 
the troughs that often stand beside them. an ET eee ee 

« 
; ik a, poe cee Pa my Welly) Brraxive Srrers.—An effectual and speedy 

: g nbers, extracting the moisture | mode of breaking steers, is to use a yoke long } 
from the outside of the bucket, or arranged | enough to hold four bows at suitable distances: Put } 

WS slong the gently sloping sides of a trough, | 2 strong steady yoke of oxen.on es and the { : that I had placed there expressly for them. | **c"* inside, treat them gently and@o not use the 
3 - whip nor goad, and you will soon have the young 

Hy Bees do not like to descend the vertical | ones as well broken as the old. 
is sides of a bucket, or of any other vessel, to aS eet 
j obtain water; because there is danger of fal-|_Cure ror « Horse putting arte Havrer.-— 
if ling in; but a sloping, shallow trough, the | Feld one earunder # small strong cord which fast- 

sides of which form an angle of from: thir- one Bite» 7 eee SAR IE PE ETE OO 
. ty to forty-five degrees with the horizon, suits | 

iB them much better. : From the New Engtand Farnier. 
i Every bee-keeper should either afford his . * : 
i bees a supply of water at his pump, or well, Kindness to Animals. 

ik or place a shallow vessel near the apiar otal § | piary: ) 
es filled with small stones, about the size of Ae see aie neato tenia tee . , 
| .@ pigeon’s egg, in order to give a resting} | Endowed by God with instinct rare, 
i. place for the bees; and the vessel then to Should in thy love and kindness share. 
Ki be filled with fresh water every morning, The patient ox, who meekly bows 
i unless there bea stream of fresh water near, er a a eee ; : % i e ru; eld, should s i in which case, both modes might be dispens- Repaid with ieidernces by thee. 
f edwith. A tin baking pan, about an inch = reas eae 
ie: or more deep, is very suitable. Should no apare Decne one 

s Have not ift—bright. n’s Fay 5 
j stones be put into the pan, many bees would Be gentlé we helpless brute— 
ia be drowned. Ihave even known many to Kindness is heaven’s own atttribute. 

be drowned, in cool spring weather, when} Lrsanox, Conti. “ E.C.L- 
q i (SSS eee eS 

= 4
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fone hundred agrd@ and th i 5 
Targe and Small Farms Compared. cur acre but verona ineead of thirteen : 

Sed aida halfloads. Now@f A’s hundred and § 
_ Most young farmers are unsuccessful,} seventy-five loads of manure give $1500 % 
simply because their farms are too large,| product, five hundred loads will give but - ; 
and the complaint is often heard that no mon-| $111 11, but to give Ball the bt 2 
ey can be mado by farming. Ke nee eas it su rages $1500 al 

Take up the directory of ten ytars since, | To epltiente cas Pendeed ee cnaee pay : ;. 
and mark the names of all the merchants} atthe same rate per acre as A paid, 1000 : 
then doing business in New York or Phila- Pace _ 4 
delphia; follow these names through the di- Profi arts. 18 Sif 9 Say i 
Fodtatios Be caleequest sears Ae 2S oe Add to this what he saved by his own labor, 375 

over one in twenty have continued to do bu- Whole profit ofB, - - - $875 1 
siness for ten consecutive years without Whole profit ofA, - = = 1395 ‘ 

failing. This is a sorry fact, and arises} But the simile does not end here: A’s % 
from the fault of the merchants themselves. | land has improved both in quality and value, a 

In agricultural language, “they turn too hea-| while B’s is no better than before.. The : 
vy a sward, and do not lay it regular.” following year A can work his land with og 

So with the unsuccessful farmer; he has|less labor and increased results, while B 4 
too much land; he cannot manure it proper- | plods on without improvement: * Rh 

ly, and his labor bestowed upon manured| Now you have only to imagine that each 
land is not effective. Land fully manured, | of these farmers owe for their farms, and per- 4 

and thoroughly cultivated, will produce; haps for their stock, and you will find one 
double the amount of crops that can be ob-| of them a bankrupt and the other a rich man eS 

tained ‘from half manured land. in a few ‘years. 4 
Land well manured is more easily work- Should they reside near a large city, and i 

ed. Its particles more readily disintegrate, | A work but ten of his acres, using his five 
and large crops do not require expensive la-| hundred loads of manure at the value of fifty FS 

bor in proportion to results. loads per acre, and leasing out ninety acres, 4 
Suppose a case: Two neighbors, each|and buying his fodder from others, —s i, 

owning land of the same quality, and having| more valuable crops himself, and B should 4 
each ong hundred acres, valued at fifty dol-| continue his old course, then A would gain | 
lars per acre. Thus their farms would be| upon him in a still more rapid ratio. But A 
valued at five thousand dollars each, they| to do this advantageously A must be even a 
commefce operations with equal facilities| with the improvements of the day, in every g 
for making manures. | particular, and above all must own a subsoil « 
A leases out fifty acres of hislandfor seven plow.—Penn. Cultivator. ‘ 

per cent. on its value, and thus has an in- ORES API an 
comeof .- s+ =) + | + g175| Mernop or Excwpise Drones From tae Hive. 4 

He has forhis stables, compost, &c., say five —The ancient Greeks had an ingenious method of : 
hundred loads of manure, worth, - -  500| excluding drones frourthe hive. It was observed 

One hundred and seventy-five loads he buys that these gentlemen, (the drones,) though in 
- with the income named, and thus has six way inclined to work, would yet occasionally, on | 

hundred and seventy-five louds to put upon very fine days, go abroad for exereise, rushing forth 
fifty acres. in squadrons, oe aloft into the air, and there 

H for th ivati iE wheeling, sporting, and maneuvering in the sun. * 

‘ung his own ant See ng Taig satrantage abt toni chosdot aytaheasd z 
as above, thirteen uf a half loads of ma- affine net over the bee entrances, the meshes of 

nure per acré, =o. testihe, Sr: 47}. 2500 which ware. large enumels to nea ae workers, 
: ut not the drones. means, 6 fal were 

Suppose the product to be worth thirty | excluded and desboyad , ’ : 
dollars per acre, he will receive fifteen hun- Se eR ‘ ’ 
dred dollars, less five hundred expenses is 2 aamapeasay There is. ng, calling So may : : i 
one thousand dollars. eo sunt what| Cultivator. A great deal depends on doing every . 
he receives for his own labor for three thing im the proper season. In vain to him eome nt 
hundred working days, at $1 25, and his in- tes —— anne baosiog seed ime a : 

‘ ith hi ‘ vest, if he be not r sow ali e : 
oe ~ —_ his sa IMPrOV- | proper time. A short dale is wanting ey (ot 

next years operations, and 4) the crop materially. If the land be natupally rath- 
chance thereby of increasing his income to' er wet, a delay of one day in sowing, after itis suffi-, 
at least $1,500 per annum. cents any ad a ‘storm mene may cause, a fur- 
His neighbor B fiis'Gwe huaived load er delay of .one or two wee! ima wet period, 

of manure a aunt on his whole farm mane alate crop aad s Eee ea 

Oe a ~
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re Fromme Michigan Farmer. And flax, why can we not raise it, and % 
Hemp Cuttore in Wiieets dmeon manufacture, at least, our own linen? If-it § 

; our néw acquaintances‘were three gentlemen |can be cradled, as no doubt it can, and if it 

from Kentucky, one of whom, (whose name | can be prepared for market with the machine 
‘ is Meeker) is a newly appointed Supreme | above mentioned, what hinders our going in- 
F Judge of Minesota, a real clever, open heart- |to the cultivation of this vegetable product? 

r* (ed Cinnecticut yankee, who has resided in |The seed alone would pay all the expense } 
i “Old Kentuck” about twelve years. He is|of cultivation and a profit besides. Why 
st a shrewd observer and a good thinker, and \then may not this be made a profitable busi- 

| ! of course edifying in conversation. He gave |ness among us? Hitherto there has not, 
_ us some information in regard to the culture | we believe, been a linen manufactory in the 
By and preparation for market, of the hemp | United States. Accounts have recently been }/) 

i crop, the great staple of Kentucky, which | published, however, of the formation of a 
..% quite suprised us. He says there are men|company at the east, with a heavy capital, 

in Kentucky who raise five hundred acres of | for the purpose of establishing one, and they 
hemp per annum. To cultivate and harvest | propose purchasing the flax fron the farmer, 
that number of acres requires about one hun-|and cleaning it themselves, undoubtly by } 

dred hands, and ofcourse one hand will | means of the above mentioned machine. 
¥ manage about five acres. The crop is har- rr 

p vested with a hook which cuts it down near}! Wasninc Appte Trees.—About this } 

* the surface of the ground, or if it stands thick | time is as good as any to wash the bodies } 
< and fine and not remarkably tall, is cradled. | with ley. More insects and worms will be | 

A stout hand will cradle an acre a day. ~ An | caught now than at any other period. Bear } 
acre will produce forty or fifty. dollars worth |in mind that one pound of good potash in ) 

* of hemp the price being generally about six- | one gallon of water will make a ley that will ; 
f ty dollars per ton. But what suprised us | kill the animals that come in contact with it, ) 
: most was the facility with which it is pre-|but will not hurt the bark. It is more than } 
ij pared for market. It may be recollected |thirty years since we have used this wash, } 

i that we have heretofore published some ac- | and we have never known it toinjureatree, | 
dount of a machine which was said. to do | young or old. 5 

\ wonders in breaking and cleaning hemp and| A piece of woolen cloth nailed on a short | 
q flax. The performance of the machine was | handle will answer the purpose of a brush. 

fe represented as being so extraordinary, that |This wash must not be perrnitted to touch 
he we made many grains of allowance in our |the leaves that are to remain on the tree. 

i: own mind. But its performances seem even | Washes of this kind have a tendency to keep } 

i to transcend the representations which have | away the animalcule that are inclined to S 
a been given of them. It breaks, cleans, and|harbor on the bodies of trees. When the ( 
14 packs, or bales the hemp, all by one opera-|trees have rough bark on, it —— to be 
4 ee and with astonishing despatch, doing it |scraped off before washing. The loose 
i fast as the bundles can be put into the | bark affords a harbor to various insects and { 

1 machine by one man—as fast as bundles of | grubs. ‘ 
iq wheat are passed through a common thrash- Teronnerentertesrrer in: ' 
: lo ing machine. Marie Sucar iv Vermontr.—We learn } 
i And why not introducd it here? Why |that, the past season, on account of its cold { 
; can we not raise as good hemp on our prai- | and backwardness, has proved unysuall fayor- } 

} ries and on our rich bottom lands, as they | able for the sugar crop, in Vermont, the | 
if can raise any where—and with the help of| trees averaging a yield of about four pounds | 
It this machine why can it not be made as|of sugar each. -Caleb Aldrige, of Sutton. | 

ie age a business here as any where? | from 1,700 trges, made 6000 Ibs. sugar; Mr. 
{ ould it not be far better to place our de- | Noyes, maoggne? lbs; Woolston Brock, 
i: pendance upon a greater variety of crops| way, from 3000 trees, made 900 lbs.; Har- 

i for market, than to rely upom asingle sta: | low Brooks, from 350 trees, made. 1,200 lbs. ; 
a | ple, and that so frail a thing as the wheat|/and Ferdinand Walker, of Lyndon, from 
og plant—a plant which is liable to more fatal|400 trees, made 1;700 lbs. These am- 

| “contingencies than perhaps any other, and | mounts are exclusive of the last.run, or mo- } § 
i? by the frequent failure of which the whole | lasses , being all stirred sugars, equaling in (f | 
} community isthrown into pecuniary embar- | color our muscovado; and are worth. at least % Mj; 
1° ~~, Qrassment. . |six cents’ per pound, nai Se 
} ne ST
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Cotorine Woop.—F: = ; ca Cae fe z aie »—French i rh exp : : 

ting dees wood of any color pe makers can |" ‘experi mmade by Mi hell re tentond 3 

the roots ofthe tree absorb. th please, by let- | by sowin barrel of eat tothe =i Gaon 

pessoa ti before it is -cut down. s eo — Tuids | pee aa ‘cn ‘eon ae 

the Often one root, and of prussi solution of iron | Preceding fal aati h 3 of: x 
ai ne eh ged of prossate of potash up thereon ae canes ce Mey ced eter % 

re eee snes | easter aioe | | 
: bata >t just boon ee 

Grant war S01 eof rnaing ten nic [Steg ees ete co 
. . ‘ a , twenty-ei; iden te on ! 
a 7 a : ein he coor gS beaiele to the acre. ee confi- ig 

now i passage from our ci or less, the’ price ope cafe | 

w it . cit : o 
: = | 

5 pee fon y. to Buffalo was $25; | 0 ee —Mr. Wi Bena 
ne ay i | our office last w eee ! 

are for Doce ans.— These pretty little coi > | his garden: mee eer oi pon | 

cently: been seeerslicg than Bilt iblevcaine, whieh length. He thinks this specimet ofan 
. u ‘ y i ; ms | 

Sea eeeiinsto k 
ae! 

; nt ve i: ' ee a 

richer amiiyg through th Post Oe wu lohan he ay in hed ; male cane ¢ “ itcals. de, fort a but short as life day too long, think life . 

stag pet =, ato ta fas some find it lon; fe too ?- i 

sinners 48 Bez Fexp—S: ee 
sim their cooeitoasy aad | 

{ 

inition. the King of Wurtemba Me | vil eg Work of Bay | 

sper iar tne fee Ruston iii tememe | | : rgb, | ‘ > ‘tare 

bes ame vei rugs Fits oe pts Mayville eee 
of the best aah i 

i 1. — American = d to a jeily, 3 ri 

How to ma: Agriculturist, jeily, near | © spects of their growing town.” ar 

a qutintity of quick-lime i ae ae ees gas dhe nl boeeht uss 

; es, a bee ss of 

to re lime ae Synetee mutton ait oa sont vce = = = : 

basis dirs, suet pure and clear, So boas asda ae ren iy ean al at, dip off the suet | 8 aprice f nese hea. be pounds, : 

pretty hi ity of real wax, and this suet add the | 8° of 11 00 oe oi ml ik aca 

improved Epiaiaen come, "Phe os — have al InL ahaa iinet : 

The ck taken dou nee aey ded'by 830 ie ) 

Zep ma of sheen candies ssa Sead wax. | are femal Seec en " 

tallow Ste as those used for sone ‘Sect wor oe oa a | 

He ERS, SEE TO 
eee Pins opr abe 

‘ 

guished Phil ro your D. 
i n portion of the S oe 

4 

the period, aaah yuician berks .—A. distin- ting their ‘wheat: very uaay, Tae ce gn psi orc A sin aac ballad ry generally, The oa cut- @ 

walnu . Decca aneeaisen ioe = : . | 

walnut and tere of whalebone wea sens a og bid | 
any tolerabl les must be first Eire The constitution 

sous to <iqu pieces of lookin, a. _Sspend is, the : 
aa ti ft in costes |S freely in every ig glass by a stri 4 

mal co ght long hours eae ee inflictions of the{ W. Pe ee ieee = | 
* x 

Seve Mewiien pita. ‘ida wii naot ox! aad ca aah ABTS — The bark ofa wi 3 

beneath hime an hoop poles, ee ox, and en- | th @ and mixed with stror ee. applied d 

an get hieas. and gird the whol - an oak plank | e: e parts affected, will oe al and appli ‘ q 

seta ELAR Re LI | To Seiden | 
Wonder i és breath. indeed, | _— Th So : 

cae ler if the girls of Ohio will re great and 8 sally ‘who receive 

A fivator. I remember this?—— | People thor who reese sau ly ome 

but lit Mince worte Ha’ UxctxJ, | 8 laborer aie oo es 
rash sn wae 7 

' le | than th VING.—A fi __ | for seventy: eee "wet 

lipoma | ee 
z = " | wenty. a 

anid oan be Had for $190 Sree a const ce rome practica. eB, eal os hot per day, construetin, rie Farmer the follc of Troy, Ill; ‘ 

one and gri his rate every fare bolting ap- ble: g gravel fence. It k ba ve é 

grind his own grist,—. iroit Free Ps Fees | Patup a wall of ‘ is api , 
a“ wr ist, Detroit Press, inches> hij “(the same 

easton rain, swallows fly lo boven high; (the ean tae ‘wall grovel ; 

fon ‘will not saoaaes case. 
dogs | and th Valent. or:teny inahen di ee vel 

gravel ab out; sf ies are more semuectaniaoa 
Sn the wilde ny top Wi ‘ei ct lage 

= ease. BO! ants, bees. yada i gah shes 4 : pickets, | 

ae io ae is fly low for ins ond san, eascte ee = inches ‘Tong faving sane 
: 

cattle }easyy and even the i ae: sheep | will then hav. Sees fe ak a busy yeaa @ a fence four feet high, that w en wl Tout, q 

‘ :
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; Propucrions or THe Unrrep Srares.— due to the presence,of carbonaceous matters, 

The Patent Office Report furnishes the fol- for clean sea-beach sand will produce no such | 

e ¢ lowing important information. result, while pulveriséd charcoal will act 

} Wheat, Oats, Rye, Indian Corn, Potatos, | with much greater energy than common soil. i 

; Hay and Toboceo, are raised in every State | On this principle, animal matter coated with 

| ; and Territory of the Union. unleached ashes, and then buried ip pulver- 

: I Barley raised in all except Louisiana. ulent peat or muck, will only, decompose 

a; i Buckwheat raised in all except Louisiana without giving off offensive odors, but the 

ry and Florida. : muck will also, by absorbing the resulting 

| } § New England, New York, New Jersey, | gases arising from decomposition, be render- 

3 Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio and Wiscon-| ed highly valuable as-a fertilizer. Dr. Da- 

ry sin do not raise Cotton. na says that a dead horse, if cut in pieces, 

! The States that do not raise cotton, togeth- and treated as above, will render twenty 

tT e¥ with Maryland, Delaware and Indiana, do| loads of muck equal in quality to the best 

| . not raise Rice. _ ’ stable manure. 

| } csr egal and Territory except: Towa] ‘The following article’ from the Madison 

raises Suk. (N. ¥.) Observer, shows” in a conclusive } 

z Every State except Delaware, make Sugar. | yiew the invaluable’ advantages of these far- 

A Pre lair gaa the most barley, viz., 1,| mers’ railroads: 

oo ushels. _ | Prank Roavs—A few facts concerni 

i New York raises the most Potatoes, viz.| their Cost and wen We 

Be) 20,553,612 bushels. _ 0. | terville and Utica Road, 19 miles long, cost 

a New York raises the most hay, viz. 4,595, | $41,000—dividend just declared’of 10 per 
"2 536 tons. | heat, viz...10,786 cent, payable to stock-holders on the first of 

4 a — the most wheat, viz. 10,/50,) May, a 10 om cent laid . repairs, 

b) > bushels. ; x &c. Utica and Bridgewater Road, 20 miles { 

E oat raises the most rye, viz. 8,| Jong, cost $40,000—pays 25 per peak regu- 

it r ushels. larly. . 

Bi : Pennsylvania raises the most buckwheat,| ‘The Fonda and Johnstown Road, 4 miles 

} eee wee sated ae long, cost $8,000—pays 50 per cent, ; 

ov Nay ete. he most corn, Viz. O4, Les oe beep = per cent, . 

447 b IB. and the itestone Ro: ut 25 per cent. 

e Virginia raises the most flax and hemp,| ‘There is one gratifying fact in relation to 

a See pounds. ener plank roads, which cannot be said of rail- } 

i entucky raises the most tobacco, viz, 72;| roads, or cannals, or steamboats, or banks, § 

be ® § 322, 543 pounds. i asa never failing thing: it is this—those ; 

j Georgia raises the most cotton, viz. 148,) who have been interested in plank roads and } 

if 7s 175, 128 pounds. i _ | watched. their progress, have learned by ex- 

" aes say sai raises the’ most rice, viz.| perience, that no, plank road has yet’ been 

{ 892, pounds. constructed, which has proved to be a losing 

{ | elena need the most sugar, viz. 37;| concern to the stock-holders—none which has 

? ,590 pounds. . : 4 _ | not paid more than the legal rates of interest 

f 4 North Carolina raises the most wine, viz. | on his investment. sou also who are 

aa 16, 346 gallons. —Lancaster Farmer best acquainted with plank roads are now 

i: ich sia i astog etl CTT geetias ie ommooncae | 
it It is well known that if onions buried in the| country, at any reasonable cost, which will }: 

| earth for a few days before being cooked,| not pay to the stock-holders more than seven 

ie will have lost much oftheir rank flavor.) pe cent. . Experience has shown: that the 
\y ; Wild ducks, i are sou a ai fla-| people will stock these roads, and will use 

ie vor to bo may be rendered much more J “Le iltoad y 

is i palatable by being wrapped in‘absorbent pa- pop sig es coneat ene 
per and buried in the ground for a few hours. | holders and the pablic. ino} 

ee Dried codfish loses much of its austerity of] [¢ jt be true that not a single plank road 

i * flavor(if we may coin a term )by similar treat-| has yet failed to.pay a good dividend—no 

i oe ve vi nr ete ee wm business in the world can show a similar in-@ 9] 

| it: Penis absorbent property of the soils is oe ee 2. Semnie oon aC Cantal 

! , . i
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yn cial. I know not whether we have any land that, aR 
r EDITOR S TABLE. . | with the best management, would produce such a i * 

SV SSS | crop of corn as stated by Mr, Sheldon. | have: fif- § x 

S Tae Wuerar Crop.—Théalmost universal com- E, eee that will ieee a sere / = 
plaint is, that the presént wheat crop is greatly in- oddeen per saan cel (tecminckiniaieasety ot acreage a 

; “ s 
jured, in some places almost entirely destroyed by | ing, ) eit 1 would like to let some of the Genesee b 
insects, rust; and other causes. Says the Ohio | farmers have, that ey eee it boreal fi 

i Cultivator: - ly and see if it would not produce as much as heart 
“dee. , i y a, Id. wish; of corn, wheat or root crops. The lat- i 

{ “WFrom all the information we can gather, it ap-| (oe <. ‘ ivati a ‘ 
) pears quite certain that, throughout £ large ce ae joven ape SS eee , 
of Ohio, the wheat harvest is sadly deficient, owing| } jave a little native cow that has been kept out f 
i ore by must andithe soheat insect. A few | at the stack all winter, which will give as much ' 
; only a semen ior apn conte: wepe iS have | milk and of as good quality as any Durham’ of +her « 

oacaped. these, arbp ances harvesting nee 'y afair| weight; butthe art of obtaining as much ‘butter or ¥ 
i average crops t taking apse atlarge, we are | cheese therefrom, as we read in the Farmer that j 

ot bedacudrt iol on ee some have done, I am confident we do not pos- ’ 
a | sess... . 

bushels! This is animmense loss to-our farmers,! ] am told that one man, a few miles from here>, 
| Pat 59 trust they will not be disheartened, espe-| has commenced building wire fence; ‘and Snde'if j 
) cially as the corn and other crops are now quite very expensive. We cannot go into it here so long q 
Pree: % us as the merchants fake us pay twenty-five cents 

Ix Kentucky, all the papers agree in stating| per lb. for wire—and its ueilitys and durability ‘is 
that the wheat crop is almost a failure, owing to | doubted. % 
the rust. ; ban Our friend’s views on ‘‘keeping the swinish mul- j 

In Western Virginia and Western Pénnsylvania | titude at home”? are to the point. "1 intend to show 
the wheat has been.much injured by the rust—| the article to a well off Pennsylvania farmer, who i 

same as in Ohio and Kentucky—not over a half.a petit ee eit ore aa Lene ca 1 
crop. : : ly in the road, in opes that he wil ke the int, q 

In Eastern Virginia and Penusylvania the crop ee may bea decent! man; aside from’ his 
is represented as fair—some injury done by rust| ?° acon ¥ 

also by .insects, but nearly an average crophar-| Again he says: 
vested. The Horticultural Department of the Farmer we 

} In Indiana the crop is said to be no better than | all much need in this section. It contains the most rt 
-in central Ohio. Its appearance was very promis- | information on the subject of any journal that I have 
ing till just before harvesting commenced ae the | been privileged with reading. a 
hat and wet weather brought on rust which destroy-| We believe we furnish about as much Horticul- 4 

ed full half of the crop. tural matter, and of as good quality, andas wel BY 
i In Western New York, where there wasa cheer- adapted to this meridian as the Geaesee Farmer.— 2 
ing prospect of an unusually abundant crop, mach He is right in the following: i 

damage, has been done by rust, and the yield will Though more applicable to the farmers of New . 
be light... ~ : York and New England; (who farm it on.a'smaller 

In this State, if we except the western part, the | Scale than us westerners,) I feel disposed to con- a 
wheat has greatly suffered by blight, especially on a petiihibegatrh torauarmecwic cee a ' 
low lands. The Spring wheat has received the | also learning the views of many different Sie 
greatest injury, generally speaking. The editor of| tant persons on various, and some very important 4 
the Advocate says: ® =| subjects. * ] 

; > We were shown a day or two since, ahand-| Let every farmer take as many Agricultural pa- q 

‘al of heads of wheat gathered from a field in this pers ashe can afford to, ace while he patron- vicinity, upon the whole of which there was not|: cs - 5 
one sound'grain, and we were told that there was | 7° Bis own journal at ey Se 
not one to ie tauad in the whole field. ‘The greén | interest of its pages, he will be Sure to increase in 
ears looked as if they might bear, but the instant} wisdom, and aid materially the cause of Agrical- j 
they changed co'or, the grain was gone, The up-| ture, ° : : land wheat is we Bidarteut better, but light, and . Part of the spring wheat will also prove very light. Breabsrorrs or tue Untrep Stares.—A very & 

Many fields we ourselves have visited are hardly | Valuable, scientific report on this subject has re- q 
Worth harvesting. Farmers hereabouts are suffer- | C°Mtly been given by Prof. Beck of Rutgers Col- ; 

ers to a considerable extent—some willlose almost | !ege, in which he gives the results of some import- : 
the entire labor. ofa year, This must teach them| ®t experiments made ee the patronage of the 
not to:rely so entirely on the growing’of wheat. Federal Government. It will every where be re- } 

IFA Wisconsin. Farmer corresponding for the gare oe valtahle ccna disetssing as 
Genesee Faxmprsisays: x it does, and throwing light upon a topic of general A 

Speaking of plowing Jeads me toanother topic, — interest. ‘We call attention to the following synop- ) ; 
Ido not'know but our western land may ultimately | sis of this excellent Report : rege a 4 
eed deep tilling; at present it appears not benefi-! Professor Beck received the appointment in April \Y 
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.
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oflast year, and his experiments thus far have been | ‘The Professor exdifiined, according to the pres- 
/ conifinedto wheat and wheat flour, which constitute | ent report, 13 different samples, from different parts 

. 3 the subject of the report before us. Indian corn and | of the United States and Europe, and: be a the 

meal, which have now become such important-ar- | preference to the Kubanka variety from, south 

i ticles of export, will receive dae attention in the | of Russia. There would probably be a prejudice 

: coursé of his researches. In entering wap the sub- | against it in this country, from the natural yellow- 

j ject of his present report, his first object 'Was to as- | ish hue of its flour and bread, é 

i certain the amount of water in different kinds of| The process for determining the relative amounts 

, a wheat and flour, for all contain water in greater or | of gluten, starch, sugar and gum is this: Put afew 

ig less quantities. Its amount is greater in cold coun- | ounces of flour carefully weighed ina cotton or fing 

‘nd tries than in warm. . |eloth. Pour cold water upon.it and work SE 
4 In Alsace. from 16 to 20 per cent. dough with the fingers. All except the gluten 

1% « England, from 14 to 17 per cent. strains through the cloth.. This is then dried and 
at « United States, nape to 14 per cent. weighed. : 

3 * Africa and a m 9 to 11 per cent. The gum and sugar becomes dissolved in the wa~ 

} i This accounts for the fact that the same weight of | ter, but the starch settles at the bottom of the ves- . 
? Deews flour yields more breadthan Northern. | sel. ‘This water is pape offand the starch is thus 
j glish wheat yields 13 pounds more 10 the quar obtained, and may be Weighed. The water is next ) 

’ 4 ter than Scotch. Alabama flour, it is: said, yields | evaporated, and the gum and sugar also obtained in 

20 per cent more than that of Cincinnati. And in|a dry state for weighing. This is not a perfect 
j general, American Flour, according to the authori- | method—other methods more complicated give dif- 

b ty of one of the most extensive London bakers, ab- | ferent results; but this is sufficiently accurate in a } 

} sorbs 8 or 10 per cent more ofits own weight of | practical way for dscertaining the relative values of | 

i water in being mie into bread, than the English. | different specimens. § 

: The English grain is fuller and rounder than the | The report contains some valuable remarks. ow 

} American, being in truth puffed up with moistare. | agriculture in general. The inquiry is not simply { 

All this is accounted for by temperature. The | how productive a field may be made, however im- \ 
. warmer the country the more is the water dried | portant that may be, but concerns also the cost of } 

; out of the grain before it ripens, and hence when | such production. A man may astonish the coun- 

made into bread, it absorbs more water again and | try by the great abundance of his crops; and yet , 

is therefore more valuable. become bankrupt with his great returns—simply } 

18 Water also unfits it for preservation. The | because they cannot repay their cost. The ques- , 

hg books of a single inspector in New York city show- | tion therefore of economy of measures and economy 
fe ed that in 1847 he inspected 218,679 barrels sour | of treatment, are of the first importance. Itshould ) 

$ and musty flour. In his opinion the loss on these | be known also that wheat raised on a rich soil is } 

i was $250,000. Every year the totalloss in the | more nutritious, taking the same quantity, than / 

. United States from moisture in wheat and flour‘is | that raisedin poor ground. ¢ 

.e estimated at from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000! To | We hope these enquiries will be continued with- -} 

remedy this great evil, the grain should be well ri- | out delay. As yet, after so few months’ labor, } 

h ned before harvesting, and well dried before be- | they are merely preliminary. Professor Beck has 

3) ing stored ina good dry granary. Afterwards, in | given abundant proof of his ability to pursue the { 

: "Eeemare atid in transporting, it should be careful- | subject in his noble report on the mineralogy of 5 

5 fy protected from wet, and the flour kept from ex- | New York, and in his valuable work on Chemistry ( 

Sie a. to the atmosphere. The best precaution is|and Botany; and we may reasonably anticipate { 

4 iin drying. By this process the wheat and flour | that his researches in organic analysis will be enti- 

{ are passed over iron plates heated by steam to the | tled to a place with those of Professor Horsford of } 

boiling point. From each barrel of flour 16 or 17 | Cambridge, or of Professor Norton of Yale.—New- | 

i of water are thus expelled, leaving still 4 or ay Daly Advertiser. 5 
i 1 r cent in the flour, an amount too small to do ) 

a 7. If all the water be expelled, the quality of | / America, THE GRANARY OF THE Worwtv.—We : 

1a the fiouris deteriorated. claim not too much when we say this—at any rate ( 

tS "The mode of ascertaining the amount of water | we claim not too much when we say that ourcoun- ( 

1 is this. Take a smalljsample, say 5 ounces, and | try is destined to become the granary of the world.) 

weigh it carefully. Put it in a dry vessel, which “The fact that we sent forty-three millions of dol- | 

; should be heated by boiling water. After 6 or 7 hours | lars’ worth of food to relieve a famine in see in } 

et weigh it carefully tntil it loses no more weigh Its | a single year—great as the amount really is, dwin- | 

! loss of weight shows the original amount of water. | dles nevertheless into ete [when compar- ) 

j The next object of Professor Beck was to ascer- | ed with the profuse abundance we enjoy at home. | 

tain the amount of gluten in the various samples of | The aggregate amount of the agricultural products ( 

bh flour. Gluten is an adhesive, pasty mass, andcon- of the United States cortvertible into breadstuffs or } 
a sists of several different principles, though its con- | its substitutes, upon an Bear of three or four ) 

hit stitution has not yet been satisfactorily iecezaitncl! years, is about 900 millions.of bushels, of which } 

i It is chiefly the nutritious portion of the flour. The | nearly one half is Indian corn. The quantity of | 

t Soeuntning principles are mostly starch, sugar, and | wheat mes be put down at 100 millions of bushels. | 

; gum. ese three lat ve been thought not|The whole amount of this vast ageregate product , 

f to be nutritious, but this Pprcbatly anerror. On| required for home consumption does not probably } 

i an average, their relative amount in 100 parts are | exceed 300 millions. Of course the immense sur- ( 

Li shostiestliows: plus is subject’ to exportation; and who will say 

Fi ‘ Average. Kubanka Wheat, the best, | that the words at the head of this article are not 

ie mane “ ] true, or are not in process of verification? 

Le Starch, 67 60 >The Light House at Port Washington is com-, 

| Sugar andgum, 8 9 pleted. It is 116 feet above the Lake. ~ 
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, WISCONSIN FARMER RX NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR| Itis supposed that this worm harbors in the : 

PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY ground, which is probably.true. If so, the remedy 
RACINE, WHIGROe eatin sTREET.. | 4 once. suggests itself, which is salt and ashes, or J 

to eee eM lime. They should be applied at the time of sdw- 
; Office, at the Publisher's Bookstore. ing, and harrowed in withthe grain, F 

: 50 Cents a Year in Advance: The milde@* or rust is pretty clearly ascertained 
PR ne it oe a Gmelecansity com to be a species of fungus, ‘‘so small as to require 
mence withthe volume. Back numbers supplied to new sub- | glasses to render its form distinct, and rapidly prop- “ 
Post Masters and all others who feel an interest in the cir- | #gated by, its seeds.” Lt spreads very rapidly from : 
os of the Fanwcen, are — to lent thelr aid in pro- | stalk to stalk, euters the cells gpnnected with the 4 
OF The Farmer is subject to newspaper postage only. common tubes, and feeds and fattens on the very 
rw—*"a—oaoaoooooooeeaeaeaaqqqaaaaa | life of the grain. Most writerstlaim that no rem- : The Wheat Crop. edy has as yet been discovered for the disease, but 

2 5 recommend. that no mildewed straw be spread upon 
Mame Rematis onttnkiionts: GavetBemedy,/6te.\| 1. isa. ta, bersowmn tas wheats om shetungaas ine 

What at fitst was apprehended, is now more | creases by the diffusion of its seeds. The opinion 4 
; clearly manifest—the wheat crop in this State has | of Judge Buel was, that, the mildew or rust is gen- . 

suffered greatly, with here and there an exception, | erated, or propagated, by a moist, hot, and close 
so-thatits average is hardly two thirds of an aver-| atmosphere, and all observation and experience tes- i 
age yield. “Still in the aggregate, the quantity is| tify that it abounds most where fresh manures haye ‘ 
much greater than any previous season, because | been applied in quantity. ; , i 
of the increased number sown. “These causes suggest the remedies—which ares ; 
Thee ‘were three causes affecting the wheat| to ensure a better circulation’of air, _by laying the 4 

crop throughout nearly the whole of Wisconsin. — tasvea Uessatitiea any rows aes 
Insect, Mildew, Smut, and Rot. The-first of these weeds, by applying the manure ‘first toa hoed crop, 
was quite destructive in some localities. It was| which will extirpate the weeds introduced by the . 
found in the stalk, generally about the joints, of a} manure, and deprive the latter of its heat.” ‘a 
light brown tolor, A few of them sent us, on| With reference to smiitt in wheat, we extract x ; 
being confined, fed voraciously on the berry. following from a communication of Mr, J. 3 

‘A similar worm is described by Judge Buel, in| McCall of New York. 2 
the Meméits of the N.Y. State‘Agricultural’Soci- | «-yyhen [resided in Sengea County, several years * ety, as being about thrée sixteenths of an inch ago, my attention was particularly drawn to this 
dong, pale yellow, with brown spots about its mouth | Subject, by observation, “that while myself and : eee doposites.thriog.a.yean: and.a, few neighbors were much injured by smut in our wheat, 

Om FeARs - the crop of Mr. C, uniformly escaped. Ienquired 
days earlier than those of the. Hessian fly. Mr.| into the cause of this singular exemption, and 
Worth of Penn, speaks ‘of this depredator as fol- eenisat it was owing to the seed having been s 
lows: y oo ae ; 7 “ . In 1816, therefore, I washed my seed, put’ about h 

“The ravages of the first. generation have usu-| three pints if lice to each bushel, eee it well, ally been confounded with those, ofthe fly, as the | and let it lie in _a heap twelve hours before sow! Plants decline in both cases about the same time, | My ‘crop was erfoctly elsaa, white T can ora a and in thé same manner; but such as are effected re. Pi 4 ; a i & * ott Pat my neighbors had more or léss smut. by this insect, can readily be distinguished by an In 1817, part of my seed was washed and limed. 5 enlargement of the culm near the roots: The sec- | as in the peed Soles aubther part wee washed 
a is lodged’ about the several joiitts, | and limed anda ew ae to each bushel mixed antl may frequently be found in apparently healthy | with the lime: a third parcel was washed in a sivore. 4 plants," ‘This generation must materially lessen the pickle and limed; and a fourth sown ‘without ‘a 

antity of grain, and I conceive the encipte preparation. The /result was as* follows: he cutee Of “the bad) product from thé-straw>)! The firsthad a little smut, the second none, the third ee meencyeenrin os summery inlets in the | none—and the fourth was a quarter smut—all on ; Pee also been | tho same kind of land, and all sown in good weath- ~ ‘Hessian fiy.’ er; between the 5th and 15th September, pifiyis } 
Pe
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4 AN AOT RELATING TO COMMON SCHOOLS. AS Brety) school distriet organize in pursuance 
i — - of this chapter; or whi en ized under 
; ee reams <: fea Tren eat ee aricea law of the state or tersty of Wiscon- 

i OF COMMON SCHOOLS. sin, shall be a body cofporate, and shall possess the 
{ usual powers of a corporation for public purposes, 
i BIRT ETE, ante by.the name and style of “School District number 

{ Sscrton 1. Whenever a school district shall be (such number shall be designated by the town su- 

} j formed in any town, it shall be the duty of the town | perintendent in the formation thereof,) of 2 
1 superintendent, within pe ea thereafter, to! (the name of the town or towns in which the district 

|} |e oi wg fe opal achat ae in nt metal sd be sy 
. *. = > ft an cay le of col i 

i : time and place for the first district meeting, and to| with, Gadok holding Gaia be Laeaiseanetes 

j pelirersece notice to a taxable inhabitant of the dis- | jg ‘authorized to be purchased by the. provisions of ) 

i § 2. The town superintendent shall, in such no~ thie crepes, ht ee eee 

ig tite, direct such inhabitant to notify every qualified ge dines 

4 voter of the district, either personally; or by leaving| _§ 9. The annual meeting of such school district 
; a written notice at his place of residence, of the | Shall be held on the last Monday of September in 

! time and place of such meeting, at least five days be- each year; the hour of such meeting shall be two 

| fore the time appointed therefor; and it shall be the | o'clock in the afternoon, unless otherwise provided 
a duty of such inhabitant to notifygthe voters of such | by the district, special: district meetings’ may be 

i district, agreeably to the requirement of said notice, | called by the clerk, or in his absence by the director 
3 and endorse thereon’a return centaining the names | F treasurer, on the written request or any five legal 

‘| of the persons by him notified; and said notice and | voters ofthe district. ; 

4 return shall be reeorded asa part of the record of| $10. No annual meeting shall be deemed illegal 
: the first meeting in such district. for want of due notice, unless it shall appear that the 

; § 3. In case such notice shall not be given, or the omission to give such notice was wilful and fraudu- 

_ +) inhabitants of the district shall reluse or neglect | lent. 2 
: toassemble, or forma district meeting, when’ sono-| _§ 11. The inhabitants qualified by law to vote at 

tified; or in any case any school district having been | 2 School district meeting, when assembled at the first 

e formed and organized. shall afterwards be dissolved, | meeting in their district, or when lawfully assem~ 

it so that no competent authority shall exist therein to bled at any ‘other district meeting shall have 

‘ call a special district meeting in the manner herein |‘POWer, * , k : % 
4 after provided, notice shall be given by the town} st, To appoint a chairman for the time being; 
: superintendent and served in the manner preseribed| 2nd. To adjourn from time to time as occasion 
1 in the precedeng section. may require; ; 

' sm § 4. Whenever a district meeting shall be called 3rd. To choose a direetor,treasurer, and clerk at 

t in the manner prescribed in the preceding chapter, | their first, and ateach annual meeting. 
f itshall be the duty of the electors of the district to| 4th. To dosignate a site for ‘@ district school » 

i assemble at the time and place mentioned in such house; , 
: notice. 5th. To vote such tax on the taxable property of 

j § 5. Every male inhabitant twenty-one years of he district, as the meeting shall deem sufficient to > 

age or upwards, who shall reside in any school dis- puchase or lease a suitable site for a school house, ) 

trict meeting therein, shall be entit!ed to vote at| and to keep in repair and furnish the same with the { 
b such meeting. : necessary fuel and appendages; ) 

§ 6, If any person offering to vote at a school dis~ 6th. To vote a tax on the taxable property of the { 

trict meeting, shall be challenged as unqualified, by | district of such sum as the meeting shalldeem prop- ) 
: any legal voter in such district, the chairman presi- | ¢F for the pay of teacher's wages in the district; 
' ding at such méeting ‘shall declare to the person| 7th To authorize and direct the sale of any school | 

+ challenged the qualifications of a voter, and if such house, site; or other property belonging to the dis- ) 

‘ challenge shall not be withdrawn the chairman | trict, when the same shall no lorger be-needial for 

; shall tender him the following oath or affirmation, | the use ofthe district; 
; +You do solemnly swear or affirm, that you are an| 8th. To impose such tax as may be necessary to ) 

i actual resident of this school distriet, and that you | discharge any debts or liabilities of the distsiet law- | 
; are qualified according to law to vote at this meet- | fully incurred; a) 

} ing.” Any person taking such oath or affirmation | _ 9th. To vote a-tax hot exceeding twenty dollars ) 

i shall be permitted to vote on all questions proposed | 12 any one yeay for the purchase of globes, black« } 

i at such meeting; but if any person shall refuse to | boards, outline maps; or any other apparatusfor illus~ 

} takesueh oath or affirmation, his vote shall be reject- | trating the principles of agriculture, chemistry, or 
7 ed. the mechanic arts; 

f § 7, Every school ag shall be deemed duly| 10th. To give such directiun, and make sych 
q organized when any two of the officers elected at the | Provison as may be deemed necessary in relation to 

} first legal meeting thereof, shall have consented to | 0 the prosecution or defence of any suit or proceed- | 

serve for the offices to which they have been re- | ingin which the district may be 9 party or inrerest- 
f spectively elected, by a written acceptance thereof ed; 5 f 

i fled with, and recorded by the. clerk; and every|  11tH: To alter, repeal; and modify their proceed- j 
) school district shall be considered as legally organ- | igs from time to time,as occasion may, require, g 
yy sized after it shall have exercised the franchises and| 12th. No sale of any school house shall be author, 

| WD priviliges ofa district for the term oftwo years. * ized or the site of the same changed, or any tax voted-\/ 
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Se le eae Cee ee eC BTreene-ceecseerasesraeereeeee eee A at any special meeting, unless the notice for such | command contained in the warrant annexed to the i ee | meeting shall be served in the same manner as is | tax lists; he shall also apply for and receive from the pra ey Provided for the first meeting of a district after its | town superintendent, all school moneys: appors Chile sos 
organization. tioned to his district, and pay over on the order of WAMORES 

§ 12. Whenever the time for holding an annual | the elerk and director of such district, all moneys so need ae meeting in any district for the election of istrict | collected aud received by him. ei ie 
officers shall pass without such election being held,| § 19. The treasurer shall present to the district Rian Lae 
the clerk, or in case of his absence, either the di- | at each annual'meeting a report in writing; contain~ para a rector or treasurer last elected, within twenty days | ing a statement of all moneys received by him the ‘ae 4] 
after the time of holding such meeting shail have | preceeding year, and of the disbursements made by eee | 
passed, may notify a special meeting for such elec- | him, with the items of such disbursements, and ex- adhe 24 tion in the manner prescribed in the teath section | hibit the vouchers therefor, also a statement of all were a 
of this chapter; but if such meeting shall not be no- | taxes assessed upon the taxable property of the dis~ Nanhe a ri 
tified within twenty days as aforesaid, the town su- | trict during the year; the purposes for which such cs ae 3 perintendent may order any taxable inhabitant of | taxes were assessed, and the amount assessed for ath te 
such district to notify such’ meeting in the'manner | each particular purpose, which report shall bere sf ER 
provided in this chapter for the formation of a new | corded by the cleric, and if it shali appear that any 2 t ng eS district; and the officers chosen at such special meet- | balance of moneys is in the hands of such treasurer ee} 
ing shall hold their offices until the time for holding | at the time of making such report, he. shall imme~ Ae id 
the next annual meeting. diately pay over such balance to his successorin is] § 13. No tax to be voted by a district meeting for | office. % ahaa 3 
building, hiring or purchasing a school house, shall| § 20. The director and clerk shall require of the epee: 
exceed the sum of three hundred dollars, unless the | treasurer, and the treasurer shall execute to the dis Sah ie 3 
town superintendent of the town in which the | trict a bond in double the amount of money, as near i ia 
school house is to be situated, shall certify in writ-|as can be ascertained, to come into his hands as . 
in his opinion that a larger sum ought to be raised, | treasurer during the year, with sufficient sureties, to 
and shall specify the sum, in which case a sum, uot | be approved by the director and clerk, conditioned " 
exceeding the sum so specified may be raised; and in | for the faithful discharge of the duties of his office. . 
districts eomposed of parts of several towns, the § 21. Such bond shall be filed with the.clerk, ang ‘ certificate of a major part of the superintendents of | in case of any breach ot the condition thereof, the 
said towns shall be necessary for such purpose. director shall caue a suit to be commenced thereon a b 

§ 14. The qualified voters, at each annual meet- | in the name of the district, and the money when col- 
ing, may determine the length of time aschool shall | lected shall be applied by such director to the use of re) i 
be taught in their district the then ensuing year, | the district as the same should have been applied by ‘ E 
which shall not be less than three morths, and | the treasurer. Pa whether such school shall be taught by amale or fe~| § 22. If the treasurer shall fail to give a bonds Reta 
male teacher, or both, and whether the school mon- | is required in this chapter, or from sickness or any tee tu iD 
eys, to which‘the district is entitled from the com- | other cause shall be unable to attend to the duty of gee bs 
mon school fund and from the town, shall be applied | collecting any district tax; the said board shall ap~ j H : 
to the support of the summer or winter term of the point a treasurer, who slrall possess all the powers of : + 
school, or a certain portion to each, but if such mat- | the district treasurer, and shall before entering upon ‘| % 
ters shall not be determined at the annual meeting, | the duties of his office, give a bond to the district in Teta 

the district board shall have power, and it shall be | double the amount of moneys to come into his hands : 
their duty to determine the same. as near as can be ascertained, in the same manner and he 

DISTRICT OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES. with the same effect as the district treasureris re- bad 
§ 15. The officers of each school district shall be quired to give. . t 

a director, treasurer and clerk, who shall hold their § 23. If such treasurer shall refuse or neglect to : 
Tespective offices until the annual meeting next fol-| pay over any balance remaining in his hands, it shall ; 
lowing their election or appointment, and until their | be the duty of his successor in office to prosecute 
successors shall have been chosen, but not beyond | without delay, his official bond for the recovery of : 
ten days after the time for holding the second annual | such balance; Sh 
meeting after theirelection or appointment, without | § 24. If by the neglect of any treasurer, any school : 
being again elected or appointed. moneys shall be lost to any school district, which 

DIRECTOR. might have been collected within the time limited 
§16. It shall be the duty of the director of each | in the warrant delivered to him for their collection, ; " 

district to-sign, together with the clerk, all orders | he shall forfeit to such district the full amount of ee 
drawn by the clerk upon the treasurer of the district | the moneys so lost, and shall account for the same to* 4 
for moneys collected, or received by him to be dis- | such district in the same manner as if they had been ‘Ae nes | 
bursed therein. A collected. oe i 

§ 17. ‘The director shall appear for and on behalf CLERK: rc st : 
of the district, in all suits brought by or against the § 25. It shall be the duty of the clerk of each : 

district, when no other direction shall be given by | distriet to record the proceedirgs of his district in a i é 
the ‘qualified voters of such district at a district meet- | bool, to be provided by the district for that purpose; i 
ims . to enter therein copies ofall reports made‘ by him to 

‘ TREASURER. e the town superintendent, and to keep and preserve 
$18. It shall be the duty of the treasurer of each | all records ,books and papers belonging to his office ‘ 

chstrict to collect all taxes assessed in Pursuance of | and deliver the same to his successor in office. - 
Wi the provisions gf this chapter, in obedience to the| § 26. He shall be the clerk of the district board, () ,
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; Ne 
r by the accounts rendered by such town superin~| §57. It shall be the duty of the town seperin- 
£ tendent; or by other sufficient proof. 2 tendent to visit all such, common schools. 

i § 49. The town superintendent in each town shall} § 58. At such visitation, the town superintendent 
¢ have the powers and privileges of a corporation, 80} shall examine into the state and ‘cendition of such 

ie far as to enable him to take and hold any property | schools, both as respects the progress of the schol- 
i = to bim for the use of common schools | ars in learning, and the good order of the schools, 

in such town, and may give his advise and direction to the, board 
§ 50. The town superintendent shall be entitled | of cae, and the teachers of such schools as to 

| to receive one dollar per day for every day actually | the government thereof and the course of studies to 
} and necessarily devoted by him, in his official capae~| be pursued therein. 

i ity to the service of the town for which he may be | op pgy ponmaTION AND ALTERATION OF SCHOOL 
i chosen, the same to be paid in like manner as other . ey 

; town officers are paid. ‘ § 59. In the formation or alteration of a school 

i § 51. If after the time when the annual reports of | district, the board of directors of any district to be 
if the school districts are required, to be dated, and be- | affected thereby, may apply to the chairman of the 

fore the apportionment of .school moneys shall be | board of town supervisors and town clerk to be as- 
1 made, a district shall be duly altered or anew dis-| sociated with the town superintendent; and their 

trict shall be formed in the town, so as to render an | action shall be final, unless duly appealed from. 
See founded on such annual reports, unjust § 60. No alteration of any school distriet, made 

as between two or more districts of the town, the | without the consent of the district board thereof, 
' town superintendent shall make an apportionment | sh41| take. effect until three months after notice in ; “ such districts, according to the number of chil-| writing shall be given by the town superintendent 

niger each over the age of four, and under the age | to gome one or more of such district board; nor 

ie of twenty years, ascertaining that number by the | shall any alteration of an organized school district 
! Bae ete ee omer be made to take effect between the first day of Sep- 
| § 52. All moneys apportioned by the towa super- | tember, in any one year, and the first day of April 

4 intendent, to any district or part of a district which following. yah 
a shall have remained in the hands of said town su~/  ¢4 1. When anew district is formed in whole or 

a perintendent for one year after such apportionment, | in part, from one or more districts possessed of a 
F by reason of such district, or part of a district, neg-| .hool house, or entitled to other property, the 

; lecting or refusing to receive the same, shall beadd- | town superintendent, at the time of forming such 
} = to the ey? next pene ee be apportioned | new district, shall ascertain and determine the pro- 

{ y such town superintendent, to the several districts | portion of the value of the school house and other 
mre i districts in such town, and apportioned property justly due to such new district. 

a 62. Such proportion shall be ascertained and 
i Z cd INSPECTION AND SUPERVISION BY TOWN SU- doneasiaens snails to the value- of the taxable 

| j § 53. It shall ete dey ct ; pees * = ap jonah ata eaeee - . Its e duty of the town .superin- | trict, at the time ol e division, by the evi- 

. tendent to examine annually all persons offering {dence in the power of the town superintendent; and 

f themselves as candidates for teachers of common | such amount of any debt due from the former dis- 
:. schools in his town, in regard to moral character, | trict, which would have been a charge upon the 

1§ learning, and ability to teach school ; and he shall | new had it remained in the former district, shall be 

e deliver to each person examined and found qualified, | deducted from such proportion. 

a certificate signed by him, in such form as shall be § 63. Such proportion, when ascertained, shall be 

prescribed by the state superintendent ; which cer- | raised and collected, with fees for collection, by the 
} tificate shall be in force for one year from the date | district board of the district retaining the school 

i thereof. unless annulled within that time, and no per- | house or other property of the former district, upon 

son shall be deemed a qualified teacher within the | the taxable property-of their district, in the same 
t meaning of thischapter who has not such a certifi. | manner as if the same had been authorized by a vote 

I cate in force. of their district for _ ante of ao house, 

I 54 The town superintendent may annul any | and when.collected, shal paid to the treasurer of 

+ eee: certificate, given i him or his Giolacsesse 2 the new district, to be applied towards procuring a 

i office, when he shall think proper, giving at least | school house for such district; and the money 80 

! ten days previous notice in writing to the teacher | paid to the new district, shall be allowed to the 
holding it, and to the district board of the district in | credit of the taxable property taken’ from the former 

which he may be employed, of bis intention to an-| district, in reduction of any tax eat rey te impos. 
I nul the same. ed on said taxable property, in the new district, for 

| § 55. The annulling of a certificate shall not dis- | the building of a school Bae 

qualify the teacher to whom it was given, untila| §64. Whenever it shall be necessary to forma 
| note containing the name of the teacher, and the | district from two or more adjoining towns, the su- 

ii time when the certificate was annulled, shall be | perintendents of such adjoining towns shall meet to: 
a made by the town superintendent, and filed in the | gether, and form such gain and selves eae 

office of the town clerk. of such formation to a taxable inhabitant of such 

§ 56, The town superintendent, whenever he shall | district, whose duty it shall be to serve such notice 

ie deem it necessary, may require a re-examination of | as provided in the second section of this chapter, 
I any oftlye teachers in his town, for the purpose of | and the clerk of the district 50 formed shall make 
ie ascertaining their qualifications to continue as such | such report to the superintendent of each such ad- 
i teachers. joining town, of such part of said district as may be’ 
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F situate in such town, as is prescribed in the thirti, }tions named in such tax list, and of the owners ot # 
eth section of this chapter ; and any districtso form-she real estate described therein, the several sams 4 
ed, may be altered and regulated by the superintend- tet opposite to the persons and corporations sonam- 

4 ents of such adjoining towns as may be deemed ne- ed, and to the several tracts of land. so described, 
cessary; Provided, however, That,the decision appeal- | within forty days from the date thereof, and within 5 
ed from shall be operative until the state superin- | ten days from the date of such warrant, to person- 
tendent shall reverse or change the same. ally demand such tax of the persons charged there~ 

§65. Any person conceiving himself aggrieved, | with in such lists, if they be found within his town; 
in ¢oiwequence of any decision made by any school |and that if any such tax shall not be paid within 
district meeting, or by the town superintendent, in | said ten days to collect the same by distress aad sale 
forming or altering, or refusing to form or alter any | of personal property, in the same manner as town 
school district ; or concerning any other matter un- | treasurers are authorized to collect town and county 

der the provision of this chapter, may appeal to the | taxes; and the said treasurer shall execute said 
tate superintendent, who is hereby authorized and | warrant and return the same to the clerk, at the ex- 
requited to examine and decide tae same, and such | piration of the time limited therein for the collection 
decision shall be final and conclusive. of such tax list, 
OF THE ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF SCHOOL § 71. Ifany tax or real estate, in any tax list de- 

DISTRICT Taxzs. livered to the treasurer of any district, shall remain 
. . unpaid at the time he is required, by law, to return 

Paton eee ae on ences his warrant to the clerk of the district, such treasur. 
saved ths hi As eee wel a Yt | er shall make out and deliver to the town clerk of 

D ovided: chal be eased an the tdarne Kidd ty Twise | his town, a statement in writing, containing a de- 4 
ie lee ‘anes for town and county pitorengl ait scription of the lots and pieces of land upon which 

besad. = such taxes remain so unpaid, together with the 

§67. Theclerk of each school district, in making ree : rae affid sy ee se — 
out any tax list, shall enter therein the names of all * a eae = ss a thori: 
persons, liable to pay a scheo! district tax ir such | S)™¢ Justice of the peace, or other person authoriz~ Gistalcs,. the denaent of personal property to be tax ed to administer oaths, that the taxes mentioned in 

* ops ~ | such statement remain unpaid, that after diligent ef- Gabe val cute ach dtc ada a |e bone ben nae To cles the same and . os whenever any school district shall embrace parts of opposite to each description of taxeble property the js vabantuna ofibe seterared shelaniounede ten cus ce) ote ae ce ie the owas aera 
Sena a y : 

pine 7. cela eene osm in which such parts of such district shall be situ. 
ze : >| ated. 

pores ar chaeee oa ss possible frouxthe'ss-|) '¢ 79. ‘The town clerk upon delivery to him ofsuch ; 
§68. Whenever any seal aetnte es any achostane satel, sal! give a certificate to the iene of 

trict shall not have been separately valued in the as- eerste ec teene: OO NEM ONS: SERENE : 
sessment roll of the town, and thé valuation of such | ““™° shall appear from thé statement of seat. treme real estate cannot be definitely ascertained from such | Mer} Which certificate shall be deposited by the 
assessment roll, the district board of such district By aah bier toe carnegie: Sal soee eened 
shall estimate the value of the same, in proportioa i js ; . eh 2 § 73. Such town elerk shall, in making out the 
sir eer ce ee cit as a the | duplicate assessment roll of the town next thereaf- 
a part, F piece of land forms | ter, enter such unpaid taxes in a separate colurhn 

: eae herein, 0 ite to the description of the land updn §69. Whenever a school district embraces a part Sone Ee 7 aye 
of more than one town, the town superintendents of Roe ioe cee Teas wages, Wal heh Game the towne so in part embraced, upon application of shall be collected in the same manner as town and 

any three persons liable to pay taxes in such district, Shall beceit canacksch — Sacer crcl 
shall proceed to enquire and determine whether the ean It : h i o f Pr valuations of taxable propererty in the assessment | dirtier oy ite ee ne (0 the treasurer of 

4 Tolls of such towns are just, as compared with each peor eta eae ye 
other, in respect to such district, and if considered ‘ i ‘ not to be so, they shall determing the relative pro- |, 0747, 20¢ Warrant issued by the clerk of any 
portion of taxes to be assessed upon the real estate school district for the collection of any district tax 

of thé parts of such district so lying in different —— aed eee bol. 
dinate Sait be = eee ba a is o other district or town in the same county, or in any 

to such eummicnte mnt the same shall pape a wouuty, ¢ os hae other part of sucht dis j . cerca ee trict is situate; when the district is composed’ of 
== a bees eat weve as before | parts of two-or more adjointng connties, and such 

anes ros See warrant shall have the like force and effect as a war- cangot agree as to such valuation, tl shall 5 a .? 
mona rintendent from an sijclaiay Rien: who eae aaa ee hoa A eet shell waitin eels taqulsyiad deedriainatiee town and county taxes; and the treasurer of the. dis~ 

§7u. The t anbexed to aby tax list. sball trict, to whom any such warrant may be delivered, 
be under the hand of the .clerk of the district, eid for the collection ofa tax list, shall possess the like 
hall command the treasurer of such distriét te 1 powers ia the execution of the same as are conferred 
ein 5 stirs Col- | by law upon the treasurers of towns in the cellection 

eb sax aren taxable persons and corpora | of town and county taxes. . :
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§ 75. Whenever any error shall be discovered in as they may deem reasonable, for the services re- iS 
any district tax list, and made to appear to the dis. | quired of him by the provisions of this chapter. f 

; trict board, they may order any moneys, wage LIBRARIES. 
may have been improperly collected on such § 83. So-soon as the total annual income of the 
list, to be refunded, and may authorize and empow-| school fund of this state shall amount to a sum equal 
er the clerk to amend and correct such error in said | 1, 4, exceeding the sum of thirty thousand dollars, it 
ett as ae shall be the duty of the superintendents of the sev- 

§ 76. Whenever the clerk of any district shall | 0.2) towns to appropriate and distribute annually 

deem it necessary he may renew the warrant an-/ ten per cent, of all moneys received by their respect- 
nexed to any tax list in his district for thirty days, | ive towns, to the several distrieys in such towns, to 
but he shail have power to renew such warrant but’| b¢ applied by such districts to the purchase of school 
once, without the consent of the superintendent of district libraries, which shall be the property of sucl™ 

the town in which the s-bool house of such district | districts, and the parents and guardians of all the 
my - sa ha which consent shall be endorsed on | chijdren therein between the ages of four and twen- 

; : $3 ty years shall be permitted to use books from such 
477. When any district tax shall be lawfully as- ooaty without cates being responsible to the dis~ 

sessed and paid by any person, on account cf any trict jor the safe return thereof, and for any injury 
real property, whereof he is only a tenant at will, or | done thereto, according to such rulesand regulations 
for any period not exceeding three years, such ten-| 45 may be established by the state superintendent. 
ant may charge and collect of the owner of such § 84. The taxable inhabitants of each-school dis- 
real estate the amount of the tax so paid by him,un~ | trict shall have power, when lawfully assembled at 
less some agreement to the contrary shall have been | any district meeting, to vote a tax un the district, 
made by such tenant. not exceeding thirty dollars in any one year, fora 

CERTAIN DUTIES OF TOWN CLERK. district ai Sraeane clare be as they may 
direct their district board, or any other person, at 

§ 78. It shall be the duty of the town clerk of| Sich district meeting, to purchase; and such for- each town, as soon as the annual assessment roll in| thor sum as they may deem necessary for the pur- 
such town shall be completed each year, to make, | chase of a book case; the intention to propose such 

4 for each district and part of district in such town, a | tax shall be stated in the notice required to be giv- 
description ofall the taxable property therein, with | en of such meeting. 

the valuation fixed thereto, as the same shall appear §85. The clerk of the district, or such other per- 
in said last assessment roll; which shall be certi-| son as the taxable inhabitants may at any regular 
fied by him, and delivered to the clerk of each such | meeting appoint.by a majority of votes, shall be the 
district and pattof district, when applied for by such | librarian of the district, and shall have thecare and 

, . clerk. custody of the district library. 
: § 79. It shall be his duty to receive and keep all| § 86. Every sc ool district library and the ap- 
; reports made to the town superintendegt, from clerks | purtenances thereto belonging, shall,be deemed to 
- of school districts, and al! books, maps and papers | be vested inthe district board of the district, so as 
: belonging to the town superintendent, when required, | !® enable them to maintain any action for the vere, 

and file them in his office; and he shall record, in «| °F the value thereof, or for the recovery of apy Ene 
Pook. kept Sor Chat purpose, “Buel -deseripyon, of or us lect to ieee or loss of the same; and all 
school districts; and organization, or alteration there- | such se and penalties, incurred in consequence 

: of,as shall be transmitted to his office by the town | ofa violation of any regulation lawfully established 
superintendent. in respect to district libraries, shall be sued for and 
OF THE DUTIES OF THE CLERK OF THE coUNTY | collected in the name of such district board, and 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS. when so collected shall be applied for the benefit of 
' __ | such district library. : ¢ Beara be the duty of the clerk of the coun- $87. The leralie cons in any two or-more ad- 

ty board of supervisors in each county, to receive all joining districts may, in such cases as. may be: ap- 

documents transmitted to him by the town superin~ ee by the town superintendent, unite their li- 
tendents of the several towns'in his county. and all | braries, and also. their library moneys, as they shall 
communications directed to him by the staté super-| he collected or received, and purchase a joint libra- 
intendent, and keep the same in his office, or dispose ry for such districts, which shall be selected by the 
of the same as directed by said state superintendent. | district boards thereof, or by such persons as they. 

§ 81, Tne said clerk shall, on or before the tenth | shall designate, and shall be under the charge of a 
day of November in each year, makeand transmit to librarian to be appointed by the district boards of 
the state superintendent.a report in writing, setting | such districts, and the provisions of this chapter shall 
forth the whole number of towns in his county, dis. | be applicable to such joint libraries, exceptghat the 
tinguishing those from which the reguired reports | property in them, and their appurteuances, ‘shall 
have been made to him by the town superintendents, | © deemed vested in all the district boards, for the 
and containing an abstract of their reports. time nae of the districts so united; and in case 

' § 82. He shall also, within the time mentioned in | 23 sich district shall desire to divide snob library, 
: the preceding section, make and deliver.to the coun~ Sues shane nnnsecy: ee ce 

ty treasurer, a written statement of the whole num-| they cannot asree, then euch division stilt sar 
ber of children in each town in the county, by the towa Se eeintenen tie 

over the age of four, and under the age of twenty | op surrs AnD JUDGMENTS AGAINST SCHODL DISTRICTS. 
years, as shown by the’ town superintendent's! 4 §8. Juctices of the Peace shall have jurisdic. { 
reports, aod the board of supervisors: ef each county | tion in ull cases, in. which a.school district A par- 
shall allow to the clerk thereot such compensation ty interested, when the amount claimed) by the 

>
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plaintiff shall not exceed one hundred dollars, and | !imited, sball be liable to pay to each town the full 
the parties shall have the same right of appeal as in | #mount which such town, or any school district 
othercases; andwhen asuitshall be brought against | therein shall lose by such neglect or refusal. with 
any school district it shall be commenced by a sum- inlgrest thereon, tobe recovered in the manner \ 
mons, acopy of which shall be left with the director of | specified in the preceding section. 3 
such district. §98. All moneys collected or received by any ; 

§89. No execution chall issue on any judgment | town treasurer, under the provisions of either of the 
against a school district, nor shall any suit. be | last two preceding sections, shall be apportioned 
brought thereon, but the same shall be collected in | 224 distributed to the school districts entitled there- 
the same manner prescribed in this chapter. to, in the same manner and in the same propor- 

§90. Whenever any final judgment shall be ob- | ttens that the moneys lost by any neglect or refusal 

tained against any school district, if the sume shall therein mentioned would according tothe provisions 
ot be removed to any other court, the director of | of this chapter have been apportioned and distrib- 
such district shal certify to the town clerk of the | Utéd. Aine r 
fown, the date and amount ofsuch judgment, with | _ $99. Every clerk of a district who shall wilfully the name of the party in whose favor the same was | *ig9 a false report to the town superintendent of 
rendered; and if such judgment shall be removed | his town, with intent of causing such town superin- 
to another court, the director shall certify the same | 'endent to apportion to his district a larger sum 
as aforesaid immediately ufter the final deiermina- | than its just proportion of school moneys of the 
tion thereof against the district. town, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, 

$91. Ifthe director shall fail to certify such judg- | and punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred 
ment, as required in the preceding section; it sh ll | dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding. six 
be lawful for the party obtaining the same, his | months 4 
agent, or legal representatives, to file with the town | § 100. Every school district clerk who shal) neg- 
clerk of the town, the certificate of the justice or lect or refuse to deliver to his successor in office all 
clerk of the court rendering the judgment, showing | records books and papers appertaining to such of- 
the facts which should have been certified by such ie shall be subject toa fine not exceeding fifty dol- 
director. jars. i 

§92. If the district against which any such Harrison C. Hozart, ; 
judgment shall be rendered is situate in part of two Speaker of the Assembly. 
or more towns, a certificate thereof shall be deliv é Jous E. Homes, 
ered as aforesaid to the town clerk of each town in Lieut, Governor and President of the Senate. 
which such districtis in part situated. Approved March 31, 1849. 

§ 93. The town clerk receiving either of the Netsox Dewey. 
certificates of a judgment as aforesaid, shall proceed RSF SSCS RRR TSE 
toassess the amount thereof, with interest from Early History of Wisconsin.—No, II. 
the date of such judgment to the time when the — 
warrant for the collection thereof will expire, upon BY A. C. BARRY. 
the taxable property of said district, placing the same SSirte 
on-the next town assessment roll in a separate col-| . W#Ex the powers of the Human Soul each ex- } . 
umn, nud the mane proceedings shall be had there- | erted, so to speak, on a separate and distinct ob- 

{i autho shonner ae ether cote ea and returned: it | ject, they will usually accomplish but little—the ef- 
paid to the party entitled thereto. forts thus made will be barren of great results; but 

PENALTIES AND LIABILITIES. when these powers, their vast and almost crea- 

th mca te, Baten Semen tn | ve energie, reall uthered wp and combined by 
this chapter, who shall neglect or refuse duly to |* single, strong, tahing. passion, and brought to 
serve and return said notice, and every chairman | bear on a single object, the very world lifts its 3 
ah the first dietyick mepting m any. cintiste who shall | handsin astonishment at the magnitude of the re- 
wilally neglect or refuse to perform the duties en- ti 
joined on him in this chapter, shall respectively walt, BFOMEE dty.pr ihe sreadenr. of the. Siampb 
forfeit the sum of five dollars. * achieved. We can discern how this is. We can 
.§.95. Every person duly elected to the office of | see the man whose ruling aim it is to amass riches, 

diesetor, tegpoases, orclerk of any school district, | nis efforts crowned with success. We can see how Gttoap ofeach ee chd meee ttc ate|Arbiion cline up to hgh lacy and Tap i 
having‘entered’ upon the duties of his office, shall | hands on crowns and dignities. We can see how 
neglect or refuse to perform any duty required of | the thirst of knowledge is quenched—how science 
ish. tbe prnvisions, of this chapter, shall forfeit | i; made to yield her treasures—how new worlds 

§96. Every town superintendent, who shall neg- | 8 discovered, and the mightiest difficulties and 
lect or refuse to make and deliver to the clerk of | obstacles grappled with, and remved from the 

the stnaty. boar of soneryizors bis pnnnal report, | path ofman. It is by ruling principles of the mind, 

ETI be idles pur to alse] 8 concentration of he mighty amep ofthe sul 
| money lost by such neglect or refusal, with interest | V@8t energies, subduing to its own purposes, and 

Sietosiiie recovered by the town treasurerin the | arousing and nerving the whole being for resolute 
name of the town. action—and directing the combined powers of the 

97. Every clerk of the county board of supervi- 7 7 te a . 
whats shall neglect or feeds to make ibe. soalapd hody.to the accomplishment of 8 purposed 
ort required-in this chapter to be made by him, to |©%4- Apply this,to the Catholic Fathers in the New 4% 

the state intendent within the time therefor | Worldyand among the savage tribes of the wilder- 4 . ’ e ig 

a “
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ness, and we see how the same passion that aroused | and devoting himself meekly and with an immuta- 

aind sent forth the Chivalry of Europe, to the rescue | bility of benevolent purpose to labors of love among 

of the Holy Sepulchre from the Infidel, also fired | wild tribes ofeavage men, we accord to him more 

the souls of these men and sent them forward in| than praise. His Creed—that is nothing to us; 

this great religious enterprise, —courageous tograp-| loving heart and a loving life, these speak the 

gle with the most formidable impediments; endure | Christian; and he is Christ’s disciple who humbly 

the severest hardships, and to brave the most ap-| and revereatly follows him in the blessed work of 

palling dangers—and all for the glory of their) doing good, and whose triumphs are wrought out 

Cuuncu and Kise! amid the dark and benighted places of this revolted 

From Green Bay, Allouez and Dablon, explored] world. We do not speak of Father Marquette as a 

the country to the south of it along Lake Michigan, Priest, a recollet Monk, a Jesuit, but asa man, 

forming the acquaintance of the Kickapoos and Mi-| whose achievements were infinitely nobler than 

amies, and conciliating their favor. From these] thoseof Napoleon, his countryman, whose victories 

and other tribes they learned, what had before been| were won on the red _battle-field. He planted the 

told them, that far to the westward was a broad| Cross amid the uncivilized wilds of the North-West, 
river, called by them Michisspe, or Great River | caused churches to be builded for the purposes of a 

flowing thourands of miles into the sea. Christian Worship, taught his red brethren patient- 

In the language of that elegant writer, Monette: | ly, faithfully, as a father would his children, and 

“<As yet no Frenchman had ever advanced beyond | through kindness, devotion to their interest, and a 

the Fox River of Green Bay. All beyond was are-| meek and inoffensive life, won their confidence and 

. gion of Romance, unknown or mistified by Indian| love. It is a worthy tribute to his memory, that he 

; tradition. The ardent entertained hopes that the| “endeared himself to the savages in a remarkable 

; Great River might afford an easy direct route to| manner, not only by his apostolical piety, but by his 

: China, or at least, into the South Pacific Ocean. | tender affection for them, and his kind offices in all 

; This was one of the bubbles ofthe age. Everyna-| their distresses. Such was the veneration of the 

tion of Western Europe had been enthusiastic with| savages for this good man, that for years after his 

the hope of discovering a direct route by water to| death, when overtaken in their frail bark canoes by 

China, and all had searched for it in vain. It was| the storms on Lake Michigan, itis said they ‘called 

: believed by some that the pioneers of New France| upon the name of Marquette, and the winds ceased 

; would have all the glory of the great discovery, and| and the waves were still.”” 

be the first to reap the advantages of a directtrade.| This man by his travels through the wilderness, 

; To the disappointment of the commercial world, | and the acquaintance he had fornned with Indian 

this route still remains as much unknown as it was| tribes remote from Lake Michigan, and along the 

two hundred years ago; and such it will remain un-| great rivers of the now Wisconsin, had prepared 

til it is opened by way of the Oregon River or the| the way for the voyage of discovery he proposed. 

Bay of California.” In this Fathers Allouez and Dablon had assisted 

The honor of having first projected the move-| not q little, having made their way across from 

ment for the discovery of the Mississippi, belongs to| Green Bay to @ pointon the Fox river, at which a 

| Marquette, a Catholic Missionary, and most ener- | remnant of the Foxes had gathered. But beyond 

; getic, devoted, self-sacrificing man. He readily| this the foot of a white man never trod, and away 

won over to his side and converted to his views, | thousands of miles still westward, were vast regions 

the first intendant of New France; who, about to| yet unexplored by a pale face. 

relinquish a station he hed long filled with distin-| Associated with Marquette, and the appointed 

guished ability and success, would ‘‘close his career | Jeader of the expedition, was M, Joilet, a trader at 

: with the brilliant discovery of the great storied riv-| Quebec, every way qualified for the. responsible 

er ofthe West.” Could he but succeed in this, the| post to which. he was chosen. With five other 

height of his ambition would be attained. Frenchmen, these two resolute, energetic spirits 

Weedigress for a space to speak of Father Mar-| set outfrom Mackinaw, on their difficult and peril- 

quette—he is worthy of honorable mention in this ous journey, on the 12th of May, 1673: Their 

history. We are no men-worshiper, and do not| route lay along the western shore of Lake Michi- 

greatly venerate either State or Church Dignitaries, | gan, across Green Bay into Fox River, which they 
merely as such, but we respect merit, and yield| would ascend. 

homage to goodness; and when we behold a man| Awmone the wild tribes of the wildertites, there 

leaving his country, home friends--the refinements, | obtained generally the belief, that the Michisepa, or 

: comforts, companionship of them all—for the hard+| Great River, could not be explored—that the very 

| shipsiind dangers of a life in a “howling wilder-| undertaking of such an enterprise was fraught with 

| ness,” thousands of miles away from civilization, | much danger, and to proceed in it would be at the 

: y 
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cost of life. There were fierce, blood-thirsty sava- | beheld the magnificent river which rolled its waters {5 | 

ges, whose ferocity no kindness could tame, and | through the unbroken forest, and splendid vegeta- 4 : 
who could notbe turned from their sanguinary and | tion of a wide anddeep alluvial soil, The lapse of j 

" } jnurderous purposes by the sight of the Cross, or | three centuries has not changed the character of 
ihe uplifted and weaponless hand of the Christian | the stream,- It was then described, as it now is, : 
Missionary. Beside, there were ‘‘nionsters who | 2s more than a mile in width, flowing with a strong ; 

would swallow up them and their canoes—a demon | current, and by the weight of its waters forcing a | 
who would engulf all who yentured near his wa-| channel of great depth. The water was described 

“tery and boiling domain, and heats that would | as being always muddy, and trees and timber were 
parch them.” When, therefore, Marquette and continually floating down the stream.” 

his companions made known their plan, at an In- | Marquette and his companions passed down the 

dian village on the shore of Lake Michigan, they | Mississippi, making the acquaintance of several | 
were besought not to go forward in an enterprize | tribes along its shores, and collecting much valuable 

which could result only in their destruction. The | information. Having employed four weeks in this | 
superstition of course was not credited, and what- | ™auner, they began to think of returning to Canada, 
ever of peril was before them, they were prepared | to friends and home. They had accomplished the | 

to encounter it with stout hearts, and in an humble, | great object of their mission, and it was not de- 
devout trust in the superintending care of Divine | manded of them in the discharge of further duty, 

Provitlence: Says Marquette, ‘I thanked them for that they expose themselves to disaster, and peril 
their good advice, (speaking of his Indian friends, ) their lives in an attempt to penetrate farther into 

but informed them that I could not follow it, since | the wilderness, orto extend beyond their explora- 
the salvation of souls was at stake, for which J | tions of the Great River. They had obtained the 

should be overjoyed to give my life.” information that was sought, and like prudent, rea- 
Reaching the Rapids on Fox River, where now | Sonable men, were satisfied. | 

is the thriving and enterprising little village of Nee- | | They were now eleven hundred miles below the 
nah, and dragging their canoes through them with mouth of the Wisconsin river. They turned back, 
great labor, this adventurous band passed on to and commenced a toilsome and weary ascent of the 

the Portage, under conduct of two Indian guides. | river, urging their canoes against its strong current, 
Here these turned back, and the explorers, now | °xposed to many and severe hardships and priva- 
hundreds of miles away from their brethren in the | tions. Yet their souls shrank not, nor were ap- 
east, were “‘alone amid that unknown country, in palled. After several weeks severe toil on their 

the hand of God.” return journey, they reached the mouth of the Illi= 
They had arrived at a point where the waters of | nois River. Ascertaining from the Indians that 

the Gulf of Mexico and those of the St. Lawrence | this was easier of ascent, and that it afforded the | 

divide, or, as has been incorrectly stated, the waters | most direct route to the Great Lakes, they decided ‘ 
of the Atlantic and Pacific. Here were two great | tomake trial ofit. Passing up this ‘gentle stream,” : 
Rivers, less than a mile distant from each other— | few days sufficed for the performance of their 

the Fox, running north and emptying into Green | journey to Lake Michigan, which they entered } . 
Bay, the Wisconsin, sweeping majestically on in a| through Chicago Creek. Here Marquette parted 
southern direction, and paying tribute to the Father | from Joliet and other companions in this great tour, 

_§ of Waters, Carrying their canoes across the nar- | and sought his way alone to his missionary post 4 

row slip of intervening land, the voyagers embarked | amongthe Hurons. The others took up their line 
in them on ariver whose waters had never before | of march across to Lake Erie, on their return to 
mirrored the face ofa white man, adown which | Quebee. 

they floated amid green and beautiful islands,| Great wasthe joy and rejoicing in New France, 
until, on the 17th gf June, they entered the Missis-| at the discoveries of the two distinguished leaders 

sippi- ® ofthis mighty enterprize. The Cathedral resounded 
For one hundred and thirty years, no white man | with Te Deum, and the people kept jubilee. So ‘ 

had looked upon the Great River, or paddled a ca- | vastly important were the results of the mission j 

noé upon its waters. It had indeed been previously | deemed. The long-dreamed of and talked of route ; 

discovered. In 1543, De Soto, the leader ofa| to China, had without doubt been discovered, and 
Spanish Expedition, and a Conqueror of Florida, | in the discovery France had covered herself with 

fighting + ald through the savages that swarmed | glory. M. Joliet received as his fitting reward ‘a 
to im, at length found himeelf on the banks | grant of the Island of Anticosti, in the St. Lawrance 

of this river, which he called ‘Rio Grande.” Says | —Father Marquette had secured his reward in the &) 
Monette, whom we have before quoted, “De Soto | performance of his duty, and the pleasing con- 

‘may de said to have been the first European who | sciousness that he had been doing geod. MY
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HORTICULTURE. size, which asa general thing or on much of 

eptpe tien: siesch teenie 3. our soil, fruit trees have to attain before bear- 

EE Sree Batter. ing. The richness of our soil is of that kind 
=== } which tends-to, and increases the growth, the 

The North West as a Fruit Country; expansion of leaves and vegetable tissue rather 

Its Climate—best Soil and Site for Orchards| then the grain or the fruit. Thus we see the 
and Nurseries—Red Cedar. two great difficulties (the one in the soil and 

We confidently believe that this will prove a er Fed conan viae arian 

first rate country for apples; common red cher- z . 

ries and the smaller fruits generally; and until cyery. where except in warm climates have fo 
last winter we thought it would prove first rate contents 7, ae i 
for pears and plumsalso. The trees were-then te Epo tendency in our.soil, to. peodnes.ren; 

more or less injured in some localities, yet as it ee ~ ae — ity of 

: was owing toa very unusual combination of un- ie piano ae a —— as 
favorable influences in the weather, and as it aes in sheik gece en uctic eanedions: 

van ee ont ripe ag, bere born, thus aries their intimate connection and that either acting 
hte Bol aes ste oes at least for many | sone or without the co-operation of the ‘other 
years, We may at least call it good for pears| 114 be comparatively innoxous. {Having the 
and plume if any section of our country may cause of the trouble we are prepared to con- 

ee any ee carer erent ote) bani remedy. The first or that connected 
fraits in cra — of the Union is increasing- with the soil being more within our reach is that 

ly beset with difficulties owing to various mala- to which we should mainly direct our attention. 
dies to which they are subject, but which have The great disideratum then (as we before stated) 
scarcely made their appearance here. English is a moderate perfectly matured growth. If we 

cherries, peaches, and quinces will be more! . ould attain thia we must an faras possible, 
uncertain and difficult to raise—that is, as reg- in planting fruit trees, avoid low, rich ground 
ular staple crops, but under favorable circum- where this tendency.always exists to a much 

stances and with proper management they can greater extent then on elevated ground. This 
be made to succeed tolerably well so as at} ;, especially necessary in planting nurseries 
Jeast to wellrepay the trouble of rearing them— which should always in this country occupy ele- 
aswe stated in the July Farmer in regard to! vated and if possible gently sloping ground, 
peaches. As thecountry grows older we shall | rf it be desirable to plant “basins” or low places 
have more time to bestow upon them, and great- let evergreens realtone be used, but on no 
er facilities to aid in their cultivation, and hence! account fruit trees, Elevated ground is also 
may reasonably expect their compsratively gen- better for orchards, not only on account of the 
eral introduction amongst us. |The only diffi- superior hardihood of the trees but for greater 
culty with them or indeed with any fruit tree security against late spring frosts, This lat- 
here, seems to be the occasional severity of our ter disideratum may also be promoted by select- . 

winters although the liability to injury from ing any other slope rather than a Sz or S.W: 
cold seems increased in consequence of a pecu- one, on which the trees ‘would incline to start 
liar tendency existing in much of our soil to earlier and hence come forward tdo soon, {The 
produce a rank, late or immature growth.| moderate use of old, roMed manure about 

4 This tendency is doubly developed when we} trees, more siccaag a anette thie’ 
have a late, wet fall as was the case last sea- decided corrective to a late, immature growth. 

} son, This peculiarity of our soil is, Ithink un-| -rhig seems paradoxical to be sure, but is never- 

_  $ deniable—that it contains a principle which | thetess in strict accordance with our experience. 
; tends to produce @ rankness and immaturity of| t+ should be applied before or after the. growing 
| $ Growth as compared with that of the Enstern/ season and the poorer the soil the more manure 

States. Hence'the great comparative growth| it will bear of course, A dressing @f slacked 
of straw or cornstalks to a given amount Of] jimo or ashes or chip. manure il 
grain—hence the very rapid growth of peach | very beneficial in ahis respect. / It will-greatly and Eiglish cherry trees, and hence the increased promote our object, to shave the young 

“ ue
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of th8 trees made as early as possible so as to} (for 1 would be very modest in my request) ) 

give it ample time afterwards to ripen thorough- | as soon as you secure a patent for it! 

ly before winter sets in. _Hence they should Weeds should recéive a finishing touch this ' 

be “put thro” early inthe season and after the month. Bangages sround buds that have be- | 

middle of August at/the farthest, the cultivation | come unfted to the’ stalks should be removed. 5° | 

should cease, unless in the case of seedlings or | Strawberries. may yet be planted—choosing 

root grafts which are to be taken up and buried | moist weather, or if dry, watering well until 

in the,fall. After the middle of August the weeds | they get rooted. Bulbous reots the foliage of ' 

should be kept down with a hoe without stir-} which has decayed may be removed. Seeds $- 

ring the soil. Severe simmer pruning should { should be gathered as they ripen. 
*§ also be avoi ing rank, oe soe sirius . - tending to producea rank, Selecting Seed Cor, | 

In regard tothe second eause—the occasional} re heard much eeedarnt last spring about | 

severity of our winters the most that can be! 0.4 cor that was”planted not ¢oming up. 

done to mitigate that, isto put the more tender | From a number of facts that have come under | 

sorts where they willbe as much sheltered as / our notice we have no doubt it was in part at | 

possible from our cold winds—as was remarked | jt owing to the feeble vegetative powers of | 
a regaid to peach trees in = July _—: the seed used. Many of our farmers it is to be 

Fe screener protection from the wind and | feared do not select their seed cotn as carefully 
Se ae ed = admirably aes as they should, but take it from the crib when | 

as the Red Cedar, which is found in different they cometo plant. Last fallit will be remem- 4° 
parts of our State. It is also an ornamental bered, was exceedingly wet, so that the corn as 

evergreen and tho’ not of very rapid growth yet of | wel] ag the wheat was in many instances put up 
unequalled durability, and on good ground, well! wet or damp. Lying thus through the winter 

managed, will make mn five or six years a per- its vegetative-powers were either wholly de- 

fect barrier to the wind, Its great value for stroved or much enfeebled, although itsexternal | 
aed posts should also cause it to be extensively appearance might have been fair. It only re~ 

cultivated among, 4s. Our nurserymen, €spe-| mained then for the unfavorable weather this ' 
cially where prairie predominates, should grow | spring to quite overpower the remnant of vitality 
them for sale by the: thousand which is easily and leave the grain to rot in the ground. The 

done from the seed. true way to get seed corn isto select from thes! 

Worx ror Serresincn ix Faurr axp| field as soon as the corn begins to get ripe— 

Frowsr Garpen’s.—But little can be done | t*king the earliest, most perfect ears from those 

this month’ where grounds have been well tend-| StH which ‘save the most on, braid them 
ed—that ie by way of work—we could doa together and hang them up ina dry place away 

gilabiledh bylethy cAidemolisling .thiose usi-| 20M the mice, Such seed covn with any fair 

sightly productions of trees'called fruits—if— chance willcome “every time” and afford ; far ; 

we only had them! However if you wish the; ™°T® robust plants than the other sort, besides ! 

privilege you can do considerable towards at-| making the whole crop earlier and heavier. : 

taining it by sowing the seeds.of resolution this Will notthen our farmers generally adopt this | 

month on the hot bed of the will, where if only | ™°tbod? bors | 
" 3 well tended by taste and memory; refreshed oc- Sper ee ees : 

casionally by eastern showers (of fruit) which  Gaartme tan) Gaarn reine eietel eae ' 

however can only be applied and enjoyed thro’ | stocks with success?—and if so, at what seasons of | 
the medium ‘of a pocket pump ejecting “mint bag ‘ene Ac inlh besaia Nae 

arope”—if you will. only atiend to this, Tsay | soa nner vance is periocmeds meee) 
those seeds might very possibly produce a crop corresporident of the Ohio Eaitvator states that he 

4 a . a fat success in ng in Fel Py 2 
of fruit trees before winter or by spring at the pineal inserted in Siac three’ ches below | 
farthest, which you know, and I know, produce | the surface of the ground, and no:plaster used, ‘but 
fruit! ‘Really now isn't that.a capital way to | the earth simply. pressed around them... Grafting by 

get frait?—only think of it! Do you know of ei etom.. Budding we have netpragticed 
'# better onc—if so, please divulge it—that is | but presume it had better be done.in the spring. 

% -_ o
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DESCRIPTION OF TWO FINE NATIVE APPLES OF WESTERN NEW: YORK. thy 

3 Bailey Sweet. . 

: \ 

} : 
, ; 

| 
ie 

: 

| 
a 

Mackie’'s Clyde Beauty. 

a der and ina deep cavity. Calyx closed and 

We have been acquainted with the Bailey|nearly covered with folds of the flesh that grows 

‘Sweet for two years, and do not hesitate in say-|in around it irregularly, giving a peculiar ap- 

ing thatit is the finest looking and richest|pearance here. Skin smooth and fair, ground 

sweet apple of its season. Mackies's Sy a color pale yellow sometimes striped and mottled 

Beauty possesses all the good qualities of a first| with bright red and stripesof darker, and some 

rate Desert Apple. Jt comes in at a season | specimens entirely covered, except at the stem 

when good apples are very scarce, and hence it|and eye, with bright red and clouded with small 

Fa ig:particularly valuable. Both of these apples grey specks. Flesh yellow, fine grained and 

; combine beauty and good quality. * tender, with a rich saccharine flavor unequalled 

Barer Swaet—Paterson Swest.—This is|i2,20lege2 fruit. In form, colom, size, &e., 
a splendid sweet apple, received from E. A. this fruit is admirable, and distinct from anyime 

| MeKay, of Naples, Ontario Co., who called it|know. November and December’ We kept 
the Peterson Sweet, andissaid by him to haye|°™° specimens until April last year. = 
been ee ae the east ae ar sa r Macgre’s Crype a ans be oa 
son, of New York, Livingston Co. Since then /|ling apple, from Mathew Mackie, o de, N. 
we have been informed from good authority that/Y. It originated in a sooaliny Srchind of his 
it originated with Calvin P. Bailey, Eeq,, of|father. . ‘The tree has been in bearing 12 years, 
Perry, Wyoming Co., N. Y., and hence its|and is a fine grower and bearet, size large, 24 

name. ee large, roundish oblong, eget to 3 inches in diameter; form inclining to coni- 
ly ribbed. Stalk about half an inch léng, slen-|cal, broadest at the base, and tapering to the 

. a
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crown; slightly ribbed. Skin smooth and glos- | splendid sub-acid flavor. In use October, No- i 
sgroand color of a pale greenish yellow, | vember and December. -This apple is far bet- ; 
crimson in the sun, striped and mottled with | ter than the Autumn Strawberry and keeps la- { 
light red inthe shade. Stalk quite short and/ter. Indeed, taking size, beauty, and quality 

slender in a deep and broad cavity. Calyx mod-| into the account, it must soon take its appropri- 

erately deep, closed in a furrowed basin. Flesh | ate rank among the very best. i 

white, fine grained, juicy and tender, with a : 

~ Autumnal Marrow Squash. 

: 
ne ' 

a z : 

Se 
——— = 

ez = == = 

SSS : : 
’ 

ee ee cee eens Eee None but those who have enjoyed it can appre- ; 
To Mr. J. M. lves, of Salem, Mass., we be-| ciate the satisfaction—the luxury—of sitting 

lieve, belongs the credit of introducing this val-| down to a table spread with the fruit of one’s 
uable squash into this region. It is the most| own. planting and culture. A bunch of radish- ’ 
popular kind cultivated, always selling at pri-| es—a, few Beads of lettuce—taken from the 
ces considerably higher than any other variety. | garden of a summer’s morning for breakfast; or 

Of late years, this squash often fails from its| a mess of green peas or sweet corn, ia quite a 
being eaten in the root, just belew thé surface, | different affair from the same articles brought 1 
by small white worms, so that the vines often| in large quantities from market in a dying con- 
die after the squashés are partially grown. Gen-| dition, to be put away in the cellar for use— 
erally these worms are the most destructive on| And a plate ot strawberries or raspberries lose : 
old lands, but we have noticed some cases in| none of their peculiar flavor by passing directly 
which they have been injurious on green sward, | from the border to the cream without oeing jolt- 
while they have done no injury on old land near | ed about in baskets until they have lost all form 

by. = and comliness. And yet, how many in the ; 

Some suppose that this worm is produced in| smaller cities and villages of our country, pos- 
the land or manure; others think that itis from | sessing every facility for a good garden, either 
afly which lays eggs at the root. As a pre-| through indolence or ignorance are deprived of 
posites, we at for two ved ee news this source of comfort? : 
jorse manure with about one rt of w Se Ee aes 
ashes, mixing the whole up in the ae andour| | Pzacuss.—A gentleman handed us yesterday 
vines have not been iajures, and the crop has| the following, which may be of service to some 
been fine; while other vines, in the same lot,|f our readers. A friend of mine has just in- 
where old manure and no ashes were used, were | formed me of the success he met with by the d 
all destroyed by worms. Yet this may not be| @Pplication of charcoal to peach trees. A iv 
an infailibie preventive. | Numerous experi-| Yeats ago he had some fine peach trees in ] 
nients are necessary to settle a question of this | €*"den, which invariably had wormy fruit, and 
kind, where numerous causes, and some un-| the trees were full of gum. When the fruit 
known, may have an influence. was about the size of marbles, he had theearth ) . | 

Fresh horse manure is free from these worms, removed from each about two feet around and 4 
and ashes may destroy them in the soil, and| three inches deep, and filled with charcoal.— 
being mixed with the soil with which the seeds | The result was that the fruit grew to a fine size, 
are covered, they may be ® preventive even if| free from worms, and every year since the fruit 
the worms are from the eggs of a fly. has been good, and the trees became healthy 

Airaancsinenanpanctenenanennne and free from, gum, while two trees left without 
A Worp Azsovr Gakpesine.—No one can| the charceal continue to bear wormy fruit, and 

tbe truly eaid to urve who has not a Garpen.—| are unhealthy. 

_,, —
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1 izin and Diversity of Soils. | the neighborhood, or for many miles around. 

fn -Gho Origin mt . ‘ The fact is, that the superficial gravels con- 
BY PROFESSOR H, COULTAS. stituting the diluviam and alluvium of the 

— _. | geologists, are composed of the wreck of 
| If the origin of soils be considered with | strata of all ages, alluvial formations having 
" reference to the geological agents which | occurred in all ages, the disintegration of 
| have produced them, and the whole be then| rocks and the transportation of their loose 
i} considered in connection with practical ag-| material having taken place in every period 
Hi riculture, the subject will be found to be|since the surface of the earth was divided 
iH very interesting and instructive. I propose | into land and sea. Hence it is an easy mat- 
i treating on these topics in this and. subse-| ter to pick up, out of almost any collection 
| # § queni articles. 2 of gravel, specimens of granite, porphyry, { 7 
| The science of geology explains those} slate, sandstone, in short, of almost every 

natural agencies by which soils have been | kind of primary, transition, and secundary 
| gralually and slowly produced, and which } rock known tothe geologist. 

have effected their distribution in such di-! Now, although the layers, or strata, con- 
i versity of character over the earth’s surface. stituting the structure of the mineral masses 
| Fron: a partial examination of the surface, | which form the crust of the globe, have 
i we might suppose that the interior of the originally been deposited from water in the ) 

; earth was all confusion and irregularity: | horizontal posture as is evident from their { 
| | sands and gravels, limestones, and clays, are | identity in structure with modern strata form- $ 
i mingled together without any apparent or-| ed by aqueous deposition of sediment at the || 
| der; and hence it is that such an opinion is | mouths of rivers, or on the coasts left dry by ( 

actually entertained by many persons. The the retreat of the sea, yet nevertheless, ow- ) 
| examination ofthese superficial accumula-| ing to earthquakes which have taken place 
. tions of gravel, together with the vegetable repeatedly, and at vast intervals of time, the ) 4 

soil generally resting on them; teaches us| greater part of them have been thrown out { 
} little concerning the true structure of the] of the horizontal pcsture and dip, and strike (| 

earth: on the contrary, this loose, superfi- | into the earth at every angle of inclination 
cial ma‘ter, and this grassy mantle covering | {rom 0° to 90°. ‘Hence it is that the edge of 
the earth’s surface, only tends to mask and | the beds emerge in succession from the bow- 

~ 2 conceal its real features. from observation, | els of the earth; and in travelling over a 
and hence, to become acquainted with the| given district, we pass over the edges of the 
structure of the interior, we must examiue a| upturned beds, the soil varying with every 
spot where the crust of the earth has been| new bed, and the amount of'superficial area | 
broken, either by a natural or artificial | covered by any particular soil being in pro- } 
cause, and presents what: geologists call a porticn to the thickness of the upturned bed { ’ 
natura! or artificial section, as, for example, | out of which the soil has been formed. 
a sea-cliff, ravine, railway cutting, quarry,}| The disturbance suffered by the strata, 
coal mine: we shall then see that the crust | however disastrous to aniimal life at the time | | 

of the earth iscomposed of a series of miner- | of jts occurence, has nevertheless, been pro- 
al masses piled one above the other, and | ductive of much ultimate good. .Had the | 

observing a regular order of superposi-| strata continued in the horizontal posture, } 
tion. : z _ | the same rock would have spread over a vast } 

It may be remarked here, that the exami-| extent of country, and the soils of countries 
nation of the superficial fr avels has brought| would have been the same. There would 
to light many facts in relation to the revolu-| also have been a difficulty. in obtaining yal- 

f° tipns. which the earth’s surface has under-| yable minerals, which can now be had with 
gone. When examined scientifically, these | the greatest facility. Coal, for example, 

vels are found to consist chiefly of the| which lies at a considerable depth, could 

Gecompored substance of the underlying] not have been’ obtained without. boring | 
*e§ rocks, or those in the immediate neighbor- through the upper series of strata. ‘The 

‘hood, which have been transported from.the | surface of the earth would not have been 
adjacent, hills by superficial currents of wa-| diversified with its present grand and beauti- 
ter. It is common, however, to find, frag- ful scenery, produced by mountain, hill, 

ments of rock which bear indubitable evi-| and valley; .and- that the admirable. inter- 
dence of having come from a.considerable| mixture of mineral matter, which is so, es- 

i there being no rock like them in| Sential to the fertility of the soils, and the va- 

} ifn.
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fj riety and progress of organic life on the| wet, mossy meadows. We. think the au- 

globe, would never have taken place. tumn a favorable season for transplanting 7 
The whole subject of the formation of| the cranberry, as they can the more readily 

vegetable soils, and their distribution in such | be taken from low, wet lands. In remo- 

diversity of character over the face of the’ ving the plants, it is best to take up a sod of 
earth, is replete with the profoundest inter-| earth with them, carefully picking out the ’ 

est’ and’ instruction. Every earthquake) grass. These may be set in the bed, in 
which in by-gone time fractured and dislo- | rows twelve or eighteen inches apart, and if 

cated the solid strata, every flood which has|the ground is muleted with litter between ) 
swept over the ancient continent, every | the plants, it will serve to keep it moist, and : 

change of level which has elevated the bed | prevent the growth of weeds. This will be | 
of the ocean, or depressed the land beneath | no longer necessary when the vines extend 

its surface has contributed to bring about] and cover the ground with a thick mat of | 
the preaent admirable intermixture of ma-|verdure; they are then less affected with | 

terial—sand, clay, and. lime, which now | the drought, and the weeds disappear. ' 

forms the earth’s upper covering,—the fruit-| It may be necessary to water the bed, in | 
bearing soil, the inexhaustible source of na-| very dry weather and keep it clear from 

tional prosperity and strength.—Philadel-| weeds and grass stall times. The plants of | 
phia Dollar Newspaper. the cranberry netd protection in winter. 

q ————— This, you will recollect, it always receives | 
+ Jin its wild state in the meadows, by the 

= overflowing of them by water. My plants 
R are protected by covering them with the | 

boughs of some evergreen tree. I prefer . 

Zs for this purpose, the prostrate branches of the 
E juniper, or, as it is sometimes improperly | 

~ called, ground hemlock. This effectually 
¢ : protects the roots of the plants from the ef- 

IN oc fects of the frost, likewise'its evergreen | | 
e et leaves, and its fruit. : 

" . a Yt ij We have been in the habit of leaving a ) 

J JP ts i considerable portion of the fruit of the cran- 
bi : berry on the vines during the winter. We 

iM P ite find it keeps well, and can be taken fresh 
fe ta from the vines, when wanted. The cran- 

i berries 1 send you were taken frorn my bed : 
s , yesterday, and you will perceive .a plump- 

ness and freshness not to be found in those | 
The Cranberry. dried in garrets, or drowned in water, in cel- 

lars. Those persons, who have had much 
Prope foe New Eapland Sayer. experience in the cultivation of native p lants, 

Cultivation of the Cranberry in Gardens. | found growing in swampy or very wet land, 

; Rene will have noticed that some of them will 
Mr, Eprror:—lIt is probably not general- | bear a removal, and more readily accommmno- 

ly known, that the cranberry ‘can be suc- | date themselves to a comparatively dry swil, 
cessfully cultivated, like the strawberry in| than others. And I arm inclined to think 
our gardens; yet suchis the fact. It-is hec-| the cranberry is disposed, when removed t 
essary, however to prepare a bed .of com-| our gardens, and a suitable reception is pre § 
mon garden soil,’ not absolutely dry, in| pared for it, to accommodate itself to its new 
which a portion of sand and peat has been /|location. But in order to.complétely natur- 
well incorporated. This preparation of soil | alize it, and render it at home, we should 
we deem important in the cultivation of the | produce plants frum seed: taken ep sree : 
cranberry. Possessing as it does, a delicate, | mens under cultivation. —I’can no ob- 

fibrous, or hairy root, it requires a sandy |stacle in the way of complete success, in the 
; Peat, in which to thrive,. In the selection } cultivation of the cranberry, provided the 

() of plants for the purpose of cultivation, we | same care’ and skill is bestowed upon it, that gy | 
prefer those growing in low grounds, near | is rendered to other fruit. 8. P Fodina. 

va! he upland, in preference to those found in| Danvers, New Mills, Dee. 12, 1848. ;
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From the Amercian Agriculturist, 3, 3.3, are holes drilled through, about 1 inch from the outer 

Col. Capron’s Improved Wire Fence, | cottsc'we fare sur over tne hola, to lip ine wires Ine 
their places ‘These slits arc filled with a hard wood key, to 

° ind titt Heep se wie cocretoncand lovers wit htares tr peal 
pee | | | Serene ee soem 

< an nn, ; i under every change of temperature. 

PORN 

i BY i) A very valuable.. improvement in the 
Ay mode of constructing wire fence has lately 

F gt been made and carried into practice by 
Ht | Col. H. Capron, of Laurel Factory, Mary- 

ba land. The following description is from his ¢ - 
ni ht own pen, as ‘published in the “American 

WL Farmer;” but all who are desirous of erect- 
et ing such fence, I think it would be well 

nah i wor-h their attention to make him a visit, 
aT ee Hit . | which would be much more satisfactory than 

iv i : anything that could be written by him or 
m ni} me. : 

SE iN 4 ( ; The fence I have constructed is for an 
Bisa i outside fence, to protect against all kinds of 

} De -ahannigh i ) half-starved quadrupeds, long-nosed, hungry 

Hal ina hogs, by hundreds, included. 
seat RA For a division Fence, where it is only re- 

Wh 4 ; quired to fence against horse, cattle and 
ei ml } sheep, a much simpler and cheaper fence 

= ora war i may be made and one more easily moved. 
ae fat i ; For this purpose, the bottom board and strips 

ate (3 may be dispensed with. 
ies Hu naat I have put the permanent iron posts 150 

tA as | feet apart. I think the distance should be 
el i |) ) from 75 to 100 feet, which would add a tri- 
Bee t fle to the expense, and, make a more sub- 

Bau alien stantial, durable and beautiful fence. 
aE i T have used No. 5 wire, as I wanted it for 
bese sal i] hard usage. No. 7 wire will answer quite as 

= ei a ii] well, in most places, and cost less per run- 
4 sie ft i ~~ os The = — I — 

oy ye Fae) made to order, at the telegraph-wire factory, 

stejelepil iy ih Fu | and in coils of 1,000 feet in length—cost 
ay ; 7 <a | i 84 cent per pound. - Good No: 5 wire can } | 
= Rt 7 8 Sail) be purchased for 54 cents per pound, in 

Xf i i lengths of about 50 feet. This would re- 

AL Bae quire to be joined, which I think, can be 
A iin better done than at the factory; as, in the 

ea i * | joints made ‘at the factory, the wire is twist- 
Ms Ra ed too short, more for looks than strength, 
ee i VL and breaks easily at these points. 

* oer | : il | The accompanying sketch will give you 
: i an idea of the manner of constructing this 

fence. P 

Lleol’ | Tn the framework B, c, is a wooden cyl- 
A inder, (in this case, part of an old mil] shaft, ) 

. about 28 inches in circumference, three feet 
q Fic. 5. long, suspended in the wooden frame hy 
Oe ed er oe tanliny kee | SUdgeons of 14-inch round iron, driven into 
porting th: samme, fe the ily the efids, and secured by a band sunk into 

~~ maticof tat bars ofiron, 2 inches wide, finch thick. 23/3, j#H€ Wood to prevent splitting, and wedged.
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D, is a strong oak lever, eight feet long,} Set the (iron,) permanent. posts in, and; ' 
three by six. E, ,isa granite stone, weight |ram round well with stone, and pour in- 
about 150 lbs. with an iron strap over the| grout. It is necessary to have one very, j 
lever, to slide up and down, as required,’ to |strong post, N. (mine is a hollow cast iron, 
give the proper tension to the wires, which | five inches square,) about eight feet from 4 
also raises and falls to accommodate the con-|the cylinder, and stayed at the top with { 
traction and expansion of the wires. G, is | wires or rods, made fast to the framework to i 
a bar of iron, 14 inches square, drilled out |hold the wires as they are stretched up, | 

to match the holes in the “iron posts. G,|one at a time, during the construction. 
G, G, G, G,-G, are iron hooks, of 14| Stretch out one wire ata time; joint it, and 
inch irons rurning through the bar -F, and | make it fast at the further extremity of the 
spiral springs H, H, H, H, H, H, and se-|liney lay it into its place in the posts, .and 
cured by nuts, as represented in the cut.|attach the chain to the end of it; then by 
This is for equalizing the tension of the|the use of the lever and cylinder, draw it | 
wires. These spiral springs may be made |to the desired tension, and key it there in ; 
of @ iron rods. J J, is a strong log chain, |the post JV. So proceed until all are drawn 
for attaching this iron bar to the cylinder C,/up. Then attach the spiral springs, hooks, : 
by a bolt passing down through one of the/and bar to the wires and cylinder, by the 
links, as represented, by which the chain |chain,as shown in the sketch; hang on the | 
may be taken up or lengthened, as desired. | weight, knock out the keys in the perma- 
K, K, is bottom board, 14 inches wide. | nent post N, and the work is done. 
, L, are strips, 1 inch by 3, notched upon} Ifthe bottom board and strips are used, 
the wires, eight feet apart, to support the | they can now be put on. If large coils of 
bottom board. wire are used, they should be put upon a reel 

With this powerful apparatus, the wires | before they are unfastened, or they will} - | 
being in their places, and properly secured | kink up and give much trouble. In my 
at the other extremity of the line, it is ev-| case, I slipped the coil eve on the cylin- . 
ident they can be drawn to any required. Sie. and put strong oak pins on each side 
tightness that the strength of the wires will /of the coil, to keep it up snug; it then wound : 
permit, and the contraction and expansion | off without trouble. 
of the wires be accommodated, by the rising}, To remove a line of this fence, knock out 
and setting of the lever and weight. This |the keys 2, 2f 2,2, 2,2, in the iron posts; ’ 
apparatus, in the fence, I have constructed, | throw the wires out upon the ground; at- 
takes up the expansion, and lets out for the |tach a horse or other power to the end of 
contraction, for-a line of fence of 3,500 feet, | the wires, and haul them round to the new | 
with one bend of about 30 degrees, and sun-|line; set in your framework and posts, and 
diy inequalities in the surface, or horizontal put in your wires. In this way, two or 

line. three hands and a horse may remove a mile 
For short lines of fence, this apparatus | of fence in a few days. 

may.be dispensed with, where hogs are not] I have a very simple apparatus for taking 
allowed to run. But; even in short lines, | the kinks out of the wires, which I will give 
the wires may be so slackened, in a hot day, | you asketch of, when I make up the cost of 
that a long-nosed hog may wedge his way |construction. Good oak, locust, or cedar 
cai The apparatus itself, however, is | posts will answer in place of the iron. 
gpsily ucted, and of little comparative] New York, July 5th, 1849. 
cost. I a ~ j 

To save trouble in the construction of this Suormne Horses.—At a Boning of the 
fence, I will give you a short: direction how | Royal Agricultural Sociéty of Englan ‘ 

to proceed, which 1 have learned by experi- | sometime since, Professor Sewel remark. 
ence, and may save others some useless ex-| that he frequently found old horses s 
pense, which the want of experience put| with a layer of leather; forming an artifi- 
me to. cial sole ——— the hoof and the shoe, re- * | 

Put your framework down permanently | covering from severe affections, causing in- ? 
in the ground, and secure both extremities jury to the hoof—such for instance, as:con- 1 
of the line beyond the possibility of being| traction, brittleness, and cracks, or even, | 
moved. Bore out, with a.post auger, holes | diseases of the foot itself, as thrushés, corns, ‘ 
24 feet deep, 100 feet apart, on a perfect | cankers, etc.,-ant! permanently regain their 
straight line, for your permanent posts, original elasticity and firmness, ; 

oa
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i y directly into the pith, which they consume 

The Blackberry Tis. Uses. as they proceed, so that the stern for sever- 

© We quote the following from the Ameri. | al inches is completely deprived of its pith, 
can Farmer’s Encyclopedia. This shrub, | and <onsequently withers and dies before 

which is only used by the chance passenger the end of summer.” 

plucking its fruit, possesses, however, sev- Sor eae 

eral advantages which deserve our attention. To Dairymen and Others. 

Its long branches can, in case of need, be aoa 2 

. employed as cords, and its fruit produces} | A new method of increasing the quantity 

an excellent wine, the mode of making of cream produced from milk hag been dis- 

which is as follows: | covered by Francis Bernard Bekaert, a citi- 

“Five measures of the ripe fruit, with*one lzen of Belgium; and we find it thus 

of honey, and six of wine, are taken and | described in “Newton’s’London Journal, for 

*) boiled; the froth is skimmed off, the fire re- January, 1848. in an account of a patent’ for 

moved, and the mixture being passed through | the’ purpose taken out in England: ¥ 

alinen cloth, is leftto ferment. It isthen} “The jnvention consists, firstly, in a 

boiled anew, and. allowed to. ferment in a| method of increasing the quantity of cream 

suitable cask. ¢ produced from milk, by the addition of one 

i “The berries have a dessicative and as- tablespoonful of the liquid hereafter described, 

4 tringent virtue, and are a most appropriate | to every quart of new milk; the milk is then 

remedy for the gums and inflammation of| stirred once or twice around, and left in 

the tonsils. the pan or vessel; and the skimming may 

“The flowers, as well as the berries of the | take place at the usual time, but the patentee 

: bramble were ignorantly considered by the prefers to delay ita little. He sfates that, 

ancients as remedies against the most dan-| by the application of the liquid, a much 
gerous serpents. They are diuretic, and larger quantity is forced to the surface’ of 

: the juice pressed oft of the tendrils or young] the mitk than can be obtained in the ordinary 

shoots, and afterwards reduced to these way. The liquid is prepared by adding to 
| sistency of honey by standing in the sun, is, | one quart of water, one ounce of the carbon- 

addsthe above author, a singularly effica-| ate of soda. one teaspoonful of a solution of 

‘ cious medicine, taken inwardly, or applied | tumeric or curcuma, and three drops of mari- 

outwardly, for all diseases of the mouth. and gold water. The soda is first mixed with 

eyes, as well as for the quinsy. . |the water, and then'the tumeric and’ mari- 
“But Pliny has lost his celebrity as a gold water. The patentee claims, under 

medical authority, if he ever had any, and | this head of his invention, any salt of soda 

modern blackberries have also lost their vir-| When mixed as before stated, and applied to 
tues. . | milk, for the purpose of causing a larger 

“Boorhave affirms that the roots taken| quantity to rise to the surface of the milk, 

out ofthe earth in February or March, and than is procured by the ordinary process. 

boiled with honey, ate an excellent remedy | The soda and water form the basis of the im- 

sagainst the dropsy. provement—the solution of tumeric and the 
ag “Syrup of blackberries picked when only marigold water being only used'to imiprove : 

424, is cooling and astringent in common | the color and quality of the- butter made from 
purgings or fluxes. The bruised leaves, | the cream. Although the patentee Ands the | 

stalks, and gprie fruit, applied outwardly, | use of the soda most convenient#@i.d claitts | 
are said to cilfe ringworm. any other alkali when applied’ in a similar 

“Doctor Harris, in his report to the Massa-| “y- *. : 
chusetis Legislature, upon destructive in-|__ ‘The second part of the invention consists 
sects, says a this plant, and its near rela-| in the following method of preserving milk: 

tion, the raspberry, suffer from, borers that| One tablespoonful of a solution of soda, is 
_«. $ live in the pith of the stemsza fact. which | introduced into a quart bottle, nearly filled 
* does not appear to be gendhally known. with new milk, only. sufficient. sj ace having 

The beetle is a species of saperda, and fin- been left for the spoonful of liquid; after 

oe ae transformations towards the. end of | Which, < es is Penge and a piece of 
uly, laying its eges early in Au; one by | string ig tieds over the cork, to prevent its 

oe ae De of ee lackbenry and| flying, and then “the bottles are put into a 
‘Se raspberry, near a leaf or small twig. The | copper or other vessel containing cold water, 

a bs proceeding from these eggs, burrow | which is to be gradually brought to the boil- 

1
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ing point. _ When this has been effected, the | all in the best condition. He does not feed 
fire is tobe withdrawn from beneath the cop- | the grass ‘ies to the ground. This he 
per; or the vessel, if moveable, is to be taken | calls bad‘farming,—as the roots get scorched 

{ off the fire, andthe water. and the contents by the summer drought, and frozen in the 
of the bottle are allowed to cool; the bottles| winter. But a covering of grass protects 
are then taken out of the water and packed | the roots from both, and also keeps the cat- 

away. tle in good condition. He has large barns, 
Ww D.c J 13, 1949 and yards and sheds for the cattle. In the 

D. naam had ie eee . dpi *|yards the cattle make large quantities of 
ear Sir:—I send you the above'extract || aiure—from" wheat'straw. He ‘ca¥tano 

from the forthcoming Agricultural Report| 44 from his meadows into his barn el 

of the Patent Office, in hope that some of | H4 puts the manure on. the land in the fall, 
a readers will be induced — only to try spreading and plowing it in at once, and 

the experiment as above described, but also | 4 letting it remain for the sun and windto) & 
tp report results, whether successful or not, dry up. 

for publication in wd ar. Y ‘He observed to the writer of this that he 
Mite, Teespen oe s oe never seen land too highly manured. Land 

Moienltueal (Ai os P ent OFF will always give a return for all that is put 

aoe eee ‘atent Office. | oon it. ‘The best proof of this is, that in 
2 ; the last twenty, years, he has brought ‘his 

Ser peered cae farmyfrom what,.was called worn out land, 

Good Farming. to its present in ene: not by bor- 
ae rowed capital, but solely by the proceeds of 

Mr. John Johnston, near Geneva, had on | the farm Be sec oy As practical 

his farm a cow, which probably gives more | (nowledge of good firming, combined with 
milk than’ any cow in the United States. industry and economy.—Jour. of Com 

Through the month’ of June, 1848, she}, o.ce. 
gave 42 quarts per day; and for five days| | aS So eee - 
she gave 45 quarts per day; which is proba- .. Mnx.—A. Mr. Louis, of South- 
bly without any parallel’ in this country. | wark, England, has iately taken out a patent 
From the cream only they made 14} Ibs. | in England, for preserving cow’s milk, goat’s 

butter per week. Had they churned from | milk, etc., by converting it into solid cakes, 
- § the milk, they would have got more butter. | which are soluble in warm water, and which 

The cow was milked three times a day. | may be kept for a long time without losing 
The only feed she got wall grass in the pas- | their original sweetness. The process ¢on- 
ture. She is of a roan color, half Durham | sists in using some loaf sugar, agitating the 

and half native breed, and is seven years| milk, evaporating it by heat and then press- 
old: She is finely formed, and a handsome ing it injo cakes while soft and evaporating * 
animal. She was raised by Mr. Johnston, | them to dryness after being moulded. 

who says she will bea good cow at 12 years Frenacedvangerenhentananne se? 
or more... He has eight cows in his p: ure Dressine Wounps.—Nine _times out of 

of clover up to their knees, all fine antheals, ten, a wound will heal quicker if done up in 
which it is a pleasure to look at. i hanadsmaba boa is er 

padi Ls ford burn, whatever will exclude ‘the air 
_ Mr. Johnston is a Scotch farmer and gra the quickest, isthe best. Cotton’ will do 

zier of great celebrity, and sells many fat | phic; ‘so will oiled silk, if stuek down:at the 
cattle for New York. » He has a farm of 305 | adeus by any kind of sticking salves.» Put 

acres, in one compact body of land, on the nothing on a burn to heal it. Nature: will } 

east side ofthe Senaca Lake, about three | con dothat, when the air is excluded, and 
miles from Geneva, in fields of 8 to 18 acres | the pain will almost immediately cease.’ | 

all in the best condition. One field of 18 : Secdiee seca cee 

acres of Indian corn, last year yielded 83/ Economyor Time—+The Chancellor 
bushel of shelled corn per acre-- One field | g° Aginciaalliiditen that, his wife, always }¢ 

of 8 acres yielded 91 bushels and 45 pounds kept him waiting quarter of an-hour after 

per acre. Mr. Johnston drains his land by | the dinner bell had) rung, resvlyed;te devote 
underground :draining, and_ has some miles | the.time to writing a work on Jurisprudence, 
of earthern pipes (madeat Waterloo) which | He put this project in execution,éand in the 
he hes*been Jaying the last8 years. From | course of time produced a poe work of; 
the rich feed’ in his pastures, the cattle are | four volumes. .- i od Mbw Ut aye
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| GEDDEY HARROW. To rar Woo. Growers or THE Unt- 
i —_ , TEp Stares.—A purse of $100 having been 
J a “The Geddes’ Har- | offered for the best 25 Merino ewes and the 

: gi ee coat . ad best 25 Merino lambs under one year old, 
: Gj \s Sepak yt sera (bY & private gentleman, the exhibition to be 

; ff ga County, in this State, | at the fair ofthe New York Agricultural So- 

es \, is considered by those |ciety, I propose to be a competitor in that 

Cf V4) , who have used both, | exhibition against, any, and all flocks of Me- 
Gg ZAIK\ ») to be superior to the |rino sheep that may be brought against me, 

Lf || IK oa piper seal give this out not as a challenge, but simply 
| $s much as it draws from an = 

/ ] \\ a centre, without an |8S @ proposition which shall, call out my 

oy Ue ~\' uneasy and struggling | brother farmers throughout the length and 
4 a d) motion, andis of course |breadth ofthe land. My object.is to. con- 

bt y easier for the team.— | yince myself where the best Merino sey 
; The accompanying cut is so simple that it needs |are; if Thave them, I must have them, for 

ho description. Being hung on hinges, it is easily | am resolved to improve from the best what- 
lifted when in motion, to let off collections of weeds, |... may be the cost. By a fair and manly 

; roots and other obstructions. It can be doubled a 2 y the best, 2 

f back, and is of very convenient form to be carried competition, we may compare the best speci- 

. in a wagon about a farm, Some have teeth put in | mens from the best flocks, and by that means 

q as incommon harrows, simply by being driven in|may find where the best sheep are to be 

; from the upper side; with a washer belowyanda|found. For aseries of years, 1 have spared 

nut and strew on the top; this evoids the loosing of | no pains to possess myself of the best sheep 
; Seetkty preventing chesn Foam dropping out, a8 in| OF the pure Merino race the United States 

4 Fagpenanon harrows. Af Id afford be found i 1d ld 

° ere are several sizes containing more or less could allord or. to found in the old world. - 

i teeth as required. The following table shows the It remainsto be seen whether the efforts have 

; numberof teeth in the several sizes, and their pri- | been successful; and to that end, I earnestly 
ces: » ; invite the Merino wool growers throughout 

it aa E to Bie sh 4 the Union to meet me.on the show ground 
= av} raged light ieee ‘ 11,00 |at Syracuse next September, in honorable 

; 26.teeth, fortwo heavy horses ~ - 13,00 |competition, to compare the best 25 ewes 

; 30 teeth, for two or three horses, , ~ _ 15,00 /and 25 lambs from our respective flocks, and 

i ‘The work performed by this harrow is better, {thug add another new feature to this some- 
E js Agee sig nodal ma pete a som |what National exhibition, which will be 
‘ This harrow may be obtained at the Albany Ag- |™9de at the New@¥ork State Fair. 

E ricultural Warehouse, Albany, and at the Genesee A. L, Binenam. 
; Seed Store and Agricultural ft arehowes, Bae nastts- Cornwall, Vt., July 26, 4849. 

- «i § Alsoof the principal manufacturers and dealers in Eeenaaaaaneanaanaen seaanaaed 

;* itiplocneatethroupnott the eountry.—Genesee Far- To Preserve Tomatoes. 
E mer. — 

| Perera ereaeerenaeeanaand Six pounds of tamatoes first carefull; . 
; Vinecar.—Many families purchase their a uted ner enon eealaees apes H 

qi ; 5 ; | Aftergealcing, and peeling, ea aaa niee— 
, vinegar at a very considerable expense: | With Gext'rous fingers 'tie dong in a triee— 

q some “make do” with a very indifferent + Fe eee eet 2 

: ticle; and others, for want of a little knowl- | In a deep earthern dish, let them stand for a night, 

: edge and less industry, go without. It is an oe ine the maar endibe Sulaetommnlet nr! 

: easy matter however, to be at all times sup- | (Hot ron, but copper, zine, bras. or bell meta) on 

: plied with good vinegar, and that too-with- Pete hte heat piled 
: out much expense. The juice of one bush- Tuas bie Scene aon = eet: 

: elof sugar beets, worth twenty-five. cents, Boil slowly together unth they begin 5 

‘ and which any farmer can raise without cost, Then take them up gine Senet Ne tui; 

: will make from five to six gallons of vine- | Sill boling thesirap, according to tule, 1 
; ; : : translucent— : 

‘ gar, equal to the best made of. der or wine. Your salt will direct you, or else there's ho tie in fe-E 

®{ Grate the beets, having first Mashed them, Hoar tling he pert om te Placed Proper, 

; and express the’ juice in a cheese press, or | After standing t | cold, dip some’ paper in brandy, 
h in many other ways, which a little ingenui- Way it over the fut ‘with altention and care, 

; ty can suggest, and put’ the liquor into an | And run on mution feretertr ine ore ergo 
: fh empty Dargels cover the bung with gauze, I tbat I thtak ont ory may sip 

: and ‘et it in the sun, and in twelve or fifteen | H{7oull follow these rules; your preserves, never fea 
R Wdays it will be fit for use.—Farmer's Adv. | “Weshington, October, 1998.) * at
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AD FPOReR AGRI Fh) | ier Beceasp Pasere,The dewcvediygganin an he 
t EDITOR'S TABLE. | head of thelist four best Agricultural Jounniie, ‘The last 

Sa | Number fs a rich one, and fully sustains the excellent repu- 
? Berentat vB ans srosbink ss 0. gpneenl Cinema Pee tion won by former issues. ‘Its Editor is a sound, vigorous , 
be sown this month—the earlier the better. This We con- | writer, and has-a host of first rate correspondents to back { 

: ceive to be the most safeand certain preventive of rust, or | him. ¥ ; 

amildew, for this reason: it is thus enabled to come forward | § 

: and mature before the hot weather in July, when if there be | Sar taal is Whsehabs 1a Wa Bion ate | 
) | peg and Es seg a a ae wal Democratic in its politics, and ably conducted by our friend | 

ea eee mu Butler, formerly of the Pilet, who will undoubtedly make it ( 
j ‘ worthy of liberal patronage. We wish him abundant success 
| « TRANSACTIONS OF THE New York STATE AGRICULTURAL | in his new entetprise. ) 

i; Soorery .ror 1848.—We afé in the receipt of this work f 

through the politenese of Mr. Jouxsox, Secretary of theBoci- | Susovean Dewocar.—Suill they come. A new paper } 
‘ety. It is a Jarge volumn of 975 pages,and the eighth that bearing the above name, and hailing ftom the enterprising ) 

{® has bé@h issued. 11 contains a large amount of valuable in- | and thriving village of Sheboygan, has recently made its ap- ( 

formatidn, and furnishes conclusive evidence of deep interest | Pearance. It isa large, respectable looking sheet, Democratic 
‘eiba rapid progress in Agriculture in the Empire State. We | in politics, and in all respects is creditable to those whohave ) 
Yel under great obligation for the copy sent us, and hope to it incharge. Published by A. D, & J, LaDue, at 1,50 per / 

} be able after a little to return the compliment. year in advance. : { 

(C7 A farmer writing to the Ohio Cultivator, inquiresi—| Averican Lirerany Gazerre, axp Lancasrer County ( 
“Where can a mill be procured for grinding corn with.the | Fanwen, is the title of an exchange, devoted to Literature, | 

cob for stock—the best kind for a small farm?” To this the | Agriculture, Science, Arts, Education, &c., &c. Itis alarge / 
Editor makes reply: ‘‘Pitts’ corn and cob mill, i aide. well filled folio, and worthy ‘an extensive cifculatiou which ( 
‘our last number, we think is the bestin use. It @ | we doubt notit has. It is published weekly by Jacos B. Gar- { 
horse power.” We believe we can recommend a bevter, that | wer, and edited by Atszrt G. Wusttams, Terms, $1,50a | 

is Whiting’s Grinder, noticed in another place. It requires | yearin advance. i } 
‘nofiorse power, and grinds very yet 1 Cmcacg Doutar Weexty.—We are much pleased with | 
07 Much complaint, we notice, is made in many sections, | iis paper, of which we have been in receipt from the ‘com- 

f \6f the injury done by.a worm to the wheatcrop. Insomein-| mencement. 1tis.a well executed sheet mechanically: and ( 
stancesitis described as a yellow worm, about a quarter of | ably edited. It is we. believe obtaining a wide. circulation. 
fan, inch. in length, foundin the first or second joint. Asim | Bsuyets. axn Buta Editors anu Proprietors, 200 Lake Sireet | 
Jar.worm of a brownish color, has been committing ie Chicage,. ; i 4 
redations in some parts of this State; atid is fotind not 5 { 

in the. straw but in the heads, and préys even upon the ri-| Arr, Motsrure,axn Warwra,—For thé sycces@ful culture ) 
pened kernel. We do not believe this worm fs the cause of | of all crops it is necessary that the roots should be supplied } 

i ‘rust, though it is quite evident that it has co-operated largely | with air, moisture and warmth. The condition necessary to , 
with the latter in producing, 2 general failure of the wheat | supply air and warmth are the same. , First, looseness of soil. ; 

3a: Second, a proper depth gress the surface. | Whatever may 
~ be said of the carbonic alii in the atmosphere, as. the food of / 
Srapmnaenctises “Aa ate at AF negens Meson O™ | aa nis, fnarmera \coutaindy Mel paints Sisen dt toa 9° 
[poetic ‘title, has just ‘made its appearance. Itis bi-weekly, IPP 7 } uss per copy. oM.: T, BRocKiesank & Co,, | Batler how therootsare seryed.| Asno seed will germinate | 

‘Publishers, 195\ Broadway, New York: We welcome it as | Witbout air, so plants will not thrive ,if their roots, are, de- § 
* ass ‘all beautiful things. It comes to us laden with | Pfived of it, Too, much, .molsture in the-soll. prevents { 

‘song, and like the of, old: upon. the)‘mountaina,: it iin sown opie meee asia dense or compact soil from ( 
canny ood tidings of good. » May ite | S5Y other cause. |Hence:the necessity of providing passages 

‘wing never tire; but refreshed and invigorated by all true in- | “4 Waxy by which water may pasé off ‘This is as necessa- 
t “4 “7 < Ty as @pano, or any other nitrogemized substance. A wet | -spiration, may it be spared for an eternal ‘light in its blessed | T° Vo MARA. OF Om ee } 

et evaporation constantly going on at the 

en ern a eee | suriace. The moisture which passes into the atniosphere is | 
‘Waxtat, oF Morars.—A new work bearing this title, de- | immediately replaced: from the walér below rising by capilla- 

sort * eae a re ceases Sa fr y attraction to supply its place, ahd constant Circulation is 
7 a inspect possesses con- | thus ; 
siderable merit, and may with much profit be placed in the | of i, ree ee eee oe 5 

hands ofevery youth.. It is published by Jewerr & Co.» | Leta pit with water be covered*with boards,” atd'the under | 
“Boston, and may be obtained at Mizter’s Bookstore, No 105 | surface of the boards will be covered with frost during the | 
‘Main Street. at most severe weather of winter: >How much more rapid is the | 

| Onyo Courivaron.—The number for August of this excel- | escape of water in'warm summer weather’ than tie ‘winter? 
Jent Journal has been received, and is good as usual. We | As the evaporation in-Gne"casé exceeds the. other, so’ in the 
regret to learn of the affliction and severe trial of its worthy | same proportion With the'temperature.— American Qnartérly | 

and talented Editor by reason of the prevailing Epidemic. | Journal ef Agriuciture. 5 
‘A-brief absence from the pust of duty is spoken of, when it ae H 

is hoped he will returned refreshed and strengthened for the | CuaRcoat.—When packing away clothes, blankets, and 
labors of hiearduous and responsible calling. t other articles of clothing and bedding, ‘when they are'to e } 

_( Magee F anacen.—This deservedly popular Journal reaches |'main for some time it is well to:place among them messes 0' 

sasregulatly, and is always first rate+elways readable, The | 7cently burnt charcoal wrapped in’ linen’ or ‘cotton rags. “ 
very sight of itis refreshing—ithas @ good look, andiis.filled |‘Such precaution effectually prevents; them from sequiring 

good things. Next to our own paper—never mind, we | !2#t unpleasant odor with which they. otherwise would. be- 
' ‘will say that in 2 more private manner. 8 come ichpregnated by being long, packed.
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WISCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR| I do not mean to say that such is univer- 

PUBLISHED oN THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH) BY sally the case—happily for the traveller, his ‘ 
RACINE, wHABK MELEE Rin sTREET. \| Ye is occasionally relieved by a well de- f 

Sater fined farm, neat and commodious buildings, 
See ee whose proprietor makes it his pride and 
50 Conmn= Neer in a ay jae study to imitate if not excel the practical 2 - 

Rah See! St AR: mat € farmer of the East; and invariabl in + All subseri Y,, PLOY: 
ee cite. het nenionaaplcd we ce oat toa devaaratrations that éase, luxury, | 

“Pod Masterannd all others who feel an interéstin theeir-| prosperity can be obtained here if we dct in 
culation of the Fatwten, are invited to lend theif aid in pro-| conformity with Nature and her laws. 
curing subscribers and extending its circulation. 

OF The Farmer is subject to riewspaper postage only. Ihave been shocked at the manner that 
SJiet dani to erie many cultivate, if it can be so termed, with i 

it : Pan etree forme, | ae apology for a team, plough, and, I might j 
Mr. Epiror.—Should you think the fol-| justly say, a ploughman, scratching the earth, i 

lowing worthy of publication you are at lib-| ‘ag though they were afraid to excite her an- } 
erty to make use of it, ger by stirring up the soil two inches from 

If there is any one subject that should be| the surface. ‘I'o hear their argumetits would 
brought before the minds of the people al! excite the laughter of one who has gone | 
the present time, more than another, it is) forth with his three and four horse teams to 
that of scientific and practical agriculture. | turn (not cut and cover,) as good a soil as ! 

The enquiry should not only be, how many/ ever the sun shone upon, ploughing nine 
acres we can sow; how many horses, cattle, | inches deep, thoroughly harfowing, and. ma., 
sheep, and hogs we can raise, without regard nuring, and drilling in the Wheat, almost in- 
tocash, profit, or economy. But the num-| variably insured a good crop. 
ber.and amount that, with the least labor and} 4; i, ag impossible to grow good crops 

expense, will conduce to the aim and object} fom the present management, as it isto con- 
of .every enterprising farmer and stock- vince some men, that, by a proper manage- 

grower. z ment, they might increase the returns of { 
Under the present general ruinous system | their farms 30 per cent above the amount i 

of farming in our State, they are beginning under the present system. j 
to reap the most scanty returns; and it will) The chances fora good crop in a deep 4 
continue to be the case, so long as they fol-| soil, over that in shallow, is so obvious to 
low the hap-hazard course without any order, | most minds as to need no comment; its pow- ; 
system, orarrangement. Travel in any di-| er to withstand the drouth, to take root, and 
rection you please, you an. see enough in| to derive a greater amount of nourishment, } 
one day’s ridé to convince you, that anener-| and as a natural consequence to be more vig- j 
getic movement should be made to arrest the| orous and hardy, are the advantages it has } 
hand that would convert the. soil, that would | over that planted on the surface, the sources : 
well compare with the far-famed Eden, into| of which are exposed to the scorching rays 
a comparatively barren waste of unproduc-| of the sun, and if it becomes dry, must suf 

tiveness. i fer for want of nourishment, and the proper 
I do not wish to exaggerate the truth. It| requisites to sustain life and form the grain. i 

is bad enough when only half told. I have! I would say to farmers, one and all, who have 
seen with my own eyes, what were termed | not tried the experiment—procure the best 7 
summet fallows, and the reader will pardon! plough you can get, put on a good team, se- 
me’ when-] tell him, that 1. ascertained the| lect alot that has an even grade of soil, and ; 
fact by parting the weeds of six feet growth, | plough one or more acres, at your pleasure, j 

'fetind the broken turf. 3 inches deep, another 6 inckag another 4 

Sense ¥ | 
* . j
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|| @inches deep—keep the weeds from’growing |up by the plow together, and mixes the ma- i 

; by harrowing or cultivating, and if youhave |nure finely with the soil. We have plowed 4 

i a fluck-of sheep put them on when they can'|greensward for immediate sowing with fine 

; live on. it—so as to tread the surface and |seeds, and by manuring, and the frequent 

: keep down all grass or weeds that may es-/use ofthe harrow and cultivator, we have 

cape.the harrow, then put on a coat of ma- |made it of fine tilth, and .well adapted to 

{ nure if you have it, which you would ap- tender plants, like old, mellow soil. 

z portion to meet the wants of your soil— By stirring the soil often, so as to present 

} spread evenly, then sow your grain, which |new surface to the air, it becomes enriched 

; should not be jess than a bushel and a half|by elements imbibed by the atmosphere. 

} of wheat per acre, then either plow or drill it | But if the earth is allowed to rest, a crust is | 

‘ in—persevere in this way for four years, formed at the top, and no improvement of 

iH long enough to try. it satisfactorily, and then | consequence takes place in this way. Hence, {| 

i if you do not decide in favor of my position, | in plowing or cultivating land often, in or- } [ 

: L will be as ready to acknowledge as now |der to kill. witch or couch grass, sorrel, or { 

t todeny that Wisconsin soil is an exception. other noxious plants, the soil becomes im- ( 

; I will not speak of the rotation of crops proved by means used to eradicate the weeds | 

j and the management thereof, which my ex- with which itis infested: so that the whole 

i perience would say becomes every farmer labor is not spent merely to destroy the cum- } [7 

HM to enquire into, who desires to avail himself | berers of the ground. The soil that is |} 

3 of the best means to bring about the — turned up in deep plowing, or that works 

i est and most profitable returns, but will leave | up moderately in sub-soil plowing, becomes 

i that to them more able, and having more ex- | greatly improved on, exposure to the atnios- 

perience. phere, and frequent stirring. 

It is time that farmers begin to awake up- By stirring the soil, weeds are destroyed 

if on this great subject—we have been asleep |in their tender age, before they become | 

long enough. Let us profit by the sad ex-|large, to rob the plants of nutriment, or re- 

perience in the thestinted crops that we have quire a grest deal of labor to destroy them. { 

been reaping for the last three years, and |!fthe furmer can keep ahead of his work so ( 

: make an effort not only topractice, but to |as to stir his’ tillage lands’ often, just''as the |[/ 

use ‘our influence in convincing others of | weeds have started, he will save a great deal || 

the truth, that while we are reaping anaver- Jof labor, besides gaining an advantage in |[ 

i? age of 15 bushels wheat per acre, we can having his land in the best condition in oth- |[7 

with proper management produce twice and jer respects for a good crop. Some writer |) 

« even three times that amount. When the |says, in regard to manuring, “Feed your |[] 

i i} farmers get over the grain mania, and turn | crop and your crop will feed you;? and it |}) 

1 i their attention to the growing of stock, so as|may, with equal propriety, be said, Protect |} 

i to escape the influence of the fluctuations of | your crop against the weeds, and your crop 

i the seasons, and markets, no longer will be | will protect you against want. { 

| heard the cry of hard times; but with their} Frequent stirring the soil’ is the cheapest | 

4 multiplied resources, can have peace and and most effectual protection of crops against 

i pleniy smile upon them. Instead of having drought. The soil that is often aatelind a) 

} only 4 chance for wheat and a fair price.— |dry time, is moist almost to the surface, | 

i 4 They will cease in a measure to raise the while that which is neglected, or lands in| 

quantity, thereby increasing the demand; | grass or small grains, which do not admit of | 

i and instead of having only one commodity | this operation, are dry to. great depth; and | 

| in market, they will have horses. cattle, |this is one reason why wheat sowed in drills, | 

i sheep, hogs, beef, pork, butter, cheese, and and cultivated as other crops ‘sowed in the ; 

wool, all available articles at all tires in the |same way, yields ‘more ‘than’ that which. is} 

} year. : ' comed bene YAt another time, we may 

i "tke dhe Ti 3 make further remarks on this subject, 

; Stirring the Earth. Every good cultivator is aware of the im- 

t In frequently stirring the earth, there are | portant advantages in stirring the. soil often, 

i ‘several and important advantages. It loos-|and he practises on the principle with ex- 

d ens the soil, and makes it permeable to the cellent success. Let those who have any 

i ‘Viroots of plants. It finely pulverizes the |doubtson the subject. select a part of a lot ¢ 

; soil, reducing the sods and clods, and mixes gre it extra culture, and mark the result.— 

! of the different kinds of layers of soil turned . E. Farmer. 5 Se i 

} DP SSS 
< Sap 
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: Plaster-—Its Action. think ot plowing their fine crops of red clo- 
us} ‘ verunder. This always “taking out of the 

When sulphur is entirely absent in soils, |meal tub and ‘never putting in, must soon 

plaster, by furnishing that salt so essential to | come to the bottom.”” They might as well 

4 the growth of clover, wheat, é&c., produces |complain that their plow horses grow weak 
a marked and striking effect, especially on | upon an exclusive diet of buckwheat straw. 

red clover. All are well aware that plaster produces 

The result of the application of so small a |®° , Visible effects upon oat a a 
portion. as one bushel to the acre, is almost such instances there is already a sufficiency, 
magical in some soils; so much so, thata ee pee ene of ew the _ 
spot which has received none, may be seen |~” in Ak A eh pak ee 7 
by the yellow, sickly hue of the grass, al-|a7© more Dene ted by the application o 
most as far as youcan see the land. Al- barn-yard menue, than by lime OF pay oth- 
though so small a portion of gypsum will er mineral manure, if the expression is ap- 

produce beneficial effects, if it does by no —o d oluaenall I 

means hold good that one bushel per acre is} | a ree, ne a — ot a 

sufficient, although some will contend that} )"°"" aU si 1 us 
ahalfbushel is sufficient. Land which has meee? a! roe a seared me 
been much exhausted requiresa much larger bess ao a eee ys oe SPP 2 ‘ed b 
dose, and even four to five bushels would | "°¥° SS0P 2st0nishing ois ae eee he 
riot be” too much for an acre. It is well |SUch adressing, when _— — —_ 

known that most micacious and granitic soils ae pry oo bapa ae all SS ae 
contain potash; such soils, after having be- | "°°" we Pirate mp ‘nd: 

come exhausted by severe cropping and sorrente suggest ae bs ie vite pee 

shallow plowing, on being deeply plowed, to |*'"=" hould eee * tis hel h : 
throw up fresh portions of soil, the potash of a “yeep a a eto the acre; 

which has been consumed by: the crops, ~ sere, Sat seen aver ee - 
show surprising increase of fertility upon|*°> "shesshould be at aE al a thisinay 
the applicotion of plaster. sora ihe en to - i 3. and a third may 

. low under clover. 
Plaster, then, not only acts by furnishing spice Sous baa eer 

sulphus to the soil, but also by its chemical Long Greeff Md. 1749. ; 
action upon the potash of the soil, thereby T ‘Dollar Newspaper. 

——_ it fit to enter into the growing Rndiddinnndndnantadenrdnacoses 
crop: hat such is the case, is evident : Longevity of the Horse. 3 

from the fact that after plaster,: upon having & 

been applied for a series of years, ceases to} Tt has long been an impression that the 
act; na land, judging oan the cles ordinary duration of a horse’s life is ‘much 
ance of the grasses, is growing poor, the| shorter than it ought to be, and that the ex: 

ee, apne of | cess of mottality is the resalt of cateleanioss 
> 3. res i t ie ‘he great error 

the land to its fertility, and the crop of grass, Diels in feed to ike tempeiahellt and 

pradis of farmer: Jeary when pletor wes Simon fon thows af hosian Eange 
fs = A, mn ifferent from ose of a mi e > 

Kinga, Ay traged| voy wn nly aan th . At ag Pp. ‘S| important respects. Disease arising from 

ae same ‘soil as beneficially as when excessive fatigue, over heating, and ‘expo- 

It is pétfecy plain, that the failure of — Woaics Want ipl agai : HOPPE ” ity and quant 
plaster to produce’ beneficial effects upon elabslakpredine sanies affects Tekan 
the land to which it has been repeatedly ap-| and his master alike, and neglect in either 

plied, arises first, from an excess of sulphur| case must terminate fatally. Indeed, when 

nth oi and econ om th xia | anor aro hw exited, y ne 
dai aunt onhfrasbend fas 3 of training, a high degree of health. and, vig- 

plain shal iimtor ta ae — 1 aly ona or, - = of each is and infallible index of 

ee 2 . . the fact.’ It'as béen o n remarked in Eng- 
on inquiry, almost invariably find, that they | jand, that'the skin of the pugilist, -who~has 
uniformly <sell all their’ hay, and “never | undergone ‘a “severe course of trainin 

ees eos & Gs * 
. - we rhe 

bf
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i Ip rrtia ct l Sie  e ett e 
; when he prepares himself for the fight, ex-| strained themselves at any period are sub- 
; hibits a degree of beauty and exceeding fair-| ject. In fact, the medical treatment of the 
i ness, that excites the admiration as well as| horse and his rider ought to be the same;. 
i the wonder of the spectator. So with the| and we confidently believe that if this prin- 
; horse—his skini is the clearest evidence of| ciple were acted upon with a moderate 
j the general state of his health. Even the | share of attention and resolution, the average 

+ } common disease of foundering is not peculiar | age of this useful animal would be much 
to the horse, but is merely a,muscular affec-| longer, and profit derived from his labors 

} § tion, to which many men, who have over-| proportionally greater.—Norfolk Beacon. 
eee 
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R Above we give an engraving of a new Cultivator,| Rute ror Constructine Cximneys.— 
ij the invention of Mr. Stephen Coats, of Lafayette/ A very erroneous practice prevails among 
i Walworth County. It is for weeding and hoeing /chimney builders, of contracting the pas- 
i corn, and all other crops grown in rows. We have | sage for the smoke at the lower part near the 
(4 not seen itin operation but from what we have | fire place. *This,” says Treadgold, ig 
i heard in commendation ofits usefulness, from those | like contracting the apetture of a pipe which 

who have used it, we should judge it to be a valua- | supplies a jet.” Chimneys,. to draw well, 
| ble implement in the cultivation of corn and many | should be contracted at the top. The rule 
: other crops. We have received no particular descrip- | for ascertaining the required degree of con- 

tion of it, nordo we think it requires any, beyond | traction -is as follows: ¥ 
| what may be learned from the cut above. Let 17 times the length of the grate, in 

The inventor will take pleasure in answering any | inches, be divided by the square root, of the 
i inquiries that may be made in regard to it. height of the chimney, in feet, and the quo- 
| Lafayette, Sept. 24th 1849. _| tient will be the arena in inches, of the trans- 

; The undersigned having used Mr. Stephen Coats | verse section of the aperture at the top of the 
: Corn Plow the last acer, perky, ow, oe is/chimney. For example, a grate 15 inches 6 most valuable implement for weeding and hoe- | « ; 5 ¥ 

ing Corn and all other plants that need hoeing, that | py! . uiwith a.chimmpey, 20:AeetchighsTo 
we have ever seen, and that it saves one half of the whict u e contracting top is required—17 ; labour of hoeing. multiplied by 15 gives 255, which number 

| Joux Bazwanp, Revsex_ Wessez, divided by 6, the square root of 36, gives Nicnoras Lawzersox, Noan Hzennman, 42% inches for the arena of the top. Dover Herrmax, Bexzamin Farrcuitys, 3 
. We, Herron, - ' a Ft ae cst Cuoric 1x Horses.—Dissolve in a quart 

*) A person who undertakes to raise himself | of pure water 08 much salt as will thorougly 
by scandelizing others, might just as well sit | saturate the liquid, and drench the animal 

| gedown on a’wheel-barrow, and undertake to | thoroughly until you discover symptoms of | )wheel himself. relief. This isa simple and effectual remedy- 

: «
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Gi ox the: Vjiecouiates Farmer. “~khy ignorance. Science and literature will flourish 

Education of Farmers, as wellin the rustic brood, as in the spacious halls of 
the university. Amidincessant toil, science’ gladly ; 

How often do we hear it asserted, and see it man- | wanders, and spréads her influence over thosé devo- : 
ifested in the actiongof men, that persons require | ted to hércausé. History, that “reverend chroni- 
but a limited education to become skillful agrigul-| cler of the grave,” furnishes us with some ofthe : turiats, and to enable them to discharge the duties | most glowing examples. It points us to those who i required df that class of our citizens. That their | Weré called from the plow, to stand at the head of proféssion is one which requires but a small share | citits and empires—to still the tumultuous waves of 
Of mental exertion; and that muscular power is the | intermial dissension, and secure peace and harmony : 
great, and, in fact, the only pre-requisite to ensure | to theif distracted countries, But it is useless to 
a successful cultivation of the soil. That the af- | euumeraté examples. The American agritulturist t fairs of Government should be left to the manage- | basa higher and more noble duty to perform, than : 
mentof those who have more time to devote to | to sek for the pleasure and happiness of himself ; them, and who are consequently more familiar with | “lone. He owes, and he is proud to acknowledge Political concerns. That the.station of the agricul- | it upon every suitable occasion, an important duty : turist is one which science and literature can never | to his country. He owes, not only submission to 

reach 'to divert, and to which honor will not conde- | her mild and peaceful laws, but he owes her every scend to bend. reasonable exértion to perpetuate her fretdom. and 
How fallacious is this idea! It manifests a grand | retider her institutions firm and secttre. H8 should deficiency in the powers of comprehension, and an | not be.forgetful, that he has a higher interest than 

‘illiberal feeling in the minds of those who cherish | his own to protect. He should ever remember that it. It shows a willful ignorance of all the great | ‘eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.” He 3 * 
prineiples of a republican government, and an ina- | should ravallect that the class which he represents; bility to appreciate the blessings of civil, religious, | constitutes the primary population of his country 
and pélitieal liberty. It conflicts with the general- | —to which all others are but secondary and subser- : ly received opinion, that, ‘‘the diffusion of knowl-| vient; and to what extent. soever power might en- ¥: 
edge is the bulwark of liberty.” croach upon the rights of the laboring classés in Were the persons, who make these unguarded | the monarchial governments of the old world, % 
assertions, and thus underrate the responsibility of | where those rights are unknown, ot if known, there thisclass of men, under the domination of despotic | is itot sufficienti@nergy to assert them, they, as free- : 
power, and there ‘“‘basking in the sunshine of roy- | men, should cherish in their bosoms the sacredness . al favor,”’ they might, with safety, advocate such | of such rights, and proclaim, upon every fit and ne- 
corrupting principles, as they would comport with cessary occasion, their determination to assert them. : the general principles of their government. But, | In no country is there so much depending upon the 3 under the influence of free institutions, in a country | agricultural population, asin ours. Theit daties | which stands as a ‘‘beacon light,” in the cause of | require all the energies of the mind, dévéloped by i liberty, to othernations yet groping in the darkness | science and literature. The Preservation of our ie 
of despotism—where the people acknowledge no | government, in its purity, is the great object to ‘ earthly power superior to their own will, who will | which all self-interest and sectional feeling should § + & 
have the audacity to advocate such a degrading | be sacrificed; and, consequently, it is all-important : doctrine? Who will stand forth and proclaim, to | thatevery class, and every individual, should be ‘ the American people, the blessings of universal ig- | prepared to fill the rank of free and’enlightened cit- 4 ; norance? Who, in defiance of favts and experience, | iaeus; for, upon the people rests the whole burden 4 will tell them, that: their own happiness, and the | of the government, and every office of trust is at i Prosperity of their country, and the perpetuity of | theirdisposal. They require, then, faithful and : 

her institutions, are as secure under the influence of | efficient agents. They require a sufficient amount . 
ignorance, vice and superstition, ‘as under the pro- | of political information to enable them to. make ja- i 
tection of virtue and intelligenee? Who will assert | dicious selections—to place suitable men, as senti- | & toa free people, that unremitting toil is the only du- | nels upon the watch-tower of liberty, to warn them { 

ty of him who cultivates the earth? Who so void | of every danger. How important is it, then, for a of all that better feeling for hie race, as to doom to | them to fit themselves for any station in life; and ; 
perpétual ignorance, those who form the primary | especially for those high and responsible duties, ‘ Population of any andevery country? It is in the | which are principally at the present time, and ever ! 

) Pursuit of knowledge that man is destined to real- | have been, filled by the professional classes. And, Sie iz8 much of the happiness of the present’ state of | how important to educate, in a proper. manner, the 3 
Sexistence. No station is necessarily accompanied rising generation, to whose hands the ship of state{ 

Se aa . ; 5 > ee
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| is soon to be committed, and whose success de- | length; that of the male is smaller. In the 

pends upon the direction of their youthful minds. | year 1828, I observed these saw-flies, on 

i; Let not the doctrine, that, man is incapable of self- cherry and plum trees, on the 10th of May; 

| government, be inealcated upon the minds of our but they usually appear towards the end of 

1 youth. Let them, upon the contrary, be convinced | May or early in ‘June. Soon afterwards, 

of the importance of intellectual improvement, un- | Some of them begin to lay their eggs, and 

derafree government. Cease to do this, and, ere all df them finish this business and disap: 

the present century shall have rolled away, igno- | PEAT, within the space of three weeks — 

rance and superstition will ravage our country, as Their eggs are placed, singly, within little 

the Simoon sweeps over the ocean desert, and, as semicircular incisions through the skin of 

sure ar effect follows the cause, so is freedom eure |the Ieaf, and generally on the lower side 

to find a grave in the New World. of it. 
SOLOMON LOMBARD. * * * * On the fourteenth day af 

| Greensusn, Wis., Aug. 28th, 1849, terwards, the eggs begin to hatch, and the 

| —————— young slug-worms continue to come forth 

| The Slug—What is it ? from the 5th of June to the 20th of July, ac- 

| cording as the flies have appeared early or 

| We have heard considerable complaint |!atein the spring. At first, the slugS are 

| this season about a “nasty, slimy worm on white; but a slimy matter soon oozes out of 

! pear and cherry trees, that looks like a leech, their skin and covers their backs with an 

and eats all before him.” ‘This is common- olive-colored, sticky coat. They have twen- 

| - ly known by the name of “slug.” Itis the ty very short legs, or a pair under each seg- 

| Tarvae of a species of fly, and is a very des- ment of the body, xcept the fourth and the 

{ tructive creature upon pear, cherry, and last. The largest slugs are about nine-twen- 

; some other trees. tieths of an inch in length, when fully 

5 It may be destroyed by sprinkling suds grown. The head, of a dark-chestnut col- 

made of the whale oil soap upon them, or or, is small, and is entirely concealed under 

by obtaining some pulverized quick-lime, the fore-part of the body. They are largest 

then wetting them with a watering: pot, and before, and taper behind, and in form some- 

sprinkling the lime upon the ‘By going what resemble minute tadpoles. They have 

over your trees once or aes this way, | the faculty of swelling out the fore part of 

t you will destroy them. f the body, and generally rest with the taila 

; To use the whale oil soap, the Michiganj/ittle turned up. These disgusting slugs 

i Farmer recommends to put a pound of the | live mostly on tbe upper sides of the leaves 

i soap into a quart of boiling water, and when of the pear and cherry trees, and eat away 

dissolved add four gallons of cold water and | ‘be substance ther eof, leaving only the veins 

sprinkle them with a common watering- | 2nd skin beneath, untouched. cx 

pot.” : . The slug-worms gome to, their growth in 

: The natural history of this destructive | wentys* days, during which. period they 

enemy. is thus given by Browne in his cast their skin five times. Frequently,, as 

“Trees of America:” soon as the skin is shed, they are seen feed- 

“But by far the most pernicious enemy to ing upon it; but they never touch the last 

the common cherry tree isthe slug-fly, Béon- | ©o™> which remains stretched out upon. the 

nocampacerasi, of Harris. He describes leaf. After this is cast off, they no longer 

the perfect insect, in his “Report,” as being retain their slimy appearance, and olive. col- 

“ofa glossy color, except the two first pairs |°7> but have aclear_ yellow, skin, entirely 

of legs, which are dirty yellow or clay-col- clear from viscidity. They change also. in 

ored, with blackish thighs and the hind-legs, form, and become proportionately longer; 

which aredull black with clay-colored knees. | and their head and the marks between the 

‘The wings are somewhat convex, and rum- rings are plainly to be seen. Tn a few hours 

pled or uneven on the upper side, like the after this change, they leave the trees, and, 

wings of the saw-flies generally. They are having crept, or fallen to the ground, they 

transparent, reflecting the changeable col- burrow to the depth of from one inch to 

ors of the rain-bow, and have asmoky tinge, | bree or four inches, according tothe nature 

forming a cloud, or broad band across fhe |of the soil. By moving their body, the 

middle of the first pair; the veins are brown- earth around them becomes equally pressed 

ish.  The- body ‘of the female. measures on all sides, and an oblong-oval cavity is! 

rather more than one-fifth of an inch in| thus formed, and is afterwards lined with
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sticky and glossy substance, to. which the straining, skimming, working out butter, &c. 
grains«of earth closely adhere. Within | Six shelves on one side of the Toom, ranged 
these little earthen cells or cocoons, the|one above the other. These shelves are 
change of the: chrysalides takes place; and, | each composed of two 4 of pine. stuff, ? in sixteen days after the descent of the slug- | 14 inches in diameter and ofthe length of | 
worms, , they finish their transformations, | the room, joined together at the ends” and 5 
break open their cells, and craw! to the sur- | middle by cross pieces framed in, leaving 
face of the ground, where they appear in | the longitudinal strips about four inches 
the fly form. These flies usually come forth | apart. ‘These shelves are supported at the 
between the middle of July and the first of | ends by strips nailed to the window-frames 
August, and lay their eggs for a second Brood | inside, at suitable and equal distances, and at 
of slug-worms. The latter come to their |two places between these points, by corres- growth, and go into the ground, in Septem- | ponding strips, fastened at one end to a stud, 
ber and October, and remain till the follow-|and at the other to a stanchion placed about 
ing spring, when they are changed to flies, | 20 inches in front of the stud, and secured 
and leave their winter quarters. It seems | at the top and bottom. This distance is ne- 
that all of them, however, do not finish their cessary, that the shelves may slide back and 
transformations at this time; so that, if all | forth, as convenience in handling pans of 
the slugs of the lasthatch in any one year|milk requires. In this way, but a small part 
should happen to be destroyed, enough of a/| of the bottom of the pan is covered by the 
former brood, would still remain in the | shelf, leaving a free circulation of air, which 
earth, to continue the species."—Me. Far. | comes in at the windows at each extremety. 

eee a Tt The building is placed under a cluster ‘of 
, Milk House. fruit trees, which effectdally shield it ‘from 

— the rays of the sun during the heat of the 
Experience had taught me that the great|day. A second roof of rough boards, ele- difficulty to be encountered in the manufac- | vated, say two feet above the top of the milk ture of butter, in warm weather particular- | house, and of sufficient dimensions to cast ; ly, is the preservation of the milk after it is | a shade all around it, would doubtless answet taken from the'cow, until all the cream can Grery purpose. 

rise to the surface, be taken off and trans-| I do not pretend to say that this is the ferred to the, churn in a perfect state. To | very best kind of a milk house. that cari be obviate this difficulty, after a consultation | constructed, but it is the best that we could 
with my wife, who, by the way, I must be | devise, and with its results we ‘are perfectly 3 allowed to puff a little. is aw fait in all mat-| satisfied. It answers admirably all the’ pur- i tersof this kind. | We devised and caused | poses for which it was intended. ‘The -milk : to be constructed, a milk-house, on the plan | keeps much longer before changing, giving : and of the dimensions following. Intend. | an opportunity for all the cream to rise, and ing to make butterfor my own family use | during the warmest weather in July: and 
only, the arrangements were to be, of | August, we are enabled to make the choicest 
Course, upon a corresponding scale. . kind of butter, and, for aught I can. discov- _ Now then, toa description of the build- | er, as much in proportion to.the quantity: of i milk, as at any other time of the season.— 

rame, of joist and scantling, 7 by 10] We have the benefit of anice house in close feet; 64 feet from floor to plate; covered with | proximity, the contents of which I..consider inch pine stuff, planed and matched, painted | an indispensible auxiliary in the .manufac- 
on the outside; roof of the same. At each | ture of butter in warm weather. ‘ endy and near to one side, a window, exactly | . Before the erection of this building, we 
Opposite each other, 20 inches wide, extend- | had tried in vain to make . butter. in. warm ing from the floor tothe bottom of the plate,| weather. The cellar was. too damp, or too covered with wire cloth sufficiently fine to | cold, SOR BORON, and. the pantry too 
exclude flies, and painted to prevent rust.— | hot. 1 am, respectfi ly. yours, 5 An Inthe front end adoor, and in the rear end| Burrato, June 16, 1849.—Wool. Grower. 
thrsndom exactly opposite, about twenty by| It ig a truth well established i: thirty inches, covered same as the other win-| yators, that land planted with roe ow dows, and placed sufficiently high ‘from the good Varieties, will yield more to the floor to: be ona level with a stationary table, for man and-beast, than any other rp 3 ooh (14 inch plank,) for the convenience of leewtaboes y with 

a ’
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Us Answe uiries. our works on Gardening. Will he not give us a 
ones, to Ing 7 more definite account of it; its size, appearance, 

CRaNBERRIES.—Supposing it to be a fact that habits, &c.? If he will send us a few dried speci- 

vine or marsh crafiberries will grow on dry land, | mens we will forward them to Dr. Harris the Ento- 
I shopld like to know the time to take them from |mologist for a name. - To destroy them we would 

the marsh, the manner of putting them up for car- |Tecommend in the absence of any information on 
tying a long distance, and the manner of re-setting. the subject, to try dusting with snuff, sulphur and 

I have tried in vain for three or four years to |the like, or syringing with soap suds, tobatco-water 
raise cranberry plants from the seed—have planted | °F the decoction of quassia, mentioned in the Au- 

them in all soils, and in all seasons, the berries en- |g%st Number. 
tire and the seeds exprersed from the pulp, and all Ee ee ae 
without any signs of vegetation. Smith’s Vertical Gate. 

Please tell us how they can be made to grow. 
A Susscrizer, Jamestown, Wis. a _ a == 

We have never tried them to any extent, but ee a ee 
from what we have read we should greatly prefer ' Gata 2 ee 
moist land and deem it questionable whether they ee ees 
can be profitably grown on our dry soil. Were a = 

| they to be tried on dry land however, v.e should se- h REE: 
: lect a “basin,” manure well with peat or muck if to c KA 

be had, otherwise with very thoroughly rotted ma- we ci 
nure, and protect well with litter in the winter to Ct p Cort 
prevent the freezing and thawing from injuring the TH eS Sore 

5 {plants "The weeds should be kept down until the| gt) S97 — 
: vines cover the ground. The plants can be re- icine pal OEeSES A 

moved either in the fall or spring in sods asthey| One of the new things under the sun, for 
grow and packed in sacks or mots for transporta- |which a patent has been obtained recently, 

, tion—as other plants ortrees are. They shouldbe |is Smith’s Verticle Gate, a cut of which is 
7 planted two or three feet apart. here presented to our readers. : 

We find no directions in regard to growing them| We have’ a. fine model at this office, 
L from the seed, but as this would certainly seem the |which we should be happy to show. All 

easiest way to raise the plants and especially to getva- | who wish a new and improved gate, arere- 
Tieties adapted to upland, we infer from its not being | quested to call and examine it. One that is 

; mentioned, that it isa difficult matter to make seed |neat and ornamental—will not take up so 
, grow. Still if the seed be perfect it must be that |much room to move in as the old fashioned 
. if rightly managed it will vegetate. We would sug- |swing gate—one that can be opened as well 

gest that it be sowed both in the fall and spring, |in deep snows, without shovelling away, as 
shallow and on very light, mucky soil, and kept |if there was no snow at all—that cannot. be 
moist and shaded from the rays of the sun by ai |SWung back and, forward by the wind, and 

: awning of boards, 16 inches or so from the ground. broken or torn off its hinges as many often 
For the last three years my onions have all been |@7€- By reference to our advertising col- 

destroyed by # small louse-like looking insect which |U"08, you will learn further particulars. 
commence their depredations on the tops about the It is strange that more gates ‘are not. put 
time the onions commence bottoming. The tops |UP OD farms and enclosures, _ instead’ of the 
turn yellow and soon alldie. The bottom does not {Heavy and cumbrous bars which everywhere 
get one-third its growth, andis very atrong flavored | Meet the eye. If the farmer would sit | 
and unwholesome. I wish to know if you or any down some rainy day, and make a calctila- 
of your subscribers can inform the public what will | 2 of the saving in time that he would effect i 

prevent the devastation of this mischievious insect. | PY the use of gates, instead of bars, to say « 
I tried scattering’ wood ashes on them when the | 20thing of the difference in labor or strength | 

tops were wet, but it had no effect towards checking required, he would at onge. be convinced { 
their voracious appetite; on the contrary, those that |! Bates are vastly more economical. ( 
I put the ashes on were the first, to die. Just cipher it out, friend, during the first | 

Respectfully yours, leisure hour you have, and our. word for it, 

‘) “M. HOLMeEs. [you will begin to. pull. down the bars, and 
. BR. The above insect is.a stranger to us, norcan we . up the gates in.all:your thoroughfares. 

_ _Nifind any thing answering to Mr. H’s description in ‘aine Farmer. they io y 
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THE ORIGINAL DEANSTON IRON SUB-SOIL PLOW, i 

8S > * a 
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Many inquiries have been made of us as to the | it might be let down to the depth of the beam.— i advantages of sub-soil plowing, ia auswer to which [ee pie) Phe Lechmere gt ee : e 5 2 o 88 magnitude, chiefly of wood an wo give the following article taken from the Penn- | 7 nv noned the ees helag of cast iron; $ - © sylvania Cultivator which reflects our views upon the length of the handles being in proportion to the 
the matter as well as any thing we could write. | weight of the plow that is tobe raised by means of their leverage. 

DEEP AND SUB-SOIL PLOWING. The principal effect of sub-soil ploughing is, that Q a the earth is deepened to a considerable depth, and The advantages of deep plowing are beginning to | air and moisture is afforded freely to the roots of be appreciated. The small fibrous roots of ete plants: if the sub-soil be wet and full of stagnant tion will extend a great depth in the earth, if the , water, it will act as a substitute for under draining, ) _ soil is loose and deep. In loamy or sandy soils, | especially ifin plowing, the land can be laid to give the roots of trees have been found to penetrate to | a gradual fall throughout its whole length. If it be the depth of ten or twelve feet; and the roots of the | hard and rocky, causing the surface soil to dry up; Canada thistle have been traced’six or seven feet | or if hard pans exist, preventing a superabundant below the surface... Whedt, if planted in a mellow, | moisture from passing through it; or over which rich soil, will strike its roots three feet downwards, | the tender fibres of the roots vainly wander in search : and elongate much farther horizontally. The roots | of propet nutriment, and as fruitlessly strive to of oats have been discovered at eighteen inches | penetrate; sub-soiling will effectually break up the from the stem; and the ng thread like roots of | pan, and induce fertility where before all was barren. grass extend stillfurther. The roots ofthe onion} The mode of operation is thus: A heavy plow is are so white that in a black mould they can bé rea- | first run along the field some six or eight inches dily traced, andin a trenched or spaded soil they deep, and a sub-soil plow follows in the bottom of have been followed to the depth of two feet. The | the furrow, deepening it to fourteen or sixteen inch- potatoe throws out roots to the distance of fifteen | esid all. It must not be forgotten that in loose, ortwenty inches, and the tap-rooted plants ps, | gravelly, thirsty soils, sub-soil plowing is of doubt- } beets, carrots, &c., independent of the perpendic- | ful advantage. a ular root, spread their fibres to a“distance“which - = 
a: if it does not exceed the die lt is Pete In an able article under the head of Im ¥ fectly absurd to expect to suceeed with the roots o! : a e 
this class, unless the ground is so mellow as to al- praoements = Farming, by ‘Prof. Mares} , i low them to penetrate, published in his Working Farmer, we find But ieee many farmers agree asto the propri- | the following remarks upon subsoil plowing; £ ae eae eee ae deep pe: ee Sub-soil plowing, the greatest of modern 4 are afraid o} urning | 6 pesen O! 6 under) - . . 
soil.” In afew eee ied is reason for this | !™Provements, is being adopted even by i fear. The system of sus-sor. rrowixa, however, | those who have always professed to be op- ii which has in latter. years been! introduced from| posed to novelties. When we commenced i FROG, Most obviate all objections in the minds) in 1847, our readers will recollect that we i of even the most prejudiced. ‘is consisisin mere- ~ ut ly loosening the avid jusi below that which is tilled, | "€quired three or four yoke of oxen to move 4 , @ plow without any mould-board to turn it up,| the sub-soil plow in our hard pan sub-soil. ‘ called @ suB-sorL PLow. In England, the effects of Let them come now, and they may seea i 
ie rp ob aneh be’ plows as py ay apres agrical: single pair of mules moving the same plow j ural writer, wou! seem most ble; . 2 we s 3 these means theirerops have been doubled, and in | With’ ease: “indeed, our soil has been more ’ many instances trebled; though the expense is said | improved by sub-soiling than by manuring, S todines been very great, The Blow iy oe but by the united effects of both, we have E owever, is one of great size and weight. One of changedthirty-twoacres of apparently worth: 2. | the first of them brought into this country, a num- sa a ber-eflycare age, waecleposited ii the Frouatin Ta. | less soil, into a garden capable of raising any i stitate at Philadelphia. Tt measures twelve feet| Crop in comparison with any field im-our a six inches in length, is constructed throughout of| State. By following the rules we have col- ; Hone weighs upwards of three hundred pounds, and | jated and published in the Working Farmer, i is capable of rodting up stones of two hundred hnéeverxicite: tie: fall vatiotieusel™ withe , pounds weight; it is intended for a team offour or| Y° have no a six, or even eight horses or oxen, with which force | outa failure. « 
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Wheat—Varieties adapted to Western Culture. than we are in relation to this matter. In 
te this connection, it may not be amiss to 

The report of the extensive injury to the say, that the ‘Alabama’? wheat is becoming 

wheat crop of tigress the present season, | quite a favorite in this immediate vicinity; 

by rust and weevil, suggest an important in- | not on account of any known or supposed 

quiry: Whatare the best varieties to sow | exemption from rust which pertains to it, but 

in this region? And the present is the very because, while it yields as well as any other 

time in which to push tlris inquiry, and get| wheat grown hereabouts, it ripens full ten 

answers that will be of value in solving it. or fifteen days earlier than most other varie- 

We see for example by a statement in the | ties. 

Brookville American, that in the"Whitewa-| But this very fact, whether it have a supe- 

- } ter Valley, where the damage has been*very |rior exemption from rust or not, may in 

great, the “red chaff bearded, and “blue | many seasons be the very — preserve 

stem” varieties have suffered most, while | it from that wasting disease—Cin. Gazette. 

the. “Mediterranean” and “Alabama” vari-| wn. poconin Roos-—An article i 
eties have received least injury; so far as]. she oom, whi Ges.—An article is go- 

rust is concerned, indeed, both these varie- ing the rounds, bes ich purports to be taken 

ties are said to have ‘almost escaped.” from = Cyclopedia, sming ee nete == 
‘A stitement similar to this, in reference | Poison in ‘eggs, and that if the white of an 

to the “Alabama” wheat, met our eye some | °86 be boiled hard, and then the ahell bung 
days since, in'a Hillsborough (Highland apa the air, aliquid will drop from it which 

county, O.) paper; and we remembered to chepolvos myrrh, which ismmaeas ings Haters 
have seen a statement last week in an IIli- eee ay fire itself can effect. It'also 

nois paper, that the “Mediterranean” wheat states that aibittie of it when, a me oat 

was this year making the best yield of any occasions nausea, horror, fainting, vomiting, 

in the part of that State referred to. diarrhoea and gripes—inflames. the bile, ex- 
; These are few and scattering facts, but cites i ee fever, and dissolves the hu- 

if there is anything in them, they can, ina mora Hike 8 /piegve eit 

i very short time be multiplied so as to show] | —— oe 7 — eogge liquid = 
it. “ We do not suppose that any variety of oo oa en that Cyclope ne wee en _ 2 

wheat can escape the depredations of the don't harg = best ioy sy i ge 

weevil, in seasons when that destructive in- now-a-days, but we ean dissolve myrrh with 

sect Seizes upon the crops. Ryst, however, them, and bring on the horrors infinitely 

is a different matter, depending as is_gener- aa with them, too, than by eating hard- 

; ally supposed, for its full development, on boiled eggs. “ ‘ ‘ a 

heavy rains and hot sunshines, and their}. The true English of this poison in eggs, 

, $ sudden alternations. Now it is not at all — Let a ae notion, whether 

anlikely, that varieties of wheat exist, which | PO/Oe OF BBDOL ECs e ad AaB RAN, 
will, much better than others, withstand but a sucking ou, (esses ee thes tl 

those quick and extreme changes of weather mean,) Spore sade me PONE a AR WAP S 
—from dry to wet, and from cool to hot— thens—T Arne eee ve 

as well as the steaming atmosphere produced} Saur uron Wuear.—We noticed, not 
by rapid successions of sunshine and shower. | long ago, a patagraph in the Rochester 

And it seems perfectly accordant with geo-|) American, stating the result of the applica- 

graphical and climatic facts, to suppose that | tion of salt as & dressing to the soil where 
the “‘Mediteranean” and “Alabama’’ wheats | winter wheat was afterwards sown. - The 

arethese very varieties, experiment was tried by Mr. John Parker of 

Any farmer in the West, who has a wheat | Gates, N. Y., who applied-a barrel to an 

field, may be able to throw some light upon | acre of summer fallow. He states that the 

. this subject. The country millers have su-| ground was plowed once the preceding : fall, 

. perior: amt se observations | plowed again in May, and salt sown thereon 

} as tothe gene lpm from rust, in un-) as above, and afterwards plowed, twice be- 
favorable. seasons, of different: varieties of| fore seeding. On the Ist and 2d of Septem- 

| wheat. The country newspapers can also| ber wheat was sown,—two bushels. to the 
| do a great-deal towards collecting and dis-| acre. The ¢rop has just been harvested, 

aeetingootins intelligence upon the | and Mr. P. is confident will yield 40 bushels 
. subject. For ourselves, we'shall be pleased] to the acre. The berry he pronounces 

: to hear from any one who is better informed | equal to the best English ‘wheat—Me. Far.
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i 3 This Mr. Long was actually rabid with f | 
The Merino Sheep Speculation of 1815-17. the merino met and in reed diel itis 

The Merino sheep speculation was one of | Only necessary to relate a single anecdote: - 
the most extraordinary bubbles that were| There resided in Lexington—and not more e 
ever known in America. It had its origin| than amile.distant from Mr. Clay’s villa of ’ 

in 1815, soon after the treaty of Ghent, and| Ashland—a wealthy gentleman namedSam- 2 #1) 
at a time. when thousands of our people| uel Trotter, who was, in fact, the money i 

* were actually under the influence of a man-| king of Kentucky, and who, to a very great ui 
ufacturing mania. extent, controlled the Branch of the Bank of 4 

In the summer of that year, a gentleman| the United States. He had two sheep, abuck ‘3 
of Boston imported some half a dozen sheep, | #94 ewe, and Long was very anxious to i 
from one of the Southern provinces of Spain, | possess them. if 
whose fleeces were of the finest texture, as| Long often bantered Trotter for the sheep, i 
it was said, and such undoubtedly was the | Without success; but one day the latter said ES, 
fact, though the sheep were so thoroughly | to the former: “Ifyou will build me, such 0 
and completely imbedded in tar, and every | ® house, on acertain lot of land, I shall : 

other offensive article, that it would have | describe, you shall have the merinos.”” : 
been very difficult to prove it. But that} “Draw your plans,” said Long, “and let 4 
very offensive appearance of the sheep|me see them.” The thing was done, and bs 
seemed to imbue them with a mysterious] Long eagerly engaged in the enterprise.— 4 
value, that rendered them doubly aitractive. | He built for Trotter a four story brick house, a 

It was said that the introduction of these| #bout 50 by 70, onthe middle of an acre of $ 
sheep to the United States would enable our| !and, finished it in the most approved mod- } 

manufactories, then in their infancy, to pro-| €'™ style, and enclosed it with a costly fence, ‘ 
duce broadcloths, and other woolen fabrics of | 224 handed it over to Trotter for the two i 

a texture that would compete with England | merino sheep! The establishment must have | 
and Europe. Mr. Clay was consulted in| cst fifteen thousand dollars. a t 
reference tothe sheep, and he -at once de-| | Months before the.establishment was com- i 
cided that, were exactly the animals| pleted the price of merinos declined gradual- 
that they F ‘| ly; and six months-had not passed away be- 4 

The first no sheep sold, if I recollect | fore they would not command twenty dollars! ve 
right, for fifty dollars the head. They cost Mr. Long held on to them till they had i 

adollar in Andalusia! The speculation was reached the par value of any other sheep, 
too profitable to stop here; and before along| When he killed them, made a barbecue, 
time had elapsed, a small fleet sailed on a| called all his friends to the feast, and whilst 
sheep speculation to the Mediteranean. the ‘goblet went its giddy rounds,” like 

By the end of the year 1816; there proba-| the ruined Venetian, he thanked God that a 
bly were three thousand sheep in the Union;| he was not worth a ducat! He was ruined { 
and they, had advanced to twelve hundred | 22d soon after died of a broken heart_—N. 

dollars the head. * Y. Adlas, : 
Before the autumn of that year had passed| P4gr’s PATENT PoRTABLE SAW MILL. 4 

away, they sold for fifteen hundred dollars} This mill has been extensively used, and ; 
Secs and on looking buck | has fully recommended itself to the public. i 

‘0 thousand. Mr. Page has made’ several important im- a 
; In New England, in the year 1817, the | provements upon it, and it is now very gen- i 
speculation, “in consequence of the surplus} erally considered the very best mill extant i 
importation, began to decline; butit steadily | for sawing lumber. M. Pace (who is from i 
and rapidly advanced throughout the West-| Baltimore, Md.) has in his possession certifi- 4 
ern country. Kentucky, ee of] cates from gentlemen of undoubted charac- i 
the influence of Mr. Clay’s opinion, was/ter, saying that with this machine they have 4 

. (especially benefitted. cut 8,000 feet of inch boards. in one day, 4 
In the month of August, 1817, I saw a| with eight horses. He has moved his ai t 

~Merino buck and ewe sold for eight thous-| after sawing 200 ‘boards in the morning, 3 

and dollars; and even that seemed no great} thirteen ie in one day, and saw- et 
price for the animals. They were purchased| ing again before eleven culiale ts next #/ | 

Qe Mr. Samuel Long, a house builder and| morning, without any extra-help other than { . 
@ Contractor, who fancied that he had, by the| in use at first—six horses'and two. men.— 4 

transaction, secured an immense fortune. | N. ¥. Farmer end Mechania
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: HORTICULTURE. covered with manure. “Trees wintered in this way 
tome out in the Spring in better order, of the two, ' 

: F. K. PHOENIX, Editor. thanif left standing through the winter—and are 

a oo oar" | on hand when you want to plant. , 

; i Exrata.—On pege 173 meses ee of Le If you get trees from the east or south do not 

[8 See a 10 to 12 dollars,” | think of planting them in the Fall, but bury them 

i read 10 to 20 dollars. On page 174 - = article | 35 recommended aboye—and you will thereby pre- 

|} headed “+A new way to destroy Plant Lice,” please | .orve what life there is in them—generally little” 

: allow Dr E. G, Mygatt the credit of introducing enough as many of us have learned to our cost!— 

the new method, instead of “Dr. E. G. Wygatt.” | we would recommend to remove gooseberry, cur- } 

) The ‘middle of August” is mentioned in the| rant, and'raspberry bushes and grape vines early in 

Septemberinumber, as the time to stop cultivating | the fall, or as soon as the foliage drops. Plant them 

fruittrées. It shouldhave been the first of Aug.,| in deep rich soil. The grape in particplar is a very ; 

which is quite late enough. gross feeder, and will show its keeping about as j 

: soon as any other plant. 

Fall Work in Nurseries and Gardens. | "Cuaings Should be prepared and put in as soon 
_ as the foliage drops. Currants, grapes, quinces, i 

Transplanting Fruit Trees and Bushes in the Fall. | willows and syringas, point and upright honey- 5 

—Although the great bulk of Nursery and Orchard | suckies are most easily raised in this way. The : 

: planting cannot be safely done in the Fall at the gooseberry, abel and snow-ball, will also grow ; 

! West, yet very much can be done in Nurseries and | from the cuttings, though not so readily. These, 

Gardens by way of lighting the press of business and in fact all cuttings, will come more Surely if put 

: in the Spring, to which nurserymen especially are| on the north side of a fence or covered with an 

subject here, The best season for transplanting awning of boards to screen them from the direct 

frees here is unquestionably in the Spring, as soon | rays of thesun. To preserve cuttings take the 

| as the ground gets dry enough to work, Fall plant-| present year’s growth, andcut them up from 8 to ; 

ing is decidedly risky. If, however, the work be 18 inches in length, according to circumstances, al- - 

; well done throughout, and the following winter| ways having the base or lower engi come 1-2 inch i 

prove favorable, it is preferable for apple trees and | or 80 below a good bud. ig be planted ; 

the common red cherry, and will answer for pear| in a sloping direction in rich only a few 

and plum, but the chances asa general thing are buds above the surface, Of the grape one bud 

: against success at that season. Tender trees we isenough. The soil should be firmly trod around 

: would by no means plant in the Fall, still the Fall | the base of the cuttings, and the bed when planted 

is the very best season for getting trees from the covered with a foot or so of manure—to be removed 

nurseries, because—Ist, you get the first choice as early in the Spring. 

to size ‘and sorts—by the way, @ very considerable| Sowing Seeds.—Seeds may be sowed just before I 

item, as many find by experience who go late in| the wintersetsin, and we think apple and pear : 

the spring, expecting to get as large trees as their) seeds are quite as well and perhaps better sowed in iB 

neighbors did weeks before them. 2d, farmers, | the fall, if on light sandy soil. Very heavy .soil | | 

themeelves, have generally more time to attend, to | had better be sowed in the spring. Chestnuts, ‘ 

: such things in the Fallthan inthe Spring. Whilst) plum, and cherry pits may also be planted in the } | 

: hauling off their produce they can much easier call | fall. In any case they shonld not be guffered to get 

atthe nursersies and get their trees than to leaye| thoroughly dry before planting—although it is not 

jn the Spring and goon purpose. ‘‘But what shall | as injurious to wild plum pits as to cultivated ones. 

we do with our trees if we get them in the fall?—| And, by the way, wild plum seedlings make the 

yon pay it won’t doto set them out then.” Let} best stocks, we think. for inaking improyed sorts 

| me tell you. Take great pains aleoays to keep the| on, We would sow mountain ash, evergreen, and 

roots moist and fresh—fish don’t do well out of wa-| forest tree seeds generally, in the fall, if convenient 

ter you know—and when you get the trees home, | —always sowing fine seeds in a very light fine soil. 

dig a trench where mice will not be likely to get at| If not convenient to sow in the fall they should.as ) . 

' them, about two feet deep with one side a good | soon as possible be put into the ground where they 

| desl slanting. Against this sloping side lay your| will keep moist (or frozen) through the winter.— 

‘ trees ov then fill in carefully among the roots with | Thus preserved, all sorts may be sowed in the 

your best top soil, and tread it down on them. If] spring. Peach stones however require to be crack- 

, the ground or roots be dry, throw in some water,— | ed before planting. In putting out fine seeds thro’ 

: let it soak away and then fill up. . This is generally | the winter it is well to mix sand orearth with them, 

enfficient, but it will be still better if the tops be| Apple and pearseeds should never be suffered to
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mould, as they are apt to, if put up moist. An inch | moist—not water-soaked—until wanted. We pre- 

or 1 1-2 inches is deep enough to sow them. ferto bury them in the open ground, . unless the t 

Grape Vines—These, where bearing, and within | cellar becool. For root grafting a supply of fine i 

reach, should be thoroughly trimmed before winter | dirt or sand for boxing should be carried into the § 

sets in. Take off the feebleshoots, thin out the | cellar—unless saw-dust be used which is said to he % 

stronger, and head in those left—one-half, if they | very good. » FF 

will then be long enough toreach up to the trellis.| Protecting young Root Grafts and Seedlings—' |) 

The Isabella, Sweetwater, Catawba and all sorts | It is very necessary that young root-grafted trees ' 

not perfectly hardy we prefer to take dawn, coil up | and seedlings receive protection through the win- f 

on the ground and cover with litter—to beytaken | ter. This may be afforded to root grafts in two 

up and re-festooned to the trellis in the springs ways. Ist.—If your trees are of hardy sorts, on 

Ornamental Plants, Shrubs, Bulbs, §c—Hardy | good ground, and stand well—that is,ithiek enough Fo 

rab as roses, snawballs, lilacs, &c,, do well | and have uot grown too rank and late, they may be ‘ } 

when moved in the fall, if early and carefully trans- baba to remain out ee the eee. fog ‘ 

Janted, and they be not placed in too exposed a just before wenter sets in they shoul we the di ii 

aslied. All hardy bulbous root’, as narcissus, hauled up around them to the height of say 4 ineh- 5 3 
= e : . A *!es. This will preventjna great measure the in- ab 

hyacinths, tulips, crocus, &c., should be set in Oct. jury otherwise done by the bursting of the bark at bs 

or Nov. Give thema deep, richsoil. Old manure | the crown or collar—a species of injury to which i 

should be used, if any, in preparing the grouad.— | Young root-grafts are very liable at the Wert, as if 
+ < experienced nurserymeu well know, Hf, on the ; 

They may be put in rows 10 or 12 inches apart and other hand, they be of tender sorts, on low ground, tg 

2 or 3inches in the row. Herbaceous plahts, gen- | or have made a very rank, late growth, or if they i 

erally, should be moved in the fall as they do much have died out much, they had better be taken up i 

“better thé next season than if moved in the spring. — eee bp a peste the ee } 

Itis well to protect the crowns of all herbaceous | the other. All pear and apple seedlings of this 4 

plants, the tops of most roses, tender shrubs, and | season’s growth should have the dirt Rauled up : 

the like, by throwing some coarse manute or litter | around them in the same way—and it will provelof 1 

‘over then en a if ee, pera orchards bf = ‘ 

2 : s are served in the same way. only the 

aE Bee lait aah Gda’Ptagte! Agtson| Hie chaala be G or © inches high at set axeree 
as the frost tops of Dahlias, they should be | their base. 

cut off near und, and in a sunshiny day the a 

Cootstakon up and leo dry wail the dct can bo| rye" importance of apples, Some 
| shaken off. They should then be putin adry, cool) »4¢ hitherto been sufficiently eatiinated ah 

cellar, where pofrost can reach them—on shelves | this country nor understood. | Besides:con- ; 

or in boxes, with or without being packed in sand. tributing a large portion of sugar, mucilage, 

The bulbs of the Mex. tiger flower, tuberose amar-| and other nutritive matter, in the form of g 

ryllis, and of tender plants generally, should be| fq, they contain such a fine combination { 
treated in the same way. . oS habia : : 4 

getable acids, extractive substances, 

Hoasa LN generally should be re-potted as| ang aromantic principles, with the nutritive : 

. en a ere? matter, as to act powerfully inthe capacity} 
Preparation of Ground, Beds, §-c—The ground in-| of refrigerants, tonics, and antiseptics; and 3 

tended for nurseries and gardens should be prepar-) when freely used at the season of ripeness, { j 
ed in the fall as far as possible. Let it be ploughed by rurallaborérs and others, they prevent a 

deep, and the sub-soil turned to the mellowing’in- debility, strengthen digestion, correct ‘the i 

Aluences of thegir and frost through the winter-—| putrefactive tendencies of nitrogenous. food, 4 

Borders, strawberry beds, &c., should all be man-| avert scurvy, and probably maintain\and 4 

uted and spaded dy ready for plynting in the | strengthen the powers of productive labor. | ‘ 
spring. 2 gS ‘The French and Germans use apples ex- 

7 Putting and heaping Scions.—As soon os the | tensively; indeed, it is rare that they sit 
leaves fall vines. may be. safely cut, amd if kept/ down, in the rural districts, without them in : 
moistand from the air, may be’ transported about) some'shape or other, even at the best tables. ) | 

. (-any-distance.. Te.kgep them over winter, bury! The laborers and mechanics depend .on i 

them: in the ground nd’using leather strings to tie the | them, toa very great extent, as an article of i 

bunches with, wwhiclgeil not rot off and suffer the| food, and. frequently dine on sliced apples i: 

{nesta to mix as _, |and bread. Stewed with rice, red cabbage, 5 

J © Preparation for Root Grafting. —The very best} carrots, or by themselves, with a little sugar ; 
‘Zp roots are large thrifty seedlings. They should be | and milk, they make both a pleasant and nu- . 

‘taken tip and buried where they will keep: caol and | tritious dish.— American, Agriculturist.
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THE HONEY HEART CHERRY. 

: This variety is also : 

called Sparhawk’s Hon- : 

ey, and it was formerly . 

: called Roger’s Pale Red. . 

: .The Honey Heart, is : 

' doubtless a pative variety, : 

: and it probably. originated 
in this vicinity some six- ‘ 

| ty years ago. Mr. Sam- _ ” ; 
. uel Hyde, an aged gen- 4 

- tleman of Newton, first * 

saw it in that town, and : ™ : 

he propogated it in his Hi 

nursery, from the origi- ' 
nal tree, as he thinks. é 

It was called Roger’s : 

Pale Red. His sons, and i 
successors in the nursery E ; 

business, Messrs. 8. & G, Hyde, gave to F 

| this cherry the name Honey Heart, and un-) Flesh pale amber colored, tender, juicy and 
der this appropriate appellation it has been | weet, Stone medium size. Tree bears 

extensively disseminated. As some authors | very early and abundantly; in. its, growth 
called it Sparhazk's Honey, without ‘suffi- | similar to May Duke—is very hardy, and 

cient authprity, as we think,—for those who | wil] prove valuable for northern localities. 
had first introduced had previously named | Rjpens from the beginning and middle of 
it,—this name obtained considerably for a) yj uly; began to ripen about the fourth this F 
while, but of late its true name is becoming season, and on one tree was lly ripe on 

prevalent. — ; the 9th, «It is one of ‘cede dwarfs.— r 

afittioteee is lange and xproductive; and the | Cultivate on the Mahaled, ‘trees two years) | 

‘fruit is unusually hardy against storms, | fom bud will be nice bearing bushes. i 
which often destroy cherries very extensive-| ‘This is the second year this fruit has : 

= when they occur just before their ripen- | porne with us, and we are glad to say that i 

i The fruit is of medial size; flattish-round- He reetaraciar ‘which ther Frown ai ; 

ish, heart-shaped; skin very thing glossy; | some English cultivators have given it. We : 
bright amber and red, the red finely varie-| 4an recommend it among the smallest assort- 
gated with minute specks of yellow or am-| nent of garden trees.— Genesee Farmer. 
ber;stem slender, and rather long; flesh yel- ————————— : 

lowish, very tender, juicy, sweet, and de- | Cyzrivarion oF THE Puum.—Years ago 

jicious; the stone rather large.» Rather | jt was common to'see exposed for sale in our 
Jate;"ripening from the Ist to the 12th of| stores, bushels of the common blue plum.— 
July. This late season from the 12th to the | Now, such a sight is comparatively rare.— 

20th. i A brief chapter on the cultivation of this 
The Honey Heart is one of the, very best | fruit, at the outset, may convince ‘some that 

of all cherries, particularly for the’ private | they yet can be cultivated.” ‘I have had ex- 
garden. Some larger kinds, of inferior | periance, and a very expensive one, toggir 

quality, may be more profitable for the mar- |" “Plums want a favorable soil for perféeting 
ket: But many intelligent horticulturistssay | choice trees. A moist, rich, clayey loam has 
that if they “had but one cherry tree for their | thus far proved'the best -adapted to this fruit, 

own ‘use, they would choose the Honey) withme. I never oultiygg: the sprouts for 
Heart; and we consider this opinion cor-| stocks, and never bud-on them, but carefully 

rect,—N. E. Farmer. propagate choice wie which have been 
THE REINE HORTENSE CHERRY. fully proved as such, on ‘the’ strongest and 

Fruit large, rouudish oblong. Stalk about |'most thrifty seedlings only.» I believe: no 

- 414 inch long, and rather slender, Skin'very | other course will ensure so iperfect success. 
waxy—pale red, similar to Belle de Choisey. | Let those who purchase trees see..that . they’ 

‘
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§ get good: ones, and thetr success will be the foot; defects or diseases .of , the eyes; | 
more certain. coughs, roarings, broken wind, or any de- 

If, in laying out grounds, the walks are| fects of the lungs; quidding, or imperfect i 
left wider than usual, and the centre is oc- | mastication; cribbiting; biting; kicking; res- f 

cupied with plum trees, it would leave the tiveness, fi 

amateur every opportunity for the gathering ‘«In order to complete the purchase, there # 

of the ‘premature fruit. ‘This I consider} must be transfer of the animal,,or a mem- ii 

the true way of managing the plum, where orandum of agreement, or the payment, of § 

a plot isnot reserved exclusively for its cul-| earnest’ money; the least sum. will suffice i 

tivation. These garden trees can be train-| for earnest. . No verbal. promise to buy or H 
ed espalies, or fan-fashion, if desired. ™@ | Sell is binding without one of these; and the ; 
Mornkistown, N, J., June, 1849. w. p. | moment either of these is effected, the legal } = 

eRe cele ren neces transfer of property. or delivery is made; i 
Purchase of Horses:: and whatever may happen to, the horse, the k 

cele seller retains or is entitled to) the money. 5 

Nothing requires more caution than the If the purchases exercises any, act of owner- ‘ 
purchase of horses; and we give. the follow-| Ship by using the animal without leave. of ii 

ing hints, which are extracted from the ex- the vender, or by having any operation per- i 

cellent’ volume “On Horses,” published by | formed or done to him, or medicine-given, } 
the Society for the Diffusion of Usefil| he makes him his own. , The warranty of a f 
Knowledge: servant is considered to be binding on the i 

“In the purchase of’a horse, the buyer | Master. mish 

usually receives, imbodied in the receipt,|_ “A man should, have a more. perfect 
what is termed a warranty. It should be knowledge of horses than falls'to the lot of i 
expressed thus: ‘Received of A. B. forty most persons, and a perfect knowledge ofthe 
pounds for a gray mare, warranted only| ender, too, who ventures to buy a horse 
five years old, free from vice and quiet to without-a warranty. Where there is no : 
ride or drive.’ It is important to observe| Warranty, anda defect is discoyered after | 
that the age, freedom from vice, and quiet to purchase, an action may be brought on the 
ride or drive, should be merttioned, because | 8TOund of fraud; but this is difficult -to be i 
warranty as to soundness does not include | Maintained, for it is necessary to. prove that i 
these. Many disputes have arisen as to the dealer knew the defect, and that the pur- i 

what ought to be termed sound or unsound. chaser was deceived by his false represen- 4 
A horse is sound in whom there is no dis-| tation. If the defect. was evident, the. pur- { 
ease, nor any alteration of structure which chaser has no remedy—he should have taken 4 

impaits his natural usefulness; and he is un- | ore care; but ifa warranty was giveh, it ‘ 
sound if he labors under any disease, or had | @Xtends to all unsoundness, palpable or.con- ¥ 
any accident that has impaired his natural|Ce@led. Although a person, should ignor- i 
usefulness by an alteration of the structure antly or carelessly buy a blind horse, . war, é 

of any part of his body. The term un- ranted sound, he may return it; the warran- = 

soundness does not apply to any original de-| 'Y ishis guard, and prevents. him, from so 
fect in the temper of the horse, or any defi- closely examining the horse as he otherwise 

ciency in the strength and powers of the api- would have 5 done: but if he buys a blind 

mal. . The. principle..circumstances which horse, thinking him to be sound, :and with. 

constitute unsgoundness, ' besides the great |°Ut @ warranty, he has no .remedy... The 
riumber of actual diseases, are broken knees, | !4W Supposes every one to exercise common 
which may indicate a stumbler, though not | S&nse. If the horse should be ailarwagiaee 
always; for.any horse may meet witb an covered to..be unsound at,,the time: of the ‘ 

accident, and.the knee may now be quite| S#e)when the warranty was given, the buy~ 
well, though it requires. great. judgment to} &? may return it and recover the price; but 

distinguish in this case. Contraction of the this proof is requisite; coughing on the fol- 

foot is sometimes, but not always, unsound- lowing morning will not be sufficient, except 
Ness; for it is occasionally natural, and not a the horse was heard. to cough previous to the 3 

*} fault. “The following defécts are considered | Purchase, for the horse. might.have caught 
to indicate unsoundness:. Lameness through | Cold by a change of stable. Although not 
any cause; pumicid foot; sand crack; spavin; | Compelled to give notice to the seller of the 

splenty: thickening of the back sinews of the | discovered unsoundness, it will be betterifor 
leg; thrush; ossification’ of the cartilages of it. to be done. |The animal. should: thea
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| B tendered at the house or stable of the ven- ‘i gemen' R 
der. Should the latter refuse to receive Rearing and Mana t of Poultry. t 

him, he may be sent to a livery-stable; for, 2 ‘ r 
in’ case of action, the expense will be recov-| ,. It is 2 mooted point, as yet, I believe, amongst 

. : si farmers, how our domestic fowls can be made to 

e ered with the price; and it will be prudent for’| net the most profit; still I think the opinion is 
E the buyer to refrain from any médical ‘tréat-| fast gaining ground that a goud hen house, with a 
; ment. If a-person buys a horse, warranted | large range attached, is the true way—at any rate, 

sound, and discovering no defect ‘if-him,' it has been stated, on good authority, that “poultry, 
and relying on the warranty, re-sells him, aps or Brat shoal never be slloret to roam at 

and the unsoundness is discovered by the| Pui {ns iet cee Be ee ee fu food for foxes, weasels, and skunks.” 
second purchaser and the horse returned to : 

* en we consider that the value of the poultry 

the first purchaser, or an action commenced | annually raised in the United States is $12,000,090, 
against him, he has hisclaim on the first sel-| it is surprising that this branch of domestic indus- 
ler, and may demand of him not. only the| try is looked upon as if of so little importance ; and 
price of the horse, or the difference in val-| as it is in the province of your journal to keep this 

‘ and all kindred subjects before the le, it is. de- ue; but every expense that may have been | *! peop! 
incurred. When an action is brought, the sirable that you insert a series of practical articles 

of a > ~~ | upon the “Rearing and Management of Poultry,’ 
lawsuit is usually very intricate; a fair trial| from the shell to the spit, similar in aaacaceia to 
of the horse is allowed, and a certain time] those now in course of publication on the horse, the 
specified: but it is not always easy to ascer-| cow, andswine. 1 think there is no doubt, that, if 
tain whether the fault lies with the horse or| they were furished, they would prove very accept. 
his rider, and sometimes the dealer, as well ea reap ath ge ac readers, ee 
as the buyer, is hardly used. If the horse 7 t we tant 
* - Boston, t, 1849. ‘ 

F is detained after the specified time of trial, sage te ee 

he is supposed to be sold. We think the suggesti J ggestion of our correspondent an 

“In London, and in most great towns, | important one; and we will endeavor to impart to 

there are repositories far the periodical sale | OH 4eader> Les mare eae ere fe 
: now: x perience L 101 an 

of horses by auction. They are of great) ji nits of our pages will allows . ‘i 
convenience to the seller, who can at once pinay 

i get rid of a horse with which he wishes to] _, etiam iB aie, Pome Fayre: 
Sia e, 5 long, 

re i tahiti 2 Oe Sie ric ot feet wide, 7” feet high to the eaves, with a joor bay’ 
é rehaser, Who 1S} inga 7-foot pitch, a chimney top, a ventilator on 

relieved from the fear ‘of having the horse | the peak, twelve feet fn length and one foot or more 
returned on account of breach of the war-| in height, and openings in the gable ends for the ad- 

E ranty; because in these places only two eae ot fresh air.’ In the, easterly epd,. there are : 
' days are allowed for the trial, and, if the| ‘We Yoo sone leading, inte the Jaying apartment 

2 ren .f and loft, and the other into. the hatching room. In 
horse is not returned within that period, he| the same end there is also a wooden ‘shutter, or 
cannot be returned afterward. They are| blind, which may be opened, whenever necessary, t 
also’conivenient to the purchaser, who can/ to let air or light into the roost. In! the back, or 
thus find a horse that will suit him, and by northerly side, there is a large lattice window, 

which, from this restriction as to the return- : basi prare tea feos cr see gaits 
nats a “ ‘Po! fol sitting hens: 

- ing the animal, he may, perhaps, obtain! the front or southerly side, there is a large glazed 
twenty or thirty per cent below the dealer’s} window, 4 by 12 feet, and another in the southerly 

_ prices. But although an auction may ‘seem| side of the roof, of a corresponding size designed to 
to offer a fair open competition, there ‘is no| admit the light and heat of the sunyincold weather, 
place’ at which it is more necessary for a| t® stimulate the laying hens. In the southerly side, 

person not much accustomed to horses to or bey oe sruslt eneratares fase fect apr 
i . = “ loor o} und, for the ingress and egress o | { take with him an experienced friend, heed-|,y1s These openings may be provided withslid: 

less of the observations or manceuvres of the| ing sbutters, as well as with “lighting boards,” inside 
bystanders, the exaggerated commendations) and out, and may be guarded ‘by sheets of tin, nailed 

} of some horses, and the thousand faults found a below shew, to prevent the intrusion of rats, wea- 
7 with others. ‘There are always numerous] **S:0F sxun 

groups of low dealers, copers pa chanters,| The buildings may be constructed of wood or 
whose business it is to delude and deceive.”’s— martes Tae sted tid : 

: New England Farmer. internal arrangetnents and proportions, in reference 
e Ca eee ene et . {to tI ight. Asa general rule,as regards 

Ee Sng eoea| tomar a m a change in the moon. | the cocks, may a : Hey
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Fig. 72 shows the ground plan of the: above, in | ments b ili ; ing i F c x , yy the ceilings, c, c; h,a hole, or opening in 
which L, denotes the “laying apartment; H, the | the ceiling, for the escape of air below into the loft; 
hatching room, each 6 by 20 feet; n, n, §c., nest |», the ventilator at the peak of the roof; p, the reost- % 
boxes for laying, 14 by 14 inches, and 10 inches | ing pole, or perch ; t, a trough, or box, for retaining 
deep; 0, 0, §¢., nest boxes for the sitting hens, ofthe | the droppings, or dung—New England Farmer,’ ’ i =m size; 1, a ladder or steps, leading into the 'oit a ee ~~ } and s, a stove for warming the apartment, if desiras y unslack , ; ble, when the weather is cold, 99 — Say Ee eee ee ind cr i Fig 79 shows € thhcad ‘ lime, and slack it with cold water; when slacked E- ransverse, or cross séction, of the addité ittwont nds of Spanish whiting seven- building, from the bottom to the top, with the inter. | 1 ane of salt, Sed imcive pounds of sugar. j 
nal arrangements. L, denotes the laying apartment, | + ain the mixture with an iron sieve, and it willbe B 
and-H, the hatching room, divided in the middle-by| § for use after reducing with cold water. ‘Phisis oa 

& partition; m, the nest boxes, resting on tables,| intended for the outside of buildings, or where it i 
three feet above the floor or ground; b, d, boxes, or| jg exposed to the weather. |. Two coats, should be Bi 
troughs, containing water, grain, brick dust, sand, | laid on wood and three on brickye A: whitewash ta 
ground oyster shells, and other materials for the| brush may be used for laying it on, and’ each’ coat 
convenience of the fowls; d, an ‘aperture, or door,| must’ be'dried before the next is applied.” This is 
three feet above the ground or floor for the ingress} may be made any color you please. | For. straw sf 
andegress of the, fowls; a, a lattice. window, three| color, instead.of the whiting, use yellow ochre; for ‘ 
feet above the floor or ground, for the admission of| lemon color, use ochre and cage ea for lead i 

fresh air to the sitting hens; R, the roosting place| orslate color, use lampblack; for blue, indigo; for i 
orloft,shut off from the laying and’ sitting apart-| green, chrome green. i
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: Cattle Trade of the West. Appies, as AN Articte or Human fj 

ass Foop.—The importance of apples, as food, 

: An interesting account of the cattle trade] has not hitherto been sufficiently estimated ¢. 

of the Western States, is given in the Cin.| in this country nor understood. Besides ) 
innati Atlas. contributing a largé proportion of sugar, mu- 

i = x cilage, and other nutritive matter, in the 

The writer says:—* While at Yellow! form of food, they contain such a fine com- 

Springs I saw a fine drove of cattle, which) bination of vegetable acids, extractive sub- 
were driven from the Wabash. [ was told) stances, and aromatic principles, wih=the 

that about 25,000 head a year passed that) nutritive matter, as to act powerfully ‘in the 
point; that being a comimon route from Illi-| cangcity of ‘refrigerants, tonics, and antisep- 

, nois and Missouri to the grazing lands of} tics; and when freely used at the season of 
Madison andFayette. This is an immense ripeness, by rural laborers and others, they 

business, and employs four classes of per-| «prevent debility, strengthens digestion, cor- 
sons. . 5 . | rect the putrefactive tendencies of nitroge- 

1. The raiser ofcattle, who sells his ani-| nous food, avert scurvey, and probably main- 

mals at one or two yeats old, or even three, | tain andisyrengthen the powers of productive 
tothe grazier. The raisers are chiefly in| jabor. © : 

the great prairies of Illinois, Missouri; and) The operators of Cornwall, in England, 

Towa. : consider ripe apples nearly as nourishing as 

2. The graziers are chiefly the owners) bread, and more so than potatoes. In the 
or renters of the great pastures of Madison, year 1801, a year of scarcity, apples, instead 

; Fayette, and Union counties Ohio. of being converted into cider, were sold to 
3. The cattle feeder, who isthe corn! the poor, and the laborers asserted that they 

F raiser, takes the cattle in the autumn, | coyid stand their work on’ baked’ apples, 

| $and feeds them on corn till they are fat) without meat; whereas, a potato diet required 
enough for the markets of the Atlantic cities. | either meat or fish. 

; Sometimes two of these occupations are) The French and Germans use apples ex- 

united, but not often. : __, | tensively; indeed, it is rare that they sit 

: 4. The fourth class of business, which} gown, in the rural districts, without them in 

arises out of the cattle trade, is thatof the| some shape or other, even. at the best tables. 

t banker, who fnrnishes the funds. The| The laborers and mechanics depend on them 
banks of Chilcothe, Circleville, Columbus, | to a very great extent, as an article of food, 
and Xenia, taken together, do more of this! and frequently dine on‘sliced apples and 

F sort of business than any other. Itis the| bread, Stewed with rice, red cabbage, car- 

= most profitable banking business done in the| ois, or by themselves, with a little sugar and 
Sark fined ee er at nail 8| milk, they-make both a pleasant and: nutri-° 
rove o le e his corn, applies) 44, esti és i ist: 

to the bank fora loan. For this he givesa me ee eee 
bill of exchange on Philadelphia or New| Gas Tar.—This substance is probably 

York, at four months, which the bank dis-| one of the best, if not the best paints in use. 
counts, receiving the funds when the cattle] It is also very cheap, about $3,00 per bar- 

; are sold, and getting both interest and ex-| rel—and comes readily mixed and of proper 

change, which brings the profit to about 10} c@nsistence to be spread. on with the brush 

or 15 per cent. But this is not all. The} without further trouble. 

cattle feeder receives the notes of the bank,|’ We have used it for the last four years, 

which are paid to the grazier, who pays| and although its color, jet black, is against it 
them out for cattle through the entire West-| for buildings, yet upon plows, wagons, and 

‘ern States. ‘In this manner the circulation) farm implements generally, as a preserva- 

of the bank is kept out. These transactions] tive, it hasnorival. Three coats should:be 
lare-as’ commercial and safe as they can be| put on, and it should not be put upon wood 

possibly made; for they are’ all based on the| that is not thoroughly seasoned. It is used 

actual sales of cattléin'the Atlantic cities.| by the government very extensively in the 
I suspect the sales of cattle in the counties | ordinance department. 
of Ross; Pickeway. Franklin, Madison, and} - For roofs we should prefer it to the much 

*Fayette, amount to near a million of dollars, | praised fire-proof paint, as being not only a ¢ 
® and which, therefore, supply that amount of| great deal cheaper, ‘but ‘equally safe.» For q 

(Y) bills of exchange.” ..| that purpose, two coats should be put on cold, {¥/
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Sn ee ee a ft 
‘and the third hot, and sanded.’ By that means | carried to them. ‘The result was, that there i 

& roof as durable a3 metal can be made, and| was an average gain or increase, in the 

at a very slight expense beyond labor. amount of milk secreted, of about one, pint i 

When shingles are scarce, asuperior roof | per diem, for each cow, or nine pints, at five 4 

may, be. made with canvass, by applying | cents per quart, or two and a half cents per a 

this tar in the way recommended. There | day. This will leave a net profit, in favor ¥ 

are roofs in Philadelphia, which were cover | of the warm stable, food, and drink, of about i 

ed with canvass, coated with gas tar, that] thirteen cents per day. of the nine cows, or 4 

have stood fifteen years without any repair, | about $4 per month, which is the usual wages t 

and are now perfectly sound and good. paid,acommon laborer in wifiter, in this re- f 

A year or two ago we made some experi- gion. Besides the above advantage, the cows } 
ments with the tar upon insects. We found | were much more comfortable, and the labor X 

itsure and certain death in all instances.— | of turning them out into the yard and putting 4 

There were some ant-hills near the apple | them up again, was more than that of earry- ? 

trees, which were rather annoying. Upon| ing the water to them, as they required but 3 

these hilts' we poured a gill or so of the tar, little, ‘being fed with moist steamed ‘food, j 

(and the third day they had all disapeared, | about one third of which was turnips: 7 © «' 
having abandoned their location.— Wool Gr. Ihave also fed my swine with warm’ swill q 

See during the past winter, in which I ‘have } 

Very Important to Farmers. found a decided advantage.—Amer.'Agri'st. } | 

Turnips may be liberally fed to milch| ANoTHeR Wurrewasa.—The Editor of y 

cows without imparting any unpleasant fla- | the Horticulturist, in answer to the queries }° 

vor to'the milk or butter, by the following | of a correspondent, gives the following re: 

process: ‘Place the whole turnips into aj ceipt for a whitewash: We have published 

steam box, ‘with chopped hay, straw, .or|agood many receipts for this purpose, but 
corn fodder, and steam until they are soft. | believe we have never published one exactly } 

There should be some aperatures im the top | like this. He recommends it as most excel- i 

§ of the box, in order that the steam’ may es-/| lent, as a cheap and durable wash for wood- 

) cape whilst: they are cooking. As soon as| en fencesand buildings.’ He thinks it owes 5 

they are soft the “escapes” should be closed, | its durability to, the white vitriol ‘which it } 

and the steaming process continued until | contains. i 

the material with which they are steamed is} Take a barrel and slake a bushel of fresh- i 

perfectly saturated with water and the flavor | ly burned lime in it, by covering the lime | 

of the turnips. x with boiling water. After it is slaked, add t 

By this process, all the strong, unpleasant | cold water enough to bring it to the consist- ; 

} flavor of turnip is removed and a palatable | ency of good whitewash.. Then dissolve in t 

one imparted. In connection with this ex-| water, and add one pound of white vitriol j 
periment, I made the following invaluable | (sulphate of zinc) and one quart of fine salt. ; 

one in testing the comparative value of cold | ‘To give this wash acream color, add one i 
and warm food, and drink for milch cows. | half'a pound of yellow ochre, in powder. 

The experiment was conducted thus: a herd | To give it a fawn color, add one fourth ofa ' 

of nine cows in -a stable were fed with food, | pound of Indian red. To make a handsome i 

prepa.ed as above, and allowed to cool before | gray stone color, add one half a pound ‘of ; 

it wasfed. ‘The cows were turned out into| French blue, and one fourth pound of Indi- 

the yard to drink cold water, where they re-] an red; a drab will be made by a 

mained some two or three hours, morning | half a pound of burnt Sienna, and one fourth 

and evening, in the cold’ air (the weather | pound of Venetian.red. For brick or rer 

) being very cold.) Tu.e food was given in| instead of one bushel of lime, use half bushel 

the stablees, and the cows remained in all| of lime and half bushof hydraulic cement.’ 
night. The milk was carefully 1aeasured These washes are very useful in resery- 

for one week, and the amount of feed given, | ing buildings, fences, &c., to which tiey 
noted. The succeeding week the same|arg applied, and although it may be renew- 
amount of feed, prepared in the same man-|ed much oftener than oil paints, they give 

ner, was given warm, the stable tempera-|a very neat appearance to farms Whois th y 
ture was kept above freezing,’ and:the chill | are applied to the buildings, gates, &c.” gs 
taken off the water, the cows being con- | their cost ‘is trifling, it is strange that’ they 

stantly kept inthe stables’ and the water | are not used more often'than‘they are" °°
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At the annual Scientific Convention, just| of medico-geological inquiry, to forward his 

held at Harvard University, Cambridge, communication to the Association, in the 

M a i ived from hope that the attention of men of Science 

Peas Senne a eer ia ™) may be drawn to the subject. , 

our fellow-townsman, I. A. Lar#am, @ man ee ee 

of much research, and possessing a rich fund Beavutirut  Exrracr.—Labof! Why 

of knowledge, in regard to natural science | man of idleness, labor rocked you in thé cra- 

—of which the following notice is given in depend sn Lome ieee NES Hiss 
Ww 1 wov' su ic wi up 

the Rochester (N.Y. ) Democrat. your back would be in the silk-worm’s nest, 
Mepicat. Geotocy.—A_ brief commiuni-| and the fleeces in the shepherd’s fold. For 

cation with this curious title was presented | the meanest thing that ministers to human 

in the Geological section of the Conveutiofi | want, save the air of heaven, man js indebt- 

- this percent Dr. Jackson, from the au-|ed to toil; and even the air, by God’s wise 

thor, I. A.“ Lapham, Esq., of Milwaukee. | ordination, is breathed with labor. . It is on- 
The subject has previously been brought be-| ly the drones who toil not, who infest the 

fore the public by Df. J. and is undoubtedly | hive of activity like masses of corruption and 

of much importance. Mr. Lapham observes|decay. The lords of the earth aré the 

that the suggestion of Dr. Jackson that there working men, who -can-build or cast down 

is a greater amount of Cholera in Zimestone | at their will, and who retort the sneer of the 

districts than in those based on granite and| “soft-handed,” by pointing to their trophies, 

other primary rocks; has received melan-| wherever art, science, civilization, ‘and hu- 

choly proof and confirmation at Sandusky | manity are known. Work on, man of toil! 

; City; Ohio: There are in that region pla-| Thy royalty is yet to be acknowledged as 

ces where the rocks are entirely bare of soil | labor rises onward to the highest throne of 

or drift of any kind, for a considerable dis- | power. Work on, and in the language of a 

tance. They appear to have been points} poet, be — . 

' over which the currents of the aricientocean| “A pon man! and thy renown shall be 

swept- with considerable force; and upon Borne by. the wind and waters through all time; 
4 which, consequently, no loose materials, as While there’s a knell to carve it on thé sea 

; iy Saad Caxravel bbaiders:('6 ‘ted From clime to clime, ny r 

ys , gravel; or boulders, deposited.) ©; Gon ordains that idleness ie a crime!” 
Several such places are to be found in the } ——______-> 

; region of the upper Lakes: Sandusky City > 
| | sone bf them. The Farmer’s Boy. 

cj The Corniferous Limestone rock. here Ishould like to guide aplow, 

forms the surface of the ground upon which eee ee peraight; 
the city is built. There is not soil enough sneer one are 

> y luncheon on a gate. 

upon it to support shade-trees on the streets : 

and public ground. Cases, indeed, have Drive the team a-down the Jane, 

been known, where the inhabitants have 2 Bien ee a 

been compelled to send into the interior for Whistles back the blackbird’s song: 
earth with which to make a flower-garden. x . 

: As will be recollected, the Cholera com- eanen ae ~ “ae ———— 

menced here suddenly, and with t se- Saree . 
2D Ys great se: Would I loiter as I go, 

verity, on the 24th of July—thirty-six cases Like an idle, louty lad? 

occuring ou ot ay he great panic imme- No; I'd rise with early morn, 

diately prevailed, and a large proportion of| Busy on throughout the day; ~ 
the inhabitants fled, and business was al- Idle hands et ucka thora,— ~~ . 

most entirely suspended. From that time Honest work's as good as plays 
till the early part of ‘the present month, the ‘When I lay me down at night, 

disease continued with but slight abatement, wou iy steady ah I sleep; 

the number of interment varying from hether it is dark or light, ; 
twelve to thirty-three daily; in a population Safely me my God will keep;— 

of only about 2,500—or about equal to six Kes ot if Iseek mee . 

thousand interments per day in New. York. est upon his promised aid; 

Mr. Lapham was hence induced, in view] Mireserif Troe, , 
: of the great importance of this new branch What shall make my héart afraid? 

~~ 
Sear
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A From the Ohio Cultivator. | eq Seen? and it has‘a regular { 
How to Raise Peaches in Wisconsin. course of lectures annually on agricultural ‘ 

— : chemistry, by Prof. Shepherd. Other re- xy 
{ The peach is said to be capable of being | spectable institutions are following in the if 
{ innoculated into any stock which produces | same commendable track. ¢ 
{ a fruit witha shell or pit. For instance it} We are happy to and ‘that the Trustees a 
will grow upon the black-walnut or butter-| and Bey of Union College, in Schenec- bf 
nut, or any other stock that. bears the like | tady, N. Y., under its zealous and enlighten- i 

fruit. jed President, Rev. Dr. Nott, has taken the i 
It is well known that the black-walnut puts | initiat6ry steps by the adoption of the follow- ¥ 

forth its leaves and blossoms late, and there-| ing resolution:—Such a change is contem- 4 
fore is less likely to be injured by early | plated in the course of studies in Union Col- 4 
frosts. This issupposed to be, because the} lege as to comprehend the more useful ap- } 2 

black-walnut is backward in producing sap, | plications of science to the arts, such as civil is 
so that the young shoots are not in a condi- | and mechanical engineéring, agriculture, iB 
tion to be injured until the warm weather has | agricultural and manufacturing chemistry, 1 
become permanently settled. And, there- | &c., and also French and other modern lan- % 
fore, after it commences its annual growth, | guages. Most of these subjects have here- 4 
there is no cold to injure it. _ It is also a| tofore been taught to a greater or less extent, iw 
theory with orchardists, that, if the peach| but such a change in the. statutes is now. a 
can be kept back, so that the reots will not| contemplated, as to allow applicants'the pri- 

geply the trunk and branches, until the cold | vilege of pursuing such brancties of study, 
nig! ts are over, there is no dauger of its and such only, as they may desire to pursue; iy 
being killed down and the fruit destroyed.— | and to give to each student such a diploma a 

Now if the peach will flourish upon the| as will express his actual attainments. a 
black-walnut stock, nature will perform what| ‘The scheme embraces a professorship of i 
is difficult to.be brought about by art, for the | moral philosophy and rhetoric; of ancient 3 

roots of the black-walnut will not supply the| languages and literature; of mathematics,.{ || 
trunk and branches: of the peach which is| pure and applied; of natural philosophy, 4 
innoculated upon it, till the season is so far practical and theoretical; of natural history i 
advanced as to render it secure from injury | and chemistry; of French and other modern f 
by the cold and frost. languages and literature; of agricultural. g 

Tam informed the experiment has been | chemistry, and chemistry applied to the arts; i 
successfully made, that the fruitsis found to | of civil, topographical and mechanical engi- s 
be as fair and the tree as thrifty as are the neering; of ancient and modern history; of } 
natural stock. ‘The only material difference | law ‘and civil polity; and of anatomy and { 
that can be observed is the fruit ripens a lit- physiology.” ig 
te later. But all danger of the tree or fruit} If our agricultural journals have contri- ii 
failing is entirely prevented. The process! buted to the advancement of these move- j 
is, take the black-walnuts and plant them in| ments, as we fully believexthey have-done, )— i 
the fall in drills, the second year at the prop- | they have fulfilled one great object of their } 
er time innoculate the young,shoots as you| existence. Public opinion is pushing for- 7 
would do in any other case, and you will ward these institutions to similar conclusions: i 
have a thrifty, hardy tree. If this is so, itis throughout the country; and we trust it wilh i 
well worth knowing, and it is hoped that | not be satisfied till we have elaborate pro- : 
those who are fond of cultivating fruit will fessorships, ably filled and amply endowed, ‘ 
make the experiment. M. B. B. | and’ connected with experimental farms { 

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES IN COLLEGES. New Back every leading state in the Union. : 

a nce : r New England Farmer. M7 oe i 
‘e notice, with no- little pleasure, the LEAP AET TNO OTT ale seit 

gradual, but certain advancement which the] | Worxine Women.——Women, so amiable : 
practical sciences are making in our time- | in themselves, are never so amiable ag when i 
honored seats of learning. Yale College, at jithey are useful ;- and for beauty, > he ot i 
New Haven, has already an endowed and| may fall in love with girls at play, there is ; 
thoroughly-established professorship, which | nothing to. make them stand io their love} 
is ably filled by Frof. J. P. Norton.” Am- like seeing them at work.—Cobbet. : 

herst College, in Massachusetts, has a prac-| He who knows himself best ésteems’ him: 
tical farmer and geologist in its accomplish- j self least. :
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Trt + of remark, that the root went no further than the 
Spirit of the Agricultural Press. | ae 

; ie ee 
ree her se | How to rexp Savt to Bers.—After you make 

| Pyacu Trees.—Mr. Hoffuer, a distinguished | cheese, take the whey, and mix it with ica thick 
horticulturist of this country, was informed during @| eyongh to allow the bees to stand ont without clot- 

; recent visit to Lexington, Ky., by some of the hor-| ting their wings; place it in a trough or board six or 

ae of that city, that they bad _ 28 spe eight rods from the hive; or take an empty salt bar- 

tural)prevenfive of thepeach worm. It consists of | rej, and put into it a bushel of bran’or two, pour in 
the simple application of horse stable manure, in) sour milk or water, make it firm. enough so as the 

progress of decomposition, to the roots of trees, in| bee will not drown., From this they will extract 
spring and fall seasons—the earth to be dug away | the salt which will ooze from the barrel. As they 
to the depth of'about three inches, and the manure | onoty the barrel of its liquid, renew it again. This 

to-be abont six:inches above the surface. ‘Phiis has | wit ts eas et 
been tested by. J. O. Harrison, M. E. Johnson will be of great service in dry weather to the bees.— 

ay and others, stfficiently to remove all doubts ‘Michigan Fa 3 

of its efficacy.—Cin. Times. Moxsrer Arrie-Trexs.—There is an apple-tree 

Transptantixe Trees.—As the Fall season for nna see spel Brigge es ean ce Bese — own of Dedham, suppose a hun 

transplanting shade trees is near at hand, some years old, which fhsaenrea' thirteen feet and a half in 

hints in relation to the subject may not be inappro- circumference, one foot from the ground. Its branch- 

‘priate. Ithas generally been supposed that it was | es cover an area of about sixty feet in diameter.— 

necessary to trausplant small trees in order to in- | This treeis second only to that in Duxbury, which 
insure their growing. But the Utica Gazette states | is sixteen feet in circumference a foot or two above 

E that an experiment was made last winter by Messrs. | the surface of the ground, is over one hundred years 

T, Pomeroy, Jr., and W. H. Dutton, of that city, in | old, and bore in one year fruit which made ten bar- 

: ee tenon eng to a ei ae rels of oe addition to a barrels of apples . 

ces, W! proved so successiu! as to de- ut in the cel —Boston ‘raveller. 

i serve “ making a note of” for the benefit of persons . on : 

q of taste eleewhere. The trees, comprising maples, | _ ‘To Cure a Srirrep Horse.—J. Bi Goddard, of 

i; elms, beach &c., were some thirty feet in height, | Norwich, Senay writes’to the American Ag- 

: and were transplanted without being shorn of any of | riculturist, as follows:— 

; oa branchiee. othe process pt emaral wasas fol-| Take one spllon Af urine, and put thereins small 

; jows:—In the before the Frost, a trench was | handful of junk tobacco; boil down to one quart; 

; dag around the trees selected, from ten to fifteen | then add two ounces of oil of spike, one ounce of 

. feet in diameter, and the roots severed. Th the | oil of amber, two spoonfuls of spirits of turpentine, 

winter, when the ground had become solid from | and two. spoonfuls of honey. Put it into a. Jug, and 

|} fzering, the tro won pulled up by the aid of oxen | cork SA Set wit tne Mniztarefiteen ‘on 20 ; ° irmly attached to | the stifle-bone hard wi e mix e 

: the A ‘They were then transported erect on a| minutes; then dry it in thoroughly with a red-hot 

j long sled, built for the purpose, and set out. “They | fire shovel then ride the horse forth and back .one 

; put out their fgliage last spring, as if wholly uncon- | hundred yards Repeat the above two or three 

E scious that they. were not still in their native soil, | times, and the cure wil) be effected. 

: and the enterprising gentlemen who took this unu- i 

| sual course, are rewarded with shade trees which by| _ How To Piint Cuxsxuzs.—-Good advice to owr 

t 6 ractice it would have taken twenty years to | Farmers.—The plan o: raising the chesnuts is this: 

{ oe if : wea d S d, th aa b ‘he nuts cathe cuifered mee ork dap 
; luce. sare desired, they can be _ . } #8 

; transplanted in this mode of any size, with the cer- | Plaut them in the spring of the year. The first 

: tainty of a similar result. We have seen the ex-| winter protect them from the froist, or they are apt 

: periment made at the east with entire success, with | to be killed by the freezing. The Th rie: treet 

i frees eighteen inches in diameter, Whole parks | plant in the following manner:~-Select a dry soil, 

; are so filled with majestic forest trees in England.— | dig a hole eighteen inches deep, three feet wide; fill 

; Buffalo Express. it up with small loose stones and clay to within six 

, i bi pecs i inches of the surface, set your tree on that; take. 

{_lamybvtt or Panes Hoary in his treatin 08 | re We Sheet soon bo more Alten ded - vine, gives a striking exemplification ofthe in- | bear nuts. The chesnuts ore ni 

; stinet of plants. A bone was placed in the stroug, to than it is—it is valuable food, and very nourish- 

Ty clay of a vine border. ‘The vine sént out alead-| ing. In Italy the chesnuts grow to the size of small 

| ing, or tap root, directly through the clay to the | apples, and are used as footl by the peasantry.— \ — 

bone, In its passage through the clay the main | Scientific American. 1 

root threw out fibres, but when it reached the bone : 

; it entirely. covered it by degrees with the most deli- Mitvew ox Goosnennris.—To keep off mildew 

; cate and minute fibres, like lace, each one sucking | train your bushes so as to.admit a free cireulation 

. ata pore in the bone: like'a litter of pigs at their of air through them; manure about the roots; and 

ae oorhe lies down on the sunny side of the farm- | forget not to sprinkle them. freely with soap-sads 

; yard. On this luscious morsel of a marrow bone | before blossoming, Thisis Kugwn by severa! your's 

‘would the vine continue to feed as long as any nu- | experience. 

triment remained to be extracted... What’ wonde! igs ‘on the kindly disposition of the 

fal analogies there are running through the various goi) to produce craps Minbar eised vioreae oa 
Serre relat cad vopotshle creation, to’ atti | 008'° PrUI0e ED eat idddgmenti't ? 
late curiosity, to gratify research, and finally, to lead : : 

. our contemplations from ane in a feeling of rev- see Sesocnsast of enrol mel remarkr 

erence, ‘up to nature’s . at who go to are sure 

Sees the tine spoken of by Hoare, it is worthy | to get them. ry ‘ ;
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oR ’ Saeor Sueer.—Mr. C. M, Goonsei, of Geneva, Wal- { 
Be nt EDITOR’S TABLE. worth Co., who is well known as having been somewhat ex: : 
————————————————————— | tensively engaged in the improvement and growing of sheep, j 
‘Wehereby acknowledge the receipt from several friends, | (a portrait of one of which appeared in the March No. of the 

of some very fine specimens of Wisconein fruit—peaches | Farmer,) has sold his flock of sheep to J. & R. Srewarz, of ir 
and apples. Inlour next No. we intend presenting cxts of | Hebron, McHenry Co., Ill. We learu the Messrs. Stewarts 

them, together with some ks. We thank our friends | are extensively engaged in the mR of sheep. f 

for thls remembrance of us, and thelr Just-appreciation of | MF. Goodsel's tock atthe averaged: 45 te. 
our taste. per head; full bloods 5} Ibs. Several } and blood yearling t 

Warre Ferer Waser.—This fine grain is rapidlycoming | Pueks sheared from 6 107 Ibs each, of wide sete SBcenies ye 
intofavor among our farmers; and is, we believe, deserving | P°* Pound $i 9 

of theplace they are giving it. Jt is hardy, comes forward | Ware Fuiwr Warar,—We learn from Walworth Co., iz 

early is les liable to rust than other varieties, and yields | that this kind of winter wheat sown early last fall, say, by a 
abundantly. Ithas a fine, plump, white berry, and weighs | the 10th Sept., escaped almost entirely ¥ Tust and insect," 3 

ordinarily sixty-five pounds to the bushel. Of course it will which have proved so destructive to eat crop generally x 

bring the very highest price in market. Our Agricultural the past season. A large quantity of the White Flint Wheat 4 F 

brethren, from their past two years experience, will see the | has been raised the past season in Walworth County, in and if 

importance of sécuring other and better varieties than those about Geneva, also some in/Rock County. 4 

now cultivated generally throughout the State. A New Kixp or Spring Witear.—Picking up a Sheboy- 

i ; 7 gan paper af ville, we noticed an account of a new £ 
Aanicurroma Seer tape ee a ae as kind of a which has beef’ introduced into that ‘4 

when some movement s! oe reference 1 neighborhood. The heads are represented as very large, and 
organization of County or auxiliary Agricultural Societies..| 14 kernel as one third larger than the penis id 

y? ne not 80 aie * meee = oe - —* wheat; and the straw, instead of being a hollow tube, is filled a 
evmeetne anne, wee cae ee ay ae heat | With pith. ‘Theindividual whv introduced ft there, procured 

ar eeneoentr mre good worksbe first | + from q man in the State of New York, who extracted the $ | 
f ene seed from the crop of a wild goose.—Mick. Farmer. f 

7AN Se Ft ciel Wiscoxsix Wurat.—The Grant County Herald (Lancas- 
power ei es he. ete eee 1er,) of the 4th, tells of 97 heads. of bald. wheat, alk grown {. | 

next Legislature. “That it will Asai w| es ea ee 
¢} cannot doubt; and when pro} presented cannot fail to = i 

elicit thé requisite action for securing an object so desirable. We have received a communication from Mr. Patmer t 
Garpver, of Burlington, witlya drawing of his double fur- ig 

‘Tae Hawrnory.—Weléarn from our friend “Young John | rowed Plow. ‘The sketch is rather 00 imperfect to engrave é 
Bull,” who resides only a few miles from this city, that he | from, Please send us a modél, or the plow itself. 3 

has ordered ten bushels of English Hawthorn erro ‘A Wiscoxstx Sarre —We feceived from tiie hand of our { 
hisnative country, Ene oe rr. friend Elmore, a beautiful sample of Wisconsin flax, raised 1 
apart Baie Beene rt a ne by William M. Frazier, Esq., of Mukwanago, Waukesha Co, a 

at least to give it a trial, along with the hawthorn here, | ¢ will measure full three feet in length after it has been dress_ ) 
the Osage Orage, cic. thers of our farmers would do well | eq_ig of fine fibre, strong, white and silky. Mr. F. hasrais- 
spimitatehis example, and thus secure to” themselves, at | eq faxin Scotland and Germany, and he says he never saw. ' 
Rayasaivaly ‘mall cost, permanent living fences. any superior to this. It is his intention to go into the manu- ig 
j arin a recent personal interview with Mr. Drory, of tacuire of linen extensively.— Wisconsin Democrat, . is 

Lac, we learned that his promised Journal of a Se ae wea toeich nee eit tes thins miekiies . = 
‘Tour Through Northern Wisconsin, will be sent us in season ty of Wisconsin, is. tr “Old Oaken , i hose edi hope, will continue the publication. } 
fr next No, We anticipate much pledbure for ourselves | “Wouidit not be well for each editor to collect and publish 4 
ahd readers from its perusal. what information he can concerning the history of his coan-’ : 

ar ty, which can now be gathered up, but which will in’ shore i 

Snsebetnlin Seaas agateoee Walieen coms | Toeeemercs soe eommertanmemnees or ve - > a 
oi 13 jt ditatesbildiing, because Of;ite'axTangranenta; ite compiling a history of our State.—Fond du Lac Journal, 

: gs ites, and ts inmene fssemblage, ‘Together | _ We Would inform our friend of the Jewrnat hat the article i 
dar improved Merinos and Saxons, and most ap- | No- % referred to above, is an extract from a History of Wis- « 
proved breeds of swine. here were hons there—though consin, now in course of preparation by A. CoNsTANTINE 

they were not on the list of animals, HENRY Ctay, Horace | B4"®*; of this City, and which we propose to publish early 
Garey, Gex. Worrn,’Mxs. Borizr, Tox Hyer,’ etc., | it January Sanh commento with a — Register; the ma- i 
were present, and attracted general notice and attention— | ‘e719! for which we have pecn engaged in collecting, compll~ 
Horace, in particular, is said whave been as unique and | ing. &c-. for some months past. We have stared 30 Seete 4 

original dhever. ‘The Annual Address was delivered by | Collecting information, both historic sausticaly, fom Prof. pron Geese highly spoken of, A |CverY know: reliable source.) ‘There aremany, factsand én- : 
pa gt bs anda synopsis of the Address | ‘idents connected with tie Setealaht pve, ayereer it 

will be given in our next number. State of which no record been made, and which form = 

a © | material part of its history, will soon pass away with those i 
fy’ Fox pv Lac County Auzap.—We have just learn whose memories they are now retained, unless gathered up ig 
that an Auxiliary Agricultural Society, is about to be formed | and preserved in some form; information which is not only 

tn Fond du Lac County. Of course theythave tho material | now important to be known, but which will be, more valued 4 
2 todo it with. Wehad hoped all along that Racine would be and valuable in after years. PR IOT I 0 . 

NF fhe Rest nove, mare ere! doomed to be diegppcigted~= Any information that our editorial brethren can colleot, will : 
- PYZ Shall we not be eed be most thankfully received. . . oe aa é 

’
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SS AcKNOWLEDGEMENTS.—We have recéived éeveraicommn-| Rice:—Variety cultivated—describe any new and valdable Jf a) 6 E 
fl ‘nications, also samples of Peathes, Pears, and Apples, but ie for its cultivation or aa for pele. i 

: % on ‘i oTE:)—As to all these grains) please state too late for notice in the present No. of the Farmer. ine ae eo ee eae nine peokante moar ee 

Engravings illustrating Wiiting’s Corn'and Cob Mill, no- | acre, and actual aggregate product, if. known), of each in 
ticed in the Sept. No. of the Farmer, Will appeit in the Nov. | Your Stete “whether the average peodees Per acre has > 

No,, with a more full description. Various gains ixed by lw in your State, and what Welght 
Coat 1x Dane Counry,—A specimen of coal, resembling a beager cach. x : 

: in appearance the softer kinds of anthracite, has just been lay.—Staté the comparative value as food for stock, of clo- 
. ver, timothy, and mixed hay—the grass seeds preferred:inlay> 

lefton our table by Mr. D. M. Swift, from Dane County. It | ing" down, Tee ee ane ph yield gi ee 
was dug from a hill-side on the farm of Mr. Frier, of Deer- | any new process in curing—have meadows been irrigated in 

field, and appearances indicate alargé quantity. It has been | Your State, and with what effect? 5 2 
tried by blacksmiths and others, and found to burti extreme- Rares a bapa alcadn sake 

dy well, This may prove a matter of nuchimportance, ‘The , or for improving the-seil—estimated value y 
- 5 : stock cor -d with Indian eorm=the most esteemed variet 

specimen may be seggiat our office.— Wisconsin; far field culture—average produet yer acre—value of and 
i The Green Bay Aide = ae Seater with other fodder—average price per bush- 

“Appleton is the name of a new place just laid out near the es : 
Grand Chute, on Fox River, about 25 miles above this placey| yecis mamtold Warteal aaichoe e a e carrotss 
—the seat of the proposed Lawrence Institute. Besides the | parative value—cost of prodncsions seat ze bushel—and 
operations.connected awith the building of the Jstitute—al- | the average per acre, and aggregate product your State. 

ready begun—preparations are making for oe of a| _Corrox.—Average yield per acre and per hand in your 
store, other places i me State—aggregate of the whole State ibe. 

mee ond Biaces of hasiness. new varieties aod process of eae ie 
; = | ada to—cost, per pound or le, juction—-freight, 

+ ma cowun ee Sarees: ‘commistions, &c., paid by the planter. 
Baker's OIE So ; . | SoGar.—Whether of cafié or maple—the product per acre 

oe oe ne —desoribe any new process of cultivation or manuneture— 
Fayette,......-........-Lafayette do variety of cane cultivated—its enemies and diseases—cost of 
Willet,. 2... . 2.00508 ...-.Green do making sugar—freight, charges, commissions, &c., paid by 

BiG ia2%e8 si cost Wess oe s.Crawibrd ~ do: the planter. ~ ‘ ~ 
Kewaukam,.. ...... .s... . . -Washington «do Z eee eee give ittiormation Loe eared 

Rathburn, al jem valuable an mew, as oBvarieties, processes f cultiva- 
Sethe Manpie Mond, Meas -AeaRasbbue, tion, and preparation for market—soil and manures best, 

P. nc’ pea gas adapted to—cost of produedon, 5 
Beverly, Dane Co., name of P. M. not known tous. 

% Borrsr, (Dairy Huspanpry.)—Quantity made in your 
Cedar Grove, Sheboygan Co.,J Burr, P. M. chtlocaveries annual produce per cow—are cellars or spring 
Elicnboro, John H. Barret, P.M. houses preferred? & 
Menton, Sheboygan Co., Joh D. Parrish, P.M. Curese.—Same questions. rt 
> A Steamboat is now in process of construction at Nee- AND Motes, (Carrtr.)—Number raised in your 

nnah, Wis., to navigate Lake Winnebago. semen, waiue GC eacits-cpalliacive: valoe sfor ‘dara 
~—_—~—<—~—-—<~—~--~-~—"~~—~+<+—¥—°¥—x—™mwr' ing purposes—where is your market for them? 

Patent Office Circular. Hornep Cartie.+Numberin your State--average valur 
a of, at 3 years.old—where dri¥en.to ‘ket—cost of keep peé 

A Cirewlar has been issued from the Patent Office by Come | head per year—which of {improved res is preferred? 
mistiorier Ewnawx, addressed toleading and prominent Ag- | saeyp HuspanpRy.—What the prevaili races what th 
ritulturists in different parts of the ¢ountry. “The object = of ee of Inausty aut of wool eli t 

‘i ‘i rear, and average welght of fleeces o! races _) sought will be better explained by the following from the Cir+ . 7 T kcesang steep The pas 

cular itself, We'trust our Wisconsin. fariners will not ‘be Four snes nae earavesaas ‘ore diitgt taxe ' 
backward in responding to the call:— depots, and are they found advantageous. fe wool ‘and 

s*-The Commissioner of Patents, ip execution of acte of mpanufecturer—vaiges number Killedity dagen your Sia 
desires to procure information from Plantets, Far- iy is tne sed tere, 0 te folowing, and any te, puis Tet | ee ere mayoccur to you connected wich Agriculture. colt pectibbanger goat. ; 

Wueat.+Your experience as to varieties—difference in 4 . 
weight, and of time in ripening—their onemies and disenses-— | 2 Rain. —Thld degree of highest and lowest range of 

foi and anures tet adap. Seohauict Tata waincin cachet aa Ge Qurs.—What varieties have you tried, and with what re- | year aC  Soteeee 
sults, one ae to time 01 ripening—what their estima- 2 * a 
ted value as compared with corn as food—is the cultivation of | _Lasor.—Cost of, with and without bearding, and cost of 
the oat becoming more or less popular, and for what reason? | boarding. 

Rve.—Have you knowledge of any new and valuable va- 
rety—t0 what uses is it applied—have crops diminished of late a Fad Tomrenrine.—Quaatity and value of produced 

: years, without any apparently corresponding diminution, 1a 2 4 5 $ 
ithe fertility of the soil, arid to what influence is it supposed to | PuasTeRr, and other fertilizers. . . 
be attributable? - ‘ _ Lime.—If used as an improver in your ge thuch 

Barve¥.—Have any new varieties emer siiied, and zh is thought to be best per acre, and how: 
what results—to what uses is this grain applied in your State 0 55 “ifrnor euivated, isi forbidden by your sol aud efinatet. | , ONcwARDS, Fors, Taanariarringige Tests) Wc —In 

Maize; (ixpiax Corn).—What varieties most esteemed, | interest. ‘ 

a. wi Maes cttenge of ceed eae saat Sc THE CULTIVALION oF THE ViNe.—On pes, nd to. and qi , 7 
iegto soil and sims gel gaier Infinenos, 304. Jour pe ‘an wines, Communications are Particularly” solicited. 

on that it—give value od e es = 

separ ara nm ares |e RY Stes Wk fas ey 
3 es, wee pono green CO | one to whom this circular may-be sent in the vhope. of: fuller 

peranee as 10 facing ain, whole or round, cooked or | ormasons Fat com te cree pease reply ou 8 
i raw. ' ’ . leferring distinctly to 

.
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WISCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR |two trees which would seem to be closely allied, 
¢ oan oe cae ee eee NOW = | will not amalgamate fer any length of time — 

RACINE, Sone ER stREET. |Ihave engrafted the cultivated cherry into the 2, 

% Ofise, ai die Pabduhe®s Bookstore. | wild, and have known it to be done by others, 

S gis a eas but after one season’s growth of the scion it 

Five copies for $9) if directed to one Post Office. and at the seldom fails todie. This may not seem exactly 

ros ea? Die went aera cat emuliodia new ab relevant to the case: I mention it to show that 

ee I gis Poids cn ion tn thle the supposition is erroneous, that a fruit'with a 

coladon of he: Paakes, ere ine to lendetheir aid in pro- | ‘shell or pit’ will necessarily succeed upon any 

psig eesti ee sae only other tree bearing a similar fruit. Now, asyour 

SS SS Se Se correspondent has tried no such experiment 

A Word about Peach ccs a himself, and advises in the matter, only from 

Me. EorrontIh aiden feo oye aaa what he has been told, I cannot but fear, from 
Re si a st a Ps eye, . 

fnetrusted (2), by an‘Witicle in your “Farmer” the improbability of the subject, that he may 

*) bY . ¥ T’ |himself have been the ‘subject of a hoax. He " 

for October, headed, “How to Raise Peaches in} , 4; a ch Fed o€ eultsvatiae fea 

Wisconsin.” ‘The writer of that article pre- RAV Bee tee re ae caltivating frau 
mises that the peach may Be grown upon any to make the experiment. “I, as one of that por- 

swwok which produééi fruit with a “shell or tion of the community, would express my thanks 

pit.” “For'instance, the black walnut or but- for the invitation, although I am not fond of two 

teraut”! This is ctaink he ery lateatadal or three years of experimental labor, where £ 

ees . The peach Me. x“ a Sholig k have no faith in the result, Will “M. B. B.” 

eh Wee cn ods ea ctia give us the name of the successful experiment- 

leer of next? Didymot your Sauiat er, or will he tell us where, if at all, such trees 

state that he had been informed, that the ex- mney, ie a enone: ey ine kind ¢ i ‘one 

periment had actually been successfully made, oy wall be Concha the pointe if : 
L forge ehould AES RS he can produce such, and only if he can, he 

0 great misgivings as to}. aiacatae = . I ® 
its practicability. If the strength ne liteeee is warranted in a vising suc. experiments. 

a ae pried will give “M. B. B.” directions, the value of 

Position rested upon his introductory, “is said,” which have been tested, “how to raise Peaches 
and the experiment had not been successfully in Wisconsin.” : 

made, (?) what person of any experience in hor- |" 2 i 5 

ticultural matters, would view the subject but | ~ Cultivate your trees upon a natural foundation, 

as idle-chitera? To effect a durable union be- and plant them on grounds sloping to the N. or 

tween two trees, a close affinity must exist be- NV. W. Thave an orchard with such an aspect 

tween them; and this affinity is not, of necessi- which did not lose a bud last winter, undoubt- 

ty, implied by the production of a fruit of a edly as disastrous a winter for the peach tree as 

similar appearance;—and, moreover, two fruits | ‘“° oe eo. ee a = 
can scarcely be mentioned which resemble each ‘M. B. B.,” or any other person, is desirous to 
other less¥than thelieach stone end walnut--— have a more hardy foundation for the peach than 

Now, the peach, contrary to the premises of its own roots afford, they need look no further 

“M. B, B,” will not succeed upon any tree than to the wild plum, which grows so abun- 

which produces a fruit with a shell or pit—not daptiy in the: woods ‘end: openings: tReanghoug 
even will it upon the cherry, a tree.apparently the soe s A i Mh 

much nearer allied to it than is the black wal-|_ The union in this case is perfect—the peach 

nut. Even the wild and the cultivated cherry, | 8 rendered very hardy—and the only objection (Y 

. 
a : :
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to this practice is the dwarfish habit which it| ing the cobs of 1000 pounds of dry ears, about 

gives the tree. Will “M.B.B.” oblige me by | 200 pounds of organic matter is lost,.which 
ee consists of 233 pounds of sugar and. extract, 

ris egg nae daar Anprea, | 2274 pounds of fiber, 454 pounds of matter 
* | separated from fiber by a weak solution of pot- 

Dexarierp, Wis, Oct. 20, 1849. Baa Totnid of albeinens OGNB ott penta of 
The Nutritive Value of Corn Cobs. casein, 2.31 pounds of gum dextrine, 1.8 pounds 

—_— _ |of resin, and 7.4 poundsof glutinous matter. 
It is well known that the manure of an ani-| Hence the cob, although not rich. in nutritive 

mal varies in quality with the food which it] matter, can by no means be said to be destitute 
eats; and that generally manure is richer in| of those proximate principles which go to sup- 
nitrogen bodies, and less rich in non-nitrogen- port respiration and sustain animal heat, and 
ized matter than the food consumed. Probably | those which are capable of being transformed 
a greater proportion of 100 pounds of nitrogen | into nerve, muscle, &c., and the phosphates 
bodies would be assimilated by the system, if it! which contribute so largely to the formation of 
were mixed with 500 pounds of non-nitrogen-| bone.—V. ¥. State Transactions for 1849. 
ized matter, and still more if mixed with 1000 | ° Mo ee 
pounds, than if taken into the aa 2 Oxen vs. Horses. 
oralone: It should be-borne in mind that it is p> STaBzel : : 
as essential for food to contain bodies destitute we Se 2 Fe vet seme c 
of nitrogen, (such as starch, sugar, oil, &c,) or) Fogm and Anvil, that in 1822 or ’23 he com- 
those which go to support animal heat and re- menced the substitution of oxen for horses on | 
spiration in the body, as it is for it to have ni-| his farm. He began in mid-summer to break 
trogen compounds to nourish or supply the up afield for wheat. For a day or two the 

. waste of the living tissues. Hence, food suited | oxen suffered greatly with the heat, in the mid- 
best to sustain animal life, is that which is made | gle of the day, but by rising early, and resting 

up of these two classes of bodies, mixed in the | two or three hours at noon, and feeding on dry 
proper proportion. And adeficiency in the one | food, he was able to plow nearly as much with 
is equally as deleterious to the healthy existence | , yoke of oxen as with a pair of horses, and the 
of the animal as a deficiency in the other;| work was quite ag welldone. The horses con- 
therefore we can hardly say that one of these | sumed about one bushel of grain per day and 
classes is in reality more essential to the main-| the oxen none. He found the result, after a 
tenance of life than the other. They both seem | thorough trial, so much in favor of oxen, that 
to perform equally important offices. If this} he has ever since continued their use.’ For 
view be taken the cob cannot be regarded as many years there was nota furrow plowed on 
deficient in those bodies which contribute to| his farm except by oxens He observes that ox- 
support respiration and nutrition. en, if properly broken, quite as readily, if not 

The table below shows about the amount of | more so, take to and keep the furrow, as horses. 
the several proximate organic bodies thrown a- | His rule is to keep two yoke of oxen on the 
way in rejecting the cob, calculated from the | farm to one pair of horses. He well remarks, 
analysis of the small white flint variety. 1000] that @to judge of the capabilities of the ox, by 

pounds of ears contain not far from 200 pounds | the badly-used, houseless, over-taskedyand half- 
* } of cob and 800 pounds of grain. These con;| fed animals we sometimes see in the yoke, is 

tain the following bodies in the following Pro- | doing him great injustice. Treat the horse in 
portions, expressed in pounds and decimals of @| the same unfeeling manner, and where would 

pound: : be his high mettle and noble spirit?’ He would 
ate ie 100 be speedily arrive ata pera ne oa age, value- 

3 : - | less to his owner, and a cast-off to feed the car- 
Sugarandextract, 13.581 115.320 128.902 rion —— That the ox can better stand this | 
Starch,.......-- eae eee 487.387 | harsh usage, is certainly no valid of sufficient 

Fiber, . seeeee ess 127,687 712 135.390 reason that he should be subjected to it. Use | 
Oil, .......----- 39.824 3.9824 | him with equal care and humanity, and he will | 
Zein,..--....--- 31.856 31.856 just as certainly, and with more profit, repay it j 
Matter separated to his owner.” 

by potash from E So pe ea 
fibre,......... 45.404 51.856 97.360] Raising Oxrons —S. Williams, of Waterloo, | 

Albumen,....... 1.518 37.136 38.654 | N. Y., states in the Genesee Farmer, that the ) 
Casein,......... 0.288 0.688 0.976 | best way to obtain early onions, is to“plant the } 
Dextrine or gum, 2.310 28.224 30.534 / black seed after the summer dronths are over, { 
Resin,.......... 1.806 1,806 | take them up in November and put them in the } 
Glutinous matter, 7.402 7.402 | cellar—and in April set them out in beds— 

— — — |They will soon mature; and are much better 
: 200 Ibs. 800 lbs. 1000 Ibs. | than what are called top-onions. If you have 

In'the above table, the inorganic matter is|a few small onions in the ground all winter, 
not separately considered, it being distributed they gill come forward vi ‘ly in the spring: 
{among the several organic bodies. By reject-| and may be eaten as a raleiMbips and all.” ° 
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es 
Wuo wiex Iurort some Huxeantan Catrin?|__Ipentiry or Guanpers iv Man AnD 

—Flieschman, in his report to the Commission-| Horsg.—When the Eleventh Hussars were 
er of Patents, in 1847, makes mention of a breed| last quartered in Dublin, our surgeon, in 

of large, stately cattle in Hungary, which, from | conjunction with some of the most eminent 
his description, must be among cattle what the| medical men in that city, attended a police- 

ets rasta: ee eta hialetaie: man at one of the hospitals, who died of the 

ment. As Hungary is Seite out her indepen- glanders. The unfortunate man, it 8 SU § 
dence against the combined despots of Europe, posed, took the infection from drinking out 
and as some of the Yankees may possibly be over of a bucket which had been used by a glan- 
there soon, or ought to be, sympathizing with | dered horse. Three days before this man 

her in a practical manner, we hope they will) died, a horse was purchased, and was inocu- 

bring over some of these stately cattle. lated with the matter from the man. The 
: aoe all the horned races Be ee 58Y8/ horse showed all the symptoms of acute 

“there are none which. with an equally co- ‘ : ; 

esl frame, approach so near the Goud of tha sane of which he — - he man = i 
horse, as do the Hungarian ‘oxen. It isa race} ‘ed. Drawings were taken by an eminen 
of cattle, which, by dint of their high, stately | artist of portions of the lungs of the man, and 
growth, their long horns, (nearly six feet in| also of those of the horse, which showed the 

} Iength,) their proud and bold look, their broad| most perfect similarity in the tubercles— }° 
breast, and handsome, white color, changing) Drawings were also made of the Schneiderian 
slightly to blue, and lastly the beautful propor-| membrane of the man’ and the horse, show- 

ton ofall thai ibs, may airy be pronownoed| ing the denity ofthe aeration. ‘Tifeman 
ductions of generating nature.’—Maine Far. was also shown as he lay dead, with the ap- 

———— pearance of the pustules over the body; 
Sussom Pxowine—Ex-Governor Hr.t| these pustules appeared to have a very mark- 

states in the Visitor, that he has found great| eq difference from those in other diseases, 
pret ae Gomes Ree neti having a white arcole instead of a red. 

is near Conco! fh. * *, . Pifeld of potatoes aa teed plains, the past sea-| . This coe excited great attention at the 

son, he found the length of the potatoe vines a| time, and our surgeon was Tequested to at- 
“gure index of the depth of the plowing.!—| tend at Chatham with the drawings, which 
Wherever the ground was cheated of the sub-| were carefully copied and deposited in the 

soil plow, upon a balk, or in the field, the vines| Medical Museum.—The London Veterina- 
were as much shorter, as the soil was stirred a| rian. a 

less depth.” He gives the result of an experi- eens eee een : 
ment in subsoiling’ made several years since.| A Morner’s Vorce.—The Editor of the Cin- 
ao eronnd mee mowed wilh ee BOW) cinnati Atlas concludes a notice of a visit to the 

eight inches dee} and a sudsolL iow run in 

oath furrow eight inches deep. He left two} Asylum a the Deaf and Dumb, at Columbus, 

strips, a yard wide, not subsoiled. He had Ohio, by relating the following:— 
taken six crops from the field—three of grass,|_ “Of one, an intelligent and modest young * 
one of oats, one of corn—and the inferiority of | lady, who had become deaf from sickness when 
each, crop on the portions not subsojled was ap-| two years and a half old, we inquired whether 
ee and could be seen at the distance of| she could recollect any thing of sounds or words. 
forty to fifty rods. The subsoiled part gave| She answered that she could not. It occurred 
from two to three tons of hay to the acre. to us that there might have been at least one 

grocers ae nerve elt sound which might be remembered -even from 
Tron For APPLE ‘Taers.—A correspondent |‘that tender age, and we ventured to inquire 

| § of the Albany Cultivator, writing from Frede-| whether she had no recollection of her mother’s 
ricksburg. Va., says, “A friend whohas a large| voice. It will be long before we forget the 
orchard of ‘Rawle’s Jannett apple,’ has ten trees | sweet, peculiar smile which shone anon hee fea- 
upon one corner of the orchard, which always} tures, as, by a quick inclination of her head, 
produces fruit a third larger, and flavor so much | she answered, yes. What @ world of thought 

superior, that it was supposed by all who saw} and feeling clustered around such a fact! In 
and ate the apple, that they were a superior va-| aj) her memory there is but one sound, and that 
riety of the Jannett. This spring I examined] js her mother's voice: For years she has dwelt 

the soil, and found that a vein of iron ore pass~y in a silence unbroken from without, but those 
ed just under the ten trees, so near the surface} gentle tones of love still linger in her heart,— 
that it had béen ploughed and worked up with} There they can never die; and if her life should 
the top soil. A variety of the large Blue plum | be prolonged to three score years and ten, o’er 
growing upon the same ground, is alsovery fine; | the long silent track of her life the memory of 
while grafts taken from the same plum-trees,| that voice will come, in loveliness and beauty, 
and worked upon stocks grown on ae soil,| reviving the soul of weary old age with thea - 
Prove worthless.”—Maine Farmer. fresh, lovely sounds of her cradle hours.” - 
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From the N. Y. American Agriculturist. however, and mgny more who yet hoped to be; : 

: y and to cap the climax, we were honored with a : : N. Y. State Agricultural Society. canwention made up of the file leaders and their $. : 
NINTH ANNUAL SHOW AND FAIR. assistants, from the gonverging wings of a 

} ae great political party. Some future Bunyan can i This was held at Syracuse, on the 11th, 12th| draw a more intensely-grephie picture of Vani- zi 
and 13th days of September. The ground oc-| ty Fair, from actual reaiity, as here exhibited, a 
cupied by the seciety was on an elevated point, | than the most excited imagination has hitherto : 
overlooking the city and adjacent country, and | done. . about a mile northwardly from the central por-; Now, we put it to the good sense of the f 
tion of it. The enclosure was ample for eve-| farmers of New York, whetber they shall en- i 
rything contained within it, but the inequalities | courageyhereafter, by all reasonable means, or Ai 
of its surface made it somewhat inconvenient | endeavor to repress the tendency to associate LY 

; for many of the animals, and especially such “| pell melt, this incongruous mass of utility and ; 
the horses as were required to exhibit their best | nonsense, things befitting the occasion, and et i paces. ‘The same desirable arrangement of} things utterly subversive of it. We care not i 
shade for the cattle was secured, as the year| how large the concourse may be, of the sin- * 

} previous, at Buffalo, and which, we hope, will | cere admirers of agricultural objecis, nor what tw 
{ never hereafter be omitted. The necessity for| may be the inconvenience following from it.— i 
; it was never more urgent, for the whole week | All this we are willing to accept as the neces- } 
was one of unmitigated drought and scorching | sary part of the occasion. But we heartily de- K} 

| sun, almost unparalleled at this season of the| precate the factitious influences brought into : 
year. It was from this cause, and the immense | requisition by the publicans, the porters, and the Mi clouds of dust that enveloped every avenue, the| purveyors of every sort, to stifle and suffocate 
ceaseless tide of visitors thronging every part| the legitimate visitors on these occasions, by 
of the place, equally without as within the en-| these spurious broods of auxiliaries, led thither 
closure, and the numberless animals and arti-| for the purposes of notoriety and excitement by 2 ~ 
cles exhibited, each claiming its share of atten-| one party, and the hope of extortion and plun- ; 
tion, that exposure, toil and weariness were in-|der by the other. ‘These are faults of human 
timately allied to the gratification which any | nature, excessively aggravated by the energy of rt 
intelligent visitor could not fail to receive.—} American character ; and it is against the ten- : 
The railroads, canals, and principal wagon roads | dencies of these traits, that we would urge ey- 
leading to the place, were each loaded to re-| ery possible precaution for the future. i 

; pletion, and every train and vehicle was seri-| “The weather, as is common to the season of ES ously incommoded by its fellow, the year, was unclouded and dry. The exces- : 
The crowd, inconvenience, and bustle neces-| Siv¢ dust excited on these occasions within and : 

) sary to these annual gatherings, is greatly aug-| 2¢at the show grounds, ought, hereafter, to be 4 
} mented by the assemblage of every variety of thoroughly saturated with watering carts.— ) gaudy show, or worthless vagabondism that the | This should be made a binding condition on the 
§ occasion will tolerate. As if it were not e-| Part of any town soliciting the presence of fu- 
nough, that all the farmers of the state are so-| ture shows, and one, we hope, the officers of a 
licited to bring their best specimens of animals, | the society will not fail to insist upon. crops, &c., and examine the comparative merits; We noticed an economical arrangement for 
of each, every other conceivable object calcu-| ost of the necessary halls, offices, &c., forthe lated to attract attention, from president down| accommodation of the various objects connected 
to organ grinders were there, to swell the mob| With the show. These have heretofore been 
beyond all reasonable sufferance. We had re- almost exclusively constructed, at a large cost, , 
giments of tawdiy militia, who might have|°f timber and voards 3, but in the present case 
been usefully employed in preserving order, in- they were amply provided for by immense awn- 
stead of creating confusion ; companies of holi-| ings- These are more graceful than any hasti- 
day firemen, who could have made themselves | ly-erected wood structures are likely _to be, as 
useful, by allaying the dust rather than by ex-| they ean be closed or have free ventilation as 
Citing it ; a circus drawing 10,000 spectators to| Fequired, and the annual cost can scarcely be 
its fooleries ; Fanny Kemble, with her Lears|°ne-tenth of the frame buildings. 
and Macbeths ; the most notorious pugilists,| Honrszs.—There was a very large show of 
that were opportunely kicked out of town by | these, embracing quite a variety of different : 
the municipal authorities before the rowdies had | specimens ot ood, road,. and work horses, 
secured the preponderance ; and conjurors and| many of which possessed great excellence.— 
mountebanks of every descending grade. Gen-| We did not, however, see any of the Normans 
eral Taylor, by @ merciful dispensation of Pro-| nor Cleveland Bays, which were in considera- 
vidence, and equally for his own as others com-| ble force at Buffalo last year. /It is.one of the 
fort, was not there ; for, instead of the 100,000 great advantages in the annually-changing- po» 
said to have been congregated there on a single| sition of these shows, that they call out new 
day, we might have witnessed another 50,000 specimens and varieties of animals and crops, 

in addition, We had other great mon there,| which any stationary place would fail to
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} hibit. Thus we had a comparatively new ex-| needs convincing at this late day, the decided 4 
: hibit of horses, quite unlike any shown last| improvement any breeder has in his power to 

i year—in some respects superior, and in others | engraft upon’ his unimproved herds. A tew 
i decidedly inferior. ‘The same.is true of | choice cows were shown by L. G. Morris, of { 
| Carrie.—tIn this department there was dou-|} Westchester, a cross of the shorthorns and ; 

i ble the number of good Devon bulls exhibited, | Dutch cows. These are famous milkers, as { 
1 we ever recollect to have before seen together. | described in another article in our present num- : 
f The location better suited the exhibition of De-| ber, and deservedly received some of the best 
7 vons, than ahy other point in the state, as they | premiums. r ; 
- have been bred in the surrounding counties,| Far Bunxocks.—Some immense specimens } 
ih particularly in Otsego, inconsiderable numbers, | of these were on the ground, and though few } 
‘ for many years. ‘Two cows, shown inthis class | comparatively in this class were exhibited, they 5 
iP by A. Stevens, were of large size, surpassing | were mostly good animals. But we saw none 

i beauty, and perfection of form. Many others | that possessed much merit, that did not appa- : 
} of the Devoné were alinost equally meritorious | rently derive their principal excellence from } 
i in appearance. -We are glad to see this favo-| some of the improved breeds. ¢ 
x rite breed spreading over the fine feeding) Suesr.—Inone respect, the exhibition in this § 
} grounds of every part of this state. department far excelled anything ever before } 
7 * The Short Horns were not behind the De-j offered. The distinguishing peculiarity consis- 
’ vons in quantity nor merits, but they did not} ted in the numerous splendid specimens of the } 
i bear that excess in nnmbers they have gene-| French Merinos, recently imported by Mr. { 

rally done. The bull and two heifers, recently | Taintor, of Hartford. and now owned by the 
: imported by Col. Sherwood and Mr. Stevens, ; Messrs. Bingham, of Vermont. There were 

r were on the ground; and though in only indif-| about fifty in all, as we estimated, mostly grown ; 
' ferent condition, they received, as they richly | ewes and lambs; and with their massive fleeces, } 
; deserved, the highest premiums, for their un-| shearing from six to sixteen pounds each, cov- } 

, mistakably high-bred qualities. There were| ering carcasses of great size and perfection, } 
, mapy other very choice animals in this class| they seemed to embody ‘the perfection of the } 
: upon the ground, one of which, belonging to| medium-wooled species. Large prices have ; 

: Mr. Bell, of Westchester, was cheaply pur-| been paid for such of these as the owners could | 
| chased at $400. | be induced to sell, and we trust this importation ? 

The Herefords were exhibited by their vete-| will.be the means of extensive improvement in ( 
ran importer, Mr. Sotham, of Black Rock, Erie| this valuable race. There was, in. addition to 

_» } county, and by the Messrs. Bingham, of Ver-| these tolerably full representations from other } 
i mont. The last were descendants of the im-| flocks of Merinos, Saxons, Bakewells, and South } 
t portation of Messrs. Corning and Sotham, and} Downs, many of which wére excellent speci- } 
: equally with theth, showed great merits of blood | mens of their respective classes. ) 

and breeding. Most of the latter were offered| After this commendation of these large im- } 
i for sale, and they ought to command the favor-| proved breeds of sheep, we wish it understood, ; 
! able attention of graziers throughout the coun-| that we do not underrate the value of those of { 
} try. a medium size; on the contrary, we advise all ) 

Of Ayrshires there were not a large number | those to retain their present stock, if. they pos- } 
on the ground. They were principally from| sess good constitutions, and are of fine points, ; 
the herd of E. P. Prentice, of Albany, and pos-/ at least, till they are prepared with a supera- } 

: sessed great merit ; we saw a few others, with-| bundance of feed, and have in the way of barns } 
: out being able to learn their ownership. and sheds, all necessary accommodation for 

Native anp Grape Catrie.—Of the former | larger and finer bred animals. 5 
very few were shown, and most of these, we| Tae Swerve did not exhibit so great an array ) 
should think, were brought forward by some of| of numbers, but some of the leading breeds, 

: the most inveterate’sticklers for blood, to show | the Berkshires, Leicesters, and their crosses, } 
off, by contrast, the wide disparity between the| shéwed great excellence in their flesh. ; 
improved stock and the unadulterated native.| Of Pouurry, there was a more meagre show } 
They were incontestibly, lean specimens of a| than we have ever before seen. Some very , 

. leaner species. pretty specimens of what were labelled Java ) 
Some of the grades were magnificent, espe-| Bantams, clean-legged, plump-bodied, well-sha- } 

cially among the milking stock, fat and working| pen, little bipeds of assorted colors, white, } 
cattle. These were mostly crosses with the| speckled, and grey, made up all there was of } 
short horns, and evinced the rapid improve-| interest on the premises, in this department. } 

ment these invaluable animals are capable of| Some half dozen Bremen geese, and a less num- 
producing, when judiciously crossed with good | ber of common-looking dung hill fowls, com- 
subjects. The numbers did not compare’ with | prised all the balance. 
magnificent teams heretofore driven in by the} In Damy Propucrs there wereseveral choice 
stock raisers and graziers of western New| specimens, embracing some variety, especially 

~ @ York, and as shown at Auburn; Rochester, and| in the style and character of the Sree But 9 
@; Buffalo. But they were good according to their | the quantity was not so large as we had ex-@ 

4 numbers, and sufficed to convince any one, who} pected to witness, in the long-practiced and)}, 
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1849. NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. EN La Ee oe el ee hoces ditdeh) Be # successful English making cheese districts of] FARM IMPLEMENTS were shown in great a- 7 [| Oneida, Herkimer, Montgomery,and other neigh- | bundance and» of superior quality, though we 3 boring counties. z did not observe anything decidely new, either | ). Tae Domestic Fasarcs—Homemanrs.—The in construction or principle. The mechanic: Es { handiwork of the farmers’ help meets were few | has well aided the agricultural interésts of this § * 4 { and comparatively unimportant. We miss the country; by the numerous choice implements it by ¢ long files of substantial flannels, the nicely- | has furnished, eombining ease and perfection of ¢ = { spun yarns, the huge bundles of soft, woolen workings with strength and durability of mate- tf } socks and nfittens, the glowing comforters, | rial, and finished fully equal to the just wants 4 tempting almost as the fair hands that knit them, jot the farmer. Success invour agriculture has, fe { and make one almost wish for a frosty day for | perhaps, been more efficiently secured by the }, OF ( the pleasure of wearing, and the daintily-made [introduction of improved implements, than by ‘6 § coverlids—spreuds and counterpanes are the any other single means ; and the farmer who 5 @ \ modern terms, we believe. Few of all these expects success in-his operations, without a full { we saw, and their absence elicited rather me- supply of all needful tools of the latest and 7) } lancholy musings, as we thought of the stores best improvements, may look for disappointment, } jj . ) of the substantial realities, that make the far-|if not ruin. i ; mer’s home comfortable, healthful, and happy;! There were several specimens .of draini a) ; and good old patriotic revolutionary mothers |tiles, both tubes amd “che The former are} §-, ; would have proudly set forth on any similar oc- | made in this country by machines, recently im- {| } casion, had agricultura] shows been the fashion ported from England, and may now ‘be consid- fl ) sixty hg ago. We have changed all this, | oreq within the reach of every American far- ft says the modern belles. Ah! but have you/mer. The advantage of the introduction of a changed it for the better ?_ Machinery has been underdrains are so manifest, wherever they are . made to do a large part of this department of absolutely required, that any really intelligent } woman's work, but in mitigating their labors | man would prefer giving away one half of his h ¢ and diminishing their cares, we hope it may not | highly cultivated clays, to secure thorough un- / : Frege mace aes ae ee compton Tce ne emmunden; af he:coall Sons ay 2 
Z Om, 8: 01 vr i. ly heroism and self-denying, laborious patriot- 2 ee ae a apes ae displayed { ism from the other sex, when these may be de- id ane Zsoeass were aaa oo : ) manded. In our next number, however, we | SI ne eee = savietys su i a S { shall give a list of articles exhibited by’ one tha aa a ee Sof s ——— { old-feshioned matron, just to show what can|,, PLoray Ho aaa eas Earn i: { still be done in the country. tion, containing, as it did, the owers and fruits, a \ | Srux.—We saw no silk, cocoons, raw, sew- or ea a large cee eee ¥) i ing, nor manufactured, though a few hanks of | £@it Sat ae a OF te Cates { these are said to have made their appearance | ‘Ue; and its attractive furnishings. : “3 $ there. Well, we hope our farmers’ wives and Pomorogican Faurr Coxvention.—This as- t ( children are more profitably employed than in | Sociat‘on commenced its operations in the large { rearing the silkworm and manufacturing his | market Hall, on Friday, the day succeeding the ¢ web, but we very much doubt if they all are | close of the fair. We noticed only the com- a4 § It is beyond all question, that this branch of our mencement of its proceedings; but were agree- ‘ ‘ domestic industry will pay those liberally who | ably disappointed in observing so large a num- { go into it intelligently and perseveringly. Cer- | ber present, from almost every section of this ’ tain it is, that there is a large amount of com-| country and Canada. There was a large as- " paratively idle population, hanging about our |sortment of several varieties of choice fruit i large towns and. cities, mostly of foreign pau-| Presented from northern and middle Mlinois, per emigrants, who might be successfully em- | showing conclusively, that industry and enter- ployed in cultivating the mulberry, rearing the | prise have been busy in that far-off region.— worms, and manufacturing some of the plainest Ohio, Pennsylvania, and even Missouri and articles from the cocoons. Under intelligent, | Canada, furnished fine specimens from their judicious management, this business might be | ofchards and fruit gardens. The Present sea- made to sell, with vast advantage to the indus- | Son, however, has been so unpropitious to the trial wealth of the nation, and the moral and |growth and perfection of many species of fruits, . . & domestic well-being of those concerned in it.|that the show was altogether less. extensive i An augmenting population is annually thrown | than last year. ‘ an upon our shotes, much of which is better fitted] - Good fruit and its cultivation are certainly ¢ for this employment than any other. Such are enlisting a liberal share of enlightened public the Protestant Portuguese tefugees, some 1,500 | attention, in this country, and we rejoice in re- ) - of whom have recently come among us, asking | cording it. While it is one of our Ficecst employment, that they may earn an honest sup- | luxuries, and where freely and judiciously used, port. We commend this subject, in all its bear-|one of the surest guarantees of health ; and ings, in a national and patriotic view, to the |so far, at least, as aliment is concerned, it has careful consideration of our statesmen and phi- | become an important _ branch of our producti Janthropists. horticulture. Thousands are now
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"® and, profitably employed in rearing the choi- : ; 

Ay cest Traits for market, while millions devote The Horse Known by his Ears. 

'* their leisure in restoring that abundance and| Tho size, position, and motion of the ears of a 

|X perfection, which must have constituted one of | horse are important points. Those rather 

‘1 the greatest of the physical charms of Eien. | 51.9] than large, placed not too far apart, erect 

i) The time selected for this convention, SeG¥¥8 | and quick in motion, iavicate both breeding and 

, ape for this reason: that the fruits spirit ; and if a horse is in the frequent habit of 

ff exhibited should be as recently gathered as | carrying one ear forwanl, and thes other back- 
+ possitigs and as"most of the delegates leave ward, and especially if he does so on a journey, 

i ome to attend the egricultural show, and when | he will generall possess both spirit and contin- 

(}) from a distance, necessarily have to superintend | uance, The stretching of the ears in contrary 

its selection. packing, and transportation, most | directions shows that he is attentive to evety- 
7S of it loses that freshness and character essen-| thing that is passing around him, and while he 

tial to an accurate estimate of its merits. is doing this, he cannot be much fatigued, nor 
th As utility and permanent, wide-spread infor- likely Eooll¢o become 20. 

|) mation is the object of ‘this convention, we! Tr has been remarked that few horses sleep 

/} should much prefer that its members have the | without pointing one ear forward and the other 
i Rey reine the of the specimens brought backward, in order that they may receive no- 

ard, and that they have them, too, in full | tice of the approach of objects in any direction. 

| § perfection. Forthe distant view which spec-| When horses or mules march in company, at 

ie tators are fequired to take of the state speci-| nisht, those in front direct their ears forward ; 

+ mens, a good assortment ot such fruits a8 any | those in the rear direct them backward ; and 

5 § well-cultivated neighborhood affords, will sul-| those in the middle of the train turn them late- 

|b } fice for that‘object. We think this department, | rally or crosswise—the whole seemingly thus to 

4} towhich the enterprise of its voteries seems | he actuated by one feeling which watches their 
| ) determined to do full justice, at the annual gath- | general safety. 

t erings, should be made distinct hereatter. Let |" ‘The ear of the horse is one of the most beau- 
|) § the fruit amateurs take it exclusively in hand, | jy) parts about him, and by few things is the 

{ } and bestow the premiums that may be ofitred temper more surely indicated than by its mo- 

_ 4 by the parent society, through their own ofli- |tjon. The ear is more intelligible even than 

|| 5 cets; and under their own organization. Jus: |the eye; and the person accustomed to the horse, 

i ¢ tice will be thus better secured, and the public | can fell, by the expressive motion of that organ, 

| § will have more confidence in the awards. The | almost all that he thinks or means. When a 

- } parent society bas enough to do with its cattle, |orse lays his ears flat back on his neck, he 

sheep, horses, swine, poultry, implements,seeds, most assuredly is meditating mischief, and the 

> ) crops, essays, and transactions. Let them yield | jystander should be aware of his heels or his 

© } up this part of its duties to those willing and | teeth, In play, the ears will be laid back, but 

j competent to do it justice. not so decidedly nor so long. A ‘quick change 

iy 3 Te Appress of ProrEssor JouxsToN was | in their position, and more particularly the ex- 

t listened to with undivided attention. pression of the eye at the time, will distinguish 

‘it SS ee between playfulness and ‘vice- ! 

i Inrerestise Facts Grartinc.—Du Ha-| The hearing of the borse is remarkably a- 

©. § mel, the celebrated French pomologist and hor-|cute. A thousand vibrations of the air, too 

ticulturist, ingrafted a young lemon, of the size | slight to make any impression on the human 

of a pea, upon the branch of an orange tree.—|ear, are readily perceived by him. It is well 

| § It grew there, ripened, and had all the quelities | known to every hunting man, that the cry of ? ” 

| 2 of the lemon, without partaking of any of the | hounds will be recognized by the horse, and his 

properties of the orange. It is evident, in this ears will be erect, and he will be all spirit and 

| § instence, that the stalk of the lemon changed | impatience, a considerable time before the rider { 

| § the color, taste, and smell of the juices of the |is conscious of the least sound—The Horse 

+ § orange tree. And from this experiment, we | and His Rider. - i 

have reason to conclude, that all the different Sp a eee a: 

IF } figures, colors, tastes, and smells, which we} Lrrerary Prizes—The Belgian government 

|), } find in different plants, are found in the plants | has offered a prize of 5,000 francs, and another 

fi emselves. : of 1,000 francs, with a gold medal. The first 

# —_— + for the best work on general agriculture, and 

| $- To Keep a Srove Baicut by Two Appur- | the second for the best treatise on the disease of 

cations a YEAR.—Make a weak alum water, | potatoes. Foreigners are invited to compete, 

; and mix British lustre with it, perhaps two teas| and manuscripts are to be sent to the Minister 

4 spoonfulstoa gill of alum water; let the stove | for the interior before the 1st of January next 

) be cold; brush it with the mixture ; then take | year. 

_ *$ a dry brush and rub ittill it is perfectly dry.— eee é 

j Should any part, before polishing, become so| Tus Potato Disrase.—The old potato dis- 

| Bary astolook grey, moisten with a wet brush | ease has re-appeared in Irelano, where the fields 

; proceed as before. present evident marks of its devastation. 

: nnn eee
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Prom ihe Maly Fariner fee as soon as the frost is out of the ground, i i a. which is quite preferable, especially should dry P| i Transplanting Trees. weather succeed. D. Tazee. 7 

Autumn is considered by some as the best ene See en bia + 3 season for transplanting both fruit and orna-| ‘I'am tate Ma. Couman.—A correspondent {> 3 mental trees, while others prefer the spring for | of the Express gives the following account of Pa both. Our success has been good in fall plant- | the obsequies of our COB SEA, the Rey. Hen- (7 ing, with hardy kinds and upon dry soils, being | ry Colman, who died recent 'y in England, amidst 4) Hi less affected by drouth the following season than | the rural scenes which he so often courted, and j/}\) those set in the spring. Upon wet soils, or | which he so much enjoyed. He was ye i such as incline to heave bad with frost, the “By swangers honored, and by strangers mourned,”” eH spring is decidedly preferable. It is, however, but, among strangers, friendly hands tended him b | of advantage to dig the holes in the fall when in his sickness, and warm tears from friendly $4 transplanting is deferred until spring, as the | eyes moistened his grave : ais earth thrown out becomes more finely pulve-| ~ He died at Islington, and the obsequies there a *( rized by freezing and the action of the atmos- | were marked with all the pomp and show which a 6 phere, besides it is a more leisure season, and | characterize the ceremonies of an English fa- )2 i time can be spared to dig large holes, and haul |neral. There were the hired mourners acting : \ a few bushels of compost or rich earth and leave | 88 ushers, with their long black rods tied witht} #) i at each hole, ready for use. A peck of leached | bunches of black silk at the end, and men with 7? §} ashes, with half the qnantity of air-slacked [sil bands around their hats and across their ne lime, would be a valuable aildition. A little j shoulders, The principal mourners wore loose } i pains taken in this way in planting trees, in | black cloaks tied closely around the throat and (BH nine cases out of ten would be worth 20: per /extending to the knees, while their hats were cent. to insure a vigorous growth and early pro- | hung with crape, the ends of which extended } fH ductiveness. A good supply of straw, or what | over their shoulders. Cake and wine were dis- is better, leaves and scurf from the woods, | tributed freely in the rooms adjoining the dead. should be procured for littering cattle, horses, |The hearse was covered with black velvet and } # and swine, and used in the spring plentifully |‘plumes, and drawn by four horses, each also }.5; around each tree for mulching.’ carrying a black: plume upon his head. All Mi Many are not aware of the benefit tobe de-| this was conceived and executed, as a friend ) 7%) rived from what some would consider needless writes, from a marked respect fora distinguished ¢ | cost in planting trees, and then taking care of } American citizen. The gift of the grave was } : them. A gentleman residing in. the town ot | from Lady Byron, who has also taken it upon bj i | Warren, has an apple tree which was set in the herself to erect a monument to the memory of ie, | mouth of an old weil which had been filled up with | the deceased. i old rubbish of one kind and another. The tree ee enn ae had grown very luxuriently, with a low, wide-| | How ro make A Horse Suae-Foorep.—A } 7 ‘ spreading head, and last fall he picked twenty- | Singular account of the manners of the ancients ie one bushels of choice apples from it, ten of them | in the manner of breaking in their horses, ren- } | a standing upon the ground. dering them sure-footed when galloping over i 
He gave it as his opinion that if a person had | the most irregular and dangerous grounds, is but three trees to plant, it would pay for spend-| related by Vegetitus. The Parthian horses ing three days to accomplish it. This is far | were lighter and hardier than those of the Cap- 

ditierent from the course pursued by very many, { Padocians or Medes, and were the best war f and much to their loss, in digging a small hole, ee A spot of dry level ground was selec- crowding in the roots and burying them as if| ted, om which various troughs or boxes, filled 
the principal object was to exclude the sun's with chalk or clay, were placed at irregular Tays ; occupying not more than one-fourth of an | distances, and with much irregularity of sdr- hour instead of aday. The pressare of busi- | face and of height. Here the horses were tak- | iness in the spring, prevents many from devo-| en for exercise, and they had many a fall as ting so much time to this part of husbandry as | they galloped this strangely uneven course; but they would be glad to do, and as would be pro- | they gradually learned to lift their feet ‘high 4 fitable; and for this reason let me again urge and to bend their knees better, and to step some- the importance of making every preparation | times shorter and sometimes longer, as the 4 that can be, in the fall. Where fall planting is | ground required, until they could carry. their ri- not preferred, treés may be removed and laid in, | ders with ease and safety over the most irregu- by covering the roots with earth, ina dry place, | lar and dangerous places, _ Then it was that the and the bodies with a few hemlock boughs, so | Parthians could fully put into practice their fa- 8s to insure equally as good success as when | Vorite mancuvre, and turn upon and destroy Temoved in the spring. Thisis quite an advan- | their unsuspecting foes. a were as formi- 5. tage for more reasons thana leisure season. In | dable in flight as in attack, ani would often turn ; the fall, the roads are good compared with spring | 0 the bacit of the animal and pour on their pur- the bark of the tree is much more firm and *Uers a cloud of arrows that at once ci so-easily chafed, and the. trees are ready to{ the fortunes of a day.—Scientific. American.
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s First Steam Trip up the Columbia Hiver. exceedingly beautiful, somewhat resembling 

| 4 cortenpondent ofthe New York Ob- that —_ eC aS Hudson 7s 

(0 server, who writes from Portland, Oregon, | °'S;. “very few mules @ Cog house ene 
‘ ae . itself to view, with a small piece of the fo- 

|) May 21, gives a description of a trip up Co- ae cléaesa dain “Dae Gahabitants’| 

|$ lumbia river in the steamer Massachusetts, = nt pet ee ey cune ae ee ve oa , 

1B} and of the country around, which we copy |WoUd come outto give ns 8 econ 
IB? belowatt. er me point a settler gave us a tune upon 

i zs ._ | his flute. 5 
! The steamer “Massachusetts” left Astoria} We arrived safely at Fort Vancouver, the } 

5 on the 10th inst., piloted by a man who has | head-quarters of the Hudson Bay Company’s 
1)? long been familiar with the navigation of the trading operations in Oregon. On coming i 

A $ savor He had warned us that with a v esselof | tg anchor on Sabbath morning, the 13th inst., } 

ifs ~ a we might occasionally get aground. | Wf the fort, our pilot inquired of those stand- ; 
h a eee proces belly even or eight eailes, ing upon the bank, where were the gentle- |, 
it is we ey $e oho 1 36 ne a W ei men of the fort, the pleasing report was re- 

, oF BOE e nS, edid| turned, “At Church” The Hudson Bay | 

pret oe an enone for | Company’s store-houses, the dwellings of the | 
e aid of “kedging” we Asal a ms This officers of the Company, and numerous oth- 

' was dbus ae 4 BS hots a ata f th er buildings belonging to the establishment, 

‘| pea y g of the | are situated upon an extensive plain upon 
' | ae ei we found ourselves “steaming” | the north side of the Columbia. This plain 

Bh pag te! —e the river, within a stone’s | is yery even, and extends several miles along 
¢ ze the river. As our officers of the United 
f It was a beautiful morning; the water was | States army looked upon this beautiful plain 

© $ smooth, the land covered with dense forests, | and the fortified appearance of the place, 
|. § numerous birds enlivening the solitude, all | their involuntary expression was, “We hope § 
e combined to make a deep and pleasing im-| the government has bought out the Hudson’ 
' § pression upon the minds of all on board.— | Bay Company; what a fine parade ground, } 
i Our deck was paren ae ae mee and what excellent barracks those store- 

j passengers, so many of whom had not been’ houses would make for our soldiers. Eve- I 

| _— —— deck — — = Islands. |‘ry thing is exactly fitted for a military post.” ) 
i s our noble vessel was the first American | Perhaps ere this, an arrangement. has been i 

i oP as, ween erage’ oe ae made for the transfer of | papas to the | 

* but cacao x eee oe with areene SS aaa pcmcia ia ‘ 
W ble future, Hitherto, with the exception of |consented to pay the one million asked by ; 

j dan acpegel English and American trading | the Company for their lands and improve- , 
vessel, no other craft had been seen upon| ments in Oregon, but demand the clause in } 

| the Tiver but the light canoe of the roving the treaty to be "struck out referring to the ; 

FF cre: td ie ene tok cee (ee ee oe 
t on vessels. 1s appeal most certain: io be 

navigation. It needs no sage prediction” of |a veasunable darian: inasmuch as aad in- é 
j eit pens = aa re sr aaa serted merely to favor the Hudson Bay Com- 
| i a : any. 

_ } will ply upon their waters. It is undoubt-" It will doubtless be very desirable for the 5 
: ay - —_ — = ont ee interests of Oregon to have our government } 

; essels drawing 10, 12, and even or purchase the Hudson Bay Company’s estab- 

| SMeet of water, may safely ascend and descend | lishment, and there are very cogent reasons 
| 3 the Columbia, On our passage to Fort Van- | why it will be for the interest of the Com- 

| $couver, our vessel got upon the sand but pany to sellout. The principles upon which 
once more, and we were only detained but a | that Company manage theit affairs, and em- 

i ae time. ploy their numerous agents and “servants,” 

f he passage from Astoria to Fort. Van- | by no means harmonize with our free and 

{ couver, a distance of ninety miles, our ves- republican views. At present, it is an “im- 

sel made in less than 18 hours, of steaming | perium in imperio,” but the two a 

{ or aoe In smaller rigged steam-vessels, | ments do not work harmoniously. Hither. 

it might be made in a much shorter time. to the Company had the power to compe] 

; Many portions of the river scenery are | those under their authority or in their em_| 
;
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ploy to render obedience, or observe their Camomtte.—A few roots of this plant ij 
contracts; but now these “servants” are leav-| should have a place in every garden. Not 
ing the Company’s employment, and will} only are its medical qualities highly valua- & 
not return, and the agents of the Company | ble, but its presence among vegetables is sup- Br 
can only appeal to the laws of the territory | posed to be an Aagis of protection against aa 
for redress, and Governor Lane has inform-| many diseases to which*they are subject.— i 
ed them that the courts are open! ‘This is| It should be translated into. warm and rich bi 
an entirely new order of things, and it will] soil, early in the’ spring, and be assisted, ie 
readily appear that the two systems will not| during. its early development, by copious) fp 
work well, manuring and frequent pressure. When oles 

The agents of the Hudson Bay Company | plants, late in the season, exhibit symptoms 0 
very readily offered any aid in their power | of decay or general debility, the planting of rf 
for the convenience of the troops landing|a small root of camomile in their vicinage E 

from the Massachusetts.” Two days fol-| is frequently the most speedy and efficacious if 
lowing our arrival, the soldiers were all| remedy that can be applied. The odor, or is 
landed and encamped near the banix of the | aroma, diffused by this plant, is also known 

river, in the open plajn. The camp present-| to be highly repellant to many kinds of ali- ' 
ed a fine appearance. gefous insects, and its presence among those }. 

27? MulkkinGsa species of plants and vegetables infested by A 

— such enemies, will protect them more effec- hi 
A correspondent of the N. E. Farmer | tually than almost any other agent known, 

gives the following plan for a milk-house: | and at comparatively small expense.—New ‘} 

It is of brick, ten feet by eighteen, two England Farmer. i 
stories high, built upon the same level as the Pa eS a } 

| dwelling, and near by. ‘The two sides and ee 4 
| one end are banked up with earth, and sod-|_Frienp Homes:—Some dayssince,I had} #4 
| ded from the top of the first story back on a| the pleasure of a few hours, ride in the cars, } t 

gradual slope. with that Prince of Agriculturists, the Hon. u3 
A-small entry is made at one end, so-as to} H. L. Ellsworth, of Fayette, Indiana. I i 

give double doors, and a double glass window | was not only amused, much instructed by his i 
is arranged at the other end, so as to open| conversation’ and the information imparted bee 
and give ventilation. ‘i : | one piece of which, I give you for the benefit) | 

A ventilator, about one foot square, should | of your. friend, “a Down East Farmer.” and 4 
go from the centre of the, ceiling out through | others who may wish to adopt the most eco. t 

+} the roof. nomical method of plowing. Mr. Ellsworth i 
The joists are plastered, and support a false | by attaching the plow-beam to an axle of a it 

i floor, composed of boards, and four inches pair of low wheels, in such a manner as to p 

of clay between that and the floor of the| keep the colter perpendicular, is enabled to 9 
reom above, which room is used for a smoke- | entirely dispense with the service of a plow- H 
house, the smoke being conducted from the| man. And as one of the wheels or one of 

outside. the cattle may be made to goin the furrow, t 
The floor of the milk-room is of brick—| a mere lad can driye the team—a saving of . 

stone would be better. This room is cool in | labor of great importance to a man who fte- $ 
summer, and warm endugh for a cellar in| quently has ten plows, or more, in the field. 
latitude 413° in winter. Ifone plow can be connected with the axle, i 

This is a very cheap and very good plan} why not two? Enlarge the team and save | 
to make a milk-house in any country. the labor of another teamster. 

‘A Susstirure ror Tza.—Dr. Graham, This is the gentleman who this year, rais- ) 7 
an old and experienced physician in. Lon- eda thousand nee corn, which will ave- : 

don, says, “I may state on very respectable | 8° quite ef bus! : s oe He has ; 

authority, that the first leaves of whortleber- | POW 2 — ae a a ih eS Toe Gee 
ry, properly gathered and dried in the shade, | 1"8 it Pie eee i, rane ma and prepar- 
cannot be distinguished from real China| i®8 the and for wheat. T' @ Next season, 

teas.” he will put one hundred acres into flax’ seed. 
—>- His crop this year produced him seventeen 

The steam engines at work in London are| bushels of seed per acre. It would seem 
equalgp the united force of 1,900,000 men, | that his method of plowing might be adopted 
and are managed by only 36,000 men. on much of the lands in Maine. Viator.
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\ | O R TI Cc U L T U R E the most common and popular sorts, and hence 
x are root-grafted in immense quantities, especi- 

F. KE. PHOENIX, Editor. ally by Eastern nurserymen, where these sorts 
= | a1 not 80 tender on the root. Consequently 

} Causes of Failures in Planting Fruit Trees. | many trees of these kinds find their way here 
i — with the rest and are planted out, and killed off 
Hi That people in planting fruit trees at the | the first hard winter ! True, under very favor- 

Ag West have often failed, wholly or in part, to| able circumstances we have known them to do 
| 2 make them live and do well, no one at all ac-| well, but very rarely. We should then never 

| 2 quainted with the facts will deny. graft trees of those sorts in the root, nor plant 
| These failures are owing in part to certain | those that are. If we want to plant those ten- 

_ ¢ peculiarities of our soil and climate, which we | der kinds we must get trees grafted in the stock 
} must strive to acquaint ourselves with if we | gz least 2 or 3 feet from the ground—or else 

i would avoid their effects. Even the skill and plant seedlings and graft in the tops. By and 

Na saccess We may have had in planting and man- by we intend to give a list of those varieties. 
il aging trees at the East, will not otherwise} “ Brrors‘in Planting —The roots of trees are 

by avail. We propose in this article to group'to- | often seriously injured at the time of planting, 
iB gether ome of the most common causes of | or when the trees are obtained, by exposure to ; 
& these failures, that they may be seen at a glance, the sun and wind or frost. They should by all 
ih -} together with their appropriate remedies. Let] means be kept moist and fresh. When planted 
\ us commence with the seiection of they are often most unnaturally doubled up and 
te The Soil and Site—This has much to do| crammed into a very port hole for littleness, or 
ie with the loss of the more tender sorts during planted eo deeply that they are entirely stinted 
¥ the winter—of ‘which we have previously and | for years, if not killed off at once! These last 
E! more fully treated in the Farmer. A stiff clay | are most common and ruinous errors—espe- 
} soil or “ hardpan,” sometimes causes the loss of cially injurious is deep planting to root-grafted 
|) § trees here, but not so often as at the East. trees. In planting let the roots be spread out 
i The remedy in such cases would be the sub- naturally, and the tree set only an inch or so " 

1 stitution of another soil and site if practicable deeper than it stood in the nursery. i 
| 3 —if not, then throwing the land in ridges and| © Unfavorable weather after planting, (as this A 
© § planting on them. season, for instance, which has been very dry,) } | 
i +» Getting poor Trees$—This, with western may occasion a ‘partial failure, and often does { | 
A people, has been a most fruitful source of fail- under common management. Mulching trees 

 Q ure and vexation, Every fall and spring the | after planting will almost invariably preserve 
country is flooded with trees from the East or} them from the drouth. 

| } South, many of which have been so wretchedly! Bad After-culture,—Orchards are sometimes 
_ § managed—mixed, dried or frozen—that for them planted in the sod, or seeded down after plant- 

to live is out of the question! If they do, the ing—one of the very bes: ways in the world to 
|) fruit is often anything but what is expected or | kill them off, lingeringly by inches! Why 

desired. The remedy for all this is obvious ; | don’t such people plant their corn on grass 

/ } buy trees as you would a horse if you were not | land?! oo 
h $a judge of the animal—not of an irresponsible} Trees are often ruined by neglecting them 

. § jockey or stranger, but of a man on whom you | the first year or two after planting, when of all 
can depend, whose character and interest are at | times they most need care and attention. In 

i stake in the business. ploughing or dragging they are run over—in 
hs Tender Root-grafted Trecs.—Root grafting | the summer the worms are allowed to strip 
i, is now by far the most prevailing and popular | them, and in the winter the cattle and sheep to 

method of propagating apple trees. It should, | browse them, or the mice and rabbits to girdle 
. however, be generally known that some sorts so | them—and then if they don’t grow, the poor 

| J worked are, generally speaking, worthless for | nurseryman who sold them, or the country is 
_ ¥ planting out at the best, as our winters almost | blamed as the cause! How beautifully con- 

inevitably destroy them. Many of these, as the | sistent and reasonable is such a course ! !— 
| WGreening, Baldwin, Roxbury Russet, &c., are | Plow and hoe out your trees as you wouldtora, 
Biatoa- —~
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and if, after being well put out and carefully | to the geyeral failure of the crop. The Pomo- | 
tended they do not grow well the second year, | logical ii met after the Fair, accord- j 

( give them a moderate’ supply of old, well-rot- | ing to previous notice, and at first was quite in- , i 
{ ted manure. They may, however, be too high- | teresting, as we were informed by a friend who } ; 
) ly manured, as in gardens, or cultivated too late | was present. Owing, however, to some unfa- tg 
{ 80.as to be injured by the vorable circumstances its session was of short ) 4 
: Severe, Winters we sometimes have. These, | duration, and at its close the Convention ‘was 5 . 
( While our climate remains as it is, will injure | Tesolved into its original elements, It is, how-)  § 

trees more or less here as every where else in | Ve understood to have “died in peace” with ? ' 
‘ temperate latitudes, especially the more tender | the one in —— a the ——— of ; ; 

4; sorts, as English cherries, peaches and quinces, | American Fruit Growers” in particular. The { ' 
and tender sorts of root- grafted apple trees, as | #9nual session of this latter body is to be held ‘ 
mentioned above. The extent of this injury.| this month, (October,) at New York city, and 4 
varies according to circumstances—of which, |'8 expected to be very interesting: ” , i 
with the bad means of prevention, we have} Strawberries.—This delicious fruit’ is re- : 
more fully treated in previous numbers of the ceiving increased attention throughout the 

Farmer. Union, especially as a market fruit. Several g | 
To sum up conversely, we would say, that | new varieties of great merit, have been lately 

when a person gets good, hardy trees, puts |Otiginated. The latest are those raised by 
them out right, on proper soil, and takes good | Messrs. Eliwanger and Barry, of- Rochester, N. 
care of them afterwards, there can bo no seri-| Y+ and first brought into notice this season.— 
ous failure—success must crown his efforts. They are said to be very promising. Mr. Bar- 

beret ee a eats i, cs ry, of the Genesee Farmer, recommends Burr's i 
Horticultural Items. New Pine, Boston Pine, Hovey’s Seedling, } f 

Rabbits.—To guard trees against these pests, | Large Early Scarlet, Rival Hudson, and Bish- 5 
they shoutd be wound with straw or rags, up as | 0P’s Orange, as the best varieties. 
high as they can reach. Protecting the Trunks of Fruit Trees.— i 

Summer of 1849 has been very dry at the |-Mulching.—A late article in the Horticulturist } 
West, so far as we have heard, and the fall thus |Sttongly recommends the practice of giving ; k far, (Oct. Ist,) also, No hard frost as yet.—| fruit trees, and especially tender sorts, low ( 
Newly planted trees have suffered much from | heads—allowing them to branch much nearer 
the drouth. Potatoes are unusually good as | the ground than is customary. i $ 
yet—perfectly sound and of superior flavor. This we have always ugged upon cultivators } ; 

Freit én Wisconsin.—We have. observed |°f fruit trees at the West—particularly ‘with 
peaches in several places this season—generally English Cherries; Quinces and Peaches— on trees growing in grass land. Of apples, Mulching the ground under the. trees, whether 
there is a “smart sprinkling.” One gentle- large es small, is also strongly recommended 1a 
man, by the name of Vaughn, living near Spring the article above alluded to, and doubtlesss with : 
Prairie, Walworth Co., raised this season some |2TC8! Propriety. If this practice be. useful at 
30 bushels, as he informs us, which brought the East,.it must be doubly so here, where ‘the him one dollar and a half per bushel. Very |"@Y8 of the sun are #o much more powerful. “4 

muny orchards amongst us are beginning to} Purse of Vantovs ANmMALs.—The pulse 
bear, and we may reasonably hope to raise our | of several of our domestic animals, as given by 
own fruit intime! We raised a few bushels | Vatel in his “Veterinary Pathology, is nearly 
of apples, of 30 varieties; several sorts of eee = 6 
plums, pears, grapes, Sc, &c., all of which| sheep, 70 to 79; goat, 72 to 76; dog, 90 ta 
were of excellent quality. 100; cat 110 to 120; rabbit, 120; Guinea pig, 
N.Y. State Fair—The N..A. Pomologi-| 140; duck, 136; hen, 140. { 

es Convention and its ee one Fair held Young farmers, consider your calling both 
in September, at Syracuse, is said to have ex-| oleyated and important—never be afraid of the 
celled all that have preceded it, except in the way | frock and the apron. Put off no. business for 
of fruits, of which the show was poor, owing | the morrow than can be done to-day. ; 
ng
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i The Value of Corn-stalks as Fodder. the increase. Clay is very useful on sandy land ; 
i —it retains the moisture,—and sand on clayey 

{ The question is often asked, if corn-stalks | land adds toits warmth and fertility. Farmers 
§ are of much value as fodder. We answer, | would be great gainers in the increase of the ’ 

% — $ without fear of contradiction, that if well-saved | products of their lands, by carting clay upon } 
| ¢ and properly used, they are fully equal to the | sandy land and ploughing it in, and vice versa. ) 
1} § same weight of hay. Salt, mixed with clay, and thrown upon dry svil, } 
iP Last year we fed three yoke of oxen on corn- | attracts moisture, and will be found to a certain } 

a stalks, with the addition of no more feed than |extent very useful. In many sections of the 7 | 

ie we should have used with the best English hay. | United States dry lands are found with swamps i | 
} Our mode of preparing them was as follows: |and bog meadows interspersed; these swamps ; } 

The stalks were cut with the ordinary cylin- | and meadows have been accumulating the wash ) . 
4 drical machine, in pieces of half an inch in |of these lands forages, retaining it ‘in a cold, a 

i length, and placed in a hogshead. Three gal-| wet state. If this is taken out, dried and mixed ) | 
lons of boiling water, containing one gill of | with clay, saltand lime, in suitable proportions, } 

" salt, was thrown upon them, and the top of the | and thrown upon the surrounding dry land, it will 4 
f cask covered'with a blanket. "The steam aris- | be found a most useful and valuable manure. I ) 

, ing from the hot water swelled and softened the |have examined some of this description of ) | 
corn-stalks to their original size; and when | swamps and meadows, and have found them un- , | 
cold, a little ground feed wae thrown upon'them, | derlaid with beds of clean gravel and sand.— § | 

es and thus fed to the cattle. Stones around the roots of fruit trees are found } | 
cf The oxen worked hard all winter, each yoke | very useful and valuable on many farming lands, ; 
i bringing three loads per day, of more thana ton | and in gardens. xThey destroy great quantities ? 

i each, from a distance of three miles, and in the | of vermin that prey upon vegetation. Birds al- , 
i spring they were as well conditioned as in the |sodo great good, and legislative enactments } 
} fall. should be made to protect them from being de- ) 
i When corn is raised to be pulled while green |stroyed. The intelligent farmer will, ona little } 

5 for boiling, the stalks will contain much more |examination and enquiry, be convinced of the ) 
saccharine matter than when suffered to ripen. | correctness of the facts and opinions set forth } 

4 The stalks should be permitted to grow after the |and expressed in this brief paragraph.—Ex- ; 
corn has. been pulled. change. 

i Corn-stalks may be grown for fodder with a 
i much greater strength than hay, and entirely! Query iv Recarp To THE Porato Disease. | | 
2 capable of supplying food for animals, without |—As # mere guess at a remedy for the potato ) 

, the addition of grain of any kind: and for milch | disease. It may be worth the inquiry of geolo- } 
cows it would be equal, if not superior, to any gists and chemists whether the native soil of 5 

=. $ other food. We refer to the method adopted by | the potato, in South America, contains eny ele- ) 
Mr. Webb, of Delaware, for the purpose of mak- | ments which are wanting, or deficient in that of ) 

7 ing sugar. Europe. Those who have been in volcanic dis- } 
i ‘As soon as the ears appear, pinch them off, | tticts are aware how every fissure and cranny { 
+ and repeat this treatment twice: the conse-|0f the earth is at least occasionally charged § 

: quence will be, tha@the juice of stalks thus | with gases of mixed composition, batespecially ) | 
treated will contain as much saccharine matter, |Sulphurous, which may be smelt, in still wea- ) | 

as that of the sugar cane; indeed, we know of | ther, by those walking on the surface, and which } | 
' one experiment being made, which gave the | May have some influence on the vegetation of } 

juice of eleven degrees Beaume, while the juice |those regions. Mexico and the Andes are ‘ 
+  § of the sugarcane, as grown in Louisiana, is | doubtless similarly gircumstanced, and the pe- } | 

h but ninedegrees Baume. This mode of growth, | Culiar constitution of plants, native tothatrange, ) | 
however, will only answer in such districts as, |8Y possibly have some dependence on those a 

j from want of market, find it unprofitable to raise | Conditions of qeore Are the potatoes in the } 
corn for the ears. When this mode is adopted, | Kingdom of Naples attacked by the disease ? } 
the planting should be early, for the stalks will Because, if they are, the presence of sulphur ) 
necessarily require a hot sun to cure them. If| in. the soil is no preventive against the potato ; 

: cut too late, the sugar contained in the juice | Plague.—Agricultural Gazette. 

i las be acid before they are dry.—Working The remains of an elephant were found, a 
i Rf ek Se eee hs short time since, in the construction of the 

Rocks, Stongs, Cuay, &c —The use of stone | Rutland and Burlington Railroad, upon the slope 
and rock upon sandy land is not sufficiently ap-|of Mt. Holly, one of the highest mountains in 
preciatedby farmers. Stone in dry weather pro- | Vermont. Brot. Agassiz states that this is the } 
tects land from drought, by condensing the at- | first true elephant found ina fossil condition in . 

. * 2 mosphere upon their surfaces, in consequence of |the northern States. He says it is certainly 
; being of a lower temperature. Rocky, moun- | not the same kind of Elephant which has been 

! tainous lands never suffer from drought, and sto- | found in the ony cave, and that it is a ques- 
ny lands suffer less from ee than lands free | tion whether it is identical with the fossil Eu- 
from stone; the difference will plainly be seen in | ropean elephant or,not.—Reveille. 

OO
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Ae Rive Frurr anv Dysenreny.—There is! PROVEMENT OF APPLES FROM THE CRAB 

‘Bi apernicious prejudice with which people|arpue. 1t has been stated by writers, and 

H fare too generally imbued; jit is, that fruits| generally believed, that our immense variety 

‘Bare injurious in the dysentery—that they | of apples all originated from the crab apple. ? 

9 produce and increase it. There is not, per- la paragraph in the last American Farmer, } 

) haps, a more false prejudice. Bad fruit, and | quoted from the Alabama Planter, corrobo- } 

{ that which is imperfectly ripened, may oc-| rates this statement as follows : - “Our friend 

J) casion cholics, and sometimes diarrhcea—but | James Magoffin, Esq., of St. Stephens, has j | 

‘F\ never epidemic dysentery. Ripe fruits of} for a series of years bestowed considerable } 

4 all kinds, especially in the summer, are the | attention upon the, apple and among the 

\ true preservatives against this:alady. The | many fine sorts he now cultivates, has ob- 

( grossest injury they can do, is in dissolving | tained, by successive plantings of the seed of } 

‘ the humors, and particularly the bile, of | the native crab apple, one of the best fall and 

@) which they are true solvents, and accasion a/ winter apples in the Union.” 

F diarrhea. But even this diarrhea is a pro-| From this fact we may learn the good re- 

{ tection against the dysentery. Whenever sults of experimenting with fruits in order 

{ the dysentery has prevailed, I have eaten | to improve their qualities. Ifa man could 

‘ less animal food and more fruit, and have | live long enough to pursue these researches, 

} never had the slightest attack. I have seen | he would find. astonishing results from his } 

‘} eleven patients in one house ; nine were) experiments. Van Meres, Knight and some 

J | obedient to the direction given, and ate fruit; | others, were successful during their day, in 

J) they recovered. The grandmother, and a| improving and procuring new fruits from 

‘ child she was more partial to, died. She | poor and apparently worthless parents. 

{ prescribed for the child burnt brandy and} a 

7} oil, powerful.aromatics, and forbade the use| __Iurorrant Discovery.—A surgeon of 
D> of fruit. She followed the same course her- | Gottingen has discovered a complete anti- 

45 self, and met the like fate. A minister, at-| dote to arsenic. It is peroxyde, or the red 

} tacked with dysentery, ate three pounds of oxyde of iron, twelve parts of which neu- 
red currants between seven o’clock in the|tralize one of oxide of arsenic. Experi- 

: morning and nine in the evening: next day | ments with this antidote have been tried up- 

he was entirely cured.— Tissot. on rabbits and other animals with complete 

, Ex POE Ot eae Caan, W: esey| Success One advantage of it is that no in- 

} has a ah for the t UHAS, STHITTLESEY | jury can be done by too largea dose. In 
past two or three days, ases where too large quantities of arsenic 

for the purpose of engaging a corps of voy- = os 
2 7 ;| have been taken, it has-been found useful 

agers to accompany him on a geological and | first t cata was wOUitiin 
mineralogical exploring expedition 9 hes an 8 wee 

region north and west of this place, lying) Barometer.—Take a pair of scales, in 
between the Menomonee and Wolf Rivers. | one put a brass pound weight, in the other 

Mr, W. is engaged by the Government, and | a pound of dry salt; let there be a sheaf or 
his report will be looked for with a good | board under the scales to prevent their sink- 

| deal of interest, as he has the experience | ing too low, and when it is inclined to rain, 

{ and ability requisite for the service, and the | the scale with the salt will sink the lowest. 

} region through which he will pass is supposed | When inclined to dry, the scale with the 
} to abound in rnineral and interesting geologi-| brass weight will weigh up the salt.—Lite- 

cab formations. Mr. Foster, who passed| rary Gazetie. 
through from Lake Superior to Green Bay, eae 
following down the Menomonee, in 1818, See ee ee 

. . . . . — iy or 

discovered in his hurried passage extensive | tartaric acid, is attended with the least risk, and 
iron deposites, beautiful flesh-colored lime-| may be applied upon the paper and prints with- | 
stone nearly approaching to marble, and| out fear of damage. “These acids taking out the 

other interesting features in the Menomonee | writing ink, and not touching the printigg, can 
country. The worn-out condition of his|heused for restoring books, where the margins 

men prevented his enlarging upon these dis. | have been written upon without attacking’ the 
coveries. Mr. W. will commence near|'¥t 9 
where Mr. Foster passed and going west-| A tattler is a most contemptible character 

) ward will come down the Wolf, making such | uniting in person either excessive ignorance, 
ae extensive observations as the lateness of the | folly and vanity, or the extremes of mean- 

season will allow.—Green Bay Advocate, | ness, mischief and malignity. 
| eee {RAR a
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Waxworts Co., Sept., 1849. | general use, and favor in Western N. Y. where- 
The Wheat Crop of 1849 in this section—W heat | @VeT introduced. It is claimed by those who 

} Growing at the West—White Flint Wheat— have tried them, that wheat sowed with them } 

§ Quality and Price of Western Wheat as is far less liable to winter-kill, and that it also \ 

compared with Eastern—Early sowing re- : ee less seed, and that the produce per j 

; commended—Other Branches of Agriculture | ®°¥e 18 greater. ma “3 
; —Esterly's Harvester—Fires should be Kept Have any of our farmers tried them ; and if , 

Out of Young Timber: so, will they not report for your columns the | 
g , It of their experiments? . It is strange that ( as ff wh vith resu Pi ang’ 

Hay ance me gated ee the manufacturers of them do not introduce | 
e 3 themat the West. Our broad prairies, it seems | 

little if any over one halfan average crop. For ale é { 

| several seasons in succession the wheat crop has s ~ a SS = eon { 

fallen miserably short either in quality or quan- Deter Bae eet 

tity 2 easing a came! a xe In regard to protecting winter wheat through } 

ee ee ' A >" | the winters and springs, I observed a very in- | 
pees) —— for a long ae = a a oe teresting statement in the Prairie Farmer, by | 

vation with us was to a considerable extent @-| 4 jentleman in Jowa. It seems that in sowing } 
bandoned ie that of spring wheat, which seem-) ii. winter wheat he sowed a mixture of one | 
ed for a time decidedly é the most profitable— | bushel of oats to two of wheat to the acre—a- { 

Lately however ne ePriPs wheat has ae ve-| pout the last of August. In the fall, he states { 
ry uncertain—proving itself when leatied on @! that the wheat seemed quite smothered by the | 

broken a The eo ee has | juxuriant growth of oats; but when the frost 

been mostly occasioned by the rust, while wit- | came jt killed the oats, which fell down and “§ ter oe et ae oe nO ee completely covered the wheat, forming = most { 

Were ‘t at oe sae antec es the West pelent Hroteat ion, Tote Ae prock pod wants | ec ie This field was by the side of another, sowed } 

would be unequalled asa wheat growing sec-| under precisely the same circumstances, save i 
ee gens that oats were not sown with the wheat. In y 
a of er aren: * —— 4S tO! the spring, on the field where the oats were t 

‘ennetelly, coneaterthe. best mognes Sa es sown, the wheat came out splendidly, whilst in | 
[ them, - whether pare ee enya the other it was mostly destroyed, and at har- | 

vagrrnuaiiag oN a aR ae peeggrite ruined by the rust, whilst the other | 

ing. ielded well. Now, is not this experiment well 
discussion of these very important questions, yet ae chal It ae on cies soot of 

T may call the attention of our enlightened agri- | 1,, great evil—winter or spring killing —by | 

me Bgprekase pea at will receive | which either the eld is filled with chess (if) 
s Ae apnea ee pares * 2 there were any seed in the ground,) or the plants ) 

id ae ’ - wen Sua ee ae shee are left so scattering that the growth becomes } 
mmget neidone bY ae es - sh « Se wheat) very luxuriant and late, and is almost inevita- | 
crop more a. re sas ae a be | bly ruined by the rust. Hence, the great de- | 

sowed, as epee oe new ‘and, lor CN | sideratum is to have the wheat winter well ‘and { 
na ey oe — a serene as ripen early. To promote this object the hardi- ) 

est varieties only should be sown. There has 
to put it on, we must get that whichis nearest been <much Pa about here this fall, of the | 

like it or the next best for wheat. Have any of | white Flint Wheat, of which there were some } 
oe a wie 7 bel £0 | splendid specimens grown, notwithstanding the | 

good “*~| almost total failure of other winter wheat.— 
Wheet I think should be sowed early whether | (ne farmer in this vicinity had over 300 bu- } 
winter or spring, andon those soils that are best | chels, which was most greedily pounced upon 
adapted for it. The drill would doubtless be of | ¢,, seed, by our farmers, at one. dollar per bu- 

great service in sowing wheat, Particularly win- | shel, The Soules‘wheat I have heard highly 
ter wheat. This implement is coming into | commended, though it seems but little known.as 

ea 

*
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Et yet. If varieties of winter wheat can be ob- |The only difficulty seems to be to get the trees t 

i tained that will endure our hard winters and | well started at first. It, however, they are } 

1 rusty summers, we shall grow winter wheat in | rightly managed the first two or three years, and j 

te preference to spring wheat, which is always so especially whe first set, there is no trouble in ‘ 

{ much inferior in the market. -This brings me | raising them. Somebody, I cannot help 'think- ; 

) to another branch of this subject—the inferior ing, will make money at growing fruit here. ; 

FS quality and consequent low price of Western In travelling about I am pleased to hear of the ' 

} } wheat, as compared with Eastern, Now, 1 wish general satisfaction given to Esterly’s Harves- ; 
; , to ask my brother farmers if this state of things ter, the past season. They have won many } , 

{ cannot be remedied, at least to a great extent ?| fiends, and bid fair to supersede every other } ' 

| Had we not better sow less ground, and by tak-| harvesting machine. The greatest obstacle in 
}}) ing pains to raise a better quality of wheat, re- | the way seems to be their high price, which, : 

J} trieve our lost reputation, which we all feel to/ however, may be low enough considering the f 

BR be a perfect incubus upon the whole business of | cost, Still, it puts them beyond the reach of 

| wheat raising. Western wheat buyers cannot many who would otherwise gladly purchase.— 

} pay as much in proportion, even for the same | Tp such cases a few neighbors might “club to 
\ quality of wheat, as Eastern, unless it be for gether” and buy one. ‘The grand distinctive 

; : milling. I have not the figures oS present, but | feature of the machine, which is to harvest te 

§ if any one will refer to.notices in the Buffalo heads alone, leaving the straw on the, field, ‘ 

} -Pepers of the wheat market there, they will| Shere it is wasted, must commend it to the at- 

{ soon see the difference. Did any of your tead-| tention of our farmers, on whom the care of 
§ ers ever try to make a winter wheat out of our | j,o¢ comparative worthless portion of the crop } | 

hedge-row spring wheat? It might make an | hos hitherto pressed like a millstone. th 
excellent winter wheat, at least one that would "Tin in the aeeedn ioe the ties Gr cums which 

; : pone iene cee fen do more damage annually to the State, than any : 
aE} experiment is worthy of trial. 3 other one agent I know of—always excepting 

In favor of early sowing spring wheat, let liquid fire-water, which consumes not decayed 
me mention a circumstance: A jfew wisees grass, but God’s image, and at all seasons !— 

' since I was some 8 miles south of here, andin- | Dardon the digression—I wish every man would . 
; quiring of a farmer shone eter yield of wheat} toot this destroying agent as a chivalrous 
} when thrashed. He said it — good, = Teast | southern Senator in Congress, in his hatred 
{ am average crop. i z bes told him how it was) 56 Northern manufactures, declared he would 

here, and asked him = JOE al jes ae do to that inoffensive wool-bearing snimal, the 
@) the difference. He said he could not, unless it sheep—* go a mile out of his way any time to 

) were the comparative earliness of their sowing ; kick me Could hs fees belle Goat one 
@) that when they had about finished last spring, tabi Tend and openings for 20 years, timber 

{ we had hardly commenced. He said they : id be ne abun : 
5 i 3 x for many uses would be as abundant and cheap 
} plowed in the fall just as much as they possibly liibedemal Ani coke neat mabe 

could, and if they could not finish then, they os coping. Cl Fe Ss y Pi 
. : of the West are suffering severely for the waat 

commenced in the spring as soon as the frost of it, and must: still more for many years to 

ic “ ee paren a ences ees come. If then we have any regard for the fu- 

y witioet = es as ae me ture welfare of oursélves, our posterity, and 

pe ae Se et gts eee the country at large, we should strive to provide 
surer than it has been for the past few years, care 

2 ety . a supply of that indispensable element of pros- 
we must give it up, in part, at Jeast, and turn ‘ ciuencellowat Kindicoktenlias’dneieaa : 
our attention to something else, or go on with fig a sulla Ub (keepin aioe ‘6 

it until it ruins us. Would it not be better for detanblgor ciated pian ites anette of this de- | 

us, any way, _ ‘* — attention to a veut element. Close pasturing will doubt- 
improved stock 9) kinds—horses, cattle, " 

hogs, and:sheep? Will not our farmers do bet- less be one of the eusiest ea of keeping 
¥ ter under such a regimen than the present one? out the fires in the fall, when there is the most . 

3~ Fruit growing also promises well here—sure- danger. I know of groves that are now fall of | 

Vly, the market for fruit could not be better | Tees large enough for fence poles where 12 | 
a8 ete errr 
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From the New England Parmer, ¥ years ago there was hardly a bush over 6 feet ‘Take Care of your Horses. 

high. Rekpectfully, — 
? Oxsenver. Mr. Eprror: | Horses should never be 
i een nema | allowed to stand in the stable with their har- 

For the Wisconsin Farmer. jelly itn thee th ts 
{ Frienp Muter; I noticed an article in the| MCSS 0D, especially when they have been > 
( last. Wi 5a @lcinot ceiviny, soinddies, for! heated by hard driving, and consequently } 
: asin ee tee ee a | are in a highstate of perspiration. A horse 
§ ad : “i *| should be divested of his harness as soon as } 
¢ &c. Some years since my cherry trees Were) he js Jed to hisstall for his feed. A man'can ? 
? infested with the slug, as it is commonly ca odge from his own feelings how much more a 

; —a dark brown, snail-like animal that adherad| comfsrtable a horse must feel when entirely | | 
2 to the leaves and devoured all the tender parts| unburdened. Who has not experienced the / I 

§ of the leaf, and in many instances destroyed the} contrast on his own person, after having ; j 
trees. Having heard that sulphur was a reme-| Walked a mile or two ina warm day, with a } 
dy against the caterpillar upon fruit trees, I| Cat OM, wen divesting himself os it, and 
tried it in that case and found’ it effectual, 1| Yesteven? How much more comfortable a » 
bored into the body or trunk of the tree a hole| P°"S° yell toot, eben, Wine pnoneuawercss.) I reas oa oe. .__4;_| than he willif he suffers himself to sit down } 
shouts Bnia Belton eyo an hen dep» incli-| with the same quantity of clothes on he had } 
ning downwards, and by means of a quill, cut} been travelling in! So with the horse; he } | 
off at the end so as to charge it, I filled the hole| wil] feed more readily, and will be less liable } ' 
with sulphur, and corked it with pine or other} to be fretted by the harness. ‘i 
soft wood, and watched the result. Inashort| A horse that has been galled or chafed by ) | 
time I perceived the slugs were restless, and| any part of the harness, (which is quite often | 
began to turn to a yellowish color, and finally| the case in warm weather,) should have his } 
crawled to the edge of the leaf and descended to harness removed 88 S000 as possible, to pre- {i 
the ground by a fine web, like the spider’s web, | Vet irritation. The horse is an animal that | [7 

which they attached to the leaf and suspended — be may corr Fp SOE 
thémselves by it. It might be well to spread BeNOR ee Seana ne eaetny se = PIOper 

ei e condition to work. How often have I seen } 
sheets beneat the trees, in order to gather them| the noble Horse hauling heavy loads, when | 

up and convey them toa distance from the trees,| his shoulders and sides were badly lacerated } 
to prevent their reproduction by perfectly de-| by the galling of the harness! And not un- ) 
stroying them. If sulphur is a remedy, it is| frequently have I seen the lash applied to the } 

much easier to apply it, and more certain and| willing animal, becanse he refused to draw / 
efficacious than any remedy I have heard men- —all in consequence of sores on the shoul- 4 

tioned, as it enters into the sap and is conveyed ders or other parts of the body. ‘| 
by it into every part of the tree. It saved my|,. None but an unmerciful me would beat } eeee, “Stine ee eter ales T has his horse when in this condition. When } } 
é sate as a eae i esi Gree ape horses have become fretted by the harness, ) |” 

; it will be tried and the result sent to your valua-| timely aid and the proper remedies should be , . 
eon Seeaene ee nee pp, | 2Pplied. A horeetheald be used as little as) | 

ene. +. + | possible when he has a galled shoulder. But ) | 
Honey is, according to Mr. Milton, who if he must of necessity be used, bandages } 

has lately published a treatise on bees in| Should be fitted around the collar, both above 

; England, a universal specific; and among| and below the wound, that the collar may not 
its other valuable properties, he declares that| ittita‘e it. A few days (if the proper rem- } 
it prevents-consumption, and states that that| €dies are used) need not elapse before a cure 
destroyer of human life is not known’ in| may be effected. There are different =| 
countries where honey is regularly taken as| edies that will prove effectual, providing the } 
an article of food. ‘Those who have -less| galled parts can be kept from being chafed, ; 
faith in the specific, may perhaps attribute} from day today. I have had good ‘Success } 
the cause to difference of climate rather than| by washing the parts affected in nothing but | 
to honey. The Italian singers, it is also af-| Cold water. Different individuals, however, } 
firmed, are greatly indebted to honey; but] have different remedies. “A merciful man 

their practice is to sharpen it with a few| Will be merciful to his beast;” and he who 
drops of acid, though they sometimes take| Cannot be merciful to his beast, ought not to 
it in a pure state.— Albany Cultivator. be the owner of one. A. Topp. 
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‘i Fue. 1x. Paris.—There are wood and| will reveal the fact.—Vulgar companions. 4 
coal shops in every street, and at almost ev-| - Cranberries hide themselves beneath the j 
ery corner, where you can buy any sort of| moss; he who will find them must look for # 
fuel you chouse to order; and as it is always | them.—Modest worth. . ; 

| sold by the pound, there is no dispute or uns| “You see how such of the trees as bow 4 
certainty as to the quantity, and the price ap-| their branches to the winter torrents escape ; i 

¢ pears to be uniform throughout the city.—| unhurt; but such as resist perish root and 4 
( The most rigid economy prevails as to the! branch.?»—Sornocres. } % 

‘ useiof fuel. 1 never saw any thing like it, | Yielding to the opinions of others. . Hl 
( and I myself have learnt many a useful les-| The blossoms of the barberry blast grain) 4 
} son, The French often submit patiently to! in their vicinity —Bad examples.’ ; 
va degree of cold, which, with our habits, we Ase te OEE, ae aad Bad { i } should think scarcely enduraale. In this re-) , AN, Am=ntcaN Sratecman.—The true} 4 
( spect, [ think they show their wisdom, and | American statesman Is patriotic. He loves i 
) believe have fewer colds and catarrhs, than | his country—his whole country. He is jeal- { 
( prevail with us. They never make a fire | US of her honor and proud of her fame. » | 
) unless absolutely necessary. Their fuel, in In the hour of her prosperity he rejoices, in 
{ the next place, is always perfectly dry, and ie hoatlor hes’ peril, Nests ees aca) a 

is presented in the most convenient forms. He loves the glorious Union, and seeks to i 
They use much charcoal for cooking, in| Stepghten its bonds, He frowns upon every ; | 

. > which there is great economy. They have attempt, 1m whatever quarter originating, i 4 
‘ none of the detestable cooking stoves which | P'esth Jealousy and discord among the mem, 
: are used with us, filling the house with odors | bers of our national family. 2 He knows not 

of the most disagreeable kind; but they have | © Bor west; nor north nor south, only as 
ranges of little furnaces, where they cook being parts of cee grand, united see 
entirely with charcoal, and so placed that all|b!e whole... Such men have lived in this 
the odor of the food is carried off. They | COUMtry. Such now sleep in their country’s 

) have-every contrivance for making a fire bosom. Washington Franklin, en i 
§ instantly, and are never at aloss for heat, so Jay, William Wirt, Roger Sherman; = q 
} numerous and complete are their appliances. rick Henry! These and their conor e ‘ 

SUE Es were the very soul of this nation—the great i 

; Snuiirupes From tas Veceranie| heart whose every beat sent its streams of j 
) Wortp.—The fragrant white clover thrives | Patriotic life-blood aay = every Naum each |) ay 
¢ though trampled under foot; it furnishes the | artery of the republic. é he debt we ‘owe; | 
) bees with stores of pure honey without ask- them can never be repaid. They have di- 
} ing or receiving the credit of it—Meakness|Tected their country to glory, and their | 
¢ and disenterestedness. countrymen to hope. They have been our 
{ "Phe vine clinging to the elm acknowledg- teachers to instruct—our counsellors to guide f 

( es its weakness and at the same time makes|—©UT guardians todefend. And their bright 
‘ itself strong.—Faith. example and holy precepts still constitute the 
} The morning glory makes a fair show at “cloud by day and the pillar by night,” to 

} sunrise, but withersas soon as it becomes hot. | S4ide the millions of this favored land. to 
Excitement without principle. usefulness, to knowledge, and to truth. 

To cutoff the top of the dock does no good] Gurra Percua SoLvTions.—Gutta Per- 
: its root must be eradicated.—-Sin is the dock | cha readily dissolves in a solution of chloro- 3 

| root. form without the aid of heat. The solution j 
; _ The thistle has a beautiful blossom but it} thus formed makes an excellent varnish, for \ 
| is so armed with spines that every body ab-| if it is brushed on any object, the chloroform 
hors it.—Beauty and bad temper. evapor.tes with great rapidity and leaves a a 

The elder bush produces delicate and fra- | thin skin of the gutta percha, which thus acts 
; grant blossoms: but the farmer abhors it, be-| as a preservative against water and air. It ‘ 
cause if he gives it a foot it will take a rod. | js therefore excellent as a plaster for cuts. 

—Obtrusiveness. The solution is — to preserve fruit in 
If the grass hoppers eat the silk of the corn | g collection of ral history. Heretofore 

there will be no haryest.—Irreligious prin-| wax has been used for this purpose, but is 

ciples in childhood. not so good. This solution is the best and 
If you go’ into a field of beggar ticks in| most delicate varnish for paintings and draw- 

Autumn’ when you come home your clothes ings on paper.—Scientific American.
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F Porson Wueat.—It is stated in some of onr | The moss baskets, floral designs, bouquets, &e., 

exchanges that several persons had died of eat- spoke so loudly for themselves that it is unneces- 

E ing bread made from wheat that had been strack | sary forus to undertake to describe them. 

with the rust. And that animals also that had Rar nee ie Ae ? 
( eaten the wheat had died. This, if true, is Comparative GrowTH oF Pras.—Mr. Tho- 2 
} cause for alarm and extreme caution. fmas Mecham, of Philadelphia, made an experi- ; 

DD) Pioaee enmcie however, we beliovs.an ment with several kinds of peas, and noted the } 

} calling the poisonous article rusty wheat= |Pored? Of they ee aa ara 
Whe = eetelaat y . “= | sowed on the 3d of April, in the same soil and { 

§ eat struck with rust ordinarily makes very | q; 2 d aa er; 

{ good bread. It is a condition of the wheat Brine aes: TT aahes so F ; 

- different from rvst that renders it poisonous. ae ae aie Be A wns fe > 
) It is by some persons explained to bethis. The pepduced Mons, nt Aor ite, elands ophesuoses) fF 

b kn ae respective names. > a 
2 berry remains oft as when in the milk, and ij i . ‘ee 

F { doesnot become hard. This has beon supposed Prince. Aibert, .......-- June 10th. } 
3 to be owing to the rain at the petiod of transi- Bishop's dwari,........- 17th. ; 

©} tion from the flower to the berry. If this be Thompson's dwarf,....... “ 17th. ; 
, § the trae cause it will not be improbable that a I a okie team JRE ‘of 

$s large portion of the wheat of the present crop Early Saneys 2. 2 8s 2 = Qist. : 

{ may be infected with the disease as there has Early frame,...-.------- “¢ Blet. i 
. been an unusually abundant supply of rain Early Charlton,..........  2lst. 5 : 

+ since May. It would be a good and reasonable Royal ciwert Seatn0w > - 7% aoe $ fi 

ty caution, if it could be done, to have all wheat White marrow,.....---- 25th, 4 
¥ inspected as it comes to market, and before go- Black-eyed matrow,..<:-.- fe pet 5 

&. ¢ ing into the mill. What has thus been affected Blue Prussiam,.....++-+++ 30th. : 
E < before the present year, and is known among Blue Imperial,....-.-.--- |“ 30th. : 

farmers as ‘sick wheat}—Detroit Free Press. Banksian marrow,....... July 2d. 
f f New mammoth,......... “ 2d. 

5 Ey ; Dwarf sugar,........... “ 2d. ¢ 
id From the Michigan Farmer. gary 
,- State Society’s Fair. 5 

F — Tue Sun Frower.—Will some of our cor- 

3 The long anticipated first Annual Fair of the | respondents furnish us with information as to 
Michigan State Agricultural Society has been | the value of sun flower seed oil as a substitute 

! realized. Althongh some sad spirits predicted a | for linseed oil? Also, the’ mode of cultivation, ) | 
: failure, we were sanguine of success. Butsan- | yield per acre, quantity of oil obtained from a Hi 

Vs guine a8 we were we found ourselves somewhat | bushel of soedfivalne of the stalks and leaves 
&. { unprepared to meet the avalanche of exhibitors | for fodder or fuel, &c. ‘The increasing demand 

/* } and visitors that poured into our city. Being |and high price of linseed oil, at the present ) 
a crowded with business at the present, we have |time have induced peopie to inquire for. some { 
e = on a lengthened remarks, but for the ben- | substitute.—Valley Farmer. ‘ 

» 5 efit of those who predicted a fail will ——— ) 
ie state that several ee oe ea ae ta. 

> § N. Y. State Agricultural Society, who were pre- My Country. ( 
. sent at our Fair, told us that it excelled in every | 1 Joye my country’s pine-clad hills ; H 

4 respect their fourth, and in some respects, such] Her thousand bright and gushing rills, { § 
as Floral Hall, the ladies’ fancy work, and the Her sunshine and her storm ; g 

E tee . fine arts, excelled any Fair they had rough and rugged rocks, that rear { 
heir hoary heads high in the air, ; i 

: The collection of fruits was much larger and| __10 wild fantastic form. d i 
i better than we expected to see; not because | [love her rivers deep and wide, 

©. § Michigan cannot produce as good fruit as any | Aud those bright streanie that seaward glide, 
ie other state, but on account of the same untoward To seek the ocean’s bréast; - 

i circumstances that cut short the fruit crop this ie es ae oe aie 

i season in almost eee in the Union. We ie hi y : ee eri fal : - ne 
doubt if the State of New York ever producedeo| y jove the forest Gark and lone 

7 handsome a epecimen of that delicious fruit, the f ? 
; sega For there the wild bird’s merry tone 
Y Mr. Clarks of Oakland’ county. exhibited by a heard from morn till sighs ; 

. . nd there are lovelier flowers, I ween, 
We noticed several new seedling peaches up-| Thane’er in eastern lands were seen, : 

on the tables, but not havi opportunity to In varied colors bright. 
y taste, or examine them cloves we cannot speak | Her forests and her valleys fair, ; 

of their merits so fully as we would like to; but | Her flowers that ecent the morning air, 
saying shen the correct judgment of our tasty] ., Jay s fed charms ~ pes 

; riend, Judge C., we pronounce the Davy Peach, Ce eee ee 
raised by Mr. Davy, in the town of Warren, Ma- iT hobs wendatee: tre aioe fae 

1 comb county, tobe the best seedling peach offered. New England Farmer. 
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Brown’s Earty Corn.—This variety of Cultivate Energy. oe 

corn has the property of early maturity. I Many of the physical evils—the: want | 
planted it the 27th of May last, nearly two| of vigor, the inaction of system, the lan- T 4 

) Weeks later than the usual time of planting! gour and hysterical affections—may often } i 
corn in this vicinity, and it was cut up quite} 5. traced to the want of a well trained i 

iy a before other kinds were ripe. Ithas} ental power, and well exercised mental } . | 
JOS oe” Geek Aa ae eee Cee: , with large grains, on a smal! stalk, so. that it} | 2 R Itivati f th # 

cannot possibly exhaust the land so much as| Of employment. Real cultivation of the i 
other varieties, while it furnishes about all that| intellect—earnest exercise of the mental ? 
is desirable to raise for fodder; for, when cut| power, the enlargement of mind by the I 
up and husked, the stalks are nearly as good as| acquirement of knowledge, and the { 

topped corn. i strengthening of its capabilities for effort, : 
do nat hie Poregns have planted this corm, and) the firmness of the endurance of inevite- ; 
lo not like it. In most cases that have come ma . 
under our observation, it has been planted under Ne ren aed for enurey. tt —— { 
such disadvantages, that no corn could be ex-| SUC as may be Overcome, are ends whic! j 
pected to produce a crop; some planting either | education has to attain. Weakness, if met 4 
too late, or jn cold, wet situations, while others, by indulgence, will not only remain weak- | 

again, have planted it on dry soils and so far| ness, but become infirmity. The power i 
apart, in the rows, that it was injured by the| of the mind over the body is immense.— | 
droughts of the season. : Let the power be called forth—let it be 4 

To raise this corn advantageously, it should} t-4:ned and exercised—and vigor, both of 
be planted on good soil, and it would be better body and of mind, will be the\result.— 

if it could be started early, by stimulating ma- Theresa hemel aa oliahied sa viiet thet 
nure, as guano, poudrette, or any other rich ; aoe ying, a ) 
compost. It should be planted three by two and| “ Itis better to wear out than to rust out; 
a half feet apart, at least: even three by two| but it tells us a plain truth—rust consumes j 

feet will answer. By pursuing this course, I| faster than use. Better, a million times 
have no doubt but that as large-a crop of good] better, to work hard, even to the shorten- i 
cn ae be raised, as with any other variety, ing of existence, than to eat and sleep 
if not more. s : - = j 

5 - 3 away the precious gift of life, giving no 
There is another advantage which this corn nee P 8 its »8 CF | 

has. By its early habit, it can be harvested, so| Ot - Soe are Ss f Sacer 4 a. 
as to enable it to be used for early feeding, WO'KS of industry, of whatever kind it 
which often is very desirable, as well as for| may be, we gain a practical knowledge of ‘ 
grinding for new meal. H.A.F. | the value of life, of its high intentions, 

Poveuxeepsr, Sept., 1849. = i and of its manifold duties. Active, earn- 
(WV. ¥. American Agriculturist. | est industry is a living hymn of praise— 2. Bae eee 
a a never failing source of happiness ; it is 

The Plow and the Sickle. obedience, for it is God’s great law of mor- 

BY Hox. rmisrase Boxoess, or RHODE rstaxp. al existence. 
Sung at the Norfolk County Cattle Show. “The mere money which endows a 

With the Pioneer Axe, what a conquest is made; ee EES SS 
What a field from the forest is won! highest contribution to the cause of edu- | 
ee od om tin widcnomt abate, cation 5 ha a bea It ae have-been 

ae acquired by dishonorable trade or accursed 
Repent sos ene tat peeeinest fe eee landed traffic. It may have been amassed by, sor- 

And mountains and plains by their sons are commanded, did hoardings, or wrung from oppressed 
wiaetaze a es 2 Beans dependents. It may carry with it to the 

rm for a natioa tocultivate * ‘. ; + ‘And gather the wonderful harvest itylcids. minds of those for whom it provides, the 
os a sone Setie and ean: pernicious idea that a pecuniary bequest 

Oty nie cbeicimees may purchase oblivion for a life of injus- 
a eee toil, tice or avarice, or secure for the vile and 4 
Receive the oppressed to your land witha smile, the infamous that ever fresh and fragrant 
But frown every foe from youriron-bound shore. renown which belongs to the memory of 
And He who, by dees, has now reached ahigh ston, | the just. The noblest contribution. which 
Mast relinguioh his farin to cave our young nation, a any man can make for the benefit of pos- 
‘As for Rome, Cincinnatus relinquished his plow. terity, is that of a good character. The 

)) The Plow and the Sickle shall shine bright in glory, richest bequest which any man‘can leave # 
SR nt the earond and the Sceptre shall crumble in rust | to the youth of his native land, is that of a Y) ive, both in song and in story, 4 ee = 2 f 
MZ ‘When warriorsand kings are forgotien in dust. shining, spotless example.” - VY 
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Mavisoy.—Over fifty new buildings have A Dark, Day.—Singular Phenome- 

gone up during the present season. Many of| non.—A vety unusual phenomenon’ was 

them are substantial brick edifices, The multi-| exhibited on Sunday last. The sun rose 

tudeof new comers is pistall precedent. Such| in a cloudless sky, though struggling } 
a thing as a house “to let” is out ‘of the ques-| through a thick haus The Genel’ a gging " 

tion—the supply being no where near the de- Rinentobeinaian ? T ore | 

mand, Large preparations are also already be- +h es ig mre were Owarda a 

ing made for building next year. ‘Phe difficulty o'clock the haze or smoke increased in , 

of proeuring material, so long a draw-back on density, the sun disappeared and every- 

the place, is about to be obviated. In addition thing wore ‘a sombre aspect. At half { 

to the steam mill of S. Mruxs, Esq., which bas| past eleven the darkness had so increased { 

been kept constantly running, a new one of the| that a person could not see to read i , 

same kind, owned by Hon. T.T. WmtrLesey, | weil lighted room; and thinkin that i: ; 
and situated west of the 4th lake, will be in op-| pg Rad auiden! siepeaed th 8 4 | 

eration in a week of two; and the saw-mill of} 4, ctand bi fo aa I pg pie pUCe eT | 

L. J. Farwex1, Esq., at the outlet of che lake, | and before his Imperial Majesty, Old | 

is also advancing rapidly towards completion.— ‘ol, we searched our almanac through } 

These three mills in connection with the others | for the record of a Solar eclipse, but in | 

nikon As operation, will doubtless furnish ee a At a quarter before twelve the 

sufficient to keep somewhere near the de-| whole heaven appeared as dark/as mid- ‘ 

mand. pa are also being made to} night, except at ee north west, where, ° 

furnish suSicient quantities of brick tomeet the! for the space of 30 degrees in the hori- 

wants of the community, so that although the] 7on extending toa point in th . 

growth of the place has been large this year,| : th 8 peraE ae zenith, 

it promises to be much larger next—4rgus. ag the janpeatonce Gh ume gbame 
eee casting a dull golden tint upon every | 

Vaxve or ANNEALED Wink For Fences.— object. »At 12 the. heavens brightened | 

Tn conversation with Mr. Grant, of fanning- somewhat ; but at a quarter before one, | 

mill notoriety, he remarked that annealed wire | the haze grew more dense ; the outlines ) 

never rusts. He stated that he had nowa wire| of the bluffs immediately in the rear of 

mae toa Epa meee mu ine been very | the town could not be seen, and ina few | 
much ex| , on the north side of the house, i a _ ( 

for chirtecn years, and until the chesnut frame mie a darkness of night over- { 

+ 4 ig quite rotten, while the wire, although of No. : adie Woale beaver pad seal | 

16, and never painted, is still sound and good— groom alone we Visible. Lights were 

He remarks the same fact in regard to wire used brought into requisition in every part of | 

for fanning-mill sieves. We also have some the village. This darkness was of short } 
experience to the same point. duration ; a slight fall of rain succeeded, | 

In putting up some wire arounda poultry yard, | the heavens cleared away. and by four ? 
to prevent the fowls from flying over the pick-| o’clock, all was natural ‘and aa ht 
kets, (which, by-the-by, were only 43 feethigh, |} again, Z 5 

with two wires above, and answered a good or ca Ianats 

purpose,) we used bright wire. This rusted off, be’ omy. extlanegon sre are able to | 
and failed entirely in one season. We then suggest for this darknessiin mid-day is a } 

vsed annealed wire, which, although mach finer,| YeTY Tare atmosphere, together with { 

is still sound and good, after three years use. | Clouds of smoke from the burning prai- | 

Mr. Grant’s opinion, corroborated by our own | Ties, resting upon us. A similar phe- { 
experience, is, that annealed wire exposed to] nomena we once before .witnessed i { 

the — 5 “9° a Tust, = bet not| New York, we think in the fall of 1838. { 
enou, lestroy it, and that it is a better pre- 25 ; > art 

veative than palpating: or any other este! ee du Chien Patriot, Nov. 3. { 

: ee. Meare i mind It is rumored that a project is in con- } 
ild wire fences. i 0 § 

We would remind se friends, that za farnish —- by the British 0 ver ‘nment to | 

wire for fences, already annealed, as cheap as| Uy UP the mortgages held on Irish estates, | 
a good article ean be purchased in the city.— and offer the land on tempting terms to \ 

: Y, American Agriculturist. — a or capitalists. The city } 

aa ee of London has estimated that it will ad- 

Lae oe or Pens pe received | vance £2,000,000 for the carrying out of 

a bushe! nice and lai loo ts, a! good ii 

specimen of the crop raised by Mr. ec of ee echeie Cem eee aes 

eemonee Hospital ac apie 5 nd Mr. — Let young people remember, that their 

raised this season one hundred and sixty bushels} good temper will gain them more esteem 

en | otal Geneon cee 
a
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x 5 ? tested, and those who early turned their attention tohorticul- f 

3 EDITOR s TABLE. ture, in connectionavith farming, are now receiving their re- i 
| war in phemig of Gne, delicious rah i 

Educational Department in the Farmer. We wish it to be understood, especially by our own farm- } 
a ers, whose attention we would earnestly invite; thatfruitcan i 

We are now making arrangements for | begrown in the West as well as in the East; and that, when ) 
eiicatiensl Datu he | tey.shall.sive time, care, and labor to its calture, we shall {| 

adding an Educational Department to the | 131 t to the trouble and expeuse of satisfying ourselves from» 
Farmer, at the commencement of the next | abroad. ‘The finest specimens of fruit we saw at the recent i 

A . Annual Fair of Mechanie’s Institute, in the city@fNew York, {| 
volume. As a smaller sted type isto be'| cam thaegttien ok Dr. Kesmlogtl.neag Chicago, Andif } | 
‘used in the printing of this Journal, we ca‘ | wemistake not, the premium on apples was awarded him at ? 

devote from four to six pages to such a de- | tte N- ¥. State Pair. + 
5 : But as fine fruit as we ever saw we have secn here—the i 

partment, and not materiaily abridge the | growth of our own State. Specimens of the peach ne i 
. . we noticed in ourlast No. We were recently shown, 1 

amount of Agricultural matter now GIVEN, | Cascais eraiided in pacing (iors, « hagas ok eee ate i 

If demanded, additional pages will be fur- | cious pears, and of rare and most approved varieties, from 4 
‘ i ; the garden of our fellow townsman, W. J. Hunt, Esq. We) | 

nished. In making this new bonne have now before us, while we write, two baskets - apples— ¢ { 
we are confident we but consult the wishes | superior article—presents from our friends Brut, of Gardi- f 
of the. great mass of our readers ; and | ner’s Prairie, and Bearrir, of Raymond, in this county. In ii 

3 : 2." | size, quality, flavor, ete., th hardly be surpassed i {i 
though it puts us to considerable additional peice any eee county beneath (ea aaa Ome Oe i 
expense, yet we trust to a greatly enlarged | first we have the “English Autumn Bergemot,” “Golden Rus- i 
circulation to reimburse us in our increased | St" “winter and spring,) “Winne”” late fall, «*Colvert,” fall, “Pomme Roy,” winter, “Winter Sweet Russét,” and “Pom- 
outlay of means. No effort will be spared | me Grise,” (from Canada). We are extremely thankful to 
: aie Bro. Bell for his remembrance of us, and take pleasure in 
ay cueing for the F ame the excellent calling the attention of our readers to his Nursery and Gar 
Teputation it has acquired, and in rendering | den, where they can be supplied with any thing in his line. 

‘ ‘The apples sent us by Mr. Bearrie are from the farm of 
Beoaies the sphere of Zs usefolness. “The | ws ¢. Monter, in Raymond, now in charge of Mr. B. i 
best talent in the State will be engaged to | This farm ranks among the first in the whole country, and is, i 
furnish articles regularly for the several de- | understand, for sale. There is upon it, in good conditions). 

5 zi and of choice selections, 168 Apple trees, 24 Plum, 12 Cherry,” i 
partments, so that, in all respects, the Wis- | and a considerable number of Peach and Quince trees.— qi 
consin Farmer shall be the paper for the | There were faised on this farm the past season, 60 bushels of | 

s a apples. fi 
Farmers of Wisconsin. Of some of these apples we had commenced preparing 

The North Western Educator, by J. L. | “fr this No. of the Farmer, but the amount of business 
e ees x ees onour hands has prevented our completing them. We will ti 

Enos, the publication of which, was remov- | nave them ready for our next No. 
. is ci th: ‘We trust our farmers will derive encouragement from the ed from Chicago to this city,.a few TOON cs ce ieeoewar codices haves saunas 

since, we are informed has been discon-|may accomplish. And where is the farmer who would not 
tinued. be proud and well-pleased with a sufficiency of fine, deli- 

cious fruit, grown upon his own farm, the product of his own 
Wisconsin Frurr—AcKnowLeporment.—Whatever may careful and intelligent culture? With the same pains, the ). 

have been the feare entertained and expressed, here andelse- | **™e effort, he may reap the same reward. 
where, that our soil and climate were not adapted to fruit ee eee 
growing, and that fruit in its commonest varieties could not | _ Pork anp Brer 1x Onro.—The Cincinnati 

be successfully cultivated, they are now being proved ground- | Gazette says that in ninety-nine counties in 
leas, and the results of what were deemed a fruitless experi- |Ohio, the total number of hogs in 1848 was 
ment, are conclusive as to the fact, that as good and fine fruit, | 1,336,367, and is 1,410,377in 1849. In the 
both in quality and quantity, can be grown in Wisconsin as | same, the number of Beef cattle was 637,284 

inany other State. We say not this as an idle boast, but with | jn 1848, and is 688,248 in 1849, 
an impression of its-truth because of what our own eyes have — 
‘seen, and with some of the palpable, tangible evidences before i ae wh way. to be permanently safe is tobe 
Us as we write. True, perhaps, that in some sections, espe- | habitually honest. 
cially on gui prairies and more expos@l localities, great care, Sera 
much labor, skilful culture, may be requisite; but withthese |_ Love or Fase.—The love of fame not regu- 
there can be no question but that fruit of most kinds may be | lated by principle, is more dangerous to the wel- 

raised, and in quantities » reward the culturist. Hitherto | fare of society than the love of money. 
our farmers, with here and there an exception, have neglected Se ee 

M almost entirely this branch of their calling, and they have| GUARD against Fres.—This advice is for 
MY) deen content, in the, midst of wheat growing; to suffer the | the Western prairies, where, at this season, (Y) Malsing of fruit to remain witl them arf untried experiment. | Much fencing, hay, and grain is consumed by 
2S But the practicability of the thing has been fully and fairly | the sweeping fires, every year. ~
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Lyncnzs Dean Sea Exrepition— The Rectev ot Heaven. 

Narrative of the United State’s Expedition “Ye stars! whichare the poetry of Heaven,” 

tothe River Jordan and the Dead Sea, by | Among the thousand apostrophes that 

W. F. Lynci, U. S. N., Commander of | have been written—and apostrophic is a 

the Expedition, with’ maps and numerous fair test of poetic ability—none can com- 

illustrations. Philadelphia: Lea & Blan- | pare with that written by Byron, com- 

chard. 1849. 8vo. pp. 308. mencing with the line just quoted. But, 

Such is the title of a volume recently | it may be asked, how so? or how can the 
4 - 

issued from the press, and which we have They are the same to us as they were 
Stith wl d At leash to the Psalmist of Israel, when at eventide 

Mere Wane CRD Ane eae is the | he exclaimed : ‘‘ When I consider the hea- 

personal narrative’ of Lieut. Lyncn, the | vens, the work of thy fingers—the moon 

* gecord of his own observations and those | and stars which thou hast ordained—Lord! 

of other members of the Expedition, the what is man, that thou art mindful of him ? 4 

i fal fs area ineectiny or the son of man, that thou visitest him ae 

. ary 0 AEs EMO Lag '& | And finally, the stars, the unchanging , 

journey to the Holy Land, and of discov- | stars—and, oh, how touching the thought! 

eries in the valley of the sacred Jordan | appear to us in the same placid magniti- } © 

and the Dead Sea. The scientific facts | cence as they did to the Redeemer of the 4 
é 5 “ i 

and results which belong more especially to world, when, ‘having sent the multitude 
he official R ba nablished be Con away, he went up into the mountain apart, 

My aaa Sport, oveniet “4 _ and continued all night with God in pray- 

gress, are omitted. They are quite im- er.” — Western Christian Advocate. 

* portant as the complement of this volume. 2... E 

We recommend the work as eminently When pride leads the van, beggary 
2 brings up the rear. 

worthy of perusal, and especially by the | 

unbeliever and those who are skeptical 

with reference to the Mosaic account of COMMERCIAL. 
“T+ til ee oa 

the destruction of “the cities of the plain.” Riera ty eect d 

For sale by. M. Miller, Racine. Receipts of Wheat larger during the past week, on a 

an dull and declining market. We quote Winter 6075; 

Wisconsin Autumn.—While in the | Spring so@6o. 

* "There are quantities of producé in store, awaiting ship- 

Eastern States generally, and in ee of | sent and vessels to takelit, but Insurance Companies re- 

the Western, there have been rain and | fuse to take risks as late as usual, although the season is 

* a ee ree unusually fine for navigation, and Shippers prefer to hold 

snow, with all the usual indications of the caiilewang 40 eaumaget aac linenen: 

near approach of winter, we have been | We wnce all feature in our market—the purchase 

enjoying for several weeks, and are now, ea Barley to the St. Louis and Detroit mar- 

the finest, most delightful autumnal weather | ‘There have been some shipments ot Wheat in bags, by 

we ever experienced. We have still the orang sion pepe Sa 
: y active. ‘ 

blue haze, the mild atmosphere, the clear at pieincarmn ae : 

sky, jhe warm sunshine, and all the accom- | Per Schooner Eagle, from Norton & Durand, 2000 bushels 

paniments of Indian Summer. If we wheat; from Robert Cather, 5000 bu. wheat. 
- Per Schooner Westchester, from Henry L. Marsh, 7000 bu. 

possessed genius such an autumn would wheat; from Robert Cather, 2000 bu. wheat. be 

inspire us to song—but we have not the | Per Brig Saginaw, from Norton & Durand, 4000 bu. wheat; 

. . = from Basset, Topham & Co,, 1100 bris. beef, and 800 

gift, and can aspire only to dull and limp- | pris. four 

ing prose. Per Steamer Keystone oo ermal Topham & Co., 

pa oe 1000 bris. flour; ga & Dutton, 350 bris. flour. 

‘ Albany, Nov. 10th. Per Steamers Ward and Pacific, from Riley & Farnsworth, 

The Hudson river ‘has risen 17 feet | 4000 bu- barley. is ; 

since last evening. “A large quantity of IMPORTS DURING THE WEEK. 

Flour and Provisions are myer water, sip Robert Emmet>—Stores and 50 tons mer- 

Y and several canal boats, loaded with Pro- — ‘) 

es. Dee nooner Cramer, for N. Pendleton ¥ 
& visions, broke from their mnoorings and ae a ca Sees % 

SY drifted down stream. Brig Ontario, 70,000 ft. lumber for N. Pendleton & Co. ay 
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WIBCONSIN FARMER & NORTHWESTERN CULTIVAROR| er®s end nothines but to have it shown to them }. 
PUBLISHED ON THE #tus¥ Ov EACH MONTH, BT | «will be a settler to their views” on the subject. : 

MARK MILLER, | Now, whether it be aphysical, mathematical a 

RACINE, WISCONSIN, NO. 10 MAIN STREET. | and philosophical impossibility, or not, had the &. 

Office, at the Pubiisher’s Bookstore. inane and talented Editor of the’ Genesee a 

50 Cents a Wear in Advance? | Farmer” been in Wisconsin, I could have giv- a 

_Tie cons fr 2 Fue wane Fost fer: of 2 | ew him an opportunity to have paid his prox {| 
mence with Che voluse. Baek numbers supplicd to new sub-| mium, and “crept into a knot hole.” i . 

Post Masters and all others who feel an interest in thecir- Thavevalso-seen fields of chess, where wheat is 

culation of the Faxaten, are invited to tend their aid in PrO-| 1. been sown, and where'T know that one cox ) TE 

curing subscribers and extending its circulation.’ y q i 

aor The Farmer is subject to newspaper postage only. | ter of the chess was not sown, and that it : 

For the Wisconsin Farmer. | must have been produced by the transmutation | 

Chess. of the wheat, unless the statement be true; that ir 

A CUD FOR NON-TRANSMUTATIONISTS. —«. the soil is full of chess seed, and that cultiva- ; 

Mn’ Enron: ‘I Rodbed ih 2 late” namber of tion caumes it to germinate, which idea I think | : 

the “Farmer” an article headed, “Chess—How to be perlectly absurd. 4 i 

is it Produced?” { eagerly perused it, hoping 7 eee mae eer — —— 

to receive light upon the subject. I found that would do well to be a little cautious in condem- 

conflicting arguments were adduced, and no-| E1b as merely owen tothe lawS of mae | 1 

thing particularly decisive in relation, to the ture—for her established laws cannot be broken} * 

subject, farther than what I had before tere (oe = Rnow that chess is produced by the | 8 

Hoping to hear something further in relation transmutation of wheat. : a 

to this “unsound and unprofitable doctrine,” I ee * 

thought I would send you a few remarks, to- ALFRED Hrreacoce. 4 

gether with a statement of facts which came Summrr, Oct. 11%, 1349. 

under my own observation. __For the Wisconsin Farmer. _ 

During the last wheat harvest, while engaged Mr. Eprror:—“Let truth prevail though the ) § 

in stacking wheat, I shelled from a single head, | sky should (falt’—suchis my motto. The truth i 

growing upon a single stalk, both waeat and| of every system, theory, or doctrine, injurious : 

cugss, the wheat. ‘being perfectly full, and| in itstendency to the welfare, interest, or ad- $ 

plump. « vancement of the human family, should be tho-,} | 

- Nowy if: this prove the doctrine of transmu-| roughly proven before it is received and pro- i 

tation, which it-certainly does—if wheat and | mulgated as truth. Such a theory is evidently ¢ 

chess are both produced upon the same: stalk, | that of the transmutation of wheat. to chess, > * 

and growing from the. same common root, I see| to which I am sorry to see that. you have given } 

no reason why those “most able and really sci-| your.countenance in. your leading editorial of 

entific agricultural writers” should still remain | last month. . <n ee a 

inflexible, disregarding oe testi-| I say not that such transmutation is a “phy- 5 

mony of so many living witnesses, and still call sical, mathematical, or philosophical impossi- > | 

for proof, when so many undeniable statements bility,”—it may be possible (for what I know), } | 

have heretofore heen given upon this subject, | that, under certain circumstances, wheat should 

seeming to doubt the veracity of all who have | turn to chess, or pumpkins to peaches. tk plead 

written upon the subject. There seems to be a| not “the Ipse dixit of learned quthorities, or .of 

of confidence in, the. statements. of oth-| scientifi¢ agricultural writers”--and I, too, 

® .
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# “hold to progress, and that we have not yet calls for “ proof, proof positive”—su¢h as wonld 9 

reached the ultimatum of truth in agricultural | obtain the standing reward offered by the Edi- & 

matters,”—but I do ask for proof—proof the tor of the Cultivator. From the remarks made 
\} very best the case admits of—which in this case | in reply to the Michigan Farmer, not Jong since, 

_. 3 would be proof beyond cavil, doubt of question, | by the editor of the Cultivator, we almost doubt 

, § of a transmutation such as the whole records of | whether he would yield the point were he to 

| 2 vegetable history furnishes not one incontesti- plant the wheat with his own hand, and trace 

» 2 bly proven instance. with his own eye, the growth of chess from 

$ No man of sound mind will, I think, on re-| its sprout to the kernel. i 

ji flection, believe an unprofitable; or improbable We invite the attention of all non-transmu- 

theory until compelled so to do by evidence: tationists to the communication of Mr. Hrrcx- : 

: If the fact of such transmutation is of so| coctK, found in a preceding column. The dis- 

- $ common, nay, of such every day and constant | covery of Mr. H. certaintly proves one of two 

' § eccurrence, and if the causes and circumstances | things: either that wheat turns to chess, or 

, § which produce it-are so well known, and so| chess to wheat, which, we think, (if it does not 

| 2 continually acting, why is it, I would ask, that | prove conclusively,) is better evidence of the 

’ 9 no such evidence has ever yet been furnished | former position than the latter, and wholly ex- 

: by the ardent supporters of that theory? Why | plodes the theory, that chess is produced only | 
is it (and I should like an answer to this ques- | by its own seed, and which may even have laid 

}!| § tion) that no one of those firm believers has | dormant for centuries. i 
| ¢ ever been able to produce such legal evidence of} We invite the attention of our readers to this 

|| } baving raised a single grain of chess from all! subject, and to communicate the result of their 
i the wheat they have ever sown; as would en- | investigation. Itisa matterof vast importance } | 

' 4 able the producer to obtain the standing reward |to the wheat-grower, When the cause is 

| long, and still offered by the Editor of the Cul-| known a remedy may be applied. We are firm ‘ 

‘2 tivator, for the production of a single grain of] jn the belief, that with some experimenting the 
’ $ chess from wheat sown? This fact speaks | cause may be traced out. 

‘volumes, and appears to me to render arguments, Gees Toxset.—The “big hole” through 4 

except for argument’s sake, supéFfluous. “ 

Let then the believer in the doctrine of Trans- | ‘°° rocks at: New ‘Hamburg,/on the Hudson 
. we : River Railroad, is 830 feet long, through solid 

mutation make experiments in such a manner = 

as to be secure from error or imposition, and my rock. At one end of the Tunnel isa cut, 500 

| . ‘ feet long, 30 wide, and 50 deep, and all through 
word for it, he who thus experiments, indepen- j ” ] 

dently of the assertions or theories of others, oe — a a - cut is 200 feet 

will be able to settle the dispute, convince the | 0") oe a ee empireseuting 

world, and claim the reward offered, or he will through the apt the Tunnel, 1530 
become convinced, satisfied and assured that feet. tf Daylight is let inby two shafts, 19 feet 

though fleas nray, under “certain circumstances,” high, and 24 wide 2 

turn to lobsters, he cannot turn wheat to chess. on making uss “bole; ai pe employed, 
C. W. Wuirrenser. | Dine blacksmith shops, with two fires each, in 

8 m steady operation, to repair and temper the tools ; 

is: and 6000 kege of powder have been used in the 

r (G"We can assure our Sheboygan Corres-| last 14 months, 

pondent, that we ever have been a firm believer A Buntzen Cirx.—Mr. E. G. Squier, our Charge 

in the transmutation of wheat to chess, and that | q affaires to Central America, in a faper sent by 

the more we investigate the matter, the more! him to the Ethnological Society of New York, 
| } firmly do we become convinced of the correct- | states that he had disfoverdll a city about one hun- 

j ness of our:position; and we cannot but think | ared and fifty miles from Leon, that was buried be- 

that our friend Whittelsey will ere long not on- | neathta forest far surpassing in architectural beauty 

} Ay believe it more possible for “wheat to turn to | the ruins of Palenque: 

chess, than pumpkins to peaches.” But that > A cotemporary suggests that Capt. Kidd 

|B wah doce ura to cheen, Mr. W.5 ikoal! oth-| putea his mmenyearcalfiocas eat 
» QBers'who oppose the doctrine of transmutation, the mines being very fertile, it took a spread. 

Ps, <r ( = :
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‘Tue Fanmenis nor Paoreaiy Esrmatso—|  Va.uaswe Tasre.—The following table - e > 

Whose Fault is it?—It is « lamentable fact,| wll assist the agriculturist in calculating the Bis. 

thatghe farmer does not occupy that elevated} number of plants or trees which may be 1% 

Prion hil an en ei oa aaa sae ©3-| planted on.a given piece of ground at an fe 

titles him to. He is looked upon as a deing) 4; E se 

quite below the lawyer, physician, divine, ar- oe ei may ppt: pol ie a 

tist, merchant, or even merchant's clerk, To . ne Sf pienres; * 3 ee 

be a farmer, is to be a nobody, a mere clod- &c. Anucre of ground contains 53,550 | oy 

hopper, a digger of bogs, and ditches, and| square feet. An acre will contain at these aM 

dung heaps, and free to wallow in the “free| distances apart : s 

soil” he cultivates, provided he never seeks to| Feet apart. Plants. Feet apart. Plants. (| * 

elevate himself above that position, to what the 1 43,560 12 302 ie ss 

world is please] to term “good euciety.” Hence lt 19,360 12 193 (a 

2 comes the desire of “the boys” to escape, not so 2 10.890 18 114 The 

much the dradgery of their omployment, as from 2 6.920 20 108 é 

the idea that they are looked upon and estima- 4 Ww ws 

ted as mete drudges. 3 4,840 21 = 98 ati 

What blindness, folly, and false philosophy is 4 2,722 “a. 7 3y- 

this! The result of these false premises, is, 5 1,742 25 69, ) i 2 

that the “professions” are crowded to the star- 6 1,210 27 59 fy 

vation point; clerks not only go begging, but 9 597 89 48 Aa 

becume beggars, or worse ; merchants are mul- 10 135 40 Q7 AG 

tiplied, aud good, old-fashioned labor is- going S| 

out of fashion. ; A New Paeaiom ron HouseaoimProvvers. } 7” 
While we woull give all due honor to the | __We notice that the Agricultural ciety of - 

professions, the farmer, who is the producer of| Keene, N. H., have awarded a. premium t>& 

all, both in food and raiment, that adds to the| Mrs, Livermore, a clergvmams lady, for the f 

coinfort and sustenance of the human family;| best homemade bread. Wee like this idea well, 

need not feel that he is below occupations that | and hope to see it acted upon by other societies. | £ 

gain their support from the folly, pride, misery, | Let the staff of life be taken in hand, and let 3 | 

or wickedness of their follow creatures, the premiums offered be appropriate and worthy 2 

If the aspiration of farmers were halt so] the object of a good loaf of bread. : 

strong to elevate their sons as farmers, as it is The truth is, the premium lists of ovr agri- 5 

to make them merchauts, or professional man, | enitural societies do ried revising; altering and ) 7% 

and, perchancs, loafers, we should sco. be amending, exceedingly. We shall takean ear- ne 

taught to look to the agricultural class for the| |y opportunity to offer a few hints upon this mat- $ | 

best breJ, as well as best fed men in America.| ter, Among therest we shall certainly rem m- ap 

=«Barnum's Address. ber eae bread. ; For we maintain that good } © = 

Prenty or Room.—According to the esti- bread is intimately related to good moorels; 98 | i 

fi mates of the General Land Office, the whole ve = ieepyinnany sued cori nena. 1 

United States empire measures about two thou- ‘hee y husbands th P ies Ae ead ee 

sand million acres. If one half should be waste ee et Lal aa bi . era ee Kerb ‘ 

lands and forests, there would still be a thou- aes te ae cece “la oe pert 

sand million acres. Intelligent agr.culturists sun a i; ined aetls ies sad ee word (a 

rages cet cece nader.good management for it, your acsabovd shall not onl: ‘be blessed, 4 

will easily support its man, and if so, then the ti ve hall bl : N.Y. 4 y. Leena “a 

United States would support the whole of the rare ao Leena! * 0a 

ptesent population of the globe. A Cumav Ficteasa For WatTer—A very }0) 

Importation oF Danisu Carrie into Exc- si nple means exists, by which any poor family 4 

nine steamship Neptune, arrived from ee Pisac a ee vis sroby a i 

remen, has brought 171 oxen and cows, in ad- the cen, (b neion,) through a ps eh 2 

dition to # goneral cargo of provisions ; the fed i : L oe imcah of pong’ / 

steamship Wilberforce, from Tonningen 201 — ot ae the 8 ee ne i 

oxen and cows, forming the entire cargo; the a mes A a "th 

Free Trade from Tonningen, 161 oxen and tate = cape rand, loosely sate _ wit i 

cows, and 43 sheep; the Eider, from Tonnin-| |. the far 1 PP il Tr it.so a ta 5 

gen, 175 oxen and cows, 25 sheepand 20 lambs, | S!@* . eu with ity a) then secured by @ } / 

and the large steamship Trident, arrived from ae ane ing ae simple nor more § 7 

Tonningen, has brought 284. head of horned| SS" leansed.— uilder. - : 

cattle, comprised the entire cargo, consigne.! to ‘ 44 i 

; order; the whole, with thé exception of one a oe ee i 

atrived from Bremen, being the produce of Der- Itwill never shrink any rt —s thig ea Fe 

mark,—.Agricultural Gazette. tion, and should ie ape pera~ : 

“MM He isrich who has God for his friend. —Maine Farmer; : ee 

; *
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' Waar a Farwea suovup wii—A farmer{’ MandGement or Hoos.For the last four or 
should be well instrueted in chemistry-general- | fite years, Lhave fattened spring pigs, believing 

' T ly, more particularly as applied to agriculture ; | them to be the most profitable. ‘The way Mfnan- 
' } he should be well versed in mineralogy, geolo- I age is this: I take pigs, about the middle‘of 
Yer, botany, and in the physiology. of seeds, | March, and when they are about one month old, 

* { plants, trees, and animals, including the speci-| | put them in a small lot contignous to thé house, 
+ § men ef himana; he should learn geometry, | so that Ican feed them regularly on milk and 
+ ¢ mensuration, &c.; he should study political | Indian meal. I put the sows .in geod pasture, 
§ { economy’so far as to have a clear conception of | and turn’ them in with the pigs three times a 
: the sources of wealth and prosperity. | day, until some time in July, when I turn my 
‘ In-our Republican Government he should be | sows and pigs into my orchard, where they get 
s, ‘instructed in his constitutional rights, and ‘the most of their living until October; then I 

“4 taught to vindicate them by a terse and con-| feedthem on corn-meal and mush until some time 
densed elocution. It will be a happy evenc tor| in Januarys When I kill them, they average from . 

our country when our farmers, so edueated shall | 250 to 275 pounds ; and I am almost convinced 
i$ have aieepats 2x in our halls of legislation, | that they are more profitable than wintered hogs 
» 2 and thereby put a stop to the fallacious special | weighing 400 pounds ; but I stand open to con- p 
} ¢ pleadings of demagogues, who have already re-| viction. Perhaps some of your able correspond- E 
| }oduced our country, possessing all the means of ents may convince me ‘otherwise.— Dollar 

§ ( prosperity in a pre-eminent degree, to a most] Newspaper. 
© § pitiable condition, by their miserable legisla- a ee 
° § tion. —Vorth American Farmer. Mr. Asranam Rows, of Kensington, has a i 
i Ce eeamamaaaeamamamaanameanaaed cow he rdised from an eastern breed, 6 years 
f Cnn win J. M. Mason, of Or-| old, from which was made between the 20th of 

_ } wel, Vt. Usually winters two hundred hens.—| May and Oct, 20th, one hundred and fifty-six . 
His practice is, to buy pullets in the winter. | pounds of butter, averaging over one pound a : 
They cost about twelve and a half cents each. | day from pasture feed only, “It being his only 
They are fed in a great degree on mutton. Mr. | cow, furnished his family with their cream and 

- ¢ M. buys sheep in the fall at low prices—about | milk beside. Farmers would seem to. forget 3 

what their pelts and tallow ate worth.’ The | that it costs no more to keep a good cow than 
/ 2 carcasses are boiled, the tallow saved, and'the | an ordinary one. 
_ § flesh and bones, after being allowed to freeze, es : 
) $ are kept till spring—a suitable pértion being} Cocarruars Water i Sours Bosron.—On | | 

} 2 fed to'the hens daily... They are allowed, inad- | the afternoon of Wednesday, of lest week, the i 
|. (dition to the meat, a little corn, oats, or buck-| Water from Lake Cochituate was introduced in- 

| $-wheat. ‘They lay well through the winter—| to the reservoir on Telegraph Hill, South Bos- } | 
, ( comfortable quarters being provided for them— | ton, with ceremonies appropriate to the occa- 
_ § and continue to produce eggs in abundance till| sion. The cost of the reservoir is estimated | 
| }June. It is found most profitable to sell the | at $40,000,and it is capable of holding 7,515,900 

whole stock at this period, as they are generally | Wine gallons. 
) } fat, and will bring from twenty to twenty-five Po ee ee pee se ows 4 }cents apiece. If kept through the summer, |, F¥evarse Mrrxs.—Thero are sixteen mills 
{ ae at Oswego, N. Y., capable of making 9000 bbls, » § they lay but little in the warm months, the eggs ° 
{ Sail Reetee dew ; of flour per day.. In 1848, the mills of that 
i cop but = short time; the fowls grow poor | -i+y turned out 600,000. bble: of fleur. 
{ in moulting, and if kept another year will not | °'Y : . ; 
| & lay as well as young ones. Mr. M. keeps hens Tomato vines, it is said, taken up before 

| only, and is-inclined to think he obtains as ma- ee put into ae ap sent Fa) 

+} ny eggs, and that they "keep betters As to va-! and set out in the spring, will bear earlier and 
> 2 rieties, he has tried several, and 1Taks the ee richer fruit for several suceessive years. 
| ¢ knots will generally lay rather more eggs the| 
; first season ; but their carcasses are of less value Faikica Docrous.Thted Tagies have Yeglle 

Betas ariiniteds fn application to the Trustees of the Central Med. 
"Tue Growine Wiest Cror.—A ride through | ical College, in the State of New York, for per- 

the central and eastern portions of this county urissibir to attend the course of lectures this 

; ni Winter: Miss Gleason of the Glenhaven Wa- ) $ last week, gave'us a: favorable opinion of the | . Cass .! Shing SRioTt oe a Ste 
fe} growing wheat crop. Notwithstanding the se- | 1 Mai pe + ail ‘ount Morris, ‘and 
| 4 vere drought of Atigust and September, the | !8S Mary taylor of Butialo. 

iy crop, as a general thing, has a vigorous appear- PIS, Ap Ses 
i ance, and bas obtained sufficient root to protect |. Curr ror Conns,—Mr. W.Bradsley of Spring- 
|} it against an ordinary severe winter and spring. | field, in this County, informs us that saleratus 
t ‘We think the quantity of ground sown in this bound upon these troublesome visitors for a few é 

) ¥ county, is larger than it was last year.—W ater- | weeks, with occasional changer, will effectually 
‘sien Carats. cure them. He has given it a fair trial, and 

(ee. OC OP eR would recommend it as an infallible remedy to 
{ Change of weather finds dis¢ourses for‘fools. | those afflicted.—Madison Argus.. ‘ 

q . 
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 Battening Animals. _| varieties of corn, especially that from the hard 
Ree — oe flinty kinds grown inthe Dortheen and eastern 

At this season, the attention ot the farther is | states, is quite too strong food for cattle, sheep, 
often directed to the fattening of those animals | or horses, to be full-fed upon. Hence one of the 
which are intended for the butcher; and it is | advantages of having the cob ground with the 5 
important for him to know how he may turn} corn, by which the nutriment is diffused through 3 
such articles of food as he may have on hand for | a greater bulk, lays lighter in the stomach, and i 
this purpose to the best account. Several arti-| is more thoroughly digested. The effect of 4 
cles, such as pumpkins and apples, will not keep | pure corn meal on animals, we suppose to be : 

) long, and are to be used in their season, i¢ at] similar to that sometimes produced on our own F 
(all. The least nutritious articles, so far as it | species by the use of fine wheaten flour—the } =f 
} can be done conveniently, should be fed out at subject becomes dyspeptic, and is forced to use ? 

) first ; afterwards those that are more nutritive. | bread which has the bran mixed with the flour. i 
‘ Fattening animals should be kept quiet, and | ‘The mixture of the cob with the meal, answers : 
? suffered to take no more exercise than is for their | the purpose of the bran—the health oe e 
§ health. All exercise, more than this, calls for | mal is preserved, and the process of dij ion ‘ 
{ an expenditure of food, which does not avail goeson uninterruptedly. In fact, the advan- wy 
} anything in the process of fattening. They |tagesof grinding the cob and corn together for i } should be fed regularly, with suitable food, and | feeding cattle may be said to be well established. 5 
{ that properly prepared ; and as much should be | For hogs, the benefit of the cob, is not, we think ' 
{ given them as they are able to. convert into} so evident; those animals appearing to be bet- ; 

flesh and fat, without waste. “In the animal | ter adapted for taking their nourishment in a } 
economy, the accumulation of fat and extra | concentrated form, than those which en's. } 
flesh, is only a deposite of superfluous nutri-|orchew the cud. Yet food sufficiently” y to 
ment, which, not being required by the system | effect the distention of the bowels is necessary ! 

§ at one time, is laid by for future emergencies ; | for hogs. f 
{ and it must be ovious that the larger the quan-| ~ “Hay or straw, cut into lengths so short as i 
§ tity of food which a fattening animal can be | to be readily mixed with meal, answers a good ; 
made to consume daily, with a good appetite, purpose in rendering the meal easy of digestion, , 

{ orto digest thoroughly, the greater will be the | and in enabling the animal to extract from it all 
, amount of flesh and fat gained in proportion to | the nutriment. 
{ the whole quantity of food consumed.” “The conclusion arrived at from the result of 

Animals will not thrive with any amount .of | a series of experiments instituted by the High- 
food where they are uneasy and discontented, | land Society of Scotland, a few years ago, was, ; 
even if they are so closely confined that they | that the superiority of cooked over uncooked 3 
cannot wear off their flesh by exercise ; it is, | food for cattle is but trifling, and not sufficient to + 
therefore, important that they be fed regularly, | balance the cost; but for hogs, the extra cost ; 
and that there should be nothing to disturb them, | of preparation was repaid. ; ‘ 
orexcite fear or discontent. “The appetite and health of animals are pro- 2 

Of the root crops, for nutritive properties, po: | moted by giving a variety of food. This fact 
tatoes stand first; then carrots, ruta bagas,|has led to the preparations for fattening stock. : 
mangel-wurzels, which are all nearly as valua- | For fattening hogs, we have used with advan- r 

\ ble as potatoes ; while the English turnip is the | tage the following mixtures: 1. Two parts 3 least valuable and nutritious. Of grain, wheat | potatoes and two parts pumpkins ; boil together 
stands first ; then peas, Indian corn, barley, and | until they can be easily mashed fine—then add?” * 
last, oats. Much Indian corn is used in fatten- | one part meal, stirring and mixing intimately 
ing animals—especially, swine. For these, |together. The heat of the potatoes and rook 
there is undoubtedly a great gain in having it| kins will scald or cook the meal, and when cold} 
both ground ari cooked. It is said that where | the mixture will be a stiff pudding. 2. Two.)*- 
swine are fed on mush or husty-pudding, they | parts, potatoes, and two of ripe, palatable apples, 
are much more quiet, and consequently gain | (either sweet or sour); boil till ey can be $. 
flesh much faster, than where the same ingre-| mashed fine—then add one part meal, (either * 
dients are fed to them uncooked. from corn, barley, or oats and peas, allowii 

The following hints on this subject, from that | the same weights,) and mix together while the: 
valuable agricultural journal, the Albany Culti-| potatoes and apples are hot. 
vator, will be found of interest : “Hogs are more fond of food when it has. . “Substances in which the nutriment is much | sli htly fermented (not become pungently sour), 5 
concentrated, should be fed with care. There is hat they appear to fatten faster if it is fed to 3 danger, especially when the animal is first put | them in this state. Wesehave never seen hogs : 
to feed, that more may be eaten at once than the} thrive faster than wheu fed on these mixtures ‘ 
digestive organs can manage. Meal of Indian | with oceasionally a little dairy slop, we)- ‘ is highly nucritive, and when properly fed | have always found the pork solid and of J 
Causes animals to fatten faster than almost any | quality.” £" j 
other food. They will riot, however, bear to —_——————————.. + 
€exclusively kept on this article for a great} He is the best scholar who hath learned to % 

length of ti Meal made from the heaviest | live well.—Spanish Proverb. © ° MW. 

=
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Fowl-Breeders.} ‘The Cochin China breed of fowls, introduced 

ponent mane care here by Dr. Bennett, of Plymouth, and others, 

; To the kindness of a Valued friend and warm | took the lead—at least so far as weight and port- 
supporter of the approaching exhibition of Poul-| ly appearance are concerned. But there were ) 

) try in Boston, we are indebted for the following | beautiful lots of other fowls that looked quite " 

! statistics, which, although not yet completed, | too innocent to be suspected of scratching in a 
speak volumes in favor of a business that has} garden bed. Here were wagtail and bobtail, 

hitherto been considered too insignificant to re- | pintail, croptaily and fantail—black, white, and 
) quire much notice, even at the meetings of those’| mixed, bald pate, cropple-crown, and crownless. ; 

to whom the importance of the Poultry depart-| The Dorkings stretched themselves and look- ( 
j © ¢ ment of the farm must have been known and/ed high on crowing. Some’ wild geese from } 

¥} felt, but who will, we presume, be astonished, | Mr. Webster's farm looked sleek. ‘The Phea- | 
as well as admonished, by the accounts here |sants were pretty. Swans and Pigeons and } 

presented. China Geese swelled the list—and the Ducks } 
“The breeding and rearing of Poultry is not | looked as if they were just from clean water. — 

second in importance to scarce any other article} Col Jaques, of Charlestown, showed some of | 

of stock in New England. By reference to the | his Bremen geese—one, 23 years old, boasted of 
Agricultural Statistics of the United States, | numerous progeny. The Col. took the liber- 

published in 1840, it will be seen, that the value] ty of bringing to the field a pair of beautiful ( 
of Yostarin the State of New York, was two | pigs, two or three months old, they were half 

millions'three hundred and seventy-three thou- | Suffolk and half Mackay, and were the most 
sand and twenty-nine dollars ! which was more | beautiful specimens of live pork that we have 
than the value of all the swine in the same | ever seen—they are perfect beauties. 

State ; nearly equal to one-half the value of its) The show was continued yesterday, (Friday,) 
sheep ; the entire value of its neat cattle, and| anda sale was to take place onthe grounds.— 

nearly five times the value of its horses andj} Success to all who take care of the poultry.— 

mules ! Mass. Ploughman. 
The amount of sales of Poultry"at the Quincy SL 

© ¢ Market, for the year 1848, was six hundred sev-} Foreign Animas 1x rae Usrrep StaTEs.— 

enty-four thousand four hundred and twenty-| We learn from the Charleston (S, C.) Courier, 
three dollars; the average sales of one dealer | that Dr. Davis, of that city, hus recently brought 

alone, amounting to twelve hundred dollars per | into South Caralina, from the old world, speci- 
week for the whole year. ‘The amount of sales | mens of the Thibet.Shawl Goat and the Brah- 

for the whole city of Boston for the same year, | min‘Cattle. Whether the Cashmere Goat can 

was over one million of dollars, The amount} be successfully acclimated in the Southern : 

| of sales of eggs in and around the Quincy Mar- | States, remains to beseen. . The Brahmin cattle 
ket for 1848, was one million one hundred and’! are said to make fine beef, and are used for car- 

twenty-nine thousand seven hundred and thirty- | riage and saddle purposes. ‘They pace and can- 

: five dozen, which, at 18 cents per dozen, makes | ter well, and frequently travel sixty miles ina 
| the amount paid for eggs to be two hundred and| day, They have a fatty protuberance above 

three thousand three hundred and fifty-two dol- | the withers, which prevents the saddle slipping’ j 
lars and 30 cents ; while the amount of sales of | forward, and when Killed, this hump is a great 

eggs for the whole city of Boston for the same | dainty for the epicure. They are beautifully 
s ag was a fraction short of one million of dol-| limbed, with a development of muscle similar 

rs ; the daily consumption of eggs at one of | to our quarter race horse—Boston Courier. 
its hotels being 75 dozen, and on Sunday, one ————————— ) 

hundred and fifty dozen. Onedealerintheegg-| To Cure a Sriruep Honse.—J. B. Goddard, 

trade at Philadelphia sends to the New York | of Norwich, Connecticut, writes to the Ameri- 
market daily,nearly one hundred barrels of eggs, | can Agriculturist as follows :— 
while the value of eggs shipped from Dublin to} ‘Take one gallon of urine, and put therein a 
Liverpool and London, was more than five mil-| small handful of junk tobaceo; boil down to ; 

igre of dollars for the year 1848.”—Boston | one quart {then add two ounces of oil spike, ( 
Culti . one ounce of oilof amber, twe spoonfuls of spi- 

FExmsrriox or Fowrs.—Thursday was | rits of turpentine, and two spoonfuls of honey. 3 

t crowing day for the Cockerels of New| Put it intoa jug, and cork it tightforuse. Pro- 

England. The public fe near the Common | cess of application: Rub the stifle-bone hard 

was the place where all who had favorite fowls | with the mixture fifteén or twenty minutes ; 
imyited to attend, and where no less than | then dry it in thoroughly with a red-hot fire 

Feo 1 lots were arranged in coops, under a canopy | shovel ; then ride the horse forth and back, one 
ba for the oceasion. _ fiundred yards. Repeat the above two or three 

ueh interest segieienel by numerous | times, and the cure will be effected. é 
spectators, in a show of a kind that is unusual eet 

in thispart of the world, Some of the coops| ((> Manafactures have made no inconsidera- 

Sore ttiallted to exhibit their inmates to great | ble progress at the South. Georgia has 45 cot- 
aareee the @Btire walls thereof being com- | ton factories, South Carolina 45, Virginia 

posed of smal! wire. * North Carolina 36, and Alabama 2g 2 
* ; 
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Portrait of an Improved Berkshire Hog—American Breed. 
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The above is picture of a Berkshire Hog,| AN Ancient Art RE-DiscoveRED.—At a }- 
of the improved Ameri¢an Breed. There has| meeting of the Asiatic Society, London, a hu-} & 
been much difference’ of opinién among breed-| man hand, and a’ piece of beef preserved by ¢ / 
ers about the Berkshires. They have been ex-| means of a preparation of vegetable tar, found 4 
travagantly lauded to the skies, ‘at one time, and | on the borbers of the Red Sea, in the vicinity of F 

*¢ wbused and unduly depreciated ut another. The| Mocha, and a specimen of the tar was presen H conclusions arrived at, and generally acceded to | ted. Colonel Hold observed: * 
now in regard to them, are briefly these: They| “During my residence as political agent, on \ 
are very prolific. They are'good nutses. They | the Red Sea, a conversation with some Bedouin } = 
fatten easily-and return the greatest'weight of | Arabs, in the vicinity of Mocha; led me to sus-{ 
pork for the quantity of food consumed. hey | pect that the principal ingredient used by the ¥ © 
will not, as @ general thing, attain to as great| ancient Egyptians in the formation of mummies, § 5 
weights as some other breeds. They are bet-| was nothing more than the vegetable tar of : ter calculatéd for killing for family use, on ac-| those countries, called by the Arabs Kratan.— 0 | 
count of the greater preponderance of lean, in| My first trials were on fowls and legs of mutton; ; 
Proportion to weight, than in other breeds ; but | and which though in the month of July, andthe ¢ | 
from their lacking depth of fat, they do not an-| thermometer tanging’ ninety-four in the shade, : 
swer so well for salting down for sale. The] succeeded so much to my satisfaction, that I for- meat of the Berkshire is of superior quality and| warded soma to England: and have now the 1 
flavor, being tender, juicy, and rich. They are | pleasure to send for the Society’s inspection, a ai 
easily, in one season, made to weigh from 150] human hand, Ma oa four years since by my 4 
to 250 pounds. For “roast pig” purposes, they | brother, Captain 'T. D. Hold. i areunequalled. ‘They are gentle in their dispo-] ‘The best informed among the Arabs, thi " 
sitions, and are not so troublesome as other| that large quantities of myrrh, aloes, and i 
swine. Their color varies ; though generally it] incense were used, these speci ns" will, how~- } 
is a reddish color, with brown -or black spots.— | ever, prove that such were uo tieanineces. : 
Their appearance in other respects, is that of a] sary, as the tar, applied alone, penetYates and t 
firm-built, broad-sided, thick and round-bodied, | discolors the bone. The tar js Obtained front i 
short-legged, small-boned hog. The head is| the branches of a small tree, exposéd to” a: i 
well placed, cheeks full, and the ears latge and | siderable degree of heat, and found in moog py n 

ow standing forward, but sometimes pen- | of Syria and Arabia Felix.—AmersArt. oe 
t over the eyes. The best of this breed are a : 

without bristlés, having substituted a long, cur-| RAsPBERRIEs.—Mr. Chatles Downing} mur-} 
ly, and rough-ldoking hair. Such, briefly, is} Setyman, near Newburgh, reélates tiat a 
the Berkshire Hog.—Pennsyliania Cultivator. | bis neighbors this season, sold the p ’ RRR Rnd: three acres of raspberries for about a. Waar wiex turs ur vexr?—Mr. Josiah| They were of the large, red Antwerp variety. iz 
Judevirie has left at our office a specimen of the | To grow them in this latitude, Mr. D. aye te } jf tute baga, or Swedish turnip, which measures 3| canes must be laid down and slightly covered ¥ O| ‘Mteet in circumference, and weighs 10} pounds. | with earth, say one or two inches deep, before () 

t this who can.—NVorth Bridgewater Re-| the ground freezes, and chaathene till the spring Porter. me opens. " ne 
* s 
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@From the New England Farmer. Tur Oxpest Son or New Hampsnire who 

Farming will Triumph, attended the grand Festival on Wednesday, was 

— aa our fellow citizen, Mr. Samuel Gregg, of 18 

inn ie oe Fess pecan patent oak, en Leverett st. He was born in Petersoro', NH, 

clafined in our rides what an.edvancement will in 1772, and has resided in Boston constantly for 

have been made in the arts and sciences, and in aoe ee Among the Srat settlers 

the various departments of agriculture, if new eee Se baba _ eee pace 

inventions and improvements continue to be put | 16) Gr eee eeaen y Ae Ss bay ‘d Byer Tae 

forth to the world as they have been for the last | ; CEE ay one nP ee ae lich 2 ies 

half éentury.! Who of us can imagine the im- | 15° at the early age of 17, the English army in 

provements that will be made in the cause.of the old French war, he was at the capture of 
agriculture during the next fifty years? Judes Louisburg, and on the Plains of Abraham, with 

sey from the pest, wappén the year’nineteen hon” the brave General Wolfe, whose great victory 

dred shall have dawhed upon us, the profession there united the Canadas to the British empire. 

of ‘iculture will be as crac coveted and When the Revolation brokp ont, fee teiused t> 

eine A after, as 1t was once considered low and ae poder, hie ah Stier ae 
: by ’ : ing’s service, took up arms for his countrymen, 

De aes te tee omg) ane sa and with his wife, who was born in Haverhill, 

unpopular and low business. How many a Mass., staked all for the cause of Independence. 

young man has forsaken. & comfortable home Ae following, related = few hours since by 

2 oat epreatigd incl 1 rome | diy at he Bigerneaare ie 
lage ei _ pecan eon rae oe some idea of the necessities and eae of ae 

ee cruiiteat «| pone i beginning to of the first founders ef the Granite State: 

open their eyesito their true interests, and to ‘My parents planted themselves in Peter- 

the interests of the whole country. boro’, remarked Mr. G., “about 100 years ago, 

While great improvements have been made, | the banks of the Contoocook, At that period 

and are still making, in the arts and sciences, there was not asettler, nor a single improvement 

the cause of Agriculture has not been left in between their house and Canada; and it was 

the rear. With giant force she has ploughed years afterward, before they had one neighbor— 

her way through, and with eagle wings she is |@0d for a long time but bre—between them on 

fast soaring towards the summit of her glory. the Worth, and the boundaries of that Province. 

| There was a time when the farmer would rowg On a cold, winter’s.day, my mother threw on 

crops on his New England soil so long as hig |her cloait of scarlet cloth—such as the great- (| 

, land would yield him an equivalent for his Ja- | Steat grandmothers of the rising generation 

bors, without the use of manure or compost, and | Were then accustomed to wear—and with her 

then “pull .up stakes,” and turn his face ‘vith | husband, went out upon the ice down the Con- } | 

~ the emigrant towards the western wilderness. toocook, to see the family of their nearest ) | 

A different state of things is being brought northern neighbor in Antrim, 12 miles off by 

about. The soil is cared for, and every waste land, and some 15 by the river. They arrived ) | 

material is turned to account. Thus the land about noon, but found their neighbor, Mr. James 

is enriched and kept in a productive state, and Aiken, had gone with his ‘wife to make a call } | 

rewarding the husbandman with an abundant Dd of their ‘relatives, twenty-five or thirty 

: harvest for his labors. Farming is not now iit es distant at the East. Miss Aiken, their 

confined to the mere ignorant classes of society, ittle daughter, then about 12 years old, made 

as men of talents and wealth have become én- . eup.ct deg foramyipeiner~/# SEE aupieny te 
: ; i ia it, thus showing to the world that two disappointed travellers retraced their steps 

to be a tiller of the soil is no mean occupation. over the ice to their dwelling, which they vonea- 
Since ,the Bec sot the vennierots ana ed in the evening. That night there fell a rain 

chinations of mankind to obtain money with- “a oe as)to bresk.up the,fropen Ma oS 

Sout a resortjto manual labor, the honest yeo- zs h wh eae cued as they did, they could 

man, by perenne, his honorable occupation, in ee gears ed home for less than four or five 

|} Gaming his bread by tho sweat of his brow has | \, meee eee roads, and she snpw 

won for himself unfading laurels, and is re- ak a = if oer, fort doa in SES DOES - 

| ©) ceiving the attention and respect of all classes a ean hi a ae cots nor a vehicle 

of the community. The time will come, and Peter ee 4 ighway in the whole town of 

that toobefore the nineteenth century shall have | take hi ee: ee TRY. (SRST Ne obliged po 

| : Se ebered with tHe ‘past, when farming e A grain four miles to mill, and bring the 

willMbecome the leading occupation of the day, 8 ed | ve a rude car, Composed of poles, 

i and those who are mow leaving the plough for ts i he lengthwise to a cross-piece, the front 

the city will be as eager to return to the plough, erie evened byitee what like ae aa aoe 

| and enjoy the comforts of the farmer’s life in ground, somewhat like a sled. A 

} . Q the country, as they were anxious to leave it. _The venerable Samuel Appleton, Esq., of this 

| “ae ‘These are the writer’s humble predictions. city, now in his 84th year, was unable to be pro- 

Ssorsriztn, L. I. A. Topp. sent.—Boston Traveller. : e 
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Poultry, remarks that all the long-shaped eggs, ha ea. 
Feeding. F y ._ | concentric circles developed on the smaller ends, . 

Professor Gregory, of Aberdeen, Scotland, in| invariably produce male birds, and those which f | 
( an epistle to one of his friends, remarks on this} have not, females. This I have found*to be § ; 
subject as follows :— strictly true. When I intend to produce fowls ) § 

“As I suppose you keep poultry, I may tell | for market or for home consumption, I select the Hh 
you that it has been ascertained that if you mix | long eggs, as males are heavier and more ha: yb - 
with their food a sufficient quantity of egg-| than females ; but if my object is brood st se 

shells, orycommon chalk, which they will eat| the shorter and smoother eggs are taken. Om) |). 
greedily, they will lay twice or thrice as many | this subject I will write you again. “£08 
eggs as before. A well-fed fowl is disposed to : 5 “Acriconat ss F 

lay a vast number of eggs, but cannot do so} power Dunuix, October 15, 1849. vel Oe 
without the materials for the shells, however }__ Germantown Telegraph reas 
nourishing in other respects, may be her food. = oe 
Indeed, a fowl fed on food and water, free from Ww D , i  < 

carbonate of lime, and not finding any in the | sao poo son ee ‘Pre| t oa 
soil, or in the shape of mortar, which they of- | “' h I on h e pr of bui ine sr itin' i 
ten eat off the walls, would lay no eggs at all | Such lengths as the occasion. demands ; next ). |) 0 
with the best will in the world,” plunge the planks or beams into a pond of i rs 

I have this season kept twenty-three hens and ie ache The pers Be nee thirty or forty 4 beet 
acock, feeding them mostly on grain, green eae ide: and the’ cee Sod sided cighioeei 2) 
vegetables, sour milk, and meat; but as the | tect a ie; and the hetiem and sides are: rel } i 7 
year is not yet completed, during which my ex- dere water Gg Itis then filled with et 
periments with them are to extend, I forbear eo 8 a ene rk woe ie 
entering into a detailed statement of the pro- | 2 ‘res)-bar hot lime is thrown into e pon 
fit at present, as it cannot be fully ascer- which is well stirred with the Spier fo di = 
tained, or even approximated. I have found|*S ™uch as possible of it, Into this im Eh) 
that by giving them meat regularly every day, | B2ted solution of lime water, the wood, in the”. 
—the offal from the shambles, or, when thix| “tious shapes ae has been awe is thea £ 
cannot be obtained, fresh fish, an abundance of | A8 lime-water ‘absorbs carbonic agid from the 
which can be supplied from ponds and streams, seneepheres the lime previously held, es i 
—they will lay continuously, if provided with ahs e water, becomes insoluble, and is slowly ; 
ashes, lime, egg-she!ls, or sand, to supply mate-| 2bstracted from the water, and deposited at the a 
rial for the shells. Brickdust is an excellent |b0ttom in a solid State, as carbonate of lime, a 
substitute for the above ; but it is more expen- | Hence the necessity of nowggged hen putting in} 73 
sive, and will rarely be resorted to where lime | ‘tesh portions of recently Calcined lime, that 2 | | 
can be obiained. In August I commence set- the water may be resaturated with the strong- {. : 
ting my hens, allowing thirteen eggs—which est solution of this alkaline earth. a 
are as many as can be well cqvered or incuba-| , The timber remains in the water from two to 
ted by one fowl—to each hen. Care is had to three weeks. The lime is absorbedby the pores cd 
secure a good nest, where the sitting process of the wood and appears to destroy the aloumi- a 
will be performed comfortably and without inter- | 20US and saccharine principles, or so changes t 
ruption. Some commence setting their fowls in | ‘em that the wood no longer affords the food i 
July ; and when the poultry is wanted for early | °° which worms subsist. The slight petrifac- d 
use or marketing, this is no doubt a better month | tion which the wood undergoes, prevents air ; 
than August; but I prefer the profit on the eggs | 824 moisture from penetrating it, and renders it e 
during the preceding months, as I have never | most indestructable. It should be thoroughly ft 
failed to have enough poultry for my own use, | Seasoned before it is used. x ; t 
and a considerable quantity for marketing, when| _ There are some rivers having the quality of 1 
no chickens have been hatched till the last week | t’Taing wood into stone, such as a famous 
in August, or the first, or even the middle of the | im Ireland. It is the presence of lime in the} § 
month following. water that effects the change. If wood be sate. ¢ . 

As soon as the broods are hatched, the hen is | Urated in alum and then driedat an intense heagy © 
Temoved to a coop, conveniently situated for| it is very durable, and more so if a little cope-. 
feeding, and carefully attended for three weeks, | '@8 has been used along with the alum.—®eien- 
when she is permitted to range the fields with tific American. = i 
her brood—a shelter being prepared for them at ‘ Sa Se : 
night, to which they ordinarily resort voluntari-| | Muniricent Bequest.—The late Mr. Theo~} | 
ly, and without any trouble or extra inducement | dore Lyman has bequeathed a Jegacy of $850,000 
being offered after the first night or two. In/to the Reform School, at Westborough, Mass.y 
setttng my hens, I am guided by the suggestions | of which he was the founder. He has also 
of Columeila, who wrote nearly three thousand | given $10,000 to the Boston Farm School, of. i 
years ago, and who appears better to have com-} which he has been an active officer for several 

prebanviod the legitimate laws of poultry-rais-|\years, and $10,000 to the Massachusetts Hor- 9» 
h ing than most of our modern authors, who pre-| ticultural Society, in whose labors he alwa: a! 

Hatend to great skill and accuracy in the art. He | took a deep interest. M 
, ‘ —t 

,
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7 x ——— § 
Wz ersa a. 2. worth, | great deal cheaper. He also mentioned the 

i fear poseiniaar = See pela of kiln, or ier steam-dried hommony, 
| @ This gentleman, from whom we always learn | cr grits of corn, for exportation. This article 

something new, called to see us a few days ago. | we know to be an excellent substitute for rice. — 
'S His residence is at Lafayette, Indiana, where | So is hulled wheat. 

7) ) heis farming upon a tolerable large scat. He} Mr, Ellsworth has adopted the plan ot work- 

Gy ( has 1,200 acres of corn, this year, that will ev-| ing cows in the york, to a. considerable extent. 
§ {eragesixty bushels to theacre. He grows but | They make excellent workers, and he finds it | 

) little wheat, for the reason that he finds corn to | does not hurt them for breeding any more than ( 

) be the best crop. He had 100 ecres of the for-| it does to work mares, if done in moderation.— $ 
Ri { mer unbarvested this year, which was killed by | He also sows rye for fall feeding, to a considera- } 

rust. He gets hiscorn grown for five cents a| ble extent, and finds that stock never get the 
bushel, and it costs about as much more to har} geours from eating it ; while wheat will give it i 

i ) vest it. to them directly. Grinding corn and cobs to- } 
Among other things, he described to uaa very ! gether, he thinks very highly of. For that pur- 

| ¢ simple, effective, and sa als a very cheap ma-| pose, he uses one of Bogardus’s mills, 
» chine tocut upiorn, which he bas just invented. |" Sueh are a few of the facts one learns from 

He wok two pieces of scantling, five or six feet | an hour’s chat with this enlightened ‘agricultu- 
long, and fastened them together by a rude hinge | rist.’. We hope t@ give our readers many such 
at the point, in the form of a V, witha hickory | specimens of conversation, in the course of the 
bow, having @ spread just wide enough to run} next year, with some of the most enterprising 

mn two rows of corp. Upon each side af-| and improving men in the country.—W. Y. A- 
a portion of the point of an old scythe, pro-| merican Agriculturist. 

jecting out just far enough to sweep a row-of Soe 
upon each side, ‘The bow scrves fora) Nuraimenr 1x Durrenenr Crors.—The dif- 
le and spring to keep the sides apart, and | ferent kinds of crop usually raised differ ma~ 

yet allow them to yield. . Another bow, upon the | terially in the proportions which they contain. of 
4 of each side piece, prevents the corn from | the different essential constituents now enume- 

| ling on the machine. A couple of short, | rated, as required forthe support of animals; 
wooden teeth, sloping back, sct in the forward | and the practical deductions to be derived from 

| $ part, keeps it from rooting. He then hitches a|the chemistry of the subject, will at once be 
} 2 stout. hourse to the machine and lets him walk | apparent from an examination of the follow- 

between the rows, when the corn falls “like |ing tables. If we suppose an acre of land to 
) | } grass before the scythe.” He then skips one | yield the following quantities of the usually cul- 
F oe and cuts a next two, = as to set up the | tivated crops, namely: 

| ir rows upon the one standing, 
) i Mn llsworth is now Bie cattle, with of ee Rosia se! a ov 8 Ibs. 

{his tt corn crop, for New Fork market—| ., sh Was 9 vice se “50 Pe 2,100 be 
} ‘And the manner of getting them here is to be] «n°. """"og do or 1600 & 

| 5 Sfter thig manner: He has‘his own boat, upon| , heat eee “95 ae or 1,600 « 
+ } which he tows them up the Wabash Canal, to| (jeans c---t--25 G2 OF eoG 
| { Toledo, with his own horses, freighting back| (, D0" “0™-- id Ge + 97000 & 

. { pine lumber, &c. The boat is to be open, but} ¢; Pot*toe® - ite ‘ao. or @7,000 « * ) bas an oil-cloth cover to use, when required.— |, aia aw ee a6 vi 3,000 oi 
The cattle will stand in two tiers, heads to cen-| |, ™ cet nhs ee or 3.400 « 

} { tre, andas the boat cannot be wide enough, on} {Movs baw Ee do ’500 
| } account of locks, to allow them to standatright| “ “OV®F 28Y:----- ae 
| { angles with the sides, they will be arranged| The weight of dry starch, sugar and gum, 

| }thus: >>> At Toledo they will be shipped | of gluten and albumen, of oil or fat, and of 
on steamboat to Ruffalo, at a cost of $2.50 a| saline matter, reaped in each crop, will be re- 

1). 5 head, and from there by canal or railroad to Al-| presented very néarly by the following num- 
PQ bany. As ma Soeane, the Erie et bers: sn aee eee 

| 4 iscompleted, that will be the route, as the direc- ly Gluten or Saline 
» § torshave assured Mr. E, that they will pursuea| wheat, “35g “wast; “'goe™ Ash Msg 
: ae policy in this mutter towards him| Barley, 270 1080 210 50 36 

‘ all others disposed to undertake to send for-| Oats. 420 1050 990? 100 75 
ward provisions for this great city from the | Peas, 130 =. 800 3200-35745 

ie Pom 8 ae Our readers can judge something of the mag-| Indian Corn, 27 : 
| 4 nitude of Mr. moh forte opera icine Potatoes, 1350 3240 6007 90 2% 

| 5 when we tell them that he is now building 28 ae en ae ae ae a | 
| ¢ miles of new fence in onejob. ere = 3 ; 3 . | Meadow hay, 1020 1760 249 «#110 220 Mr. E. tells us that there are now in operation | Cjovor hay, 1120 1800 420 200 400 
»@ at the far west, three manufactories of corn oot i a eS eer ee 

| Sestarch; and from asample shown us, we judge A Corron Facrory is about to be establish- 
i MY itis fully equal to wheat starch, and can be m: ed ai Houston, Texas. 
SRS Renn ene 
Le, ’ 

t
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Agricultural Science in Colleges, United States Board of Agriculture. @ 

We notice, with no little pleasure, the gra-| Jt was a recommendation of Washington that 
dual, but certain advancement whith the prac- | there should be a Home department of Agricul- i 
tical sciences are making in our time-honored | ture. «{t will not be doubted,” said that wise and . 

seats of learning: Yale Golleze, at New Ha- sagacious man, “that with reference either to) © 
ven, has already an endowed and thorovghly- | individual or national welfare, agriculyure is of § | 
@stablished professorship, which is ably filled by primary importence. In proportion as nations ; 
Professor J. P. Norton. Amberst College, in | advance in population, and other circumstances 
Massachusetts, has.a practical farmer and ge- | of maturity, this truth becomes more apparent, 
ologist in its accomplished President Hitcheock; | ang renders the cultivation of the soil more and 
and it has a regular course-of lectures annually | more an object of public patronage. Institu- { 
on agricultural chemistry, by Professor Shep-| tions for supporting it grow up, supported by the ij 
herd. Other respectable institutions are follow= | pubjie purse, and to what object can it be dedi- | 
ing in the same commendable track. cated with greater propriety?” Political pre- 

We are happy to add that the Trustees and | ferment has always been in such demand that | #/ 
Faculty of Union College, in Schenectady, N. | this recommendation of Washington has never {| 
Y,, under its zealous and enlightened President, | heen acted upon, and we have now men among } © 
Rey, Dr, Nott, has taken the initiatory steps by |the farmers of the country who affect to believe, 
the adoption of the following resolution :— | that the idea of supporting institutions for the . 
of ach a change is contemplated in the course | promotion of agriculture by the public purse is } 
of studies in Union College as to comprehend |q pyerile idea, and one that ought not to receive ¢ = 
the more useful applications of science to the | {he attention of the agricultural community.— 
arts, such as civil and mechanical engineering, | While this idea is promulgated with zeal and in- 
agriculture, agricultural and manufacturing | dustry, worthy of a better cause, among us, other ¢ 

i chemistry, &c., and also French and other mod- | nations are waking up to the importance of the. 
ern languages. Most of these subjects have | subject, and are establishing schools and other, 
heretofore been taught to a greater or less X- | institutions for the very purpose of giving their 4 

| tent : but such a change in the statutes is NOW | young men a more thorough knowledge of the) § 
contemplated, as to allow applicants the privi- | application of science to agricultural pursuite, : 
lege of pursuing such branches of study, and | 45 at present done—and to qualify them to di- 
such only, as they may desire to pursue ; and to | rect both the practical routine of the business 
give to each student such @ diploma as will | skilifully, on the farm, and to enter with acura- } jj 
express his actual attainments. . cy into future investigations and research, for a 

“The scheme embraces a professorship of | .j1, purpose of developing principles as yet not ' 
moral philosophy and rhetoric ; of ancient lan- | .o1) understood. , ay. 
guages and literature; of mathematics, pure |“ We hope that the “sober second thought” of i: 

and applied ; of natural philosophy, practical |the people will prompt them to ask of our Con- ¢ | 
and theoretical ; of natural history and chemis- gress to put the recommendation of Washing- 

try; of French and other modern languages |ton into practice, and that a Board of ‘Agrical- : 
and literature ; of agricultural chemistry, and | tyre may be established. Such a Board, duly $ | | 
chemistry applied to the arts; of civil, topo- | organized and filled with competent men, would $ ©) 
graphical and mechanical engineering ; of @2-| be fruitful in “national benefits,” and be the } | 

{ cient and modern history ; of law and civil poli- | moang of disseminating a vast amount of knowl- } §) 
ty; and of anatomy and physiology. - edge throughout the Union—knowledge that ‘ 

If our agricultural journals have contribu-| .,culd be of essential service in the peaceful but i 
ted to the advancement of these movements, as | :ndigpensable business which clothes, feeds and ) © 
we fully believe they have done, they have ful- sustains us all.—Maine Farmer. * 
filled one great object of theirexistence. Pub- ane x 
lic opinion is pushing forward these institu- Licur rrom THe Oysrer.—Open an oyster, : 
tions to similar conclusions throughout the | t5in the liquor in the lower or deep shell, and, 4 

county aed wey Bast at valk poube satisfied |ir viewed through a microscope, it will be found : 
till we have elaborate professorships, ably filled to contain multitudes of small oysters, covered / 
and amply endowed, and connected with experi- | with chells, and swimming nimbly about—one 
mental farms throughout every leading state | hundred and twenty of which, ina row, would } {i 
in the Union —Ex. paper. extend but one inch. Besides these young oy: 4 

SES OE ters, the liquor contains a variety of animale i 
Arriva or Coprer.—The steamer Benj |le, ‘and myriads of three distinct species of { # 

Franklin arrived yesterday from the Sault with | worms, which shine in the dark like glow- 
fifteen tons of copper from the Cliff and Mine-|worms. Sometimes their light resembles a blu- 
sota mines. The masses were very fine speci- |ish star about the centre of the shell, which will i 
mens, being nearly pure copper cut from larger | be beautifully luminous in a darkroom. 
bodies. We’ venture to say no mines in the < LOTTI eee } 
world can prodnce as rich specimens as those of | Genius, like the sun upon the dial, gives to ¥ 
our own State.—Detroit Advertiser, Nov. 2. {the human heart both its shadow and its light. (7 
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’%&® HORTICULT UR kK, treme’ of not pruning at all!’ ‘Still, we | 
i eat trim these hardier sorts—some in the Nursery 

t F. K, PHOENIX, Eprror. —but notMo exceed three or four feet. This } 
J SS | Would of course give us shgrt bodies and low } 

1 House Plants. tops, which, with but one exception, have every 5 

4 Many of our Lady readers, doubtless, culti-| thing in their favor. The exception we refer } 
; vate house plants, and many more would, doubt- | to is the difficulty of working near the bodies { 

Pi loss, were it not for the want of time to take with a team, which, however, we conceive of but ) 
7 care of them, or conveniences for wintering little moment, compared with the superior vigor § 

them. and hardihood obtained by that mode. A tree { 
1 It is indeed poor encouragement, after tend= | with a low top will grow much faster than if } 

! ing them carefully all summer, and thinking | trimmed high up. If our farmers are inclined } 

| what a fine display they will make in the win- | to be skeptical on this point, they can satisfy ) 

- ter, to have them all cut down jnst as we are | themselves by making the trial. In the mean- { i 

| Q beginning to enjoy them. Wherea person has| time, we would strongly recommend that the ‘ 
| °) choice plants, without facilities for cultivating | trees beeuffered, at least, to fork low, and then } 

und preserving them successfully through the | trim the forks up higher afterwards, if needs be. } | 
| 4 winter, it would be better to put them into the | Horticultural Items, } 
} care of some neighbor more favorably circum- aes 

| $ stanced—or else head them in well, where prac-|_ TRaNsmTTiING Scioxs By Mart.—This, itis ) 
| § ticable, and put them away until spring in a cool | stated, may be safely done in the winter, or early } 

cellar, where they would not freeze. part of spring, if the cut ends are dipped in ‘ 
If the cellar should be very dry, they might | melted wax, and then wrapped in oiled silk.— } 

| $ require watering slightly once or twice during | Tlius prepared they may be sent thousands of | 
_  § the winter, but not as a general thing. In this | Miles with perfeet safety, though several weeks | 

: way most of the common honse-plants are kept | in reaching their place of destination. If any } 
f with perfect safety, and will start very vigorously | of our friends wish scions from “that tree inthe ) 
i when brought out in the spring, old orchard,” the likes of which they never saw } 

i Plants are watered entirely too much in the | 2ny where else, letthem improve this winter in { 

winter, when they are least able to throw off the | Betting them on. | They'll grow just so here, } 
| surplus moisture. They should have'an abun-|andno mistake. If no one else can make them : 

H dance of light and air, and the leaves should be | BTW; give usachance totry them! = ; 
f thoroughly syringed or sprinkled every few Amenican Coneress or Faurr Soa 

days. Water sparingly, unless the plant be| This body met in New York city, on the 22d of 
; growing vigorously, or be in blossom, in which | October, and continued Eao cays in session.— | 

, case it will bear more. , Callas and Hydrangeas, | There was effected at this meeting, a final and { 
; however, require more water than’ most other thorough blending of the quandam rival Asso- , 

i house-plants. The water used for watering | ciations—the Congress and the Pomological , 

b should be about the temperature of the room, | Convention, to which allusion was made last | 
| month. The union is known as the American } 

qq Pruning. Pomological Congress. We learn from the } 
i We are getting more and more out with trim- | Eastern Periodicals, that the attendance and } 

: ming, as often practiced among us. Indeed, | collection of fruits were large, and the proceed- 
i we sometimes fear we are getting almost fanat- | ings throughout harmonious and interesting.— 

( ical in our opposition to it ! ° : The meetings of the new Society are to be held 
i Pruning tender trees as peaches, English | biennially—the first in Cincinnati in 1850, and 
| 0-eherries, and quinces, at the West, we were al-| the next in Philadelphia in 1852. 
|) ways opposed to in toto, but for alongtime sup-| THe Autumn or ’49.—This has certainly 
ih posed that for the hardier kinds, as the apple, | been the finest Autumn ever known among us— 
4 pear and plum, it was necessary. After trying | at least we think so—and we doubt not such is 

_ ” J the Eastern mode of high trimming pretty faith-| also the opinion of that venerable personage, 
> gp fully, and seeing it tried pretty extensively, we | “theoldest inhabitant”! At any rate, such con- 

i Ware inclined of the twoto prefer the opposite ex- | tinuedly delicious, lovely, glorious weather can’t! 
i tpn non + ‘ 

|.
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be expected more than about once in a life-time | Mr. Jenny, near Boston, sold thirty-two hun- 7 
and then such a perfect contrast to last full | dred musts of strawberries i less than three; 

Dac: 2) », | quarters of an acre, at two shillings per quart— T° 
and othe pcelien Dawn iast | Ought n't total sum ejght hundred dollars. The vines 
we to appreciate it, and to be thankful for it? were “Jersey Seedling.” 

‘Prantine Taterack.—We are very much} Bissell & Co., near Rochester, according to 
pleased to notice that some of our farmers, in| the Genesee Farmer, gathered from less than 
returning from Milwaukee,bring back with them three-quarters of = ee thirty-six hundred 

1 Sorsemek trocs for planting/|e ee of strawberries, principally large early 
inarespeeee ycune Tor planting’ | scarlet. These gentlemen are probably large 
out. Our native Tamerack flourishes most a-| growers of this fruit, for we find their sales in 
bundantly on up land, and is one of the most isn days amounted to two hundred bu- 

' itaee shels. 
aaetab: Pepi rowing, a cppamental: of; ell (Paleo He Sealat Green, Cannly obiathed iin 
trees. The practice of planting it cannot be half an acre, two thousand quarts of straw- 
too highly commended, and as the trees are <0! berries. Five thousand plants were set out, in 
easily obtained in the swamps, we earnestly’ rows three feet apart, eighteen inches in the 
hope it may become generally cultivated among = Hovey’s Seedling, fertilized with stam- 

inates. 
a : ve A Boston Gardiner produced eight thousand 

From the Buffalo Wool Grower. quarts of strawberries from one acre, which sold 
Horticuliure, for sixteen hundred dollars. 

rare B. H. Boswell, of Phila., contributes to Down- 
Frrexp Peters: Inducements of a pecuni-|ing’s Horticulturist, in the January number 

ary nature may lead men into the practical | of 1848, the following items: C. A. Cable, of 
study of this science, when those of another | Cleveland, has one hundred cherry trees, twen- 
character would fail to interest their minds|ty-two years old. In 1345 his crop sold for 
in its success." To the lovers of nature money | one thousand dollars. ‘Trees twenty-five feet 
making is not of the first importance, indeed, in | #part. 
no profession which man has a heart in, a soul| _E. Swain, near Philadelphia, has seventy trees 
in, is mere pecuniary profits its chief consid- | of the same kind. His receipts are, at the 
eration. Yet, that a mind which first studies | height of the season, $89 per day. 
Horticulture for its money profits, may learn to| H.- Pennell, near Philadelphia, obtained from 
love it for itself, I can readily believe, and that | twenty apple trees, three hundred bushels, which 
there may be those who might be induced to| sold fortwo hundred and twenty-five dollars.— 
look into this beautiful branch of business in| This same gentleman has a Fox grape vine 
consequence of the profits for the pockets, who | which produces seventy-five bushels per season. | 

may end in acknowledging it more profitable for} Sells for one dollar per bushel. | 
the mind, I also believe to be within the reach} James Laws, of Philadelphia, has a Washing- 
of your-valuable Journal. T'o such, the follow- | ton plum tree which produces six bushels per | 
ing items, gathered from various quarters, may | year, and in that market would bring ¢en dollars : 
not be uninteresting, and cannot be published | per bushel. 3 
too often, while the subject upon which we| Mr. L. has three-eighths of an acre of Ca- 

write receives, comparatively, so little attention | tawba grapes, from which he realized three 
as it hitherto has in this country. hundred dollars at eight cents per pound. | 

On one acre of ground can be planted one| |B. Darlington, of West Chester, Pa, has a 
hundred and seventy-six peach trees, at fifteen | single Catawba vine which produces ten bu- 
feet apart, which, yielding but one bushel each, | shels per year, worth $40 in market: 
at 18 shillings per bushel would amount to| J. Steinmentz, of Philadelphia, has a blue } , — 
three hundred and ninety-six dollars. I give gage plum tree which produces ten bushels per 
the average price in this market. season, worth in market $3 per bushel. 

‘The same ground in quantity will grow one} Mr. Harvey, of Chaddsford, Pa, gathered 
hundred and thirty-two pear trees, twenty feet | thirteen quarts of gooseberries from one, plant 
apart, bearing one bushel each, at 20 shillings | worth twelve cents per quart. 4 
Per bushel, giving $330. Judge Line, of Carlisle, Pa., has two apricot )_ 

The like amount of land will grow two hun-| trees which have produced five bushels each 
dred and twenty quince trees, twelve feet apart, | would have sold at twelve dollars per bushel in 
bearing one bushel each, at ten shillings per | New York. - , 

bushel, giving $275. H. Hatch, of Camden, N. J., obtained from 

From the sa.ae can be grown one hundred and | four Tewksbury winter blush apple trees in 
thirty-two cherry trees, twenty feet apart, bear- | the fall of 46, one hundred and forty baskets of 
ing one ‘bushel each, at sixteen shillings per | apples, and ninety of them sdld for one dollar 

bushel, giving $264. each in the spring of *47, and the erop would 
These prices are the lowest average ‘in this Hee brought one hundred and twenty-five dol- 

‘section. arse
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Tas Common Hemtock ror Hepers.—At-) IncompusTipce Preparation ror Woopv.— 
tention is now being directed to the common} The following recipe for rendering wood incom- , 
American heinlock as a substitute for the thorn | bustible, has been, we believe, tested in regard ¢ 

) and other deciduous shrubs, in hedges. It has | to its efficacy, and althongh personally we have 3 
‘ been subjected to reiterated trials, it is said, in| not seen it proved, think we can recommend it Fa 
various localities where it is indigenous, and, as being of much utility, particularly when ap- ¥ 

: in every instance, with the most entire andcom-| plied to the surface of wooden roofs, or other 4 
} plete success. It has many things to recom- | places particularly exposed to the action of fire. 5 
{ mend it; among the more prominent of which! It is very simple in its preparation, which re- ) 
} may be mentioned its great hardiness, and the | quires the operator merely to take a quantity of N 
( slight injury, comparatively speaking, it receives | water proportionate to the surface of the wood 
) from transplantation. It is also well adapted to| he may wish to cover, and add to it as much 5 
{ almost every variety of soil, and will flourish | potash as can be dissolved therein. When the 
with great luxuriance on ordinary lands without | water will dissolve no more potash, stir into the 58 
previous preparation or manure. ‘Extensive lines | solution, first, a quantity of flour-paste, of the i 
of this beautiful hedge are to be seen in various | consistency of eommon painter's size ; second, a u8 
sections of Western New York, where its cul-| sufficiency of pure clay, to render it of the con- i 
tivation has been attended, thus far, with the| sistency of cream. i 
most astonishing success. As the tree is an} Whenthe clay is well mixed, apply the pre- ze 

; evergreen, its appearance is necessarily, at all| paration, as before directed, to the wood; it Ss 
seasons, extremely ornamental, presenting in its | will secure it from the action of both fire and ry 
fuli, dense foliage, a most refreshing contrast to| rain. In a most violent fire, wood thus satu-~ P 
the dreary monotony of the winter scene, and|rated may be carbonated, but it will never a 
adding, by its many attractive beauties, to the| blaze. 
leafy glories of the spring, and the affluentsum-| _If desirable, a most agreeable color cai be i 
mer months. given to the preparation, by adding a small ne 

It is asserted on reliable authority, that of all} quantity of red or yellow ochre. ‘i 
trees and shrubs yet applied for this purpose, it SS ee 5 : 
is the most catia of anaen being lees liable Cuutivation or Tar Cranperry.—Having 3 

to injury from the ordinary evils which so fre-| 44 some, reports on the cultivation of the F 
quently prove fatal to the thorn, the locust, and Cranberry, from practical eeu Iwas induced to j 
other cognate speciesof plants, and in no ways| meke a trial of it last spring mnyeele I took Ra 
objectionable in consequence of root-sprouts, by | S°me cranberry sods direct from the swamp, r 
which the above named productions foul the just like taking them from the water, and set : 

contiguous sail, and preduce a suburban proge-| them in hills some four or a feet apare, Pa = om 
ny, extremely detrimental to cultivation, whe-| SV@™p muck soil, which had been drained ry ia 

ther directed to the preduction of root crops, enough to grow good potatoes. I set some fi e fa 
grain or grass, We hope, ere long, to see thig | t2en oF ey zoe enna Ts ae “i 2 
valuable, but hitherto negleeted denizen of our| Tent times or dates. ‘The first I set was im th 
forests, rendered extensively available for this second or third week in April, and the last im 
most important use. It will come to our assis-| the last week in May, They have some scat- is 

tance ae “good time,” if it comes now, when, | tering cranberries on them now, and have grown 
from the increasing scarcity, and consequently | #8 spread Oe tbe eeound See Herod what I ; 
increasing jaal for fencing materials, the | ®¥tictpated ; and if they grow as fast wane i 
resources of the community are severely taxed | have done thus far, for a year to come, I thin! B 
to supply the costly Monat Sater: they will spread aver the whole ground between 4 

es the hills, for some of them have grown from i 
Inpraw Frar Jacks.—Scald a quart of In-| three to three and a half feet in ent already. | 

dian meal; when lukewarm, stit in half 2| C=4Rsmont, N. H. B. Mracuam. : 
pint of flour, half a teacup of yeast, and a little Selected, 
salt. When light, fry them in just fatenough}| Moéxysrex Arrie Trees.—There is an apple 
to prevent their sticking to the frying-pan:—| tree on the estate of Joseph Briggs, on Federal ' 

') Another method of making them very nice is,| Hifl, in the town of Dedham, supposed to be a i 
to turn boiling milk and water on the Indian! hundred years old, which measures thirteen ‘ 
meal, in proportion of a quart of the former to! and a half in circumference, one foot from ite a 
a pint of the latter; stir in three table spoontuls ground. ‘Its branches cover an area of about a 
of flour, three eggs well beaten, and couple} sixty feet in diameter. ¢This tree is second only 
of teaspoonfuls of salt. to that in Duxbury, which is sixteen feet in cir- ¢ i 

x yt nae eee aro cumference a foot or two above the surface of “i 
,, Hors.—A bright and beautiful bird is Hope ;| the ground, is over one hundred years old, and F 
it comes to us ‘mid the darkness, and sings the} hore in one year fruit which made ten barrels i 
sweetest song when our spirits are sadest ; and| of cider, in addition to thirty barrels of apples i 
when the lone soul is weary, and longs to pass put in the cellar.-—Boston ‘Traveller. 4 
away, it watbles its sunniest notes,and tightens a i 
again the slender fibres of our hearts, thet grief] The way to gain a good reputation, is to en- i 

been tearing away. deavor to be what you desire to appear. i
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From the Wisconsin Republican. ings and filled with numerous ponds or small 
The Willow River Country. Lakes. St. Panl has about 800 inhabitants.— 

ae lt is well supplied with Taverns, Stores and 
Through the politeness of O. S. Watent, | Groceries—there are more goods now on hand 

Esq., we are permitted to lay the following let- | than can be sold for a year tocome. The Falls 
ter before our readers. The long residence and | of St. Anthony are eight miles above St. Paul, 
high standing of the writer in Wisconsin will being about an hour’s ride over as fine a prairie 
commend it to the attention of our numerous | road as J ever traveled, Ata distance of more 
readers : than half a mile above the Falls the stream be- 

Wittow River, Sept. 29, 1849. comes very rapid, and is divided by an Island 
O. S. Wnicat: | upon a base of rock, and covered with trees. 

Sir—In compliance withan agreement I now | This Island runs parallel to the eastern shore, 
propose giving you a short description of this | @t distance from that shore of about fifteen 
part of the country. There are four steamers | rods, and extends below the Falls some distance. 

engaged in the Upper Mississippi trade, from | Itis by extending a strong dam, fastened into 
Saint Louis and Galena, to St. Paul, St. Peters, | the ledge at the bottom, with immense iron bolts 
Stillwater and St. Croix. I took passage on from the foot of this Islaud to the east shore, 
board the steamer “Senator” at Galena, or Tather | that the hydraulic power of the river is con- 
at Dubuque. trolled. A very large Saw-mill is in operation, 

In two days travel we were at the mouth of | Capable of making some two million feet of lum- 
the St. Croix Lake. ‘The Mississippi is from one | bet yearly, and another Millis now being built. 
to. two miles wide and interspersed with nume- | The proprietors intend to build Mills enough 
rous islands, containing from one to fifty acres | © Twn eighteen or twenty saws, and still have 
of land. [he banks of the Mississippi are from | water sutficjent for other machinery. It is one 

30 to 300 feet high the entire length from Du-| °! the most delightful sights for a town I ever 
buque to St. Paul. Frequently pleasure par- saw, and eventually must become a Place of 

ties take a trip from Rock Island, Galena and | Considerableimportance. _It now contains about 
Dusuque, to visit Stillwater, St. Paul, and St. | 150 to 200 inhabitants: Saint Magers, of -Men— 
Anthony Falls. While at Galena I was invited | 40ta,” as itis now called, is likewise about eight 

') by Mr. Worden, former Captain of the “Man- miles from St. Paul, and about the same distance 

chester,” and now first Mate on the “Franklin | fom St. Anthony. A number of years ago the 
No. 1,” to “hold over” two or three days at Ga-| Government bought of the Indians six miles 
lenaand join a pleasure party from Rock Island, | $date of country, where St. Peters and Fort 
but I was necessarily detained at Galena some | Snelling now stands, the remainder of the coun- 
days, and concluded that my truest policy was to | tty on that side of the Mississippi is still owned 
take the first boat up. On board I found Judge | by the Indians. The town has been built by 
Jackson, from Mineral Point, on his way to Wil- | the “American Fur Company.” It is composed 
low River to hold his first Court at that place. of some twenty buildings, (mostly stone,) own- 
I think I never enjoyed a ride equal to this. [| ©4, occupied, and under the control of said com- 
could set delighted for hours viewing the scene-| Pany- Fort Snelling is built on a small bluff, 
ry onthe River. The St. Croix Lake, as it is | Perhaps eighty feet above the river. [had the 
called, extends from the Mississippi to Stillwa-| Pleasure of examining the Fort and grounds 
ter, a distance of 28 miles. It is simply a wide- | Minutely, and I must say that the location and 
ning of the St. Croix river, about one mile in| buildings are as mach superior to Mackinaw, 
width. It is the handsomest body of water [| #8 that Fortis superior to Fort Malden in Can- 
ever saw. | Stillwater is a very pleasant village, | #44 
containing about 500 inhabitants—it has grown| The landson that side of the river are owned 
up mostly within two years. Immediately west | by the Sioux Indians, and will not be bought by 
of the village the cliffs rise about {wo hundred | the Government and brought into market in less 
feet high, leaving but a small portion of ground | than two,years and upwards; but when they 
to build upon, consequently the buildings are | are, they will be entered at once, for no better 

_ $ very compact; they are well finished, and all, | lands can be found in the wide Universe than 
or nearly all, painted, which gives the town a| they are. All these Western towns are well 
pleasant appearance. There are’ five stores, | supplied with Merchants and Lawyers. Wil- 
(some of them not very extensive,) two hotels, | low River, the County-seat of Saint Croix 
equal in size to the “Bgdger” at your place.— | County, is situated six miles below Stillwater, 
poet of the trade grows out of lumbering, | on the opposite side of Lake St. Croix. 1tnum- 

hich is carried on quite extensively. ‘I'he | bers about thirty buildings. There is but little 
country between this and St. Paul is openings | business done here, owing to the fact that the 
and prairie, but not the first quality of lands for | country is but sparsely settled as yet. It would 
agricultural purposes. St. Paul is built upon| have been settled, but the lands are not yet 
a bluff, some 75 feet above the Mississippi, com- | mostly inmarket. There are about forty Town- 
manding a view of the river for a distance of | ships and fractional Townships that have been 
some two miles. The face of the country north j platted, but not offered at public sale, anda large 
of the town is quite uneven, made up of open-j,porton of the country has already been surveyed, 3 

- a '
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but an effort will be made to bring them into] ‘To make Livex, Cotrron anp WooLen 
market without delay, and if effected, next sea-|,Cuorn WarTer-Proor.—This quality is given f 
son they will be entered rapidly. / From all [] to cloth by simply passing it through a hot so- z 

>can learn from inquiries, &c., the lands lying} lution of weak glue and alum. This is what < 

between Lake St. Croix and the Chippeway | is done by paper makers to make writing paper, E 

river, are as desirable as any lands within this| the very thing which constitutes the difference % y thing ‘ f 
State, and all that is necessary to insure the ra-| between it and blotting paper, only on cloth, # 

pid settlement of this part of the State is to| the nap, like the fur of a beaver, will preserve . 

have the lands ready for private entries, which| the cloth from being wet through, as the rain 

will doubless be the case next season. will not ae but trickle aH as it falls, and 

Respectfully yours moisture will not adhere at all. ‘ 
a M. S. Ganson. To sry to cloth make up a weak solution 

et ae oe eee ore ee = of glue, and while it is hot add a piece of alum, ) 

pe carte aoe pase vent weer oe about an ounce in two quarts, and then brush it -# 
ly chronicted the appearance of the potatoe! (vor the surface of the cloth while it is hot, and ¢ 

crop as it approached the season of maturity. | it is afterwards dried. Cloth in pieces may be t 

ene a iy Mecha ee run through this solution, and then wrung out } 

. “lof it and dried. By adding a few pieces of § 
bers of this crop are more numerous and agree- soap to the glue, the cloth will feel much softer. + 
able than at any time since the peculiar decay, | Gooqs jg pieces may be run through a tub of | 

which has of late years proved so | i i weak glue, soap and alum, and squeezed between 
first began, and no more signs of unsoundness| rojiers, ‘This would be a cheap and expeditious } 
were exhibited than were known in the “palm- mode if prepared woolen goods are prepared by ; 

jest” i is ¥ st - - 
on ae smeelices ayer As valoeie baste brushing them with the above mixture ; first in 

GE TORN YO RN OV NN Greene | ther teaiGes then with the grain or nap of the 

wet weather when the. potato was in the most| cloth, after which it is dried. It is best to dry 

eritical period of its growth. This had un-| 1hig first in the air and then in a stove room, at 
doubtedly contributed very greatly to their de-| 4 joy heat, but allow the cloth to remain in fo8 

cay, if it hadjnot been the cause. This year| 4 considerable length of time to expel the mois- 

the weather has not been particularly favorable | inre completely. ‘This kind of cloth is tar bet- 
the roots having never been more than  suflici-| tor for the wearer, who may haveit, than eith- 
ently moistened. We apprehend this is the/ er oi} cloth or india rubber water-proof. It is 
true reason of the change, although, from th P 
rue reason of the change, although, trom tie! well known that oil cloth and india rubber cloth 
univeredlity of the former loss, it may be fully prevents the gases from escaping, which are 
inferred that the disease had its origin in some | thrown off from the body. It very often ypp- 

unknown atmospheric phenomena. Hiereatter,| pons that persons who wear oil cloth coa’ t 
the year of the cholera will probably be remem- Y faint Leas they cannot tell the treason. 2 

bered as the year when this grop recovered its ad is, that the gases cannot escape.” This c 

eueient vigor and excellence.—Buffalo Com. | kind of cloth, which every person can make for 8 
= peony ieetye ii himself, obviates these two evils, while it is f 
Corrtixe orr THE STEMs or PoraTors.—Mr. | sufficientiy water-proof to keep out moisture i 

C. Wood, of Wadsworth Common, England,| and rain—it is quite impervious to water, but : 

ar in a communication in the Agricultural | pervious to theair. Many fichengen know that : 

razette,— by boiling their canvass pants, jackets, nets and f 

“ have followed the plan ever since’ 1845, | sails in a pot with oak bark and fish skins, and } 

ith Pak she tops at ol 3 | atecwarly dying, then) they t 
with success. ad the tops cut 0 last year, afterwards rying em, ey ecome water- i) 

quite in a green state, long before the tabers proof. The compodttion mentionéd above, is Ms 

could possibly be either ripe or have finished | nearly the same nature as the fish glue and oak 3 

their growth : and, when taken up, they were| bark, and consequently the same effects are pro- i 

ine in size, and of excellent quality. ave a| duced. ie composition is stated to-be im- i fine in si d of lent quality. Ih: duced. Th position i d tote i ’ 

few of them left yet, (July 10th,) in a perfectly | proved by adding about one fourth the quantity H 

sound state. The only difference in the plan| of the sulphate of copper to the alum. Cloth ‘ 
pursued by Mr. Lomba and mine, consists in} made water-proof inthis manner, will resist the i 

putting a layer of eath over the surface—a| effects of water even if it is somewhat warm, ‘ 

practice in which I can see no value. I usu-| but it loses its water-proof property if boiled. i 
ally remove the haum on the first appearance of| Persons who are exposed to the weather will ; 'y ppe’ 
the botrytes (disease) on the under sides of the find it to their advantage, as a means of pre- by 

leaves. I have already taken it off my early| serving health, to prepare their clothes in the i 

sorts, and I am satisfied, from experience, that |.way we have described.—Scientific American. i 

if this is strictly attended to, no one need fear eee i 
a: A . ; Ononpaca Satt.—The activity in the salt if 

awe ene; either in. webs cr diye, richcr "poor manufacture has not been surpassed in any for- 1 

BR OUT Ha oo Tee SETN $5 de mer year, The quantity manutactured ‘since # * # 
Prwe.—Pride emanates from a weak mind;| Ist of January, is given by the Syracuse paper ( 

you never see a man of strong intellect proud | at 1,171,136.16 bushels, or an increase of 401,- ‘ 

and haughty. 488.38 bushels over the previous year. : 

* eS oe 'o
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Tue Iron Mountains or Lake Sursrione—{ Manuracrure or McCormicn’s Vinainia # 
Tse Cuieveranp Iron Company.—The last] Rearers.—This extensive establishment, own- 
Lake Superior News has the following in ref-|ed by Messrs. McCormick, Ogden & Co., at 
erence to these regions, and the Cleveland Iron- | Chicago, Illinois, is carried on in a brick build- } 

? Mongers: ing 40 by 190 feet, one half two stories, and the } 
4 Trip to the Iron Region of Lake Stperior. | other half three stories high. The machinery } 

It is with infinite pleasure that we are able to | is driven by a highly finished engine of 30 forse ; 
announce to our numerous readers, that at last} power, giving motion and efficiency to three } 
we have had an excursion to the “Iron Region | planing machines, four circular and two upright } 
of Lake Superior,” in a coasting boat. ‘I'he | saws, two wood lathes, seven iron lathes, three ) 
country bordering on Carp river is, perhaps, the | boring machines, machinery for cutting key 
richest on the globe for itsironore. The “Jack- | seats in cart wheels, and a fan for blowing black 
son Iron Company,” whose location we had the | smiths’ fires. Between 120 and 130 men are 
pleasure of visiting, is situated some twelve | employed in the establishment. We are inform- 
miles from the lake shore, and about three miles | ed that 500,000 feet of ashlumber, 150 tons of § 
from the iron mountains. One of these moun- | wrought iron and 250 tons of castings are used 
tains belong to the above named company, and| annually, Since the first of last October, 1,500 } 

the other to the “Cleveland Iron Company.”— | reapers have been built and sold at a value of } 
These two mountains, as we were informed, are | $180,000. With only one man to rake and a ) 
by far the richest and most veluable of any iron | boy to drive, it is said that this machine cuts 
deposits that have been discovered, though it] from 15to 20 acrés day, depositing the grain 
is-said that more or less iron ore is found spread | in gavels ready for binding, and leaving no scat- 
over some seventeen or eighteen townships be- | tered nedds on the field. ‘he reapers manufac- 
tween Lake Superior and Green Bay. This | tured at this establishment are sold in all the 
iron contains from 70 to 90 percent of pure iron | western states, but the demand is not fully sup- 
and metal made from it by the Jackson Compa- | plied. 
ny, bus been submitted to the severest tests, and Suey eee Aree ita 

proves to be of the very best quality of ironthat} A New Anticte or Furu.—4Our attention 
is made in any part of the world, having been | was drawn a few days since to a load at the door 
drawn-down to the size of No. 36 wire. 2 The | of a citizen in Albany, which in appearance re- 
Jackson Iron Company (under the superinten- | sembled unburnt bricks. Upon inquiry we found 
dence-of P. M Everett, Esq., who we now un-/ that it was an article of fuel, manufactured in 
derstand leaves, and is succeeded by Czar Jones, | the vicinity of Newton’s Corners, a few miles 

Esq of Jackson) has been making iron for | out of the city, from a swampy piece of low 
sonte twelve or eighteen months. The Cleve-/land, which furnishes an article much resem- 
Ree Iron Company as we are informed by a/ bling peat. We learn that this muck, or peat 

itieman interested and in whose coinpany we | js thrown into a mill and ground; then pressed 
voyaged, will, the ensuing season proceed with | in the shape of bricks for the purpose of tho- 
energy to erect the necessary buildings, make | roughly drying, when it is ready for use. It is 
improvements, and carry up machinery for a / considered to be quite as cheap as hard coal, and 
forge with the expectation of being in complete | preferable to either coke or coal for grates, there 
operation camp in the winter of 50-51. The | being no gas or smoke from it. Thousands of 
“Marquette Iron Company” are also engaged in tons have already been taken from a single acre 
putting up machinery for the same purpose ; to/in the above vicinity, affording # mice profit to 
us this appears to be equal in point of value and | the owners and manufacturers.—T'roy Budget, 
importance to any part phone mineral | - pee 
We will only add, God speed you, gentlemen— ow To FEED Sant Mees, 

we most heartily wish you = rch reward : com cheese, take the a nh with 
Exrenston or THE Micutcan Centrat Ratz-| bran thick enough to allow the bees to stand on 

war.—The Chicago Tribune says : it without clotting their wings; place it in a 
We learn that the Michigan Central Railroad | trough or board six or eight rods from the hive; 

are about commencing that part of the road be- | °F take an empty salt barrel, and put into it a 
tween New Baffalo and Michigan City. The | bushel of bran or two, pour in some milk or wa- 

i : 4 ter, make it firm enough so as the bees will not work of grading will be very light, and the hi ill 
bridging cheap. It is expected to have it com- drown. From this they will extract the salt 
pleted from New Buffalo to Michigan City by | Which will ooze from the barrel. As they emp- 

the Ist of next July, when the steamboats will | ty the barrel of its liquid; renew itagain. This 
discontinue their trips to New Buffalo, and run’ will be of great service in dry weather to the 
no farther than the former place. bees.—Michigan Farmer. 
Re ee 

Tenvessee hasat this tithe within her limits| \ {>The production of tobacco is thus rated 
forty-seven furnaces and ninety-two bloomeries, |in the Several States—Kerituctky, 68,000,000 
forges and rolling mills. Inthe manufacture | lbs.; Virginia, 45,000,000 ; Tenessee, 35,000,- 
of iron she stands as the third State in the | 000; Maryland, 23,000,000; Missouri, 15,000,- 

: Union. | 00 Ohio, 9,500,000. / § 

‘ + : : ~ ‘s eaeth
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Pel ge rag erage OWN OE TE eee NU et Tn ih oom ate e 
Banner Wheat, extent. Certain men who are well acquainted 5 

OR KEOSS BLUE STEM WINTER WHEAT. with the manufacture of cheese, purchase the i 
— curd, unsalted, of their neighbors ; and make it 5 

We have occasionally made some remarks on | into that kind of cheese for which they find the ¢ i 
this wheat. Brother Drew, of the Gospel Ban- | readiest sale and best price. A single manu- } i 
ner, in an excejlent address before the Franklin | facturer sometimes uses the curd produced from ¢ t 

(Maine) Agricultural Society, makes the fol-|the milk of several hundred cows. It ‘is gath< i i 
lowing very interesting remarks on this subject: | ered every morning by men who call at the dif- : i 

And speaking of personals, you will allow | ferent farms forthat purpose. These large es- } : 
me to advert.once more to my own experience tablishments are called “factories.” The Co- " cf 
with what I call the Barner wheat. I observed |ncuut Reporter notices some~{uctories which it f 
that, originally, I received a single spoonful from | is stated use 3000 pounds of curd daily, making ; f 
the Patent Office, in Washington. Hon. Rufus | from twenty to thirty cheeses of from fifteen to.; 4 

McIntire, of Parsonstield, also received the same | thirty pounds weighteach. Someof thecheese » | | 
quantity at the same time. This is all I have |is_sent to the Englist markets, some to the 5 fi 
heard of in this country. Mr. McIntire’s suc- | West Indies, and some to Californie—Albany , a 
cess in York county has been good. He has | Cultivator. ; § 
published accounts of it in the Boston papers. —_————————- > Ff 
He thinks it the winter wheat for Maine. Last} Suear.—It Fattens more than Meat.—The } § 

yard ae some of it ie every tune ey at Medical Review contains some peculiar facts in ; i 

was gin taint becad it ia ed’ tee of relation to the use of sugar, as a nutritious diet: ; { 

failure not chargeable tothe grain or to the cli-| ‘The celebrated Boliver had, by fatigue and i 
thate. In all such cases, the wheat had been | Privations, so injured the tone of his stomach, # 
sown too late the preceding autumn, or on flat, |that he was unable at times to take any other 

heavy lands, liable to be heaved badly by frosts. | fod but sugar, which, in bis case, was easy of 
Whenever sowed in August, or, if later, when | digestion. His personal friends assure us that } 
sowed on sandy loam, where the water will not |! some of his last campaigns he lived for weeks ; 
stand, and where the snow did not blow off by | together upen sugar alone as'a solid, with pure } 
high winds sweeping over it, the wheat did well. | Water as a liquid; but, probably, in nine hun- 5 
Iconsiderit perfectly sure against the weevil on | dred and ninety-nine cases out of a thousand, } 
account of its earliness only ; and for the same | this diet would soon have brought the person a- } 
reason, nearly as sure against the rust. If the | opting it to his grave; for, on those whose di- ) F 
grain fills before the muggy, dog-day weather | gestion is feeble, a large or exclusive allowance } i 

arrives, there is no danger from rust. Sownin|of sugar adds to their grievance, because the » © 
Aagust, it will ordinarily ripen early in July fol- |excess of nutriment, not being generally ab-) 
lowing, and that is before the weevils arrive, or |Sotbed by the weakened system, becomes ca- 9 
the rusting weather begins. verted into bile, and causes great debility and " 

Thave taken a little pains to ascertain the ay- | Wasting of the body: ) i 
erage yield of this wheat the past season, and| To show how natural ig this taste for sugar, {| 
oe - I have veer able be en ees I find | jt is stated that: . 5 i 

at it has averaged twenty-five bushels per acre . i 

‘ of one Telecast: 7 ascertain, ‘a that Everywhere; the beaste of thefifield, yeas } ‘ 
ies shel ecuiitigansh Kennehwes aad Sond. on of the air, the reptiles, the fish and insects are ; ; 
the Kennebec River, there have been, within a found to have great liking for sugar and honey. 

month past, three hundred bushels of it sown.— Mr. Martin says he has tamed the most savage i 
Perhaps it would bea reasonable calculation to and vicious horses with sugar, and has seen the iL 

a f most ferocious animals domesticated by - being i 
say there has ‘much sown inall the other ly fed it. Th £ lions.and ti , F 
(eleven) counties in the State ; and if so, Mo- Uptime 2 od ee bi 4 ea ae i 
‘ther Earth has already received six hundred bu- | &°TS We a eee are ee a vanes = i 
shels of that rich grain. Should what is sown | /10US 7° 0" SUBST Ont aoe ert f cont h : 
now, yield as well next year as it has done the lavender water, and vatious perfumes; of ‘whic ¥ 

nt, there will be in our State, by another feline animals are remarkably fond. Inthe su- } ; 
Lai 25 4 : gar season in the West Indies, the horses, mules q uly, fifteen thousand bushels, which will seed ‘Seaiil jre.pluaipacen ead atrek ae ¢ i 

the whole State pretty well. I believe every |)" ees eae nae 3 ngt , @ 
farmer may find a piece of land on his farm, Fe ee . zn ee i Oe bs 
on which that wheat will be as sure as is corn ; t C oa "Chin apd oe met be : ea § i 
and if each man raised but one acre, it would |," COCan-Naina, the elephants, juffaloes a: 5 A: 

A A horses are all fattened with sugar. We learn Ke 
greatly stop the terrible clanking of New York from the “Memoirs of Dr. Edward Cartwright,” $ H 
mills, so far as Maine ears are concerned.— ie ik i. pos . teed te fake h ight, , a New Sk Bacaer at that ingenious man used to fatten sheep on i 

Eng sugar. To birds this diet proves so-nourishing, { : 
Cuesse [Facrontss.—In the Western Re-|the suppliers of the European poultry markets i 

serve, Ohio, where the making of cheese has | find that sugar, along with hemp seed and boil- 4 
| been largely carried on for several years, a|ed wheat, will greatly fatten rufis and reeyes in H 
| nge of system has lately taken place to some | the space of a fortnight. . # 

* e
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< Smut in Wheat and Oats, existing in the seed. We hope that experi- 
oe ments will be made to givea fair illustration of 

} You will please to indulge me until I can com-| this subject. 
municate some facts to your farmer friends— Pea eee ae 
facts which, in all probability, the mostof them| To Sweeren Brean wrrnour Sucar.—It is 
are not aware-of. The subject to which I al-| not pt known that pure starch, added to 

¢ lude, is smut in wheat andoats. It has become the flour and made into aE will be partially 
; a universal rule, almost, for farmers to reap| Converted into a species of sugar aying the 
q ; their wheat and oats before ripe. Wheat, for| process of fermentation and baking, and pro- 
s the reason, most of them say, because it will duces sweet and wholesome bread. From the 

make better flour, and oats for the purpose of| ¢xperiments of Dr. Colquhoun, it appears that 
making better seed, both of which is a mistake, | Starch, arrow-root, farina of potatoes, or similar 

} in my opinion ; but I shall not trouble you with | 8mylaceous substances made into a jelly, with 
any arguments of mine on the subject at pre-| hot water, may be employed for this’ purpose 

* (sent: my object in this communication is to] With advantage. It is only necessary to mix 
| } show some cause for smut. The true cause| the flour up with the jelly, imstead of mere wa- 

\¢ of smut in wheat and oats, in my opinion, is be- | ter, to add yeast and salt, and to bake in the 
'S cause the seed that is sown was not ripe when | Common way. Dr. Percivalghas recommended 

! cut. By the seed not being fully ripe when.cut,| the addition of salep for this purpose. One 
; e proper qualities to prodiiss good wheat or | ounce of salep dissolved in one quart of water, 

oats again are not properly matured in it. Al-| two pounds of flour, eighty grains of salt, and 
though at the same time that there is not suffi-| two ounces of yeast, give three: pounds two 

! cient substance in the seed to produce the wheat | Ounces of good bread ; but thé same weight of 
or oats, there is sufficient substance in it to| materials, without the salep, gave only two 

bring forth the blade or stock; but-there is a/ pounds and three quarters. If too. much salep 
material difference between the substance that | be added, however, -it will give its flavor to the 
produces the stock, and the substance that pro-| bread. 
duces the grain. What more fully convintes a Ce ee, 
= ceo the above is the true cause of smut, is, The Indian Summer. 

at ught some seed oats from one of m ie sateen, takin 
sscigiiie tite spring, and sowed them ; when ane iss tinge, just cro.the Zine eb 

; they headed, there was at least one third of Wheu Antunes in cevariee. rx 
them black heads. I was surprised and sorry, The mellow daytime dreams away. 
and made some inquiry of my neighbor what] . : 
was the cause of so many black heads. He When Summer comes, in musing mind, 
told me, the reason of it must be by a mistake | . To gaze once more on hill and dell, 

that was made when he threshed his seed oats. ‘To mark how usiny sbsases they bind, 
He cut about one half of his crop quite sree migeaapaiaatnmm nse ge ie ge : 
the other half quite ripe, for seed, stacked them i i : 

} side by side, ea shee he = his son after With balmy ticpat she phiepers ten.s 
them, he took the wrong stack. Another of| \ Theirewectest incense, ere they go. 
my neighbors sowed some old seed and some For her who bade their beauties live. 

i new ; the old séed was ripe when cut, the new 
was green; he sowed them in the same fleld, Saepens: above the quiet pool 
the same day. There were no black heads in which the rill forgets to play 3 

3 the old oats sown, but the new seed were about The frolic eddies quickly choo! . 
one third black heads; so much difference in Their eyes of gies hengegnsient stay. 

] - ¢ them that you could tell them to the very land , a. 
sown, and almost to the furrow. Now, ye this She entera: ars the _ in; i shade S 

. is the true cause of sqnut in oats, it undoubted- And beaeie cently chive ate id 5 
ly must be the true cause of smut in wheat. If The loved and lost ones of its grief. 
it is not, I would like very much if some of : 
your subscribers would inform me what is the She-seeks the shore; old ocean heaves, 

q true cause. F.S. HL in gladness huge, his mighty breast, c 
} Gaston Co., N. C., 1849. Oa Gece = at a 

} Philadelphia Dollar Newspaper. ee Ne Se eae 

! Remarks sy Eprror N. E. Farmer.—The Atlast old Autumn, rousing, takes 
q subject suggested by the above article, is wor- Again his sceptre and his throne : 
; thy of consideration and experiment, and for this With boisterous hand the trees he shakes, 

I payin ve poset it. The case named in which Intent on gathering all his own. 
i new and old seed were sowed side by side, and iching, fli 

with different results, is not conclusive evidence ; ee sa er, sighing fire eee : ss : - ga 2 
} of the superiotity of late cut seed, as the wri- sion a walling Wisiet, See a ino 

ter ; for its excellence might depend on And smiles to think ’tis all for him ! 
its which might destroy the cause of smut | —[Home Journal. 

_ * ' dun
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: The Folding Ladder, [it should be composed then Nature, the handy 
Se — = workman, soon rears the perfect plan’ 

From a Aah Lrehep ie Aek ee oe 4 | ‘he question now agiees, whet hole ingre- 
, Scility with which it,.can be-eapried about, the |dients and materialsare.. ‘The chemisthas giv- ¢ 
§ : ladder denoted in the adjoining | en us allithe knowledge he has on the subject; 

cut is the best we have ever seen. | the air and the water, the soil and the subsoil, ; 
It is so constructed that it can be | have each a part in théir possession, and should 5 

" folded up in the form of a pole, | each be made to contributea share. | Neture, in ) 
F ‘| when not in use; and consequent- | the production of a perfect plant, doeg Mot restrict 

, a ly will occupy but little room, and | herself to the animal, vegetable, oF mineral } 
; [> can the more easily be conveyed | world. The opinion so generally-prevalentthat } 
(eo from place to place. It is very | the soil, two or three teet-below the surface, ? 
§ Hf convenient for the use of stores, | must consequently be entirely barren and use- 
re warehouses, dwellings, and {for | less, may be, and doubtless is, erroneous in ma- ' 
Lf ‘plucking fruit from high vines | ny instances, especially in that called hard pan. 

it Hl and trees. If, in producing the perfect plant, nineteen may ) 

A | The letter a shows the ladder | possibly be found in the surface soil, while the ; 
: RF when opened, and 6, its appear-| twentieth may be found in the subsoil. In- } 
Hf ance when closed. The rounds | stances have occurted where a good dressing ) 

$ fie are fastened by pivots at "both | from soil ten feet deep, entirely destitute, to all 
iy ends, on which they freely turn; | appearance, of vegetable matter, have had equal- 
1 § and when the ladder is folded up, | ly as good, or the same beneficial effect,as a good ) 
(a they are admitted into the side’| dressing of gypsem. This is truly an age of ; 
H | | pieges by means of grooves. imprévemeht. Many a farmer has found, while 
—y These ladders may be con- | others have yet to find, a mine of wealth below 
Py structed of any length, less than | the reach of his plow, of which he was as un- { 

: i—# fifteen feet, at 30 cents per foot, | cowscious as the mountain of itsore. Itis very 
5 | i and are offered for sale at the Ag- | r@asonable to suppose that the newly created 
B ticultural Warehouse and Seed | world was at first entirely a mass of mineral ¢ 

i Store of A. B. Allen & €o., 189 | matter, from which vegetables soon grew abun- 
“Hg and 191 Water street, New |dantly enough to’support animal nature. Geo- 

York. logists generally suppose the action oi the ele- 
; a b Whenever they are required to | ments, for an indefinite length of time, was rfe- ? 

be of a greater length than fifteen feet, the |Cessary to fit it for the abode of plants and ani- { 
rate per foot must necessarily be increased. mals ; but I believe the action of the frost with 
= iis Soe as ts ‘the winter's rain and snow, to be a powerful fer- 

Froth the-Latefary Gasetie: | - tilizer in this climate ; hence fall ploughingand 
On the Nature of Soils, deep ploughing should go together. 

race Lagorer. 
An all-wisf Creator, for "some all-wise pur- apepett etl epiloass 

Poses, decreed that plants and animals should) Cynrous mone or Grartine THE GRAPE VINE.’ derive their subsistence from the soil ; hence | __4. gentleman in the neighborhood of Oporto, 
we find all the elements of vegetables and ani- split a vine shoot, (white grapes,) very careful- 
mated nature in the soil. ‘For instance, 7 ly down the middle, cutting the blood in’ half, 
soils‘ we find iron abundant ; then, if we Kk | and then split a ealicaeiting shoot on a black 
-into the animal economy, we find iron in the vine, and united them as in common grafting, 
muscles of both maniand the lower orders of | and after many experiments, succeeded in mak- 
brute creation. Andthe wonder working che- ing the graft grow; and the produce of the 

mist detects nature in using the same: ingredi-| ying wag white and black fruit on the same 
ent in coloring all the fruits and flowers. All| bunch, andion others variegated fruit.—T'eras 
things, having been once created, the making Register. 
Principal stopped, and a changing one immedi- Ra Ra haere ake ca 
ately took its place, and has never.ceased'to act} Agrrcunrorat Burrav.--It is said:that one 

since’ mutability was indelibly stamped upon | of the prominent features of the report: of Mr. 
creation. In the formation of plants and ani- Ewing, will be the recommendation of the es- 
mals, ‘Nature gradually collecting her materials, | tablishment by law of an Agricultural Bureau slowly forms her most perfect specimens ; but | a+ Washington. This wilkrelieve the Patent 
like a human mechanic, inasmuch as she lacks | Office if established, of a load which, in justice: 

one or more of the materials, inthe same degree | ty the inventors of the country, it never ought 
is the fabric: imperfect. ‘Thus we see thatif| to have been obliged to bear. It will also ad- the soil in the field lacks one or more ingredi- vance the interest of the farmer, by making 
entgiin the ee ‘ ety ea more ample provision for the collection and dis- 
assumes a dwarfish, sickly appearance, in inatiol i ral kn ledge. joston, 
animal robbed of its food. Now, the farmer, emma of agrigulta oF ens Se 
to-be a good husbandman, must plant the germ, ne Se ee eae . 
and place’around it all the materials of which| He is my friend who grinds at my mill. 

* 
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? B E Venrivation.— Wherever large numbersof peo- ‘ 

_EDITOR’S TABBE. _ ple are brought together In a close apartment, the 4 
Educational Department in the Farmer. a s tapidiy rendered impure, and attention to ven- § 

ois tilation besomes necessaty. Thisis particularly the 
We are now making arrangements for | case in schools, and the attention of teachers cannot | 

) adding an Educational Department to” the | be too often called to the matter. Commencing the 
Farmer, at the commencement of the next | Session with pure air, the gradual deterioration of the 

volume. As a,smaller sized type is to be ae oe = eee s _—? ki § : 
d in the printing of this Journal, we ca: | 00° [20Ue8 the air would be very offerisive to ‘ 

= P s * ® ~ | one coming in from the pure air of the street. This f 
devote from four to six pages to such a de-| is an every day matter. Where there are no flues i 
partment, and not materially abridge the | jor yentilation—as in every well constructed school . 
amount of Agricultural matier now given. | house there must be—the window sash should never 

If demanded, additional pages will be fur-| be entirely closed. A very small aperture at the 
nished. In making this new arrangement, | top of the window will ventilate the room, si the ; 

we are confident we but consult the wishes | '2™ becomes too cool, let it be warmed by fire, ? ‘ 
and not by the animal heat of the children. Health 

of the great mass of our readers; and da ene than Necceal: i 
though it puts us to considerable additional Midbinias Deets cacti enees . 

"{ expense, yet westrust to a greatly enlarged [cate of property in this county, liable to taxation | i 
circulation to reimburse us in our increased | for the present year, is as follows: ; 
outlay of means. Noveffort will be spared; Farming lands,.................$1,053,454 21 

in Sustaining for the Farmer the excellent| Village lots and personal property, 208,633 59 i 
reputation it has acquired, and in rendering | ‘Total weeable property ..2<$1,262,087 60 i 

broader the sphere cf its usefulness. The The number of acres of farming land returned for 

best talent in‘the State will be engaged to taxation this year, is 427.099 acres—being an in- 
furnish articles regularly for the several de-| crease of 109,960 acres since last fall. This of it- i 
partments, so that, in al] respects, the Wis- | self is a good basis from whieh to judge of the ra~ 
consix Farmer shall be the paper for the pidity with which population ecmniay in. Almost i 

Fatuiece of Wissanain: all of this hes been taken and improved by new set+ i 
tlers.—Madison Argus. i 

Hover's Patent Benstzap.—We have recently I> A large flouring mill is in process of erection i 

had shown us by Mr. Urzxr, Agent for this State, | s+ the Falls of St. Anthony. Minnesota is an ex? i 
this simple, but truly valuable invention. Its supe~ | cellent wheat-growing country. & fl 
riority over other patents consisgs in its exceeding Saxauizeise ae Unrrep Srarzs. O 2 of f 

ee cicaich neo wea ey the immediate advantages, it is prediced, which the 
be put up or taken some and LS its being perfectly United States will gain by the’ reciprocity between 

bug-proof. the f oe enna ts i = eae ae England and this country in the carrying trade, will 

the Patent was obtained, is of such peculiar constue>| 4 the impetus which it will give to ship building: 
Ben SBE Sattar OF tne wpat only & reqoired in A New York cotemporary thinks that Detroit, Chi- 
putting the bedstead together. This fastening “con. cago, St, Louis, Cleveland, Buffalo—in fact, all our 

sists of @ right angle piece of cast-iron, inserted in chioaand towns bordering on the great lakes and i 

the'poet, with catchés; by: whichithe tenons of two | vers, will at once go into the business. The spec» i 
Stpecsat ills'are locked sui Arey Held inthe post, 1 int feqiiiatly be presented of chipe, berieen, 
making a close pie We have no kesitation 1M) and brigs, built of materials from the forest within a f 

saying that we believe the Patent greatly superior | 1116 of the ship yards, and laded with western pro~ ‘ 
to any we have ever seen, and that it can be easier duce, clearing for English ports direct This has 

oer aad eas ._ | been the case to a certain extent already, and must { 
\ Mr. Utley.will soon visit the principal t in} ye greatly iene: ! 

the State, for the purpose of disposing of wi — py 2 4 
Those desirous of making money will do well to I> Mr. Papineau; the French leader in Canada 

wethink politics, has written a lettey.in which he strongly 
g ; : advocates the annexation of. Canada to the i 

Sim Arran McN an is very dangerously sick. | States, x i 
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6 A Wontn’s Macuanres’ Farn—A project is on | Provision Businzss or THE: Wxst.—The Cin~ i, 

foot in Loudon for a monster exhibition of arts, and | cinnat: Gazette of the 28d ult, says:—We have j 

t specimens of industry and ingenuity from all parts | looked over a large number of Ohio, Indiana, Ken- 
of theyworld. It is propofed.to be he'd im 1851, at | tucky, Illinois and Missouri~ papers, for some indi- 

Hyde Park, in a tuilding constructed for the pnr- | cation of. the probable price of hogs at the. opening 

pote, a mile Jong, at an expense of one hundred } Season. Our search, however, bas been in’ vain — 

thousand pounds sterling: a are to be given | We find, almost universally, one statement, and one 

avray from five thourand pounds downsvands, to the | opinion; the former is that the country is fll of } 
value of'twenty thousand pounds. The total ex- | begs—the latter, that the pricegswill and must open 
pense of this “world’s convention;” for the encour- | low, and continue to rule low. 

{ agement of art are composed a hundred thou~ Hocs—Tax Weatarr.—Tne Madison (Ia) 

sand pounds, or $1,000,000. Prince Alberthas con- | Courier of THursday evening says: A sale of 100,000 
sented to act ag President, and Superintend the, en- pounds of pork, at four cents per pound; round, des 

terprise— Worcester Spy. livered in New Orleans, has been made by one of our 

Putzapetpata Mrxt.—It is stated that the whole | enterprising. busiress firms. A sale of eighty-five 

amount of California Gold which has been received | haadvof light but good beef*cattle, was made to the 

at the Philadelphia Mint to the present time is} house on the hill yesterday at $3 nett. The Indian 

$3,000,000, and that the coiningjis now carried on | summer is now; but though the weather is delight+ 

at the rate of $140,000 a-day. Preparations are | fully pleasant, our people would rather feel, as well 

making for the coining of double eagles, on the com- | assee,a change. From allaccounts, hogs are abun~ 

pletion of which the daily coinage will be increased. | dant, and only await a change in the weather to give 

> The St. Louis Republican says $50,000 of the packers something toe. 

) the Susquebanne Bank eile circulation! there {D7 All that the Cincinnati pork butchers receive 

emnas from houses in Cincinnati.” for slaughtering hogs is the offal, and they find it 

‘gx Catironnta Fisxr.—The last Shipping | very profitable. 

J Sst goukains the sollowins snomary.: a US The editor of the St. Louis Republican has 
The total number of vessels that have left the | 1.01, shown a sample of Rice grown in the vicinit 

Bigs ple of grown in icinity 

United States es Calinny, roma foe: commences | of thatcity,, It was raised without irrigation of the 
ment of the Seinen, is as follows: Ships, 189; land,and the experiment, though made on a small 

barques, 175; brigs, 119; schooners, 83; steamers, | .-aJe, has convinced the cultivator that rice may be 

7—total, 573. 3 : made as valuable acrop to the grain grower of that 
Of the above, there have arrived at California up region as many others which arenow cultlvateds if 

to the latest dates, as follows:—Ships, 55 ; barques, 

45% brigs, 35; schooners, 28 ; steamers, i—total, Tar Cnorsix New Pee <4 abundant 

167. as usual. this season. Ae letter from Weare says— | 

‘Phe number that have sailed fhe past month is as| “ Good returrs haf been made for the labor expen~ } 

follows :—Ships, 18; barques, 14; brigs, 1S; schoos ed upon both corn and potato crops, and indeed als | 

ners, 15—total, 65. most gvery thing, the past has been a fruitful season. } 

According to thé same authority there are now A general competence abounds, and the toils of the | 

up for California, 47 ships, 21 barques, 22 brigs, 9 busbandman yields a reward sufficiently generous to { 

schooners.and 2 steamers—total 101 vessels—of | encourage his heart, and fill his habitation with joy | 

which 12 ships, 6 barques, 9 brigs, 2 schooners and and gladness.” 1 

1 steamer, are up at Boston, in all 30 vessels. At} Fuge Scuoous rx New Yonx.—The free choos) y 

New York only 27 vessels; Philadelphia, 6; Balti-| jaw has been approved by a very large majonity. of | 

more, 4; New Orleans, 8, Newbilfyport, 6; New| the votes of New York. This is highly creditable, j 

Bedford, 6 ; Bangor 3; other places, 11—Traveller. | no merely to-the philanthropy of her citizens,but J 

Daxcrnovs Conpirrox or Sutrrtxc at SAN | their intelligence. The law is similar.to the provir 

Fraxcrgco—A letter from Com. Voorhees, of the | sionsi eciicens ‘ i 

U. S. ship Savannah, dated San Franciseo,. Aug. 31 ee ; 

says:—There are about 250 vessels in harbor, many Bans Caxxsc “There wep's chiedse exhibited 

of them large ships, and mostly:abandoned and go- at Agricultural 00 a vy York, made from 

H ing toruin. ‘They willall be wrecked in the course oné day’s milk of 600 cal by A. E. Austin, of 

y ote coming winter if they be aot taken eare of | Avstisburg, Ashtabula couaty, Ohio. Tt weight 
Wy in time. 2,000 pounds. 
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